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The Committee on Approurations submits the following report in
explanation of the accompanyng bill making appropriationsm or the
Department of Defense for the sat yar ending jule 30, 1970.
APPROPRIATIONS AND ESTIMATES

Appropriations for the military functions of the Department of
Defense, including military assistance related to the conflict in
Southeast Asia, are Provided for in the accompanying bill for the
fiscal year 1970. This bill does not provide for other military assistance,
military construction, military family-housing or civil defense, which
reutrements are considered in connection With other appropriation
hberl
s
a
There is a summarization of the appropriations business of the
session near the end of
report..
acis
The ne budget (obliatina|) authortenacted for the Department of Defenseor the fiscal year 1969 and the estimates and amount
recommended by the Committee for the fiscal year 1970 appear in
summary form in the following table.
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The Cominmittee considered budget vatiiates tWtling $76,278,200,000. Tlie estintates presented in louse Docume t No. 91-15, the
Premidont-'s B1dget of January 1960, totaled $77,740 200 000. Budget
amendments froim the new Administration, contained in louse D(,el.
mont, No. 91-100, made rductions in these' requests in tie amlioulit of
$2,462,000,000.

The icompanying bill recommends ojriprolnmtions in the totaI

amount of $09,060,048,000, a decrease or $5,318,152,000 below the

revised estimates, a decreaso of $7,780,152,000 below th origin.

January estimates and a decrease of $4,442,201,427 below the lprol)riations enacted for the fiscal year 1009.

The dollar reductions recommended l)y the ('ommitiee are larger

than aly propoSed by tho committeee since the fiscal year 1054, mter
the end of (me war in Koroa, when it new Administration did not
formally anend t ie budget, estimnates of its i)rodecessor. Conmittee
reductions that year were over $0,300,000 000.
As the fighting in Souttheast Asia slows down, reductions in military
spending call be made in some areas directly related to the war. In.
ventories which have been built tip to neet higher levels of activity
may, in some instances, provide some day-to-day requirements witliout falling below levels which must be ,niinitiied. While fighting still
continues today in Southeast Asia, and substantial numbers of U.S.
personnel remain in that, area, local forces are assuming ever increasing
roles in combat operations. The Committee has relied heavily ol the
guidance of officials of the Departnent of Defentse in reducing the
funding of items directly related to the war in Southeast Asia. Further
withdrawals of U.S. forces may make additional funding reductions
possible during the remainder of thIis fiscal year, but tie Committee
has not delete;d funds on this basis. The enemy could again escalate
the intensity of combat and the Committee does not want American
forces to be placed in jeopardy by shortages of needed sul)plies and
equipment if this should occur.
As was pointed out in the hearings, the Connittee is concerned (hat
too rapid withdrawal of some U.S. forces could imperil the forces which
remain. Every precaution must be taken to avoid this situation.
The Committee is, of course, aware that budget reductions of the
magnitude recommended may, in some degreo,linit. the power and
effectiveness of U.S. armed forces. The significance of this depends
on the comparative strengths of our military forces and those of our
opponents. It can be argued that the removal of one person from an1
attained total constitutes a reduction in tie effectiveness of the armed
forces, but such it reduction would not affect the balance of military
power. The Committee is firm In its belief that the appropriations
recommended will provide for it reasonably acceptable military pos.

ture in the light of all the circumstances.

NATIONAL, DBFBNe8B BUDOT OUTLAYS

Most, but not all, of tihe appropriations for National Defense are

carried in the accompanying bill. The January Budget includes total
Budget Authority of?$82,985,000,000 under time "National Defense"
classification. Of this amount, estimates totaling $77,740,200,000 were
considered in connection with the accompanying bill. Amounts for
National Defense considered in connection with other appropriation

bills include $1,949,000,000 under the Military Construction Appropriation Bill, $010,000,000 for Nilitary Assistince under'the Foreign
Assistnec Appropriation Bill and $2,438,000,000 for Atomic Energy
considered tinder the Public Works Appropriation Bill. Other relatively
small amounts are considered in connection with oflter appropriation
bills.

Total National Defense outlays (exlendtures) are (classified in the
,542,000,000 for tihe fiscal year
January, 1909 President's budget. t

1970. Within this total, the subtotal for Mfilitary 1?unetions nd Militaryr Assist dance is projected at $79,000,000,000 in expendit tires for 1970.
The now Adnnistration reviewed the January budget and nmtade
changes which were announced oi April 15, 1909, involving redutlions

in projected outlays for Military FullitiOiis and MiliUtary Aistan(,oof

$1,091,000,000 below the January budget and reductions of $3,048,000,000 below the January budget, in new budget. authority. Subsequent,
to those April revisions, the Administration has annoilllced its efforts
to hold overall budget, spending to the target amount set. by ihe Administration and established inlaw by P.1,. 91-47. In conson nce with
this, reductions were announced in tho expenditure program of the
Department of Defense to the extent of $3,000,000,000 below the
revised total of $77 903,000,000 announced on April 15, 1909. The reductions below the budget. estimates recominended in the pending bill
with respect to now budget, obligational authority are expected to
result in an expenditure outlay reduction of the magnitude announced
by the Administration.
The Committee continues to feel, as it has stated for many years,
that this country must maintain its military superiority over any other
nation. It is the feeling of the Committee that this country does now
have military superiorit-y and that. steps must be taken now and in
subsequent yeors to continue to maintain our overall military suporiority. The recommendations made are consistent with this objective.
REQUIREMENT FOR REDUCTIONS

The Committee has explored in some detail the recommendations
for budget reductions suggested by the Administration and many of
them have boon fully embraced in the reductions below budget estimates recommended in the accompanying bill. The Committee is
well aware of the requirements of the fiscal situation and realizes
that without a healthy economy and a reasonably sound dollar
the probability of maintaining our militarT superiority would be
greatly jeoparilized. The great national need to halt, the erosion of
the economy by inflation, a painful burden to millions of Americans,
is as important to the Defense effort as to any other sector of tie
economy. As tie largest purchaser of goods and services, the Defense
Department lies itself boon hard hit by tc~onomie inflation. The Committee has joined with the President and the Secretary of Defense in
making reductions in spending wherever reasonably possible in an
effort to reduce Inflation. Some otherwise attractive programs are not
funded at this time because of Cie need to hold the line on the overall
budget.
Some of the reductions recommended by the Committee below the
budget, amounts and in some cases below the funding levels presently
being considered by the Administtation, have boon made somewhat
general in an effort to encourage greater economy and bettor management in the Department of Derfnso. The Committee is proceeding
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in this instance as it has in former years in pointing up various shortcomingt and inadequlacies in certain programs

lnd
IIniagolnett prac-

tices by snaking reductions in tinl effort, to drive holno moro sharply
the need for mninistrativo corrections. Many slerifie ii4tan,,es of
n1111agolleent deficionrieA are pointed otl(. in t ho variots di'11ssions in

the Report. T1his does not inean that,no progress is being u1aide in the
Departinent. Progre." is being made 1i( siglifitcat aceompli.Jhmntis

have been brought to the (olnnlittee's attention, but, thie l)robeilns tire
nut erous ind inuch reonails to be done.
Certain programs jirovided for in the budget tire Iprobably desiral)le,
but tloe o11ittee believes that soino of t htwm lrogriuns tire not yet
ready for funding to tie full extent. requnested. ('Cer am oler piogrlins
have bemi deleted or reduced by t.I(%
Congres-4 in enacting th annual
l
authorizing legislation.

DictAY IN RIEPORTINO BILL
Tite Committee'recoguizes that the Defense Appropriation Bill is

being presented at. a very late date this year.
Tite annual authorization legislttiomi "uplon which uu1.h of this bill
is predicated was not approved by the Presidenti until Novembher 19,
1969, the conferenceO report having cleared Congress on Novembiher 11,
1909. Tie Senate passed the legislation oi Septemiber 18, the Ioluse
oil October 3. It,
was necessary that the (C'onittee lear tie Kecre!ary of Defense following Congressional clearwivo of the autlhorization
in order that. the Comuiittee might doteriuine precisely tie position
of the Adniinistration, including its allocation of priorities, with respoct to the programs affected by the authorization.
After authorization is a approved on itbill of the uaguitude, inuportaice, and con)lexity of the )oefeusehill, it is desirable that, the Appropriations Comumitteo havo a reasonable imne in which to complete final
hearings, mark the bill, write an adequate report, and present the bill
to the-House of Representatives.
Ti1e Coinmittee spot inny weeks in hearings, beginning with a
briefing in Janiary of 1969 and concluding with iafinal se.ssAiol with
the Secretary of Defense, on November 17, 1909. The Iliini body of
hearings were colcluded on October 13, 1909.
Tie Committee report this year is nore extensive than in inost
former years. It is based upon tlie most extensive yesr of hearings und
investigations yet undertaken by the Committee. 'J'hose who wish
information inconnection with tie overkill situation or more inforunation on any specific detail may avail themselves of the printed hetarings of the Committee which ainount to seven vohlinies amnd 5,947
pages.
RELATIVE CONTIIOLLABILITY

or DEFENSI

APPIIOPRIATIONS

The committee has at all times been alert, to the fundamental need
for the Congress to maintain its control over military expenditires.

It has been alleged that the mere size of tile Defense I)udget inakes it
relatively uncontrollable. While the size of the Defense budget creates
a tremendous workload on those who nlust. deal with it., tile conulittOe
believes that control of the congressional power of the purse is being
maintained. At a time when many programs throughout the nondefense area have been or are being removed by one means or another
from effective annual appropriation review, tile Defense program continues under the restraints of this review.

In testimony on June 17, 1969, the Assistant Secretary of Defenatr

(Comptroller) said, concerning control by Congress of Defense funds:
"First, I believe it is significant that we lack automatic
financial authority. For many [non-defensel Federal programs, outlays are determined by the operation of formulas
and other statutory provisions, and are not controlled
through the appropriation process. To quote from the President's budget for fiscal year 1970 (p. 15), '* * in some
caes, national priorities are arbitrarily distorted by the fact
that the outlays for some Federal programs are sheltered in
basic law from meaningful annual control * * 01. The budget
for 1970 (p. 20) showed that only $20.0 billion of civilian
program outlays were relatively controllablo-about 17 percent of the total. The remainder involved statutory formulas,
permanent authorizations, et cetera.
"In contrast, the Department of Defense has relatively
few programs that are uncontrollable in this sense. Payments
to retired Personnel and claims (estimated at $2,735 million
and $41 million, respectively, for fiscal year 1970) are the only
such programs we have. Even these, it should be emphasized,
are subject to specific, annual appropriations-they are not
covered by permanent or indefinite authority or other such
arrangements.
"In short, Congress can change the Defense budget totals
directly and expeditiously through the appropriation process.
For most of the remainder of the budget, this is not the case.
In this sense, I believe, the Defense budget system is a more
effective instrument for the prompt registration of congressional policy choices.
..
"A second factor of considerable importance in appraising
the responsiveness of the budget system to e change in
priorities is the matter of carryover balances. Where there
are large carryover balances, budget outlays obviously tend
to be less responsive to current appropriation action than
would otherwise be the case. Table 8 presents the unexpended
balances for military programs and other programs as forecast in the 1970 President's budget for June 30, 1969.
"It will be noted that Defense has 10 percent of the unobligated balances for the Federal budget, and 21 percent of the
unexpended balances. Unexpended balances are equal to
about 7.4 months of outlays for Defense, versus 18.3 months
for the rest of the Government.
"A third and related matter of great importance to an inquiry on priorities concerns the management of carryover
balances. The questions involved here are these: once funds
are provided by the Congress, are they more or less automatical]y and routinely applied to the purpose for which appropriated? Or, conversely, are there effective procedures for
applying these funds to higher priority programs as circumstances change?
"In the Department of Defense, there are well established
and, we believe, effective procedures for reassessing priorities

and reapplying resources that the Congress has provided in
the past. These changes are effected through financing
adjustments, reflected in our annual budget submission, and
through reprograinings."
OLosWR OONTROJ. OF CARRYOVER UALANCFY
With regard to tle latter points made, the tables on pages 10 and 17
are the usual tabulations carried each year in the report showing the

unobligated and unexpended balances available to the Department of
Defese.

The Committee ha;s always taken account of carryover bahtnces
in its reviews and decisions on new funding requests. blt in order to
bring these balances under (,loser control, the Committee is recommending language in the accompanying bill providing that appropriaiLions for major procurements be available for only three fiscal years
(with the.exception of shi)building where the nature of the (.onstriction requires a five-year term) and that apl)ropriations for research,
development, test, and evaluation be available for only a two-year
period. Heretofore, they have generally been made on an "aviiable
until extended" basis
The Department of Defense recognizes these terms as approximate
average spend-out, periods and in its internal operations requires that
the military departments obtain the approval of the Secretary of
Defense for the re-utilization of any balances available beyond these
time periods.
A general provision (Sec. 041) is incorporated, providing that unobligated balances of funds heretofore appropriated under each of the
procurement and R.D.T. & E. heads shall not be available beyond
the dates specified for the current year funds. Rather than cauiwel
these earlier al)l)rol)riations at this time, the Committee recommends
their relatively brief continuation since many of the current budget
plans are built upon the continued availability of funds heretofore
appropriated. The unobligated and unexpended balances will ultimately be closed out as prescribed by law for all expired accounts.
NONAPPROPRIATED FUNDS

In House Report No. 91-035, dated November 12, 1969, the report
accompanying the Military Construction Appropriation Bill for 1970,
the Committee called attention to some of the problems surrounding
the use of so-called nonappropriated funds. The major import of the
Committee remarks at that time was directed to the construction of
facilities utUizing these funds which are generated from incomeproducing activities for the morale, recreation, and welfare of the
serviceman and his dependents.
As was noted in that report, these activities are often, if not always,
supported indirectly with appropriated funds, but they are not subject
to the normal Congressionil appropriation review process and are
not accounted for in the same manner as appropriated funds.
The Committee wishes at this time to reiterate the position taken
in the earlier report with respect not only to a reporting of planned
construction activities but a more definitive reporting of-the support

provided from appropriated funds, especially in terms of numbers of
military personnel assigned to assist fn nonappro)riated fund activties on a duty basis. The Committee staff will work out the reporting
details with officials of the Department.
CHEMICAL AND BIOLOGICAL WARFARE

On November 24th, the President announced decisions made as a
result of studies he requested of the nation's policies and programs in
the area of chemical and biological weapons and defenses. It appeared
that some of the decisions made could result in financial savings in the
fiscal year 1970 Budget. Inquiry was directed to the Department of
Defense in this regard. It has been ascertained that reductions totaling
$2,000,000 in appropriations to the Army and the Air Force are possible by the President's decision. The reductions have been made and
are reflected in the amounts recommended in the accompanying bill
under "Other Procurement, Air Force," and under "Research, Development, Test, and Evaluation, Army."
The Committee anticipates a greater impact on the fiscal year 1971
Budget., at which time the Department will have had time to implement the announced program revisions.
Other reductions in the area of chemical and biological programs
totaling $10,500,000 are recommended in separate actions not directly
related to the President's announced change.
STRATEGIC ARMS LIMITATION TALKS

The United States and the Soviet Union are presently engaged
in Strategic Arms Limitation Talks in Helsinki, Finland. The conference is generally referred to vs the SALT talks. Because the present
SALT talks are preliminary in nature, there is no reason to believe at
this time they will have any impact on the fiscal year 1970 Defense
Budget. If a safe and meaningful limitation on strategic weapons were
to be agreed to, the budgetary impact would be felt in future years.
The Committee has been assured by the Secretary of Defense and
by the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff that the Department of
Defense is well represented at the conference and that the Defense
Department will be kept well advised of the proposals advanced
during the progress of the talks.
MAJOR MILITARY PROGRAMS

This section of the report describes briefly U.S. military forces in
terms of their principal military missions, rather than in the form of
budget categories for which appropriations are made.
The table below lists the major military forces programs in the
fiscal year 1970 Department of Defense budget request as amended on
April 15 1969, for the Titles contained in the bill. The Committee's

poposed
changes are summarized in a single entry at the bottom of
te table.
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Major military programs as applicable to iles I, 11, 11I, IV and V
(In millions of dollars)

8trategio forces ...
. ..
. ..
$7482
General purpose forces .........................................
28, 990
Intelligence and communications ..................................
5*839
Airlift and sealift ..................................
1057
96?...........
Guard and reserve forces- .......................................
%767
Research and development .......................................
5.394
Central supply and maintenance ................................
9, 328
Training, medical and other general personnel activities ..............
9, 399
Retrd pay (funded)--..
2, 735
2...................
Administration and associated activities............................
233
Military assistance funded by Department of Defense ............
2, 414
Total obligational authority --------------- -------- 77 528
Deduct:
Financing adjustments....--------------------------1,850
Proposed appropriation transfers ----------------------------400
EsUrmate, now budget (obligational) authority---------------- 75. 278
Changes recommended by Appropriations Committo -------------5, 318
Now appropriations in accompanying bill ----------------- 69,960

The next table shows the amended fiscal year 1970 budget request

by both major military program and budget title, with the total

Committee changes shown at the bottom of the table. These changes
are discussed elsewhere in the report.
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The following discussion focuses principally on the more significant,
Committee changes to the amended budget requests. Detailed-descriptions and justifications of the contents of the various programs can be
found in the Committee's published hearings.
STRATEGIC FORCES

This major military program comprises the strategic offensive
forces, the continental air and missile defense forces and the Ci-iI
Defense effort. (Funding for Civil Defense is not included in this bill
nor in the preceding tbles.) These general nuclear war forces are
designed to achieve two distinct obJectives, namely:
(1) The deterrence of deliberate nuclear attack upon the
United States and its allies through the maintenance of a highly
reliable capability for inflicting an unacceptable degree of damage
upon .any single aggressor, or combination of aggressors, at any
time during the course of a strategic nuclear exchange, even after
absorbing a surprise first strike. The overriding importance of this
capability demands that it have first call on our resources.
(2) In the event a nuclear war nevertheless occurs, the limitation
of damage to our population and industrial capacity to the extent
it is in our power to do so.
For as far ahead as can now be projected, the offensive elements of
the strategic forces will continue to consist of a mix of manned bombers
and missiles (both land based and sea based) along with the necessary
reconnaissance and command and control systems.
To help replace the B-58s which will be phased out of the force this
year and some of the older B-52s, which Will be phasing out of the
force in the years ahead, the Air Force will begin deployment of a
limited number of FB-11s this year. Procurement of this aircraft
will be completed with fiscal year 1969 funds already available to
the Department of Defense. In order to preserve our ability to maintain a manned strategic bomber force beyond the late 1970s, funds
are included to permit the start of engneering development of an
advanced manned strategic aircraft (AMSA), now designated the
B-i.
To make certain that our nuclear deterrent forces remain adequate
to their task regardless of what actions our opponents might take in
the future, a number of major improvements are planned for our
strategic missile forces. First, the current MINUTEMAN force will
be upgraded with the new MINUTEMAN HI missile. Flight testing
is progressing satisfactorily and the initial deployment should start
by the close of this fiscal year. Second, work is continuing on the
development of superhard silos suitable for either the MINUTEMAN
III or a new ICBM, as well as on the development of the technology
needed for a new strategic missile system for the more distant future.
Third, funds are provided to convert six more Fleet Ballistic missile
submarines to the multiple-warhead POSEIDON. By the end of fiscal
year 1974 our missile forces are programmed to include: 1000
MINUTEMAN, a large proportion of which will be MINUTEMAN
Ills; 54 TITAN Ils; and 656 POLARIS and POSEIDON submarine
launched ballistic missiles.

With respect to strategic defensive forces, funds are included in this
bill to initiate deployment of Phase I of the SAFEGUARD ABM
system I e., two sites to be located in the MINUTEMAN fields.
Phase I would provide protection for a part of our MINUTEMAN
force, as well as the operational and test experience needed to expand
the system if that should be required in the years ahead. The bill includes a total of $779.4 million for SAFEGUARD-$400.9 million for
RDT&E, $345.5 million for Procurement, $23.2 million for Operations
and Maintenance, and $9.8 million for Military Personnel. The total
does not include the $14.1 million of military construction for SAFEGUARD carried in another bill. Additional funds are provided to
continue advanced ballistic missile defense development efforts.
Our present air defense system is considered too costly in relation
to its effectiveness and is now in the process of being phased down.
The problems involved in a new modernized air defense system, however, have not yet been resolved. Pending the resolution of those
problems, the bill includes funds to continue, at a prudent rate, development work on AWACS, a new airborne warning and control aircraft, and on the avionics required for a new or modified interceptor.
The cost of the Strateg'o Forces in fiscal year 1970, for the accounts
covered in this bill, is estimated at $7.5 billion.
GENERAL PURPOSE FORCES

The General Purpose Forces include most of the Army's combat
and combat support units, nearly all Navy units, all Marine Corps
units, and the tactical units of the Air Force. These forces are designed
to perform the entire range of combat operations short of general
nuclear war.
The bill recommended by the Committee will provide for further
improvements in the firepower, mobility and readiness of our general
purpose forces and for the replacement of supplies and equipment
consumed in the Southeast Asia conflict. Principally because of the
demands of that conflict, the financial requirements of the General
Purpose Forces remain at a high level.
Further discussion of the specific forces, equipment procurement
programs and financing will be found in subsequent sections of this
report.
AIRLTFT AND SEALIFT

Included in this program are: the Military Airlift Command's
strategic airlift aircraft; the tactical airlift aircraft assigned to the
Tactical Air Command and the Unified Commands; the transport
and troop carrier aircraft in the reserve components; and the troop
ships, cargo ships, tankers and "forward floating depot" ships of the
Military Sea, Tiansportation Service.
Although the past several years have seen dramatic increases in the
rapid deployment capabilities of our forces, the experience of Vietnam
has underscored the importance of still further improvements in this
area. The amended budget provides funds for the procurement of
the fourth squadron of the very large payload C-SA transport aicraft.

For the accounts covered In this bill, cost of the Airlift/Sealift forces

in fiscal year 1970 is estimated in the amended budget at $2.0 billion.
OUARD AND RESERVE FORCES

The Budget as amended will support the retention of seven Air
Reserve and Air National Guard units previously scheduled for
deactivation in fiscal year 1970.
The cost of the Reserve and Guard Forces (for the accounts covered
bill) in fiscal year 1970 is estimated in the amended budget at
by
$2.8this
billion.
RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

The research and development program comprises all research and
development effort not directly identified with elements of other
programs and, in 1970, is estimated (for the accounts covered in this
bill inthe amended budget at $5.4 billion. The Committee's recommendations for this program are discussed elsewhere in the report.
OTHER PROGRAMS

This category covers the remaining major defense programs:
Intelligence and Communications; Central Supply and Maintenance;
Training, Medical and Other General Personnel Activities; Administration and Associated Activities and Military Assistance funded
by the Department of Defense. Included in Intelligence and Communications are such activities as intgence operations, communications, weather service, air rescue and recovery, and the National
Military Command System. Training, Medical and Other General
Personnel Activities includes such functions as recruiting, transportation, housing, retirement pay, etc., of the serviceman and his family,
except for those costs which can be directly attributed to another
major program. Retired Pay, the only item included for which a separate appropriation is made, will cost $2.7 billion in fiscal year 1970,
reflecting the continued rise in the number of military personnel on
the retired rolls. Central Supply and Maintenance encompasses a wide
variety of activities such as the operations of the Military Sea Transportation Service, the Military Airlift Command, the purchasing
storing and inspection of materiel and the major rebuild and overhaul
of common stock items. Military Assistance funded by the Department of Defense covers the cost of aid furnished our Free World lies
in Vietnam. For fiscal year 1970 the cost of these other activities
covered by the accounts in this bill is estimated in the amended budget
at $30.9 billion.
FORCES TO BE

SUPPORTED

By

ORGANIZATION

In this section of the report, the military forces and programs considered by the Committee are discussed by organizational component.
As shown in the following table, the amended budget request
projects a total active duty military personnel strength of 3,451,878
at the end of fiscal year 1970. Subsequent public announcements
indicate that this number is now proposed to be 3,235,100. The
details supporting this reduction appear in the discussion under

Title I.
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DEPARTMENT OF THB ARMY

For fiscal year 1970, the amended budget proposes Army active
forces of 18 divisions, 11 brigades and 5 armored cavalry regiments.
Maneuver battalions-the basic building block of the ground forcestotal 217. Other major forces include 67 missile battalions and 7
Special Forces Groups.
The amended budget provides for the procurement of one thousand
and fourteen aircraft, including large quantities of UH-1 H IROQUOIS
utility helicopters and OH-6168 hght observation helicopters. In the
missile category, the Army requested substantial quantities of TOW
and SHILLEIGH anti-tank missiles and REDEYE and CHAPARRAL air defense missiles. A wide variety of ground munitions would be
procured in order to support the projected levels of combat activity in
Southeast Asia. Procurement of communications equipment, combat
and support vehicles and weapons, although lower than in fiscal year
1969, would still be at relatively high levels in fiscal year 1970. The
Committee's recommendations on Army procurement are discussed
in Title IV of this report.
A summary of major Army forces, as projected in the amended
budget, follows:
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DEPARTMENT O" THR NAVY

The amended budget would support an active fleet of 880 ships at
the end of fiscal year 1970, compared with 880 at the end of fiscal year
1969 and 932 at the end of fiscal year 1908, and an active aircraft
inventory (Navy and Marine Corps) of 8,370 at the end of fiscal year
1970, somewhat less than at the end of fiscal year 1909. A number of
new ships will join the fleet during this fiscal year, including 8 nuclear
attack submarines, 15 amphibious warfare ships and 12 escort ships.
The amended budget provides for construction of a third nuclearowered attack earner, one nuclear-powered guided missile frigate,
ve destroyers, two general purpose assault ships, and two nuclearpowered attack submarines. It also includes funds to procure long
leadtimo components for five more nuclear attack submarines, three
nuclear-powered missile destroyers, eight destroyers and two general
purpose assault ships. A total of 440 aircraft would be procured, inclu in A-6 all-weather bombers, EA-6B electronic countermeasures
aircraft, A-7 attack aircraft, P-3 patrol aircraft and F-4 fighters.
The amended budget also requested the initial procurement of the
Navy's new F-14A general purpose fighter and continued development of the new carrier-based ASW aircraft, the S-3. Funds are
included for substantial quantities of missiles, ammunition, and other
types of supplies, weapons and equipment.
A summary of major Navy forces follows:
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43,000

fises1 year 1970 iludget as

DEPARTMENT OF THlE AIR FORCE

For end fiscal year 1970, the amended Air Force budget provides an
active force structure of 06 combat wings and 117 squadrons of combat
support flying forces. The MINUTEMIAN missile force, which has
already reached its planned strength of 1,000 will continue to be
strengthened as the new MINUTEMAN III replaces the older
MINUTEMAN I. More than 1,000 new aircraft would be delivered to
the forces during fiscal year 1970, including F-4s, F-I l Is, A-37s and
O-5s. A number of the older model fighters and interceptors are
scheduled to phase out during the year as the newer planes are delivered. In addition, the amended budget provides for the continued
development of the Air Force's new air superiority fighter, the F-15.
With respect to new procurement, the amended budget requests
funds for 602 aircraft, including A-7s, RF-4s, F-I IIDs and C-6As.
Funds are also requested for MINUTEMAN II strategic missiles
and for such tactical missiles as the anti-radar SHRIKE and Standard
ARM and the air-to-air SPARROW. Finally, provision is made in tile
amended budget for procurement of conventional bombs to support
projected consumption in Southeast Asia.
A summary of major Air Force forces follows:
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DEFENSE AGENCIES

The amounts requested for the various activities funded in the

"Defense Agenies category and the Committee's recommendations

are discussed in connection with the specific appropriation accounts
later in this report.
UNEXPENDED AND UNOBLIGATED

BALANCES

The following tables compare the unexpended and unobligated
balances for the military functions of the Department of Defense over
the past several years, for both the entire Defense Budget and for the
accounts covered by this bill. The unobligated balances associated
with the accounts in the bill are projected In the amended budget to
decrease between end fiscal year 1968 and end fiscal year 1970, from
$11.7 billion to $8.4 billion; the unexpended balances during this
period are projected to drop from $40.0 billion to $38.1 billion.
It should be noted that in these tables, estimated unobligated and
unexpended balances have been revised from amounts printed in the
1970 Budget to reflect the effect of changes in financing resulting from
enactment of the Second Supplemental Appropriation Act, 19691
together with re-estimates of oblg actions and expenditures in fiscal
years 1969 and 1970 related to thelkpril 1, 1969 budget amendments
and more recent experience.
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As shown above, an estimated total of $38,970,000,000 of unexpended balances of funds is to be carried into fiscal year 1970 pertaining to the appropriation accounts provided for in the accompanying bill. Of this amount, almost $26,948,000,000 represents
legay 'binding documents calling for ultimate cash payment such as
contracts for ship, aircraft, or missile construction. Such major
weapons systems are normally fully funded oven though deliveries
may not occur for 2 or 3 years, or 5 years in the case of capital ships.
Approximately $12,022,000000 of the carryover balances represent
amounts which are made available to fund authorized programs but
which are not yet obligated in the technical, legal sense. By and large
these funds are committed to the programs for which initially appropriated awaiting the completion of contracting or other legal prerequisite of obligation.
The bill this year limits fund availability so as to assist in reducing
these large carryover balances.
TITLE I
MILITARY PERSONNEL
ESTIMATES AND APPROPRIATIONS SUMMARY

The accompanying bill includes appropriations totaling $21,057,200,000 for fiscal year 1970 for military personnel, a decrease of
$3 319 700,000 below the budget estimate of $24,376,900 000. Of this
reAuction, $2,735,000,000 is a result of the transfer of "Retired Pay,
Defense" from Title I to a new Title II. The actual Committee reductions in the Military Personnel requests total $584,700,000. Of the
$23,877,103,427 appropriated in fiscal year 1969 for Military Personnel,
$2,450,000,000 was for "Retired Pay, Defense." The reduction below
the comparable 1969 appropriation is $369,903,427.

37-881 0----2

Appropriations
made under this title finance the programs identified
brie
y) below:Pay and cdlowances.--Funds are provided for the pay and allowances of active duty officers and enlisted personnel, and cadets at the
military academies. Included in these are basic pay; incentive pay;
special pay to physicians, dentists, veterinarians, divers, and others;
basic allowances or quarters and subsistence; station allowances overseas; uniform and clothing allowances; separation payments; social
security contributions; and reenlistment bonuses.
Subsistence of enlisted personnel.-Funds are provided for the
feeding of enlisted personnel, including both the basic allowance for
subsistence and subsistence in kind.
Permanent change of station trave.-Funding is included to provide for permanent change of station travel for military personnel,
either as individuals or as organizational units. Transportation; per
diem allowances- travel of dependents; transportation of household
goods; port hanling charges; dislocation allowances- nonteniporary
storage of household goods; minor supplies and services incident to
organizational movement; expenses of separation travel; and temporary duty directly related to permanent change of station are all
included in this item.
Other military personnd cost.-Funds are also provided for other
military personnel costs which include apprehension of military
deserters, interest on personnel deposits, and death gratuities.
Subsequent to the submission of the revised budget the Department
of Defense announced that because of reduced draft calls and the
phase down of operations in Vietnam, the end fiscal year 1970 active
duty military personnel strength will be reduced to about 3,235,100.
Sizz op

HEADQUARTERS STAFFS

The Department of Defense and the military Services have their
principal headquarters in the greater Washington, D.C. metropolitan
area.-In addition, all of the Services have personnel assigned to
major command and administrative headquarters located in various
areas of the country.
When these military and civilian personnel and those assigned to
the Headquarters of the Unified and Specified Commands located
throughout the world are considered, the organization appears to be
considerably overstaffed. The sheer weight of numbers of administrators and managers and supporting personnel cannot help but
introduce cumbersomeness and impinge upon the decisionmaking
process up and down the line.
The number of military and civilian personnel assignbd to Headquarters in the Washington Metropolitan Area Is illustrative of the
magnitude of this bureaucracy. According to information provided
by the Department of Defense, the number of people in headquarters

activities in the Washington, D C metropolit-an area during fiscal
year 1970 will be 72,893 civilian and 42,029 military. The Committee
feels that a Washington area headquarters staff of almost 115,000 is
unwarranted and represents top-heaviness oven for an organization
the size of the Department of Defense.
The Committee has therefore made a substantial reduction in
both civilian and military manpower on this account.

PBRBSNNzL

AssiSTANCB PROORAMS

The Committee took note of various projecta and programs in
the Services designed to assist military personnel in returning to
civilian life or to enter the military service. Presentations wore made
by the various Services and by the Secretary as to the various programs and projects known as Project 100,000, Project Transition,
Project Value, and Project Referral. The Committee feels that
appropriate assistance by the Department of Defense or by the
Services to men upon entering the service or about to return to civilian
life is desirable. Descriptions of the various programs in this area conducted by the Department of Defense appear on pages 400 through 402
of Part 7 of the Department of Defense Appropriation Hearings for
1970. The overall hearings indicated that reductions in funding would
be appropriate in this area.
The basis for the Committee reduction, by program for both Titles
I and III, is as follows:
PROBECT 100,000

Project 100,000 offers an opportunity for individuals who were
previously disqualified to enter thIe armed forces. In the past, individuals who could not meet. minimum mental standards or who had
certain physical defects were precluded from military service. Physical
defects are corrected and those individuals who had previously Tailed
to meet the mental standards are given remedial reading training and
other hell) as they go through basic training. While the Comnittee
supports this project, its cost has risen at a very 'apid rate and
as a result the Committee feels that a total reduction of $1,745,000
would not seriously interrupt. the progam but yet will )rovide the
needed impetus for the Department of Defense to review t&e program
and determine the reason for the largo increase in cost.
PROJECT TRANSMON

Project Transition is designed to help enlisted personnel leaving
military service become gain fully employed on their return to civilian
life.
Available information on Project Transition indicates that a substantial amount of funds is being expended for very little value. Of
the total number of personnel being released from active military duty,
very ft.w participate in the program and those who participate
receive very little training. It also appears that those who deserve this
training most are the ones who do not have an opportunity to participato in the program. For instance, a soldier or airman returning
from duty in Vietnam or another area overseas to the United States
fQr discharge is not afforded the opportunity to enroll in the program.
Nor are sailors assigned to fleet duty in the Atlantic or Pacific released
in time to participate in the program. It appears the only avenue
available for participation is the assignment to duty in the United
States prior to discharge from the service.
With the Service's announced "early out" program, it appears that
even fewer of those people will be participating in the program during
fiscal year 1970. Considering all the deficiencies and discrepancies in
the program, and the increased funding required each year, the Coin-

mitteo believes this program should be reviewed in detail. In line with
this thought, the Committee is reducing by $4,015,000 the funds requested by the Services for this program for fiscal year 1970.
PROJECT VALUED

Project Value is a joint Department of Labor-Department of Dofense program. The Department, of Labor funds the program as part
of its concentrated employment program to train hard-core unem-

ployed young men and women for productive employment. However,
the Department of Defense does incur some costs in connection with
the supervising and counseling of the enrollees employed at military
activities. Funds requested for this program were reduced by
$200,000.
PROJECT REFERRAL

Project Referral was established in fiscal year 1909. Under this
project, the Department of Defense is setting up a computerized
referral service for retirees. The general purpose of the project is to
match retirees from military service with prospective employers, in
both the private and public sector of the economy. The Department of
Defense advised the Committee that the project was established in
recognition of the vast reservoir of unique skills represented in military
personnel scheduled for retirement from the armed forces. The Department of Defense requested an appropriation of $1,152,000 for this
program. The project seems to be of doubtful value since the President
has announced a plan to set within the Department of Labor a program very similar to Project eferral that will be available generally.
Therefore, the funds requested to support thi project are reduced by
$975,000, an amount equal to that proposed by the Department of
Defense and testified to by the Secretary on page 402 of Part 7 of the
Defense Hearings.
BASIS FOR ComMiTTs

ACTION

The Committee reductions totalling $584,700,000 below the budget
request for military personnel can be categorized into three broad
areas: (1) reductions as a result of announced-decisions by the Department of Defense in such areas as troop withdrawals from Vietnam and
Thaiand, reductions in end-strengths, base closures, ship and air.
craft deactivations, et cetera; (2) general across-the-board reductions
in areas of which the Committee has been critical for many years,
such as: (a) management of military personnel including such functions
as rotation of duty and frequency of permanent change of station,
(b) the number of military personnel assigned to headquarters' staffs
both In Washington and in the field and the number of military personnel assigned to the Office of the Secretary of Defense and to the
Office of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, (c) the number of military personnel
a
ed to public affairs, public relations, and public information
activities, and (d) military personnel assigned to automatic data
processing activities, an area of importance to the defense effort but
yet an area that has expanded at an astronomical rate in recent years
resulting in inefficiency and duplication of effort; and (3) specific
reductions resulting from changes inthe conditions on which the

estimates wore predicated, such as: (a) computation of rates in the

case of shipment of privately owned vehicles, (b) reduced require.
months for funds for subsistence of enlisted personnelias a result of
increased absentee rates being encountered in mess halls both in this
country and overseas.
In the case of the Reserve and Guard components, modest reductions were made to reflect what appears to be overly optimistic
estinntes on the part of the Services imto their ability to meet their
projected drill strengths. This would seem to be especially true In
light of the significant reductions planned by the active forces during
fiscal 1970.
In addition, appropriate reductions were applied to the Army
Reserve and Army National Guard to reflect the Tailure of authorization of 073 Reserve and 1,993 Guard spaces.
MILITARY PERSONNEL, ARMY
Appropriation, 198 ...............................
$8, 409, 969,223
Budget, 1970 ...................
---------------8, 551, 700, 000
Recommended in the bill....................... w---8,
312, 000, 000
Reduction ............
--............................... 239, 700, 000
'Includes amounts waramted by Trwy Depeutzmnt purmant to P. L. 91-31.

The Committee recommends an appropriation of $8,312,000,000 for
Military Personnel, Army. This represents a decrease of $239,700,000
below the budget estimate of $8 551,700,000. The amount appropriated
for the fiscal year 1969 for Military Personnel, Army totals $8,409,969,223 and the amounts recommended herein for fiscal year 1970
represent a decrease below the past year of $97,969,223.
The Committee action in the case of this appropriation results
primarily from certain actions announced by the Department of
Defense.
as follows:The actions which will result in significant dollar savings are
(1) Phases I and II of the Vietnam troop withdrawal amounting
to a reduction in authorized "in-countryI strength for the Army
of about 30,000.
cai Y Cancellation of the November and December 1969 draft
(3) Announced end strength reduction to 1,435,400, a reduction of 73,900 from the 1,509,300 requested in the amended budget.
The Committee estimates that the above actions will result in
savings in 1970 of approximately $222,070,000, of which $30,000,000
will result from the riedeployment of troops from South Vietnam and
$192,070,000 will result from the announced end strength reduction
of 73,900. Since the cancellation of the November and December
draft call is a part of the overall reduction in end strength, a saving
figure is not assigned to the cancellation of the draft. In addition to
the above announced reductions, the Committee also made general
across-the-board reductions in those items and activities addressed
earlier.
Specifically, the recommended reductions are as follows:
Headquarters staffs

-----------------------------------

$1,800, 00

Public Affairs-------------------------------------------570,000

Automatic Data Processing Operations ---------------------Proct 100,000....------------------------------Permanent Change of station Travel .........................

5,000,000
1.,170, 000
000, 000
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In addition to the above general reductions, specific reductions were

made in several areas. The Committee has been advised of an increase
in the absentee rate at Army mess halls, both in this country and overseas, since the original budget estimates were prepared. While an increase in the absentee rate produced a significant saving this was offset
to a large degree by increases in the cost of subsistence. However, even
with the increase in subsistence costs, a saving of $6,200,000 can be
realized.
During the hearings a discussion regarding the Now Food Item
Program revealed that in order to evaluate a new food item, the Army
will procure enough of the item for one million meals. In the opinion of
the Committee, a smaller size sample would serve equally well for
evaluation purposes. The Committee has therefore cut the sample size
to five hundred thousand meals at a saving of $750 000.
A modest reduction of $140,000 was also made in the area of Support
Service Contracts to comport with the corresponding reduction made
in this activity in the Operation and Maintenance account.
MILITARY PERSONNEL, NAVY
Appropriation 1969 ..................................... 14, 4558, 200, 000

Etimto 1976-------------------------------.......49508,500, 000

Recommended In the bill---------------------

-4,8

70, 000, 000

Reduction...................................38, 00i 000
IIneduda amounts umrstWd by

w Depgutmot pursuant to P. L.91-31.

The Committee recommends an appropriation of $4,370,000,000 for
Military Personnel, Navy. This represents a decrease of $138,500,000
below the budget estimate of $4,508,500,000. The amount appropriated for the fiscal year 1969 for Military Personnel, Navy, totals
$4,455,200,000 and the amounts recommended herein for fiscal year
1970 represent a decrease below the prior year of $85,200,000.
The Committee action in the case of this appropriation results
primarily from certain actions announced by the Department of
Defense. The actions which will result in significant dollar savings are
as follows:
(1) Phases I and II of the Vietnam troop withdrawal amounting
to a reduction in authorized "in-country" strength for the Navy
of approximately 6,000.
(9)Announced end strength reduction to 694,300, a reduction
of 72,600 from the 766,900 requested in the amended budget.
The Committee estimates that the above actions will result in
savings in 1970 of approximately $133,200,000, of which $6,000,000
will result from the reeployment of troops from South Vietnam and
$127,200,000 will result from the announced end strength reduction
of 72,600.
In addition to the above announced reductions, the Committee
also recommended general across-the-board reductions to cover those
items
and activities addressed in the introduction to this Title of the
Report.
Specifically, the recommended reductions are as follows:
Headquarters staffs
.
-----------------------------Public affOrs------------------------------------Automatic data processing operations. --------------------

$2 755000
725,000
1, 8000

100,000--------------------"------ft1758-000
o rv7................
.
.
.
5,000
Permanent change of station tr
-------------1,300000
sOt Transition ..
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In addition ;to the above general reductions, specific reductions
were made in 4everal areas. The Committee has been advised of an
increase in the absentee rate at Navy mess halls, both in this country
and overseasr since the original budget. estimates were prepared.
While an increase in the absentee rate produced significant savings,
this was more than offset by increases in the cost ofsubsistenco. To
allow for this increase in subsistence costs, an additional $1,600,000
was added to the budget.
A reduction of $520,000 was made in the area of funds to support
Operation "Deepfreeze" to comport with the corresponding reduction

made in this activity in the Operation and Maintenance account.
In addition, a reduction of $50,000 was made in connection with
the shipment of privately-owned motor vehicles. Testimony during
the hearings revealed that the averaged rates used in computing the
requirement were overstated in some cases.
MILITARY PERSONNEL, MARINE CORPS
Appropriation 1969
------------------------------ $, 534, 734 204
Estimate, 1976 ................................1, 77,000,000

Recommended In the bill
.................................
518 000, 000
Reduction------------------------------------------659,000000
I Inludes amounts warranted by Trsowy Department pursnt to P. L. 91-31.

The Committee recommends an appropriation of $1,518,000,000
for Military Personnel Marine Corps. This represents a decrease of
$59,000,000 below the budget estimate of $1,577,000,000. The amount

a)propriated for the fiscal year 1969 for Military Personnel, Marine
orps, totals $1,534,734,204 and the amounts recommended herein

for fiscal year 1970 represent a decrease under the prior year
of $16,734,204.

The Committee action results primarily from. certain actions

announced by the Department of Defense. The actions which will
result in significant dollar savings are as follows:
(1) Phases I and II of theVietnam troop withdrawal amounting
to a reduction in authorized "in-country" strength for the
Marine Corps of approximately 27 000.

(2) Cancellation of the November and December 1969 draft
cal.

(3) Announced end strength reduction to 294,200, a reduction
of 20,300 from the 314.500 requested in the amended budget.
The Committee estimates that the above actions will result in savings in 1970 of approximately $52,900,000, of which $18,000,000 will
result from the redeployment of troops from South Vietnam to the
United States and Okinawa, and $34,900,000 will result from the announced end strength reduction of 20,300. Since the cancellation of the
November and December draft call i part of the overall reduction in
end strength, a savings figure is not assigned to the cancellation of
the draft.
In addition to the above announced reductions, the Committee also
made general across-the-board reductions to cover those items and
activities addressed in the introduction to this Title of the Report.

Specifically, the recommended reductions are as follows:
Headquarters staffs ..................................

$1,30,0000
460 0

Public affairs ...................................
Automatic data processing operations..

100 000

Project transition ........................................
Permanent change of station travel ........................

40, 000
800, 000

In addition to the above general reductions, a speciflo reduction is
recommended in subsistence funds. The Committee has been advised
of an increase in the absentee rate at Marine Corps mess halls, both In
h country and overseas, since the original budget estimates were prepare. While an increase in the absentee rate produced significant
savings, these were offset to a large degree by Increases in the cost of
subsistence. However, even with the increase in subsistence costs,
savings of $3,700,000 can be realized.
MILITARY PERSONNEL, AIR FORCE
Appropriation 1969 -------------------------Estimate, 1976 ---------------------------------------Recommended In the bill------------------------5
Reduction----------------------------------

$0, 003, 600, 000
5 952, 800, 000
835, 3000 000
117, 500, 000

The Committee recommends an a.ropriation of $5,835,300,000
for Military Personnel, Air Force. This represents a decrease of
$117,500,000 below the budget estimate of $5,952,800 000. The
amount appropriated for the fiscal year 1969 for Military Personnel
Air Force, totals $6,093,600,000, and the amounts recommended
herein for fiscal year 1970 represent a decrease below the previous
year of $258,300,000.
The Committee action on this appropriation results primarily from
certain actions announced by the Department of Defense. The actions
which will result in significant dollar savings are as follows:
(1) Phase II of the Vietnam troop wiithdrawal amounting to a
reduction in authorized "in-country" strength for the Air Force
of approximately 2,500.
(2) Announced end strength reduction to 811,200, a reduction
of 50,000 from the 861,200 requested in the amended budget.
The Committee estimates that the above actions will result in savings in 1970 of approximately $113,100,000, of which $2 500,000 will
result from the redeployment of troops from South Vietnam and

$11 0,600,000 will result from the announced end strength reduction of
50000.
[n addition to the above announced reductions, the Committee
also made general across-the-board reductions to cover those items
and activities addressed earlier.
Specifically, the recommended reductions are as follows:
Headquarters staffs------------------------------1.

Public affairs
-----------------------------------Automatic data processing operatons ------------------Project 100,000

-------------------------------------

Project tranlUon .................................
Permanent change of station travel.......................,

si8,

000

700, 000
900, 000
400, 000

400,000
500,000
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In addition to the above general reductions, specific reductions are

recommended in several areas. The Committee has boo advised of
m nwreme in the absentee rate at Air Force moss halls, both in this
country and overseas, since the original budget estimates wore propared. While an increase in the absentee rate produced significant
savings, the saving were more than offset by incrouses in the cost of
subsistenco. To allow for this increase in sbsistence costs, an additional $2,280,000 was added to the budget.
A modest reduction of $900,000 was made in the area of Commercial
Air Travel since testimony during the hearings indicated that, better
utilization could be made of existing Military Airlift Command flights.
RESERVE PERSONNEL, ARMY
$287, o200000

Appropriation 1969

Estimate, 1976

311,000,000

308, 000, 000
3, 000,000

...............

Recommended In the bill

Reduction ..............................................

RESERVE PERSONNEL, NAVY
Appropriation 1969

Eimate, 1976 .....

.

$129, 150, 000

...................

140, 400, 000

181,400, 000

Recommended In the bil .................................
.............................
Reduction.

9, 000,000

RESERVE PERSONNEL, MARINE CORPS
$3O, 550, 000

Appropriation 1969..........................

Estimate, 1976 .....2......................

45, 700, 000
45, 000 000
700,000

Recommended in the bill........................

Reduction.

RESERVE PERSONNEL, AIR FORCE
Appropriation6
1969 .....................................
Eklmate,
1970 ------ --- --- --- ---- --- --- --- --Recommended in the bill

$71, 800, 000

88, 200, 000
83, 400, 000
4* 800, 000

Reduction..................................

NATIONAL GUARD PERSONNEL, ARMY
Appropriation 1969
............................
timate, 1976.
Recommended In the bil.............
Reduction..................................

..........

$320, 900, 000
363, 500, 000
350 800,000
5,700,000

NATIONAL GUARD PERSONNEL, AIR FORCE
Appropriation 1969 .....................................

FAUmate, 1976--......................

Recommended In the bill........................

Reduction .................................

RETIRED PAY, DEFENSE

Appropriation 1969
estimate, 1976 ........
Recommended
in the bill (now carried n flew title II) .....

$88, 000, 000
103, 100000

97, 300000
6, 800, 000

$2 450,000, 000

2,735, 000s 000

0

TITLE II
RETIRED MILITARY PERSONNEL
RETIRED PAY, DEFENSE
ESTIMATED AND APPROPRIATiONS SUMMARY

This year the Committee recommends that the appropriation for
Retired-Pay, Defense be set out as a separate title rather than appear
as a portion of Title I, Military Personnel.
An appropriation totaling $2,735,000,000 is recommended in the accompanying bill for Retired Pay. This amount is the same as the
budget request and an increase of $285 000,000 over the $2,450,000,000
appropriated for Retired Pay in fiscal year 1969.
The appropriation made under this title finances (1) pay of retired
military personnel on the retired lists of the Army, Navy, Marine
Corps and, Air Force- (2) retainer pay of members of the Navy and
Marine Corps Fleet Reserves; and (3) payments to eligible survivors
pursuant to the Retired Servicemen's Family Protection Plan.
RETIRED PAY, DEFENSE
Appropriation 1969 (carried In title I of the act) ------------0
Estimate, 1976 (carried in tle I of the budget)
0
Recommended In the bill ----------------------------$2, 735, 000, 000

The Committee recommends the creation of a separate Title because
of the fact that Retired Pay is rapidly becoming a major item of expense in the Department of Defense Budget. In addition, funding
requirements for this activity are uncontrollable in the usual sense
through the appropriation process since the retirees of the Department
of Defense and thei, survivors must be paid as provided for by
law. Therefore, for the sake of clarity, and int order to separate "nonmilitary" costs from "military" costs the Committee recommends
that appropriations for retired pay be established as a separate
title of the bill.
During the hearings this year, the Committee asked the Department of Defense to project the requirements for Retired Pay through
the year 2000. The projections are as follows:
(26)
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Projeeled number of military personnel receiving retired or retainer pay and annual
duebureements, Deparlmeni of Defense
(Number of persons in thousands; dollar amounts In mlilons)
Constant Active Force I
Number re.
re n
retired pay

Fisl year
19.... ............................

V......................

.........

Iwo ............................................. ........................

199.
I6..............................
IM9 ..........................................
......... I................................................................
20. .................... .................... 0.............................

No pay or
pric In.
crases

0,

0

1671-4

6*8

,,,;

0,18

1,,81

IAsumes that the Active Force remains unchanged at the June 30, 196. level.
Note. The figures assume a 12.perct Increase In basio pay eoffactve July 1, 1960.'
Projected number of military personnel receiving retired or retainer pay and annual
disburscmente, with assumcd pal or price indez increase,

Department of Defense
(Number of persons in thousands; dollar amounts In millions)
Constant Active Force.
Number rePay and
calving re
price in.
creses'
tired pay

11low ......................................................................
.............................................................

1983 ........................................................................

1,029
1.256
142

14,422
G'2W0

1990
.....................................................................
19 .......................................................................
20........................................................................

1,68
1,071
1,78

8173
103
1,

0;6"

IAssumes that the Active Force remains unchanged at the June 3D0.
198 level.
I Pay rates are .umed to increase by 3.5 percent annually from fiscal year 1971 to the year 2000. The price
Index is assumed to increase by 114 percent annually to the year 2000.
Not, The figures assume a 12.6-percent Increase In base pay effective July 1,1969.

TITLE III
OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE
ESTIMATES AND APPROPRIATIONS SUMMARY

Tite revised budget estimates for the operation and maintenance of
the military forces for fiscal year 1970 total $21,792,100,000. The

Committee reconunends appropriations totaling $20,878,100,000.
This is a reduction of $1,477,718,000 below the appropriations for fiscal
year 1969 and a reduction of $914,000,000 below the revised budget
estimate for fiscal year 1970.
APPROPRIATION. CovERAoB

Funds appropriated for operation and maintenance are used to cover.
the necessary day-to-day costs involved in support of our military
establishment. Tfiese costs are related to (I) the size of the active
forces and the numbers of personnel in tie reserve conm)onents
(2) the tempo of operations, readiness, and deployment of the forces;

the use of weapon systems and equip(3) the training of personnel lin
ment; and, (4) the types of military facilities to be operated and 1inaintamed. The appropriations for operation and maintenance are directly
related to the ability of our armed forces to react quickly, deploy
effectively, and to maintain their overall state of readiness. Substantial amounts of the operation and maintenance appropriations are
directly related to the tempo of the war in Vietnam.

In addition to finanxcing the operation of force units i.training or

in combat, these appropriations provide for the individual treating of

military persontel in basic military skills and in specialty skills
ranging from aircraft pilot to cook; for medical care of the military,
their dependents, antd retired military personnel and their dependentS;
for the operation of logistic support systems; for the coinplex of
command controls; for communicat ions systems worldwide; for the
education of dependents overseas; for c rtain support of Free World
forces in Southeast Asia; and for the operation of base establishments
in support of these functions.
Some of theprograms and/or activities planned to be supported under
the amended budget by operation ald maintenance funds during
fiscal year 1970 are (1) a planned active inventory of about, 35,000
aircraft, with fuel and related costs for about 18,200,000 flying hours,
(2) support for about 880 active ships having about 2,400,000 prograined steaming hours, (3) 212 service hospitals with an expected
patient load of about 42,000, (4)the operation of 61 major service
supply depots, (5)the support of about 060 active major military
installations and, (6) the direct-hire of about 832,000 civilian employees.
the budget request for operation and maintenance includes funds
in the amount of $664.7 milion for the maintenance of real property;
(28) *

$453 million for travel costs of both military and civilian personnel;

$5670.1 million for the operation and mnaiutemaine of world-wide
defense communication systems; $853.9 million for the support of

forces of the Government of South Vietnam and other Free World

forces in Southeast Asia; $70.0 million for tie minlitary-civilian assist.
anco functions in %outh Vietnam which are being administered principally by the Doopartmnent of the Army; $1,781.7 million for the transportaton of supplies and equipment; $2,154.3 million for depot level
mnaintenance and n11odern nation of aircraft., engines, and accessories of
which $1,190.1 nlillion will be performed by service delots and $904.2
million by contractor operat.ions; $135.0 million for the support of
dependents overseas education; and a total of $5,985.7 trillion for
the payment of civilian salaries and related costs.
PROGRAM CHANGES

All of the programs and/or activities discussed in the previous two
paragraphs are affected to some degree by Department of Defense
announced curtailmnents inoperations in Southeast Asia, and reduced
operations in other areas of the world, These reductions were in part
to comply with the government-wide expenditure limitation enacted
in the Second Supplemental Appropriation Act., 1909, Public Law
91-47. Curtainent of operations in Southeast Asia was initiated by
the Department of Defense as a part of its Vietnanization progrann.
In line with the decision to cut back defense operations in iutlieast
Asia and to also generally reduce non-Southeast Asia force levels and
operations, the Department. of Defense has announced certain nodifications to the force structure for which operation and maintenance
funds were originally requested. In arriving at reductions apllicable
to the operation and maintenance request of the Services and Defense
Agencies, these modifications were taken into consideration. It is difficult to calculate the exact amount which may be applicable to any
one announced action, Therefore, the Committee's approach was to
assign a value to the area of operation affected, taking into considerat.ion the phase planning of the particular decision asbest it could be
developed by the Commnittee.
Committee reductions applicable to announced operational cut.
backs and other reductions specifically recommended are discussed
in subsequent sections of the report ol this title of the bill.
MANAGEMENT OF OPERATIONS

During the hearings each year, much time has been spent delving
into procedures for managing the vast sums being requested is well as
the related programs on whuch the funds will be expended. The Conmittee believes this line of inquiry provides an insight into whether or
not good management exists. The Committee can thus be assisted in,
its determination as to whether the program should be continued,
reduced in funding, or additional funds granted.
Reduction in force levels, cutbacks in operations, and deactivation
of installations are not the only ways to achieve savings. Thought
must be given to ways of improving management of this vast,military
operation. For example, consideration should be given to the elinnination of duplicate training programs. A case in point is schools

a0
operated for the training of young legal officers. Each Service operates
its own Judge Advocate General School. The similarity of basic legal
training would indicate that one school managed by one of the Services

would be sufficient, for the training of all legal officers. There is only one
code of military justice and only one armed services procurement regu.

lation in which instructions would have to be given, as well as other
courses similar in all Services. It. may be necessary liter for the
legal officers to specialize in subjects particular to one Service, but this
training could be provided for without separate complete schools.
Another area where operating costs may well be reduced is in the
training of women officers and enlistees for the Services. A consolidation of basic military training for those women would seem to be
feasible. Subsequent specialized training in the particular operations
of the women's choice would not be affected. Intilligonco schools now
being operated soparately by each Service could also be consolidated
Into one school f6r training in basic intelligence operations.
These are but a few of the areas in which operational costs could
be reduced substantially. In addition, such other areas as communications, air defense automatic data processing operations, and similar
programs could be reviewed for te elimination of duplication of
functions and overlapping responsibility. Some of these areas are
discussed separately in this section of the report.
The Cominittee believes that streamlining of Defense operations is
in order, but caution must be taken that the streamlined programs
are properly managed. The decision of the Secretary of Defense to
appoint a panel to review Departmental operations is a timely move.
The panel should leave no stone unturned in order to obtain sufficient
facts
to
able to recommend
improvedbeoperating
p~rocedures.the necessary management changes for
I The Comiuttee boliev .s that ways must be found to reduce operating costs to the bare minimum inline with providing the best in

defense for the nation.

EXCESS STOCKS

During the hearings on the budget request for 1970, extensive discussion was hold concerning the amount of excess stocks in Southeast
Asia. The Committee was pleased to learn of the programs underway
to control and redistribute all supplies and equipment excess to
immediate needs in that area of activity. The Committee directs that
the Department not destroy any supplies or equipment for the simple
expedient of disposal to avoid transfer to another theater of operation.
All stocks should be inventoried, controlled, and placed in the supply
line for redistribution.
AUTOMATic DATA PRocusmIG

Last year and again this year the Committee, in cooperation with
the General Accounting Office, reviewed the practices of various
component organizations of the Department-of Defense in planning
and
installing new automatic data processing equipment for use in
computerized
management systems. The results of last year's review
indicated that the degree of control over the planning, development,
and installation of the equipment for these systems varied widely.
There was a general lack of coordination
and planning within and
I

among the Services and/or Defense Agencies relating to the adaptability of the various management systems to one another.
The Committoe had been advised last year that. the Office of the

Secretary of Defense, Comptroller, had been delegated the solo

responsibility for the management review of all facot-s of automatic

data processing niwgonont systems. The Committee believed that.
this was a stop in the right direction and that a thorough review and
analysis of all systems should be undertaken is soon as possible. The
Committee also believed that a close working relationship should be
arranged between the now review offices established in oah Service and
the new office under the cognizance of the Assist'ant Secretary of
Defense, Comptroller. It was apparent to the Committee that only
through such a direct coordimat6d effort could adequate control be
established for the planning, adtaptation, coordination, and installation
of those automatic data processing management systems.
In the report on the Department of Defense Appropriation Bill for
1969, the Committee expressed the belief that until such time as these
n!owly established offices had an oplort unity to review variou-. systems
in existence and those beint planned for the future, expansion of all
systems should be held in a eyance.
In spite of tins request, the Services were permitted to proceed
with the expansion of many systems without thorough review. It was
evident from the Committee'a review this year that there is still a
need for improved management of these costly systems. It was disclosed that existing systems were still being improved or new systems
installed without careful consideration of the product of other systems
•already in existence or of other parallel systems being developed.
The Committee has been advised that the review process within the
Office of the Secretary of Defense has again been divided between
various offices. The Committee believes that the review and approval
process should be a centralized responsibility of one group whomever
the Secretary so directs. The Committee also believes that the review
groups established
in
the various Services in cooperation with the
Office of the Secretary of Defense should make a thorough tinalysis of
all expansions of on-going systems and the development of new systems
before implementation goes forward.
The Committee is not convinced that the Air Force Phase II base
level system is required for practically every Air Force base in the
United States. It would appear feasible that at some bases the present
so-called second generation equipment could be utilized to provide
adequate information instead of procuring a now generation of equipment. The Committee directs the Department to take a hard look
at this program before further implementation.
The Committee does not look with favor upon the negotiation of
lease agreements which require the lessor to provide office space for
Government employees, as in the case of the TATE program. Nor does
the Committee believe it was necessary for the Air Force to enter into
a contract to upgrade the computers for the LITE program from
second to third generation models. The Committee directs that the
Department again review the needs for this new equipment and the
additional office space.
For the operation of ADP systems in fiscal year 1970, the Departmert requested $1,260,000,000. This is a substantial increase over the
actual cost incurred for fiscal year 1968. The Committee does not be-

a2
Hove that the review it envisioned was made in sufficient depth before

requesting this largo increase in funding for fiscal year 1910. There.
fore, the Committee is directly reducing tle requests of the Servikes
and Defense Agencies for ADP operations to emphasize its view that
close review and better management must be exercised over this

most costly operation.

The Committee action is not Intended to stop the expansion,
development or installation of new automatic data processing aystnms in tile bepartient of Defense. Rather, the Committee desires
anurance that these systems will be givon adequate management
review and evaluation before inplementation decisions are reached
to be sure that. they are necessary, are being effectively designed,
and will be efficiently operated. Once those objectives have been met,
the Services and Defense Agencies should modernize and expand as
needed. However, the Committee will continue to give this operation
close scrutiny.
The Department of Defense recently announced plans to proceed
further with tihe acquisition of a new fainily of 34 standardized con-

putor systems for use in the Worldwide Military Command and

Control System at an estimated cost of over $600,000,000. Tte Air
Force has announced its intention to proceed with the acquisition of
a now generation of computers for the Advanced Logistics System at.

an estimated cost, of approximately $370,000,000. Severe difficulty
has been encountered in the desiglm of both of these systems. The
Committee desires that the Department proceed with caution in
the implementation of both systems. The Committee directs that the
General Accounting Office immediately commence a comprehensive
review of the need, requirements, and implementation features of
these systems in line with the Committee's directive of September 24,
1909. The Committee requests that the Department of Defense
assist the General Accounting Office in every way possible.
OPERATION OF COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS,

The Commitotee spent considerable time again this year reviewing
the operation of the various communications systems of the Department of Defense. Last year's review disclosed a number of deficiencies
in the operation of the various systems, and a lack of cooperation with
the Defense Communications Agency on the part of the military
departments in the operation of the Defense Communication System
(DCS). The Committee reported last year that the Department of
Defense was undertaking several studies toward better utilization of
the various communications assets in the Department and that
Improvements should be forthcoming in the near future.
Regretfully, none of the studies underwiay at the time of the Committee's reporthig last year were completed. The Committee hearings
this year disclosed that there was the same duplication of management responsibilities, ineffective cooperation, duplicate review procedures, and an inadequate effort towads the elimination of dedicated
networks.

LACK Of COORDINATION

For several years, the Defense Communications Agency has been in

the process ooxlanding the DCS to Europe. One of the principal

reasons for incorporating communications in Europe into the DCS was
to eliminate most of the dedicated systeins in use in that area and
effect substantial savings.
It came to the Committee's attention this year that while the Dofense Comlmunications Agency was expanding the DCS in Europe, the
Army was in the process of developing and installing a completely new
tactical communication switching system for the use of the Seventh
Army. It was testified that ths new "Tactical Automatic Digital
Switching System", called TADSS, is intended.to replace and upgrade
present non-DCS manual relays at three locations in Germany.
Time Army has thus far invested $1,984,700 in this system and for
1970 is requesting an additional $1,676,200. However, it was stated
that the cost for 1970 may increase to $2,230,000 if the Army decides
to lease three additional TADSS's. The estimated cost for fiscal year
1971 and subsequent. years is $3,753,000 each year.
While the Defense Communications Agency is trying to eliminate
dedicated communications systems and save money, the Army is
establishing a new tactical switching system. The Committee directs
that TADSS development be discontinued immediately.
In addition to TADSS, the Anny is developing another comprehensive, tactical communication system. This new "Random Access
Discrete Address System," referred to as "RADAS," is in effect the
equivalent of a tactical mobile automatic dial telephone system. Development began in fiscal year 1963 while DCA plans were being
implemented to expand the AUTOVON system worldwide. A total or
$21,600,000 has beeit spent through 1969 on RADAS.
The Office of tile Director, Defense Research and Engineering
advised our investigative staff that, there were considerable differences
of opinion over the future usefulness of RADAS, and it may not be
further funded. For this reason, only a small contingency fund,
$200,000, was placed in the fiscal year 1970 budget. The Committee
subsequently learned that in April 1969, the Army entered into a
cost-plus-fixed-fce letter contract amounting to $2,400,000, with an
estimated total doflnitizcd cost of $5,400,000. During hearings, Army
officials testified that funds for the contract will have to be derived
through reprogramming of fiscal year 1969 balances and reprogramming of fiscal year 1970 funds at the time of apportionment.
After six years of development effort the system conce t is still
unproven. As presently configured, RADAS will not interace with
the DOS, or the MALLARD system. (The latter system is also under
development and is discussed later herein). The Army believes that the
future of RADAS can only be determined after a complete military
potential test and that the system is being continued for possible use
as an independent task force communication system.

87-681 0-49-3

This project is another example of development work being carried

out on tactical systems without giving thorough consideration to
the overall communication requirements of the Army or the Department of Defense. To design a communication system which will not
"communicate" with other systems is, in the opinion of the Committee indefensible and funding such development via the repro.
graining route without the Committee's knowledge is intolerable.

The Committee directs that development work on RADAS be

discontinued.
These are major deficiencies in the management of communication
systems and they illustrate the validity of the Committee's position
that very close scrutiny of communications operations and development is most needed. Although the Army is prominently mentioned

in this discussion, all services are independently developing various
communication Defense.
systems which require closer supervision by the
Department of
CURRENT REVIEW

The Committee has been advised that communications operations
in the Department of Defense are currently receiving a thorough
review by the Deputy Secretary of Defense and his staff.We have also
been advised that this is one of the operations to which the Blue
Ribbon Panel, appointed by the Secretary, will give serious study.
There is a needor better overall management of existing communication assets; a need for centralization of control over all communication operations, including the possible elimination of "strategic" and
"tactical" differentiation. It would seem that technology has advanced
beyond the artificial distinction of tactical versus strategic communications. The current use of tactical communications satellites for
strategic purposes is a good example. It would appear to be advantageous to establish one end-to-end Defense telecommunications
system to serve all users, both tactical and strategic. In addition, it
appears reasonable to the Committee that the complete authority
and responsibility for all Defense telecommunications should be
centralized in one approving office Within the Office of the Secretary
of Defense. Also serious consideration should be given to having the
Director of the defense Communications Agency report directly to
the Secretary of Defense or his designee at the OSD level.
Notwithstanding the improvements required, the Committee
recognizes the nee for a reliable and viable communication network.
The Committee's desire is that existing management deficiencies
be corrected so that there can be no doubt as to the effectiveness and
efficiency of the nation's defense communication systems.
FUNDING COMMUNICATION ACTIVITIES

Another area which needs special attention is the funding control
for communication systems. Funding for operations of the various
systems procurement of assets, and research is spread throughout
tle Defense Agencies and Military Services budget requests, even
though requested for the same system. For example, the fiscal year
1970 funding request for the Defense Satellite Communication System

is $127,000,000. Of this amount, $39,000,000 is for Research and
Development, $76,300,000 for procurement of equipment, and
$11,700,000 for operations. The following schedule shows the distribuLion of these amounts among the various appropriation requests.
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As can be seen from the above schedule the control of funds for this
project is divided. The Committee can readily understand the desire
of each Service to be identified with defense systems. It appears,
however, that prudent management would dictate that the Defense
Communications Agency be given full funding responsibility and
direct control over the research, implementation, and operations of
any communication system of the scope of the Defense Satellite
Communication System.
OTHER PROO1RAMS AND/OR Ac' ivITIRs

The Committee is reducing other Defense programs and/or activities
for various reasons, as discussed in the following paragraphs.
SERVICE SUPPORT CONTRACTS

The Committee has noted over the last few fiscal years that the costs
of service support contracts have substantially increased in each
Service. Information provided the Committee indicates that a large
increase is again intended for fiscal year 1970. The Committee recognizes the need for these contracts but the cost of this operation is
increasing at a rate which appears to be disproportionate to needs.
The Committee is reducing funding for fiscal year 1970 in this area
for each of the Services ii order to hold the cost of these contracts
at about the fiscal year 1969 level. The Committee intends to give
this matter further attention in its review of the fiscal year 1971 budget
request.
MANAGEMENT STUDIES

The Committee noted that the Services and Defense Agencies
increased their request in 1970 for various management studies by
independent commercial consultant firms. The Committee's prior
review of the requirement for, and utilization of, these studies demon.
strated the need for close overall Defense management of these funds.
The review of the 1970 budget request only serves to emphasize the
Committee's position. The Committee is still of the opinion that the
Department of Defense is not exercising proper control over when and
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what type of studies should be made. Therefore, the Committee
reduced the Operation and Maintenance funds requested by the
Services and Defense Agencies for these studies.
A separate statement regarding management studies made for the
Office of the Secretary of Defense is contained in the discussion on
Defense Agencies.
INTELLIoENCE OPERATIONS

The Committee again reviewed the defense intelligence operations
with officials of the Defense Intelligence Agency and the intelligence
units of the Services. This review indicated the need for the Department of Defense to exercise tighter control over this important
operation and to improve the manaement of the entire system.
The Committee has been advised by the Secretary of Defense of
recent organizational changes he has initiated to endeavor to improve
intelligence operations and the intellignce product. Notwithstanding
these new studies and organizational changes, the Committee did not
see any reason for increased funding for fbcal year 1970 and accordingly reduced the Department's and Service's requests.
PUBLIC INFORMATION

The Committee's Surveys and Investigations Staff conducted a
comprehensive review of the public affairs public relations, and public
information activities conducted by the Department of Defense. The
staff report pointed out numerous areas of duplication, ineffective
utilization of personnel, and a lack of overall control of this operation.
The report was furnished to the Assistant Secretary of Defense for
Public AfZairs for corrective action. The Committee was subsequently
advised that management changes are being initiated and operational
improvement should be forthcoming in the very near future.However
the Committee's hearings on the various budget requests indicated
over funding in this area. The Committee has also been informed
that personnel reductions will be made in this area. Therefore, a propriate reductions were made against the budget request for te

Series for fiscal year 1970.

MANAGEMENT OF DEFENSE CONSTRUCTION

The Committee has maintained a continuing interest in the manner
in which the planning, design, and supervision workload for construction is allocated between the services. The Committee feels that the
two construction agencies of the Department of Defense, the Corps
of Enineers and the Naval Facilities Engineering Command, provide
a sufficient capability to carry out construction for. the Department
of Defense. In some instances, it may be advantageous for an agency
or department which is sponsoring a small construction project to
carry through the plann.n, desgn, and supervision of construction
for the project if it can do so with existing personnel. However, the
Committee has no intention of funding the additional personnel and
other overhead expenses which would be involved in another construetion agency. The Committee therefore directs that no personnel
either inilitary or civilian, shall be hired nor any expenses incmured

by the Air Force or the Defense Agencies in connection with the
establishment of any additional construction agencies in the Depart.
ment of Defense.

OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE, ARMY
Appropriation, 1969 .......................................

$7, 086 310, 000

Revised estimate, 1970-------------------------..

7, 504, 500, 000

Recommended In the bill--------------------------.
Reduction ...............................................

7, 214, 447l 260
290 052, 750

The recommended reduction of $290,052,750 encompasses many
activities in operations of the Department of the Army. The major
reductions are associated with the redeployment of forces and reductions in force levels, as previously discussed in connection with
Title I of the report.
In addition, the Army has announced the inactivation of the 9th
Infantry Division which has an immediate effect on the requirements
for operation and maintenance funds. The Army has also announced
a reduction of about 18,000 full-time permanent civilian employees
during 1970.
The Committee
assigned a reduction
of $80,000,000
to thecombat
withdrawal
of forces from-Southeast
Asia which
entails reduced
support. For reduction in force levels and the inactivation of the
9t Infantry Division, the Committee reduced operating support
requests by $62,200,000. Funds for civilian employees and related
costs were reduced by $40,000,000. The Army advised the Committee
that a reduction of $3,700,000 could be made to the request for
overseas dependents education.
OTHER REDUCTION

Other reductions are set forth in the following table, -the reasons
were previously discussed.
AdH*I

Aswwu

Automatic data processing operations
-------------------communications operations
---------------------------

Intelligence operations --------------------------------------

Public affairs, relations, and information ---------------------Service support contracts -------------------------------Headquarters operations and administration -----------------Management studies -----------------------------------Project transition --------------------------------------

$25, 000, 000
10, 000,000

10,2

000

1, 000 000
21, 000 000
18, 000,000
2, 000, 000
2,000,000

FIELD EXERCISES

The Committee reduced the request for field exercises by $7,000,000
since with the cut.-back in force levels and the withdrawal of troops
from overseas, it appears highly improbable that the Army would
be able to carry out the planned program and obligate the $24,600,000
requested for fiscal year 1970.
SUBDUED MIG

.

The Committee also disallowed the request of $1,900,000 for the
purchase and world-wide distribution of subdued insignia. The first
increment of funding for this new program was deleted from the
Second Supplementat request for fiscal year 1969.
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CIVILIAN MARUmANsirp PROGRAM

The $52,750 in the Army budget request for support of this activity
has been transferred to a separate paragraph under this title of the
bill.
OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE, ARMY, 1966
(Appropriation to Liquidate Contract Authorization)
Appropriation 1989-------------------------------.

Smate, 1976
............................
Reoommended In the bill-----------------------------0
Reduction .............. ......---------

0

($142,15, 000)
(142l 16, 000)

Thesefiscalyear
funds were196puresuant
requested for liquidation
obligations
during
to Section of3732
of the incurred
Revised
Statutes (41 U.S.C. 11?. The Committee does not believe there is any
need to fund this deficiency at this time.
OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE, NAVY
Appropriation,
estimate1969......$5s
1970-300,

Recommended In the bill---------------------.
Reduction
-----------------------------------

376i 200,000

5,

3,300,000
286,400,000

The reduction of $286,400,000 recommended by the Committee is
associated with (1) announced curtailments of operations, (2) areas
where the Navy appears to be overfunded, and (3) operations which
the Committee believes should be cut back or eliminated.
REDUCED OPERATIONS

The Navy has announced the deactivation of 101 ships in addition
to the 66 oiinaly planned for fiscal year 1970. The number of operating aircraft will also be reduced by about 160. In addition, the
Navy and Marine Corps will withdraw forces from Southeast Asia
which affects the request for support funds. The Navy and Marine
Corps will also reduce full-time permanent civilian employees by

about 15,800.
For the withdrawal of forces from Southeast Asia and reduced con-

bat support operations, the Committee reduced the Navy's operation
and maintenance request by $35 million. In connection ith the
deactivation of ships and aircraft, the Committee applied a reduction

of $88 million. A $50 million reduction was assessed against decreased
civilian personnel strength.
OTHR REDUCTIONS

Reductions applicable to specific areas previously discussed are set

forth in the following table:
Adbkf.W

Automatic Data Processing operations------------------Communications WperaUon
----------------------------Intelligence opera ons
-------------------------------Managementstudies ------------------------------ervice support contracts
----------------------------Public afftiv, relations, and Information.
------------------Headquarters operations and admintrtlon ------------------Project transition ----------------------------------

Project value. .

-

-------- -------------------

Amofid

0, 000, 000

1, 00000

%300,000
4000000
15, 000,000

0-000
20,000
1,300,0

-200,

000

ANrAROTO OPEBATION-DDBP Fuizrsu

Last year, the Committee suited that the Navy reduce Its
budget support of Operation Deepreeze. Evidence showed that the
Navy's fiiancial support of this scientific research effort had been
increasing over the years. The Committee believed that because of the
financial situation [ast year, funding could be reduced. In last year's

report the Committee pointed out that if additional funding was
nieded to support high priority research and test, it should be sought
from other governmental programs in support of scientific research.
Hearings this year revealed that the Navy gave no consideration to
the Committee's suggestion. In fiscal year 1969, the Navy funded this
operation at $8,700,000, the amount requested in the budget. For
1970, the Navy requested the same amount.
The Committee has not changed its opinion of last year. However,
to ensure curtailment of Navy participation in this operatiofi a reduction of $1,200,000 was made.
COMPETITION IN

SHIP REPAIRS

The Committee feels that, to the greatest extent feasible, the ship
repair work of the Navy should be awarded on the basis of competitive
bids without regard to the geographical limitations of naval districts.
The morale and retention rates of Navy personnel, many of whom have
families living in the home port area require that competition be
limited when the work can be done in the home port. However, it has
been the practice of the Navy to restrict repairs to the "Naval District"
of the home port when repair work could not be accomplished at the
home port itself. The Committee feels that this practice is unnecessarily restrictive, and that better prices and a better distribution of
repair work among the available facilities could be accomplished if
repairs were open to competition by all facilities capable of performing
the repair work located within 350 miles of the home port of the
vessel involved. The Nav has sufficient legislative authority to implement the recommended change in procedure.
HzLicoPTR PILOT

TRAINING

Both the Navy and the Air Force give helicopter pilots training in
fixed-wing aircraft prior to helicopter pilot training. Fixed-wing p'ot
training is very, very expensive. For several years the Committee
has discussed With the Navy and the Air Force the need for training
helicopter pilots in fixed-wing aircraft. The Committee generally
suggested during the hearings that consideration be given to discontinuing this type of training. This suggestion was never taken by
either Service. So, last year the Committee stated in its report that
fixed-wing training for helicopter pilots could be dispensed ith at this
time, especially in view of the urgent need for helicopter pilots. The
Committee pointed out that fixed-wing training could later be provided
for those pilots whose subsequent duty would require it.
This year, both Services testified to the fact that they did not intend
to comply with the Committee's desires. It costs on the average about
$60,000 per trainee to become proficient in a fixed-,wing aircraft prior
to helicopter training. Since both Services train approximately 1,000
helicopter pilots each year, the total cost for fixed-wing training is
about $60,000,000 in the two Services each year.
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Since helicopter training qualifies a trainee to pilot the aircraft, the
Committee does not see the need for fixed-wing training first. The
Committee believes that the $60 000,000 expended for fixed-wing
training could be used to better advantage for more urgent requirements. Therefore, the Committee directs that this training be
discontinued.

In taking this action, the Committee is reducing each Service request
for pilot training by $10,000,000. With this reduction, sufficient funds
will still be ava-abl-e for a gradual phaseout of the program by June 30,
1970.
The Committee also believes it would be desirable for the Navy and
the Air Force, in cooperation with the Office of the Secretary of Defense, to give serious consideration to allowing the Army to train all
helicopter pilots. The Army has the largest training facility for this
purpose and, the Committee understands, the Army could expand the
base plant if additional requirements were placed upon It. It costs the
Army about $30,000 to train a helicopter pilot, whereas it costs the
other Services much more. It would also be expected that with an

increased production rate, the Army's average cost for helicopter pilot
training .would decrease.

Helicopter pilots trained by the Army are well-qualified as has
been demonstrated in Vietnam. The Committee recognizes that advanced training in the particular operating procedures of the Navy
and Air Force would be required after their basic helicopter pilot
training. This training could be accomplished without any difficulty.
The Committee desires a report on thins suggestion by the Secretary
of Defense.
PILOT TRA mNo

The Navy has advised the Committee that pilot training will be
cut back by 350 during fiscal year 1970. The Committee therefore
reduced the Navy request by $13,000,000.
OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE, NAVY, 1966
(APPROPRIATION TO LIQUIDATE CONTRACT AUTHORIZATION)
Appropriation, 169

-----------------------------------

0

($66,000, 000)
0
----------------------------------------- (6 000, 000)
Reduction
The request is disallowed since there is no urgent requirement for
these funds at this time.
----------------------------Revised estimate, 1970
-------------------------------------Recommended

OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE, MARINE CORPS
------------------------------Appropriation, 1969
-----------------------------Revisd estimate, 1970
----------------------------------Recommended
--------------------------------------Reduction

$45, 190,000
47, 000, 000
420 000,000
37, 000, 000

Of the recommended $37,000,000 reduction, most is applicable to
announced Marine Corps withdrawals from Southeast Asia, reduced

force levels and thi partial inactivation of the Fifth Marine Division.
For withdrawals of forces from Southeast Asia, the Committee has
applied a reduction of $16,200,000. The Committee applied a reduction
of $13,000,000 for reduced force levels and inactivation of the Fifth
Marine Division. The request for civilian personnel salaries and related
costs was reduced by $4,000,000.

OTHzR REDUCTIONS

Other operations and/or activities are reduced as follows:
Adaklf
Service support ontractsc....
Management studies ..........................................

Automatic data processing systems ...........
Headquarters operations and administration .

Amun

$500, 000

......

300, 000

%000,000
1000,000

........

OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE, MARINE CORPS, 1966
(Appropriation to Liquidate Contract Authorization)
Appropriation, 1969-----------------------------...
0
Revised estimate, 1970-----------------------...
($2500,000)
(#5$O)
...............................................
Redcondo
0
Recommended
In bill ----------------------------------Reduction-------------------(2,8"00,000
)

This request is not being funded for the reasons previously stated
in connection with the Army and Navy request for these funds.
OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE, AIR FORCE
Appropriation, 1969
Revised estimate, 1970 ------------------------------Recommended In bill -----------------------------------------------------------------Reduction

,---------------------868, 700, 000
6, 711, 700, 000
0454, 500, 000
257 200, 000

The Air Force has announced reductions in Southeast Asia as well
as non-Southeast Asia operations which affect the request for operation and maintenance funds for fiscal year 1970. The Air Force has
also announced a reduction of 13,000 full-time permanent civilian
employees.
The Committee assigned a reduction of $50,000,000 for reduced
operations in Southeast Asia. For the termination of non.Southeast
Asia operations, the Committee reduced the budget request by
$56,400,000. The Air Force advised the Committee that the request
for overseas dependents education could be reduced by $2,000,000.
Funds for cii'an employees and related costs were reduced by

$40000 000

Whe Air Force has also stated that it will not proceed with the Hard

Rock Silo site survey project to the extent originally planned for

fiscal year 1970. The Committee therefore reduced funds for this project by $6,000,000, cutting the request back to the 1969 funding

level.

O'r'on REDUCTIONS

Other operations and/or activities reduced for reasons previously
discussed are as follows:
AdbU ta

Intelligence operations -------------------------------------Field exercise
Automatic data processing operations
------------------Headquarters operations and administration --------------Service support contracts --------------------------------

Helicopter pilot training------------------------....

Communications operations --------------- -15,000,000
Public affairs relations, and Information -----------------------

Project transition ----------------------------------------

Amount

$11, 200, 000

o-------------

23, 000,00
16,000,000
20,000,000

10, 000,000

800, 000

200, 000
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JOINT CONTINENTAL

DFBNsB

SYSTBMS INTOATION

PLANNING

STAFF
During the hearings on the fiscal year 1969 request for operation and
maintenance funds, the Committee expresed concern at the request
for $400,000 for the establishment o7a Joint Continental Defense
Systems Integration Planning Staff. This staff was to be assigned tLe
mission of planning for the effective integration of defense systems
which contributed to continental aerospace defense.
At first, the Committee was concerned that such a defense had not
already been planned. However, after being assured that there were
established plans for the defense of the Continental United States, the
Committee's concern turned to the need for the establishment of thib
new staff. Notwithstanding the expressed criticism of such need, the
Department of Defense proceeded with full implementation during
fiscal year 1969, and named the Air Force as executive agent.
During the hearings on the operation and maintenance budget request for 1970, the Committee again questioned the need for this group
and the funding required. Itdeveloped that the cost for 1969 was increased by $193,000 to a total of $593,000. The estimated cost for
fiscal year 1970 is $1,642,000.
The duties proposed to be performed by this joint staff are the
same that have been carried out by the services for a number of
years, particularly the Air Force. Itappears from the justification provided, that most of these duties should be performed by the Air Force
for its own information.
The Committee directs that this staff be phased out and is reducing
the funds requested by $600,000. The remaining $1,042,000 will be required for phase-out costs through June 30, 1970.
OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE, DEFENSE AGENCIES
$ 068, 800,000
--------------------------------Appropriation, 1969
t 095, 000, 000
Revised estimate, 1970-------------------------------Recommended In the bil ------------------------------ 1, 074, 600, 000

Reduction

-------------------------------------------

20, 400, 00

There have been no announced Department of Defense cutbacks in
operating activities of the various Defense agencies. Recogizing that
Lbs operations of these agencies will be reduced as a result of announced
operational cutbacks, the Committee applied a reduction of
$20,400,000.
The Committee reduced the overall request for civilian personnel
and related costs by $6,500,000. The operations of the Office of the
Secretary of Defense was reduced $2,500,000, being applied to the
following activities:
AcEbWu
Automatic data processing operations -------------------------

Travel and per diem cost

-----------------------------------

-------------------------------------Management studies
Public affairs, relations, and Information -----------------------Other operating costs --------------------------------------

Amouos
$400,000

270,000

600,000

300, 000
930, 000

TuRAVil AND PxR DIsM COST

For fiscal year 1970, the Office of the Secretary of Defense requested

$1,969,000 for travel cost. This was an increase of $8671,000 over the

actual cost for fiscal year 1968, and $124,000 over the revised estimate
o

for fiscal year 1969.

The Committee believed that the increase requested over the actual
cost
for 1968 was excessive and therefore reduced the request by
$270$000.
MANAOEMBK? STUDIES

0

0

f

roR OSD

In reviewing the various management studios being conducted for
the Department of Defense, the Committee noted with particular
made by the Logistics Management Institute (LMI)
a study
interest
for the Office
of the Secretary of-Defense.
In May 1968, LMI was directed to make a study of the Interface
between contract audit and contract administration in the Department
of Defense. The Defense Contract Administration Service is a function
of the Defense Supply Agency. This service has the responsibility for
the dayof to
day routineinspection
administration of contracts, including supervision
performance,
quality control and other duties.
The Defense Contract Audit Agency is an independent agency in
the Department of Defense. This Agency is charged with the responsibUity for the audit of all Defense contracts.
The LMI report of March 1969 recommended that the administraption and audit of Defense contracts be merged organizationally into
one agency reporting to the Secretary of Defense.

The Committee questioned the Directors of the Defense Contract
Audit Agency and the Defense Supply Agency on the feasibility of the
recommendation. Both were opposed. The Defense Comptroller was
of the opinion that the recommendation did not have merit. The
Committee
cannot understand why a study of this type was made in
the first instance.
The Committee has stated, on previous occasions,
particularly in its report on the Department of Defense appropriation
bill for fiscal year 1968, that It appears that it is too easy to order studies which are
not rely required. In addition not all of the studies approved are well conceived or well executed.
It appears that this study was a complete waste of Government
funds. Good management practice dictates that the responsibility
for administration be divorced from the review or audit process.
The Committee does not think that this consolidation is either
feasible or desirable. The Committee has always strongly believed that
the effective audit of Defense contracts can be achieved only through
audits made by organizations and individuals completely independent
of the procurement process, including both the negotiation and
administration. The Committee has, for this reason, continued to
support the establishment of the Defense Contract Audit Agency
as a completely independent agency.
The Committee understands that the LMI recommendation of
March, 1969 is still under consideration in the Department of Deo-

fense. The Committee directs that no action be taken that would in
any way compromise the independence of the contract atdit in the
Department of Defense.
The Committoo has assigned a reduction of $600,000 to OSD
management studies.
O
RDUCTIONS
The request of the National Security Agency was reduced by
$800,000, and the request for Defense educational and informational
activities by $600,000.

The request for support service contract cost for the Joint Chiefs
of Staff activities was educed by $700,000. The Committee applied a
total reduction of $3,200,000 to the operations of the Defense Supply
Agency. This reduction was assigned as follows:
Amn*uI
$2, 000,

A0VWee
Automatic data processing operations----------------..

975, 000

Pro ect referral ................................----

225s 000

Other operating costs------------------------------.

DEFENSE COMMUNICATIONs AGENCY

The request of the Defense Communications Agency was reduced
by $2,000,000. This reduction was applied to: (1) service support contracts of the National Milit ry Command System ($1,350,000) and
contracts of DCA ($500,000) and, (2) other DCA operating costs

($150,000).

DEFENSE INTEBLLIGENCE AGENCY

The Committee reduced the request of the Defense Intelligence
Agenqy by $4,100,000. This reduction was assigned to the following
activities.
National Military Command System service support contracts ---

$1,600, 000

Other service support contracts
----------------------2, 100, 000
Other operational costs.-----------------------------400,000

OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE, ARMY NATIONAL
GUARD
Appropriation, 1969 .......------------------Revised estimate, 1970
--------------------------Recommended In bill
----------------------------

Reduction

$276, 164 000
306,000,000
300 000, 000

------------------------------------- 6, 0

000

Logistics support operations of the Army National Guard was
reduced by $6,000,000 because the amount requested for depot
maintenance of vehicles will not be required.
Various changes have been made in the language of this paragraph.
These changes result from the enactment of the National Guard
Technicians Act of 1968 (Public Law 90-486). The appropriation
wording has been changed to delete any reference to the rank of
technicians or the number authorized to be employed, since those
matters were covered by the Technicians Act. Also, the revised
appropriation wording has been changed with the intention of per-

AA
hitting the employment of additional technicians, subject ro reimbursement from active service a appropriations, over the number of
42,500 authorized by the National Guard Technician Act, when such
technicians are performing services requested by the military departmenta in maintenance shops of tie National duard.
A similar change is also made in the language for Operation and
Maintenance, Air National Guard.
OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE, AIR NATIONAL GUARD
I Appropriation, 1969 ....----------------------Revsed estimate, 1970----------------------------.
Recommended In bill------------------------------..

Reduction------------------------------.

- $277, 800, 000
342, 534, 000
330, 534, 000

12,000,000

The Air National Guard requested an increase of $8.3 million in
aircraft fuel and oil. The Committee believed that this was entirely
too high in proportion to the increased flying hour program. Therefore,
a reduction of $3.3 million was applied against this request.
The Guard also requested an increase of $15.2 tiillion for logistics
support. Since a large number of the Guard's aircraft was recently
oveihauled, the Comnittee was of the opinion tlt this increased
request was overstated. Therefore, a reduction of $8,700,000 was
applied against this request.
NATIONAL BOARD FOR THE PROMOTION OF RIFLE
PRACTICE, ARMY
Appropriation, 1969 -----------------------------------------Revised estimate, 1970 ---------------------------------------Recommended In bill
---------------------------Increase -----------------------------------------------

0
0
$52, 750
52, 750

The Committee reestablished this paragraph as a separate appropriation as it had been prior to fiscal year 1969. In that year the funds
for support of this activity were incorporated in the request of the
Army for operation and maintenance activities.
INTERNATIONAL SHOOTING MATCHES

In 1970 the International World Shooting Matches are to be held
in the United States. The Committee believes it to be an honor for
this country to be selected to host this comnetition. The Committee
is mindful that the Department of Defense has assisted in conducting
such events in the past. The Department should continue to provide
the necessary assistance to make the event a success.
Appropriation, 1909

CLAIMS, DEFENSE

----------------------------------

$3, 0000000

Revised estlmato, 1970...---------------------------------41000,000
Recommended In bill
--------------------------41,000,000

CONTINGENCIES, DEFENSE

ppropation, 1969.-----..------------------------------------P.vised estimate, 1910
--------------------------------Recommended In bill.-----------------------------------

Reduction

---------------------------------------

$10,00000
000,00
500000

, 000000
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Very little of these funds hSve been used by the Department in the
last four fiscal years. The largest amount used was $2.7 million in
fiscal year 1966. For fiscal year 1969, the Department obligated a
little more than $1.5 million. In this year of fiscal stringency, the Committee believes an appropriation of $5 million should be sufficient.
COURT OF MILITARY APPEALS, DEFENSE
Appropriation, 1969 .........----------------------$654,000
Revis d estimate, 1970.----------------------------------6.6, 0000
Roommonded in bill-.........................----6601 000

TITLE IV
PROCUREMENT
ESTIMATES AND APPROPRIATIONS SUMMARY

The budget estimates for the procurement appropriations for fiscal

year 1970 total $20,886,800,000, which is $267 300,000 more than the
amount appropriated for this purpose in fiscal year 1969. The Conmittee recommends appropriations of $18,092,148,000, a reduction of
$2,794,052,000 below the estimates and $2,627,352,000 bWlow the
amounts appropriated for fiscal year 1969.
GENERAL STATEMENT

Whether it is termed cost overrun, or cost growth or cost increase,
fiscal year 1969 can well be characterized as the " Year of the Cost
Overrun". While the Committee has consistently inquired into cost
overruns from year to year, no single year stands out in which inordinate escalations in costs for Defense weapon system developments
and procurements have been surfaced to the extent they have been
this year during the hearings. The Secretary of Defense testified that
cost increases for certain specified weapon systems have totaled
$16,200,000,000 over a period of several years. This situation has
greatly disturbed the Committee and it most certainly has an unfavorable impact upon the American taxpayer. Although general inflationary trends in recent years have been a factor in contributing to
the problem of cost increases, economic changes accounted for only
11.4 percent of the total cost increases identified. It can be said that
cost overruns in fact have contributed to inflation.
Changes made in weapon system programs are a major contributor
to cost increases. Engineering changes, system performance changes,
and schedule changes during both the development and production
phases have accounted for 39.4 percent of the cost increases cited,
according to figures provided by the Secretary of Defense. This practice points up tthe need for better definition of requirements. After such
definition, "nice to have" or desirable changes cannot be made
without pyramiding of cost increases. Engineering changes and system performance changes are not only costly in and of themselves,
but they may well cause a slippage or change in schedule which also
results in added costs.
The major reason for cost increases has been identified as revision
of estimates, accounting for 49.2 percent of the identified cost growth.
For many years, the Committee has been assured during hearings
that cost estimates were the best that could be reasonably projected.
Too often, this was found not to be the case. The submission to the
top level planners in the executive branch and to Congress of overly
optimistic weapon system cost estimates has been almost standard
practice. Already, the cost estimate for the Air Force's F-15 air
(47)

superiority fighter aircraft has increased, and the competing contractore have yet to complete their contract definition for the aircraft. In
the future, the Committee would expect to see more realistic cost
estimates when weapon programs are presented to Congress.
There have been too many instances uncovered this year of cost
overruns resulting from such laxitles as improperly defined specifications,
delays in delivering Oovernment-furnished equipment and
too much concurrency between research and development, and pro.
duction. The pendulum has moved too far from the early concepts
of "fly before buy" and competitive prototype development. Also in
too fast into producrecent years, there has been a tendency to movo
tion, oven before development and testing is completed and, in some
cases, prior to the time development and testing has reached the point
where a reasonably intelligent decision to enter into production can be
mado. The result has boon disastrous in such recent cases as the
Sheridan armored vehicle and Cheyenne helicopter, but there have
been many other examples. Budgetary considerations based on fear of
losing funding authority have often dictated such decisions rather
than sound technical judgment. Premature production releases most
often result in extensive and costly modification and retrofit programs
which could be avoided by delaying production, possibly only a few
months. The Committee applauds fie Departmont, of Defense in the
creation of the Defense Systems Acquisition Review Council. The
Committee believes however, that acceptance testing by the military
departments must be improved before realistic production decisions
can be made.
The Committee is convinced also that contracting procedures must
be improved and contract terms enforced. The inadequacy of Government inspection and review of the contractor's product before acceptance has been in evidence in several programs this year. No longer
should the contractor be rewarded for poor worknmanshib or failure to
meet contract specifications. Government funding of contractor's
mistakes cannot be justified under any circumstances. The MINUTEMAN II program clearly portrays these shortcomings.
Subsequent to the hearings with Air Force officials on the
MINUTEMAN program this year, the Committee directed its
Surveys and Investigations Staff to review the procurement of guidance
systems for the MINUTEMAN II missile. This review disclosed that
the Air Force spent $ 15 2 0 0 0 ,0 00 in buying more spares than originally
planned and in correcting reliability deficiencies in an important
com0ponent of the MINUTEMAN II guidance system. As a net
result, the guidance system contractor earned more profit for failing
to meet contract specifications than he would have received for meetIngr specifications.

The need for reliability improvement in the MINUTEMAN II
guidance system was first recognized in 1966, but several hundred
gidance sets were accepted by the Air Force as conforming to all
contractual requirements before the reliability problems became
acute. It later became obvious that the delivery test criteria had not
been closely reviewed or studied until the reliability problems arose,
and that the computations involved in designing the test criteria were
not accurate. No legal action was taken against the guidance system
contractor even though the contractor had completely failed to meet
contract specifications.

An
Studies by the Air Force in 1960 and early 1967 concluded that cor.
tain component parts of the MINUTEMAN 11 guidance sets had
extremely poor reliabihty, and that the guidance system contractor
had failed to give sufficient attention to supervision and inspection
procedures of tihe subcontractors and vendors who furnished the components. An Air Force team, after reviewing the entire .MINUTEMAN
program, in 1967, criticized the Air Force systems engineering contractor for failure to place emphasis on reliability as a major design
and development objective. In addition, the Air 1?orce team criticized
the guidance system contractor, and also found that,program direction
by the Air Force was deficient and in need of reorganization.
In effect., a recovery program initiated in 1967 initially directed at
tightening quality control and correcting design weaknesses in some of

the component parts of the guidance set, placed the guidance system
contractor in a position of earning greater profits as a result of having
done a poor job. During Comnuttee hearings, on June 24, 1969,
page 651, Part 4, the Air Force provided information indicating that
because a high reliability rate was not achieved on early MINUTEMAN I guidance and control units, the Air Force spent $90,000 000
in additional spares in on-line production improvements, and in
retrofit changes to tiose sets already in the field. Thie Committee's
investigative staff determined, however, that in fact, ap roximately

$152,00,000 in extra costs could be attributed directly iothe early
failure of the MINUTEMAN Itguidance system components to meet
minimum reliability requirements set forth in the research and development and procurement contracts.
The Secretary of Defense testified that one-third, or about, $5,500,000,000, of the total identified cost growth of about $16,200,000,000 will be funded through fiscal year 1970. The remaining twothirds must be funded in future years. This means that less defense
will be obtained for the same funds beyond fiscal year 1970. It has
been stated by Defense officials that if'mistakes were made in only
one-tenth of one percent, of the procurement transactions involved in
the $40,000,000,000 spent annually by the Department of Defense for
military supplies and equipment, there would be over 10,000 miscues
each year. Nevertheless, it,
only takes a few mistakes or mismanagement of a relatively small number of programs of the magnitude of
those discussed to cause. Congress and the American public to lose
confidence in the military. The Defense budget reached a new high of
approximately $77,000,000,000 in fiscal year 1969. This was seven
times the military budget for fiscal year 1948. A budget the size of that
of the Defense Department demands management of the highest
order. In the future, the Committee, the Congress, and the general
public will expect to see significant improvements in the management
of all aspects of Defense programs.
COMPETITIVE PROCUREMENT

For years, this Committee continually has emphasized the absolute
necessity for the Department of Defense to increase its competitive
procurement of supplies and services. Departmental witnesses have
repeatedly assured the Committee this matter was receiving their
utmost attention. They pointed to the procurement procedures and
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techniques which have boon developed to increase competition and
greater efficiency. These procedures and techniques include two-step
formal advertising, multi-year procurements, advance procurement
planning, component breakout, and the spare parts breakout program.
In addition, proposed advertised or negotiated procurements which
may result in award in excess of $10 000 for supplies and services
in the United States, except for classified procurements and a few
other specific situations, such as procurement of perishable subsistence commodities, are published in the Commerce Business Daily. It is
intended that such publication of proposed procurements alert suppliers not only to the possibility of obtaining prime contract awards
but also subcontract awards.
The procedures and techniques discussed above undoubtedly have
had a favorable impact in increasing competitive procurement;
however, the downwad trend in competitive procurement in recent
years indicates that they are less effective than anticipated or that
too little attention has been given to the day-to-day administration of
those efforts.
A review of Defense procurement history for the last seven fiscal
years discloses that competitive procurement of military supplies and

services reached its peak in fiscal year 1066, at which time 50 percent
of a total military procurement of $38,200,000,000 was awarded competitively. Since that time, competitive procurement has steadily
declined. For fiscal year 1968, competitive procurement represented
only 42.1 percent of a total military procurement amounting to
$43,800,000,000. Complete figures for fiscal year 1969 are not yet
available to the Committee; however, testimony from military department officials indicate this downward trend probably continued
during the last fiscal year.
Formally advertised procurement dropped from a high of 17.6 percent in fiscal year 1965 to only 11.5 percent in fiscal year 1968, the
lowest in the past seven years, without knowing what it will be in
fiscal year 1969. Conversely, one-source solicitations in fiscal year
1968 represented 39.9 percent of total military procurements, the
highest it has ever been in the same time period. The Committee
also notes with some considerable concern that the percentage of
competitive procurements in the spare parts breakout program, one
of the procedure* and techniques developed to increase competition,
has decreased yearly since fiscal year 1966.
Defense Department officials have stated over the years that experience has shown that savings of 25 percent and more can be
realized through competitive procurement of military supplies and
services. With a yearly military procurement program of over $40,000,000,000, the savings resulting from competition and the attention
that should be afforded this aspect of the Defense procurement effort
is obvious. For this reason, the Secretary of Defense is requested to
give this matter his personal consideration during fiscal year 1970
and the years beyond.
SMALL DOLLAR VALUE PURCHASES

In its report on the fiscal year 1969 Department of Defense Appropriation Bill, the Committee discussed the small dollar value purchases
which are $2,500 or less. The Committee expressed its concern over the

ever-increasing volume of procurements failing within this category
and the ability of the Department of Defense to manage this important
segment of the overall procurement program.
During fiscal year 1968, small purchase actions amounted to
$1,600,000,000, or 3.8 percent of the total value of military procurements. The volume of procurement actions however continued to
increase during fiscal year 1968. They represented 69.3 percent of the
total procurement actions, an increase of 1.3 percent over fiscal 1967.
Normally, it can be expected that most if not all small purchases
should be awarded on a competitive basis, and all such actions were in

fact counted as competitive purchases through fiscal year 1967.
Beginning in fiscal year 1908, new criteria for classifying small pur-

chases as competitive or non-competitivo were established. Now, all
small purchase offers must be solicited and received from at least two
responsible offerors capable of satisfying the Government's requirements, and awards made based on lowest price, all other things being
equal. This new definition had the effect of eliminating all purchases
under $250 which are usually handled by informal telephonic solicitations. For this reason, small purchases awarded on a competitive basis
dropped from 4.2 percent of the total value of military procurements
in fiscal year 1967 to only 2.1 percent in fiscal 1968.
The Armed Services Procurement Regulation (ASPR) has been
changed to require contractors to furnish the basis for their pricing
when a small purchase is made. If a contractor is unable to show that
the price is based on a catalog or commercial market price, he is
required to advise the Government of the rationale for the price. This
new ASPR change should assist Government procurement officials in
determining if prices are reasonable, particularly on non-competitive
procurements.
The Committee recommends that small dollar value purchases be
scrutinized on a continuing basis at all levels of the Department of
Defense to assure that competitive procurements are increased to
the maximum extent possible, and that prices paid for items bought
in a non-competitive environment are fair and reasonable.
R PLIONISHMENT SPARE PARTS

Last year, the Committee pointed to the need for greater competition in the procurement of replenishment apare parts, and in particular
with respect to aeronautical spare parts. The Committee stated in its
report the need for* * * a realistic attitude and vigorous actions by all
concerned with the management of this program from the
principal officials of the Office of the Secretary of Defense and
the military services to those responsible for inventory control at the individual military bases.
Unfortunately, the Committee's direction apparently went unheeded
because competitive procurement of replenishment spare parts for the
most part decreased during fiscal year 1969. As a matter of fact, officials
of the Naval Air Systems Command testified that records are not even
maintained by that Command on competitive procurement of replenishment spares and repair parts for misiles. This situation is dis-
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courgg, to say the least, particularly after the Committee expressed
its views on this matter last year. The Committee realizes that the
decrease in competitive procurement of replenishment spare parts can
be attributed in part to the change in reporting criteria for procurements of items of $2,500 and less, as called for by a recent provision in
ASPR. Nevertheless, the Committee expects that more attention
will be devoted to this matter during fiscal year 1970, and in future
years, in order that increased competitive procurement of replenishment spare parts will become a reality instead of a goal.
MAJOR CONSTRUCTIOz FUNDED Tunouoit CONTItACTOS

For years, the Committee has paid special attention to the construction of facilities with funds in 0. & M., Procurement, ahd
R.D.T. &E. accounts. In March 1969, the General Accounting Office
(GAO) completed a review of the acquisition of industrial real property
at five Government-owned contractor-operated industrial plants.
This review disclosed that since 1966 the Air Force and Navy have
spent several million dollars in acquiring major new industrial facilities
at these five plants. The contractors operating those Government
plants provided the funds for this construction and are recovering the
costs by means of overhead charges to procurement and R.D.T. &E.
contracts. These new facilities were built under the guise of being improvements to Government-owned property, and the construction of
these major facilities was not disclosed to Congress in budget requests.
During hearings, Navy officials admitted they have approved construction by contractors on Government-owned property to the extent of
$25,000,000 in the past 10 years in this same manner. In the case of
the Air Force, total expenditures for construction funded in this way
wore even higher. At its plant at Fort Worth, Texas, alone, the Air
Force acquired wajor new facilities costing $23,000,000 in support
of the F-1Il program. This was done in spite of an Air Force policy
that no facilities be provided by the Air Force for the F-II program
since the contractor s original proposal stated that the program would
not require additional capital facilities.
Under military construction authorization acts, Congressional
review and approval is necessary for each construction project exceeding $25,000 in cost except for urgently needed projects costing not
more than $200,000. There is no reason therefore why.Congress should
not have the opportunity of reviewing and approving construction
projects funded either directly or indctly with procurement and
R.D.T. &E. appropriations. The Committee desires tgat in the future
all proposed major improvements to and construction of Governmentowned facilities funded in any manner with procurement and R.D.T.
&E. appropriations be clearly identified in budget requests.
PROCUREMENT OF EQUIPMENT AND MISSI,
Appropriation 1969

Eumate, 1970
Recommended

Reduction

--------------------------------

---------------------------in the bill...............-------------------------------------------

ARMY
$5, 671, 500,000

, 069 100, 000

4281,400,000

787,700000

This appropriation provides funds for the major items of combat

and support equipment for the Army, including aircraft, missiles,
tracked combat vehicles, support vehicles, communications and oleotronic equipment, other support equipment, ammunition, and production base support. It also finances procurement of long lead-time items
for weapon systems for which funding will be requested in fiscal
year 1971.
The Committee recommends an appropriation of $4,281,400,000
a reduction of $787,700,000 below the budget estimate, and
$1,390,100,000 below the appropriation for fiscal year 1969.
W1The reduction includes $626,100,000 which failed authorization of
the Congt, and an additional reduction of $261,600,000 recommended by the Committee. The sum of $86 000,000 is included in
the bill for the procurement of 170 AH-IG Huy Cobra helicopters,
which were authorized by Congr.s, to replace helicopter gunship
losses in Southeast Asia and to fill the void caused by the cancellation
of the AR-56A Cheyenne procurement contract.
The Committee recommendation includeb a reduction of $15 000,000
i the proposed buy of the U-21 A utility aircraft. It is not believed
that this item is of sufficiently high priority to fund the total buy
requested by the Army. The reducton will permit the procurement of
22 aircraft instead of the 72 requested.
Funds for aircraft spares and repair parts were reduced $1,000,000
as a result of the cut made in the U-21 aircraft program.
The Committee recommends a total reduction of $23,400,000 for
the Improved Hawk System, or $14,200,000 In addition to the $9,200,000 which failed authorization. The Improved Hawk Missile is still in
the testing stage and the Committee does not share the optimism of
Army procurement officials that we are ready to procure the system in
sindplcant quantities this fiscal year. The recommended slow-down
in the procurement of the Improved Hawk will provide time to fully
evaluate the test program and correct deficiencies before proceeding
with full-scale production.
The Committee has several reservations about the $135,400,000 reested for procurement of the Chaparral/Vulcan air defense system.
e Chaparral missile and chassis the.Vulcan gun and chassis, and
most of the Vulcan 20mm ammunition have yet to be type classified
for service use. The Army is still experiencing problems with the Vulcan gun turret and the Chaparral system already procured will require some modification. Including the proposed Army fiscal year
1970 buy, still under limited production authorization, most of the
total requirements for the Chaparral system will be fulfilled. The
proposed Chaparral program for fiscal year 1970 was reduced $13 500,006 because of the slippage in the Forward Area Alerting Radar
program due to developmental problems. The Committee believes,
however, that the Army should review the entire development proyam for this overall system in order to be assured that all major
developmental problems are solved before proceeding with the fiscal
year 1970 procurement and thereby reduce the need for costly retrofit
and modifications in later years.
A reduction of $5,100,000 is recommended in the Pershing Missile
System. This amount was to be set aside to purchase modifications
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which are determined necessary during the special test program.
Since the test program will extend into fiscal year 1971, those funds
should not be required this year.
The Committee reduced funds for missile spares and repair parts
by $9,700,000 because of reductions made in the HAWK and TOW
missile programs.
The request for Communications and Electronics has boon reduced
$50,900,000. The Committee has deleted $6,500 000 for the Tactical
Fire Direction System (TACFIRE). Because of the slippage in the
TACFIRE development program, these procurement funds will not
be required. A reduction of $11,000,000 was made in the proposed
procurement of the Corps-Army Area Medium and High Radio Relay
Systems. Procurement of these systems can be delayed this year because the Army is still developing and testing other components of
these systems, including the switch and thni-cal control equipment.
The Committee also recommends reductions in the proposed procurement of the AN/PRC-68 radio, a significant reduction in sensor
equipment, and reductions in other communications and electronics
equipment and systems.
The Committee recommends a reduction of $92,800,000 in ammunition based primarily on reduced ammunition consumption. The
proposed reduction includes $11,100,000 for the planned procurement
of ammunition for the production models of the Cheyenno helicopter,
no longer required because of the cancellation of the Cheyenne production contract.
Under Production Base Support, $5,400,000 of the amount requested for the MBT-70 faied authorization. The Committee
recommends an additional reduction of $25,000,000 in Production
Base Support funds related to modernization of certain facilities and
Army Aimmunition Plants.
In addition, the Committee recommends a general reduction of
$34,400,000 over and above the matters discussed-for various procurement items, to be applied by the Secretary of Defense against those
items he deems appropriate.
Committee recommendations with respect to the MBT-70 program
are discussed in the Research, Development, Test, and Evaluation,
Army, section of this report.
PROCUREMENT OF AIRCRAFT AND MISSILES, NAVY
Appropriation 1969 .....-

1976--Recommended In the bill
EItlmate,

----------------------------------

$2, 574, 300, 000
3,235, 50000

2, 69 600, 000

Reduction-------------------------------------------638
900,000
This appropriation finances the procurement of aircraft, missiles,
and associate support equipment for Navy forces and Marine Corps
air g . It also provides funds for in-service aircraft and missile
modification necessary to eliminate safety hazards and enhance
operational effectiveness. Drones and major flight and maintenance
trainers are also included, as well as repairable spare and parts
for all end items procured under this appropriation. In addition funds
ar included to finance procurement of items in support of the pi tnned"
subsequent year buy program. These equipment must be procured
in advance due to production leadtime considerations.
0

The Committee recommends an appropriation of $2,696,600,000, a
reduction of $538,900,000 below the budget estimate and $122,300,000
above the approlriation for fiscal year 1969. Tihe recommended
reduction includes $18,000,000 which failed authorization of Congress.
The Committee is critical of the method used by the Navy in
contracting for the F-14 aircraft. A significant amount of the cost
overruns uncovered this year can be attributed directly to excessive
concurrency between research and development and production, and
the Navy contract for the F-14 aircraft tends to perpetuate this
concept.
In a single year the Navy has requested R.D.T. & E. funds to complete the Lot I buy of six R.D.T. & E. aircraft and procurement.funds
to purchase six production aircraft in Lot I, also to be used in the
research and development program. The rationale behind this method
of funding is that the latter six aircraft are to be used loter as operational aircraft. Under the terms of the contract, unless at least 3
aircraft in Lot II are funded, the production contract is subject to
cancellation and the Navy is placed in a sole source situation in
negotiating a new production contract with the airframe contractor.
The F-14 contract as written, therefore, .provides Congress with
limited options and little flexibility in deciding whether to fund the
production portion of the contract this early in the development, or
to slow down or stretch out the development program. After the experiences of the past and the early interest expressed by the appropriate
Congressional committees in this aircraft, it should have been apparent
to the Navy that the Congress would have wanted an effective voice
in the matter of the F-14 aircraft development.
It is the considered judgment of the Committee that the Navy is
moving too fast into production on the F-14 aircraft.. The Committee
does not share the optimism of Navy officials that the F-14 aircraft
development represents a low risk program. The aircraft has a variable
sweep wing and the Committee is reminded of the problems the Air
Force has had with the carry-through wing box on the F-1Il aircraft.
In addition, there is the need to incorporate later a new advanced
technology engine into an existing airframe, a technique that has been
found difficult with other aircraft in previous years.
The Committee searched this year during hearings with Navy
officials for an effective way to prevent the initiation of a premature
procurement program on the F-4 ahraft. The Committee decision
was based in part on the testimony of Vice Admiral T. F. Connolly,
Deputy Chief of Naval Operations for Air (appearing on pages 445-446
of Part 3 of the Subcommittee hearings on Department of Defense
Appropriations for fiscal year 1970) set forth below:
CONTRACT TERM FOR F-14 AIRCRAFT

"Mr. LIPSCOMB. Yesterday Admiral, when we were discussing the F-14A and there was some discussion about what
would happen if we didn't go ahead with the six production
models, I tVnk it was testified this would have the effect of
terminating the contract and that we would be placed in an
unfavorable negotiating position with a sole-source contract.
Why is that?
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"Admiral CONNOLLY. Mr. Lipscomb, I think there was a

misunderstanding of what was in your mind and what was in
our mind.
"The contract doesn't have to change, in my opinion. It

doesn't have to change at all, If you feel, in the wisdom of this
Committee that a larger portion of that money should be
R.D.T. &E., that will not negate the contract and it will not
change anything. We will be able to go right ahead with our
work as we have it laid out. I think I-explained that we divided it up between R.D.T. & E. and PAMN so as not to
have the R.D.T. & E. which is the smaller appropriation for
all the things it has to cover in the Navy, and we were running into some opposition from the standpoint of our airplane,
F-14, and the new S-3 swallowing up a large part of
R.D.T. &E. We used to buy airplanes entirely out of PAMN
and didn't buy in R.D.T. &E. at all.
"This was a judgment laid on us by the Comptroller essentially and the Office of the Secretary of Defense.
WTe are studying it now as a result of yield. I talked to
Mr. Bowsher, our Assistant Secretary of the Navy; he has
already talked to Dr. Frosch and Mr. Moot and if it worked
better to have more in R.D.T. &E. and less in PAMN, there
are certain things we feel we must be put in PAMN but the

majority of it could be in R.D.T. & E. and it would not
affect the contract.
"Mr. RHODES. That is completely contrary to the testi-

mony given by the project officer yesterday. You will remember, Admiral, that in response to my question you said that if
we did not pick up the option on the 6 aircraft to be bought
under PAMN, that the contract would be vitiated, would
have to be renegotiated and probably could not be renegotiated at the same level as the present contract.
"Now, what are the facts?

NAVY CONTRACT TERMS COMMIT CONGRESS IN ADVANCE

OF CONSIDERATION

"Admiral CONNO.LLY. The facts are-I would like to say.I

am not a contracting expert. What I am telling you this

morning is based on what I was able to determine after
yesterday's discussion last night and this morning. But what
I am trying to say is the contract with Grumman doesn't say
'You will get so many dollars out of the R.D.T. & E. part
of the Government and you will get so many dollars out of
PAMN.' The contract says, 'You will produce so many airplanes' and this 6 in lot 2 that Captain Ames is talking about
is part of that contract. It would null and void the contract
and we would have to renegotiate if we didn't exercise the
option on that lot of 6-that now a pears to be supported
and paid for by PAMN. That is all Jam saying.
"Mr. RHOD s. All you are saying is you still have to buy 12
airplanes or the contract is null and void.
"Admiral CONNOLLY. Essentially that is right; however, to

be completely accurate I must point out that the contract

permits us a 50 percent flexibility factor in exercising our
options after lot 1. Thus, although six is the base quantity in
the second lot, the contract isstill effective even though we
should decide on a number between three and nine for that
lot. This would mean that the fiscal year 1970 R. & D./
PAMN buy together could total between nine and 15 without
vitiatin he contract. The total 12 (six R. & D. and six
PAMN is the planned contract figure, based on a careful
Navy and OSD analysis of the requirements and milestones
necessary to maintain a balanced program. It must be realized
in discussing Ihis subject that any number less than 12 would
cause proportionate delay in development and fleet introduction. ft would increase the extended lag already experienced
by the Navy in achieving an advanced fighter to meet the
needs of the country in tie near future.
"Mr. RHODES. It doesn't matter whether you buy it under
R.D.T. & E. or PAMN.
"Admiral CONNOLLY. That is what I tried to say."

Accordingly the Committee has eliminated $275,000,000 for
procurement of six production F-14 aircraft, and has added $146,000,000
to the Navy R.D.T. & E. appropriation for three additional research
and development models, for tooling and for test support. This action
will not disturb the existing F-14 production contract options. The
Committee would like to make it abundantly clear, however, that
none of the funds provided are to be utilized for tooling beyond that
needed for fabrication of the test aircraft.
The Committee is also concerned over the fact that by October 1,
1970, the Navy must exercise an option for Lot III involving a minimum of 15 production aircraft. The time of the option decision is at
least three months prior to the flight of the first prototype aircraft. The
Committee, of course, is not faced with a decision on this matter this
year; however, it is expected that the development of the F-14 aircraft
will receive sufficient attention at the highest levels of management
in the Department of Defense. The Committee should be advised
at the earliest practical time of any problems in the development
program which may impact on the Lot III option.
The Committee has reduced the request ror the RA-SC Vigilante
reconnaissance aircraft by $45,300,000. Losses of this aircraft have
been minimal since the bombing halt of November 1968 and the Navy
is requesting RDT &E funds in fiscal year 1970 to conduct tests of a newly
developed configuration and modification to this aircraft. It is not
believed this item is of sufficiently high priority and the recommended
reduction will have the effect of eliminating the proposed fiscal year
1970 buy of these aircraft.
The Navy requested $57,600,000 to buy new KA-6D Intruder
tanker aircraft and $4,800,000 for advance procureinent leading to
another procurement next year. The Navy also requested ftuds to
modify four A--A aircraft to the tanker configuration. The Committee
has deleted the $62,400,000 requested for the new aircraft, and recommends that the Navy modify additional A-6 aircraft to the tanker
configuration in lieu of buying new aircraft.
The Committee has reducedby $85,100,000 (including the $18,000,000 which failed authorization) the funds requested for the CH-46

Sea Knight helicopter as well as the advance procurement money.
Attrition rates do not support the proposed fiscal year 1970 buy of
this helicopter. Tho remaining $25,300,000 plus $5,000,000 of prior
year funds will provide $30,300,000 for the procurement of 12 such
aircraft.
The Committee also reduced the aircraft spares and repair parts
request by $41 ,900,000 to conform to the reductions recommended in
the aircraft procurement program and to encourage in the Navy the
need to Increase competitive procurement of aeronautical spares and
repair parts. A specific reduction of $5,000,000 was made in the proposed fiscal year 1970 buy of #pare engines. This is based on a General
Accounting Office investigation which disclosed that the Navy and Air
Force, in computhig requirements for spare aircraft engines, included
duplicate factors to provide quantities of engines for similar or identical
contingencies.
The request for aircraft modifications has been reduced by $12,800,000. N one of the reduction is to be applied in the area of safety.
The Committee is concerned over the significant sums spont each year
for this purpose, a portion of which, it is believed, can be attributed
to failures in the research and development program. The Committee
will be reviewing this area during the coming months.
The Committee has reduced the request for the AIM-7F Sparrow
III Missile by $4,500,000. This reduction will have the effect of slowing
production of this missile to the minimum sustaining rate until tests
disclose that the deficiencies previously experienced have been
corrected.
The Committee has eliminated the $9,500,000 requested for the
AGM-45A SHRIKE Missile. The present missile is not satisfactory
and the Navy should improve the capability of this weapon before
buying more. There are funds in the fiscal year 1970 R.D.T. & E.
budget
to continue development of an improved version of the
SHRItKE missile.
Funds for missile Lp ares and repair parts have been reduced by
$2,400,000 based on the cuts recommended in missile procurement.
SHIPBUILDING AND CONVERSION, NAVY
Appropriation 1969

Estimate, 17 ......

---------------------------------

Recommended in the bill------

Reduction ----------------------------------------------

$820, 700, 000

2, 631, 400, 000
2, 588, 200, 000
43, 200, 000

This appropriation finances the construction of new ships and the
conversion of existing ships, including all hull, mechanical and electrical equipment, electronics, guns, torpedo and missile launching
systems, and communications systems. It also finances procurement of
long leadtinio items for ships for which authorization will be requested
in the fiscal year 1971 program,
The Committee recommends an appropriation of $2,588,200,000, a
reduction of $43,200,000 below the budget estimate, and $1,767,500 000 above the appropriation for fiscal year 1969.
'The recommended amount will provide $152,700,000 for a third
SSN-688 class nuclear-powered high-speed submarine, which was
authorized by Conrss in addition to the two in the President's
budget, and $110 mlion in advanceO procurement for five more. The

Committee did not fund the $186,700,000 for the three Fast Deployment Logistic (FDL) ships and $9,200,000 in SSN advance procurement funds which failed authorization.
The recommended program will fund a total of 14 now ships and
conversion of 17 others. This compares with a revised fiscal year 1969
program of six new ships and 16 conversions.

Congress authorized a shipbuilding and conversion program which is
$351,800,000 over the President's budget. Except for the third SSN688 class submarine and advanced procurement of a fifth such submarine the Committee recommends against funding the add-on program this year. The Secretary of Defense has testified that he would
not formally request appropriation of the additional program auhorized and does not favor initiating a shipbuilding program beyondthat included in the amended President's budget.
The Navy has testified that of the 886 ships in the fleet as of June
30, 1969, about 58 percent were 20 years of age and over. Tile Committee fully appreciates and supports the need for the Navy to modernize its aging fleet in order to meet the ever-increasing Soviet naval
threat. From a purely practical standpoint, however, the ago of the
fleet is relative. A ship's ago is based on the birthdate of the hull and
the age remains the same regardless of the amount of modernization
and conversion work done to the ship. For example, the carrier U. S. S.
MIDWAY is presently undergoing extensive conversion work, which
is estimated to cost $204 million. Even after this costly modernization
of the MIDWAY is completed, it will still be classified as a ship in the
"20 years or older" category. The age of the fleet, therefore, is not
always a true test of its capabilities because modernization and conversion add years to a ship's life and enhance its ability to meet new
and changing threats.
Since World War I, the Navy has built or currently has under
construction about 570 now ships plus conversion of some 360 ships.
Of these totals, approximately 150 new ships and almost 50 conversions wore still under construction as of early June 1969. In addition,
there were four now ships and 13 conversions from the fiscal years
1968 and 1969 programs yet to be awarded at that point in time.
As a result of siip inactivations subsequently announced and with
the addition of new ships to the fleet by June 30, 1970, the Navy
estimates the percentage of ships in the 20 years and older category
will be reducedto 46.7 percent. As other new ships in the shipbuilding
program for fiscal year 1970 and prior years enter the fleet, this
percentage should be reduced even further.
In approaching the Nav's shipbuilding and conversion program
for fiscal year 1970, therefore, and particularly in deciding not to
fund the total Congressional add-on to the program, the Committee
was mindful of the amount of shipbuilding and conversion work
already underway and funded. The Committee was additionally
influenced by the lateness of the date at which fiscal year 1970 funds
will become available and by the need for fiscal restraint in spending.
The Committee is also painfully aware of the deficit in the Navy shipbuilding and conversion program. This deficit, amounting to approximately $850 million, with a potential of its being as much as $1.2 billion, is an aggregate of cost overruns on shipbuilding and conversion
programs over a period of several years. If these ships, which have
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already boon authorized and funded by Congress, are to be completed,
these additional funds will be required.
In an effort to partially reduce the large deficit in the shipbuilding
and conversion program, the Navy has had to eliminate the construction of now ships and conversion of others instead of adding those
needed ships to the fleet. As to the reasons for the cost overruns, the
Committee believes that it is imperative that planning and management of this important program be substantially improved. In the
future, ships must be better planned and designed at the outset,
changes kept to a bare minimum, and subsystems and equipment for
these ships should be planned and developed in time to meet the ship
construction schedule in order to prevent cost overruns in later years.
The Committee intends to watch this program closely.
OTHER PROCUREMENT, NAVY
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is the cost associated with the installation of ship and shore equipment.
Substantial quantities of expendable items, such as air- and shiplaunched ordnance, are programed under this appropriation.
The Committee recommends an appropriation of $1,461,800,000, a
reduction of $560,900,000 below the budget estimate, and $1,043,800,000 below the appropriation for fiscal year 1969.
The Ships Support Equipmeiit request was reduced by $46,400,000
including $19,800,000 for ship alterations which will not be required
because of the ship deactivations being made during this fiscal year.
The amount recommended will cut back this budget activity to just
under the fiscal year 1969 level.
The Committee recommends that Communications and Electronic
Equipment be reduced by $70,900,000, including $4,200,000 for ship
electronic modifications which will not be required due to ship inactivations. This action will make available $24,800,000 for this budget
ta
f
activity.ar
The Aviation, Support Equpment request was reduced a total o
$134,800,000. Significant reductions were made in ammunition and
ordnance including Walleye, Snakeye Zuni rockets, and CBU bombs
and dispensers. Other cuts were made in the AN/PRC-90 survival
radio, industrial plant equipment, and in Versatile Avionics Shop and
Test equipment. A portion of the total reduction should be applied
to the spares and replenishment parts support areas as an inducement
for increased competitive procurement of such equipment. A total of
$578,200,000 is made available for this budget activity.
The Committee has recommended that Ordnance Support Equipment be reduced by $240,200,000, of which $75 700,000 was applied to.
the proposed procurement of two versions of the MK-48 torpedo,
which is still being tested. The Navy has delayed a decision as to which
model it will procure for the fleet. The test prograni should be slowed,

if necessary, to assure all deficiencies are noted and corrected before
entering production on one of the versions of this torpedo. The Committee also reduced funding for the MK-46 torpedo, 5-inch and 16inch ammunition, small arms ammunition, production facilities and
support, and spares and repair parts. In addition, reductions can be
made in proposed ordnance alternations to weapon systems on those
ships to be deactivated this year. As a result of the Committee reduction, $380,600,000 will be available for this budget activity.
Civil Engineering Support Equipment has been reduced by $60,400,000. Reductions can be made in funds for Construction Battalion
mobilization reserve stocks, road surfacing materials, various types of
trucks, construction and. handling equipment, and combat support
equipment.
The Committee reduced Supply Support Equipment by $2,300,000.
This reduction involves various small items of equipment such as
warehouse cranes, forklift trucks, automated materials handling
systems, and items less than $500,000.
The $5,900,000 reduction in Personnel and Command Support
Equipment is made up of several Emall items of equipment buch as
training equipment, simulators, and items under $500,000..
The unspecified reductions are to be applied to those items identified
by the Secretary of Defense as having alow enough priority to defer
procurement to subsequent fiscal years.
PROCUREMENT, MARINE CORPS
$669, 500, 000
Appropriation 1969650, 600, 000
Estimate, 1976 -------------------------------------------5--00, 848, 000
--.- -Recommended In the b .il----149, 752, 000
----------------------------------Reduction
This appropriation provides the Marine Corps with weapons,
ammunition, and related equipments, most of which are for use by
Marine general purpose forces such as Marine divisions and tank and
amphibious battalions. Such military hardware and munitions equip
the Marine Corps for the defense of advanced naval bases, for
limited war landing operations, and for general land warfare.
The Committee recommends an appropriation of $500,848,000, a
reduction of $149,752,000 below the budget estimates, and $168,652,000 below the appropriation foi fiscal year 1969.
The $16,700,000 for procurement of the Improved Hawk Missile
System this year has been deleted. This system is still under test, and
the Committee has recommended a slow-down in the Army procurement program until deficiencies in the development program have
been corrected. The Marine Corps system was not scheduled for
procurement until the second year buy.
Last year, $8,400 000 was provided for the procurement of the
AN/TPQ-28 radar. becausee problems developed during the test of
this equipment, the Army deferred the fiscal year 1969 Marinte Corps
buy. For t his reason, the $8,400,000 requested in fiscal year 1970 for
this radar system, as well as the $3,352,000 for spares and repair parts
for this radar, was not provided by the Committee. The $8,400,000
made available for procurement of this system last year can be used to
offset other NOA requirements in fiscal year 1970.

A general reduction of $121,300,000 is being made, including the
$8,400,000 offset mentioned above. Because of the proposed redeployment of Marine units from South Vietnam, significant reductions
can be made in the proposed procurement of items such as ammunition
and ordnance equipment.
AIRCRAFT PROCUREMENT, AIR FORCE
Appropriation, 1989 .......................................
$3,800, 00P, 000
WImate, 1970 6-------------...........
3, 775, 200, 000
Roommendod in the bill.........--------------3, 434, 700, 000
Reduotion ...............................................

00 000

The Committee recommends the appropriation of $3,434,700,000
for the procurement of aircraft, associated ground equipment, spare
parts, and other support items related to the procurement and modification of Air Force aircraft. The sum recommended is augmented
b $300,000,000 to be derived by transfer from the Air Force Stock
und and $25,000,000 from the Defense Stock Fund.
The recommended amount is $425,300,000 less than the appropriation for fiscal year 1969.
Language is recommended in the accompanying bill which would
make possible the utilization of $55,000,000 appropriated in the fiscal
year 1968 Act only for the procurement of F- 12 aircraft. The Defense
Department did not procure the F-12 aircraft as contemplated by
the Congress. Production of the related SR-71 aircraft has ended.
The production capability no longer exists. If production of the F-12
were to be desired, the production capability would have to be provided anew. The Air Force does not plan to procure the F-12. Therefore,
the Committee feels that the restriction on the use of the $55,000,000
should be lifted and the funds utilized in lieu of nrw obligational
authority for items in the fiscal year 1970 program. The Committee
is reluctant to abandon hope of production of the F-12, but must face
the fact that such production is not likely. The amount of $55,000,000
has been deleted from the fiscal year 1970 budget request for this
appropriation account.
The Committee has deleted the $52,000,000 requested for advance
funding of long leadtime items associated with procurement of C-5A
aircraft beyond the 81 aircraft which have been approved through the
fiscal year 1970 program. The recently announced decision of the
Secretary of the Air Force not to procure C-5A aircraft beyond those
in the fiscal year 1970 program precludes the requirement for the
funds requested for advance procurement. It is indeed unfortunate
that cost increases have prevented the Air Force from acquiring the
planned number of C-5A aircraft. As the usefulness of weapons systems is weighed against their cost, reductions in numbers of items
placed in the inventory is the almost inevitable result of excessive
increases in cost. The taxpayer obtains less defense for his dollars.
This is the tragedy of cost overruns. It must be apparent that sound
financial planning and accurate cost estimating are essential components of military planning.
The Committee recommends that $28 000,000 of the funds appropriated for "Aircraft Procurement, Air Force" shall be available to

initiate the procurement of a fighter aircraft to meet the needs of the
free world forces in Southeast Asia. It is felt that the availability of

such an aircraft, will contribute to our ability to withdraw United
States military forces from Southeast Asia atith earliest possible date.
Prior to the obligation of funls for this program, the Air Force shall
based ol the
conduct a co1 petition for the aircraft to b
requirenients stated by tile Secretary of Defense iin his letter of
October 21, 1909, to the Chairman of the ('onnittee that tie aircraft

seleete~d

selected should (1) have adequate capabilities to handle the existing
threat, (2) be as inexlpesive its feasible, and (3) be sinj)le to maintain
and operate. The Secretary stated, "1 believe Congress would serve

the national interest. by authorizing and appropriating funds which
would enable its to retaitn an option to go forward with such a proposal
at. all early dlate." 'ite Coininittee has comlplied with the request of
the Secretary on the terms set, forth in his letter. No additional funds
are recoininended in the bill for this program. As was prop)osed in tie
authorizing legislation, the $28,000,000 is to be accominated within
the funding levels approved.
The following productions which were made by the authorizing
legislation are concurred in by te Committee:
(1) a reduction of $23,000,000 requested for procurement. of
A-37B attack aircraft and tile associated spares;
(2) the deletion of $21,500,000 and the denial of the proposed
procurement of T-X navigation trainer aircraft;
(3) a reduction of $40,000,000 in the sum requested for the
modification of B-52 aircraft associated with the introduction of
the Short Range Attack Missile;
(4) a reduction of $50,000,000 in tie sum requested for procurement of aircraft spares and repair parts made possible by
slippage in the production schedule of the C-5A.
Tile Comnmittee recommends a further decrease of $10,700,000 in
aircraft. spares which includes deletion of funds for spares for the
T-X and CX-3 aircraft which have been denied and.$6,000,000 for
spares for the SR-7 1 aircraft.
The Committee recommends deletion of the RF-4C aircraft, proposed for procurement in fiscal year 1970 at a saving of $39,200,000;
the deletion of the 12 CX-3 mission support, aircraft funded in the
fiscal year 1967 program, and which have been deferred ever since, at a
saving of $7,900 000; and deletion of the proposed fiscal year 1969
procuremient of 6 -4 quiet aircraft at itsaving of $8,400,000.
Reductions are recommended in the amount. of $8,000,000 in industrial facilities related to the replacement of government-owned
machine tools# $0,000,000 in other production charges related to quick
reaction capability projects; and $13,300,000 in war consumables
including such items as aircraft wing tanks and pylons.
The B-58 bomber force is being retired and tile $3,500,000 budgeted
for modification of theso aircraft has been deleted.
The $42,000,000 requested for component improvement is reduced
by $2,000,000. Funds in this area are utilized to correct servicerevealed problems in aircraft engines. The $40,000,000 should be
sufficient to accomplish the essential effort in this area in fiscal year
1970.
Funds are included in the approved program for combat aircraft
such as the A-7D, F-4E, F/RF-5, F-IIID, F-IIIAJ and tile 0-2.
The C-5A and the C-130E are the airlift aircraft included in the
program. The T-38A and T-41 C/D trainer aircraft are included in the

program along with the UH-1HIN utility helicopter, the new HH-X
search and rescue helicopter, and the CH-530 cargo helicopter.
As was discussed earlier in the report, the fund recommended are
to be available for obligation until June 30, 1972, rather than available
until expended as has-been the case in recent years.
MISSILE PROCUREMENT, AIR FORCE
0
AppropriationB 1969..$,2,20
$1, 720, 200, 000
Estatio 196----------------------------1,480,400,000
1970 .........................
-stimate,
1,41, 000, 000
Recommended in the b4
5, 400, 000
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The $1,431,000,000 approved by the Committee will provide
$289,200,000 less than the sum appropriated in ical year 1969 for
the procurement of ballistic and air-launched missiles and associated
around equipment, modifications, spare parts and other support
items for the Air Force. Of the funds provided, $447,000,000 is for
the Minuteman II and III strategic intercontinental ballistic missiles.
The Committee has deleted the $23,500,000 requested for procurement of the Standard ARM anti-radiation missile. The unit cost
of this missile is high and the inventory appears to be sufficient to
provide for present needs.
The $9,500,000 requested for procurement of SHRIKE anti-radar
missiles is denied. This missile has serious deficiencies which should
be overcome before further procurements are made. Similar action is
recommended under "Procurement of Aircraft and Missiles, Navy"
and is discussed further in that part of the report.
The requested $20,400,000 appropriation for the initiation of procurement of the Short Range Attack Missile (SRAM) is denied. 'rho
Committee believes that further testing is necessary before there will
be sufficient confidence in this missile to initiate production and that
this will not be accomplished in fiscal year 1970. This is another
example of the Committee's desire to avoid the costly procedure of
initiating the production of complex items of military hardware
before the development program has progrowed sufficiently. The
fiscal year 1970 request includes $16,200,000 for tooling and $4,200,000
for advance procurement of material.

The SRAM development program has encountered technical

difficulties especially in the area of the motor. The original cost
estimate for research, development, testing, and evaluation was
$161,600,000. The estimate at the time of the hearings this year was
$413,400,000. Product-ion costs may be two to two and one-half times
the cost originally estimated. There is a total of about 21 months
slippage in the program. In view of all of these considerations, the
Committee feels that it would not be prudent to initiate procurement
in fiscal year 1970.
A decrease of $2,000,000 is recommended due to certain recoupments
in excess of the amount estimated.
Language has been included in the bill making funds appropriated
under thii heading available until June 30, 1972 rather than until
expended as has been provided heretofore.

OTHER PROCUREMENT, AIR FORCE
Appropriaton 1960
imate, 197..........Recommended in the blil---------------.
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$2, 716, 000 000
1,938, 300, 000
1, 636, 000, 000

302 800,000

The Committee recommends the appropriation of $1,080,000,000
less than the sum appropriated in the previous fiscal year for the procurement of munitions, vehicles, electronics and telecommunications
equipment, and organizational support equipment for the Air Force
in fiscal year 1970. The recommended appropriation is $302,300,OOO
less than the budget request. For the most part, the reductions are
attributable to the decreased consumption of munitions and equipment in the war in Southeast Asia.
In the hearings, the Committee took note of the fact that the unobligated balances which have remained at the end of each fiscal year
in tits appropriation have been underestimated by from $75,000,000 to
$413,000,000. In fiscal year 1968, the last year for which actual figures
were available at the time of the hearings, the funds remaining at the
end of the fiscal year were underestimated by about $250,000,000. The

rapid escalation of activity in Southeast Asia was a largo factor in
bufflding up these balances. The provision of supplemental appropriations late in the fiscal year is another factor which had an impact on
the problem. The Committee intends to provide only those funds required for obligation in the fiscal year for which they are appropriated.
The unobligated balances in this area are a factor in the reductions
recommended. The language recommended for the bill which would
limit the availability procurement appropriations to three years
should help to reduce unobligated balances.
The request of $1,294,300,000 for "Munitions and Associated
Equipment" has been reduced by $226,000,000 based on readjustments
reflecting the latest estimates of consumption rates in Southeast Asia
and elsewhere. As even more recent data becomes available, further
reductions in this area may be made possible. It is the Committee's
intention to provide for all of the ammunition and weapons required for
the conduct of the war. It is believed that the reductions recommended
are in accordance with this intention.
A reduction of $7,400,000 is recommended in the $74,100,000 requested for "Vehicular Eqipment". Included is a reduction of $2,900,000 in the procurement of firefighting equipment. As was discussed in
the hearings, the funding of firefighting equipment has been rising at
the rate Of about $2 000,000 annually in recent years. Firefighting
equipment is not used frequently and with reasonable care should remain in good condition for many years. The $5,700,000 remaining

should provide the essential requirements in fiscal year 1970. Also
included in the $7,400 000 reduction for "Vehicular Equipment" is a
$2,800 000 reduction in the $14,000,000 requested for "Materials
Handling Equipment". A reduction of $1,500,000 is to be applied to
procurement of the V /100 lb. loader associated with the 0-SA aircraft.
The hearings revealed that contrary to the impression conveyed in
pictures, movies, and other information on the C-5A program, which
emphasized the capability of the C-5A to load and unload in a "roll-on
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roll-off" mode in which the ability of the aircraft to "kneel" would be
utilized, special 55,000 lb. loaders were being developed fnd proeured
for use with the C-SA fleet. If the "roll-on roll-off" capability had not
been emphasized as an important attribute of the 0-5A, the Committee would not have felt that the inform-ttiou prasontel had, been
misleading. Tie requirement for these loaders should again be rerviewed. Tile Committee had deleted only one-half of the funds re-

quested for this item but is not convincel that, there i. any need for
65,000 lb. loaders.

rhe reiander of the reduction in the Vehicles area is in Base

Maintenance Equipment and is directed to mechatized equipment for
the I )gisticsCommand depots, bases, and air terminals.
The Committee recommends a decrease of $53,000,000 in Electronics
and Telecommunications equipment for the Air Force including a
$9,000,000 reduction in the fiscal year 1909 program. The fiscal year
1970 program as presented to the Committee totaled $48S,500,000 as
compared with $378,600,000 provided for fiscal year 1969. The sum
recommended will provide an increase of approximately $57,000,000
more than was programed for the previous fiscal year. Iteductions are
recommended n Spacetrack equipment, Strke Command equiment,
equipment for integration with the FAA, and in support of the Defense
Communications Planning Group. Other reductions are recommended
in small amounts in a number of specific items which have been discussed with officials of the Department of Defense.
The Committee's views on the various problems in the field of
military communications are set-out under "Operations and Maintenance. Aircrew survival radio equipment, on which the Committee
directed that a special investigation be made, is discussed under
"Research, Development, Test, and Evaluation."
A reduction of $15,900,000 is proposed in "Other Base maintenance
and Support Equipment" for which $453,400,000 is requested. The
reductions proposed are minimal and will provide $18,700,000 more
than was allocated for this purpose in the previous fiscal year.
In the examination of the estimates, the Committee folnd instances
in which unit cost information presented in the justifications proved
to be erroneous. An example is in the request for cargo nets in which
Congress was requested to provide funds on the basis of a unit cost of
$237.00. Up on examination, it was found that the unit covt is actually
$151.00. The Committee expects that a more careful job wAill be done
in preparing the justifications in support of the fiscal year 1971 budget
request.
As is the case with the other procurement accounts, language has
been included in the bill making the appropriation recommended
available for obligation until June 30, 1972, rather than available until
expended.
PROCUREMENT, DEFENSE AGENCIES
Apropriation 1969
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This appropriation provides for procurement of capital equipment
for the Defense Communications Agency, the Defense Supply
Agency, and other Defensewide agencies. The fiscal year 1970 program
includes automatic data processing equipment, communications equipment, materials handling equipment, and general and special purpose
vehicular equipment.
The Committee recommends an appropriation of $61,600,000, a
reduction of $16,000,000 below the budget estimate, and $20,100,000
below the appropriation for fiscal year 1969.
A reduction of $1,000 000 in the Defense Communications Agency
should be applied equally between procurement of equipment and
engineering support contracts.
The Committee made general unspecified reductions of $0,000,000
in the National Security Agency and $500,000 in the Defense Intelligence Agency requests.
heCommittee also.reduced the Defense Supply Agency request by
$8,500,000. The reduction is to be applied to the proposed procurement
of automatic data processing equipment for the StandardAutomated
Materiel Management System.

TITLE V
RESEARCH, DEVELOPMENT, TEST, AND EVALUATION
ESTIMATES AND APPROPRIATIONS SUMMARY

The Committee recommends tile appropriation of $7,197,600,000

for the research, development, testing, and evaluation activities of tile

Department of Defense for fiscal year 1970. The recommended amount
is $1,024,800,000 less than the budget estimate of $8,222,400,000 and
$352,228,000 less than the $7,549,828,000 appropriated for fiscal year
1969.

PROGRAM REvIEw

The hearings held on the various research, development, test, and
evaluation appropriations were more detailed than usual. In the
report accompanying the appropriation bill for fiscal year 1969 the
Committee expressed its deep concern over the effectiveness of tile
research and development programs of the Defense Department. The
statement was made that "The Committee feels that the number of
new weapons systems and equipments being developed is not sufficiently large nor are the new items technologically advanced over
previous weapons and equipments to the extent necessary to fully
justify increased expenditures of the magnitude requested." The
careful review made of the program this year has not caused the
Committee to change this osition.
The hearings on researc-h, development, test, and evaluation are
printed in two volumes with a total of 1,707 pages. Very detailed
examinations, supported in most instances by Staff Investigative
reports or reports by the General Accounting Office, were held on the
Main Battle Tank, the Sheridan armored vehicle, Project Mallard and
the Cheyenne helicopter programs of the Army; the F-14 aircraft progam and the Phoenix missile program of the Navy; and the 0SA
aircraft, F-111 aircraft, Mark II avionics system, Manned Orbiting
Laboratory, Hard Rock Silo Minuteman missile, and Short Range
Attack Missile programs of &heAir Force.
WEAPON SYSTEM RELABILITY

A matter of continuing concern to the Committee is the problem
of the reliability of many new weapons systems. As weapons and
equipments have become more complex, their reliability has decreased. This tends to reduce the overall combat effectiveness of our
forces. The increased numbers of personal,' equipments, and logistics
items in combat areas for the purpose of maintaining overly complicated and fragile equipment has been extremely costly. In addition, the
low reliability of many present weapons systems has increased the
vulnerability of U.S. forces to enemy action.
(68)
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Since the early years of World War IT, United States combat
bases have been substantially free from significant enemy attack
and interference. For the past twenty-five years, (evehl)noents
in U.S. tactical weapon systems have, for the most part, assimid the
continuation of this condition. Our present weapons systems generally

depend on unlimited supply support, elaborate facilities, and large
numbers of skilled technical personnel to be adequately nauntained

in combat areas. Technical problems have been routinely solved
by bringing factory, and even laboratory level, capabilities to the
field along with the consequent support. requirements and with the
resultant vulnerabilities. In effect, dependence has beeit placed on
the contractor maintainability of weapons rather than on the more
fundamental factor of field reliability.
Designers have placed far more emphasis on high performance
than on the need for durable and damage resistant equipment. A
continuously high percentage of inoperable weapons has become
accepted as routine. The specifications for new weapons too often
call for the scientifically possible rather than the militarily practical.
Excessive "goldplating" has too often been the practice under which
the last, five percent of the performance specified for a new weapon
accounts for fifty percent of the coniplexity and cost of the weapon.
Capabilities have been called for t hat, while desirable on a low
percentage of missions or under unusual weather conditions, impose a
eavy and continuous maintenance and logistic burden on all missions
performed.
The Committee fears that low standards of system reliability have
resulted in reduced effectiveness of our military forces. Weapons that
require frequent repair, a high number of spares and repair parts, and
elaborate testing and maintenance equipment may achieve high performance while in use, but, in total context, are as vulnerable as the
weakest element of their exposed supporting systems. Thto Committee
feels that advances in science and technology can be utilized to increase the reliability of weapons as well as improve weapon performance. Managers of weapon systems programs should place greater
emphasis on system reliability. Contracts should emphasize this
aspect of weapons development far more than has been the case in
the past. It is vital that the Defense Department recognize the
penalties of low reliability and establish a Department-wide system
designed to achieve reliable performance. The absence of standards in
this area has contributed to the situation in which weapons have been
pushed into premature production. The Committee believes that
weapons reliability is a weak link in our defense armor and feels that
appropriate officials of the Defense Department and the military
services must give appropriate attention to this very real problem.
CosT GROWTH
The Congress has given much attention this year to the cost growths
experienced in programs in the Department of Defense and in other
areas. In a time in which economic inflation is a national problem,
cost increases have become to be expected by Government planners
as well as by housewives at the grocery store. Unfortunately, economic inflation is only one of the contributing factors to cost growth
in the development of military weapons systems. Too frequently, true
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costs have been obscured by those advocating new development, prograis in fear that the proposed programs might not be approved if
true costs were revealed. Low estimates have been arbitrarilyV given in
order t fit, more programs into the financial plan of a given fiscal
year. In some instances, cots have been forced to fit into ammal
fiscal patterns without regard for te adequacy of the funding r-

quired to perform the work planned for the timeperiod. Technical
difficulties and program stretch-outs have resulted in cost growth.
Not. all of the normal and recognized support items required, such as
initial spares, have been included in costs given for proposed weapon
systems.
As the Department is aware inaccurate cost estimates have, resulted in some loss of public confidence in military management. Steps
are being taken by the Secretary to improve cost estimating and to
provide more accurate cost estimates to the Congress. The Committee
wishes to emphasize the importance of such actions. Considerable
further attention to cost growth can be expected during the hearings
on the fiscal year 1971 Budget.
FINANCIAL, MANAGEMENT

The Committee discussed a number of instances during the hearings
in which funds which had been appropriated for the previous year
had been reprogramed from the programs for which they had been
requested to other areas. It was found that in some instances there
were no plans to spend funds requested for fiscal year 1970 for the
programs for which the funds were requested. This often was the case
in small programs or programs in which a number of small projects
arc included in a single line item. The Committeo understands that
R.D.T. & E. costs cannot be precisely predicted months in advance
but it appears that there are line items which do not reflect actual
requirements but are in part "banks" in which funds are held for
reprograming purposes. Reductions have been recommended in a
number of instances in which this seemed to be the case. The EmerIency Fund isprovided for the funding of unforeseen requirements.
contingency funds are required in the individual R.D.T. & E.
accounts, the Committee would prefer to consider the provision of
such funds on a straight-forward basis rather than under the guise of
needed projects.
DUPLICATIONS IN DEVELOPMENT

The hearings revealed instances in which two or more of the military
services are pursuing duplicating development efforts. In other
instances, a military service was found to be developing equipment to
meet requirements which could have been met by the utilization of
equipment already in the inventory of another service. Examples of
areas of duplication are airerow body armor, air-dropped mines, airto-ground missiles, airdrop equipment, and aircrew survival radios.
The Committee's concern led to a request to the Surveys and
Investigations Staff for a study in depth of the situation involving
aircrew survival radios. The findings indicated that the Committee's
concerns were well founded. Not only do duplicating development
efforts waste funds in the R.D.T.&E. accounts, but procurement costs
are needlessly increased ovAr a period of several years.

The seeming inability of the services to coordinate the procurement

of what should be common items is well illustrated by their experience
with survival radios. These radios have the identical role in each
service-assistance in rescuing downed airmen. It has boon wellrecognized throughout the Department of Defense that a standard
survival radio is feasible and that the integrated procurement of such
a set for all three services would save substantial sums simply through
buying in larger quantities. Obtaining competition in these procure-

ments would save even more.

The Surveys and Investigations Staff of the Committee found,
however, that since the ear y 1960's, the services have gone their
separate ways in attempting to fill their needs for these radios. As a
result, rather than having a standard radio, the Department of Defense
inventory of radios designed solely for use by downed airmen to
assist in their rescues has grown to seven different types of.sets with
yet another one in research and development. Two of these radios
were being used by all three services when this proliferation of sets
began. Each of the others has been procured by only one service on a
sole-source basis from the developing contractor. In October 1969,
after the Committee's hearings, the Air Force did make a procurement
of a Navy survival radio.
The urgent need for survival radios was the justification for the
lack of competition in obtaining these five types of sets but, in seeking
more elaborate capabilities than those of the existing sets, delays in
deliveries, in some cases of more than a year, have resulted. Even to
get the late deliveries when finally made, waivers of some of the more
elaborate requirements have had to be made by the Government.
Anticipated overruns of the target costs are also commonplace, ranging
from about 15 percent to over 100 percent.
It would seem that if the same sense of urgency shown by the

services in making these diverse procurements had been used in
establishing a common survival radio for coordinated procurement,
the common objective of the services would have been met more
completely and efficiently and considerable monetary savings would
have been possible.
The Committee believes that studies made in other areas in which
duplication has been indicated would have similar findings. The
Director of Defense Research and Engieerng shall be prepared to
report to the Committee in the hearings oi the fiscal year 1971 Budget
as to instances in which duplicating developments have been eliminated.
NAVIGATION AND COMMUNICATION SATELLITz DEVELOPMENTS

The Committee is concerned over the programed parallel development of navigation and communication satellites. Both the Navy and
the Air Force are developing navigation satellites. The Navy has
TRANSIT and is working on TIMATION, and the Air Force is workrng on one of its own, stating it cannot use the Navy satellites. The Army
is also interested in using navigation statellites. Not only should one
communications satellite be used for both strategic and tactical purposes thus eliminating duplicating and costly air, ground, and shiboard terminals, but it is technologically feasible to have a single

satellite for both communications and navigation purposes. The Direc.

tor of Defonse Research and Engineering is directed to thoroughly
study this area, looking toward the feasibility of developing a single
communications satellite for all the military services and the possibility
of including therein navigation requirements.
REDUCTIONS IN RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT FACILITIES AND

ACTIVITIES
The reduction in R.D.T. & E. appropriations should have an impact
on the level of effort supported at in-house research and development
facilities and activities. Accordingly, reductions in personnel, both
military and civilian, should be made to correspond with these funding
decreases. In other words, not all of the reduction is to be applied to
contractual effort, At the same time decreases in personnel at inhouse research and development activities and facilities are not be be
offset by an increase in contracting for outside assistance.
The Committee has recommended decreased funding at certain
military test ranges. We have in the last decade built up a vast
storehouse of knowledge in missile and aerospace technology. Many
of the early unknowns are now behind us. Consequently, much of the
redundancy in facilities, technical equipment, and back-up systems
can be phased out or consolidated and thereby provide considerable
savings at little technical risk. No specific recommendations were made
by the Committee in this regard. However, the Secretary of Defense
is requested to study this matter in the coming months for the purpose
of effecting these apparent savings.
RESEARCH, DEVELOPMENT, TEST, AND EVALUATION,
ARMY
Appropriation 1969 -

Estimate, 1976

-----------------------------

------------------------------------

Recommended In the bill ----------------------------Reduction
-----------------------------------------

$1, 521, 105, 000
1 849, 500, 000
1 575, 300, 000
274, 200, 000

The Committee recommends an appropriation of $1,575,300,000, a
reduction of $274,200,000 below the budget estimate, and $54,135,000
above the appropriation for fiscal year 1969.
The Committee reduced Military Sciences by $19,100,000 in consonance with the authorization.
Aircraft and Related Equipment was reduced by $55,600,000, including those amounts which were not authorized by Congress for the
Cheyenne gunship and the Heavy Lift Helicopter. The Committee
recommended a reduction of $11,000,000 for the Utility Tactical
Transport Aircraft System (UTT1AS) because the Army has not
reached a decision on the optimum size for this proposed new helicopter and is not prepared to start contract definition. Some planning
money was provided. However, the $5,100,000 requested for the
UTTAS engine was deleted because the size of the UTTAS helicopter
will dictate the type of engine to be developed. Therefore the engine
funds will not be required this year. Aircraft Weaponization (advanced and exploratory development) was reduced because about 50
percent of the funds appropriated for this program element in the last
three fiscal years have been reprdgramed for other uses. The Con-

mittee made available funds to initiate concept formulation only on
the Selective Effects Armament System. Air Mobility was reduced
$6,000,000.
Missiles and Related Equipment was reduced a total of $25,200,000.

Missile Effectiveness Evaluation (engineering development) was cut
$1,500 000 because less than $1,000,000 has been used for this purpose
in each of the last two fiscal years. The AN/TSQ-73 Air De/ense
Control and Coordination System was reduced by $3 000,000. Army
officials have testified that the fiscal year 1909 funds reprogramed
to initiate the AN/TSQ-73 program had not been released for expenditure. For this reason, the total funds requested will not be required
this year. The Committee also made a modest reduction of $5,000,000
in the funds requested for the Lance Missile System.
Military Astronautics and Related Equipment was reduced $4,000,000. A significant portion of this reduction is made in the communications and navigation satellite area. The Committee recommendations
in this regard have been made earlier in this report. The reduction will
maintain this program element at approximately the fiscal year 19069
level.
The Committee has reduced Ordnance Combat Vehicles, and Related Equipment by $27,500,000, including the $14,900,000 which
failed Congressional authorization with respect to the MBT-70 Main
Battle Tank. In its present design, the MBT-70 tank is overly sophisticated unnecessarily complex and too expensive for a main battle tank.
The c ommittee feels strongly that when this program is reevaluated
in December 1969 serious consideration should be given to the possibility of terminating the international aspect of this joint develo ment program. The most prudent use of the funds provided for the
MBT-70 this year could be for the U.S. to design a tank with far less
sophistication, a tank that can be produced at about a third of the
cost now estimated for the current design. Other reductions recommended for this budget activity includes $5,600,000 in the caseless
ammunition programs which are under study and may be changed,
and $7,000,000 in Infantry Supporting Weapons development.
The reduction recommended by the Committee for Other Equipment totals $12,000,000 including the $100,000 which was not au horized by Congress. The Committee has specified a reduction of
$5,000,000 for Project Mallard, an international joint development
program involving the U.S. and three other countries. The Mallard
project proposes to develop and produce a major tactical communications system for use by the field armies of the participating countries.
It is estimated that Mallard will have a total program cost of well
over $1,000,000,000. It is inconceivable that the Department of
Defense would embark on an international development program of
this nature and magnitude when a militarywide tactical communications system has never been developed for the military services of the
U.S. As a matter of fact, the DoD inventory is replete with communications equipment having a lack of commonality. Historically, joint
international development programs are inherently turbulent and
trouble-ridden. The most recent example is the MBT-70 development
program involving only two countries; and Mallard involves four
participating countries. For these reasons, the Committee recommends termination of the Project Mallard program. The Committee
also reduced the Defense Communication Planning Group by $2,500,-
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000. A reduction of $5,000 000 is recommended for testing activities
because
proffrai. of the recommended cutback in the overall R.D.T. & E.
The Committee recommends that Programwido Management and

Support be reduced by $6,000,000. It would appear that its a result of
the cutbacks in the Army R.D.T. & E. program, reductions ean be
made in military and civilian personnel at Army research and do.
vOlopment facilities and activities.
in addition, the Committee has made a general reduction of
$124,200,000 to include the unspecifled $118,100,000 and the $0,100,000 identified for chemical and biological warfare which failed authorization of Congress. Within the unspecified reduction, an additional
sum of $1,500,000 is to be applied against chemical and biological
warfare efforts pursuant to the recent decision of the President on this
matter.
As a result of actions taken in the authorizing legislation a total
reduction of $2,705,000 was made in Federal Contract Researoh
Centers. Some of these decreases have already been discussed inder
Military Sciences and other budget activities. The total reduction is
distributed its follows:
Mathematics Research Center, University of Wisconsin ----------- - $175, 000

l1unmn Resources Research Office ----------------------------Center for Research in Social Sciences ------------------------

Aerospace Corp .............................................

-480, 000
-400, 000

Lincoln Laboratory -----------------------------------------Research Analysis Corp ------------------------------------Applied Physics Laboratory, Johns Hopkins University -----------

-275, 000

-664, 000
-586, 000
125, 000

RESEARCH, DEVELOPMENT, TEST, AND EVALUATION,
NAVY
Appropriation 1069 ....-

Estimate, 1976

Recommended in the bill

Reduction

$2, 141, 339, 000
-----------------------------

------------------------------------------

2,.211, 600, 000

2 040, 400, 000

171, 100, 000

The Committee recommends an appropriation of $2,040,400,000, a
reduction of $171,100,000 below the budget estimate, and $100,939,000
below the appropriation for fiscal year 1969.
The Militar Sciences budget activity was reduced $20,300,000 by
Congress in tie authorization bill. The Committee did not further
reduce this activity.
The Committee reduced Aircraft and Related Equipment by a total

of $44,100,000, including the amount for the S-3A (VSX) antisubmarine warfare (ASW) aircraft which was not authorized by Congress.
The Committee reduced the funds for the Crone Heavy Lift -Helicopter by $3,000,000 leaving a modest amount of planning funds. It
is the sense of the Committee that the Army and the Navy should
develop a single Heavy Lift Helicopter to satisfy most of the needs
of each service. To avoid the proposed separate costly development
and production programs by the Army and the Navy on this vehicle,
it is realized that compromises will have to be made. Other reductions
were made in the TRIM/Combined Sensor Vehicle System, Airborne
ASW Detection, Airborne Electronic Warfare, Target Development,
Search and Rescue Systems, and Advanced Airborne Reconnaissance
programs.

The Commlitteo added $140,000,000 to the Air,,raft and Related
Equipment. budget activity for the F--14 aircraft. rhe fritlds added
include $90,000,000 for three atlditional research and levelopinent,
aircraft, $30,000,000 for tooling, an( $20,000,000 for tst, stUpport.
The action of the committeeee will retain the developuileit of this aircraft in tho R.D.T. & ,E.bdget. None of the fundls provi(led is to ho
litilized for tooling l)eyond that. needed for fabrivatiou of the test
aircraft.
Missiles and Related qilptUellnt was reduced by $118,300,000,
which ii'li(les the $45,000,000 not, authorized by Congress. lle
Conumittee reconllended it reduction of $20,900,000 for FBlM cornuaind aud control including $15,000,000 for Project Sanguine. The

Department of Defense Ias recently reoriented this prograun and the
Committee believes that, before Iproceeding with a deployment of this

communications syston the Navy should complete styles on soil
erosion, eleut roilagnetic, radiation effects, electric shock thresholds,

physiological and ecological effects, and other techival so lutions to
Intreferencelprobllels. fin addition, the Oflhce of the Jecret ary of I)efenso school, ill the confling months, again review this project and,
in plarticulhur, consider the t.y)e and lengt-h of mnessaiges to be sent over

the system and the t,imte it, would take to transmit such traffic before

approvilng further research andl deployment of Sanguine.
Tile Comiiittee
s also lenied the funds for the Condoir airlaunchel air-to-surface stand-off mimsile system. The hystelm includes
the inissile with electro-olptical guidance, an aircraft niounted control
pod, andit
teovision display in the aircraft cockpit. Component
changes, necessary to overcome uiexpct.ed technical lproblenlis relating
lrinlarily to the lrolpulsion aysten have caused the program to slip
over three years and will probably result in the unit cost of thi.4 missile,
originally estinatcd at less4 than $100,000, alinost, to triple. Cost estimilates for missile control l)odb and related aircraft imodficatlions have
similarly escalated. In addition to the technical problems and related
cost increases, there is a serious question ats to whether the size of
the proposed Condor warhead is adequate to be effective against its
asgnedc hard targets such as bridges and power plants. Further, the
Condor missile is not. now scheduled to replace any other weapon. It
would appear that weapons already in the inventory and those under
developmennt may be more cost effective in the penetration and destruction of SAM-defended targets. Accordingly, the Committee recommnnds termination of the Condor program. Termination costs
should be financed by using existing prior year unobligated balances.
Other reductions recommended by the Committe in the Missiles
and Related Equipenont budget activity include a reduction of
$21,100,000 in PBM System, $5,000,000 in the Underwater LongRange Missile System and minor reductions in Missilo Propulsion,
Strike Warfare, Advanced Sea Based Deterront, 3T Improvement,
and the Pacific Missile Range.
The Committee reduced Military Astronautics and Related Equipment by $4,300,000, to include Astronautics and VLF Propagation
Satellite, as well as the amount which failed Congressional authorization.
Ships, Small Craft, and Related Equipment was reduced a total of
$53,700,000, including the amount not authorized by Congress. The
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Committee made specific reductions in Ship Contract Definition,

New Ship Desigla, Advanced Sonar Development, Advanced Coinmunications, Snbaystem Reliability, Advanced Meteor Satellite Readout, Advanced Ship Sonar, Electronic Warfare, Submarine Silencing

and SQS-26 Sonar.
The Committee reduced Ordnance, Combat Vehicles and Related
Equipment by $11,700,000, to include the amount which failed authorization. Specific Committee reductions wore made in Advanced Mine
Development, ASW Rockets, Underseas Warfare Weaponry, and
Unguided Conventional Air-launched Weapons.
Other Eqmipment was reduced a total of $27,100,000, includhig the
amount which failed Congressional authorization. Committee reductions were made in Ocean Engineering System Development, Other
Marine Corps Advanced Development, Ocean Engineering Technical
Development, Defense Communication Planning Group, Materials and
Components, Personnel Support, Surface/Aerospace Target Survoillance, Command and Control, and other unspecified program elements.
The Committee reduced Programwide Management and Support
by $10 000,000. With the reductions made in this budget, a corresponding reduction can be made in personnel, both military and civilian,
at Navy research and development activities and facilities.
Congress failed to authorize $1,000,000 for Chemical and Biological
Weapons. The Committee did not specify the budget activity in which
this cut is to be made.
In addition, the Committee made an unspecified reduction of
$26,000,000 to be allocated by the Secretary of Defense.
The authorizing legislation made reductions in Federal Contract
Research Centers totaling $5,842,000. A portion of these decreases
have been discussed under Military Sciences and other budget
activities. The distribution of the total reduction by Center follows:
Ordnance Research Laboratory .......-- $813, 000
Applied Physics Laboratory Univrsity of Washington ----------187,000
Center for Naval Analyses
-----------------------------1, 000, 000
Applied Physics Laboratory, Johns Hopkins University ---------- 3, 842, 000

RESEARCH, DEVELOPMENT, TEST, AND EVALUATION,
AIR FORCE

Appropriation 1969
Estimate, 1976-----Recommended in the bill -----------------------------

Reduction

-----------------------------------------

$3, 364, 724, 000
3, 561, 200, 000
3 056, 000, 000

604, 300, 000

The recommended appropriation of $3,056,900,000 is $307,824,000
less than the $3,364,724,000 appropriated for fiscal year 1969.
The largest single reduction made is in the funds requested for the
Manned Orbiting Laboratory Program. The sum of $525,300,000 was
budgeted for the MOL. The program was terminated by the Department of Defense in June and a reduction of $400,000 000 was made in
the authorizing legislation, offset by an increase o? $100,000,000 in
"Special Activities'.

Other reductions made in the annual authorization act in which the
Committee concurs include $13,000,000 in the RF-1 11 aircraft program; $1,000,000 in the Light Ifitratheatre Transport program;
$16,000,000 in 'the CONUS Air Defense interceptor program; $9,600,-

000 in the SRAM missile program; $3,000,000 in the Tactical ir-toground missile X-3 program; $20,000,000 in the Airborne Warning and
Control System program; and $4,000,000 in the A-X close ground
support attack aircrit program.

Other authorization reductions inchiio $2,800,000 f(or chemical
and biological warfare; $22,300,000 in Military Scionces; $3,700,000
in foreign research, social and behavioral scieices, and Project 'l'hetnis;
and an unfS)ecfled reduction of $9,200,000.

As stated above, the A-X program amount was reduced by

$4,000 000 in the authorization act. The budget request for the initiation of the A-X aircraft development program totals $12,000,000.
The Committee recomninods the deletion of the roining $8,000,000.
There are a number of attack aircraft now in the active inventories of
the Navy, the Marine Corp~s, and the Air Force including thoA-7,
ite F-4, the F-100, the F-8; the A-i
the A-0, the A-4, the A-3
the A-26, the B-67, and the -28. The OV-10 was recently developed
for close air support in limited war situations but is not being utilized
by the Air Force in this role. It may be that an aircraft specifically
designed for the close air support role would be superior in some ways
to tie aircraft currently available, but the Air Force has not demonstrated that the advantages gained would justify the development
and procurement costs involved in the deployment of the proposed
A-X. The Committee realizes the importance of the close air su)port
role and expects that at some point in time a new aircraft for this role
will be required. However, the Committee has approved the funding
of the development of the F-15 fighter aircraft and the B-i strategic
bomber in the fiscal year 1970 program, both of which it considers to
be of higher priority than the A-X. The fiscal stringencies of today
preclude the funding of more new aircraft developments for the Air
Force at this time.
The additional reductions proposed by the Committee, which total
$99,700,000, are discussed below.
The Committee proposes a reduction of $1,000,000 in "Aircraft
Pro ulsion Subsystem Integration" .which would keel) the program
at the fiscal year 19609 level after allowing an adjustment for a change in
funding procedure.
A reduction of $2,000,000, the entire amount requested, is recoinmended in the "Hypersonic Vehicle Technology" program. This is
a now contract effort on hypersonic vehicles which can be
safely deferred.
The VTOIL Engine development, program is reduced by $4,000,000.
In past years, the program supported the engine development of the
now terminated joint US/Federal Republic of Germany VTOL fighter
aircraft. The current program includes funds for a US/United Kingdom lift engine, a classified project, and technology work sul)l)orting
develop meant of propeller-driven VTOL aircraft f.cluding fort on
large meter propellers, gear boxes, and sand/dirt separators. The
reduction should be taken against this technology work.
The Committee recommends a reduction of $7,100,000 in the
funding of the Subsonic Cruise Armed Decoy missile known as
SCAD. The funds remaining Nill be adequate to fund the essential
requirements for this program in fiscal year 1970.
A reduction of $2,000,000 is recommended in the area of Rocket
Propulsion. The Committee believes that the utilization of develop-
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ments in this area in the other military services and NASA, along
with the sum provided, will provide an adequate level of effort.
The Advanced Ballistic Re-Entry System program (ABRES) is
reduced by $14,400,000 from the $121,400 000 requested. This large
program is made up of many individual projects. The Committe feels
that the most important projects can be accomplished with the
$107,000 000 provided.
The Hard Rock Silo Development program is recommended to be
funded at the level of $25,000,000 in fiscal year 1970, a reduction of
$25,000,000 in the budget request. The purpose of the program is to
devise, construct, and test a missile silo in hard rock. A silo placed in
hard rock would provide superior protection to the missile within from
nearby nuclear blasts. The placing of a substantial part of our ICBM
force in Hard Rock silos would be very costly. With the increasing
degree of accuracy being attained with ICBMs, there is some doubt
that the additional protection provided would be worth the cost involved. Further, there is doubt that the procedure contemplated for
the testing of the Hard Rock concept using high explosive charges will
provide the required information with which to adequately evaluate
the program. The Committee has approved large sums to provide
Anti-Ballistic Missile protection for a part of our missile force. There
are other means of protecting ICBMs such as by placing them in submarines or by developingmobile land systems. The Committee feels
that the basic concept of the Hard Rock Silo program should be studied
further and that the $25,000,000 recommended is the most that
should be committed to this program at this time.
The Committee recommends reductions of $5,000,000 each in the
sums requested for the support of the Eastern and Western Test
Ranges. For several years, the Committee has pointed to the increasing use of the Eastern Test Range by. the National Aeronautics and
Space Administration and the decreasing use by the Air Force and
has indicated that a greater share of the cost of supporting the range
should be assumed by NASA. Information supplied to the Committee
in the hearings shows that the fiscal year 1970 Air Force support will
increase by $10,000,000 over that provided in fiscal year 1969 and
that NASA's reimbursement would decrease by $4,000,000 according
to fiscal year 1970 Budget plans. The Committee calls on the Bureau
of the Budget to more properly allocate the costs of supporting the
range. Perhaps NASA should operate the range and the Air Force
assume the role of a tenant and reimburse NASA for Air Force
activity. The Defense Department should not be forced to divert
funds needed for weapons developments to support of the civilian
space program.
The sum provided for the Western Test Range is $5,000,000 more
than was provided in fiscal year 1969. The termination of the MOL
program should make possible some reductions at the Western Test
Range.
The Committee further believes that careful management can reduce costs at both Test Ranges. A. general tighteing of operations
and a careful survey of on-going activities which might be eliminated
are in order.
The amount requested for the Satellite Control Facility is reduced
by $1,000,000. This makes $36,200,000 available, an increase of
7,900,000 over the sum provided in fiscal year 1969. The Defense Do-

apartment should explore the joint utilization of space-tracking facilities
with NASA. Most such facilities, whether funded by NASA or by the
Air Force, are contractor operated and security reasons should not
prevent such joint utilization. The cancellation of the MOb has an
impact on the workload of the Satellite Control Facility, making a
reduction possible.
The Committee recommends a reduction of $4,000,000 in Aerospace
Biotechnology. It is estimated that 15 to 20 percent of the effort in-

cluded in tis line item is related to the now terminated Manned

Orbiting Laboratory program. The Committee feels strongly that
since the Air Force now has no manned spaco program, the various
programs in support of manned space flight in the Air Force should be
terminated. Sufficient national effort in £his area is being funded under
the National Aeronautics and Space Administration. Further reductions would have been recommended in this program, but it was testified that much of the program is in support of aeronautics rather than
astronautics. This raises the question of how much of the program
presented to Congress as the military space program is in reality
associated more closely with aircraft, or missiles. The fiscal year 1971
budget justifications should present a more accurate presentation of the
"Military Astronautics" budget activity.
The Committee recommends a reduction of $4,200,000 in "Aerospace Propulsion." A number of efforts on air-breathing engines are
included in this program. It is felt that. those of highest priority can be
adequately funded within the remaining amount.
The $4,100,000 reduction recommended in "Aerospace Avionics"
will provide approximately thesame level of funding that was provided
n fiscal year 1969. The hearings revealed that the Air Force did not
intend to proceed with all of the projects budgeted in this area. The
effort in Bionics-cybernetics, for example, will not be funded. Again,
the hearings revealed that the line item which is included in the
"Military Astron au tics" budget activity is, in large part, associated
with aeronautical programs and is another area in which a more
accurate designation is expected in fiscal year 1971.
In "Space Studies", a reduction of $500,000 is recommended. The
$1,300,000 provided allows an increase of $300,000 above the fiscal
year 1969 allocation.
The Committee recommends the deletion of the $5,000,'t0 requested for the Special Purpose Communications program and the
termination of the program. The purpose of the program is to develop
a very low-frequency communications system for aircraft and ground
centers of the Strategic Air Command. The feasibility of the program
as presented is very doubtful. Certain of the equipment required,
including.the very long trailing wire antenna, do not appear to be
practical in military operations. There are several SAC communications systems available now. The urgency of need for an additional
system is not sufficient to convince the Committee that the l;roposed
new system should be funded at this time.
The $1,000,000 requested for "National Military Command Systemwide Support" is denied. The requested funds were for a data managemont system in connection with a change-over to third generation
computers. This effort can be postponed along with reductions in
the procurement of ADP equipment as discussed earlier in the report.

A reduction of $1,500,000 is recommended in "Air Cargo Materials
Handling". The proposed reduction is one-half of the requested
amount. A number of relatively low priority items were included in
the request such as the development of an advanced forklift and
forklift tine development.
The Committee recommends a reduction of $1,000,000, fifty percent of the sum requested, for development of an Advanced Airborne
Command Post. It is envisioned by the Air Force that an airborne
command post will be required utilizing aircraft the size of the C-5A
and the 747. The Committee feels that this requirement should be
carefully studied as to actual need for the capability that such a
system would provide prior to initiating hardware development.
The $2,500 000 requested for "Civil Engineering Technology" has
been reduced by $1,500,000. This is a new line item and the $1000,000
allowed should provide for the initiation of the required development
efforts in this area which are unique to the Air Force.
The $1,500,000 requested for "Improved Aircraft Fireflghting
Equipment" has been reduced by $1,000,000. The needs of the Air
Force are not sufficiently different from those of commercial aviation
in this area to support a requirement for separate development effort.
Savings can be realized in the Procurement account through the
purchase of off-the-shelf rather than specially designed firefightin
equipment. The advent of large capacity aircraft such as the 747 will
require commercial airports to have firefighting equipment of very
hig capability.
As a result of actions taken in the authorizing legislation and the
recommendations by the Committee, the following reductions are
recommended in the base amounts provided for AirgForce supported
Federal Contract Research Centers:
Lincoln Laboratory from $23,0fl0 000 to $20,500 000;
MITRE Corporation from $12,560,000 to $11,260,000;
Aerospace Corporation from $24,700,000 to $22,200,000;
Rand Corporation from $15,600,000 to $12,600,000; and

Analytic Services, Inc., from $1,600,000 to $1,500,000.

The Committee recommends-a reduction of $8,000,000 in the Budget
Activity "Programwide Management and Support" for which $309,400,000 was requested and $290,800,000 was provided in fiscal year

1969. Of this amount, $6,600,000 is specified by the Committee
as a part of the unspecified reduction included in the authorization act.
Continued development and improvement will be made in the
Minuteman ICBM missile force. The Advanced Manned Strategic
Aircraft (AMSA) will enter design competition in 1970. An airborne
warning and control system will begin development in 1970. Contract
definition for the F-15 tactical air superiority fighter will be completed
and a development contract for this aircraft will be awarded this fiscal
year. The C-SA transport aircraft will near the completion of its
development as will the F-1 11 tactical aircraft. Funds are also provided For the continued -development of the Maverick air-to-surface
missile, a tactical interdiction missile system. Efforts in the area of
Advanced ICBM Technology will continue so that when necessary
the technology to support deployment of a new, advanced land based
ICBM will be available.
Under astronautics, the Defense Communication Satellite System
and various space and aeronautical support programs continue.

The Committee fools that the $3,056,900,000 program presented is
austere, but that it will provide the essential weapons developments
required.
RESEARCH, DEVELOPMENT, TEST, AND EVALUATION,
DEFENSE AGENCIES
Appropriation 1969 ....-

F-i-imate, 1970........
Recommended In the bill ......-------------Reduction..............................

$472, 600, 000

........

.

50, 200, 000
450, 000, 000
30, 200, 000

This appropriation provides funds to cover the expenses of activities and agencies of the Department of Defense, other than those of
the Military departments, for basic and applied research and for such
advanced research projects as may be determined and designated by
the Secretary of Defense.
.
The Committee recommends an appropriation of $450,000,000, a
reduction of $50,200,000 below the budget estimate, and $22,600,000
below the appropriation for fiscal year 1969.
Funds requested for studies and analyses have been reduced by
$1,500,000.

The Defense Communications Agency (DCA) request has been
reduced by $1,700,000. A portion of the reduction in DCA funds is to
be applied to planned and on-going systems engineering contracts.

Because of the establishment of the DCA Systems Engineering
Facility, most, if not all, of the systems engineering work willbe done
in-house by DCA. An unspecified portion of the reduction is to be
made in the computer-related projects of the National Military Command System Support Center. Computer projects such as war gaming
and computer models are not R.D.T. & E.. effort and in future years,
funds for such work are to be requested in the Operation and Maintenance budget.
The Committee has reduced the request for the Advanced Research
Projects Agency (ARPA) by $26,000,000. A significant portion of the
reduction should be applied against the Overseas Defense Research
Program. The General Accounting Office has been conducting a
review of this program and preliminary analysis has indicated that a
number of study projects have not been Defense-related, have been
of doubtful value, and in a few cases, useless and wasteful. Some
studies in foreign countries raise the question as to whether or not
they should be -funded under the Foreign Assistance Program rather
than in the Defense budget. Additionally, ARPA has made no attempt
to have participating countries share in the cost of such projects.
The Director of Defense Research and Engineering is requested to
review the matters discussed as well as the Overseas Defense Research
Program mission statement, which is all encompassing and permits
almost any type of study effort, with a view of reducing it in scope and
clearly delineating the purpose of this program.
The Committee additionally reduced the Defense Atomic Support
Agency request by $12,000,000, the National Securit Agency request
by $8,000,000 and the Defense Intelligence Agency (DIA) request by
$1,000,000. The reduction in DIA
should be applied against
service support contracts and thefunds
Intelligence Experimentation
Research Facility. The Committee does not favor the proposed
establishment of this new facility.
87-681 0--6W----G
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Reductions made in the authorizing legislation resulted in a decrease
of $3,524,000 in Defense Agencies' funds for Federal Contract Re.
search Centers. This total reduction is distributed as follows:
MITRE Corp ....---------------------------Aerospace Corp................................

----

-$700, 000
-100, 000

Lincoln Laboratory------------------------------..
-6000, 000
Institute for Defense Analyses.---------------------. -1, 174, 000
Rand Corp
---------------------------------------800, 000
Research Analysis Corp------------------------..
-10, 000

EMERGENCY FUND, DEFENSE
Appropriations, 1969 -------------------------------------Etimate, 1970 -------------------------------------

$50, 000, 000
1000, 000

Recommended In the bill------------------------------- 75, 000, 000
Reduction........ ....... ....... ....... ....... .....
- 2., 000, 000

The Committee recommends an appropriation of $75,000,000 for
the Emergency Fund, the total amount authorized by Congress and

$25,000 000 more than was available in fiscal year 1969.

In addition, language is retained in the bill making $150,000,000

available for transfer y the Secretary of Defense from appropriations available for obligation during the current fiscal year.

TITLE VI
GENERAL PROVISIONS
The bill contains general provisions, the vast majority of which
have been carried in connection with defense appropriation bills in
previous years.
A proviso formerly carried in Section 503 prohibiting the use of
funds for the professional training of clerks, stenographers, and so
forth has been deleted as requested in the budget proposal.
A new proviso has been added to Section 606 as proposed in the
President's Budget, making appropriations in this bill available to
pay certain personnel assigned to International Military Headquarters
at the rates specified and previously paid in connection with military
assistance authorities and funds.
Sections 639 and 640 which were carried in the Defense Appropriation Act, 1969, as Sections 539 and 540 have been continued by
way of emphasis although it is recognized they are somewhat repetitive
of other, permanent, law.
The new general provision, Section 641, provides for limiting the
availability of previously appropriated funds in the various procurement and .DT&E accounts to the same time period for which funds
appropriated in the respective paragraphs of the accompanying bill
are limited.
LIMITATIONS AND LEGISLATIVE PROVISIONS
The following limitations and legislative provisions not heretofore
carried in connection with any appropriation bill are recommended:
On page 12, beginning on line 20 in connection with "Operation and
Maintenance, Air National Guard":
-service8 of personnel nece8ary to provide reimbursableservice
for the military departments-

On page 15, beginning on line 7, in connection with "Procurement
of Equipment and Missiles, Army":
-4o remain availablefor obligationuntil June 80,1972.

Note.-The above limitation on obligational availability until
June 30, 1972 appears in connection with other appropriation paragraphs on pages 15, 17, 18, 19, and 20.
On page 16, begining on line 10, in connection with "Shipbuilding
and Conversion, Navy'
-

to remain availablefor obligation until June 80, 1974

-

On page 18, beginning on line 16, in connection with "Aircraft Procurement, Air Force":
- Provided, That funds available under this heading shall be
available to the extent of $56,000,000 without regard to prior
provsions relating to the F-1B aircraftprogram (88)
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On page 21, beginning on line 1, in connection with "Research,
Development, Test, and Evaluation, Army":
to remain available for obligation until June 80, 1971.
Note.-The above limitation on obligational availability until
June 30, 1971 appears in connection with other appropriation paragraphs on pages 21 and 22.
On page 26, beginning on line 19, in connection with "General
Provisions":
- pay and allowances of not to exceed nine persons, including
personnel detailed to International Military Headquarters and
Organizations, at rates provided for under section 606(d) (1)
of the ForeignAssistance Act of 1961, as amended
On page 43, beginning on line 8, in connection with "General
Provisions":
Szc. 141. Appropriations heretofore made available for Procurement
o Equipment and Missiles, Army; Procurementof Aircraft and Missiles,
Navy; Other Procurement, Na7J; Procurement, Marine Corps; Aircraft
Procurement, Air Force; Missile Procurement, Air Force; Other Procurement, Air Force; and Procurement, Defense Agencies shall not be
available for obligation after June 80, 1971. Appropriations heretofore
made available for Shipbuilding and Conversion, Navy, shall not be
available for obligation aftr June 80, 1974. A
ipro
nations heretofore
made available under the headings Research, Development, Test, and
Evaluation, Army; Research, Development, Test, and Evaluation, Navy;
Research, Development, Test, and Evaluation, Air Force; and Research,
Development, Test, and Evaluation,Defense Agencies shall not be available
for obligation qfter June 80, 1971.

SEPARATE VIEWS ON THE SAFEGUARD ABM
As is stated on page 11 of the report,
The bill includes a total of $779.4 million for Safeguard$400.9 million for RDT&E, $345.5 million for Procurement,
$23.2 million for Operations and Maintenance, and $9.8
million for Military Personnel.
We favor the appropriation of $400.9 million for RDT&E. We are
opposed to the appropriations for procurement, operations and inaintenance and personnel, all of which total $359.5 million and all of which
are related to deployment of the Safeguard. The controversy over
the ABM has raged for more than a year now and there is little thatcan be added to the technical and strategic arguments that have
been so exhaustively outlined already. It is, however, important to
point out that this bill also contains more than $400 million for continued research and development, which we favor, on the Safeguard
system.
It is the concurrency of research and development and deployment
that has caused so much of the waste in military spending, as is
pointed out so well in the committee report at page 48 as follows:
There have been too many instances uncovered this year
of cost overruns resulting from such laxities as improperly
defined specifications, delays in delivering Governmentfurnished equipment, and too mueh concurreney between
research an developmnt and production. [italic ours.) The
pendulum has moved too far from the early concepts of "fly
before buy" and competitive prototype development. Also
in recent years, there has been a tendency to move too fast
into production, even before development and testing is
completed and, in some cases, prior to the time development
and testing has reached the point where a reasonably intelligent decision to enter into production can be made. The
result has been disastrous in such recent cases as the Sheridan
armored vehicle and Cheyenne helicopter, but there have
been many other examples. Budgetary considerations based
on fear of losing funding authority have often dictated such
decisions rather than sound technical judgment. Premature
production releases most often result in extensive and costly
modification and retrofit programs which could have been
avoided by delaying production, possibly only a few months.
(85)

8
Those principles certainly apply to the Safeguard ABM.
There are still hundreds of millons of dollars of research and development questions to be answered before deployment of an ABM system should be allowed to proceed. To proceed with deployment now
will increase the risk of huge overruns in the ABM program, which
already costs out at more than $8 billion.
The Secretary of Defense testified during this year's hearings that
cost increases for certain specified weapons systems have totaled
$16,200,000,000 over the last several years. It would surely be more
prudent to wait until the research and development are completed
and the technology is in hand before committing hundreds of millions
of dollars to deployment.
CLARENCE D. LONG.
ROBERT N. GIAIMO.
DAVID R. OBEY.
JEFFERY COHELAN.
EDWARD P. BOLAND.

DONALD W. REIGLE, JR.
HOWARD W. ROBISON.
SILVIO 0.

CONTE.

FRANK E. EVANS.

SIDNEY R. YATES.

THE APPROPRIATIONS BUSINESS OF THE SESSION
Congress does not act annually on all of the appropriations or new
budget (obligational) authority requests. Something in excess of
$81,000,000,000 of the grand total currently estimated in the total
federal budget for fiscal 1970 arises from previous perimanent-typo
legislation that does not require action in bills this session (interest,
social security, other trust funds, etc.).
About $133,200,000,000 of the 1970 total is presently involved in
the form of specific budget requests in connection with the 13 regular
annual apropriation bills-$54.2 billion in the 11 bills already passed
by the House $75.3 billion in the accompanying Defense bill; and $3.7
billion in the Foreign Assistance bill to be reported next week.
There will also-be a closing supplemental bill reported shortly,
involving a number of late requests presently totaling $290 million
in new budget obligationall) authority. In addition, the request of
$2,048 million for the Office of Economic Opportunity remains to be
disposed of.
Another major part of the total is a $3,000,000,000 allowance in the
budget totals for the July 1, 1969, civilian and military pay increase,
the details of which have not yet been submitted to Congress.

The gross total in the April 15 budget revision by the new administra-

tion, relating to fiscal 1970, was $219,600,000,000. The Summer Review
of the Budget, issued September 17, reflects many changes in details
and identifies several of them, but does not include a now grand total.
However the total remains in this vicinity. Periodic scorekeepingg"
reports of the Joint Committee on Reduction of Federal Expendituresdistributed to all Members-supply more details.
APPROPRIATION

BILLS FOR FISCAL YEAR 1970
HOUSE ACTIONS

The House has already acted on 11 of the 13 regular appropriation
bills for 1970. These 11 bills involved consideration of $53,776,000,000
in new budget authority requests. Against this total the Committee
on Appropriations recommended $53,070,000,000, a net reduction of
.
$706,000,000.
However, through floor actions on these 11 bills, the House voted
net additions of $726,000,000 to the Committee recommendations,
with the result that these 11 bills-as finally voted in the House-are
above the related budget requests by some $20,000,000. The principal
floor additions occurred on the Labor-HEW bill, increased $922,000,000
above the total recommended by the Committee.
The accompanying Defense bill involves budget requests of $75,278,200,000 for which the Committee recommends $69,960,048,000, a
reduction of $5,318,152,000.
Counting in the accompanying Defense bill as reported, the House
will have considered $129,054,000,000 of budget requests for new
budget (obligational) authority; approved $123,756,000,000; a net
reduction of $5,298,000,000 below the related budget requests.
The Committee on Appropriations plans to report the Foreign
Assistance bill next week. This will be the last of the 13 regular
appropriation bills for fiscal year 1970.
The Committee is presently considering 1970 supplemental budget
requests submitted to the Congress last week, which appear inHouse
Document 91-199. A supplemental bill will be reported next week.
SENATE ACTIONS

The Senate has passed 7 of the regular appropriation bills for
fiscal 1970-Treasury-Post Office; Agriculture; Interior; Legislative;
State-Justice-Commerce-Judiciary; Independent Offices-H.U.D.; and
Public Works-A.E.C. These bills involve $33,508 million of new
budget (obligational) authority requests, against which the Senate
voted $34,009 million, a net increase of $501 millon above the budget.
FINAL ACTIONS

Four regular appropriation bills for fiscal 1970 have cleared Congress-Treasury-Post Office, Interior, Independent Offices-Housing
and Urban Development, and Agriculture. These bills, on a not

basis, appropriate $26,257 million of new budget (obligational)
authority, a reduction of about $199 million from fie related budget
requsts..
.
n agro8s basis, that is, including estimated
postal revenues, the
amount of the Treasury-Post Office bll is $8,783 million. However, on
the net basis used in the budget, that is, counting estimated postal revenues as offsets to postal appropriations rather than as budget receipts,
the amount enacted in the Treasury-Post Office bill is $2,276 million.
This does not take into account the revised estimate for postal
revenues projected in the summer review of the 1970 budget, released
September 17; that review now assumes enactment of new postal
rate legislation effective January 1, 1970, valued at $315 million, and
makes a slight refinement of the estimate otherwise.
The amount of the Interior bill is $1,380 million.
The Independent Offices-H.U.D. bill appropriates $15,112 million.
The total of the Agriculture bill is $7,489 million.
FIscAL YEtA 1969

SUPPLEMENTALS

In respect to fiscal year 1969 supplementals during this session,
budget requests for new budget (obligational) authority totaled nearly
$5.9 billion. Congress approved amounts totaling $5.4 billion, a reduction of nearly a half billion dollars-$461.9 million-from the budget
requests.
APPRoPRIATION AND LEGISLATIVE BILLS IN RELATION TO THE BUDGET
(A MORE COMPREHENSIVE PICTURE)

Folding in the various s ending actions in legislative bills that
bear on the budget with those in the appropriation bills for fiscal
1970, the latest (November 21) bud et "scorekeeping" report of the
Joint Committee on Reduction of federal Expenditures projects a
more comprehensive picture of congressional actions, or inactions,
thus far on the budget. These reports are designed to keep tabs,
currently, on what is happening in the legislative process to the budget
recommendations of the President, both appropriation-wise and expenditurewise, and on the revenue recommendations, and not only
from actions in the revenue and appropriation bills, but also in
legislative bills that affect budget authority and expenditures (backdoor bills, bills that mandate expenditures, and so on).
On this more comprehensive comparison the picture of congressional
actions in relation to the 1970 budget is somewhat different than it is
when using appropriation bills alone.
The November 21 "scorekeeping" report indicates that the House
was, as of that date, above the 1970 estimates for budget authority by
$2,690,000,000 and above the 1970 estimate for outlays (expenditures)
by $1,361,000,000.
These figures, of course, do not include the accompanying Defense
bill. If the Committee's recommendations in the Defense bill are
sustained by the House, the "scorekeeping" report-with this one

a
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adjustment alone-would reflect a reduction by the House of $2,628,000,000 from the 1970 budget estimates for budget authority and a reduction of $1,639, 000, 000 from the 1970 estimate for expenditure
outlays.
The November 21 scorekeepingg" report also indicates that the
Senate was, as of that date, above the 1970 estimates for budget
authority by $4,520,000,000 and above the 1970 estimate for expenditure outlays by $912,000,000.
The following Supporting Table No. 1, from the November 21
"scorekeeping" report of the Joint Committee on Reduction of Federal Expenditures, supplies details on individual appropriation and
legislative bills affecting budget authority and expenditure outlays as
of that date:

Supporting Table No. 1.-Actions on individual bills affectig budget authority and outlays (expnditum)

(as of November 21, 1969)
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Supporting Table No. 1.-Actions on individual bills affecting budget authority and outlays (expenditures)
(as of November 21, 1969)-Continued
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COEPARATIE STATEMENT OF NEW BUDGET (OBLIGATIONAL) AUTHORITY FOR 1969 AND THE BUDGET
ESTINXTS FOR 1970
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COMPARATIVE STATEMENT OF NEW BUDGET (OBLIGATIONAL) AUTHORITY FOR 1969 AND BUDGET ESTIATS
AND AMOUNTS LZCOMENDED IN THE BILL FOR 1970
TITLE I-MILITARY PE
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Item
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QOPALUTIVE STATEENT OF NEW BUDGET OBLIGATIONALL) AUTHORITY FOR 1969 AND BUDGET EBSTIM4TI
AND AMOUNTS EECOXXRNDID IN THE BILL FOR 1970-Continued
4,
TITLE il-3TIRED MILITARY PERSONNEL
[Note-Af1 amounts are In the form of "appropts" unlm othwnwl
,

oiprs

.:Bill
New budg t (obli-

ya6
(2

(1)

teredP&.y, Defen..

Indiate,I

B ud g t em st of
atina)

new (ob

year 1970

N ow b udget (ob l i.
trit

re

ended in
the bill

Now bdW (obliauthority,
g0a)
noweal Year 1969
(a)

(4)

()

with--

______ __

-M__

Budgt itlmafteof
Mw(
u
Anthdeitw
(o
yea"r~~

(6)

2,735, 000 000+2,735,000 000 +t 735,000,000

TIT

rn--OPRATION AND .AnIN

ANCE

[Note--AU amounts are in the form of "aPproprlations" unless otherwise indlcated.]

Operion and

Armnte-ace,-A-m$7, 986, 310, 000

Operation and maint~enance, Army, 1966
(appropriationto liquidate contact au------------------thori --------..
Operation and maintenance,

862, 750

Operation aud -maiiuxnace Navy, 1966
(apopato to liquidate contract au~~------------------------

5, 323, 700, 000 1

5, 037, 300, 000

-3,900, 000

457,000,000

750

-286,400,000
(-66, 000,000)

(66000,r000)
45, 190,000

-$290,052,

(-14, 165, 000)

(14*, 165, 000)

Navy......-- , 376,200,000

Operation and maneacMarine Corpe-

$7, 504, 500, 0001 $7, 214,447,250 -$771,

420,0oo,00ooo

-.35, 190,000

-37,000, 000

I

S

N

Oppieindrsaa*&kexwc Marine Corpst
1866 (appropriationto Liquidale contract
Operation

and maintenance, Air Force-...

Operation

Agencies-.

and

maintenance, Defense
- - - - - - - - - - - ---

(-,

(O, 500, 000)

6,88K700, 000

6, 711, 700, 0001

1,088,800,000

'),O950 000, 000,

Operation and maintenance, Army Na-tional Guard..

276/,1"oo

308, 000,000

2771M0 008

SK25340001

6, 45

W,5,
000

,0 74, 600000
300,000,000'

-412, 200,000

5000)

-257,2 00, 000

,o000

-200,4001000

%,+3,8K 000

-,000,000

+80

,/

Operation and maintenance, Air National
- - - - - - Guard- - - - - ----

/

National Board for the Promotion of Rifle
- - Practice, Armyy--

2.

38, 000v,000

Contingencies, Defense .....

10,000, 00

Total, Title IlI-Operation and
maintenance....

+573,000

-12000000

75

750

+52,750

I

Claims, Defense_Court of Military Appeals, Defense ......

33,534OOO00

654, QN
22, 55v 818o,000

January 1969 budget, as amended In E. Doe 91-100.

K".,

+3, 00, 000
000, 000

10,' 000"00068i 00

_88-000

1,1)8,000

20,178, 10,000

-

K

-5,000,000

+M1000

1-,4t, 7T8, 0000

-914,000,000

COMPARATIVE STATEMENT OF NEW BUDGET (OBLIGATIONAL) AUTHORITY FOR 1969 AND BUDGET ISTIMMATE
AND AMOUNTS RECOMMENDED IN THE BILL FOR 1970-Continued
TITLE XV-PROCUD3MENT
[No-All amoants are In the form of "apmprlatloux" unleu otherwie Indicated.]

Itemteil
()

New budget (obliubrM

(2)

compared wth-Budget
owal ugth(oity
eo~ama of
au
auority.
ol~ f~
year 1970
(5)
(6)
B

New budget (oblBudget estimate of
new (ob=tlom)
national) authority
at
ircmeddi
gatios
nxw earIM
ear 970thebiUsamioa
(3)

(4j

Procurement of equipment and missiles,

Army .........

$5, 671, 500, 000

Transfer from stock funds.

(510, 000, 000)

Procurement of aircraft and missiles,
Navy ......
Transer from stock funds-

-

2,574,300,000
(440,o000, 000)

$5, 069, 1oo, 0002 $4, 281p, 400, 000

(50, 000, 000)

(50, 000, 000)

-$1,

390, 100, 000

-$787,700, 000

(-460, 000 000)

3, 235, 500, 000,

2, 696, 600, 000

+ 122, 300, 000

(25,000,000)

(25, 000, 000)

(-415,000, 000)

-538, 90, 000

-

Shipbuilding and conversion, Navy ------

820,700,000

-

-~

2, 631, 400, 000

2 588,200, 000

+1, 767, 50, 000

-43,200,000

Other procurement, Navy ------------

2,505,600,000

2,022,700,000

1, 461, 800, 000

-1, 043, 800, 000

-560, 900, 000

Procurement, Marine Corps----------

669, 500,000

650, 600, 000

500, 848, 000

-168, 652, 000

-- 149,752,000

-425,300,000

-340,500,000

Aircraft procurement, Air Force ........
Transfer from stock funds ---------

3,860,000,000
(600, 000, 000)

3,775, 200, 0001
(325, 000, 000)

3, 434, 700, 000
(325,000, 000)

Missile procurement, Air Force-------

1,7 20,200, 000

1, 486, 400, 0001

1,431, 000, 000

Other procurement, Air Force--------

2,716, 000,000

1, 938, 300, 0001

1, 636, 000, 000

Procurement, Defense Agencies-------

81, 700, 000

77, 600, 0001

61,600,000

Total, Title IV-Procurement-...

20,619,500,000

IJwwway

186 budget,

a amended in H. Dcc. gi-i69.

20, 886,00, 000

18,092,148,000

(-275,000,000)
-289,200, 000

-55, 400,000

-1,080,000,000

-302,300,000

100, P0

-16,000,000

-2,527,352,000

-2,794,652,000

-20,

COMPARATIVE STATEMENT OF NEW BUDGET OBLIGATIONALI) AUTHORITY FOR 1969 AND BUDGET STDIATES
AND AMOUNTS RECOM NDED IN THE BILL FOR 1970-Continued
TITLE V-RSEA

CH, DEVELOPMENT, TEST, AND EVALUATION

MNota-An mounts am In the form of "awprowristiove unless otwise ind

]ated.J

Bill compwad withNew budget (obli-

Item

gatlonal) authority,
ca year ig

(1)

(2)

Research, development, test, and evaluation, Army__-

$1, 521, 165, 000

Research, development, test, and evaluation, Navy-

2,141,339,000
3,364, 724, 000

Research, development, test, and evalusetion, Air Force ...
Research, development, test, and evaluation, Defense agencies --------------Emergency fund, Defense -------------Total, title V-Research, development, test, and evaluation- ---Grand total -----------------

472, 600, 000
50,000,000

Budget estimates of

new(oblgo)

authority.c
year 1970

(3)

Now budget (obil-_______

gatlonal) authority
recommended in
the bill

bl
New but
gtons) authority,
fiscal year 1969

Budget estat of
ne
authority, fiscal
year 1970

(4)

(6)

(6)

$1, 849, 500,0001 $1, 575, 300, 000

+$54, 135, 000

-$274, 200, 000

2, 211. 500, 0001

2, 040, 400, 000

-100, 939, 000

-171,100,000

3, 561,200,0001

3, 056,900, 000

-307, 824,000

-504,300, 000

450,000,000

-22,600,000

-50, 200,000

75,000,000

+25,000,000

-25,000,000

500,200,000
100, 000,0001

7, 549, 828,000

8,222,400,000

7,197,600,000

-352,228,000

-1, 024, 800, 000

74, 402,249,427

75, 278, 200, 000

69, 960, 048, 000

-4, 442, 201, 427

-, 318, 152, 000

Memoranda:
Appropriations to liquidate contract
authorizations.
IJmnt

19M budget, as amended in H. Dc 91-100.

-------------------------------(,----------------------------(10,665,000)

(-210, 666, 000)
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DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE APPROPRIATIONS
FOR FISCAL YEAR 1970
TUESDAY, MARCH 11, 1969.

MILITARY PERSONNEL, ARMY
WITNESSES
LT. GEN. A. 0. CONNER, DEPUTY CHIEF OF STAFF FOR PERSNNEL
LT. GEN. L. D. HEATON, SURGEON GENERAL
M.A. GEN. P. F. CASSIDY, CHIEF OF PERSONNEL OPERATIONS
MA. GEN. L. B. TAYLOR, DIRECTOR OF ARMY BUDGET, OFFICE,
COMPTROLLER OF THE ARMY
BRIG. GEN. L. E. MADNESS, ASSISTANT DIRECTOR OF ARMY BUDGET,
OFFICE, COMPTROLLER OF THE ARMY
COL. F. S. CONATY, ZR., DEPUTY DIRECTOR OF MILITARY PERSONNEL POLICIES, OFFICE, DEPUTY CHIEF OF STAFF FOR PERSONNEL
COL. E. P. HOSINGTON, DIRECTOR, WOMEN'S ARMY CORPS, OFFICE,
DEPUTY CHIEF OF STAFF FOR PERSONNEL
LT. COL. J. F. BELLOCHI, SCHOOLS AND EDUCATION DIVISION,
OFFICE, DEPUTY CHIEF OF STAFF FOR PERSONNEL
B. X HUTCHISON, CHIEF, MILITARY PERSONNEL ARMY BRANCH,
BUDGET DIVISION, OFFICE, DEPUTY CHIEF OF STAFF FOR PERSONNEL
G. B. NUTT, CHIEF, SUBSISTENCE AND CLOTHING SECTION, BUDGET
DIVISION, OFFICE, DEPUTY CHIEF OF STAFF FOR PERSONNEL
(1)

DEPARTMENT OF DEFESE-MILITARY PERSONNEL, ARMY
PROGRAM AND FINANCING [In thousands of dollars
198 actual 1969 estimate

1970 estimate

Program by activities:
Direct program:
1. Pay and allowances of officers ............................
2. Pay and allowances of enlisted ...........................
3. PaY and allowances of cadets ............................
4. Subsistence of listed personnel .........................
5. Permanent cag of station travel .......................
6 Other military personnel costs ............................

4,706,705
8,365
749, 228
699, 402
93,572

1,5s6,95

1,805,2

1,3,318

Total direct Progrm ..................................

7,820,207

8,491,000

8,535,000

5,107,770
9,628
738,967
739,177
90,249

Reimbursable program:

5,13, 641
9,999
729,832
735,087
87,063

1. Pay and allowances of officer ...........................
2. Pay and allowances of enlisted ..........................
4. Subsistenco of enlisted personnel .........................
5. Permanent change of station travel .......................
6. Other military personnel cots ............................
r ...........................
Total relmbursable

6,500
3,816
91,830
55
400

7,927
4,857
81,400
50
400

7,927
4,857
89,400
0
400

102,701

Total obligations .....................................

7,922,908

94,634
8,585,634

8,637,634

Fiuncing:
Recepts and reimbursements from:
Federal funds (-) ........................................
Non-Federal sources (-)I ..................................
UnobUgated balance lapsing ................................

-47,856
-54,845
5,093

Budget authority ........................................

7,825,300

Aproprian................................................
B~pudathority:

-43,821
-51,827
-50, 807
-50,807
......................

7,825.300

Propose supplemental for Southeast Asia ....................................
Proposed supplemental for military Pay Act Increases ..........................
Relation of obligations to outlays:
Obligations Incurred, net ......................................
Obligated balance, start ofyer .................................
Obligated balance, end of year (-) .............................
AdjUstments In eirod accounts ...............................

7,820,207
332,957
. 343,187
-44,881

102,634

8,491,000

8,535,000

I,ooO,000

8,535,000

8,491,000
343,187
-517,187

8,5355
517,18770
-590,187

160,000 ..............
331,00 ..............

................

Outlays excluding pay inueases and Southeast Asia supplementals.
7,765.096
ovtms from Southes Asia supplemental ...................................
Outlays from military Pay Act supplomntl ..................................

~e........

8,456,600
7,831,400
154,600
5,400
331,000 ...........

OWECT CLASSIFICATION
Direct obligations:
Personnel compensation: Military personnel ......................
Personnel benefits: Military personnel ...........................
Travel and transportation 61 persons ............................

Insurance claims and indemnities ...............................
Isttoest and dividends.........................................

4,971,687
1,331,761
459,434
192, 82
79,121
750,192
520
25,195
9,468

5,594, 109
1,359,194
470,180
220,570
77,728
733,994
379
24.620
10,226

5,644,109
1,376,815
457,581
212,958
71,53
733,014
400
26, 252
11,918

Total direct obligations......................................

7,820,207

8,491,000

8,535,000

5,8
1,606
380

6998
1,786
376

Transportation of things...............................

Other services.......................................
Supplies andmaterials
...
..........................

Grants, subs~dies, and contributions .......................

Reimbursable obligations:
Personnel compensation: Military personnel ......................
Personnel benefits: Military personnel ...........................
Travel and transportation 61 persons ............................
Transportation of things .......................................
Other services ................................................
Sipples and materials .........................................
Grants, subsidies, and contdbuons .............................

10
10
it
227 ............................
94,519
85,400
93,400
64
64
64

Total roimbrsable obliptons ................................

102,701

94,634

102,634

Total oblipUons ............................................

7,9,,908

8,585,634

8,637,634

t Iteiadmnimeets from nee.federal ecereN are derived from ado of mq
44m).
Rtoeimsment from nweFeda scores are derived from ale of.mmals and clothing

4821).

6,98
1,786
376

to service members (10 U.S.C

3
1M7O

MILTART PEsBONitL, ABuy FISCAL YEAR
SBTJON

-- LANOUAGE

For pay, allowances, individual clothing, subsistence, interest on deposits,
gratuities, permanent change of station travel (including all expenses thereof
for organizational movements), and expenses of temporary duty travel between
permanent duty stations, for members of the Army on active duty (except
members of reserve components provided for elsewhere); [$8,01)0,000,00]
$8,535,000,000.
sE'ION 2-ExPLANATION

OF LANGUAGE CHANGES

(1) Change in amounts.
JUSTIFICATION

Additional funds are required due to increased support of Southeast Asia and
the cost of the military pay raise effective July 1, 1968.
MILITARY PERSONNEL STRENGTH SUMMARY
Fiscal year 1968 actual

Average

End
strength

Fiscal year 1969 planned
End
strength

Fiscal year 1970 planned
End
strength

June 30

Average

June 30

Average

June 3

157,783

15,569

168,563

170,734

168.998

171,157

Enlisted........
......... 1,325,062
Academy cadets................
3,209

1,401,702
2,443

1,345,545
3,467

1,359,391
3,350

1,343,43S
3,642

1,3,375
3,643

1,486,054

1,569,714

1,517,575

1,533,475

1,516,075

1,507,175

487
171

447
25

5.4
171

554
171

5.4
171

554
171

658

472

725

725

725

725

Ofirs ........................
Enlisted ........................
Academy cadets ................

158,270
1,325,233
3,209

166,016
1,401,727
2,443

169,117
1,345,716
3,467

171,288
1,359,562
3,350

169,552
1,343,606
3,642

171,711
1,332,54
3,643

Total ........................

1,486,712

1,570,186

1,518,300

1,534,200

1,516,800

1,501,90

number
Directprogram:
icers ........................

Subtotal .....................
Reimburseable program:'
Ofers ........................
Enlisted ........................
Subtotal .....................

Total program:

IQ

number

I

number

1916

1Military personnel assgned to agencies outside of Deparbnent oDefense on a relmburable basis under te providon s
f 10 U.S.C. 3230.

AVERAGE STRENGTH (MAN.YEARS) SY TYPE OF PERSONNEL
Actual,
f
fiscal

113,516

OWce
(male)...................................................
Ofliers( (Womenas Army Corpa-WAC) ..............................
Nurses.....

.......

.........................

4,825
3
139,712

Armyeical Specialist Corps..........
TotsI--Commi eW ocars .................................

15,034
37

EsUrnate,
Jt 1116
RXI
ear
140.309
1,000

4,778
5No
146,667
21.111%
40

Estimate,
fiscal (1910

1,100
144,977

23,981
40

TotI--Warrant oficers ......................................

18,071

21,896

Total--Ol1cer personnel .....................................

157,783

Enlisted (male) ...................................................
Enlisted (WAC) ...................................................

1,314,836
10,226

168,563
1,333,545
12,000

I, 331,030
12,4AM

1,325,062

1,345.545

1,343.435

Subtotal ...................................................
Cadets, U.S. Military Academy ......................................

1,482,845
3,209

1,514,106
3,467

1,512,433
3,642

Grand total .................................................

1,486,054

1,517,575

1,516,075

Total-Enlisted personnel ....................................

24.02I
168,99 8

iKi;gii

STRENGTH, GAINS, AND LOSSES, BY IDENTITY

A. Actual fiscalyear 19%$:

wn .......................
uins .......................
Losses ......................
Ed ........................

B. ... A ,.-..,.Ll yr19:
in.
.
............

...........
..................

Male
and WAC
officers

HAMS

Warrant
officers

Enlisted
personnel

Cadets.
USMA

121,900
36,500
18,400
140,000

5,000
1,500
1.100
5,400

16,100
5,700
1,600
20.200

1,296,400
660,900
555,600
1,401,700

2,400
1,000
1,000
2,400

1,325,100

3,200

1401,700

2,400

134,300
140,000

31,20
000
141,200
141,400

....
........
r....
C. Estimaste Ccal year 1970:1120
Gal"s..................31,100
Losses..................

Ed......................
Average..................

30,500

141,80
13,200

5.400
400

1,400
120
,600
5300
560
1,30

1,200

5,700
5,600

18,100
20,2

6,100
2400
23,90
211900
2
2,900

3,100

23,700
24,200

569,300
600
1,359.400
1,345,500
1,540
581,000
608,000

1,332,400
I:,343,500

1200
200
3,400
3,500
00
1,300
1,100

3,600
3,600

Total
1,441,800
705.600
577,700
1,569,700

1,48 100
1,569,700

609,200
645,40
1,533,500
1,517,600
1SAs
617,600

643,900

1,507,200
1,516,100

GRADE STRUCTURE, BEGINNING, [D, AND MAN.YEAR STRENGTHS BY IDENTITY

30 30
Jun Jun

Jun 30

years, Man-years,
Man.
fiJ uuca1earfiscal Year

1910

Commissioned officers:
Genfal of the Army ...............
General ..........................
Lieutenant General ................
.............
Major General
Brigtadie Genal ...........
l...................
Colo
Lieutenant Colonel ................
Major............................
Cptaln ..........................
Ilt Lieutenant .................
2d Uoutenant ..................
Subtotal .......................
Warrant officers:
CWO W-4 ........................
CWO W-3 ........................
CWO W-2 ......................
Wo W-1 .......................

I
Is
42
195
241
6,032
16,176
22,814
35,133
29,301
35,436

1
16
41
195
248
6,334
11,461

1
16
41
195
247
6,338

31,400
29,438
31,062

1
16
41
194
241
6,340
16,609
25,368
43,200
21,764
27,737

16, 376
23,627
36,237
33,653
30.087

16,536
24.978
40,800
26,575
29,250

145,399

146.784

147,400

146,667

144,971

1,758
3,052
9,014
6,346

1,90
3,327
11,982
6,851

1,790
3,330
12,012
6,625

1,790
3, 330
12,164
6,737
24,021

1

16
41
195
248
6,196

Subtotal .......................

20,170

23,950

23,757

1,755
3,142
10,564
6,435
21,896

Total officer mrsonnel ...........

165,569

170,734

171,157

168,563

168,998

.5,437
17.406
.. 8
10.002
224,151

5,576
1,154
57,096
10
21360

5.375
18,64
57,096
113,566
227,828

5,452
17,784
56,049
108,417
217,45

5.477
18,419
57.096
111,193
M,094

192,50

165,000

185,455

Enlisted personnel:

E-9 .............................
E4 .........................
E-7.......................
E-6 ...........................
.
E-s ........................
E-4 ..............................
E-3 .......................
.....
E-2 ..................

38918
234, 431
138,129

367,821
242,158
148, 900

Total enlisted personnel .........

1,401 702

1,359,391

Total..........................
Cadets, U.S. Military Academy ..........

1,567,271
2,443

1,530,125
3,350

1,563,714

1,533,475

E-1 ........................

Grand total .....................

249,338

367, 054
234,9415
153,393

369,125
22,902
14754

1.332.375

1 345,545

1,343,435

1,503,532
3,643

1 514.108
3,467

1,512,433
3,642

1,507,175

1,517,575

1,516,075

370.425
238,831
135,600

183,315

OPENING REMARKS

Mr. MAHON. Today we begin consideration of the Department of
Defense budget for the fiscal year 1970. As you gentlemen know, we
usually begin these hearings with the appearance of the Secretary of
Defense and the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, followed, respectively, by the service Secretaries and the Chief of Staff of each
service. However, due to the fact that Secretary Laird and General
Wheeler are just returning from Vietnam, and since we want to start
these hearings, we decided to begin the hearings with the request for

military personnel, followed by operation and maintenance. We shall
hear from Secretary Laird and General Wheeler and other appropriate witnesses at a later time.
As usual, we begin our hearing with the Department of the Army.
For this appropriation the Army is requesting $8.535 billion, an increase o, 4 million over the current estimate for the fiscal year 1969.
We are pleased to have with us this morning to discuss this military
request Lieutenant General Connor, Deputy Chief of Staff for Personnel, Lieutenant General Heaton, the Surgeon General, and Major
General Taylor, the Budget Officer. We welcome you gentlemen and
all of your supporting witnesses
Are these figures the budget submitted by the previous administrationI
General TAYLOR. Yes; Mr. Chairman, they are.
Mr. MAHON.

In other words, these figures are subject to amend-

ment by the new administration.
General TAYLOR. Very posibly, sir.
Mr. MAHON. Do you think it practical for us to proceed with hearing the testimony, or do you think that the budget amendments will be
so drastic and numerous that it would make this hearing today more
or less futile?
General CONNOR. Mr. Chairman, I do not foresee any great changes
as a result of the new administration's review. I think it would-be
worthwhile to proceed.
Mr. MAHON. I think when the new administration has had more
time to study the budget, it will want to submit modifications, however, we can have a brief hearing on the modifications, and we will
have made some progress by proceeding at this time.
General CONNOR. As far as military personnel is concerned, there
is only so much leeway.
Mr. MAHON. That is right.
BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCH

General Connor, since I believe this is your first appearance before
the committee in your present position, we will at this point in the
record insert your biographical sketch.

(The sketch follows:)
BIOGRAPHIOAL SKFron or LT. OeN. ALuET 0. CONNOR, DEPuTY CuIEr OF STAFF
FOR PERSON N EL

Albert 0. Connor was born in Helena, Mont., on August 28, 1914. He was graduated from the U.S. Military Academy in June 1937, and received his commission
as a second lieutenant of field artillery. Prior to World War II, he served successively as an executive officer, battery commander, Battalion 8-3, and Division
Artillery 8-3, of the 8d Infantry Division, Artillery.
During World War II he landed in North Africa with the 3d Infantry Division
and later served as Division G-3 in Sicily, Italy, and France. During this period
his service Included division task force planning responsibilities for and participation in four major assault landings, North Africa, Sicily, Anzio, and southern France. In November of 1044 he was appointed as G-3 of the VI Corps and
served In this capacity through the end of the war and into the early days of
the occupation. Following attendance at the 1st Command Course, Command and
General Staff College In 1945-46, he moved to Fort Benning, Ga., to serve as an
instructor in the infantry school. He transferred from artillery to infantry in
August 1947, completed parachute training and was subsequently assigned as a
battalion commander in the 187th Airborne Infantry, 11th Airborne Division at
then Camp Campbell, Ky. In December 1949 he became G-3 of the division and in
January 1951 activated and assumed command of the 503d Airborne Infantry
Regiment at Fort Campbell. After completing the course at the Army War College
at Carlisle Barracks, Pa., in 1952, he served In the Korean war as regimental
commander of the 27th Infantry (Wolfhounds) and later as deputy chief of staff
of the X Oorps.
In the fall of 1953 he returned to Carlisle Barracks where he joined the faculty
of the Army War College until June 1956, when he moved to Heidelberg, Germany,
as chief, plans branch, USAREUR, and later deputy chief of staff, G-3, for
USAREUR and Central Army Group.
General Connor returned to the United States In July 1958 to be assigned as
deputy commandant of cadets at the U.S. Military Academy, where he remained
until March of 1961, when he became deputy commanding general at Fort Dix,
N.J.
In June 1982 he received assignment as secretary of the staff, Supreme Headquarters Allied Powers Europe and then became commanding general, 3d Infantry Division, Headquarters, U.S. Army, Europe In May 1964.
He returned to the United States in April 1966 and was assigned as deputy
chief, Office of Personnel Operations, Washington, D.C., until August 1966 at
which time he became chief, Office of Personnel Operations. In March 1967, General Connor received assignment as Assistant Deputy Chief of Staff for Personnel,
Washington, D.C. On July 1, 1967, General Connor became the Deputy Chief of
Staff for Personnel.

GENERAL STATEMENT

Mr. MAHoN. I note that you have a prepared statement. You may
proceed without interruption.
General CONNOR.
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Hr. Chairman and Members of the Comittee:
It is my honor to appear before you this year to present the Department of the
Army requirements for the Military Personnel, Army Appropriation.
The budget estimate before you provides the funds necessary to place and main.
tain the required number of trained and motivated Army men and women as planned in
our FY 1970 manpower program.
The first part of my statement will be a review of the changes which have
taken place in our FY 1969 manpower program followed by a review of the FY 1970
manpower program. I will then commnt on personnel matters believed to be of
general interest to the committee and close by highlighting in general term the
significant changes in our dollar requirements for FY 1970.
The FY 1969 manpower program has been revised upward from that presented last
year due to Increased support of Southeast Asia. The changes in end strength aro
indicated in this table.
Military Manpower Program for Fiscal Year 1969

Officers
Enlisted
Cadets
Total

Presented in
FY 1969
Prea|k]Suro*
170,535
1,333,683
- 3.350
1,507,568

Force Level
Supported by
F 1969 Apon
169,359
1,318,471

FY 1969 Revised
in FY 1970
Pres Budget
170,734
1,359,391

1,491,180

1,533,475

Net
Change
1,375
40,920
03,32
42,295

The first column shows the end strength projections presented last year of
1,307,600. The second column shows the end strength approved in the FY 1969
Appropriation. The decreases reflect the FY 1969 Appropriation manpower reductions
of 16,400 primarily associated with the decision not to activate the 6th Infantry
division and the deactivation of 23 UIKlNl-ercules firing sites. The third column
shows the current projection of 1,533,500 for FT 1969 which is the beginning
strength for the FY 70 budget. The increase in end strength is due to the call to
active duty of 20,000 reserve forces in May 1968 and the 22,300 related support
personnel required to support an increase in the strength authorized for deployment
to Southeast Asia of 17,400 by end of FY 1969. The last column reflects the net
increase in end strength of 42,300 over the number approved in the FY 1969 Appropriation, The Army has requested a supplemental appropriation of $160.0 million
to finance this increase. I will now discuss our FY 1970 Manpower Program.
Military Manpower Program for FY 1970
Year-end Strengths. Direct
1969 planned
Officers --------------------------.
.
170,734
nlisted --------------------------...
1,359,391
Cadets -------------------------- --- 3,350
Total ---------------------------1,533,475

ora
.M
1970 planned
Het Change
171,157
+
423
1,332,375
27,016
3,643
+
293
1,507,175
26,300

Averata Strenrths. Direct Progra
1969 planned
1970 planned
Officers ---------------------------168,563
168,998
nlisted -----------------------------1,345,545
1,343,435
Cadets ----------------------------- 3,467
3,642
Total ---------------------------- 1517575
1,516,075

Het Change
+
+
-

435
2,110
175
1,500

The planned FY 1970 end strength is 26,300 les than the planned FY 1969 end
strength. The planned FT 1970 average strength is 1,500 les than FY 1969.
Our personnel objective is to have the right number of trained
soldiers in their units when they are needed. When temporary shortages or skill
imbalances prevent us from fully achieving that objective, we try to fill
units with
men who have substitutable skills similar to those that the units are authorized.
The statistics that most accurately reflect our capability to meet this objective
are those pertaining to our planned FY 1976 end trained strength of ___
._ .
Our trained strength excludes trainees in the training base.
Although the FY 1970

enlisted end strength is 27,000 loe than FY 1969, trained strength decreases by
only 8,000 thereby increasing the proportion of trained strength to total strength.
The Army can maintain its currently computed requirement for trained strength.
However, this will not eliminate shortages and imbalances in certain skills and
levels of experience.
In FY 1969 we will gain approximately 16,400 new officer# from ROTC and 8,000
from OCS.
In FT 1970 we expect to gain approximately 17,000 from ROT and 8,000
from OCS.
The Army's FT 1970 authorization for officers is 171,157, an increase of
400 over FT 1969. This figure includes 23,757 warrant officers.
As of 31 December 1968, the Army strength in South Vietnam totaled 359,300.
In comparison, the strength last year on the sane date was 319,600 and two years
ago was 244,000. Based on an approved Vietnam tour of one year, we nust furnish
approximately ......
replacements during calendar year 1969 and we will return
about
from that area. The forces in Vietnam will represent about
of our average total Army strength during FY 1970.
Sustaining our deployments in Korea, Vietnam, Thailand and other short tour
areas is one of the most significant problems faced by the Army. In this context,
sustainment means meeting our short tour replacement requirements with individuals
in the proper grade and skill while maintaining a one-year tour policy for short
tour areas, supporting a goal of 25 months in the base (CGtUS plus long tour
areas) between repetitive short tours for our career soldiers, and achieving a
level of personnel turbulence which will allow the conduct of progressive training
and the attainment of readiness goals.
Sustainment is a problem because the Army's short tour deployments total
approximately ______.. - over___ of the Army's total trained strength.
These
high short tour deployments have caused a structure imbalance between the short
tour areas and the remaining tour areas,
Because of this, we have not been able to
meet completely the 25 month base tour objective. During FY 68, 2600 personnel
were returned to short tour areas involuntarily with less than the base tour objective. In the first half of FY 69, almost twice that many have been returned and we
expect the numbers to continue to increase,
The Army's strength has increased by over 507 since 1965, comprised almost
completely of untrained draftees and enlistees who stay in the Army for only two or
three years.
For example, about 507. of the officers and warrant officers and 66
of the enlisted man have less than two years of service. This has resulted in a
continuing and chronic shortage of experienced personnel in the middle grades for
enlisted men, officers, and warrant officers.
The large short tour replacement requirement also has caused a high level of
personnel turbulence. The large in and out movement of replacements is superimposed on the normal gains and losses to the Army. With this high personnel turnover, many Army units in CONUS have difficulty in achieving readiness goals.
The Army has taken several steps to insure our ability to sustain short tour
deployments. Some of these measures required monetary support while others were
achieved through more intensive management.
First, we have supported our Vietnam unit deployments by reducing the level of
personnel fill
in lower priority commands. As readiness in COUS and Europe became
a matter of greater concern, we raised their levels.
Second, we made all soldiers in C(O4US and other long tour areas available for
assignment to short tour areas in an effort to meet the objective of two years between short tours.
Third, we began an accelerated training program called the Skill Development
Base (8DB) to provide grade E5 and E6 replacements to the short tour areas. This
program provides selected Advanced Individual Training (AZT) graduates with 3-5
months additional training. The SDB graduates are promoted to E5 and sent to the
short tour area. Our output under this program has been increasing from 4500 in
FY 68 to approximately 12,000 in FY 69, and in FT 70 we project a need for approximately 40,000 SDB graduates to meet our sustainment goals. Reports from Vietnam
indicate that our SDB graduates have performed well.
fourth, we have increased the number of individuals trained in skills critical
to Vietnm to insure that we can always meet short tour replacement requirements.
For example, we will train 9,100 more riflemen and 2,800 more aviation mechanics itt
FY 69 than would ordinarily be trained in order to have an adequate number of doployable men in these skills. However, to do this we must reduce the number of
people trained in other skills not critical to Vietnam. These skills mst then be
filled by infantrymen and aviation mechanics returning from Vietnam who cannot be
used in their primary skill.
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Fifth, we have extended the Early Release Policy from 90 to 150 days for short
tour enlisted returnees. This serves several purposes. It encourages men to extend in Vietnam in order that they may return within 150 days of their normal release from service. This reduces our replacement requirement.
It also eliminates
short terminal assignments for men who are planning to get out of the Army.
This
reduces personnel turnover.
Sixth, we are continuing to encourage personnel to voluntarily extend their
tour of duty in a combat area. These personnel are authorized an additional 30
days of leave for extending. As of 31 December 1968, 1,753 officers and 59,206
enlisted men had taken advantage of this provision since this program began in
November 1966.
We are catching up with the aviator requirements increase reported to you last
year. The growth of our aviator inventory has been dramatic. As a result of our
increased training output of 610 aviators per month, beginning in July 1968, the
Army will have approximately 22,300 aviators by 30 June 1969. This is an increase
of over 33% in one year. Howver, over 8,000 of our aviators will be serving in
Vietnam ot )ther unaccompanied tour areas.
Despite our growing aviator inventory,
the interval between tours in Vietnam for aviators in critical grades will remain
at about 21 months.
This interval is about the same as that experienced by out
non-flying Infantry, Engineer, Transportation and Intelligence captains. As long
as the war continues, it is doubtful that we will ever reach a point where we can
assure 25 months in the sustaining base for aviators as well au a number of other
career fields.
The key to our medical service in Vietnam is the helicopter, the medical air
ambulance, commonly referred to as "Dust Off." Without "Dust Off" and radio
coimunicatLon we simply would not get our patients evacuated.
We have --..-. helicopter ambulances strategically located throughout the country. Because of the
speed of evacuation by helicopter, a number of seriously wounded soldiers who
formerly would have died on the battlefield, now reach medical facilities alive.
It is paradoxical that some of them would not have survived in any case and now
count against medical survival rates, as they die in medical facilities. Nevertheless, never before in history has a wounded soldier had such a high chance of
survival.
Wounding agents vary in this conflict from previous wars. During the Korean
War 27 per cent of non-fatal wounds were caused by small arms and 4 per cent were
caused by booby traps and mines.
In Vietnam 19 per cent of non-fatal wounds were
caused by small arms and 11 per cent were caused by booby traps and mines. Early
in the conflict the incidence of Punji Stick wounds was 5 per cent, but recently
it has become an infrequent wound.
In many respects, the wounds are more severe
than in Korea because of a higher incidence of injuries due to mines and booby
traps. Because of the close proximity of the explosion to the body in mines and
booby traps, there is severe local destruction and tremendous amounts of dirt and
other debris are hurled into the tissues. During the period January 1965 through
December 1968, of the hospitalized wounded, about 76 per cent have been returned to
duty; 45 per cent in Vietnam, 23 per cent in the United States, and 8 per cent in
the Pacific area. Approximately 11 per cent remain hospitalized, 6.7 per cent have
been medically separated and 3.2 per cent have died. Of the wounded admitted to
all medical treatment facilities (not just hospitals) 2.5 per cent have died.
The retention of junior officers beyond their two year tour obligation has
shown slight improvement although the problem remains.
For FY 68, 2,813 or 241
stayed on active duty compared with 221. for FY 67. During the first half of FY 69
the rate of retention has been 23%. The need to retain additional officers from
the three and four year obligatory (doctors, lawyers, pilots) is as ouch a requirement today as ever before.
We have recently completed a study which investigated in detail the reasons
for junior officers leaving the Army. As a result of this study several ideas and
recommendations have emerged which we feel will help us in our retention endeavors.
Our concept in attacking this problem will hinge on the Army competing for the
junior officer in those areas where we can compete. These include job satisfaction, variety, security, advancement, prestige, equal opportunity and the like. In
other words, concentrate our efforts towards our most salable features.
Of prime concern to the Army is the acquisition and retention of medical personwel.
The shortage of professional nurses which the United States has experienced
over the past several years gives little indication of being alleviated. Competition from civilian sources is becoming increasingly keen. United States Army
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Recruiting Command is having difficulty in meeting its objectives of obtaining a
sufficient number of professional nurses for the Army Nurse Corps. The Department
of the Army subsidy programs for nursing students now account for over 65% of the
total yearly accessions to the Army Nurse Corps.
The Continuation Pay Program, during its first year, has received considerable response from medical officers. Although it is too early to tell, we hope
that in time, this program will improve the retention rate for medical officers.
As a result of Public Law 90-228, the Army has promoted 186 Medical Corps
lieutenant colonels to the grade of colonel. This represents a significant and
much needed increase in Medical Corps colonels. Promotion boards have also met and
selected majors and lieutenant colonels under new promotion criteria.
Although total reenlistments have remained relatively constant, at approximately 80,000 annually for the past five years, an expending Army and a decline in
reenlistments in the lower grades have resulted in a shortage in the intermediate
NCO grades. Causes most frequently mentioned by those electing not to remain in the
Army include: pay, housing, fringe benefits, family considerations, job and
assignment satisfaction, prestige and assignment to Vietnam.
Due to the termination of deferments for college graduates, the number of
college graduates in our enlisted force is increasing. Since retention rates of
these personnel are low, the base from which we draw most of our reenlistments is
shrinking. The chart on the next page graphically shows that as the number of
college graduates and the number of Category IV and new Mental Standards personnel
increase, the group from which the Army obtains most of its career force decreases.
In addition, a large number of middle-grade NCOs (E-5 and E-6) are now AUS
personnel, due to rapid promotion opportunities. The low rate of reenlistment
peculiar to AUS personnel results in reduced retention in these grades.
We have taken a hard look at our enlisted career compensation incentives,
which has resulted in considerably improved Proficiency Pay and Variable Reenlistment Bonus programs. A number of Military Occupational Specialties were upgraded
and we incorporated a new $150.00 proficiency pay rate for a few specialties on an
experimental basis to determine the impact on retention. The programs meet the
criteria specified in Department of Defense directives and were developed in close
cooperation with that agency.
As one means of attracting and retaining trained career enlisted men, we have
adopted this year a program of centralized promotions to the grades of E-8 and E-9.
Boards composed of officers and NCOs convened at Headquarters, Department of the
Army, select for advancement the best qualified from total Army resources within
established zones.
As I previously mentioned, college graduates are being inducted and enlisted
at a greater rate than before. Previously, college graduates have comprised from
5% to 8% of annual accessions; during the first six months of this fiscal year,
some 26,000, or 14% of total accessions, have been college graduates. We estimate
that this percentage will increase to 17% in the next six months.
In previous years, most college graduates have entered Officer Candidate
School or served as scientific and engineering assistants, but these assignments
are limited. Sizable numbers of these men are now assigned to duties which, in the
past, have had but token representation of college graduates.
Although most enlisted skills do not require men with a college education, a
great many of these jobs will more than challenge their abilities. The Infantry
squad leader is a good example.
The Army's objective in utilizing these men is to gain the maximum benefit
from their education, experience, and training while maintaining equitable treatment of all other personnel.
Normally men attend the Basic Combat and Advanced Individual Training courses.
An exception is made for those college graduates and others who have acquired
civilian skills, or have an education that can be used by the Army without further
training. These men go directly from Basic Combat Training to duty stations or onthe-job training. During attendance at Basic Combat and Advanced Individual Courses, college graduates are given maximum opportunity to act as leaders and assistant instructors. For men attending Service Schools after Basic Combat and Advanced
Individual Training, accelerated training in some 60 courses is available to all
qualified personnel and many college graduates are participating. To date, over 28%
of the college graduates have been accepted in the Officer Candidate School Program
and an increasing number of them are volunteering for the Non-Commissioned Officers
Candidate Courses.
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With few exceptions, the collegemen are mature, intelligent, cooperative, and
well-disciplined. They actively seek responsibility. In short, they are outstanding soldiers and the Army makes every effort to insure their assignment to positions
which challenge their capabilities.
One of the Army's personnel objectives is to attain the highest possible rate
of enlistments. To attain this goal, we have instituted a number of programs.
For
example, we are making every effort to obtain additional highly qualified recruiters who are the real key to a successful recruiting program. Evidence of their
importance to recruiting is reflected in the success achieved during FY 68 when
209,000 enlistees were recruited to the Active Army.
This achievement is the
highest number of enlistments procured over the past twenty years. Special teams
are assigned to the Oakland Army Terminal and to Fort Lewis, Washington, with the
mission of obtaining volunteers for recruiting duty from among qualified Vietnam
and Korea returnees. Letters signed by the Commanding General, United States Army
Recruiting Command are being mailed to qualified enlisted personnel in grades E-5
through E-7 who have had previous recruiting experience, inviting then to apply for
assignment to the recruiting coamsand.
One of our efforts designed to attract enlistees to the Army is the Army Publicity Program. The theme of this program, which utilizes all com.munications media,
is to reflect the true image of the Army -- an Army which is one of dignity, one of
fair treatment to all concerned, regardless of race, color or creed, an image of
equal opportunity, and an image of competence and ability being the factors that
guarantee success.
As a measure to alleviate the unemployment problem in areas of concentrated
unemployment, the Army under Department of Defense sponsorship, and in coordination with the other services, began an intensified recruitment program in 3 cities
selected for pilot programs in March 1968, and has since expanded the program to
43 cities and the Navajo Indian Reservation. This program has proven to be very
successful. By 31 December 1968, 8,135 enlistees were recruited from these areas.
Beginning in October 1966, the Army began accepting men with low mental aptitudes who, prior to that date, would have been disqualified for induction and
placed in the Selective I-Y pool. Since then, over 120,000 such men have been
accepted into the Army and approximately 100,000 are still serving. Present plans
are to maintain the program at approximately this level.
Naturally the Army has been most interested in determining the effectiveness
of such individuals and to this end has collected considerable data and conducted
several studies, 3 of which were specifically reported to you last year.
One of our first significant findings was that the trainability of these
personnel was hampered primarily by their low reading ability. Experiments in
programs to correct this deficiency were undertaken, resulting in the establishment in April 1968 of a program entitled: "Army Preparatory Training", designed
primarily to remedy this low reading ability. This is accomplished by the separation of such individuals at the time of their entry into basic training into
special training companies and their attendance at Army preparatory training until
such time as they reach a 5th grade reading level. This is normally 3 to 6 weeks.
Between I April and 30 November 1968, over 5,000 successfully completed the course,
representing 83 percent of the participants. Following their successful achievement of the 5th grade reading level, these individuals are placed into basic combat training along with other soldiers and not further identified throughout the
remainder of their service, following the same training and selection pattern as
any other soldier.
With respect to the trainability and utilization of such Individuals, we have
found that they can be trained and serve effectively in approximately 170 of the
237 OS skills for which we conduct training. Their attrition rate In undergoing
this training is, as might be expected, slightly higher than for others, but not
remarkably so. Their performance has been favorably reported on by commanders.
As might be expected, statistics gathered so far show that attrition, disciplinary, and discharge rates are slightly higher than for other individuals. Again
these rates are not remarkably higher and can be associated with factors other than
merely low mental aptitude. For example, failure to finish high school has been
found to be a more pronounced indicator with respect to disciplinary problems. An
individual in mental Group I who has not finished high school 18 3 times more likely to become an Army prisoner than a mental Group I man who has completed high
school. The same is also true with respect to the mental Group IV man who has and
who has not completed high school. 6
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As I have indicated, we are continually evaluating the effectiveness of
lover mental group personnel and attempting to determine any special problems or
requirements which they might have and to provide reasonable and effective solutions
where possible. As more of Project 100,000 personnel reach the completion of their
service obligation, we will be in a better position to more conclusively assess
their overall performance, retention potential and contribution to the Army. A
final evaluation will then be possible and appropriate Army recommendations made
to the Secretary of Defense regarding the future utilization of such personnel.
Since 1965, indicators of discipline such as rising AWOL and desertion rates
have been cause for concern. Additionally, there have been desertions to foreign
countries, increases in drug abuse, isolated instances of anti-war agitation within the Army, and instances of organizations openly claiming to inspire such agitation and resistance to discipline.
While much of this can be attributed to nation-wide attitudes and changes in
the national social order, the potential for undermining discipline is most critical for the military establishment.
I would like now to briefly suarize the dollars required to support the
manpower program I have discussed. Our estimate for FY 1970 is $8 billion, 535
million, an increase of $44 million over the FY 1969 estimate. This increase is
primarily due to increases in the grades of Major, Captain, and the top six enlisted grades. This increase is partially offset by a projected decrease in
average length of service.
The requirements comprise 6 major budget programs:
$1 billion, 833.4 million
Pay and Allowances of Officers
Pay and Allowances of Enlisted
5 billion, 139.6 million
Personnel
10.0 million
Pay and Allowances of Cadets
729.8 million
Subsistence of Enlisted Personnel
735.1 million
Permanent Change of Station Travel
87.1 million
Other Military Personnel Coats
These funds will support a beginning strength of 1,533,475 and an end strength of
1,507,175 with an average strength of 1,516,075.
In closing, I'm sure you are interested in some of our more significant
accomplishments during calendar year 1968.
The table below shows these accomplishments as compared to 1967.
Accomplishments
Officer and Enlisted Accessions
Basic and Advanced Training
Specialized Training
Moved to Vietnam
Returned from Vietnam
Sick and Wounded Treated and Restored to Duty
Promotions in Top Six Grades

1967
463,000
562,000
356,000
335,000
255,000
131,000
700,000

1968
523,000
551,000
368,000
403,000
360,000
151,000
720,000

In order to continue our operations in FY 1970, the ammnt requested is
necessary to support the military manpower program I have discussed, including
essential military personnel requirements for Southeast Asia.
Sir, this concludes my opening statement. Thank you, Hr. Chairman.

Mr. MAHON. Thank you, General.
We realize the course of the war is unpredictable, and recognize
that personnel figures and costs are subject to change.
REDUCTION IN PERSONNEL STRENGTH

The schedule on page 2 of your statement indicates that the Army
is projecting a decrease of 1,500 man-years in the average strength
of your direct program. How did the Army determine that a reduction
in both end strength and average strength was feasible at this time?
General CONNOR. It was basically because of the relation of trained
strength to end strength, sir. The change is primarily in trainees, some
18,300. There are some reductions in Europe brought about by the
REDCOSTE program, a reduction effort to reduce the gold flow in
Europe. Certain economies have been effected. There are some personnel economies in that package, someMr. MAHON. It seems to me that it was thought we could make
some modest changes in personnel strength by bringing home from
Europe about 30,000 men of the Armed Forces. I am a little hazy as to
what that plan was and the extent to which the Army participated in it.
General CoNNOR. That is known as the reforger an, sir; in which
two-thirds of a division plus some support from the 24th Division
was returned to Fort Riley, Kans. This did not affect end strength,
however, because the division had to be retained at a reasonable degree
of readiness for redeployment if necessary.
As we now stand, we have a brigade of that division in Europe. We
have two brigades plus sup port at Fort Riley and other stations
throughout the continental United States. We have recently conducted
an exercise deploying to Europe in January to test the feasibility of
this. They have now returned to the States.
Mr. MAHON. To what extent did that reduce our military strength
in Europe?

General CONNOR. As I recall the figure, about 30,000.

DETERMINATION OF PERSONNEL REQUIREMENTS

Mr. MAHON. Can you explain how you determined the requirement
for the number of military personnel you have budgeted for in the
fiscal year 1970? You are budgeting for about 1.5 million. Why do
you not need 2 million? Why can you not do with 1.2 million or 1
million? What generally are the basic factors involved here?
General CONNOR. The basic requirements come to us in the form of
spaces that have to be filled. These spaces are determined by the
Assistant Chief of Staff for Force Development in conjunction with
the Deputy Chief of Staff for Operations.
It all starts with the strategic planning and the requirements for
military forces. This, in turn, is translated into types of units. After
the types of units have been determined, we can determine from those
t ps precisely what skills, numbers, and grades are required. Once
this has been determined, we identify a trained strength requirement.
Then, by projecting our need for trained strength in the months
ahead based on knowing who we -have in the Army now and at what
time they will leave, we-identify the numbers of accessions that have
29-0 80--6--pt. 1-2
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to enter the Army. Once the accessions are worked off against. the
trained strength, we come to an end strength as of the end of the
fiscal year.
Given the beginning end strength and the final end strength, we
determine tihe man-years in between the two and ask for money to stupport that strength.
Mr. MATHoN. Do the Joint Chiefs bring to bear any composite

judgment of the Joint Chiefs and the administration on these figures?

General CONNOR. Very definitely, sir, through strategic require-

ments. Our Deputy Chief of Staff for Operations derives his operational requirements from Joint Chiefs' decisions. Of course, these are
all subject to review by the Secretary of Defense and his office.
OFFICER AND ENLISTED ACCESSIONS

Mr. MAHON. How many accessions does the Army estimate for fiscal

1969 and 1970 and of this number, how many will be officers and
how many will be enlisted men ?
You may insert that for the record.
(The information follows:)
The planned officer accessions for fiscal year 1969 and fiscal year 1970 are
88,700 and 85,800 respectively. The enlisted untrained accessions (draft and
first enlistments) planned for the same periods are 453,000 and 462.400.

Mr. MAuow. On page 3 of your statement you state that the Army
Comparing
plans a trained end strength for fiscal year 190 of -.

this against your total end strength of 1.5 million-plus, there will be
men in training. Ctiv you tell
at the end of fiscal year 1970,
will be officers and how many
the committee how many of the
enlistedI
General CoNNoR. I can break it down. About 11 percent of those

will be officers.
Mr. MAHON. You may supply that for the record.
General CONNOR. I will supply the specific figures for the record.
(The information provided the committee is classified.)
JTUSTIFICATION OF TOTAL INCREASE

Mr. MAloN. For Military personnel, Army, you are requesting
$8.535 billion. This is an increase of $535 million over the amount.

appropriated for fiscal year 1969. Can you give us an explanation of
the reason for this increase of more than half a billion dollars? What
is the basic explanation I
General CONNOR. Pay raises, basically; $340.1 million of that is for
pay ises. There is some increase in the top level NCO grades; $53.3
million is attributed to those two figures, enlisted grade structure and
the officer structure, which includes more captains and majors than
we budget for in fiscal year 1969.
Mr. MAHON. You may amplify that.
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(The information follows:)
Major change betwecn the flecal year 1969 appropriated amount an4 the fleoal
yicar 1970 budgct cetlmatc
[In millions of dollars)

Fiscal year 1960 appropriation ------------------------------------

$8, 000.0

July 1, 1008, pay Increase ---------------------------------+331.0
Fiscal year 1000 Southeast Asia supplemental ------------------+160.0
Increase In grade structure (officer and enlisted) -----------------53.3
Estimated decrease in longevity
------------------------------2. 5
Increased officer man-years --------------------------------- +10.9
Continuation pay for Medical Corps officers----------------------+1.5
Officer flight pay

---------------------------

---------------

+

4

Parachute pay-Enlisted
------------------------------------2.0
Reenlistment bonus
--------------------------------------+10.0
Clothing allowance-Enlisted
---------------------------------5.2
Separation payments
--------------------------------------- 0.8
Subsistence ---------------------------------------------9. 1
Permanent change of station travel -----------------------------4. 1
Servicemen's group life insurance
------------------------------4. 2
Special pay and station allowances
----------------------------+18. 2
Increased salary base for social security ------------------------+8.4
Miscellaneous changes
-------------------------------------+1.2
Fiscal year 1070 budget estimate

-------------------------

8, 55. 0

DETERMINATION OF GRADE srMUcU.RE

Mr. MAHON. The funds being requested for fiscal 1970 are to support.
an average strength of 1.5 million-plus, as we have stated. The average
strength is broken out by grade on page 9 of the justification. How-did
the Army arrive at. the estimated average strength per grade for fiscal
year 1970? Supply that for the record.
(The information follows:)

The average strength by grade was computed from the monthly end strengths
resulting from estimated monthly Individual gains and losses by grade and
planned promotion schedule to attain the approved end strengths contained in the
budget.

Mr. MAHOw. On page 11 of the justification book there is an increase
of 2,125 warrant officer man-years. Yet when you compare the end
strength for 1969 with that for 1970, there is a decrease of 193. How
did you have 2,125 more man-years in 1970 when you are predicting
that you will have 193 fewer warrant officers at June 30, 1970?
General CONNORs. Basically, it is a question of retention, sir.
Mr. MAHON. Is there any science used in determining the average
strength of officers and enlisted men? Is this based on experience, or
what is your approach?
Generl CONNOR. Basically, it is experience factors, which are
changed from time to time as the experience changes. We have different factors creeping in, such as the Vietnam war itself, which change
these factors. We are attempting to do this more scientifically through
the use of computers. We have a number of programs under development at this point which we believe will give us better forecasting
results.
Mr. MAHON. On page 12 of your justification, it is estimated that in
1969 the Army will have an average strength of 23,200 officers in flying
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ay status at a cost of $43 million. In 1970, you are increasing the numr of officers in flying pay status to 27,800 at a cost of $52 million. How
do.you develop your estimates as to the number of officers who receive
flying payI
General CONNOn. Basically, it is qualified aviators who are occupying aviation positions, who ire qualified for flight, pay for that reason.
Mr. MAHoN. In 1969, you estimated that the Army will have an
average of 99 200 officers drawing basic allowance for quarters at an
annual cost oi $150 million. For 1970, it is estimated that an average
strength of 103,500 officers will be drawing basic allowances for
quarters at an annual cost of $157 million. How do you approach
accuracy in this kind of estimate?
General CONNOR. We know that the number of officers qualified for
this particular allowance will increase. That is based on our estimated
increases in numbers of officers entitled to this particular allowance,
and additional funds were requested.
Mr. MAIION. Why does the average number of officers drawing basic
allowance for quarters increase by 4,300 in 1970 at a cost of $7 million,
when the average number of officers in the Army increases by only 435?

General

CONNOR.

The mix changes, sir. We are increasing the num-

ber of captains and majors and decreasing the number of lieutenants.
Mr. MllON. Why is the Army increasing the number of captains
and majorsI
General CONNOR. Because we are just moving into the period when
the large numbers of OCS graduates become available for promotion
to the grade of captain. It is the officer candidate graduate who has the
highest rate of retention in career status. Prior to the war they were
running some 72 percent. Right now they are running about 34 percent.
W are optimistic in the respect that we will keep a number of these
young men and they will accept promotion to the grade of captain and,
by accepting promotion to the grade of captain, they incur another
year's obligation.
QUALITY OF 1MSERVE OFFICERS TRAINING coRps rRooRA

Mr. MAHON. I assume, then, you feel that Reserve officer training
in colleges is worthwhile from the standpoint of the Army.
General CoNNoR. Very definitely, yes, sir.
Mr. MAHoN. You are having some difficulty with some of the students, as I understand it.
General CoxNoR. That is true. There is a lot of agitation on some
campuses to eliminate ROTC, or at least to remove it from any form
of academic credit.
Mr. MAHlO. Will this situation significantly affect your program?
General CoNNoR. No, sir, because we do not really feel that it has
gotten to a serious stage yet. We have some counteractions underway
which I will be happy to discuss at this point, or it can be raised during the ROTC hearing. We are moving toward more accommodation
with the universities in the form of the program itself, putting more
academic-type subjects in to make it more palatable. There are more
and more demands ori a young man's time in college today. The subjects are getting harder. He ias to take more. He just cannot afford
nonproductive-type work.
Mr. Lxnpsoo.
What part of the ROTC program do you feel is nonproductive?

General CoNson. Perhaps some of the drills. We feel that this could
be moved to the summertime. Greater emphasis in the summer onl
military training would permit more academic subjects during the time
ii college, at' the same time retaining the unit., retaining the PMS in
his status as a professor, retaining the semblanice of organization we
have now, but perhaps downgrading some of the objectionable features that are being criticized.
Mr. LmscoMn. Does it take student activation to make the military
realize thisI
General CoNNOR. No, sir. We have been moving in this direction for
some time. Last year we came up with &iso-called track C, which consisted of greater academic requirements. We have moved this way at
the Military Academy very definitely over the last 10 years.
Mr. LnkcoMB. For those of us who have supported the ROTC program, your testimony does not sound very encouraging at this point.
General CoNNOR. would not want to give that impression, sir.
Mr. LIpscoMe. I would not like to think that I have been supporting
a nonproductive program over all these years.
General CONNOR. It certainly has not been nonproductive. It has
been extremely productive, and it has provided the bulk of the Army's
officers.
Mr. Ln'sconm. I mean a nonproductive program while they are in
school. I had thought the ROTC was upgrading its program over all
these years, making it better with improvements.
General CONNOR. I think we are, sir. We feel that this ma be a
useful additional step. We certainly are not about to downgrade ROTC
or to infer that there is not a tremendous requirement for ROTC. It
is simply a means of bringing the curriculum into focus with modern
requirements.
OBJErCIONs TO ROTC PROGRAM

Mr. Lirscoun. At this point, where you say you are moving toward
more accommodations, is that because a few people are raising Cain?
Making accommodation does not sound quite right to me.
General CoNNoR. The accommodation is not to the people who are
raisin Cain. The accommodation is to the students who want to take
ROT8 but find it difficult to do so in the light of their other academic
requirements. Hopefully, we will be able to offer them a program
which will make ROTC attractive to them and which will insure
college credits for the subjects they are taking.
Mr. MAHloN. What universities have been balking somewhat on
ROTC programs?
General CONNOR. The eastern universities. We have had experience
at Yale, Harvard, Princeton, Dartmouth.
Mr. MAllow. Have they canceled the program, or are they just talking about canceling it.?
General Co.-xon. There has not been final action taken by any university. There is intensive discussion going on at Stanford and some
others. No formal proposls have been made by any university. They
are still being debated by the higher councils.
Mr. MAliON. Do you think something worthwhile will probably
come from this discussion? Do you think the program may be upgraded as a result of these discussions?
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General CONNOR. It is too early to say yet, sir, what will come from
it. There are some very intense feelings on some campuses, I feel
broutzht about basically by young professors who have had no military
experience and who are encouraging an antimilitary stance among
their students.
Mr. MfsNTIALT.. What is your recommendation, General, to overcome this feeling?
General CONNOR. We hope to go into each school and determine
what sort of program will be-st fit the environment of that school.
Each school is different. Each faculty is different. Some schools today
support a very strong ROTC program and the faculty are totally
behind it. We want to retain our presence at the big uniWversities. We
do not want to be run off the campus.
Mr. MINSHIALL.

You

have been run off the campus at a university

in Texas, have you not?
General CONNOR. No sir. Some colleges have recently reduced or
eliminated academic credit for ROTC, but none in Texas. No ROTC
unit has been removed from a campus in the last few years.
Mr. MINSHATL. There would not be any incentive for a young man
to take ROTC training, neessarilv, unless he could get academic
credit. At least, one of the incentives would be taken away.
General CONNOR. There are schools that for some time have not given
academic credits that have produced very fine graduates.
Mr. MINSHALL. How many schools now have Army ROTC train-

ing?
General CoNNoR. 268.

Mr. MAHON. You state the Army expects to gain 16,400 officers from
the ROTC in 1969, and 17,000 in 1970. To what extent will the recent problems at some of the colleges and universities have on this

estimate?

General CoNNoR. We do not believe it will have any impact at this
time. As I say, we have-not really canceled out any programs yet. We
do have a large number of schools that are seeking ROTC programs,
but we do not have the money to support them right now. We feel
that we will be able to produce the ROTC graduates we need, sir.
REENLISTMENT BONUSES
Mr. MAHON. On page 17 of the justifications, you show a cost for
reenlistment bonuses in fiscal 1969 of $91,667,000, and for fiscal 1970

an estimated cost of $102,240,000. This is a significant increase. You
also show an increase in the number to receive reenlistment bonuses
of 11,183 to a new total of 113,875. How can you project increases
of this magnitude when in fact, in your statement, you refer to the
fact that total reenlistments have remained relatively constant at approximately 80,000 annually for the past 5 years?
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General CONNOR. The funding for the reenlistment bonus is considerably less than it was in 1968. It is slightly over what it was in
1969. We find from our 1969 experience that through January we are,
on a straight line projection, running slightly over our budgeted program. We are right now at 59 percent, on a straight line basis, of our
progam for this fiscal year. A straight line would be 58.3 percent.
With that background, we feel we have a sound basis for the reenlistment bonus figure that we are asking for this year.
On the variable reenlistment bonus, we have 6,405 additional payments programed for fiscal year 1970, less 1,618 new payments. We have
an increase of 2,234 lump sum payments and 5,789 anniversary payments. Since the anniversary payments, of course, are increasing in
this program, and this brings about a gradual increase in the money
each year.
Mr. G .uirry. On page 17, you show a decrease of 5,000 in the number of enlisted personnel receiving proficiency pay in 1970. In view of
the fact that proficiency pay is designed to promote reenlistments, and
since you are showing an increase in reenlistment bonuses, does not the
increase in one and the decrease in the other seem to be contradictory
General CONNOR. We are readjusting our proficiency pay in tis
budget. I mentioned in my opening statement that we are attempting
a $150-a-month P-3 payment for the first time in five MOS's that are
experimental. At the same time, we have decreased substantially the
number of P-1 payments. We have increased the number of P-2 and
P-3 payments.
Our studies over the last 2 or 3 years, coupled with studies by Defense, have indicated to us that the P-1 benefit was not really bringing
the return that we felt it should. So, we are moving to more payments in the higher categories to see what effect this will have as far
as reenlistments are concerned.
Mr. GARRrrY. Is this a continuous study?

General CoNNOR. Yes, done in conjunction with studies that are
going on in the Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense (Manpower). He has had a great deal of interest in this area.
Mr. LiPsco B. In view of that explanation, General, why does your

estimate for 1970 go up if your reenlistment proficiency pay bonuses
go down?
General CONNOR. As I recall, sir; it was a very small change, a very
small increase.
Mr. LiPscomn. The numbers reenlisting go down, and the amount
of money you are requesting goes up.
General CONNOR. The number of reenlistment bonuses estimated is
59,203 in 1969, whereas we estimate 63,981 for 1970.

CLOTHING ALLOWANCES FOR ENLISTFJ) PFONNERL

Mr. Gnr.
General, the committee notes that the clothing allow.
ance for enlisted personnel seems to fluctuate a great deal from year
to year. The Army's 1968 estimate for this account was $277 million.
Yet your actual obligations were only $226 million. In other words,
your estimate was overstated by some $51 million.
In 1969, you estimated a need for $237 million, which you have
now revised to $220 million, for a decrease of $17 million.
In 1970, you are estimating $215 million, a further decrease of $5
million from your latest 1969 figure.
Since the costs associated with enlistment clothing allowances are
to a large degree related to the average enlisted strength, how do you
explain this wide variance within the year and from year to year?
General CONNOR. It has been a problem of price changes, basically,
sir; plus the introduction of the 150-day early release program this
year, which has enabled us to decrease costs.
In other words, the clothing bag itself is reduced in cost and the
fact that we don't have to fill the bag up when the man comes back
from Vietnam because he is being discharged has enabled us to cut
back on our requirements.
BUDGETARY

CONTROL BY THE ARMY

Mr. GARRrrY. How do you control the appropriation for military
personnel ?
General CONNOR. I will let the Budget man address that, if I may.
General TAYLOR. Sir, if I may, the military personnel program and
fund control are centralized or centrally located in the headquarters,
Department of Army. In other words it is not the same as other
appropriations where funds are allotted to the field. Obligations incurred are compared each month against an approved operating budget
or obligation plan, and program and funding adjustments are made
as required.
Mr. GAmrry. General, what is the open allotment procedure and
how does it operate?
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General TAYLOR. The open allotment procedure in essence means
that all funds are retained centrally-field commands do not receive
any funds--but cite the appropriate central account numbers to incur
obligations. These, of course, are related to expenditures which take
place at a later date to determine whether or not adjustments should
6emade in the obligations previously posted.
Mr. GARwmrY. Do you set aside specific funds for the various activities within a budget program? For instance, for pay and allowance
of enlisted personnel you are requesting this year $5,189,641,000. Do
ou break that down in your open allotment ledger by the various
budget activities, for such accounts as basic pay, incentive pay, special
pay, proficiency pay and so forth?
General TAYLOR. his we do.
Mr. GAmRRTY. Are the charges to this open allotment ledger on an
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obligation basis or on an expenditure basis?
General TAYOR. It is on an obligation basis originally and then,
as expenditures take place, they are related back to those obligations
that were made.
Mr. GmArrY. What is the extent of reprograming within the military personnel appropriation for the Army?
General TAYLOR. For this fiscal year?
Mr. GmRRIY. Generally speaking, what is the percentage of repro-
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graining activity withinthe appropriation?
Mr. HUTCHIS0N. Within the various accounts, like pay and allowances of enlisted personnel and officers?
Mr. GARRITY. And the various subaccounts.
Mr. HuTcHISON. The subaccounts within, say, the enlisted area we
reprogram as necessary since our controls from the Congress and OSD
are at the budget program level, for pay and allowances of enlisted.
But the extent of reprograming I would say would approximate 2 to 3
percent on an average basis.
Mr. GARMrrY. Will you prepare for the record a schedule showing

the amounts requested and the actual expenses incurred over the last
3 years by budget activity broken down into the various budget program accounts?
Mr. HUTCHIsoN. Yes.

(The information follows:)

Amounts Requested and Actual Expenses
(in thousands of dollars)
Budget

FY 1966

Special Pay
Basic Allowance for Quarters
Basic Allowance for Subsistence
Station Allowances Overseas
Uniform Allowances
Family Separation Allowances
Separation Payments
;ontribution
Social Security Tax-Employer's
Pay and Allowances of Officers

$ 838,912
30,701
24,927
88,971
66,289
9,776
7,376
8,753
16,122
22,773
1,114,600

$ 825,831
29,269
26,659
95,773
64,677
12,325
5,729
5,448
16,611
22,588
1,104,910

FY 1967
Actual
Requested
$ 943,357
$ 955,828
32,334
31,975
39,643
37,821
115,272
100,419
73,284
73,170
20,874
23,409
10,339
10,763
10,937
10,597
19,791
21,589
32,579
32,840
1,298,410
1,298,411

2-A
2-B
2-C
2-D
2-E
2-F
2-C
2-H
2-1
2-J
2-K
2

Basic Pay
Incentive Pay
Special Pay
Proficiency Pay
Reenlistment Bonus
Basic Allowance for Quarters
Station Allowances Overseas
Clothing Allowances
Family Separation Allowances
Separation Payments
Social Security Tax-Employer's Contribution
Pay and Allowances of Enlisted Personnel

2,129,107
36,148
107,929
48,841
55,602
373,315
14,519
137,700
34,841
75,975
82,914
3,096,891

2,156,584
35,520
107,783
48,626
56,749
363,529
21,921
118,171
23,935
65,677
84,222
3,082,717

2,937,940
38,770
210,256
52,121
83,311
435,828
41,630
223,192
34,330
69,863
126,328
4,253,569

2,765,148
43,556
224,323
52,332
55,091
434,883
44,613
201,631
24,917
94,147
71,269

3-B
3

Academy Cadets
Pay and Allowances of Cadets

6,700
6,700

6,925
6,925

7,644
7,644

7,641
7,641

4-A
4-B
4

Basic Allowance for Subsistence
Subsistence in Kind
Subsistence of Enlisted Personnel

143,332
250,768
394,100

146,600
275,745
422,345

205,214
435,967
641,181

Project
Account
1-A
1-B
1-C
I-D
1-K
1-F
1I-H
1-I
1-J
1

Actual.

R

T1L2E
Basic Pay

Incentive Pay

.

....................

4,011,90

175,895
552,477
728,372L1

FY 1968

Requested

Ac.

$1,150,877
39,754
45,877
134,451
90,551
16,593
10,694
12,197
23,335
40,955
1,565,284

$1,132,331
41,259
46,336
146,925
90,668
16,710
10,166
12,119
23,707
42,714
1,562,935

3,139,028
43,272
317,827
54,727
76,203
467,582
51,424
276,862
37,595
134,707
137,924
4,737,151

3,123,394
46,122
327,778
57,946
78,606
502,881
54,845
225,843
42,568
104,466
142,256
4,706,705

8,439
8,439

8,365
8,365

186,346
550,059
736,405

175,389
573,839
749,228

Budget
Project
Account
TITLE
5-A Accession Travel
5-B Training Travel
5-C Operational Travel, Between Stations
(within CONUS and within Overseas)
5-D Rotational Travel to and from Overseas
5-E Separation Travel
5-F Travel of Organized Units
Permanent Change of Station Travel
5
6-A
6-B
6-C
6-D
6

FY 1966
Requested
Actual
$ 50,104
$ 48,972
13,542
12,169

Apprehension of Military Deserters, Absentees
and Escaped Military Prisoners
Interest on Uniformed Service Savings Deposits
Death Gratuities
Servicemen's Group Life Insurance
Other Military Personnel Costs
GRAND TOTAL - MPA

FY 1967
Requested
Actual
$ 65,690
$ 65,229
14,549
12,082

FY 1968
Requested
Actual
$ 71,873
$ 54,835
9,326
9,517

46,864
355,068
42,402
44,020
552,000

33,181
312,263
45,321
60,320
512,226

40,244
400,790
40,922
79,955
642,150

34,675
415,088
41,401
73,673
642,148

33,857
523,310
68,608
50,762
757,736

40,723
485,718
66,382
42,227
699,402

810
1,100
9,890
1,900
13,700

600
600
9,120
9,542
19,862

1,369
5,125
20,222
27,893
54,609

1,950
950
14,000
27,826
44,726

2,092
2,612
21,342
44,654
70,700

2,847
9,468
25,195
56,062
93,572

/
$5,177,99a.
$5,148,985

$6,897,564.2 / $6,733,2072 / $7 ,8 7 5,7 15k/ $7,820,207

1I

Includes initially appropriated sum and supplemental appropriations for FY 1966.
AIF of which only $100 thousand was transferred into this appropriation.

Also, includes $30 million transfer from

2/

Includes Initially appropriated sum and supplemental appropriations for FY 1967.
from Military Personnel, Navy.

Also, includes $4.164 thousand transfer

3/

Funds from a transfer of prior year collections to be used in lieu of direct funds in the following amounts:
Pay and Allowances of Enlisted Personnel
Subsistence of Enlisted Personnel

$49,137,000
21,500.,000
$70,627,000

Also, funds in the amount of $76.5 million were transferred to OKA appropriation.
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Includes initially appropriated sum and pay raise supplemental appropriation for FY 1968.
FY 68 was $7,825.3 thousands.

Final amount appropriated for
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OFFICER-ENLISTED RATIO IN VIETNAM

Mr. GARRrI.
General, you state that as of December 31, 1968 the
Army strength in South Vietnam totaled 359,300. Of this strength,
how many officers are there and how many are enlisted personnel?
General CONNOR. We have about 40,000 officers out there, sir. I can
give you the exact figure for the record, if you prefer. It is very close
to 40,000
(The information requested follows:)
Strength in South Vietnam (as of Dec. 31, 1968)
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Officers
Enlisted

Total ------------------------------------------

86,
822,718
, 300

SUPPORT OF FREE WORLD FORCES

Mr. LnrscoM&. How much is included in this request before us for
support of free world military forces?
General CONNOR. $116,353,000.
Mr. Lwscoii. What country forces are being supported and in
what amounts?

General CONNORS We have the ARVN,
public of Korea,million; the Thais,

million; ROK, Re; the Republic of

Philippines,
;others, some
-.
Mr. Lwiscoim. What forces are being supported with these amounts,
the numbers?
General CONNOR. ROK, some
; Thais; Republic of Philippines,
; other forces, some
ChineseMr. Lxmoo~m. What do the other forces amount to, what are they ?
General CONNOR.
. I don't have the numbers on the Vietnamese, of course.
Mr. Lwsvom3 For the record, would you su pply a schedule showing

the various tyles of assistance being provided the country forces being supported?
General CONNOR. Be happy to; yes.
(Classified information has been furnished separately to the

committee.)

Mr. Liscomn. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
OFFCER-ENLITE

I[N RATIO

Mr. GARRITr. General, for the record, would you provide a schedule

showing the ratio of the total between officers and enlisted men in Vietnam, and also the officer-enlisted ratio for the Army in total?
(The information follows:)
Ratio of o0[cer8 and enlisted personnel in Vietnam (as of Deo. 31, 1968)
Officers
----------------------36582
--------------------------------------------------38,ted718
Ratio -1:8.8
OM cer
Ratio

Ratio of officers and enlisted, total Army (as of Deo. 31,1968)
------------------------------ 169,410
----------------------------------------1 289 216
-----------------------1:7.6

Mr. GAiu-ry. What are the total deployment figures to Vietnam on
which the total fiscal year 1970 Army budget is projected?
General CONNOR.sir, in fiscal year 1 70.
Mr. GARRrrY. What is that increase over fiscal 1969?

General CONNOR. It is
of about

-

in fiscal 1969, so we have a differential

NEW FOOD ITEM PROGRAM

Mr. LU'scomn. Mr. Chairman.
I would like to refer back to where we were discussing the free
world forces. On page 24 of the justification sheets there is an item
entitled "New Food Item Program." Could you explain that program?
General CONNOR. I would like to ask Mr. Nutt to address that.
Mr. Nurr. That program does not relate to the free world military
assistance forces Mr. Lipscomb. It primarily represents the introduction into the military system of a proposed new type of operational
ration, new types of 0oods which are being production tested to determine the ca a ility of industry to produce these items. It has no relationship to the FWMAF program.
Mr. LmrscoBm. What causes the increase in that program from $217,000 to $1,571,000?
Mr. Nurr. In 1970 we propose to production-test a new item called
"Meal, uncooked, 25-man," which is scheduled for ultimate replacement of the B ration. In order to make an adequate test because of
the large number of items that are in this particular proposed ration,
we have to procure 1 million rations of the item or the 3 million meals.
Because of that it does cost a little extra money.
Mr. LnscoinB. For the record, could you tell us more about that
program and what it amounts to?
Mr. Nurr. Yes, sir.
(The information requested appears on pae 28.)
Mr. LrPsooxn. Is tlus program completely funded by the Army
Peonnel account?

Mr. Nurr. This particular one is, yes.
Mr. Lrnscox . How many of these programs are going on in the

military?
Mr. Nurr. This is the only one wherein the item that is productiontested is then fed to the troops. The primary purpose of the program is
to determine tihe capability of industry to produce the item, and this
is the only program of that sort that is going on in this particular
appropriation.
Mr.ThPscomm. Do you know of any programs that are going on, and
being paid for by other appropriations such as R.D.T. &E?
Mr. Nutr. The effort to produce the end item is funded through the
research and development program, sir, but they do not fund the
feeding of the item to the troops.
Mr. LiPsoomz. This amount of money is just for the feeding?
Mr. NuTr. Yes, sir; that is right.
Mr. LIPScom. So the program itself has been financed through

R.D.T. &E.I
Mr. Nurr. Yes, sir.
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Mr. Lipscomn. For your analysis in the record will you show the total

cost then, including the RD.T. & E. funds and any other funds that
may be involved?
Mr. Nu'rr. Very well, sir.
Mr. LTPscoMB. Thank you.
(The information follows:)
NEw FoD ITEM PROGRAM

The new food Item program Is participated In by all of the military services
with participation generally varying to the extent of the Interest of each department in the specific item being tested.
A point Is reached in the development of each item when It is necessary to
determine the capability of commercial Industry to produce a product meeting
acceptable standards. At that time. the minimum quantity of the Item which
Industry can be expected to bid on is determined. Concurrently. each military
service decides the amount of the total quantity It will accept for troop feeding.
The Defense Personnel Sopport Center. Philadelphia, Pa.. procures the Item(s)
which are then shipped to the military services in the requested quantities. Each
service substitutes the test Item for an Item In the standard menu and enters
the net additional cost, if any. In their military personnel budget estimates.
The new and significantly Improved subsistence Items emerging from research
and development generally offer overall savings or other major benefits to the
taxpayer. The edible yield of the Items may be markedly greater than that of
the same quantity of standard product, thus reducing requirements for shipping
and storage space and facilities, labor in preparing meals, and requirements for
freezer and refrigeration facilities. There may also be a reduction In related
logistical support requirements such as fuel, maintenance and manpower as
well as a contribution to operational capabilities which could not be achieved
without subsistence in proper forms.
Seldom are these advantages reflected in procurement costs however. Initial
procurement cost of a new food product will generally exceed that of the less
satisfactory standard counterpart. Use of processing Innovations. new equipment
and greater control In production may be entailed. There Is also the problem of
giving Industry the Incentive to undertake the risk of producing without assurance of a continuing market. These factors lead to initially high procurement
costs.
The new food item program accordingly provides the mechanisms whereby the
military services can plan and budget for Integration Into the supply systemof
required new and technically improved items. This program also assures proper
phasing of such related actions as specification preparation, specification production testing, budgeting for procurement differentials, procurement, military
service consumer-type testing, final standardization decisions, and phase out of
Items to be replaced. As one result of this program. freeze-dried foods--for which
a production base was virtually nonexistent a decade ago-are now standard
Items and are entering the commercial market.
The cost of the new food Item program was determined In the following

manner:

Perodutiue tst e

Quantity

Estim td
tot cut

4 I4,00 $37.09
d, dW I nt(Owe) ...........
2000
10.000
rSP rem-dried comsd (poundS) .......
. 500
6000
P"es fredre cDooe compresse (poO"ds .....
2.
A0000
eet, ucooked, R&-. (rto.-----------------1.,o.oo000
To

t cot .............................

Cosl "A"
reion Item

Net cost

$15,456
4,910
79
1.330,000

$21.640
5020
5.20
1,540,000

1,571,8M
1........

Research and development costs relating to the meal, uncooked, 25-man approximate 2,269,000 through February 28,1989.
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INVOLUNTARY REA88IONMENT TO VIETNAM

Mr. GARRITY. General Connor, on page 5 of your statement you discuss the Army's base tour objectives and short-tour objectives. You
state that during fiscal year 1968, 2,600 personnel were returned to
short-tour areas involuntarily with less than the base tour objectives.
And in the first half of 1969 almost twice that many had been returned
to short-tour areas. You expect that number to continue to increase.
In your statement you also discuss retention policies and programs.
What effect does this involuntary reassignment to short tour areas
have on your retention programs?
General CONNOR. We feel it has had a very substantial effect on
retention. Large numbers of captains are going back to Vietnam at
this time for a second tour. While these young men are perfectly willing to do what their country wants them to, once they get out there they
perform admirably and are particularly useful because they are all
combat experienced, but it is hard on their families. The young wives
are not very happy about it.
Mr. GARRITY. Do you have any statistics to indicate what this effect
is?
General CONNOR. We know what happened to our retention rate in
the last 3 or 4 years. We attribute this largely to the Vietnam situation,
the second tour requirement. The statistics have dropped from some
33.8 percent in 1962 to 24.2 percent in 1968. We project. 28 percent this
year. We project an increase for the reasons I mentioned earlier, because of the number of OCS graduates who are coming in qualified
for promotion to captain at. this time, in the second half of fiscal
year 1969.
READINESS OF ARMY UNITS IN EUROPE

Mr. GARRrry. You also discuss on page 5 of your statement the effect
of short-tour replacement requirements and high personnel turnover
on achievement readiness goals in CONUS. What effect. does this shorttour replacement requirements for Vietnam have on your readiness
goals for the Army units deployed in Europe?
General CONNOR. -

. As the committee knows, we had to with-

draw from Europe at the beginning of the buildup rather sizable numbers of skilled noncommissioned officers and junior officers to expand
the training base. We have replaced those skilled personnel in Europe
by people of shorter service and lower skills.
Mr. GARRITY. What percentage is your readiness in Europe?
General CONNOR. It is running about-Mr. GARRrrY. What is that equivalent to, the

right now.

percent,
percentI
General CONNOR. Between
percent.
Mr. GARITrrY. Regarding Army units in CONUS, what is the current percentage of their readiness?
General CONNOR.
is at least
percent; yes.

80
The goals as I recall, for 1st and 2d Armored Divisions are
. The 82d Airborne Division
for the 5th Miechani;ad Division
. The two armored
; the 82d Airborne Division is now at .
divisions are
Mr. Luscom . General, specifically what does C-1 and C-2 mean I

General CONNOR. C-1 means that it is at 100 percent of its wartime

authorized personnel strength, sir, not less than 95 percent of its table
or organization and equipment strength and not less than 86 percent
of its MOS qualified personnel.
C-2 drops down to 90 percent of authorized strength, not less than
85 percent of full T. 0. & E., strength, and 77 percent of its MOS
qualified personnel.
However, in determining this readiness in one of these categories,
the lowest of the categories determines the readiness for the unit. It
If
and onlycondition
C-3 in equipment.
might be at 100 percent personnel
of -3.
readiness
a
at
be
would
it
case
the
were
that
Mr. Ln cOxB. You have said that forces in Western Europe are
General CONNOR. Yes.

Mr. LmscoMn. Does that include the forces that haVe been returned

and are committed to NATO, that are presently in the United States?
General CONNOR. Yes.

Mr. Lnsoo:B. Are they

-

right now. The strength
indicator of the brigade of the 24th, which is still over there, is
; 4th Armored Division,
the 3d Armored Division at
; 2d
; 8th Infantry Division, 3d Infantry Division, ; 14th Armored Cavalry Regiment,
Armored Cavalry,
and the Berlin Brigade is classification in Western Europe give
Mr. Lwsco B.Does the
you cause for concern?
General CONNOR. No, sir. They are

General CONNOR. Yes, sir, indeed it does.
CAPABILITY TO IMIP1ROVE ERADINESS GOALS

Mr. Lwpscou What should we be doing to correct this?
General CONNOR. I believe that within the political framework and
the resources framework that we are under today, sir, we are doing everything we can at the moment.
Mr. TiSCOMB. What are we doing? And I am asking this question

with the full knowledge that we have budgetary problems within the
United States. The question is, what comes first: the security of our
country I What are we doing at this moment?
General CONNOR. This gets into an area that the DCSPER really is
not competent to address, sir. I don't get into the strategic discussions
or the adequacy of forces for a given situation.
Mr. LuScomB. You do have a responsibility for making it known,

is that correct?

General CoNNoR. Yes.

Mr. Luscoia. Is this known to the authorities that do make these
decisions? Has aggressive effort been made with respect to information
and facts; have information and facts gone to the proper people?
General CNNOR. I am sure they have; yes, sir.

Mr. LiPsooMB. This is not your responsibility, eitherI
General CONNOR. I inform, yes, as far as the personnel situation is

concerned. As a matter of fact, the commanders inform what their situation is through command channels Coming back to the Department
of the Army. That is where the criteria derive from. I might say, however, that these criteria are the Army's own criteria and they are extremely restrictive and critical. While we might talk about a unit being
- condition it doesn't mean it cannot go out and fight. It means
at
that it is probably short certain skilled personnel. They would not
appear on the battlefield in full T.O. & E. configuration but, nevertheless, they are still a pretty effective military force. When we send a rifle
company out in Vietnam they don't always go out at full strength.
Even if they did, they would shortly be at considerably less than full
strength because of casualties.
Mr.

LIPSCOMB.

Is it not a fact that your highest skills and most ex-

perienced personnel have been withdrawn from many of your units
in Western Europe?
General CONNOR. This has been a decision, on the part of those in
authority, sir, to take this step. We do have reserve forces. I might
say we have an enormous training base in existence where we could
generate troops very quickly if we had to. I think one of the things
we tend to forgetMr. Irsscom. It is our responsibility, too, General, to see to it that
it is up to us to not just sit with our eyes
if we are short
Should we be doing something about it?
the
fact.
to
closed, blind
General CONNOR. No, sir. I think the committee is doing exactly
what they should be doing and have done exactly what they should
be doing.
DOD REDUOTION IN MILITARY PERSONNEL REQUEST

Mr. IAPScoMB. Maybe I can ask this, then: Was the military personnel account reduced in the formulation of the budget from your
original requests

General N oP Our initial request was $8,74,261,000. Approved
was $8,535,000,000, as you know. The difference is $219,261,000. The
end strength requested was 1,552,477. It was reduced some 44,577.
Mr. LIPSCOMB. Did the reduction of $219 million affect any requests

that you had in for Western Europe forces?

General CONNOR. Yes, sir. We have some REDCOSTE in there. I

mentioned earlier the REDCOSTE was the gold flow program.
people are involved in that program.
Mr. LwPsOmB. Actually, on the basis of percentages, the reduction

in the military personnel request was not a real great amount this
time.
General CoNNoR. No, sir.

Mr. LIscoxrI. Was your request at the level that you originally
put in because of the recognition of the budgetary problems that we
have facing us in our country ?
General CoNNoR. Yes, sir, it was. We have submitted a personnel
budget which we felt was just as tight as we could make it, given the
resource problem that we are facing.
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ZFFECT OF VETrNA

ON TROOP STRENOTH IN EUROPE

Mr. LipswoMn. In our study trip in Western Europe last fall, members of this committee, were led to believe that
General CONNO.
.
ihMr. LIPscoMn. I am under tie hnpmt ion right now that this shape
which we are in is not endangering the security of our country and
the free world, that we can get by.
General CoNNon. This is not a judgment for me to make, sir.
Mr. AwNmvS. Will the gentleman yieldI
General Connor, you say we are not as good as we could be in
Europe, that is the substance of your testimony. What effect has the
activity in Vietnam had on our situation in Europe I
effect, sir, because it has taken
General CoNN-oR. Well, it has
skilled personnel the Army has and placed them in that area which
we consider of higher priority at the time.
Mr. ANDREWS. That is the whole problem ; is it not?
General CONNOR. Yes. I do want to call attention to the fact, though,
that we have in existence a tremendous training base today and that
we are flowing through the Army an awful lot of men, going in and
out, but I think that just a simple'step of holding people in the service,
if a real emergency came about that would require this, our buildup
capability is fantastic.
STATUS OF FIRST CAVALRY

DIVISION

Mr. Axwusws. Let me ask you about a division down in South Vietnam, the 1st Cavalry division. That was one of the first. to go into
South Vietnam, if I remember correctly. I am sure during the approximately 3 years that they have been down there, that you have had a
lot of changes in the makeup of the division. Percentagewise, how is
that division today as compared to what it was when it first went into
South Vietnam I

General

CONNOR.

With respect to combat effectiveness, sir?

Mr. ANDuzws. I was thinking about personnel. What percentage
of the men in the division today were with them when they went into
South Vietnam?
General CONNOR. I doubt if there is a single man there today that
went in with them. The change in the division is about 110 percent per
year, 110 to 120 percent per year; 100 percent because of our 1-year
tour policy and 20 percent because of casualties or other moves of people in country.
Mr. ANDRWS. Has that affected the combat effectiveness of the
division?
General CONNOR. No, sir; it has not, because we have been sending
into the division the skills and numbers of people needed to retain
their combat capability.
I visited that division in January. They are in just as good a shape
today as they were 2 years ago.
Mr. ANDREWS. How about the division from the standpoint of equipment and weapons? Would you say it is C-1I
General CONNOL Yes, sir.
I

....

I
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Mr. ANDREWS. Is the same thing true of the other divisions we have
in VietnamI
General CONNOR. Yes, sir.
Mr. ANDrEws. I would think that it would have to be in C-1 classification or they would not be down there. Is that corredtI
General CoNNOR. Yes.
INCREASE IN DESERTION RATE

Mr. MINSIJALL. Would the gentleman yield?

General, what is the general morale of the Army personnel at home
and overseas, specifically with respect to Vietnam I
General CONNOR. Well, the morale in Vietnam is fabulous. I see no
change whatsoever. I was over there in January and early February.
The soldiers are proud, competent, and the leaders believe in what they
are doing, they are proud of their outfits.
Mr. MINSTALL. Row do you account, then, for the desertion rate,
the A.W.O.L. rate, having increased by a third over last year?
General CONNOR. We are getting more kooks into the Army, for
one thing. We are getting more young men who are coming in undisci lined, the product of a society that trains them to resist authority.
T[r. MINSIIALL.

Does your Army training overcome this, it would

seem that it should?

General CoNNoR. Most of the desertions take place very early in
the man's training. We do not experience this sort of thing in the

trained soldier to any great extent.
Mr. MINSIIALL. Wil you supply the rate for the record?
General CoNNOR. Yes, sir.
(The information follows:)

COMPARATIVE AWOL AND DROPPED FROM ROLLS AS DESERTER (DFR) NUMBER PER 1,000 AVERAGE ENLISTED
STRENGTH

Year
Fiscal year:
1967 ...........................................
1968 ...........................................
1969 ...........................................

AWOLI

Monthly
AWOL

78.0
89.7
844.6

6.5
7.5
8.9

DFR 2

3

21.4
29.1
16.6

Monthly
FR
1.8
2.4
3.3

I Morning report entries showing number of AWOL's (does not indicate individual offenders, but number of individual
offenses).
I Morning report entries showing dropped from the rolls (does not indicate individual offenders, but number of
individual offenses). AWOL's over 29 days are dropped from rolls as deserters.
I Number per 1,000 July-Navember 1968.

COMPARATIVE DESERTION

, ATZS

General CONNOR. Our desertion rate right now is running just a
little over 29 per thousand.
Mr. MINSKALL. How do you consider that figure? Is it high?

General CONNOR. Yes; much higher than we would like to see it.
Mr. MINSHALL. What was the rate during World War II or earlier
in the Vietnam campaign?
General CONNOR. At the height of Korea it ran 20 per thousand.
I do not have the World War II figure here, but they were much
higher-I am told it was about 63.

Mr. MINSIHALL. In World War III

General

CONNOR.

The latter part of World War II we had a very

high desertion rate.

Mr. MINSITALL. What concerns me is the one-third increase in the
last year.
General CONNOR. Yes, sir. It is concerning us too.
Mr. MINSBIALL. What are you doing about iti
General CONNOR. We have issued a number of suggestions to com-

manders, and cautions to commanders. The Chief of Staff has personally brought this matter to their attention. 'e have produced a
couple of films on the consequences of desertion, which are for instructional purposes to show to the young soldier. We are pointing up
in more troop topic type programs and whatnot the seriousness of
this situation.
Mr. MINSTUALL. Do most of these desertions occur stateside#
General CoNNoP. Yes. We have a little over 500 who deserted to

foreign countries, but considering that we have had over 190,000 men
volunteer for Vietnam, again you have to weigh this.
Mr. MAHON. Elaborate on the 190,000 men volunteering for Vietnam,
if you will, please.

General CONNOR. These are individuals who have sought service in
Vietnam, sir, to serve their country.
Mr. MAION. Over what period of time?
General CONNOR. Over the period of the war.
Mr. MAHON. That would indicate a high degree of dedication to
the country I would assume.
General CoNNOR. Absolutely, sir. We do not have to be too concerned
about our youth. The vast majority of them are doing their job and
doing it beautifully.
FEASIBILITY OF AN ALL-VOLUNTEER ARMY

Mr. MJoION. What are your feelings, then, General, about a Volunteer army?
General CONNOR. The Army has always asked for a Volunteer army.
We only use the draft when we cannot get the Volunteers.
Mr. MAHON. I mean, an all-Volunteer army as has been mentioned
recently, how do you feel about that?
General CONNOR. We would be happy to have an all-Volunteer army.
Mr. MAHON. Do you think it is feasible
General CONNOR. We don't know. We are studying it at this time to
see just what steps can be taken to make it feasible, including costs and
other incentives that might bring a man to the point where lie wants to
serve his country.
Mr. MAfION. What are your feelings about the present draft system?
Do you think it is adequate to get the kind of personnel that you wish?
General CONNOR. We feel that there are some considerable inequities
in the draft as it now exists. It does hold a Sword of Damocles over a
man's head for a considerable period of time. It keeps him from really
knowing where he is going to go next year and the year after.
Mr. MAJION. Have you discussed these problems with the powers
that be, including General Hershey?
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General CONNOR. No, sir; I have not discussed it with General
Hershey.
Mr. MA IoN. Why not?
General CONNOR. The draft is a national policy. It is not an Army
policy.
Mr. MAUoN. Have you discussed it with the people who are in charge
of our national policy? You are vitally concerned in your job with
this policy; are you not?
General CoNNo. Yes, sir. We have offered our own position on what
we would like to see, but there are other considerations here.
Mr. MAHON. Supply the Army's position on the draft for the record,
would you please, whatever you think might be appropriate?
General CONNOR. Yes.
(The information follows:)
AaMY PoSrrioN ON TH]RDaAFT

It has always been the firm policy of the Army and Department of Defense
to meet its manpower requirements, to the maximum extent possible, through
voluntary enlistments and to rely on the draft for only the residual numbers
required. This policy was reaffirmed in DA pamphlet 600-12, dated September 28,
1967, and in the statement of Mr. Morris, former Assistant Secretary of Defense
(Manpower), on June 30, 1966 when he reported to the House Committee on
Armed Services on the Department of Defense Study of the Draft.
The problem is that since 1951 the Army has been unable to meet its manpower
requirements without resorting to a request for inductions. During the period
1951-68 nearly half of the enlisted requirements were supplied through the draft.
During fiscal year 1968, 62.7 percent of our total accessions were inductees and
this figure will continue to exceed 50 percent for fiscal year 1969.
In its purist form, there is much to be gained from an all-volunteer army. However, the problem of acquiring and sustaining an all-volunteer army is not a simple one. It is a complex problem which covers a broad spectrum, although it can
be reduced to four fundamental issues. These are quantity, quality, cost, and
social implications.

Quantitatively, we recognize that under current conditions and incentives,
without the draft and draft motivated enlistments, the end strength of the
Army would fall dangerously below that required to support national defense
policy. Associated with the question of quantity is the issue of flexibility. Without
the continued registrntion of drnft-liable males and the authority to request
Inductions, the Army would be tied to a relatively fixed level. It would be hard
pressed to meet sudden demands for Increased numbers of active duty personnel.
With regard to quality, it Is clear that the draft not only affects quantity, It
also raises the quality composition of the Army. When the World War II draft
law was allowed to expire in March 1947, we returned to the all-volunteer Army
concept. The result was a significant drop not only In enlistments but also in
quality of personnel. The average mental level dropped and courts-martial rates
rose. As a result, the 1948 Selective Service Act was passed and although it was
almost Immediately placed on a standby basis, the result was a stimulation of
volunteers and a rise In the quality composition of the Army.
From the standpoint of cost, estimates for attaining and sustaining an allvolunteer army force have ranged from $4 to $17 billion In additional annual
expenditures. We do not know what it will cost but there are indications that
the cost might rise above any realistic cost level.
Aside from the possible separation of the military from the mainstream of
American society, the major factor as far as the social Implications are concerned is the question of draft inequities. Although the Army recognizes that
the draft is national not Army policy, it is In sympathy with those who advocate
a more equitable selection and deferral process. If the Army can obtain the
quantity and quality of personnel needed from a more equitable draft when
inductions are required, then we believe it is to the advantage of the Nation and
the Army to modify the existing selective service procedures to provide that

equity.

To sum up the Army position, we believe that the draft must be continued to
provide the quantity and quality of personnel required during periods of low
enlistments, sudden manpower expansion or national emergency. However, the
existing procedures should be modified to provide more equitable selection of
Inductees when required. In the interim, we are studying the feasibility of an
all-volunteer army by examining all possible programs and policies which will
reduce, to the maximum extent possible, reliance on the draft. In this regard,
the Army supports a post-Vietnam reduction in draft calls but that reduction
must be contingent upon our ability to attract by voluntary means the numbers
and quality of personnel needed.
USE OF DRUGS IN SOUTH VIETNAM

Mr. MINSIAIL. Another matter that concerns me, General, is the
reports I read in the news releases about the use of drugs; namely,
marihuana in South Vietnam. What has caused this and what is the
Army doing about it?
General CONNOR. The cause is the sort of thing that is going on
with our youth today in high schools, where these boys come from.
They can get marihuana very easily in Vietnam. It is easily obtainable.
Our rates have gone up.
Mr. MINSHTALL. What are the rates, please?
General CONNOR. We have 8.9 per 1,000 for Vietnam for calendar
year 1968 compared to 5.2 worldwide. Perhaps General Heaton could
address this point.
Mr. MINSHALL. We are always glad to hear from General Heaton.
General HEATON. We feel that the incidence of the use of marihuana
in South Vietnam by our troops is certainly no higher than a comparable civilian population and certainly the use of marihuana in Vietnam
has not compromised the combat effectiveness to any degree whatsoever.
Mr. MINSHALL. There has been a great deal of discussion about
the use of marihuana, pro and con; harmful or not harmful. Do you
have any comments on thiat?
General HEATON. Well, any drug like that is harmful, producing
symptoms.of
IBM '1yes, sir. long usage inevitably detrimental to the human mechani .MINSHALL. Aside from that, do you think one of the biggest
dangers is that it is a first step toward the use of stronger and
more dangerous drugs
General HEATON. I think it certainly is; you are certainly right about
that. It would lead into heroin and things like that. It could very well
do it.
Mr. MINSHALL. How about LSDI
General HEATON. LSD and the amphetamines are always pathways
to heroin and morphine and things like that, and opium.
Mr. MINSHALL. Off the record.
(Discussion off the record.)
Mr. MINSHALL. Thank you very much. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
RETENTION OF JUNIOR OFFICERS

Mr. RHODES. Mr. Chairman.
General, I note that on page 9 you talk about the retention of junior
officers beyond their 2-year tour of obligation and that it has shown
slight improvement. I want to give you a case, and I hope this is not

a typical case. Anyway, I will relate it and you can tell me whether it is
or not.. I know the facts are correct.
I know of a boy who was called to active duty as a first lieutenant
and given the MOS of counterintelligence. He was supposed to go to
Fort Benning, then to Holabird, then to Kalamazoo, Mich., and in
October to Vietnam.
He reported to active duty at Fort Benning. After having been
there for a while a major stationed at the Pentagon called the officers
together who were in this category of counterintelligence and told
them that if the did not extend their tours of duty indefinitely that
their MOS woul be taken away from them and they would beput
into combat intelligence. Some of them did decide to extend indefinitely, some of them did not and they were put into combat intelligence. Their schedule was changed. They are now at Holabird and
then in April they will go to Vietnam.
Now, to me, this is reprehensible. These boys were brought into the
ROTC program, on the basis that they must serve for 2 years on active
duty. They were given a certain MOS. It was taken away not because
they were not qualified for it--he is a graduate, most of these boys
were graduates of graduate school, not only college. But yet this was
done. Now, most of these young men came into the Army, with enthusiasm for the Army. They now feel that they want to get out just as
rapidly as possible.
So if you are really trying to retain them, I think instances like
this are very counter-productive.
General CONNOR. I couldn't agree with you more, Mr. Rhodes. If

that happened, I intend to investigate it.
Mr. RHODES. I assure you it happened. I can give you the name of
the officer from the Pentagon and I can give you affidavits and anything else that you may want.
General CONNOR. He certainly was not acting within the area of

policy.

Mr. RHODES. Thank you. That is all.
VOLUNTARY EXTENSIONS IN COMBAT AREAS

Mr.

GARRITY.

General, you state that one of the steps the Army

is taking to insure its ability to sustain short tour deployments is to

encourage personnel to volunteer for extended tours of duty in combat
areas. You further state that as of December 31, 1968, 1,753 officers and
59,206 enlisted men have extended since the program began in November 1966. What percentage would these numbers be to total deployments to combat areas since July 1966? Can you furnish that for the
record?
(The information follows:)
PERCENTAGE OF VOLUNTARY EXTENSIONS

During the period July 1, 1966 through December 31, 1968, 74,000 officers and

694,000 enlisted men deployed to Vietnam. A comparison of the above number
of deployments with the voluntary extensions during the period November 1966
through December 1968 reflects an extension rate of 2.4 percent for officers and
8.5 percent for enlisted men. This rate includes ineligibles (i.e. KIA and medically

evacuated personnel) and attempts to correlate an arrival quantity and time
frame with a different departure quantity and time frame.
A more valid statistic may be obtained by comparing the total number of
personnel eligible for rotation from the command with the number of voluntary
tour extensions during a like time period. During the period November 1966
through December 1968, 48,610 officers and 518,196 enlisted men became eligible
for rotation. Of this number, 1,753 officers, 3.6 percent, and 59,206 enlisted men,
11.4 percent, voluntarily extended their tours for a period of 6 months.

Mr. Guuirry. Regarding your voluntary extensions for tours of
duty in combat areas, do you feel this program is as successful as you
seem to imply?

General CoNNoR. Yes; we feel it has been quite successful. I think

the numbers speak for themselves in this case.
Mr. GAuRRTY. The numbers seem to be quite low compared to the
numbers that have actually been sent to Vietnam. Would you elaborate
a little bit?
General CONNOR. Well, almost 60,000 men, that represents two divisions, troops plus their support. I consider that a significant number of people. I agree that in terms of the people that have been in
and out of Vietnam it may sound small but, nevertheless, it is almost
60,000 people we did not have to send over there earlier.
RIDQUIREMNTs FOR TRAINE) AVIATORS

Mr. GARrrY. On page 7 of your statement, General, you discuss

your aviation requirements and shortages. You state that despite growing aviation inventory the intervals between tours in Vietnam for aviators and critical grades will remain at 19 months. Since you are in.
creasing the training output of aviators by 610 per month, why is this
short tour duty still in effect?
General CoNNoR. Our figures, I think, have been revised to 21 months
instead of 19.
One of the things that we face here is the requirement-and we
have imposed this on ourselves--to keep 25 percent of our aviators
there as combat-experience people. This, then, means a second tour for
people that otherwise would not go because of training base output
that might become available. Because of the 25-percent requirement
and the desirability of giving ground duty orientation assignments
periodically now that we have more aviators available, we will retain
the 21-month turnaround time. Colonel Bellochi, do you have anything to add?
Colonel Biocm. I couldn't add anything more to that, sir.
Mr. GARrrY. What is the shortage of trained aviators at the cur-

rent time?
Colonel BzuwcHI. In Viet'nam, sir, or aworldwide?

Mr. GARRITY. Worldwide.
Colonel BEuLOHIT. We have authorized at the end of 1969, 23,876
aviators. We will have onboard 22,254. So there is a slight shortage in
aviators or there will be at the end of 1969.
Mr. GAmuTY. What is the shortage in Vietnam?
Colonel BErL..mO. As of the end of 1969 again, sir, we are authorized
Shortage. This is a
or about a
8,745 and we will have manageable shortage and it compares with other branches throughout
the Army.

Mr. GARRITY. You state you have increased your aviators by over
40 percent during fiscal year 1969. Since most of these aviators are
short-term enlistments, what will be the effect in a couple of years
when these aviators all become eligible for discharge at one time I
General CONNOR. Obviously, this will have its impact, sir. On the
other hand, we find that with the increased numbers of aviators and
the better turnaround time to Vietnam, we expect the retention of
aviators to improve. Further, we have a program underway now to
commission some of the promising young warrant officer aviators as
a means of retaining them on duty. We expect to get some response
from this that will help the retention rate.
Mr. GARrry. Will you have to continue your large aviator training
program?
General CoNoR. For the foreseeable future we will.
Mr. GmAuimm. Is there any chance of cutting back on the 610 per
month production?
Colonel BEwOHi. We are examining the fiscal year 1971 training
rate to see if there is a possibility of cutbacks due to the Vietnamese
modernization and improvement program, that will train additional
Vietnamese pilots. If this comes about we possibly can reduce the
training rate, but it doesn't look like much. The training rate is driven
by short tour requirements in Vietnam and in other areas. So we produce, as the general mentioned, the 25/75 percent ratio. The 75 percent
of the short tour requirements is basically what determines the trainingrate.
Mr. GAmtRT. Considering the Army 5-year force structure, what
do you foresee?
Colonel BwocHI. The base line force, as best I can remember, runs
about 20,000 aviators, roughly. This includes what OSD refers to as a
supplement. This will be aviators above the base line force that will
allow meeting contingencies that may develop, similar to Vietnam.
This is under study right now.
QUA LTY OF SOUTH VITNAMESE HELCOPTE

PILT

Mr. ANmuRws. Would you yield?
Who trained these South Vietnamese chopper pilots?
Colonel BELLOCm. We are training some right now.
Mr. ANDREWS. Where?
Colonel BELoocm. At Fort Rucker, Ala.
Mr. ANDPzws. How long is the training period?
Colonel BELLOCHI. A total of V2 weeks.
Mr. ANDREWS. What kind of pilots do they develop into?
Colonel BEw)cm. Helicopter pilots, HU-1 or CH-34.
Mr. AmRozws. I mean, are they good ones?
Colonel BELLcHI, Yes, sir They are adequate, with a little in-country training. There is a little language difficulty. They are not as good
as ours because of the language difficulty.
Mr. ANDPzws. Do you have any now who are actually piloting
choppers in combat in South Vietnam?
Cfo]onel BELLOCHI. Yes, sir: The Vietnamese have, I believe, about
Ihelicopter squadrons at the present time.
Mr. ANDREWS We furnish the bhopper8?
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Colonel BEzITwc.

Yes, sir.

Mr. AwvnDws. Train the pilots?
Colonel BELOORT. Yes, sir.
Mr. ANDPxws. Do you foresee a time that the South Vietnamese
pilots will lessen the need for our pilots there?
Colonel BEaiocm. Yes, sir. The Vietnamese modernization and improvement program is directed toward that goal, portions of it anywar. ANDRvws. That is all.
Mr. GARRIrY. Will you provide for the record a breakdown of the
number of aviators in Vietnam by primary mission assignments? For
example, the number flying forward air control, gunships, transports,
air evacuation, and attack helicopters?
(The information furnished the committee is classified.)
EARLY RF.LEASF, POLICY

Mr. GARRrrY. Regarding your early release policy, you mentioned
that the Army has extended this program from 90 to 150 days for
short-tour enlisted returnees. Would you explain this and give us more
information on the policy?
General CoNNoR. Yes, sir. This was an effort to cut down on our
turbulence and to increase really our deployable assets. Once a man has
done a Vietnam tour, if he is a 2-year man he comes home and he has a
very short period of service to do when he comes home. We have found
that by moving him into a unit, that he was there such i short period
of time that it just created a great deal of turbulence and training
problem for the unit he was going to, as well as making him a little unhappy. We found by releasing him when he came home we could then
bring in somebody and train inthat space and have somebody we could
send to Vietnam. At the same time, we hope that this would cause individuals to extend fin Vietnam up to the point where they could get.
their early discharge when they get back. This has worked out. So it
has cut down in effect our requirements for deploying people. It has
been quite a successful program. It is expensive in terms of training
requirements, however. It means we have to train more people and we
are not going to have them in as long.
Mr. GAPmrry. Are most of these draftees that are returning from
Vietnam that are under this early release program?
General CONNOR. Yes, sir. The 3-year enlistee still has a year to do,
for the most part, so he goes ion to a CONUS assignment or even to
Germany.
Mr. LcRrry. If a draftee is not eligible under current policy for
early release would it not be feasible to discharge him anyhow, rather
than reassigning him for a short tour to a CONUS base,?
General CoNNoR. Well, that is 5 months of service and you can say,
well, why not 6 months? This was just a judgment factor that we arrived at, 5 months as a cutoff point. If a man has 6 months -to do he
can still provide some useful soldiering in a stateside billet.
Mr. GAimrry. Under your early release policy does the returnee have
to indicate that he is going to school, or something like that, in order
to be released?
General CoNNoR. No.

Mr. GARUrrY. Are you releasing everyone now?
General CoNNoR. Releasing everyone who wants to get out. If he
asks for early release and he has done a tour in Vietnam, then he is
releasable.
MEDICAL SERVICES IN VIETNAM

Mr. GARRITY. Regarding your medical services in Vietnam, you state
that 19 percent of the nonfatal wounds were caused by small arns
and 11 percent were caused by boobytraps and mines. What are the
other 70 percent of the nonfatal wounds caused by?
General HEATON. Fragments.
Mr. GARRITY. On page 9 of General Connor's statement we note that
3.2 percent of those wounded in Vietnam have died in medical facilities.
The statement is also made on page 8 that-It is paradoxical that some of them would not have survived in any case and
now count against medical survival rates.

Will you explain the meaning of this statement?
General HEATOs. We have, as I stated here last year, received many
of these casualties in our hospitals who would have been DOA's in
any other war, dead on arrival; due to the swift evacuation by the
air ambulances from the receipt of the injury to our hospital to which
they were directed. No wounded individual over there is more than
30 to 60 minutes from the operating table which testifies to the speed
and efficiency of the recovery and transport of this individual to the
proper facility. That is the reason that our statistics are much higher
than they wold be normally.
In the medical facilities in Vietnam the percentage of deaths is 2.5
percent. Now, that is exactly what. it was in Korea. It was 4.5 in World
War II and 8.1 in World War I. A more meaningful assessment, however, of the efficiency of the surgery in Vietnam today is a comparison
of the deaths to the total hits. In other words, in World War II, 27
percent of those hit died immediately of their wounds or subsequently
of those wounds. In Korea it was 22 percent. In South Vietnam only
17 percent have died of their wounds immediately or subsequent to the
receipt of the wounding. This then brings into proper perspective the
impact of that very rapid recovery and transport by the helicopter
ambulance.
Mr. MAHoN. General, would the method of warfare , the techniques
and weapons being used, have any impact on that statistic?
General HEJATON. I don't think so, sir. It is the early recovery of these
that is giving us such astounding figures over there; something that
we have never experienced before.
Mr. GAPRITY. General, are you keeping these statistics just so you
can compare your casualties from one war to another? What is the
real meaning of such detailed statistics?
General HEATON. The real meaning, translated to a civilian community, is what you can do right here in Washington. Our system in
Vietnam is being studied very carefully here in the civilian population
of Washington, also Baltimore, and San Francisco.
The secret of the successful treatment of trauma is early recovery
and early resuscitation and early definitive treatment. That is what
we are proving today in Vietnam.
Mr. MAHON. Off the record.
(Discussion off the record.)

SHORTAGE OF ThAINFJD NURSES8

Mr. GAaRrUr. The statement is made that the Army subsidy program

for nursing students now accounts for over 65 percent of the total
yearly accessions to the Army Nurse Corps. Do you believe this pro.
gram will have to continue ior an indefinite period?
General HF.ATON. I think it should. Yes, sir, I do; I think it should.
We had 866 of these young ladies in this calendar year 1968 come
into our nursing service. We are reaping fine dividends from it.
Mr. GARRrry. Do you think you will have to expand the program
in order to build up your nursing capability?
General HEATION. As you know, in this country across the whole
population we are over 125,000 nurses short. As of today we are short

around 724 nurses, considering all of our demands on us worldwide;
which, related to the civilian population is not too bad a figure.
Mr. GARRrry. Do you have any other plans to alleviate this shortage?

General HFEATON. Recruitment, direct commissioning, increasing the

graduates at Walter Reed School of Nursing. We graduated 58 last
year. We are going up to 80 this year, 90 next year, 100 in 1971. We are
expanding our Army Student Nurse program in as many schools as
we possibly can. I feel, given the base of the tremendous shortage as it
is in this country, that the Army is doing very well.
Mr. MANON. All right, gentlemen; let us resume at 2 o'clock.
AFTERNOON SESSION

Mr. MAuoN. We will resume the hearing.
REQtTREMXNEN f

FOR DIXXYrRS AND DENTISTS

Mr. GAIrry. General Heaton, at the close of this morning's ses.
sion we were discussing the Nurse Corps. Can you give us some information on the situation of your doctors at the present time?
General TEATON. Yes, sir. As of June 30, 1969, we will have a requirement for 7,109 doctors. That means that through this fiscal
year we will have taken in, to maintain that. requirement, about
2,261 doctors. Our draft call this year to -help us obtain that ,fiure
will be 1,126 doctors. The rest, are'filled with Berry Plan candidates
and our own graduates in the residency training system. We are not
short of doctors.
Mr. GARRrry. Will you provide for the record a statement of how
many doctors you had in fiscal year 1968 and at. present, and supply
the same information for dentists?
General HEATON. Doctors and dentists, 1968 and 1969, yes, sir.

Mr. GAnRrrr. And projected for 1970.
General H.vroN. Yes, sir.

(The information follows:)
Reqlreefi. Actual
RequirmJun 30
Al years
1
Dec l

oo

7,822
..........................
3,006

6251
2:748

Progra.
Program.
J m
Jun30,
19%1970
7:109
2, 84

7,144
2, 853
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WOMEN ARMY CORPS

Mr. GARRITY. Colonel Hoisington, what. is the planned strength for
the WAC's in the 1970 budget?
Colonel HoisiNorON. The same strength is programed for both fiscal
years 1969 and 1970. This end strength is 13,540 officers and enlisted
wonlen.
Mr. GARRITY. How many of these are in the United States and how
many are assigned overseas?
Colonel HoiSiNOTON. Right now, the actual strength of the corps is
about 12,000. On December 31, 1968, we had close to 1,000 assigned
to overseas locations.
Mr. GARRITY. Has your reenlistment rate improved any over the
last year?
Colonel HoISINOTON. We went down slightly in fiscal year 1968. For

the first 9 months in fiscal year 1969, our reenlistment rate was 38.9
percent compared with 44.3 percent for the same period in fiscal year
1968.
Mr. GARRTFY. What are you doing to improve the reenlistment situation?
Colonel HoisINoToN. One program we are planning is a CONUS reenlistment option for WAC personnel. This option would permit our
women to reenlist for another CONITS station after having served a
stabilized tour of perhaps 4 years at a particular post. The women
think that after they have completed an enlistment at one place, they
would like to move on to another location.
Mr. GARRITY. Are the WAC's eligible for reenlistment bonuses and
proficiency pay, the same as the male members of the Army?
Colonel HOisINGTON. Exactly like the men.
Mr. GARRITY. How many are now serving in Vietnam?
Colonel HoIsINo'roN. At the end of calendar year 1968 there were

about 160.

Mr. GARRITY. What is your projected figure for the end of fiscal year

1969 in Vietnam?
Colonel HoIsINoTOr.

Not only in Vietnam but throughout the Army,

we do not limit the number of women assigned to a particular com-

mand. When personnel requisitions come to the Pentagon either men
or women can fill them depending on the military occupation specialty
required by the job. So, I cannot tell you exactly how many women we
would have assigned in Vietnam at any particular time in the future.
Mr. GARRITY. Do you have a planned strength in Vietnam for fiscal
year 1970?
Colonel HorsiNoToN. No, sir; no planned assigned strength. We will
be filling the requisitions with our WAC volunteers as the come in.
I imagine the strength will be very much like the strength we have
right now, which is close to 160 enlisted women.
Mr. -GARRTY. Since you really do not have any planned strength,

does this have any effect on the budget?
Colonel HoisiNGToN. No, it does not cost any more to send women
to Vietnam and maintain them there than soldiers performing the
same work.
Mr. GARRrrY. It is built into the regular PCS travel cost?
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Colonel Hojislxc..o,. That is right. It would not affect that. They
have the smne tour. Everything would he exactly the same.
Mr. G.ARmIT. What kind of duties are they performing in Vietnam?
Colonel Hoirxms wo.I
. Mostly clerical duties. At the MACV Headquarters, they am stenographers.. At Long Binh, they are clerk-typists.
Mr. G.ARIrY. Does the Russian Army have a women's corps similar
to ours?
Colonel HoisINoTo'. I am afraid I cannot answer that hut I will
be happy to provide the information for the record.
Mr. G.drARmii. If you have any idea of the strength, I would also
appreciate your putting that in the record.
Colonel Hoisu.OTow. Yes, sir.
(Tile information follows:)
The women In the Russian Army appear to hei primarily doctors, nurses, and
communication. electronic. signal, and quartermaster technicians. They are Inte-

grated into the officer and enlisted ranks of the active and reserve forces. They
do not have a separate corps comparable to our Women's Army Corps. It is
estimated that there are between 600 and 1.000 women on active duty. The total

numbers in the reserve are not known. Under their Universal Military lRerice
Law of 106T. article 16, women "10 to 40 who have medical or other spclallzed
training can be taken into military service in peaeetlime, recruited for refresher
training periods, or admitted as volunteers for active duty. In wartime women
can be drafted into USSR Armed Forces by decision of the IT..S.R. Council
of Ministers to perform auxiliary or specialized service."
TRA NINO O

W,'

OFFTCERR

Mr. GArTry. Since there are relatively few officers entering the four
servicess ' women's corps each year, would it be feasible to combine their
basic training and thus save substantial training costs? For instance.
in the Army you estimate there will be 251 officer accessions in 1970,
the Navy will have 148. the Marine Corps 75. and the Air Force 125,
for a total of about 600 officer accessions. Would it be feasible to
combine their basic training?
Colonel HoisrN;OTON. It might be feasible, but I do not think it
would be very desirable.
Mr. 'TAURVIT. Why?
Colonel HOTSINxoTo. Because the Armv trains us to fit well into our
own service and as with the men emphasizes certain traininc peculiar
to the Armv. To combine the training for the women would be similar
to combining tile three service academies and their different. requirements.
Mfr. GARRITY. Could you not all take the same basic training and
subsequentlv obtain specialized training related to the operations of
the Service in which the individual enlisted?
Colonel HoisTOnnoN. I do not think vou would save any money that
way. Fundamentally, there are a lot of things we would all learn, but
I do not think you would save any money by dividing the training.
Mr. GCxeaRrrr. Thank you.
EFFORTS TO 1MPROVE RETENTION

RATUR

General Connor, you make the statement that reenlistments have
remained relatively constant at approximately 80,000 annually for the
past 5 years

On page 5 of your statement. you also refer to the fart that the Army
has increased in strength Iby over 50 percent. since 1965. Does it not
appear that even with all the emplhasis on proficiency pay and reenlistment. I)onuses, you have not been producing the reenlistments that
had been anticipated by these programs?
General CoNxoR. Ve did not really know wlat to anticipate for
these programs. We feel that the ]rogranishave had a definite impact
on increasing reenlistments. Without tiese. programs we are certain
our reenlistment rate would be lower than it is now. In polls we have
taken of our enlisted men, the reenlistment )onus is definitely indicated
as a reason for reenlisting.
Mr. GARIT. 'lhese may be incentives for reenlisting, lit. are they
producing the desired effect in the first instance?
General CoNNon. We are not reenlisting the numbers that we would
like to reenlist, that is true. We feel there are many reasons for this
besides nioney.
Mr. GAIRIlY. Maybe the money should go into some other program ,
rather than reenlistiment bonus. *
General (ox.xon. We do, definitely. As a matter of fact, the pay
modernization act. is one factor which we hope will imlwove reenlistments and make the service career more desirable in tle eyes of the
young soldier.
Mr. GARRITY. How do you plan to make it more desirable ?
General CoNNORS We hope to increase his pay. We hope to improve
on his living conditions. We hope to improve on his image in the eyes
of the public. We hope to make him feel that there is something worthwhile in wearing the uniform for his country, that he will pursue this
sort of life as a satisfying experience for him.
These are all things that we consider and are constantly examining
to see how we can do it better or what we can do that will attract the
young soldier to a military career.
Mr. G.nRrn. How many studies do you currently have underway
in regard to finding ways to induce young men to stay in the service?
General CoNon.We have just completed one study on the retention of junior officers. It was a contract study done by the Franklin
Institute.
We are currently examining the all-volunter Army and what it
means in terms of "money, in terms of inducements, in terms of what
it would take to generate the numbers and forces that are needed to
fulfill our force structure requirements. These are the only two studies,
to my knowledge, other than the normal, routine, daily staff actions
that concern themselves with increased retention.
MAir. G,nRTr. Do you think an all-volunteer Army is desirable?
General CoNNoR. "The position of the Department of the Army is
that we would gladly accept an all-volunteer Army, and we only use
the draft at. the present time to make up the shortfall. I can only
speak personally i this regard. I do not necessarily feel that an allvolunteer Army is desirable. I feel it begins to separate the Army
from the mainstream of the country. I feel young men get a great
deal out of military service. I feel each of our young men Is an obligation to serve. I'cannot see an all-professional Army doing much
more than separating away from the people. This is purely a personal
view.
(Discussion off the record.)

ARMY PERSONNEL ON WELFARE

Mr. ANDREWS. I saw aIunique story in the paper a few weeks ago

about Army people at Fort Dix. It ktated that many of them were
qualifying for welfare payments. Did you see that?
General CONNOR. Yes; I saw that, Ar. Andrews.
Mr. ANDREwS. I had never heard of that before; had you? If every-

body else is getting it, I hope they can get it. That is the way I feel
about it. I hope every one of them gets it.
General CoNNoR. Their pay as a private 17-1, if they are married,
with dependents, is low enough to qualify eor welfare payments according to the local scale.
Mr. ANDRF.Ws. I hope they get it.
PROJECT ONE HUNDRED THOUSAND

Mr. G.tiusrry. Would you bring us up to date on Project 100,000?
OBJECTIVES OF THE PROGRAM

General CONNOR. This project, as you know, was started in the latter

part. of 1966 with a view toward determining to what extent the services could make use of lower mental category people who, while quali.
fled for general mobilization, were not qualified under the draft and
enlistment standards at that time. These were people who were then
in the I-Y pool or would become a member of the I-Y pool.
The thought was to bring 100,000 into the three services and determine just how effective they could be and to what extent they could
be utilized. The Army had the bulk of these people.
We proceeded through the draft to bring them aboard. There were
two categories--one, the mental category; and, second, the remedial
physical category. There were certain minor physical disqualifications
that could be corrected. They were brought on as well.
We have had fairly good success. About 95 percent are still on
board, compared to a control group that has some 97 percent on board.
The biggest problem with these particular young men is the fact
that they could not read. Some 36 percent of them lacked a fifth-grade
reading'skill. It was after analyzing that problem that we started our
remedial reading programs to'bring these people along up to a fifth
or possibly sixth grade level.
Here again, we have had some success, amazing success, I feel, when
you consider the fact that a lot of these young men are high school
mraduates and still have not been able to reach a fifth-grade reading
level.
In any case, in a period or 5 or 6 weeks we have brought them to that
and beyond in some 85 percent of the cases.
They have gone then just to do duty like everybody else in the MOS
that thev are trained in. We have been traininzr them in a variety of
MOS's. We do find we cannot train them in fhe more sophis.icated
MOS's. Their learning rate is too slow. Nevertheless, in terms of numbers, for the most part they are usable soldiers and are finding a new
role in life for themselves, a new confidence and a new status.
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REMEDIAL READING PROGRAM

Mr. GARRrry. How do you determine which trainees will receive this

)

remedial training prior to their assignment to basic training units?
General CONNOR. It is basically on. tile judgment of the local commanders as to who possesses the most potential to meet the requirements.
The local commander determines this.
Mr. GARRITY. How does the local commander determine this? Has
he a selection program or a testing program or something like that,
which indicates those who need help and those who do not?
General CONNOR. I cannot answer that question specifically, Mr.
Garrity.
Colonel Conaty, can you discuss that?
Colonel CONATY. They have a testing program, and those people
who cannot read or comprehend above the fifth grade level go into
the program. This program started in April and, as the General said,
we have put over 6,000 people in it. Next year about 20,000 will go into
it who are Project 100,000, and about 8,000 non-Project 100,000 who
are also category IV will probably go to the program.
General CONNOR. Your question really is directed at which of the
categories are permitted to take the remedial reading training. We
will have to provide the answer to that. Not all of them are taking it
because the program is not big enough as yet. We -have not been able
to give it that much support..
(The information follows:)
Selection of personnel for reading training Is based on the reading levels of
Individuals tested. Those personnel who attain the lowest scores on the U.S.
Armed Forces Institute Intermediate achievement test are accorded priority.
COST OF PROGRAM

Mr. LIPSCOMB. In your statement, General, you say these men are
separated from others for this training until they reach the 5th grade
reading level. Can you explain how they are separated for this
training?
General CONNOR. They are barracked together, sir. They actually go
to a classroom as a group.
Mr. LIPscoMB. And where is this done?
General CONNOR. Right in the basic training center.
Mr. LPsCoMB. How many of these training centers are there for
remedial reading, for instance?
General CONNOR. We have the program underway at all our training
centers that have basic training.
Mr. LIPSCOMB. Can you tell us what the total cost of this preparatory
training is estimated to be for fiscal year 1970 or what it was in
1969?
General CONNOR. In 1969, the remedial training program as related
to Project 100,000 was $6,469,000. The total cost of the remedial trainingjprogram is $7,422,095.
Mr. LInscoMB. The reading program itself?
General CONNOR. Yes. In 1970, the program as related to Project
100,000.is estimated at $8,177,000 and the total cost of the program is
$11,357,(00.
2S03 0-9--pt.
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r. Iisco.ri. 'fliat is an increase of $2 million for 1970 as related
to Project 100,000?
General CONNon. Yes, sir, not quite $2 million as related to Project
100,000 and $4 million for the overall remedial training program.
MAfr. LIPscoMBi. How many do you estimate you will put. through the
remedial training program in fiscal year 1969?
General CONNOR. 12,000 in fiscal year 1969 and 28,000 in fiscal year
1970.
Mr. ANDREWS. Have you had any sit-ins or demonstrations in your
schools, General?
General CoN NOR. No, sir.
Mr. AND Rnws. None of them tried to takeover?
General CON NOR. No, sir.
M r. Lwsco'.r. That is pretty expensive, is it not?
General CONNOR. Yes, sir. It is primarily for hiring teachers and
for trainers. It also includes pay and allowances for the trainees.
Mr. LiPsco uf. Do the figures which you are estimating for the committee include military and civilian personnel?
General CONNOR. Yes, sir.
Mr. LipscO3f. How many tire in the program now, and how many

are planned?
General CoNNon. Military and civilian?
Mr. LIPsco,B. Yes.
General CONNOR. We have 339 trainers, sir, but they do not teach
reading. May I insert that figure in the record?
Mr. IPSCOMII. Yes.

(The information follows:)
As of March 1, 1969, there were 100 military trainers in the program; 339 are
lslanned under full expansion of the reading training program. Approximately
1,000 trainees are receiving reading training monthly; 2.300 will take reading
training when the program is fully expanded. There are 20 full-time direct hire
civilians who are currently teaching only reading training.
Mr. LIPscoMn. What is the total cost now to the Army of Project

100,000, and what is the estimated amount of personnel which you now

have in this program in?

General CoNNOR. For fiscal year 1970, the total cost estimate is

$12,776,076. This includes $7,794,719 MPA, $4,631,357 0. & M.,
$350,000 R.D.T. & E. The total number in the program at. this time is
123,992.
Mr. LipscoMt. Does the figure you just gave us include military pay ?
General CONNOR. Yes sir.

Mr. LiPsCOBn. The figure you just gave us includes the remedial
reading program?
General CoNNoR. It does; yes, sir.
PROJECT EVALUATION

STUDIES

Mr. LIPsCOMii. In your statement on page 14 you mentioned several
studies which are being conducted. Last year we discussed three specifically: Project Utility, the -tockades study, and one other. What

additional studies are you conducting over and beyond the three that
were mentioned here last year?
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General CmoNNon. None, that I am aware of, sir. We do have a study
going on in Vietnam which is simply a local command study to come
up with some statistics on combat performance, lt that. is all in-house
study.
M '. lAPscoM. Your statement says you collected considerable data
and conducted several studies, three of which were specifically reported to you last year.
General CoNNor. Yes; on the Army staff level we are colleting data
on these meii from the day they come into the Army until the day they
are discharged.
Mir. Lipscom. Is that Project Utility ?
General CoNNoJi. Do you have the name of that .?
Colonel CONATY. There are actually four R.1).r. & E. studies which
deal with low category I" people which are a part, of Project 100,000.
rhey are all conductedl under the auslices of our Director of Personnel
Studies and Research.
Utility, which is one that you mentioned, conducted by the human
Resources Research Ofice (IIUIMRRO), is to compare the job performance of men in mental category IV with all other higher mental
categories, to determine how selection and clasification procedures
can be improved.
Project. Realistic, also conducted bv IIIUMRRO, is to determine the
level of reading and arithmetic and listening skill req..ired for a variety
of MOSs.
Apstrat, again by HUMRRO, is the application of laboratory-developed training techniques to field training used to -letermine tile most
efficient methods of training when there is a wide variety of trainee
ability in the group.
The last. one is Optimum Mental Distribution, which is conducted by
the Army's Behavioral Science Research Laboratories. his is to
identify the minimum personnel qualifications that can he accepted in
a small unit without degrading small unit performance.
These are four research-type studies being conducted.
Mr. Lipscomit. Did you mention Project 100,000, Characteristic and
Performance-New Standards?
Colonel CoINT. That is not a study per se, Mr. Lipscomb. That is a
collection of data on these people in compare ison with a control group
to determine how they perform. It is an mn-house activity done m our
office iin coordination wvith the Office of the Secretary of defense.
Mr. Lin,scolmii. Are all of these costs for these studies included in the
figure that you gave?
Colonel OONATY. Yes, sir; they are.
COST OF PROJECT EVALUATION

Mr.

Lisco5rn.

STUDIES

What is the'cost of these studies, including this on-

oing Project 100,000, Characteristic and Performance-New
Standards?
Colonel CoNA'v. The research for Army and OSD funds for fiscal
year 1970 on Project 100,000 that. I mentioned is $350,000. I will have
to check this. The data processing, which essentially is what we are
talking about on collecting the data, is $187,550 in 1969, and $178,750
in 1970. That is primarily the use of data processing equipment to
follow these people by name.
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Mr. LIPsCOMB. So, how much
Colonel CONATY. In 1970, that

in total are you spending in 1970?
would be $528,750.

Mr. LIPSoOMB. How much did you spend in 1969, or do you estimate
spending in 1969?
Colonel CONATY. In 1969, it is $688,550.
Mr. LIpscomB. A year ago before this committee, it was indicated

that $500,000 would be spent,
Colonel CONATY. The $500,000 is R.D.T. & E. The other is data
processing time. It is not a study per se, sir.
Mr. LIPsCOMB. How many people do you estimate you have, both
military and civilian, making studies for Project 100,000?
Colonel CONATY. I do not know how many, but I will insert that for

the record. We have two people in our office who are responsible for
Project 100,000 and the data collection effort.
(The information follows:)

The U.S. Army Behavioral Science Research Laboratory (BESRL) has seven
professional civil service personnel conducting the study Optimum Mental Distribution.
The Human Resources Research Office (HUMRRO) has 11 professional contract personnel and five military personnel conducting the studies REALISTIC,
UTILITY, and APSTRAT.

Mr. LrPscoMB. Could you for the record insert the findings to date,
at least a summary of findings to date, on these three studies or, if you

do not have a summary, indicate the status of the studies?
Colonel CONATY. Yes, sir.
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(The information follows:)
PROJECT 100,000--UMtMARY OF CHARACTERISTICS AND PERFORMANCE

There is no research study entitled "Project One Hundred Thousand." Items of
information pertaining to characteristics and performance are gathered on men
accepted under this program and statistics derived from the Information are
continuously evaluated by the Army staff. A summary of the data to December
31, 1968. follows:
CHARACTERISTICS

Project 100,000
1. Average age (years) ......................................................
2. Non.Caucasian (percent) ..................................................
3. High school graduates (percent) ........................................
4. Number of school grades completed (average) .............................
5. Reading ability (median grade) ...........................................
6. Percent with prior civil court convictions (percent) ............................

men

Control group

20.9
43.5
42.2
10.95
5.9
9.1

20.4
8.0
73.0
12.
109
9.5

97.0
97.5
86.0

97.9
98.2
94.8

60.8
38.5
7

50.2
45.3
4.5

2.2
12.1

.9
4.6

93.8
3.5
1.0
1.7

97.4
1.6
.3
.7

94.4
2.8
.9
1.9

98.1
.9
3
.7

PERFORMANCE (IN PERCENT)
Training (percent successfully completing):
Basic training ...........................................................
Advanced individual training (combat) ....................................
Advanced individual training (support) ...................................
Promotion (12 to 15 months' service):
Grade:
E-3 ................................................................
E-4 ................................................................
E-5 .................................................................
Discipline (12 to 15 months' service):
Court-martial convictions .................................................
Nonjudicial punishments .................................................
Efficiency ratings:
Excellent ...............................................................
..................................................................
Fair ...................................................................
Unsatisfactory ..........................................................
Conduct ratings:
Excellent............................................................
Good ..................................................................
Fair ...................................................................
Unsatisfactory ..........................................................
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Study of Men in Lower Mental Categories: Job Peformanre and the Identification
of Potentially Successful Men
STATUS

REPORT-PROJECT UTILITY

Objective
Using selected MOS's, to determine how men in mental category IV and men in
other mental categories compare both in the performance of their jobs and in their
overall suitability for military service; to identify characteristics of men in
category IV that are associated with successful performance on the job; and to
determine what background and other nonintellectual measures might prove useful in screening, classifying, and assigning such men.
Data collection
Data collection involves obtaining descriptor, predictor, ond criteria (e.g., job
sample and joh knowledge testing) data for 180 men from mental category IV and
180 men in mental categories I-I1 in each of five military occupational specialties
(MOS). These MOS are armored crewman (11E), general vehicle repair' ian
(63C), unit and organization supply specialist (76Y), medical specialist '- iB).
and cook (94B).
Data collection has been conducted and completed at Fort Hood and Fort Ord.
Currently data is being collected at Fort Carson and various general hospitals ii
continental United States. The final site, U.S. Army, Europe. will be entered
soon and all collection is expected to be complete by spring/early summer 1969.
Projection on project completion
Data collected at Forts Hood and Ord have -been processed, coded, and forwarded to HumRRO Central Office for key punching. New data is being processed
as rapidly as it is obtained. Assuming that no further delays occur, data will be
complete by the end of fiscal year 1969. Analysis of the data and reports of findings tre anticipated by the third quarter, fiscal year 1970.
Analysis of Relation of U.S. Army Enlistment Standards to Prisoner Population
(Stockade Study)
(This study applies to all men and not primarily to Project One Hundred
Thousand)
SUMMARY

OF STUDY

This study focused on relative rates for stockade accessions among various
groups of first term Army enlisted men. Undoubtedly, none of these groups represents more stockade cases than men with clean discipline records. However, the
relative rates help identify the groups more likely to contribute discipline
problems.
The overall data, based on approximately 10,000 stockade cases and 35,000
control sample cases, show:
1. Very young soldiers, just meeting minimum age standards, were found
about two and a half times (2.6) as often in the stockade cases as in the control
sample. These 17- and 18-year-olds were 14 percent of first tour Army strength,
but they amounted to 36 percent of prisoners under'approved sentences.
2. High school dropouts were found bout twice (2.2) as often in the stockade cases as in the control sample. These men with less than 12 full years of
education were 33 percent of first tour Army strength, but they amounted to 73
percent of prisoners under approved sentences.
3. Men in the lowest acceptable mental category were found about one and
a half times (1.6) as often in the stockade cases as in the control sample. These
men in Armed Forces Qualification Test Category IV were 23 percent of first
tour Army strength, but they amounted to 36 percent of prisoners under approved
sentences.
4. Regular Army volunteers were found about one and a half times (1.4)
as often in the stockade cases as in the control sample. The volunteers were 46
percent of first tour Army strength, but they amounted to 64 percent of prisoners
under approved sentences.

REMEDIAL READING TRAINING
Mr. DAVIS. Colonel, is this reading training course prebasic training,
or are they taking some basic training coincidentally with their remedial readimr training?
Colonel CONATY. It is prebasic, but there are trainers with them who
make military men out of them at the same time. They look like
soldiers. They move to and from classes together.
Mr. DAVIS. After they have completed this reading upgrading, then
they go right into the same basic training?
Colonel CONATY. Yes, sir, and right in with all the other men.
Mr. DAVIS. I believe you said you were able to get 85 percent of
them up to the 5th grade level.
Colonel CONATY. That is right.
Mr. DAVIS. What happens to the 15 percent that you cannot get up
to that level?
Colonel CONATY. They go into the basic training course and they
continue on. They probably will end up in infantry units.
Mr. DAVIS. The 15 percent that you cannot get up to the 5th grade
reading level?

Colonel CONATY. That is right.
Mr. DAVIS. The same as the 85 percent ?

Colonel CONATY. Not necessarily, but they probably would be in the
combat arms.
General CASSIDY. They will be used as general-duty soldiers, where
a low-skill level is required.
Colonel CoNATI. But they are not tossed out of the Army because
they do not get up to the 5th grade level.
Mr. DAVIS. Basically, howlong is this reading course?
Colonel CONATY. Three to 6 weeks. Some of them come up faster than
others, but 6 weeks is the length of the course.
Mr. DAVIS. If they do not make it in 6 weeks, you just figure there is
no hope for them and you put them right in the general-duty forces, is
that about it?
Colonel CONATY. Yes, sir. They come up very well.
Mr. GARRITY. Colonel, we were under the impression they were recycled through this course if they did not reach the standard within
6 weeks. Is that correct?
Colonel CONATY. I am not aware of that.
General CONNoR. I think this could well be done at the local level,
sir, without our being aware of it.
Colonel CONATY. We recycle, of course, in basic training.
Mr. GARRITY. But this remedial reading is given prior to their assignment to a basic training unit.
Colonel CONATY. That is right, sir.
Mr. 'AnRITY. We were of the impression that if a man did not. come
up to the fifth-grade level within the 6-week period, he was recycled
through for another 3 or 4 weeks. Will you check that, please, and see
if that is correct?
Colonel CONATY. Very well, sir.
(The information follows:)
The maximum length of time a student may remain in reading training is

0 weeks. Students who do not achieve fifth grade reading level in 6 weeks are not
recycled, but assigned to basic combat training.
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General CONNOR. When this prograni was initiated, Mr. MeNaman
indicated he was willing to take as much as 3 months' additional
training time to bring them to a satisfactory level. It has been with
this guidance that we have been willing to spend more time with them.
Mr. DAv1S. The entire cost of the time they are spending in this
course, then, is charged to this program in the figures that you gave?
General CONNOR. Yes.
Mr. DAVIS. Even though they might be taking some basic training
coincidentally with it?
General CoNNoR. Yes.
Mr. DAvIs. Thank you.
COST OF PROJECT BY SERVICE

Mr. IThscoMn. Would it be possible, Mr. Sinclair, at this point in
the record to insert answers to the questions on Project 100,000 that
apply to all three services, because Project 100,000 runs through all
three services. Perhaps if we got it all at one place it would be better,
giving the total cost, the personnel, and what is going into this
program.
Mr. SINCLA R. Yes; we can do that.
(The information follows:)
Estimated Army cost data and personnel requirements for the program are as
follows:
SUMMARY OF PROJECT 100.000 COSTS

Fiscal

re

FIscala

Facal re7r
197

Fixed oib:

el= .arnd
devvlopment .....................................

$ 400
,00

$501,000

Data processln ...........................................
23
0 187,550
Administration .............................................
35223
35,223
Remedialrong
rd.................................
............
231,560
6,469,142

Total fi ed oS ............................................

00.

17".750
35. 223
3k.177,040

94,583

7,192,915

8,741,013

Variable costs:
Additional training ............................................
3,715.860
Medial remedial ........................................... ..
272,705
Protvrem et .................................................
212,503

3,417.975
340.706
165,192

3,531.316
340, 706
163,041

3,923,873

4.035,063

Total coat estimate (fixed and variable) ..................
5,143.651
11,116,788
MPA .........................................
.3068,947
4,773.098
5 842,6
6..........
47,704
.... ........
407,000
501,000

12,776,076
7,794,719
4,631,357
350,000

Total variable costs ........................................

4.201,O
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Additional personal requirement: Administration, 3 officers; training, 339
trainers.
PROJECT 100,000
[Dollar amounts in thousands]
Support personnel
Militia
strength

198
Army ................................
Nay.................

3
339
22...............

Air Force ..........................

Amy ................................

$1,648
1,141

$3,089
1,013

65 .........

616

377

373

Z.493

3
339
30 ..............
.....................
Air Force .............................
473
31
Defense agencies ..................................................

1970

Military
personnel

U4

1969
Army ................................
Nay Corps

Total ..........................

0. & M.

352

Defense sslnJes ..................................................
Total ..........................

Cost

Civilian
strength

506

37

3

339

Navy
................................
30 ..............
ik ne
corps .....................................................

508

369

..........

$407
162

1,976 ...........

23 ..............

515

6,078

1,084

5,843
4,773
1,319
1,074
o60 ...................
498
2,649 ...........
is ..............

501
35
515

7,738

8,496

1,051

4,631

7,795

3

1,291
1,141
12
60 ............................

Air Fore .............................
475
30
495
Defense agencies ..............................................................................
Total ..........................

R.D.T. & L

6,477

2,664 ..............
515
11,600

877

DISCIPLINARY PROBLEMS

Mr. LIPsCOMB. General, you know considerable about this program.
Would you want to discuss any disciplinary problems in regard to
people in the 100,000 program and/or discharge rates from Project
100,000?
General CONNOR. The rates have been slightly higher than that of
the control group, sir. I have the statistics here. They have not been
abnormally high. We do not feel they have been so high as to cause
concern about. the program itself. There has been enough good come
out of it that it is worth the bad that has gone along with it..
Our attrition rate is 3 percent, compared to 2.1 percent in the control group; 2.5 percent are attrited from combat AIT, compared to
1.8 percent in the control group; 14 percent are attrited from noncombat AIT, compared to 5.2 percent in the control group. These are
some courses that are a little more technical.
Interestingly enough, in civil court convictions prior to service, we
have had 90.9 percent with none, compared to 90.5 percent in the control group. One or more civil convictions, 9.1 percent in Project
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100,000 people, 9.5 percent in the control group- 56.5 percent of these
people are Caucasian, 43.5 non-Caucasian. In the control group, 92
percent are Caucasian and 8 percent non-Caucasian.
The high school graduate level is about half what it is in the control group, 42.2 percent compared to 73 percent. There are 36 percent
who are below the fifth-grade reading level, compared to 3.3 percent
in the control group.
The control group, of course, are people arbitrarily picked up to
measure Project 100,000 against 10 percent of the samplings of all
accessions.
Mr. LipscoMB. Are the costs of the higher discharge rate and the
costs of the additional disciplinary actions that are taken included
in the cost of Project 100,000?
General CONNOR. I am informed that they include the higher discharge rates, Mr. Lipscomb.
MISSION

OF PROJECT 1009000

Mr. LTPscoMB. General, in your professional judgment, do you
think that Project 100,000 has increased the efficiency and quality
of the U.S. Army?
General CONNOR. No, sir; we cannot say that, and did not ever expect to. That was not the mission.
Mr. LreCOMB. What was the mission, sir?
General CONNOR. The mission was to raise the potential, the expectation level of a group of men who otherwise would have been denied
this opportunity. It was to offer military service to some people who
otherwise woul 4 not have been eligible to serve.
It has not increased the efficiency or the effectiveness of the Army.
The Army has been able to bring these men up to standards that they
have never achieved before. In that light, it has been most worth while. In terms of measuring military efficiency, it has taken resources and trainers and effort that we would have preferred to put
other places.
Mr. LipscoMB. Have you had an opportunity to give any thought to
whether these men could well be trained by the massive programs we
have going in other agencies of our Government, such as the different
vocational education programs, the Job Corps, and things of this sort?
General CONNOR. We feel definitely they could be trained there. I
do not think they would be trained as well.'I think we are pretty much
experts at training in this area. The Army did not volunteer for this
mission, sir.
Mr. LiPSCOM B. I am just trying to get the rationale. We know we are
short of skilled personnel. It takes a skilled person to make these
people qualify so you can use them in the Army. 'We have the problem
in our civilian categories, and yet we are diverting these assets for
programs that should bke taken care of by other Government agencies.
General CONNOR. At the saiiie time, we are putting into uniform
men who otherwise would not. be there, which keeps somebody else
out of uniform.
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Air. LIPSCOMB. General, will you provide the committee with some
statistics on the number of personnel accepted by the Army in each
category since the start of Project 100,000, and compare these statistics with the year prior to the initiation of the project, similar to
the chart on page 91 of last year's hearings on Military Personnel?

General CONNOR. We will do that, sir.

(The information follows:)

Summary of accessions for the 1eriods indicated:
Oct. 1, 1966, to Feb. 28, 1968 (29 months)
Category I ------------------------------------------------Category II ------------------------------------------------

60,469
310,257

Category III

433,215

-----------------------------------------------

Category IV, other than Project 100,000------------------------Category IV, Project 100,000 --------------------------------Total

----------------------------------------------

188,457
123,992
1,128,390

Fiscal year 1966 (12 months)

Category
Category
Category
Category

I ------------------------------------------------II -----------------------------------------------III ----------------------------------------------IV
-----------------------------------------------

Total

------------------------------------------------

27,444
139,285
207,609
114,075
489,073

PROJECT TRANSITION
PERSONNEL ASSIGNED

Mr. Lipsco lB. I noticed in your statement which you presented to

the committee that you failed to mention Project Transition.
Along the same lines of the past questions, could you coordinate
with the other services and DOD and provide a table showing the
number of civilian and military personnel who are required either
full time or part time to support Project Transition?
(Information provided on page 58.)
COST OF PROXEAI TRANSMON

Mr. LiPSGOMB. What are the estimated costs to the Army for Project Transition for fiscal year 1969 and fiscal year 1970?
(The information follows:)
The estimated costs of Project Transition are as follows:
In thou ands

Fiscal year 1969
Fiscal year 1970

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

$8, 819
10,719

Mr. Luwscomu. Also for the record provide the complete cost to each
service and OSD for Project Transition in fiscal year 1968, and the
estimated cost for 1969 and 1970. There were similar charts put in the
record last year.
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(The information follows:)
PROJECT TRANSITION
(Dollar amounts In thousands
Support personnel

Cost

Civilian
strength

Military
strength

1968

Army ............................................................
Navy...............................
31
22
Marine Corps .........................
27..............

Air Force ........................................................
Defense

I s ..................................................

Total ..........................
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Defense agencies....................................
Total ..........................

$4,700
105
74

Military
personnel

R.D. & E

$100 ..............
13.........
221.........

1,800 ............................

............................

22

1969
Army.....................................
Navy............................
59
M
n Corp
.......... "...............
27
Air Forts,
.............................
453

0. & M.

6,680

334 ..............

391

8.819 ............................

46

1.035
239 ..............
2,600
1,500
.............
371 ..............
$96

82
38
178

500

500..............

539

735

13,325

59

497
82

10 719 ............................
1:270
500 ..............

Air Force.........................
400
Defense agencies
..............................

178
50

1,400
2,700 ..............
1,152 ..............
95

1970
Army .........................................
Nav
........

Main..............

Total ..........................

OBJECT

27

486

38

845

1,035

15,576

2,239

96

239 .........

3,439
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OF THE PROGRM

Mr. GARRTy. General, would you bring us up to date on Project
Transition?
General COZOR. Yes, sir. We have recently specified the priorities

of training in Proiect Transition. Our first priority goes to the
physically handicapped as a result of service-connected disability.
ur second priority goes to those individauls who have no marketable
skill, who cannot reenlist in the Army but if thev left the Armv would
be unable to ffet a job becuase of lack of a skill. Our third priority goes
to those individuals in the combat arms who have not picked up it
marketable civilian skill while in uniform. We allow a certain amount
of on-duty transition training for people in these categories.
Basically, what we are trying to do is to improve their educational
level. That is where the bulk of the effort is, although there is some
type of technical training primarily under the auspices of civilian
industry, set up either on or immediately adjacent to our major
installations.
Mr. GAlurry. Would you give us an example of the type of training programs you now have underway?
General CONoR. There is a vast variety of programs. Several of
the oil companies have come in with progTrams teaching soldiers how
to run filling stations. Many local industries, some of them quite
small, running from a Dairy Queen on up to maybe a supermarket,
will have little training programs for one or two or three individuals
a couple or 3 hours a day.

Mr. GARRITY. We have heard that your biggest training program
is with the Post Office Department.
General CONNOR. That is one;yes, sir.
Mr. GARRITY. Have you any idea, how many you are running through
that training program?
General CONNOR. I will furnish the number for the record, sir. I do

not have it.
(The information follows:)
The number of personnel who participated in Project Transition training
with the U.S. Post Office in calendar year 1968 Is 11,331.

Mr. ANDREWS. General, does the Army encourage that type of
training?
General CONNOR. For the Post Office Department?
Mr. ANDREWS. Any of these outside jobs.
General CONNOR. Yes, sir. Among the categories that I enumerated.
We have many other soldiers who have a marketable skill and
would like to get off duty a half day each day to go down and work
off the post. We do not encourage this sort of thing.
OFT-DUTY PRACTICE BY ARMY DOCTORS

Mr. ANDREWS. General, do you have any rules against Army doctors
practicing on a limited scale in nearby small towns?
General HEATON. We certainly do; yes, sir. They are in the service,
and they are supposed to be responsive to the Army 24 hours a day.
In any emergency, of course, we all go out and help; but, by and
large, they do not go out and practice adjacent to their assignment.
I am speaking of doctors. You are. speaking now of doctors
Mr. ANDREWS. Yes; that is what I had reference to.
General HEATON. Our enlisted men can do this moonlighting business on occasion. I know that.
Mr. ANDREWS. Are your doctors subject to call 24 hours a day, 7 days
a week?
General HEATON. Yes, sir. They get time off, you know.
Mr. ANDREWS. Are the occasions when they have time off on the
weekends, Saturdays and Sundays?
General HEATON. Weekends. They may get an afternoon off during
the week. It depends upon the local hospital and the needs of that
hospital..
Mr. ANDREWS. There is a little town in my district about 30 miles
from Fort Benning. A part of Fort Benning is in my district. Several
years ago two young men, doctors, went to that small town and rendered a great service to that little town, which did not have a doctor.
They were transferred for some reason, and they have not been able
to get anybody else to go down there.
I was just wondering if you had any policy that would restrict
a doctor from serving in that capacity on his time off, if he had any.
General HEATON. As I said, in an extreme emergency, that can be
done, Mr. Andrews, but by and large, the civilian professional people
bitterly resent it.
In many instances, our doctors who are assigned to Benning in
that category may not have a license to practice in the State of Georgia,
you see. They are very strict about things like that in our profession.

We have so much to do ourselves, I do not see how they would have
time or energy to pro out like that.
Mr..\nOII~ws. This town of alout 2,000 people does not have a doetor, and they are in se'ious need of one. You cannot Let a do(tor to ,.o
to these small towns if there is not a hospital. This town is not big
eniou:rh to have a hospital.
I would hope that you could work out some plan to let the doctors
do a little moonlightili, on their own time.
General HE.TON. We will look into that.
Mr. Aximws. They would render a zreat service. I am sure there
are many laces like that near biz Army installations.
General HE..TON. I will look into it.
(Discussion off the record.)
Mr. GARmTY. Will you provide for the record a, schedule showing
the number of personnel in Project Transition and their length of
service?
General CONNOR. We Will.
(The information follows:)
Thirty thousand eight hundred twenty personnel completed transition training
during calendar year 1968. The length of service of these personnel is as follows:
Perccit

2 to 4 years
------------------------------------------5 to 10years
-------------------------------------------------10 to 19 years .....
---------------------------------------------.
20 years and over
----------------------------------------------
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4.7
8
7.5

MEICA, SERVICE IN VIETrNAm
Mr. ANDREWS. Tell us something about your situation in Vietnam.
Do you need anything? Have you got all vou need ?
General HEToN. The American soldier in Vietnam today, Mr.
A.ndrews, is getting better care than we have ever provided in any
previous war. It is of unparalleled excellence and Unl)recedented
sophistication.
Mr. ANDREWS. Do you have enough hospital beds?
General HvRAoN. Yes, sir.
Mr. ANDREws. What is your system there of transferring wounded
patients?
General HmvrT . In-country?
Mr. ANDREWS. Yes.

General H~xrON. To serve that country we have 11 evacuation
hospitals, seven surgical hospitals, and five field hospitals, over 6,000
beds, from Quang Tri o the north to Can Tho on the south. They
are amply staffed. The equipment is excellent and they are performing
ill magnifient fashion.
Mr. ANDRMVS. Do you move your field hospitals from time to time
to follow the action?
General HEvTox. We move surgical hospitals. They are 60-bed
hospitals, as you know. We will move them to follow the action but,
by and large, our hospitals are more stable over there than in previous
combat environments. They are more stable in their location.

Mr. ANDREws. Is the Army using a hospital ship?
General HzAToN. No, sir; that is Navy.
•

Mr. Axmmws. Did you suffer any damage during the Tet offensive?
General IIW.ON. WI' suffered (llnmge all along, )articularly in our
inflatable hospitals down in the Delta, so much so that in months
gfoli by we would almost be forced to bring out the wounded, in the
evening into our thirdd Fiel(l I losl)ital in Saigon because of the rocketinig in there through the night. But we dont. have to do that any more.
This sort. of goes on all the time. Also, the hospital at Cu (hi, the
12th Evacuation Hospital, where the -25th )ivision is, suffers from
these rockets. The 71st Evacuation Ilosl)ital at Pleiku and the 45th
Surgical Unit at Tay Niuh are, by and large, the ones that are taking
the brunt of this rocket ing.
Mr. ANDREWS. Do you think those rocket hits are deliberate or miscalculated shots?
General IIEA'Ox. I wouldn't know about that, sir.
Mr. A-%mmms. I assume your hospitals are well identified?
General LLEA'roN. They were well identified. 'ey
are all sandbagged very effectively with bunkers., of course, for the staff and the
ambulatory patients. They are well bunkered also for the bed patients
who during this rocketing are all placed under the bed.
Mr. ANIDRIIWS. Do you have a sufficient member of nurses, technicians
and doctors?
General Hro,.NO. Yes, sir.
Mr. ANDRIEWS. And you know of nothing that your department needs
for Southeast Asia which is covered by this budget?
General HE.ATON. Not over there; no, sir.
Mr. ANDmEWS. Does the Air Force have exclusive jurisdiction over
transferring the wounded patients?
General H.TOx. From Vietnam to Japan, and Japan to the United
States; yes sir. We have our own helicopters in Vietnam, our own
medical helicopters, our own crewmen, and our own radio network.
Mr. ANDUEW's. They bring the wounded patients out of there?
General H.ETON. Out of there, yes.
Mr. ANDREAvs. How about the impact on your continental hospitals,
do you have ample facilities to take care of the wounded?
General HE..v'ro. We have ample facilities. You might be interested
to know that we averaged in 1967 around 1,000 per month Vietnamese
casualties coming back to the United States. In 1968 we averaged over
2,200 per month back to this country.
Mr. ANDREWS. That speaks well for your department, but it is a sad
escalation of casualties.
General HFro..x . Very bad.
Mr. ANDREWs. The television and radio have reported that, approximately 2,000 were wounded last week and 1,100 of them required
hospital treatment. Does that mean the more severely wounded?
General HmTox. That is right.
Mr. ANDRFJWS. General Connor, does this budget project the present
level of the war throughout fiscal 1970?
General C'oxo. Yes. It contemplates no change in our Vietnamese
situation as we see it right now, sir.
Mr. AxN6Ews. General Ileaton. on page 62 of last year's record there
was a table showing deaths of IT.S. Army personnel: I wish you would
ul)da'te that"thible.
General HE.ToN. Yes, sir.
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(The information follows:)
DEATHS OF U.S. ARMY PERSONNEL
Calendar year 1967
Host

Non.
host

RVN ...............................
5,441
Korea ..............................
16
Worldwide ........................
Aggregate .......................... .5,457

1,002
54
2,114
3,170

Total

Calendar year 1968
Host

Non.
host

Total

Calendar year 1969 '
Host

Nonhost

Total

263
13
399
675

1,760
13
399
2,172

6,443 9,305 1,255 10,56
1.497
70
17
75
92 ........
2,114 ....... 2,117 2 117 ........
8,627 9,322 3,447 12,769 1,497

1Through 2400 hours Mar. 11, 1969.

Vietnam caettaltles (Jan. 1, 1961 to Mar.11, 1969)
Hostile deaths -----------------------------------------------Nonhostile deaths ------------------------------------------------- -- --- --- --- --- --- ---- --- --- --- --- -- ---Hostile wounded
Nonhostile wounded -------------------------------------------Current hostile mixing ------------------------------------------Current nonhostile missing -----------------------------------------

Current captured/interned ----------------------------------------1

20,394
,415
36,1112

1,955
202
84

40

Wounded data as of Mar. 8, 1969.
'Hospital care re uired.
'Hospital care nol required.
INCREASE IN

A.W.O.L. AND DESERTIONS

Mr. ANDREWS. General Connor, this morning you discussed briefly
the big increase in the rate of A.W.O.L. cases. Do you think that most
of those who have gone A.W.O.L. or deserted were in that category of
misfits that you spoke about? I believe that is the way you described
it.

e

General CONN OR. Yes, sir. I -think the great increase that we are experiencing is due primarily to that category of people. I won't say that
.this is the reason all of them have gone. We have young fellows who
because they cannot get satisfaction from their commander on the
ground or because the commander is not far enough along in his development to be able to handle their problems, who will take off and go
A.W.O.L. We have a large number of these young soldiers who feelwhom we feel can be rehabilitated, so to speak. We have opened up a
training facility at Fort Riley, Kans. This is a rehabilitation-type facility where we are having pretty good luck in taking a young man who
has gone A.W.O.L. two or three times, put him under the right kind of
leadership and right kind of trainers, and we have turned them into
useful soldiers.
In this group that are deserting to foreign countries it runs the
gamut from the extreme pacifist to the no-good drug addict who is
just trying to escape detention.
Mr. ANDREWS. What about the rate in South Vietnam, is it increasing

or is it stable?
General CONNOR. I am not aware of any changes. I will furnish statistics for the record, if that is satisfactory.
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(The information follows:)
OFFENSES, U.S. ARMY, VIETNAM
(Numbers per thousands
CRIMES AGAINST PERSONS AND PROPERTY I
1st quarter

2d quarter

3.74
3.76

Fiscal year 1968 .....................................
Fiscal year 1969 .....................................

3d quarter

4th quarter

2.87
3.27
2.84
4.03 ............................

MISCELLANEOUS OFFENSES I
Fiscal year 1968 .....................................
Fiscal year 1969 .....................................

-4
15
12
'93

5
'02
84
40

'ly
At

of

at
10

,he

110

3.59
5.07

MILITARY OFFENSES a
Fiscal year 1968 .....................................
Fiscal year 1969 .....................................

22. 99
24.56

28.22
23.65
25.42
24.31 ............................

AWOL AND DROPPED FROM ROLLS AS DESERTER (DFR); U.S. ARMY, VIETNAM, NUMBER PER 1,000 AVERAGE
ENLISTED STRENGTH 4

Fiscal year 1967 .....................................
Fiscal year 1968 .....................................
Fiscal year 1969 .....................................

AWOL

Monthly
average

DFR

Monthly
average

24.6
25.2
'13.9

2.05
2.10
2.78

5.9
4.5
'2.3

0.49
.37
.46

1 Includes murder manslaughter, rape, carnal knowledge, auravated assault, simple assault, robbery, burglary, larceny
over $50, larceny $i6 or less, wrongful appropriation, fraud and other.
2 Includes disorderly conduct, drunkenness, narcotics, nonnarcotic abuse drugs, black market activities, homosexuality,
sexual offenses and other
I Includes AWOL, pass violations. off limits, violations of regulations or procedures, and other.
4 The data source for AWOL and OFR is different than that for the offenses displayed above. Number is computed from
strength accounting records They are based on average enlisted rather than average total strength and reflect the number
of Individual offenses.
I Number per thousand, July-November 1968.

General CONNOR. As far as I am able to judge from the reports I get,
we are experiencing about the same level of disciplinary problems as
we have right along, over there.
Mr. ANDREWS. Mr. Addabbo.
USE OF MARIHUANA

of
to

3.33
3.21
3.59
6.19 ............................

IN

VIETNAM

Mr. ADDABBO. General, has there been any increase in the known use
of drugs, marihuana for example, in Vietnam?
General CONNOR. Last year we began experiencing what we consider
to be an increase in the use of marihuana. We find our statistics are
up basically because we have improved our detection methods, because
people are more conscious of the symptoms, because we have got better
means of finding the stuff, and so on. Our violations in Vietnam as a
result of marihuana and drug violations, and this is general courtmartial convictions-we had 11 in 1966, 9 in 1967, and 16 in 1968.
With respect to marihuana, the number of suspects 1 January through

29-603 0--9-pt.

1-

5
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31 December, 2,956 marihuana, 118 hard narcotics, 41 dangerous drugs.
Mr. ADDAIBnO. Do you have any program going on either here or in
Vietnam relative to the education of servicemen as to the harms and
the ills with respect to the use of drugs?

General

CONNOR.

Indeed we do, sir, including a very excellent

pamphlet that has been put together by the Defense Department.
Mr. ADDABBO. Will you supply that for the record?
General CONNOR. Yes, sir.
(The information follows:)
Information requested is included in the insert on page 88.
EFFECT OF PAY INCREASES ON REENLISTMENT RATE

Mr. ADDABBO. With the several increases in salary and other increases
in the increments of the servicemen's pay over the last few years, has
there been any increase in reenlistments or in volunteers? Let us say
over the past 2 years, have there been any increases in either of these
areas?
General CONNOR. Our reenlistment rate is dropping off, although the
number is remaining level. That is, the rate is dropping off because the
size of the Army has increased.
We cannot say that the pay increases have not helped, because there
are undoubtedly men who have reenlisted because of the pay increases.
On the other hand, there have been other factors influencing the service in the last 2 or 3 years that have mitigated against a high reenlistment rate; repetitive tours in Vietnam being among the major
factors.
Mr. ADDABBO. There has been no appreciable increase in reenlistments or volunteers since the new salaries?
General CoNNoR. No, sir.
PARTICIPATION IN

DEMONSTRATIONS

Mr. ADDABBO. Has there been any directive or order from your office
relative to participation in any demonstrations, peace or otherwise,
as far as the enlisted man or officer is concerned?
General CONNOR. We have had scattered incidents of dissidence on
Army nosts. There have been one or two incidents down at Fort Jackson. We have, of course, the well-documented problem in the stockade
out in San Francisco. Now, the participants there are now under trial.
We have coffeehouses that have grown up around some of our installations, Fort Hood, Fort Jackson, Fort Lewis. Now. they are encouraging dissident-type activities among young soldiers. Many of these came
into the Army for this purpose, we feel; but, for the most part we
have kent it under control, or we think we have it under control, at least
we are fully knowledgeable about what is going on.

Mr.

ADDABBO.

Have there been any restrictions or other orders is-

sued relative to participation in demonstrations of one type or another,
issued bv the Pentagon?
General CONNOR. No, sir. We have had standing instructions on this
right along, that it is contrary to Army regulation to participate in
this type activity when in uniform.

Mr. ADDAnnO. There has been discussion here on Capitol Hill and

in the newspapers relative to the penalties imposed. I believe one of
those convicted .as being guilty got a sentence of 14 years at hard labor.
Now, is this commensurate wit h the crime? Is there precedent for this
type of sentence ? Is this one of the methods being used to try to quell
participation in demonstrations of one sort or another?
General CONNOR. I am not sure-are you talking about the conviction in the stockade at San Francisco?

Mr. ADDABBO. Yes.
General CONNORS Well, I think it would be improper for me to comment on that before the case has been reviewed.
Mr. ADDABBO. I believe one of them has been sentenced to 14 years
at hard labor.
General CONNOR. Yes; but his case is still under review. Final sentence is still to be determined.
REASSIGNMENT WITI[ REGARD TO INDIVIDUAL PREFERENCE

Mr. ADDAnnO. General, I have before me a particular case relative to
compassionate reassignment. A boy was granted compassionate reassignment, but one of the provisos was subject to a slot or a position
being open in and around his area, the New York area. Now, what are
the general rules as far as compassionate reassignment, once they have
been granted ?
General CONNOR. We try to be as liberal as possible in placing individuals where they want to serve. This is not always possible, as you
can well imagine, because frequently there is no need for the particular
skills the man has in that particular area. For example, somebody
might want to serve at Fort Meade who is a combat engineer. There
is no job for a combat engineer at Fort Meade. Now, I use that as an
example.
Mr. ADDABBO. Around the New York area we have many installations; is that correct ?
General CONNOR. We have Fort Dix. I think maybe General
Cassidy can enlarge on this. He is pretty active in reassignments.
General CASSIDY. I have talked to you on the phone several times.

Mr. ADDABBO. Yes.

General CASSIDY. I think we have taken care of most of your cases
satisfactorily.

Mr. ADDABBO. And I appreciate it.
General CASSIDY. Generally, a soldier puts a request for a specific
location on his preference card. We look at that to see if we can give
him his preference.
Mr. FLooD. Does anybody in the Army believe that?
General CASSIDY. Yes, sir. They are encouraged to put in their
preference cards.
Mr. FLOOD. Yes, I know, but do they believe it?
General CAssIDY. Do the soldiers believe it I
Mr. ADDABBO. Not the soldiers; the one who reads the preference
cards.
General CASSIDY. Yes; we would rather put a man in a place where
he wants to go if we have a requirement there.
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Mr. Fr.ooD. Do the soldiers believe it? Do you think so? What do the
troops think? What do you think?

General

CASSIDY.

Sir, we have here a former director of enlisted

personnel who gave the enlisted men their preference, General Johnson. He is now in a different position, but I think he will back me up
when I say that our soldiers do believe it, the bulk of them. Unfortunately, some of our young soldiers like to write letters. They think
they can get better answers by writing to me. I get, a lot of letters
personally.

Mr. ANDREWS. And Congressmen also.

General CASSTDY. Congressman, the Chief of Staff, General Connor;
when actually if they would go to the company commander and put
it on the preference sheet, we will do the same thing for them. It is
our desire to do the best we can for them. At present, we are able to
fill about 16 percent of the requests.
Mr. ADDABBO. Is it not a fact that Fort Hood has been undermanned
assigning everyhave beenpreference?
and in order to bring it up to strength you
individual
body to Fort Hood, regardless of their
General CASsIDY. Generally, because of the requirement, because of
.
the MOC, because we are bringing it up to requirement. We are trying to bring the units at Fort Hood to a higher readiness
condition.

Mr. ADDABiO. And that takes precedence over the soldier's individual

preference.
General CAssmY. Yes, sir; because that is a military requirement,

sir.

DRAIING OF MEDICALLY

HANDICAPPED INDIVIDUALS

Mr. ADDABBO. General Heaton, we have run into many situationsand I believe we have discussed this before-where we find that a boy
is drafted who should never have been drafted in the first place. Several of those matters have been brought to your attention. Has any
new regulation or order or directive been issued to try to correct this
situation?
General HEATON. Well, I know nothing new except the fact that
those cases come to our attention, as you know, and we do our very
best to right a wrong that has been committed in the original drafting
of this individual and the original medical survey of him at the
AFEES station.
Mr. ADDABBO. One of the questions provounded by Mr. Andrews was
"Do you have enousyh doctors?"' I believe your answer was "Yes.',
In one of our previous discussions one of the reasons that sometimes
theme individuals were missed was becaii.e you did not have enough
doctors on hand, and the examination was not as complete as it should

be.
General HEATON. They have enough doctors at the AFEES station,
if that is what you are addressing yourself to. but sometimes an influx
will preclude a thorough examination a.q should have been undertaken,
you .ee. That accounts in part for the missing of some of these obvious
disabilities.

Mr. ADDABRO. Has any thought been trivn to nermittinw the Draft,

Board to look into the question of medical deferments? Right now I
understand the Draft Board does not have jurisdiction over a medical

deferment, it has to be passed on by the Surgeon General's Office or
a physical given after the person has been drafted. Has anything been
discussed or investigated so far as that is concerned?
General HEATON. Not to my knowledge.
Mr. ADDABBO. Thank you. No further questions.
Mr. ANDREWS. Mr. Flood.
Mr. FLOOD.Along that same line, Skipper, of recent months there are
people who are coming in who should not be in, and their number is
becoming legion. We probably should create a special battalion for
these poor fellows as they did in the Foreign Legion. Nobody knows
how they got there, nobody wants them, andyou get stuck with all the
headaches. Is there some way, administratively or otherwise, or a conversation between you and General Hershey, to cut off this unnecessary
influx of these patently obvious misfits. These individuals who are
accompanied to the induction center with hospital records, analyses
of all kinds where even the elevator operator knows the guy should not
be in the service. But it is the old World War I story: "Poke him. If
he is hot, he is in."
Now, following up my friend's question, what can we do about this?
Can you help us ? Can we help you?
General HEATON. We absolutely agree with you, Mr. Flood. We
are monitoring that all the time because, as you know, that makes an
awful lot of work for us.
Mr. FLOOD. Yes; I know.
General HEATON. You also know there is an injustice done there.
We certainly try to get them out. We have people going around-the
various Army surgeons of the six areas go to the AFEES stations
trying to get this message across to those doctors there in the stations,
to exercise more and more and more care in the examination of these
individuals.
Mr. FLOOD. From what we hear, it is very bad. Here is a guy with a
foot one and one-half inches short and they say "Don't worry about
that, Mike. We will put you in noncombat duty." Or in another case, a
kid with a silver plate in his head, all the records are there before
the town doctor. Now, it embarrasses the military people there because
they know the kid should not be taken in but
are all NCO's,they
so
what can they say? These, medics will pass them. Why do you think
they do that? They know better.
General HEATON. I don't know why they do it, really. I wish I could
answer that question. As I say, it is a continual problem, and a continual monitoring problem by the Chief Surgeons of the various
Armies in this country on a day-by-day basis. God knows, I wish we
had a more effective way.
Mr. FLOOD. I believe that. It makes us all look silly beginning with
the induction center back home, the Congressman,
you, the Army,
in. the
Government. It becomes a town joke when this guy is taken
There is a second point, of course, but this is not your problem, or is
it? If you fellows keep him more than 90 days then we are stuck with
him for life and the Veterans' Administration and all its manifold
emolumentsGeneral HEATON.That is right.
Mr. FLOOD. Just 90 days. This poor fellow should never have left
town. Now, they hide him for 90 days because somebody is after him,

maybe you, and then he goes out and we are stuck with him for life.
That is a very, very big problem and it is getting worse. I do not know
what to do about it.

General HrTow. You can be sure that we have done and are doing
all we possibly can to cut down on this.-Mr. FLOO I know this.
General HEATON (continuing). And stimulating the local doctors,

which is the first point of contact, and the most effective point, at the
various AFEES stations in this country. It is not a very desirable job,
you know. There are some that like those jobs because they are nearer
their homes, you see. We try to place them where they want to go,
also. You can be assured we will do our very best to ride'herd on them.
Mr. FLOOD. I am just repeating it for the purpose of emphasis. I
have been at it since the War between the States and I have gotten
no place yet. But I still try.
Mr. ANDREws. Will the gentleman yield?

Years ago I was on the Independent Officers Committee and General Hershey came before our committee with his Selective Service
request. We had no war going on at that time-one of the very few
years since I have been here that we did not. He told us that they
wanted to be doubly sure that a man was physically fit before they
took him in. He said, any man over 40 can prove something is wrong
with him and he is going to put the Government to a lot of expense
after he gets out. If he served the 90 days and got in through Selective Service, he will be a disgruntled citizen the rest of his life if the
Government does not take care of him through the VA.
So I am glad to see my colleagues here impress upon you the necessity to be sure that they do not slip by with some physical defect and
then later say "Well, "t was service-connected" and you have a big
bill on your hands.
Mr. FCD. That is not just the Surgeon General's problem, that
is the problem of the entire eptment of Defense. We have the same
thing in all branches of the service. They are getting saddled for life
with these 90-day fellows who should not have been in. It is not their
fault. They should not have been there in the first place. This is a
very, very, very bad taxpayers' problem.
ARMY MORALE AND DISCIPLINE

Now, the Army gave birth in 1968 to a standing morale and discipline committee, General, to better analyze threats to the morale and
the discipline of the Army.
Now, I know most of these statements are written by amateur 0.
Henrys out there. I know you did not write this one. But what about
this standing committee of 1968? Will that go down in history as a
rat saviour and defender of Army morale and discipline? We have
heard nothing about it since.
General CowwoR. No, sir; it is in existence and meets regularly. All
it*does is bring together the various people who are concerned with
this problem. By that I mean the legal people, the Provost Marshal,
the surgeon, the chaplains, representatives in the Department of the
Deputy Chief of Staff-personnel who have to monitor these matters,
the Assistant Chief of Staff for Intelligence. It is simply a working
group brought together to trade, information, keep every agency
abreast of developments. This enables us to keep commanders at vari-

ous echelons aware of all available information on the subject, particiularly cleared and evaluated information.
Mr. FLOOD. Have these problems in direct ratio to the lowering of
standards become more of a problem either with you and Dr. Heaton
or the Department? Doctor, do you have psychiatric or psychological
problems because of these lower IQ's? Do you fellows in personnel
have trouble putting these square pegs into round holes, this personnel, as a result primarily of the lowering of standards for these different groups
General CONNOR. No sir; they are not the people who are causing
the problem. The people who are causing these type problems are a
little smarter.
Mr. FLOOD. The guardhouse lawyers are still on board; is that it?
General CONNOR. Yes sir
Mr. FLOOD. Say something about that.

General CONNOR. Well, we have put our finger on a number of young
individuals who are dissident, who are in the Army for the avowed
purpose of upsetting the system, creating dissension.
Mr. FLOOD. Do you tlink there are people who actually join the
Army or go along with the draft simply to be activists and stir up
dissension?
General CONNOR. Yes, sir.
Mr. FLOOD. You do?
General CONNOR. Yes.
Mr. FLOOD. Do you have that kind of information?

General CONNOR. Yes; and we have them pretty well spotted. We
know just about who they are.
Mr. FLOOD. Now, there you are; you have them spotted there, there,
and there. Now, what do you do? Just spot them ?
General CONNOR. No, sir. We try to prevent their activities from
being detrimental to the Army's mission.
Mr. FLOOD. Is that all? You just try to restrict their activities?
Here is a known dissident and your Intelligence people put your finger
on him. What do you do?
General CONNOR. There are only certain legal things we can do, sir.
As long as he is outwardly soldiering he has to be given the same consideration as any other soldier. When he steps over the bounds and
can be arraigned and tried, this will happen. We are not about to
let the Army fall apart with these people, I can assure you.
Mr. FLOOD. No, but I do llot see why the Army after a couple of
hundred years of taking care of people like this, and I never knew an
outfit worthy of the name that could not take care of some goldbrick
like that. There are ways, at. least, there were. Are you afraid of them?
You do not like your name in the newspaper?
General CONNOn. No. The lawyers have been more active in this area
of late, sir. We don't have the same freedom we used to exercise in this
area.
Mr. FLOOD. It is a tough war, isn't it? Lawyers; is that it?
VENEREAL DISEASE IN VIETNAM

How are the VD rates in Saigon this weekend?
General HEATON. They are doing better.
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Mr. FrooD. I am glad to hear that for a change. I think I know what
you mean, but I am not, sure which way. More or less?
General HEATON. We hit a peak in Vietnam per thousand of average
strength per year, of 334.9 in 1963: 333.4 in 1964; 233.9 in 1967, and
193.2 in 1968.
Mr. FtooD. Is that good or bad?
General HEATON. That is good.
Mr. FLOOD. Is it?
General HEATON. Yes, sir.
Mr. FLOOD. It shows that-

General

HEATON.

Well, it may be that they have been kept busier

over there, perhaps. We must remember the South Vietnamese Government has absolutely no program whatsoever for these ladies. We
have initiated several at AID, our State Department, I understand.
Still, our people will tell you that these young ladies are difficult to
find, difficult to follow, even though they are identified, because, as
they say, they go in a hole and pull the hole in after them.
Mr. Froon. What about the record worldwide for all troops?

General HEATON. Worldwide, it is 85.0.
Mr. FLOOD. Is that good ?
General HEAroN. That is very good. It is down. The United States
is holding its own at 32.1. Korea is not very good.
Mr. FLOOD. It never was, was it%
General HEATON. No, sir. It is 369.2.
ASSIGNMENT OF MEDICAL SPECIALISTS

Mr. FLOOD. What about doctors and M.D.'s themselves, do you still
have to draft them?
General HEATON. Yes, sir.
Mr. FLOOD. Do we do pretty well in putting specialists, the real hot
shots, where they belong?
General HEAToN. Yes, sir, we do.
Mr. FLOOD. You make a point of that, do you?
General HEATON. Yes, sir. That is the reason we are having such
excellent results in our care.
Mr. FLOOD. You used to have a bad record on that. You might find
some long-haired specialists in a shell hole some night, but now I understand you make a point of this. the specialists, the real outstanding
people are placed where they could do their best?
General HEATON. He is fittingly assigned; yes, sir.
Mr. Foor. I found out that for a change the troops think this too.
General HEATON. The troops in Vietnam know that they are going
to be well taken care of because they know that over there we are sending the flower of the Army Medical Corns. Make no mistake about that.
As I say. our results certainly attest to that.
Mr. FiwOO. Is the record still good on moving a wounded man out
of the line back to a base or a ship?
General HEATON. Yes.
Mr. FLOOD. Still good, is it ?
General HEATON. Yes, sir.
Mr. MAION. Off the record.
(Discussion off the record.)
Mr. MUHON. Mr. Davis.
Mr. DAVIS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

ARMY TRAINED STRENGTH

Several questions have occurred as we have gone along here. They
refer to a number of different things, General.
Your statement included estimates of your trained strength. I would
assume that. trained strength would include all of your on-board
)eople except for those who are in basic training? That is essentially
correct, is it?
General CONNOR. And advanced individual training. Once he is
training because
given an MOS, which he attains in AIT or on-the-job
of a civilian-acquired skill that he brought on board with him, once
he acquires an MOS he becomes a trained soldier. Now, he has a variety
of skill levels but he is trained.
Mr. DAVIS. In determining your estimated trained strength, I assime that is going to depend heavily upon your reenlistment rate,
is it not?
General CONNOR. And the draft.
Mr. DAvIs. Are you going to have a substantial number of people
coming in by the draft who will, during the course of the year, achieve
what you call the trained status?
General CONNOR. Yes, sir; you see, he achieves this status after 8
weeks of AIT, 8 weeks of BCT, a total of 16 weeks of training. Normally, after 4 months he is a trained soldier.
IMPROVEMENTS IN

TIE REENLISTMENT RATE

Mr. DAvis. I gathered from your statement that you have assumed
in estimating your trained strength that the reenlistment rate is going
to remain substantially stable and comparable to what it has been
over the past few years.
GeneralCNNOR. We are looking for a little improvement in it, sir.
Mr. DAVIS. When you give us a trained strength figure, then, this
assumes there is going ta be some improvement over the past in your
reenlistment rate, does it?
General CONNOR. Yes, sir.
Mr. DAVIS. I understood you to say this morning that in spite of
all the incentives to reenlistment that had been provided there were
other mitigating factors that were pulling in the other direction so
that you were estimaing about the same reenlistment rate as you had
been having. Did I hear you correctly at that time?
General CONNOR. If I said that, I don't recall that specific statement, sir. I do say that we are having difficulty and our reenlistment
rate had been dropping. It had actually leveled off in numbers by the
rate had been dropping. We are looking for a little increase in the
enlistment rate this year. For that reason we have raised our requirements on the reenlistment bonus.
Mr. DAVIS. You are clear, I am asking about reenlistment, not enlistment but reenlistment.
General CONNOR. It is the first reenlistment where the man picks
up his variable reenlistment bonus. We are asking for slightly higher
funds, $52 million as opposed to $50 million last year for this area.
Mr. DAVIS. How many reenlistees are you anticipating in your
estimates?

General CONNOR. It is 84.800 within 90 days; over 90 days an additional 5,200; first term, 212.000. Now, I have a total here which ineludes draftees. Draftees will be 250,400 and the Reserve and National
Guard accessions 2,400, 26,200 other gains giving us a grand total of
581,000.
Mr. DAVIS. You would not class all of those as reenlistees, would
you?
General CoNon. No, sir.
Mr. DAvis. That is what I was trying to get at.

General CoNNoR. Reenlistments are 84,800 in one category, and 5.200
in the category of over 90 days. You see, if he comes in within 90 days
he reenlists in grade. If it is over 90 days he drops in grade.
Mr. DAVs. This is something under 90.000 then, compared to the
average over the past 5 years of about 80,000?
General CONNOR. In 1969 the figure was 76.100 within 90 days. In
1968 it was 81,000. So, as I say, we are a little optimistic. Of course,
the forthcoming nay raise which is a substantial one, we feel is going
to play a part in this.
OMCER-ENLISTED RATIO

Mr. DAVIS. How do you account for the fact that in your projections
of a lesser overall strength you contemplate having a greater number
of officers
General CONNOR. Our officers are allocated to us on the basis of
numbers, by the Office of the Secretary of Defense. This in turn is
tied in to validated officer spaces within the force structure. One place
that is eating up officers as opposed to enlisted men is the military assistance teams, the advisory teams that we are putting into Vietnam
with the popular forces. The ratio of that team, for example, is two
officers to three enlisted men, a team of five men. We have a very large
number of these teams operating out there. This in turn raises the
officer-enlisted ratio. In terms of force structure, force requirements
of this nature, we have more officer spaces than we had previously.
Actually, our ratio has been running, in 1969, 11.13 percent, that is,
officers ner 100 enlisted men: in 1970 we project it at 11.35 percent. In
1960-61, for example, it was 11.5 percent. So our ratio is down from
what it had been previously, although it is higher than it was in
1967.
Mr. DAVIS. In round numbers, about how many officers would be required by reason of the special circumstance to which you referred?
General CONNoR. About 400.
CONTINUATION

PROGRAM FOR MEDICAL OFFICERS

Mr. DAVIs. Expand a little bit on that program which is called the
continuation program, which relates to medical officers. This is probably familiar to my colleagues but it is not to me.
General HEATON. That is a mechanism whereby we have tried to
hold key individuals in the Medical Corps by giving them, particularly in the upper brackets of rank, increased pay. For instance, a man
who has attained the peak of efficiency at, say, 20 years, if he signs
up for another year he will draw, in two increments, 4 months' pay in
cash, which iRaround $4,000 or $1.000. That means a lot to that family
in the education of the children. Then it goes on down in various ranks

to 2 months, 3 months. But in these upper ranks and that is the one
we are concerned about because there are very competent surgeons,
very competent internists, people like that. We have in that rank
group a 90 percent take-on net. Now, getting down to the lower ranks
and the lesser years of service, you run around 50 to 60 percent who
are signing each year for that increment of pay. But it has been a
great stimulus toward the retention of medical officers. We are very
pleased with it.
Mr. DAvis. Would that apply, then, to each additional year that he
might agree to stay on?
General HEATON. That is right; yes, sir.
ACCELERATED PROMOTION IN

THE MEDICAL CORPS

Mr. DAVIS. Would you give me the same explanation with respect
to Public Law 90-228 which relates apparently to either temporary
or accelerated promotion to the rank of colonel in the Medical Corps'
What is that program?
General HEArON. That program calls for so many years in grade
and so many years of professional training-here it is. From captain
to major, in grade 3 years or 8 years professional training; major to
lieutenant colonel in grade 5 years or 13 years professional training;
lieutenant colonel to colonel in grade 7 years, or 20 years professional
training.
Mr.DAvIS. Is that what it is, basically, then, an accelerated promotion program?
General HZATON. Yes, sir; an acceleration.
INCREASED IN

VIETNA31 TROOP STRENGTH

Mr. DAVIS. Now, General Connor, am I correct in interpreting the
figure that at the end of calendar year 1969 there were 43,000 more
Army personnel in Vietnam than there were at the beginning of that
year?
General CONNOR. That sounds about right, sir. We had 319,600 in
Vietnam in December of 1967 and 359,300 in December of 1968.
Mr. DAVIs. I think I took my figure of 43,000 as the difference between those who were assigned there and those that had been brought
back. Would the other 3,000 be enroute or on leave, or something like
that?
General CONNOR. It could be casualties and extensions, people who
stay more than a year.
ACCURACY OF 1970 ESTIMATES

Mr. DAVIs. Last week in the hearings that we had on the supplemental appropriations we were asked for additional funds on the basis
of an overall underestimate of the amount required for basic allowance
and quarters. Has that underestimate been brought to your attention
so that the revisions are reflected in the figures that we now have
before us for fiscal 1970?
General CONNOR. Yes, sir. Actually, what you are speaking of is the
supplemental funding that took place as a result of basically the callup of the Reserves which was not in the initial 1969 program. There

was additional funding required-this was one area-as a result of
additional people being brought on duty. Starting with the new 1969
base, we are projecting an increase in BAQ because of the additional
people who are qualified to draw these payments, more captains and
majors.
Mr. DAVIS. I asked that specifically because in response to a ques-

tion by Mr. Lipscomb last week, we were told that the preparation for
fiscal 1970 estimates-and I am not sure was in this specific area-but
preparation of the 1970 estimates had predated the information
brought to our attention in the supplemental appropriation bill. So
I wanted to be sure that this has not occured here, that the experience
that you have had with respect to basic allowances for quarters has
been cranked into the figures that we now have before us for the 1970
fiscal year.
Mr. Hvrcmnsow. Yes, sir; that is true. We have updated our factors based on the underestimate that we talked about last week and we
have the current factors in this budget request for 1970.
SPECIAL PAY

ALLOWANCE

Mr. DAVIS. If I internret pare 16 of the justifications correctly, it
would appear that 852,000 people in the Army are receiving special pay
in some category or other. Is that correct? Meaning that something
over half of the people in the Army are receiving special pay for some
reason or other?
General CoNNo. That is correct, sir. Every man in Vietnam, for
example, draws special pay. Some of them draw two, such as aviators,
parachutists, demolition people , divers.
Mr. DAVIS. That would account for what you have listed in categories
I and IT, sea duty and duty at certain places.
Then there is a category V, 376,000, that is simply listed as other.
What would that be?
General CONNOR. That is hostile fire pay, sir.
Mr. HUTCIiISON. Due to classification, sir, we call it "other." It is
hostile fire pay for those people in Vietnam and DMZ in Korea. Every
one of the people in Vietnam and Korea also draws duty at certain
locations pay. So, they are in both line 1B and in line 5 in the justifications. They are in there twice because they draw both of those pays.
Duty at certain locations due to being separated from their family, and
hostile fire pay because they are in a hostile zone.
Mr. DAvIs.'We are not talking, then, about. 852,000 individuals.
Mr. -Tmiisox. No, sir. We are talking about 852,000 payments.
All the individuals in Vietnam and Korea get two payments.
We are talking about a maximum of 476,000 people, really. You see,
duty at certain locations on that line.
APPOINTMENTS TO WEST POINT

Mr. DAVIS. What are the sources of your West Point cadets? I can account for about 660 of them through congressional appointments. Your
freshman classes are running what-,200 or 1,300, something like
that?
General CONNOR. They are running about 1,300 now. We are building
up to the 4,417, I believe, that the Academy is authorized.

The sources, other than congressional and senatorial appointments,
are: The Vice President has five; the District of Columbia Commissioner has five; Canal Zone Governor, one; Puerto Rican Resident
or Governor, six; Presidential, annual, 100; Regular
Commissioner
Army, annual, enlisted only, 85; Reserve Components, 85; honor military and honor naval schools, 20; sons of winners of the Congressional
Medal of Honor, unlimited; and congresional-qualified alternates,
ranked in order of merit by the Academic Board, 150 ammally.
That is essentially the total number, sir.
OFFICERS IN GRADES IIIOIIFR THAN PERMANENT RANK

Mr. DAvis. How many officers do you have who are serving in and
being paid for in grades above their permanent rank?
General CoNNoR. Practically all. The only ones who are not are second lieutenants. Our temporary promotions precede the permanent
promotions in practically all cases except the second lieutenants and
certain general officers of the brigadier general and major general
category, relatively few. About half of our generals are in permanent
grades. All others, for the most part, are in temporary grades, although we have some permanent colonels in the latter years of their
service where their permanent promotion has caught up with their
temporary promotion, and they retire as permanent colonels.
Mr. DAVIS. Is there any substantial number who are serving, in and
being paid for grades more than one above their permanent rank?
General CoNNon. Yes, sir; lieutenant colonel and colonel and brigadier o.eneral in some cases.
Mr. DAVIS. Where their permanent rank would be captain or major?
General CoNNoR. Yes, sir.
Mr. DAVIS. Would you supply for the record the total number of
overall commissioned officers who are serving two grades above their
permanent rank?
(The information follows:)
The total number of Regular Army offleers who are serving one to two or more
grades above their permanent grade is as follows:
Permanent
grade
(Regular
Grade

Army)

I grade

279
2,657
4,035
10.450
13591
6, 014
7, 842

165
207
2,802
9,381
12,656
4,690
1,996

21
8
18
661
635
1, 262
3,860

, 868

31,897

6,465

number

General officers ...................................................
Colonel ..........................................................
Lieutenant colonel ................................................
Major ...........................................................
Captain..........................................................
First lieutenant .................................................
Second lieutenant ................................................
Total ......................................................

CLOTHING AND

UNIFORM

ALLOWANCES

Temporary grade (Army,
United States)
higher

2or more

grades higher

FOR OFFICERS

Mr. DAVIS. What are the rules for eligibility for officers receivingI assume these are National Guard and Reserve officers-individual
clothing and uniform gratuities?
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General CoNNor. They are Reserve officers while on duty. Certain
categories of Reserve and National Guard officers, when they come on
duty, are authorized initial uniform allowance. I will have to give you
the specifics for the record. I cannot answer that precisely now.
Mr. DAVIS. If You will do that for the record.
General CONNOR. ROTC graduates get an initial allowance.
(The information follows:)
UNIFORM ALLOWANCES FOR OFFICERS

The allowances for other officers vary in amounts based on the source from
which they enter on active duty. The following table shows these amounts by
source:
0

Initial $200

Additional
$100'

Initial $100

X
USMA .............................................
.............
ROTC
..................................................
.............
.......................x
OCs ............................
Voluntary active duty.......................................................
Direct applintmant .........................................................
Medical officers..................................................
X
..............
Nurses and medical specialists......................................
X
Warrant officers .................................................................

.

X
x
X
x
X

I Additional active duty uniform allowance to pay for additional uniforms req tired while on active duty or active duty
for training. This allowance ispayable each time of entry or reentry on active duty for more than 90 days, unless the officer
his received an initial allowance of more than $200 during his currant tour of active duty or within a period of 2 years
before entering on that tour.

Mr. DAVIs. That is all I have, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. MAHON. Thank you very much, gentlemen. It has been a pleasure to have you with us.
We will stand adjourned until 10 o'clock tomorrow.

WEDNESDAY,

MARCII

12, 1969.

Mr. MAiiON. The committee will come to order. We will continue,
this morning, our discussion of "Military personnel, Army."
When we left off last evening Mr. Davis had *ust completed some
We will begin this morning with Mr. Lipscomb. Mr.
questions.
Lipscomb.
OPERATIONAL RATIONS

Mr. LIPscoMB. General, yesterday in response to a question regarding the new food item program on page 24 of the justification sheets it
was stated that the increase of $1,355,000 was for the procurement of a
new type of rationing for testing. It was also stated that these funds
would provide approximately 3 million meals, yet under "Operational
rations on page 23 we find no appreciable decrease in the number of
meals. Should there be a decrease in the meals on page 23 of the justification book?
General CONNOR. I would like to have Mr. Nutt address that.
Mr. NVur. Mr. Lipscomb, the additional cost of $1,500,000 is the net
additional cost, and by that I mean that we have taken the total cost
of almost $3 million for the item and subtracted from it value of the
A rations that would be replaced and netted it out to $1,500,000, net
additional cost.
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Mr. LiPScoMB. Are these meals combat, individual?

Mr. NuTr. No, sir. These are meals that would be served in groups,
25-man modules of dehydrated packages that would be fed to 25 men
or multiples thereof as a group rather than on an individual man basis,
such as the meal, combat, individual.
This requires preparation in the sense that these items must be
rehydrated and cooked.
MMITARY

PERSONNEL AUTHORIZE

TO OTER ACTIVITIES

Mr. Lnscof n. General, would you have a chart similar to the one
found on page 3, part 5, of the fiscal year 1969 hearings prepared for
this record ?
General CONNOR. Be happy to.

Mr. Lipscomia. It has to do with military personnel authorized to
activities outside the military departments.
On last year's chart there was a category entitled "Other" for which
7,244 personnel were authorized as of June 30, 1969. Would you try to
have this broken down into a little more detail when you update the
information?
General CONNOR. We will provide that for the record, sir.
(The information follows:)
MILITARY PERSONNEL AUTHORIZED TO ACTIVITIES OUTSIDE THE MILITARY DEPARTMENTS, JUNE 30, 1970
Department of
the Army

Dorment of
the Navy

Total DOD

Department of
the Air Force

Officers Enlisted Officers Enlisted Officers Enlisted Officers Enlisted
69
224
81
205
82
281
Office Secretory of Defense ..........
225
328
220
335
218
347
Joint hiefs of Staff ..............
585
382
306
276
Military assistance groups ............ 5,883 8,247
153
203
23
51
162
Missions and attach8 staffs.......... 197
685 1,443 1.364 1,586 1,953 2 864
Unified and specified commands ......
1,207
482
654
284
547
201
International military activities .......
892
276
251
236
876
378
Defense Atomic Support Agency......
316
175
280
180
576
253
......
Agency
Communications
Defense
486
472
329
423
217
450
Delense Intelligence Agency..........
36
360
50
381
74
359
Defense Supply Agency ..............
44
66
450
185
21
56
.............
colleges
Joint defense
79
211
163
213
315
427
Other military departments ...........
1
20
1 ........
1
10
Atomic Energy Commission ...........
14
24
11
........
5 ........
Federal Aviation Administration .......
National Aeronautics and Space
417
299
37 ........
3
124
Administration ....................
41 ........
17 ........
304 ........
Selective Service System .............
................
149
24
...............
.......
Administration
Veterans'
Other Government agencies and
596 2,975
278 2,384
554 1,640
activities .........................
Total ........................ 10,514 14,422

4,501

6,914

Total

710
1,010
6.541
451

232
663
9,139
338

942
1,673
15.,679
789

967
890
608
1,345

2,408
2 019
1,172
1,032

3375
2,909
1,780
2,377

307
851
31
40

515
557
2
14

822
1,408
3
54

420
460
362 ........
149
24

880
362
173

4,002

1,100

5,893

160

9,895

120

6,999

8.427

6,112 10.375 21.127 31,711

52,838

1,428
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ANALYSIS OF OTHER GOVERNMENT AGENCIES AND ACTIVITIES
Officers

Enlisted

........... ....................................................

Department of the Army:

Department of the Navy:

Pacific Missile Range ........................................................
State Department ...........................................................
Othr.. ......................................

...

Navy total ................................................................
Department of the Air Force:
Army/Air Force Exchange Service ..............................................
Armed Forces Irstitute of Pathology ...........................................
Armed Forces Radio, Press, and Television .....................................
Armed Forces Police ........................................................
......
.a...°.
rt(........................................
Heavy ......................................................................
Sand ................................................................
Other

154
22

710
1,111

67

71

53
33
25
12

205
34
553
243

109
153

230
102

1.428

6,999

Air Force total ............................................................
Total other Government agencies and activities ..............................

PERSONNEL IN

SUPPORT OF OFFICE OF ECONOMIC OPPORTUNTY

Mr. LIPScoMB. How many Army personnel, and of what grades,
have been detailed or assigned to duty in support of the Office of
Economic Opportunity activities, such as the Job Corps?
General CONNOR. The program. calls for three officers and one enlisted man, for a total of four in the Office of Economic Opportunity,
Mr. Lipscomb. I do not have their grades. I will provide that for the
record.
(The information follows:)
The grades of the personnel programed for the OEO are two colonels, one

lieutenant colonel, and one E-9.

Mr. LipsConI. What about out in the field?
General CONNOR. That is the total.
Mr. LiPsCoA1B. That is the total assignment?
General CONNOR. Yes. This is reimbursable. Now, we do have a
pilot program going on in coordination with the Office of Economic
Opportunity in which we have five teams of officers and enlisted men
working in five major cities, utilizing the National Guard armories,
and supervising activities of children from ages 11 through 18.
This pilot program started last year. We have not reached any
conclusions as yet as to whether it sh ould be continued or not. They
are not assigned to the Office of Economic Opportunity, although
some of the funding for this program does come from that Office.
Mr. LlPscoMB. For the record, would you try to be as complete as
as possible in itemizing all of the programs that you are particmating
in which are slated and attached to the Office of Economic Opportunity, with the personnel involved, and their grades.

General CONNOR. We will do that.
(The information follows:)
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ILOT Civic ACTION 1"ROORAM

The pilot program, 1.S. sponsored civic program using Army National Guard
and Army Reserve facilities, is ti, only program which is related to the Office
of Economic Opportunity. The personnel involved, and their grades, follow:

Lieutenant colonel .......Major

1

-

Captain .....
1st lieutenant ........
2d lieutenant

----------------------------------------------------

Sergeant 1st class (F4 -7) ------------------------------------------Staff sergeant (E-0)

---------------------------------------------

Sergeant (E-5) -------------------------------------------------Corporal ("-) ---------------------------------------------------Private 1st class (E-3) -------------------------------------------

3
4
1

1
10

6
1
1

PFRSONNEIh IN SUPPORT OF ARMS CONTROL AND DISARMAMENT AGENCY

Mr. LipscoM. How many Army personnel, and in what grades,
have been assigned or detailed to duty with the Disarmament Agency
during fiscal year 1969, and how many are planned for use in fiscal
year 1970?
General CONNOR. We have four officers authorized to that Agency,
sir, and that is the plan as of now for 1970. This is also reimbursable.
Mr. Liwsco-mit. )oes this include the personnel which may be assigned to field exercises and other activities away from the Office of
the Disarmament Agency?
General CONNOR. I would say "No," sir. If there were any persons
in that category, I would assume they would be assigned on special
duty or temporary duty basis for field exercise-type matters.
7r. LIPSCo MB. Did the Army participate in the test. called Exercise
First Look in the United Kingdom?
General CONNOR. I am not. familiar with that, sir. I will provide
it. for the record.
Mr. Lirscom. Would you check this out for the record?
(The information follows:)
Operation First Look is a British code name. The U.S. name for this exereise is the U.S. Arms Control and Disarmament Agency Field Test 15 (FT 15).
A total of 218 officers and enlisted men of all services participated in this exercise. Approximately one-third of these were Army personnel. The period of the

exercise was June 24-September 27, 1968.
All DOD support of the test was on a 100-percentage reimbursable basis. Reibursable costs billed by the Army consisting of temporary duty travel and
per diem, salaries, and fim productions total $201,178.74.
ARM1Y

PRISONER POPULATION

AND

PACILMES

Mr. LWscoMit. Information provided last year stated that the effective operating caacity of the U.S. Disciplinary Barracks was
1,500 prisoners and that as of May 5, 1968 there were 1,417 prisoners.
What are the caml)arable figures today?

General CONNOR. They are higher today, sir. Actually, at. the disciplinary barracks tie figure is lower although the total is higher for
all facilhties. We have 1,082 prisoners at the disciplinary barracks as

of the end of December, the end of the second quarter of fiscal year
1969. The big gain really has been in the correctional training facility
at Fort. Riley, Kans., where we have added 1,037 prisoners, where
none were programed in 1968.
20-603 O-09---pt. 1-0

Mr. LIPsCO.I. What is your population as of this time?
General CONN o. Our total population, sir, is 8,114 ini all facilities.
That is broken down as follows: 5,858 in Army installation facilities,
stockades, major installations; 1,082 at our diseil)linary barracks
75 in other Federal and military facilities; 62 in foreign penhll institutions; and 1,037 in our correct tional training facility.
Mr. Lrrsco-.n. What is the situation now with regard to the barracks and facilities where you have these people? Are they overcrowded?
General CONNOR. Yes, sir, they are. In most. cases we are reduced
below the desirable space of 70 square feet per man.
Mr. Lipsco.tn. Do you know of any plans to correct. this?
General CONNOR. Yes, sir. We have minor construction projects
underway, hopefully, to correct this situation as best we can. We have
a project at Fort Ord for expanding the stockade, $120,500, and we
have a project at Fort, Lewis, $166,100, as two examl)les. I don't have
the specifics, but I know there is some work being done on the stockade
at San Francisco.
Mr. ANDREWS. Will the gentleman yield?
General, do you work all these prisoners?
General CON1oR. Yes.
Mr. ANDREWS. You keep them pretty well occupied?
General CoNNoR. They are worked on a daily work schedule, yes.
Now, the personnel at the correctional training facility actually
train, just as they do in BCT & AIT, formal military training that.
they are undergoing.
Mr. AN RE Ws. Thank you.
DESERTERS

Mr. MNIts1TALLAJ. May I ask a question at this point ?
We discussed briefly yesterday, General, the A.'W.O.L."s and the deserters.' How many desertions have you had since the Vietnam war
started?
General CONNOR. In fiscal year 1965 we had 13,177 entries reported
on morning reports as drom)ed from the rolls. In fiscal year 1966 we
had 14,244. In fiscal year 1967 we had 26,782. In fiscal year 1968,39,234.
First quarter of fiscal year 1969,12,548.
Mr. MINSIIrAL.. That is a sizable number of deserters, General. How
many of these have been apprehended?
General CoNNoR. Mr. Minshall, I want to make it, clear that the
numbers I have just mentioned are incidents and not individuals. One
man may contribute to a number of incidents. The Department of the
Army does not, maintain data on absentee apprehensions per se. As of
January 31, 1969, there remain 19,313 individuals in a dropped from
the rolls status.
Mr. fTNSIALT,. What is the average sentence or penalty once you
catch up with them?
Generml CoNNor. This varies with the individual courts and the

individual circumstances, sir. It has been running from a period of a
few months to several years, depending on the decision of the court.
Mr. MINSUALL. Thank you.

Will you furnish a, breakdown of the 90,000 figure as to iiumber of
A.W.0.'L.s, deserters, et cetera.
(The information follows:)
Ninety thousand is the amproximate number of Inidents In whie Individuals
were dropped from the rolls for desertion on strength accounting records as

deserters after an absene of 30 days during the period fiscal year 1965 through
fiscal year 1968. This figure does not include A.W.O.I,. incidents for an absence
of less thai :0 days.
CONFINEMENT FACiLITIES

Mr. LiscoMm. General, you mentioned that to relieve the over-

crowded situation you have a small construction program going on?
General CONNORt: Yes, sir; -they are modification programs basically.
Mr. TIPscoMit. )o you have a rehabilitation program going on'?
General CONNOi. There is an effort being made to upgrade all of our
confinement facilities. The Provost. Marshal General has been deeply
involved in this over a period of the. last. 2 months. This, of couse,
basically is the responsibility of the local commander to request the
funds and assure that the projects are undertaken. However, he has
been given considerable assistance and attention from the Office of the
Provost Marshal General.
COST OF APPRElNDING PRISONERS

Mr. LpscoMil. Mr. Minishall was discussing with you the apprehension of military deserters and absentees and escaped military prisoners.
According to the justification sheets you have programed $2,741,000
in this area. There has been, according to your testimony, an increase
in the number of deserters and absentees and escaped military
prisoners,
your estimates
been going
down. In
1968 it wasand
$2.8yet
million,
in fiscal have
year 1969,
$2.7 million,
andfiscal
the year
estimate
for offiscal
year 1970
is slightly lower. How do you calculate the
estimate
'he amount
required?

General CONNOR. Mr. THutchison, will you address that. question?
Mr. Hff'wuIsoN. Yes, sir, we get reports from the field as to the
actual costs of what is spent on the apprehension of deser ters.
We determine the rate and make our estimate in that way. Now, in fiscal year
1969 in our original budget request. we. had $2.1 million. We do have
$600,000 more iii fiscal year 1969 now than we had in our original request. This is due to the ireased activity.
Mr. Lilscoml. That testimony is con'fusing. The fact of the matter
is Mr.
you Hu'rciIsoN.
were low last
year-sir'.
you added $600.000 more.
Right,
Mr.yet
L at.sxco-ux..
This time
year ihe
yoi testimony
are requesting
about
same amount.
mid
the same
shows
the the
)rol)lem
and requirements are increasing. 1)o you have any reason to believe that you
will have fewer deserters, abse'ntees, and escaped military prisoners in

fiscal 1970?
Mr. ILr-TcmisoN. No, sir. But we have revised our 1969 estimate
and have increased it by $600,000 from our original estimate due to
the increase.
Mr. LiPsco.mit. You have not increased it one bit from your required
funds for fiscal year 1969.

Mr. Hrr cHisoN. We have increased it from that which we requested originally.
Mr. LmSCOMB. But your original estimates for fiscal year 1969 have
proved to be incorrect.
Mr. HuTirisoN. Right, sir.
Mr. LIPscoMB: Now, where does your estimate stand today? How do
you calculate it?
Mr. HrrciisoN. We calculate it on. past experience, sir, and that
is the reason we have reprogramed $600,000 more into the account in
fiscal year 1969 from our original estimate.
Mr. LIPscoMB. So you estimate the level will be about the same?
Mr. HrrcmusoN. Right, sir.
Mr. LePscnO . What is the method by which you return the prisoners to wherever you intern them?
General CoNNon. Once a deserter is returned to military duty he is
assigned to a unit at the installation where he is first picked up. In
that way he gets on the strength of the Army as an accession. He has
been dropped from the rolls once. As soon as he is reported at a military installation he is- assigned to a "morning report" unit.
Mr. LIPSCOMB. I am talking about the method. Do you send one or
two men out to pick him up? What happens when you pick up a
prisoner?
General CoNNon. It is frequently done by sending out an armed
guard to pick him up and return him to military control, sir.
Mr. Lrscoxn. Or two armed guards?
General CoNNoR. One, sir, normally. It depends also on the prisoner. If the prisoner is willing to return on his own, no armed guard
is sent. He frequently turns himself in and indicates a desire to return
to military control. In this event, there is no purpose sending a guard
out after him.
Mr. LPscoam. Depending on the location, he returns by rail, auto.
or air?
General CoNNoR. Or bus.
Mr. LIrscoMB. If he travels by train or air does he go first class?
General CONNOR. No, sir.
ARMY MORALE AND

DISCIPLINE

. Mr. In, scomn. On page 16 of your statement you discuss threats
to Army morale and discipline, and you say there is no conclusive
evidence of the existence of central motivation. What do you mean
in your statement by "conclusive"? Could you tell us something about
the type of evidence that you have?
General CoNNoR. We have under supervision, sir, a number of various dissident groups that are agitating.
in the military. We find to some extent these groups are
fighting amongst themselves for control or for a favored position.
I discussed this with Mr. Flood yesterday.
(Clerks note: See page 68 for earlier discussion.)
Many of them have the same purpose, that is, to disrupt the activity,
to provide a threat to law and oider, to provide a threat to discipline. But they have pot been working in true coordination with one
aitother. There hastbei. a divisiveness among them. They are essentially the same groups that we find working ift the universities and
elsewhere.
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Mr. LwscoMe. Last year in discussing this kind of a problem, the
committee was informed that at that time there were 23 organizatlions in seven countries that had been definitely linked with deserter.
inducement programs. That was on May 6, 1968. How many such
organizations now have been identified by you and could you, for the
record, provide a list of those organizations?
General CoNNoR. I will, sir.

(The information follows:)
DESMTM-INDUCEMENT PROGRAMS
Twenty-one organizations locltodd 8 countries have been ililmkd with deserterinducement programs.
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MARIHUAkA..AND OTHER DRUG USE

Mr. LIPsCOMB. General, in following the-mnfhuana problem in the
military, I believe I have found there has been an active effort by the
De artment of Defense and the Army to try to do something about it.
ats

general CONNOR. This is correct, sir.

Mr. LiPscoin. Also, there has been concern throughout the country
about the so-called coffee houses that are springing up around mili-

ut

tar bases.
Por the record, I think people would like to read and see for them-

ari-

selves the active program that is being carried on by the military to
try to do something about this problem. Could you see that that is put
t
at this poin
record
inthe
1Will,? sir.
Co~xoR.
General
(The information follows:)
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The directives Whici have been issued by OD and the Army pertaining to
the use of drugs are cited below.
In addition to these directives, the Army has also initiated several programs
and measures which
deal with the disciplinary and drug problem. Following is
a brief description of these:
1. Olose coordination has been conducted with the FBI, local police and sheriffs'
offices in order to keep abreast of coffeehouse activity and the amount of support
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received from active duty soldiers. The coffeehouse program has not developed into
a serious problem for the Army. Restrictive measures are available to installation
commanders to deal with the coffeehouses, ifand when they pose a problem to the
maintenance of discipline.
2. WithIn the past year the Army has increased training of criminal investiga.
tors in specialized courses in drug abuse and detection; distributed command
information materials, including films, on drugs and drug abuse; and Initiated
a pilot program to train dogs in the detection of narcotics. Army chaplains have
been provided with educational material on the moral and spiritual implications
of drug abuse, and workshops have been conducted to orient and assist chaplains
on ways of dealing with the drug problem. Close cooperation and liaison Is maintained with the FBI, U.S. Customs Bureau, the Federal Bureau of Narcotics and
Dangerous Drugs, and civil police agencies. These measures provide flexibility in
altering outdated approaches or instituting new programs as deemed necessary.
8. A pilot speaker's program using recently returned personnel from Vietnam
has proven successful in countering anti-Vietnam publicity. This program is
being continued and expanded.
4. The Army has a continuing program to determine and examine reasons that
soldiers go AWOL and to objectively assess procedures In dealing with returned
absentees.
5. In December 1968, presentations were made on the subject of morale and
discipline during the Army Commanders' and Command Sergeants' Major Conferences. Specific areas of attention In the presentations were AWOL and desertion, equal opportunity, the enlisted promotion system, and proper use and treatment of soldiers.
6. Guidance has been Issued as to legal ways of dealing with nonmilitary
personnel who desire to distribute handbills, pamphlets and leaflets on Army
Installations.
7. In January 1969, guidance was provided concerning commanders' authority
to restrict dissemination of subversive and quasi-subversive publications on
Army posts, which had been reported as a key Issue troubling commanders.
8. The Army Information Office has prepared a number of pamphlets, posters
and articles designed to accent positive aspects of the Army and its personnel,
to Include military elan, tradition and prestige. Installation commanders have
been encouraged to modify recreational activities and facilities to make them
more appealing and competitive with outside activities such as coffeehouses.
9. Commanders are kept advised of any subversive activities which may Impact adversely upon the discipline of their command.
In summary, discipline and disciplinary problems are not new subjects to the
Army. Ways and means for developing self-control, orderliness and efficiency of
all members of the military are constantly being sought. The Army has found
no panacea-type of solution to Improve discipline. It has been found desirable to
avoid "overgulding" field commanders. The diversity of command approaches to
discipline problems based on the local situation tends to place offenders off balance and, In the case of dissident elements, to make It more difficult for them
to concentrate efforts In finding means to exploit their ends. At Headquarters,
Department of the Army, our effort is directed toward assisting field commanders by delineating their authority, Issuing guidance, and providing assistance when requested. Appropriate authority exists in the hands of field commanders to deal with disciplinary problems. This authority, complemented by
an Army-wide sharing of workable ideas and procedures which are relayed to
commanders through various informational media, Is in accordance with the
Army's traditional concept of leadership and decentralized command prerogatives.
FEBRUARY

2, 1968.

Number 1800.11.
ASD(M. & R.A.).
DEPARTMENT OF DmZNsE DIREoTIvE--WoAL oR IMPROPER USE OF DRuGs BY
MEMBERS OF THE ARMED FORCES
L

PURPOSE

AND

SCOPE

This directive announces Department of Defense policies for preventing and
eliminating drug abuse by members of the armed forces and assigns responsibilities for carrying out Its provisions worldwide.

"
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II. APPLIOABILITY

The provisions of this directive apply to all componets of the Department of
Defense.
IIL DEFINITIONS

A. Narcotkca.-Any opiates or cocaine.
B. Marjuana.-The intoxicating products of the hemp plant, cannabla sativa,
C. Dangerous drug8.-Those nonnarcotic drugs that are habit forming or have
a potential for abuse because of their stimulant, depressant, or hallucinogenic
effect, as determined by the Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare.
D. Drug abuse.-The illegal, wrongful, or Improper use of any narcotic sub.
stance, marijuana, or dangerous drug, or the illegal or wrongful possession or
sale of tile same. When such drugs have been prescribed by competent medical
personnel for medical purposes their proper use by the patient prescribed for is
not drug abuse.
IV. POLICY

It is the policy of the Department of Defense to prevent and eliminate drug
abuse within the Armed Forces. The illegal or improper use of drugs by a member
of the Armed Forces may have a seriously damaging effect on his health and mind,
may jeopardiw his safety and the safety of his fellows, may lead to criminal
prosecution and to discharge under other than honorable conditions and is altogether incompatible with military service or subsequent civilian pursuits. The
Department acknowledges a particular responsibility for counselling and protecting members of the Armed Forces against drug abuse, and for disciplining members who use or promote the use of drugs In an Illegal or Improper manner.
V. RESPONSIBILITIES

A. Overall program
1. The Assistant Secretary of Defense (Manpower and Reserve Affairs), or his
designee, advised by two representatives of each service upon their designation
by the Secretary concerned, and such additional advisers as the ASD (M. & R.A.)
shall deem appropriate and designate, shall have overall responsibility for the
development and monitoring of a coordinated program in accordance with the
provisions of this directive.
2. The ASD (M. & R.A.), or his designee, shall provide for the procurement and
development of materials, including films (see list attached, enclosure 1) and
pamphlets, for the orientation and continuing education ef all persons in the
Armed Forces on the dangers of illegal or Improper drug use.
(a) Materials developed shall(1) Emphasize the physiological and psychological dangers inherent in
the use of such drugs;
(2) Stress the Inconsistency of their use with military responsibility and
national security and the implications of such behavior In security determinations and administrative discharge actions; and
(8) Gontain an explanation of disciplinary actions which can be taken
for drug abuse.
(b) Informational materials developed shall be made available to the Secretaries of the military departments and Directors of defense agencies for distribution to military personnel.
3. In addition, the A.S.D. (M. &RA.), or his designee, shall(a) Review existing programs of the military departments concerning
drug abuse.
(b) Recommend new policies for more effective control of drug abuse.
(o) Prepare a quarterly evaluation of drug abuse Incidents by military
personnel which shall be forwarded to the Deputy Secretary of Defense.
(d) At his discretion, require DOD components to submit such Infornmation as is deemed useful in the matter of drug abuse and methods employed
to combat it, for collation and dissemination to other DOD components for
their Information and guidance.
(e) Obtain reports and recommendations from DOD components assigned
responsibility for the programs described In subsections V.A.4., B, and 0,
herein, and direct specific improvements.
(T) Take action to:
(1) keep abreast of the activities of other agencies of the Federal Government and private organizations in examining and combating drug
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abuse and the treatment of drug users, including a continuing effort to
keep DOD components informed of research projects being conducted by
other governmental and private organizations, and
(2) where appropriate, recommend additional research.
4. The Secretaries of the military departments and Directors of defense agencies shall:
(a) Arrange for the dissemination of Informational material to military
personnel under their cognizance;
(b) Devise orientation, refresher training, and supplemental information
programs for military personnel;
(o) Insure that military commanders take appropriate action for providing orientation programs to military personnel before their departure to
overseas areas; and that military commanders provide refresher training.
as well as other supplementation of this Informational material, on a regular basis to members already In overseas areas (particularly areas where
drugs may he Illicitly obtained with relative ease).
B. Program for the control of smuggling
Bach military department shall1. Develop additional procedures to prevent illicit trafficking and shipping
of drugs by members of the Armed Forces;
2. Devote special attention to the possibly of illicit drug being transported
by members traveling from one country to another, and develop procedures
to prevent the same.
3. Maintain cooperation with the Post Office Department and the United
States Treasury Department's Bureau of Customs and Bureau of Narcotics.
0. Quarantine areas program
The military departments shall develop implementing instructions designed
to identify areas and business establishments located In areas within their
jurisdiction which should be declared "off-limits" by local commanders because
of the availability of narcotics, marihuana or other dangerous drugs in that
area or at that establishment In foreign countries, the military commander shall
additionally be required to Inform the appropriate local authorities and attempt
to formulate coordinated law enforcement procedures.
VI. EFFCrVE DATE AND IMPLEMENTATION
This directive is effective immediately. Bach military department shall issue or
revise existing regulations to carry out the policies set forth in this directive. Two
copies of the Implementing instructions shall be forwarded to the Assistant Secretary of Defense (Manpower and Reserve Affairs) within 45 days for approval
prior to promulgation.
PAUL H. NrrzE,
Deputy Secretary of Defense.
Enclosure: Films on Drugs and Narcotics.
FILMS ON DRUGS AND

NARCOTICS

The following is a list of motion picture films currently available and being
being produced:
Navy:
MN 10507-"LSD."
MC 7962--"Drug Addiction, Trip to Where" (being produced).
Air Force:
SFP-"Pots and Pills" (being produced).
SFP-"Narotics, Why Not."
SFP-"LSD" (Navy adaption).
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Army"
"Narcotics."
NarcoticsmA Challenge to Youth.
Monkey on the Back.
CBS Reports-The Business of Heroin.
The Dangerous Drugs.
Investigation of Narcotics Offense.
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Wa8hington, D.C., April 9, 1968.
AGAM-P (M) (9 Apr. 1068) PMGS-C.
SubJevt: Illegal or Improper Use of Drugs.
1. Continuing reports regarding real or alleged illegal or improper use of
narcotics, nmarihuana, and other dangerous drugs by members of the U.S. Army
are a matter of grave concern. Drug abuse, or the illegal or improper use of
narcotics, marihuana, and other dangerous drugs, is inconsistent with the traditions of military service; poses a serious threat to the health and safety of the
user; and may seriously Jeopardize the mission of the Individual soldier or that
of his unit
2. The Department of Defense recently announced a policy to prevent and
eliminate drug abuse within the Armed Forces. Each military department is
responsible for executing this Iolicy and insuring that an aggressive program
is conducted to combat the threat of drug abuse. Success of this program will
depend on the active support of commanders at every level of command.
3. Existing directives provide sufficient means, including administrative and
disciplinary action, to enable commanders to control drug abuse by members
of their commands. Commanders must give renewed and continuing emphasis
to counseling military personnel and protecting them against drug abuse. During
the coming months, additional guidance and informational material will be distributed to assist commanders in their educational programs.
4. Pending publication of further guidance by the Department of Defense
and the Department of the Army, commanders wili:
(a) Insure that the dangers of drug abuse are included, on a regular
basis, in existing orientation and supplemental information programs. This
is particularly important for personnel destined for, or already in, oversees
areas where narcotics, marihuana, and other dangerous drugs may be ob.
tained with relative ease.
(b) Emphasize the importance of prompt reporting to the military police,
for subsequent investigation, known or suspected drug abuses.
(c) Develop procedures necessary to prevent illicit trafficking and shipping
of narcotics, marihuana, and other dangerous drugs to include strengthening
Customs activities and the force structure required to accomplish the Customs
control mission.
Insure that off-limits procedures are considered in areas and business
establishments where the availability of narcotics, marihuana, or abuse
drugs pose a potential threat. Overseas commanders will establish procedures
which will insure that local authorities are informed of actual or contemplated off-limits actions,
(c) Stress close cooperation and coordination with appropriate civil law
enforcement agencies in drug abuse matters.
By order of the Secretary of the Army:
KENNETH G. WICKHAM,

Major General, USA,
The Adjutant General.
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DESCRIPTION OF ARMY DRUG LITERATURE

General CONNOR. I mentioned yesterday a particularly well pre.
pared pamphlet that is issued by the Department of Defense. It is ani
educational-type pamphlet. There are other materials, including films
and lectures, I will put a description of those in the record, also.
(The information follows:)
Within the past year, Department of the Army and Department of Defense
have produced a variety of educational materials describing the medical, moral,
and legal aspects involved in the use and abuse of narcotics, dangerous drogs,
and marihuana. Following is a brief description of the materials that have been
produced:
1. Drug Abuse: "Game Without Winners," A basic handbook for commanders.

(DOD GHN-83, DA Pam 860-530, NAVPERS 15234, AP 34-2, NAVMC 2620,
CG-173).
This 80-page indexed handbook Is one of the most comprehensive publications ever produced on drug abuse. It was developed with the assistance of
pharmaceutical laboratories, and many other experts In the executive branch
of the Government.
Designed to help fill the information vacuum on drug abuse, the handbook's aim Is to help commanders understand, prevent, and combat drug
abuse problems.
This handbook sets out a brief historical view of drug abuse. In addition,
It describes various drugs and nondrug products susceptible to abuse. The
drug abuser Is discussed as are methods of therapy, educational approaches,
problems of abuser identification, Identification of drugs, what to do when
drug abuse Is suspected, procedures for drug abuse prevention, and the overall command relationship to drug abuse matters.
Prevention is stressed. The handbook points out that "The Illegal use of
drugs by members of the Armed Forces is a matter of concern that requires
intensive, coordinated departmental effort for its control -and elimination.
The heavy responsibilities of members of the Armed Forces make drug abuse
by any member a matter of serious concern which dictates intensive effort
to eliminate It. The Department of Defense acknowledges particular responaibility for protecting the young, impressionable members of the Armed
Forces overseas against the dangers of using drugs which may have a
seriousy damaging effect on their health and. welfare." A copy of this
handbook Is provided all commanders in the Army.
2. "Drugs and You" (DOD FS-51,DA Pam 360-602).
This publication, developed by the DOD Drug Abuse Control Committee,
isa 12-panel folder designed for distribution to, and use by, the Individual. It
briefly describes the five basics of drug abuse-opiates (heroin), marihuana,
hallucinogens, depressants, and stimulants.
The folder deals with the question "What does drug abuse have to do with
me?" Pointing out that drug abuse Is a losing proposition, the publication
talks about the military penalties, the possible loss of valuable veterans
benefits and the stigma attached to and faced by a drug abuser when seeking
civilian employment. It is written at a level that every man, whether he has
an eighth grade education or Is a college graduate, will understand.
It Is recommended that where possible the folder be used In conjunction
with the handbook, "Drug Abuse: Game Without Winners" A copy is
provided every enlisted man In the Army.
3. "Things Could be Worse, We Could Be Hung Up on Drugs" (DOD P-55).
This 11- by 18-Inch poster shows two men hanging by their wrists in a
dungeon with one saying, "Things could be worse-we could be hung up on
drugs." Although the poster has a humorous approach, It gets the point
across. The poster is easily adaptable for display on bulletin boards or other
appropriate places.
4. "LSD." This 80-minute color film presents Lt. Comdr. Walt Minor, Marine
Corps, U.S. Navy, discussing the perils of LSD and Its known effects. It is a
standup lecture film expertly presented. Copies of this film are available for use
by Army personnel.
5. "Trip to Where" (AFIF-17T). This dramatic 50-minute color presentation
dwells on all aspects of drug abuse, with particular stress on the impact of LSD

and the consequences of its use, illustrated by the experiences of three seamen.
It was produced by the Bureau of Medicine, Department of the Navy. The Army
has purchased 800 copies of this film.
0. The "Pentagon Forum" is a 80-minute video tape panel discussion on drug
abuse. featuring Mr. Frank A. Bartimo, chairman of the DOD Drug Abuse Control Committee and Capt. Ralph L. Christy, Marine Corps, U.S. Navy, who answer
questions put to them by a panel of enlisted personnel. Copies are available
through the Director, Office of Information for the Armed Forces, Department of
Defense, Washington, D.C. 20301.
7. The "Hang-Up." An Air Force film dealing primarily with the problems of
LSD and marihuana. One hundred and eighty copies of this film have been
purchased for use by the Army.
Additionally, the Department of Defense Drug Abuse Control Committee has
programed an additional film for distribution throughout the Armed Forces
which will deal specifically with the marihuana problem. This film will be completed and distributed before the end of calendar year 1969.
Locally developed and produced educational materials are used in a variety of
educational programs throughout the world. These programs include articles in
command Information newspapers, locally designed posters and pamphlets, and
use of films and materials produced by civilian organizations involved In drug
abuse education.
PERMANENT CHANGE OF STATION TRAVEL

Mr. LiPSCOMB. In the area of permanent change of station travel,
page 25 of the justification sheets, the Army estimates for 1968 were
$758 million, and the actual amount was $699 million, for a surplus of
$59 million. The Army's original estimate for 1969 was $784 million
and the revised estimate is now $739 million, a reduction of $45 million. For 1970 the estimate is $735 million. Even with all the increases
in troop strength, it appears that the Army personnel is continually
overstating their requirements. Since we are dealing in a magnitude
of nearly three-quarters of a billion dollars per year, we should
examine this.
The largest single item within this activity is rotational travel to
and from overseas, and this is where most of the overestimates occur.
Could you explain how these estimates are developed and what causes
it to be continually overstated in the requirements?
General CONNOR. Would you care to address that question?
Mr. HuTCiISoN. Yes, sir. The moves that we project are based on
the overseas deployment strengths to the various commands. Applied
to these strengths are the average tour lengths in each one of the
commands. In that manner it is determined how many people we would
have to move to each command and how many people we would bring
home based on these tour lengths. The average cost of these moves
is determined by applying average rates to each move. The way we
get our average cost rates is that, at. Indianapolis, the Army Finance
Center, we have a team of some 25 who visually audit the PCS vouchers
to determine the entitlements people exercise when they do make
their PCS moves. The Finance Center gives us a 12-month moving
average of what it cost to move members, what it cost to move their
dependents, their baggage and household goods, dislocation allowance,
and trailer allowances.
Since members can elect whether to move their family or not, naturally these rates are influenced by what the members elect to do when
they make their move.
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We have found out in the last 2 years that, generally, when the
member is moving overseas he tends not to move his family because
if he is going to Vietnam, he knows he is coming back within a
r
and then he would have to move his family again.
So to some extent they are leaving their families where they are
when they go to Vietnam. So this has brought downi the averfige cost
rates of our moves to and from overseas, and we are now reflecting
these decreased rates in our estimates.
XXOR88 TRANSPORTATION COST

Mr. IirscoMa. Referring to the justification sheets, on pages 28 and
29 it is noted that the transportation by MAC averages approximately
$150 per military member. Yet the MSTS rate for an officer rate is
$600, and for enlisted members $10,000. I-low can it possibly cost
$10,000 for each enlisted member? That is on page 29 of the justifica.
tion sheet.
Mr. Huroitisow. $10,00(6
Mr. LIPSCOMR. Yes, it if under 2-0, Transportation by MSTS, mili-

tary member, 555, at a cost of $5,688,000. That is for 1969.
Mr. HuwclusoN. Yes. This is movement by ship, MSTS.
Mr. Lso
mB. Yes.
Mr. Huemso. In the appropriation language each year there is a
limitation that we must spend so much money by American-flag vessels.
We move these people by American-flag vessels due to that limitation,
sir, and it is quite expensive moving the person from New York to
Europe by the American-flag vessels. That is what this rate reflects.
Mr. AwDRrws. That is $10,000 per person ?
Mr. IHTUTHISON. $10,000.
Mr. LnswouB. That doesn't provide an adequate explanation. The

military could still use MSTS.
Mr. TuTrnmsox. Right, sir.
General CoNNoB. Mr. Chairman, may we research that point and
furnish it for the record since this appears to be overstated?
Mr. LnsoxB. If you would, please.
(The information'follows:)
The average cost for transportation of military members by MST8 appears
high as the estimated cost of transporting Free World Military Assistance Forces
is included in the dollar amount requested. (Additional classified information
has been furnished separately to the committee.)
TRANSPORT OF PRIVATRLY OWNFD VEHICLES

Mr. LipscoB. In 1970 the Army will ship almost 85,000 privately
owned vehicles by MSTS at a cost of $10.4 million. The average cost,
based on the figures is $285 for an officer's automobile and $815 for an
enlisted man's automobile. Is there any reason for this difference?
Mr. HUrcHIsow. It would be based on experience, sir. I will have to
research and see-if they are moving a heavier automobile, the enlisted men, that would be about the only thing I could say offhand.
Mr. ANDRtWS. Off the record.
(Discussion off the record.)
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Mr. LIscoMbn. Are these rates higher than the commercial rates
Mr. 1ltc111t8oN. I don't know. I would have to look that up and
hfrnish it,
for the record. I would assume they are not.
Mr. LitcoMn. If you find a difference here will you explain it here,
too?
Mr. II iriisoN. Yes, si r.
Mr.LwscoMn. We would he glad to handle any reductions.

Mr. HurcIxsoN. Yes si-.

Mr. LipscoMB. You no1w, the reason we concentrate on these estimates is because we are dealing with subshtlttial am lnits of money, and

even though the individual items jnd--tilounts that Ame 1tre picking

at lire relatively small, when you'idd them. up in volume. they come
to millions and millions of (iohill-Is. rhe experience rate just in thli fiscal
yeu- 1969 with regard to thi -o estimates has ban-very noticeable.*
Mr. HumimUoN.Yes sr."
(The information follows:)
The fund requirements *ere determined as folil we
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-
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1,000.000
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Owned vehicle shipments to CONUS from Europe of forelln-made cars were
ps
ll Privately
1aurin the past few ye
fialted by the member s the DOD olicy prohibited the return at Government expense, The member ordinarily arranged
for shipment on forelgn-owned vessels wUich had an adverse effect on the balance of payments. The revInd poly il
encourage members to ship foreign.made privately owned vehicles on MSTS ships_ Since the cost otahinprtvately
"oed vehicles by MSTS Ishigher than the prevelling rate on foreign ships, the member will be mrulred on.y to reimburse
te Government for the amount which he would have paid had he utilized foreign commercial shipping. e differential
ot will be borne by the Government. The following estimates, Including port handling charges, were used to determine
the coat to the Government:
MSTS
cost
.....................................
Foreign-vessel
comnercial
cost..............
............................
151
Cost to Government ........................................................................

Ill

Excluding the cost of shipping foreign-made cars from Europe (see footnote),

the average cost of shipping i)rivntely owned vehicles is slightly higher for enlisted persoxinel aqs a higher percentage of their ears are' being shipped to and
returned from more distant points from CONUS.
MSTS rates for movement of privately owned vehicles are comparable to
American-Aag vessel commercial rates. However, MSTS and American-flag vessel rates are higher than foreign-flag vessel ,rates. For example, the cost of ship.
ping an average size automobile via MST8 or American-flag vessel from CONUS
to Europe Is estimated at $880, Including port handling charges. The comparable
cost on a foreigu-flag vesnel is estimated at $215.

MrLITARY PAY INCREASE

Mr. Lnsco~m. We have heard through the press and other media
that the new administration hopes to include a recommendation on
the military compensation system as one part of the budget review
now being conducted. At the time this budget was sent. to Congress
there was Public Law 90-207 enacted a year previous to the new
budget and it. requires an across-the-board increase in the pay of all
military personnel, effective July 1, 1969. Now, do T understand correctly [hat the July 1, 1969, pay increase is not included in the $8.5
billion request for military personnel?
General-CoNNoR. That is correct, sir; is it not.
Mr. Lsco-,%r. At this point could you provide an estimate as to what
the Army's additional funding requirements will be for a full fiscal
year 1969 -totake care of the pay increase which as of now is required,
effective July 1,19691
General CONNOR. Our figures show that this would require an additional $667.500,000, sir, based on a 12.6-percent increase. We, of
course, do not know precisely how that increase is going to be applied
as vet. There have been a number of different proposals.
Mr. Lmrscomn. By proposals, you don't mean new legislation?
General CONNOR. No, sir.
Mr. LiPsco,31B. Well, then, what do you mean when you say you don't
know "how it going to be applied"?
General CoNNOR. Whether it would be applied evenly across the
board, whether it would be applied at various increments for different grades to bring the military pay more in line with the
civilian level.
Mr. LwscornB. The law that is on the books now does not specify
that.
General CoNNoR. I don't believe it does, sir.
Mr. ANDRFWa. Does that $600 million figure, General, apply to fiscal
19659 or is it for fiscal 1970?
General CoNNoR. It is fiscal 1970, sir.
Mr. LTlPscomB. What is the last practical date that you have to
know the details of how any pay increase is going to be applied so
that you can effectively operate?
General CONNOR. General Maness.
General MANESS. General Taylor is in Chicago today and extends
his regrets for not being here. I would say we should know at least
20 to 30 days before. We probably could get by with 15 days, but we
would like to have around 30 days' notice because we have a'lot of pay
vouchers to change. In 15 days we could probably do it, sir.
Mr. LPscom . Fifteen days prior to the July 1 date?
General MANess. Yes.

SUPPLEMENTAL FOR COST OF PAY INCREASE

Mr. LLPSCOMB. What has been the experience to date on the way we
have been funding military personnel pay in recent years? We have
a supplemental going through right now. It has been the practice
for the last number of years not to fund increases in personnel pay
which were known to be required and also not to fund adequate appropriations for the numbers in the service. What has happened ? How
have you gotten by? Has it been a burden to the military

General MANESS. Sir, this appropriation, MPA appropriation, can

spend anywhere in the neighborhood of $21 to $22 million per day.
When we know there are going to be increases such as for the pay
raise this year where we have a supplemental in for 1969, we have to
pay the people by month so we compute the runout date when we
think our funds will run out at the end of the year.
That is what we have been doing in the past, not only for the MPA
appropriation but also for the 0. & M. appropriation where we have
civilian pay involved. I think the question was asked General Taylor
the other day when would he need the supplemental in 1969 for the
0. & M., including civilian, and we computed that we would have to
have the money about the 15th of June of this year.
Mr. L Pscon.
Are you spending fourth quarter funds already?
General MANERS. Sir, we won't have to spend fourth quarter funds

yet, but we will have to spend them at some point in time. We can compute the date when we will have to spend fourth quarter funds.
EXCLUSION OF PAY INCREASE COST FROM BUDGET

Mr. ANDREWS. Will the gentleman yield? Who will determine what
the correct. figure will be for pay increase?
General
m

ANF.ss. Determination of the final Army total cost figure

for the military pay raise scheduled for July 1, 1969 will be made
by Headquarters, Department of the Army, subject to approval by
OSD and the Bureau of the Budget.
Mr. ANDREWS. You know there is going to be a pay increase on the
first of July. I cannot for the life of me see why you don't ask for the
money in the 1970 budget. You know it has to be paid.
General MANESS. Sir, I think this is a decision of the Secretary of
Defense, where they made the determination not to include it in our
budget. As General Connor and Mr. Hutchison say, it is not in here.
Mr. ANWDREWS. But you have a request before us for $8 billion-plus
to be paid.
General CONWOR. Yes, sir.
Mr. ANDREWS. It should be, in my opinion, added to your 1970
budget request.
General MANESS. It is in the President's budget for 1970 at $2.8
billion as a summary estimate for the entire Government. When the
precise rates and amounts are determined, special appropriation requests will have to be made. Mr. Hutchison said the Army's portion of
this would be about $667 million.
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General CONNOR. We don't know what action, for example, the
Congress will take on the Pay Modernization Act, which could change
these figures substantially.
Mr. Lsco B. If you will yield, that is not what we are trying to
get to. You are going to have a pay increase whether Congress acts
on a new Pay Modernization Act or not. You are going to have to
have a pay increase.
Mr. ANDREWS. Any new legislation would add to the amount.
General CONNOR. We operate on the budget guidance given to us
by the Secretary of Defense.
Mr. LIPSCOMB. But what we are discussing here now is the fact
that it has been the practice not to include in the budget the known
quantity, that is, a pay increase, when the budget is submitted. It has
made the budget reflect a lower figure than was actually necessary for
that fiscal year.
Mr. ANDREWS. And makes a supplemental necessary.
Mr. LTsco-m. This is not a decision of the Secretary of Defense,
as was indicated. This is a high-level policy decision by the Bureau of
the Budget and the President, because it is Government-wide policy,
not related just to the military. This is a decision they make. They
decided not to submit it as a part of the request of the various departments. It shows up as a one-line item in the overall budget.
General MANFSS. As General Connor says, we have to go by the
guidance that comes down to us from the Secretary of Defense. The
guidance on personnel was that the pay raise which was effective last
July, not this July, would be in our budget and we could not budget
for the pay raise that will be coming up on July 1 of this year.
Mr. LwscoMB. The fact is that there is going to be one. Either the
size of the one that we know is in the law today or an additional pay
increase that may be recommended in a very short time from now.
So we have to meet it.
General MANESS. We will have to meet the pay increase.
Mr. LiPscorm. The question is, Shall we meet it in the fiscal year 1970
budget as submitted, or shall we wait for a supplemental? That is our
problem.
General MANESS. That is right; yes.
IMPROVEMENTS

IN

PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT

Mr. LipSCOMB. In the committee report that accompanied the fiscal
year 1969 budget we were concerned with military personnel and we
made some suggestions. For instance, we said in certain areas generally
better management of military personnel could be made and appear
reasonable, that headquarters staff could very well be reduced by 5
percent with no loss in efficiency or in essential direct support of the
war in Vietnam; other areas would appear to be actions to reduce the
numbers of personnel assigned to public affairs, public relations, and
public information activities. We also made the suggestion that per-

haps Project Transition could be transferred to another more appropriate agency. We made other suggestions also in our committee report.
Is it possible for anyone before the committee today to tell us if
any actions or any considerations have been given to the suggestions
made in this committee's report on the fiscal year 1969 appropriation
bill?
General CONNOR. With regard to reducing the size of headquarters,
sir; there had been some considerable reductions made in the Continental Army Operating Forces which includes headquarters basically.
With regard to Project Transition, it has been the decision of the
Secretary of Defense to continue this program as it is now set up on
about the same scale.
With regard to increases or decreases in information-type activities,
I am not prepared to address that particular subject.
Mr. LIPscomB. For the record, would you have somebody take a look
again at our committee recommendations and give their opinions as
to why the recommendations either have not been followed or are not
practical ?
General CONNOR. I am aware of the feeling of the committee on excess moves. This is something that has been bothering the Army itself
for a long time. But under the present circumstances we have been unable to support our commitment in Vietnam without a great deal of
turbulence and a great deal of movement on the part of military personnel, averaging actually about one move per year. That is a mathematical problem, sir.

Mr. LrPsCOMB. General, maybe you could look at these and go to the

point, for instance, of rotational policy of military personnel. Now
there are all kinds of studies going on throughout DOD and maybe the
Army could provide assurance that after the war in Vietnam that it
would effect some of these recommendations of the committeeGeneral CONNOR. We certainly feel strongly that people are moving
too often. We would prefer to leave an individual on station for 3
years, normally.
Mr. LnmcomB. Or longer.
General CONNOR. Or longer; yes, sir. In many cases 5 years. But
there are constraints here. It is a function of the size of the base, so to
speak, versus the deployments. If we do have large short-tour commitments, then this is going to influence the length of time we can
leave people in the base. That is what is happening to us today.
Now, again, as I say, as an objective we want to cut down on moves.
We find that this is one reason that people leave the military, because
of frequent moves. I think we could save a lot of money in this area.
Mr. IAPSCOMB. I realize that these are times of stress because of the
war in Vietnam and other emergencies throughout the world, but I

wish that we could at least have a look at our committee recommendations of last year and see if we cannot give them some consideration.
Some of these recommendations havebeen made over a number of
29-608 O-69---pt. 1-
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years. We ought to at least be trying to modernize some of the policies
that have been in existence, at least took a look at our personnel.
(The information follows:)
The following are the Army comments with respect to the committee recommendations concerning military personnel in the committee report of the Department of Defense appropriation bill, 1969.
1.

ROTATION OF DUTY AND FREQUENCY OF PERMANENT CHANGE OF STATION

The frequent rotation of duty and permanent changes of station are largely due
to the present commitment to Vietnam. Recent efforts to curb personnel turbu.
lences worldwide have been pointed at minimizing the problems directly attribut.
able to this commitment. Two programs to a degree have been successful:
(a) Incentives are offered to personnel to extend their tours of duty in Vietnam.
In general, these relate to improved opportunities for promotion and pay. The
Department of the Army has Instituted additional incentives to include special
leave for those extending for 6 months and an additional rest and recuperation
leave for personnel who extend their tours for 90 days or more.
(b) The extended early release program was initiated on August 1, 1968. to
permit separation of short-tour returnees with 150 days or less service remaining.
The ob.,ective Is to eliminate tag-end assignments In the continental United States
and th. associated turbulence.
In 'spite of the above actions, there is little likelihood that the current frequency of moves will be substantially reduced as long as there is a requirement
to Fustaln a significant Army force in SEA. The Department of the Army continues to strongly endorse the 12-month tour in Vietnam because of its morale
value. While the Department of the Army does not advocate any change in this
policy, the 12-month tour in Vietnam is recognized as one of the principal reasons
for frequent changes of station worldwide. The current troop level in Vietnam
requi as that the Army provide approximately
- replacements to that country annually. The effect upon the frequency of worldwide permanent changes of
station of this statistic alone, to say nothing of the other oversea force requirements and the large number of accessions annually, is dramatic. In addition, the
ATmy must continue to move personnel for reasons associated with career
development and equity. The current environment has not lessened Army requirements to move personnel because of schooling, promotions, and changes in type
of duty. We must also continue to provide equity to all personnel by minimizing
the number of undesirable assignments for the individual.
The Army is looking ahead to the time when the Vietnam commitment is
reduced and assignment policies can be based on the pre-Vietnam sustaining base.
In a more stabilized environment, the Army plans to institute policies which
will provide improved management of permanent change of station moves.
Under these policies. Army personnel will be permitted to serve an extended
tour of duty in the continental United States, or areas of residence (such as
Hawaii or Alaska), between tours of duty oversea. Army oversea requirements
for personnel to serve tours where dependents cannot accompany sponsors will
be reduced considerably. The frequency of permanent changes of station should
be reduced accordingly.
2. ASSIGNMENTS OF MILITARY PERSONNEL TO NON-MILITARY DUTIES (INCLUDES USE
OF MILITARY OFFICERS AS PROCUREMENT OFFICERS, BUDGET OFFICERS, AND AC-

OOUNTING OFFICERS)

Table of organization and equipment (TOE) units; e.g., the fighting units
and those units that provide their most immediate support, are staffed with all
military personnel. Some of these support-type units, such as transportation
units in port operation, are designed to be staffed with minimum command,
supervisory technical and maintenance personnel.
Positions most likely to call for civilian occupancy are those contained in
table of distribution and allowance (TDA) units, which include most of the
training, support, and headquarters elements of the Army.
The primary consideration in delineating positions for military or civilian
occupancy in TDA units is the successful execution of military operational sup-
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port missions In an efficient manner. Within this consideration, it Is Army policy
to delineate for military occupancy only those TDA positions which require
military Incumbents for reasons of law, security, or maintenance or morale and
discipline; which require the application of knowledge and/or skills that could
be acquired and maintained only through extensive and continuing military
training and experience; or which are traditionally occupied by military personnel. All other positions are normally delineated for civilian occupancy.
Although a position is Identified for military or civilian occupancy, the requirements of rotation base, space, and/or fund limitation, or nonavallability of
civilian skills at some locations, may necessitate staffing other than that which
has been delineated.
During the period January 1, 196, through June 80, 1968, the Army participated in the Department of Defense-directed clvillanization program. A total
of 1,273 officer and 33,863 enlisted positions of all types were converted to civilian
positions. In selecting positions to be converted, primary consideration was given
to those positions which could be said to require relatively civilian capacities.
It must be pointed out that any attempt by the Army to delineate additional
spaces for civilian occupancy could not be Implemented because of section 201
of Public Law 90-364.
8. OFFICER CAREER PLANNING

The Army's officer career planning program has been established basically to
provide a career pattern which, through progressive levels of schooling and duty
assignments, will develop an officer to achieve his greatest potential. The advancement of an officer to the highest levels of training for which he is capable
is dependent to a large degree on his duty assignments. To be totally effective,
the career planning program must provide for:
Formal education and training In military and ciilan schools.
Rotation of assignments in varied types of duty.
Development of capacity by performance in progressively higher levels of
responsibility.
To achieve these essentials, assignments on a permanent change of station
(P0C) basis are necessary. The frequency of such PCS moves, by policy, Is to
minimize turbulence and cost and normally provides a stabilization period for
officers of from 24 to 36 months. However, reassignment of an officer is not made
automatically upon completion of any fixed period of time except for foreign
service tours. Requirements will dictate when officers must be reassigned prior
to completing the minimum length of a normal tour. Requirements may also dictate that an officer remain at his current station and duty assignment for an
extended period.
In the absence of a Vietnam-type situation, the career planning program would
significantly reduce the number of PCS moves required. However, Vietnam requirements and the necessity to maintain adequate force readiness in other short
tour and long tour areas have caused a significant modification of.our assignment
policy. Vietnam war notwithstanding, our objectives remain toAchieve reasonable job tenure.
Advance career development.
Maintain a corps of highly motivated and competent officers which results
In a more efficient and proficient Army.
Within this framework and the Vietnam situation, there are continuing efforts
on the part of the Army to reduce turbulence and costs by minimizing P0S move
requirements. Examples of such policy efforts are:
Army regulations and JTR prohibit two PCS moves of an Individual during one fiscal year. Exceptional cases are authorized only by authority retained at Department of the Army level.
OONU8 officer requisitions are filled to the maximum extent by officers
returning from overseas assignments.
All officer intra-OONUSPC8 moves require DA approval on an individual
basis and In accordance with current regulations.
4. REDUCTION OF HEADQUARTERS

STAFF

Reduction in military strengths as suggested by the proposed 5 percent reduction of headquarters staffs would be detrimental to the Army and should be
avoided. The various Army commands, worldwide, are already manned on an
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austere basis and should not be assessed any reductions particularly in view of
the reductions in the civilian work force now taking place.
5. PERSONNEL ASSIGNED TO PUBLIC AFFAIRS, PUBLIC RELATIONS, AND PUBLIC
INFORMATION ACTIVITIS

An overall reduction of 3 percent in military man-years in support of public
information has been realized in the Office of the Chief of Information, Department of the Army and its support activities during the past year. As reported in
a December 0, 1968, memorandum to the Assistant Director, Surveys and Investigations Staff, House Appropriations Committee, a reduction from 199 man-years
to 193 has been made despite recognized increased personnel requirements for
long-range information planning.
Personnel ceilings in headquarters, Department of the Army are subject to
periodic manpower surveys to determine that personnel authorizations are appropriate for the workload functions performed. In the survey completed last
year, workload data justified the manpower used in Information activities at
departmental level.
6. PERSONNEL ASSIGNED TO COMMUNICATIONS SERVICES

[The following actions relating to communications services which occurred
during fiscal year 1969 have resulted In a decrease in military personnel:
(a) Close-down of the communications facility.
.
(b) Phaseout of high frequency facilities
(a)
(d) Across-the-board reduction for communications facilities in fiscal year
1969-2,050 personnel.
has been approved by Department of the
(e) Reorganization of the
Army and is in the process of being accomplished. This reorganization will
result in better utilization of miliary personnel and will reduce contractor
support personnel.
Currently studies are underway that could result in realinement In the communications area and possibly result In further reductions of personnel.]
7. PERSONNEL ASSIGNED TO INTELLIGENCE SERVICES

military
The fiscal year 1970 budget submission shows a decrease of
spaces in intelligence activities compared with the figures in effect at the time
of the fiscal year 1969 hearings. There was no compensating increase In civilian
spaces associated with this reduction.
Reductions were brought about by implementing the recommendations of routine
and specifically directed survey and inspection teams. During the past year, measures have been taken to more effectively manage intelligence activities. Included
in such measures were:
(a) A detailed study resulting in the reorganization of the Office of the
Assistant Chief of Staff for Intelligence.
(b) Reorganization of the U.S. Army Intelligence Command which reduced region headquarters and relocated activities.
(c) Establishment of the U.S. Army Topographic Command which will
provide more effective management of topographic resources and improve
responsiveness to commanders.

(d)

8.

PROJETr TRANSITION

The Army expanded Project Transition operations in OONUS from the initial
42 to 55 installations in fiscal year 1969. This expansion was accomplished within
the fiscal year 1960 budget ($8.819 million) and prior to the Senate Appropriations Subcommittee budgetary restriction placed upon the progTam.
There has been an increasing interest and demand expressed for transition
services by the enlisted man; $10,719 million is in the fiscal year 1970 program to
meet the increasing demand for transition services.
The Army has not planned an expansion of the transition program to overseas areas because of the considerable Increase in resources required, and the
nature of the operational missions. The Army Is placing controls on the cur-
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rent program to minimize the loss of manpower for unit operational mission
requirements.
The Army is emphasizing off-duty Project Transition training. In tile majority
of cases where duty time is authorized for training, it is "on-the-Job" in support
of the military mission in skills closely related to the Army mission and the
civiliann job market. Close liaison is maintaified at the local level between Project

Transition directors and public sector program managers to insure that duplication of effort does not occur.
9. SUBSISTENCE COLLECTIONS

The policy of collecting from officer patients, including those in an air evacuation status, is in accordance with section 1075, title 10, United States Code, which
provides that an officer of a uniformed service, who is hospitalized in a uniformed services hospital, will pay an amount that is attributable to the subsistence provided. Collection procedures established in support of this policy permit
patients either to pay for the meals when served or by deferred collection action.

Collection and waiver alternatives have been explored objectively and exhaustively in an effort to remove the need for collecting meal charges from officer
patients. There is simply no way to accomplish this, short of proposed legislation which would grant authority to waive such charges under certain
conditions.

Proposed legislation dealing with this .area of concern is currently being
considered.
UNNECESSARY

ROTATION OF ARMY PERSONNEL

Mr. ANDREWS. Will the gentleman yield? I just want to say I have
been on this committee 23 years and we have been discussing the same
matter for nearly a quarter of a century. I know that in time of war
you have got to move these people frequently, but in peacetime--if
we ever have any such time as that again-where you have a mechanic,
say, at a base, why not leave him there for awhile?
General CONNOR. We have computer programs under development
which we hope will give us an insight into how to solve this problem.
In other words, it will tell us eventually the most efficient and effective
assignment policy and procedure, given the requirements and the resources that we have at the time. I think this will pay off in due course.
At least, we can then say we are doing it in the most efficient way
possible because this sort of thing lends itself to computer application
very nicely.
Mr. ANDREWS. Mr. Davis.
Mr. DAvis. You mentioned, General, the installation of these computers to assist you in personnel management. Can you give us any
encouragement as to how these have been helpful to you?
General CONNOR. Yes, sir; I can. Two years ago we developed a
computerized methodology for assigning individuals from BCT to
AIT.This was based on the individual's aptitude scores, his own personal preferences as to what sort of skill he wanted to be trained in. It
was based on the shortest move to put him from one installation to
another. It was based on the requirements in the individual skills. So
that we could then through the use of computers match these things
out and come up with the most desirable mix assignment at the
cheapest cost. We found, for example, we were saving about $3 million
a year just by this particular application. We were giving about 85
percent of our soldiers the sort of training that they wanted.
Now, prior to this where it had been a hand-match operation we
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couldn't come anywhere near that efficiency. This is one dramatic
example.
Mr. DAVIS. One, yes. What about the overall assignments of per-

sonnel, have the computers been of substantial help to you in that
regard I
General CONNOR. It has made it possible to handle this operation at
the Department of Army level. The volume and enormity really of this
personnel operation today really staggers the imagination. Every individual that moves, moves with a set of individual orders. He moves
at his place in line so to speak. In other words if he hasn't been to Vietnam and somebody else has, he goes. All this is done by means of
computers.
We are expanding our capabilities, particularly in the forecasting
areas, in the management areas.
Mr. DAVIS. Just a few matters of detail.
STATION ALLOWANCES

OVERSEAS

On page 13 of your justification, the cost of living under station
allowances overseas has been increased by something over threequarters of a million dollars. Is this an arbitrary increase factor that
you have applied, or what can you tell us about that?
General CoNNoR. It is for the support of the increased
. Do
you want to elaborate on that?
Mr. HUTcISoN.
. We have some
- more man-years in
1970 for the
. That is what this $700,000 increase is for.
General CONNOR. There have been
-, as you know, from last
year.
TERMINAL LEAVE PAYMENTS FOR OFFICERS

Mr. DAVIS. On the next page, 14, there is a request for $33.2 million
for terminal leave payments for officers. Let us take the case of an
officer who might have 60 days' leave coming. So he goes on leave the
1st of May with his effective retirement on the 1st of July. Is this considered a terminal leave situation so that it would affect the average
strength tabulation which you show on page 11?
General CONNOR. He is still carried in operating strength, even

though he is on terminal leave. He is still on the books of his parent
organization in its operating strength.
Mr. DAVIS. Do we have a duplication here, then I That is what I am
getting at.
Mr. HUTCHISON. Sir, this is lump-sum payments of leave, once his
terminal leave is over. In other words, he elects to take so much leave
before he goes off the roll and then he gets a lump-sum payment for that
leave he has accrued that he has not used up. That is what this $33
million is for that lump-sum payment that he gets on the day he is
discharged. He is in our average strength until the day he is discharged.
If he is on terminal leave then he is still on basic pay. Then the day he
is discharged, that leave that he has not used up he gets a lump-sum
payment for. That is the $33 million that is here.
If he has accrued 60 days and elects 30 days' terminal leave, then the
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day
he is discharged he gets a lump-sum payment for the other 30
days.
Mr. DAVIS. This is lump-sum payment, then. It would not be available to him if he were using it all up atthe time it would occur, the
1st of July.
Mr. IUrcnIsoN. That is correct..

COST-OF-LIVINO ALLOWANCES ENLISTED PERSONNEL

Mr. DAVIS. On page 17 there is an increase of about $4.8 million
in cost-of-living allowances for enlisted personnel. Can you tell us
the basis for this increase?
Mr. HuTCmisoN. Sir, it is, once again, the enlisted cost of the
Mr. DAvis. Give us a little more backup on that, will you, Mr. Hutch-

ison?
Mr. HUTCHISON.

. That is the reason for the increase.
ABSENTEE AN)

RATION RATES

Mr. DAvis. On page 23, there are two figures that need to be explained. One of them is an adjustment downward in absenteeism from
10.64 to 10.59 percent. Then, while it is relatively small, there is an increase in the yearly rate from $475.11 to $475.20. If you take those two
adjustments and run them together, it amounts to something in the
neighborhood of $300,000. So, I think we ought to have an explanation of those two adjustments.
General CONNOR. Mr. Nutt, can you address that question?
Mr. Nu'r. First, in regard to the absentee rate, the absentee rate
is directly affected by the location of the man. As the men are assigned to oversea areas such as Vietnam, where they have little chance
to be absent from their messes, the absentee rate decreases. Therefore,
the decrease in absentee rate reflects the additional average strength
in Vietnam in 1970 over that experienced in 1969. The same is true

in reverse of the yearly ration rate. The cost of feeding a man is higher
in an oversea area than in CONUS. Therefore, as more men go overseas, the average yearly ration rate goes higher.
OVERSEA STATION ALLOWANCES

Mr. DAvis. In last year's hearings, on pages 84 and 85 there was a
tabulation showing the oversea station allowances. Would you please
insert, with the chairman's permission, a schedule similar to that
which appeared in last year's hearings?
General CONNOR. Yes.
(The material follows:)
The cost-of-living allowance rates are prescribed for officer and enlisted men
with and without dependents and they vary by grade and number of dependents

in each country and locality within the country where authorized. This allowance
represents the difference between all living costs, except housing, in the United

States and similar costs of oversea stations. The U.S. base is determined from
data obtained from the Bureau of Labor Statistics and the military services.
The oversea base is determined from State Department price information
wherever possible. The rates are established after comparing prices of selected
goods and services, purchased at oversea stations, with prices prevailing in the
United States. These rates are constantly reviewed and revised by the Per Diem,
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Travel, and Transportation Allowance Committee, based on changing economic
conditions in the oversea areas. Therefore, detailed reports reflecting numbers
and allowances at any specific time do not constitute a valid basis for projecting
future requirements. The estimated requirements for U.S. Army Forces reflected
in this budget estimate are based on actual amounts expended during the latest
period prior to submission of the budget estimate, updated in accordance with
known strength changes in the countries or localities affected. Examples of costof-living allowances currently authorized in different countries are as follows:
DAILY COST-OF-LIVING ALLOWANCES-CAPTAIN 0-3
Without
dependGnts

1

2

3

$2.60
6.30
6.90
4.90
85
2.30
1.15
.30
1.45
1.45
4.6
4.30
2.85

$3.10
7.55
8.25
5.85
1.05
2.75
1.35
.35
1.70
1.70
5.50
5.15
3.45

$3.25
8.00
8.70
6.15
1.10
2.90
1.45
.35
1.80
1.80
5.80
5.45
3.65

$3.45
8.45
9.20
6.50
1.15
3.05
1.55
.40
1.90
1.90
6.15
5.75
3.85

Afghanistan ........................
Juneau, Alaska .....................
home, Alaska ......................
Algeria, Algiers .....................
Melbourne, Australia .................
Vienna. Austria .....................
Quebec City Canada ................
Bombay, InIia ....................
Norway ............................
Karachi Pakistan
.....
Switzerland ------------.....
Venezuela ..........................
SL Thomas, V.1 .....................

Number of dependents
4
.

5 or more

$3.65
8.90
9.70
6.90
1.20
3.25
1.60
.40
2.05
2.05
6.50
6.10
4.05

$3.85
9.40
10.30
7.30
1.30
3.45
1.70
.45
2.15
2.15
6.85
6.40
4.30

$2.10
5.15
5.60
4.00
.70
1.85
.95
.25
1.15
1.15
3.75
3.50
2.35

$2.20
5.40
5.90
4.15
.75
1.95
1.00
.25
1.25
1.25
3.95
3.70
2.45

DAILY COST-OF-LIVING ALLOWANCES-E-4
Afghanistan ........................
Juneau, Alaska .....................
Home, Alaska ......................
Algeria, Algiers .....................
Melbourne, Australia .................
Vienna, Austria .....................
Quebec City Canada ................
Bombay, Indal
.......................
Norway -----------------------Karachi. Pakistan ....................
Switzerland ........................
Venezuela ------------------------St. Thomas, V.1 .....................

$1.50
3.65
4.00
2.85
50
1.35
.65
15
.85
85
2.65
2.50
1.65

$1.75
4.30
4.70
3.35
.60
1.55
.80
.20
1.00
1.00
3.15
2.95
1.95

$1.90
4.65
5.05
3.60
.65
1.70
.85
.20
1.05
1.05
3.35
3.15
2.10

$2.00
4.90
5.35
3.80
.65
1.80
.90
.20
1.10
1.10
3.55
3.35
2.25

Note: Additional classified Information has been furnished separately to the committee.

Mr. DAvIS. That is all, Mr. Chairman.
OFFICER AND ENLISTED PROCUREMENT BY SOURCE

Mr. ANDREws. General Connor, would you provide for the record
(1) a table indicating your estimate for fiscal year 1970 in the area of
officer and enlisted procurement by source, and compare this with the
estimate for fiscal 1969 and the actual for 1968?

General CONNOR. We will, sir.
(The material follows:)
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COMPARISON OF PROCUREMENT BY SOURCE, FISCAL YEARS 1968, 1969, 1970
OFFICER
Fiscal g
Service academies
................................................
ROTC..........................................
OCS .....................................................
Voluntary active duty ' -.................................
JACHAP, WAC MSC.................................
.
MC, DC, Vd .....................................................
RA appointments (Irom civil life) ...................................
Miscellaneous a..................................................
Total male and WAC ........................................
Nurses and Army medical specialists ...............................
Warrant officers ..................................................
Involuntary active duty (Reserve) ..................................
Grand total ................................................

675
10846
18,355

964
1,464

.

3,261

39
1 00

FiSCal rgr
725
16,415
8,149
794
1,114
3,902
30
50

Fiscal Ig7r
700
17,232
8,355
982
875
2,827
30
50

35,704
31,179
1,472
1,433
5,686
6,128
809 ..........................

31,051
1,338
2,921

43,671

35,310

38,740

' Includes interservice transfer and direct appointments with concurrent call to active duty except for professional
branches.
' Includes both voluntary active duty and direct appointments with concurrent active duty. Does not include ROTC.
' Includes administrative gains, such as recall from retired lists, order to AD for 90 days or less, and order to AD of
Reserves and ARNGUS officers for duty with Army staff and NGB.
ENLISTED
(In thousands

Draftees .........................................................
Reserve and National Guard ......................................
Regular Army 1st enlistees ........................................
Reenlistments within 90 days ......................................
Reenlistments over 90 days .......................................
Other enlisted gains ..............................................
Total ......................................................

Fiscalyr

Fiscal year

Fincal ea

334.2
18. 9
198. 9
81.0
. 3.8
24.1

237.3
3.4
215.7
76.1
5.3
31.5

250.4
2 4
212.0
84.8
5.2
26.2

.660.9

569.3

581.0

RECRUITMENT COSTS

Mr. AwDPEws. Second, the actual amount to be expended for the
recruitment program for fiscal year 1968, and the estimate for fiscal
year 1969 and 19Y0.
General CONNOR. Yes, sir.

(The material follows:)

COST OF ARMY RECRUITMENT PROGRAM
In millions of dollars]
MPA
Fiscal year 1968 (actual):
Personnel ..................................................
18. S
Advertising- ................................................................
Related expenses-------------..............................................
Total .................................................
Fiscal year 1969 (estimate):
Peirsonnal ................................................

22.2
3.0
5.5

18.8

11.9

30.7

19.9

3.2

23.1

Relaed expenses .....................................................

Fiscal year 1970 (estimate):
Personnel ...................................................
Advertising..
...............................................
Related expenses ...........................................................
Total .....................................................

Total

3.4
3.0
5.5

Advrtising ...........................................................
Total ......................................................

OMA

300
5.9

3.0
5.9

19.9

12.1

32.0

19.3

2.9
3.0
5.6

22.2
30
5.6

. 19.3

11.5

30.8
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OFFICER RATIOS TO TOTAL STRENGTH

Mr. ANDREWS. Third, officer ratios to total strength by fiscal year,
similar to the one furnished on page TO of part. 5 of last. year's hearings.

(The material follows:)
Officer ratlo to total strengths (authorized officer ratio).
Mscal year:
190
-----------------------------------------------------19-9-----------------------------------------------------9
------------------------------------------------------J96?.--------------------------------------3966
-----------------------------------------------------1965 ----------------------------------------------------1
-----------------------------------------------------19
------------------------------------------------------1982 ------- ------- ------------ ----------------------------1961-------------------------------------------------1900 ---------------------------------------------------

Percent
11.35
11.13
10. 55
0.82

10.02
11.47
1.50
11.50
110 M
11.50
11.50

ARMY STRENGTH BY PRIMARY MISSION&--ACTUAL STRENGTH OF OFFICERS
BY GRADES

Mr. ANDREWS. Fourth, an update of the table dealing with the disbursement of Army strength by primary missions, and the actual
strength of officers, by grades, since 1961.
General CONKOR. Yes, sir. We will be happy to provide that.
(The material follows:)
DISTRIBUTION OF ARMY STRENGTH BY PRIMARY MISSION (ACCOUNTABLE)
Fiscal yrr
196
D sMon
Fores .................................................................
659.275
Special Mission Forces ...........................................................
163,951
General Support Forces ..........................................................
252,061
(112,961)2
Training establishment...............................................
v prtestabishment .......................................................
95, 17)
Tran0
ies
.............. .....................................................
(433 )
Individuals...................................................
494.427
Transients.................................................(19:0
()
21,204
Patients..................................................................
Trainees ........................................................
(224, 619
(66,649
Students..........................................................
Others .....................................................................
(3,625
Total Army ...............................................................

1,569,714

Percent
42.0
10.4
16.1

I. I

(
(0.1
1 13
(5.4
(0.4
100.0

DISTRIBUTION OF ARMY STRENGTH BY PRIMARY MISSION (PROGRAMED)
Fiscal

In"

Percent

F

i rear

Percent

Olvien Forms ................................. 1
$IclelMission and Gemral Support Forces ......... . elected|
lr .
ot ............................................
Total Army ...................................
I includes Individuals.

1,US3, 475 ..............

1,S07,176 ..............
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OFFICERS BY GRADE SINCE 1961-ACTUAL STRENGTHS
June 30, 1961 June 30, 1962 1 June 30, 1963 June 30, IA
General ..............................
Colonel ..............................
Lieutenant colonel ....................
Major ............................
Captain .......................
.
Lieutenant ......................
Warrant officer ........................
Total ..........................

493
5,094
12, 642
17,775
31,081 37,673
10,820

458
4,724
11.209
.15,389
29,345
28,489
9,851
.9,465

115,578

483
5000
12.235
1, 035
29,432
33,907
9,677

484
5,022
12,243
17,026
30,013
35,262
10,226

107,769

110,276

June 30, 1965
484
,053
12,265
17,105
29, 964
36,346
10,304
111,541

June 30, 1966 June 30, 1967 June 30, 19681 June 30, 1969'' June 30, 19701
General ..............................
Colonel ..........................
LUeutenant colonel.................
Major ..............................
Captain ........................
Ueutenant ....................
.
Warrant officer .....................
Total ..........................

486
,264
. 329
1843
32,25
6,125
11,313

498
5,582
14,674
20,386
34,117
51,595
16,112

501
6,032
16,176
22, 814
35,133
64,743
20,170

501
6,334
16,461
24, 588
38,400
60,500
23,950

49"
6,340
16,609
25,368
43,200
55 384
23,757

117,205

142,964

165,569

170,734

171,157

1Includes Reserve component units Involuntarily recalled to active duty.
aProlrm Atrength.

Mr. ANDREWS. Are there further questions?
Thank you, gentlemen.

WEDNESDAY,

MARCH

12, 1969.

RESERVE PERSONNEL, ARMY
AND

NATIONAL GUARD PERSONNEL, ARMY
WITNESSES
MA-T. GEN,.

. HIGHTOWER, DEPUTY CHIEF, OFFICE OF RESERVE

COMPONENTS
M.
GEN. W. 1.

SUTTON, CHIEF, ARMY RESERVE

MAT. GEN. F. S. GREENLIEF, DEPUTY CHIEF, ARMY NATIONAL
GUARD

BRIG. GEN. L. E. MANESS, ASSISTANT DIRECTOR OF ARMY BUDGET
(OPERATIONS)
BRIG. GEN. C. P.

HANNUM,

DEPUTY DIRECTOR OF INDIVIDUAL

TRAINING FOR ROTC, DEPUTY CHIEF OF STAFF FOR, PERSONNEL
3.R. PETHAL, CHIEF, COMPTROLLER DIVISION, 01ICR, CHIF,
ARMY RESERVE

DEPARTMENT OF DDUENSE - MILITARY

MITA= PURSOMMI
RESERVE PUSOMNEL, ARM
Program and Financing (in

thousands of dollars)
"69
3d a

270

259,028

277,869

33.772

33.131

261-.62

292.800

11.000

Reserve component personnel ...............

321

900

900

2." Reserve officer candidates ..........................

35

100

100

3..

1.0

1000

261,918

293,800

312,000

-14

-24

-24

-342

-976

-976

Identification Code

07-05-2070-0-1-051

068

ProgEam by activities:
Direct program:
1.

Reserve component personnel ........................

2.

Reserve officer candidates .........................
Total direct obligations ........................

228,788
.32.774

Reiubrsable program:
1.

Total reimbursable obligations ..................
Total obligations ...............................

10
Financing:

Receipts and reimbursements from:
.11

Federal funds ...........................................
1/ ..................................

14

Non-Federal sources

25

Unobligated balance lapsing .............................
Budget authority.........................................

21,493
283,055

........
292,800

311,000

w

U

DEPARTMENT OF DENSE - MILITARY
MILITARY PERSONAL
RESEVE PERSONNEL, ARMY
Program and Financing (in thousands of dollars)
Identification Code 07-05-2070-0-1-051

a 68 sat

s69 mam

070 mas

Bwidset authority:

140

Appropriation ...................

297,200

287,200

311,000

41

Transferred to other accounts (-)...................

-14.145

....

....

43

Appropriation (adjusted) ...............................

283,055

44.30

Proposed supplemental for military pay act increase .....

287,200

311,000

5,600

[Relation of obligations to expenditures:
261,562

292,800

311,000

Obligated balance, start of year .......................

51,353

55,779

75,579

74

Obligated balance, end of year (-) ...................

-55,779

-75,579

-98,579

77

Adjustments in expired accounts ........................

-2.823

...

...

90

Outlays excluding pay increase supplemental ............

254,313

268,300

287,100

91.30

Outlays from military pay act supplemental ..............

....

4,700

900

71

Obligations incurred, net ...............................

72

1../
Reimbursements

from Non-Federal sources are for subsistence
furnished Reserve Component officers during field training
and inactive duty training (10 U.S.C. 4621).

DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE - MILITARY
MILITARY PERSONEL
REEVE PERSONNEL, ARMY
Object Classification (in thousands of dollars)
1 Identification Code
Direct obligations:
11.7

w68 -om

07-05-2070-0-1-051

Personnel compensation:

Military ....................

198,468

209,273

35,009

36,446

37,348

21,528

23,666

25,923

6

158

243

33,169

37,247

893

966

261,562

292,800

311,000

21.0

Travel and transportation of persons ..................

22.0

Transportation of things

26.0

Supplies and materials ..............................

23,449

42.0

Insurance claims and indemnities .....................

1,04

.....................

Total direct obligations ...........................

I

as70

180,526

12.2 Personnel benefits: Military .........................

I

"u69 wa

.

Reimbursable obligations:
26.0

Supplies and materials ...............................

356

1.000

1,000

99.0

Total obligations .................................

261,918

293,800

312,000

SHifT
LANGUAGE
Section 1 - LANGUAGE
the Army Reserve on active
For -ay. allownces. clothing. subsistence, gratuities, travel, and related expenses for personnel of
or while.l2rforting
tranif
duty under sections 265. 3019, and 3033 of title 10, United States Code, or while undergoing reserve
(I)
of the Reserve Officers' Training Corps, as authorized by lw; L$287.200,000_/
drills or equivalent duty, and for =ers
(2)
$3.o00.000.

Section 2 (1) Deletion of FY 1969 appropriation.
(2) Insertion of FY 1970 appropriation.

IPLAATION OF IANCUAGE CANES

sO@cUT P0OONAm ahk

Reserve Personnel, Army

ACON

SMATE

ATUAL
FISCAL YEAR 168

BUDGET

PROJmcT

-W IWO.)

3200 Reserve Component Personnel
(iPersonnel

AP,otArIO,

TITLE

FOCAL VZA

is 69

169,193

190,293

FISCAL

s

YEAS

9

7

189,444

1

3210

Training--Pay Group A ...............................................

3220

Training--Pay Group D ...............................................

17,169

16,253

16,271

Training--REP--Pay Group F..........................................

26,512

36,157

54,465

3230
3240

School Training .....................................................

6,525

8,369

Special Training....................................................

8,199

6,960

7,907

3250

Administration and Support ..........................................

1.190

996

1,416

3260

Total Direct Obligations ........................................

228,788

259,028

277,869

JUST ICATION
Budget Program 3200 provides funds for direct
for members of the Army Reserve.

military personnel costs of pay and allowances,

clothing, subsistence, and travel

1970 is average 256,264 and end 261,220
The programed paid drill strength for FY 1969 is average 254,295 and end 254,121 and for FY
of 36,890 in FY 1969 and 55,172 in
This budget provides active duty and reserve duty training for the above including REP-63 input
1970.
F!
Individual training is programed as follows:
FY 1970

F, 1969 ,

OFF
Individual reinforcements
tSAR schools
Mobilization designees
Service and Army area schools
Special training

3,400

4,748
4,874
8,639
22,628

OFF

ENL

36,600
-

3,382
3,380

3,400
4,000
4,000
8,639
24,218

ENL

36,600
-

3,382
4,251

z

Paid6

Pa AcieDt
W
Grom Zminm
EIWLO
A

8

1.5

Daso

iBEIN

Off
0

4 Ms.

s0 7otal

FTr

34,.5
]..071.
2
-u,1.90

o

19_fd.j

fj

(PAST iEA)
RFEN
AVERAGE
END
AVERAGE j ZED
-. -0
.0 32.201
35.700
21096
209.306 ii208,908
204.,1.98

-

Off,

A_..
L II Q

IEM

96o

1
1L.

11

2.732

1 12..-36

AVERAGE

,

U,.03
20.86T

U.700
196.732

20.324

Iitsm
29.788

u.ois

-32.2026

42.9%

0.7oo

q,9an

44.7oo

.

13.022

19.022

16,

~

L

ZEDZZZZ

3

0 1

.

N

BME
rFR
YEAR)

PadAct Av Duty Training
onlr.

D

0

Sub Total

15

O

16225

2-;54

6_____6,6

TOTAL PAXD STAI 5

O

n -18
280.,414 ,

1.
.

67.Z 926

.I6.491

IU59
33,9
27,01

44.6s7

3.0
,49.622

45.973

0,917

257,944

3660
49 622

3373
257,021

-- X6oo
1_O_

14
_8_000
00_

6.22.73

: 25. 24

6.100

392
263120

Aver
'.
computed by doubling the end strengths of the months of July through by, ading 30 June strengths of the previous Year
ad the year muder co
esideration, and dividing the total by 24., except for Pay Group D. Pay Group D reresents the total. niaber
of personnel participating dining the fiscal year, and average and end strengths are Identical in any one year.

PROGRAM DRILL PAY STRENGTHS
wl I(.R
Beain

•Ave

Wv 1QAQ

tt

End

w

Ave

Bemin

End

FY 1970
-

1970.

Beein

Ave

End

Officer:
TOR Units
T) Units
S&F. USAR Scb

*

Set Svc CUSAR Aust)
Total
-EnliLsted:J
•P
yGroup..A.
.TOEUnits
...
TO Units
S&P, USAR Sch
Total
tOTAL DRILL PAT
Officer
Enlisted

.|

26.391
5.642
2.548

25,535
5.692
2.456

23.596
5.726
2.538

23596
5,726
2.538

377

351

341

34.958

34.034

180.455
13.750
1.602

24.146
5.863
2.580

24.694
6000
2.622

24.694
00000
2.622

25.067
6000
2.622

25,694
6,000
2622

341

362

384

384

384

384

32.201

32.201

32.951

33.700

33.700

34.073

34,700

194.192
15,084
1.684

191,327
16.186
1,793

191,327
16,186
1.793

190,786
16,093
2.,029

185,934
16,000
2,264

185.934
16.000
2,264

183,603
16.000
2.264

178.468
16.000
2,264

195.807

210.960

209.306

209.306

208.908

204.198 .

04,198

201.867

196.732

230,765
34,958
195,807

244,994
34,034
210,960

241,507
32,201
209,306

241,507
32,201
209,306

241,859
32,951
208,908

237,898
33,700
204,198

237,898
33,700
04,198

235,940
34,073
201,867

231,432
34,700
196,732

.

J

PAID DRnL STRENGTH

BY MNl'H

FY 1968
Actual

FY 1969
Estimated

FY 1970
Estimated

1 July
31 July
.31 August
30 September
31 October
30 November
31 December
31 January
28 February
31 March
30 April
31 May
30 Jume

261,957
263,014
262,148
260,666
258,806
259,127
259,285
258,649
254,352
252,877
249,355
245,376
244,239

244,239
244,081
240,497
244,000
248,000
253,000
258,000
263,000
264,000
264,000
264,000259,782
254,121

254,121
254,239
254,365
254,481
254,596
254,711
254.,825
255,918
257,009
258,097
259,067
260,184
261,220

(Average)

(256,396)

(254,295)

(256,264)

-01

--

- -

M-MWW -

AD__CT
PNONA_
3300 Reserve Officer Candidate8 (ROTC)

_IWO)

_MW_

ASPTOPTIATole

Reserve Personnel, Army

STATE

ACTUAL

TITLE

POJECT

TEM

iFIZ.AL

19 68

FISCAL YrAN

i 69

FISCAL VARi t

30,076

29,229

28,683

Scholarship Program ...............................................

1,920

2,906

3,482

Junior ROTC .......................................................

778

1,637

966

Total Direct Obligations .....................................

32,774

33,772

33,131

3310

Senior

3320
3330

RTC .......................................................

70

___ETISICATIO

budget Program 3300 provides funds for direct military personnel costs of subsistence allowance, clothing, pay and allowances for
street camp training, subsistence and travel for members of the Reserve Officers' Training Corps, as authorized under the provisions of Public Law 88-647, dated 13 October 1964, and Public Law 89-51, dated 28 June 1965.
This estimate is based on an enrollment of 150,400 cadets in the Senior Division and 123,000 cadets in the Junior Division in FY
1970. The program includes an attendance at advanced summer camp training of 18,730 in July 1969 and 16,860 in June 1970, and at
basic surser camp training of 3,400 in July 1969 and 3,600 in June 1970.
it is estimated that 16,605 Second Lieutenants will be ccissioned from the program at end FY 1969 and 17,523 will be comissioned
at end 1Y 1970.

RESERVE OFFICER CANDIDATES COTC) ENROLlENT
ly IQfiQ

WrV 1@Q.R

Actual

Actual
Ingoing

Average

Estimated

Actual

Outgoing

FY 1970 *

Inon

Estimated

Estimated
Ingoing

Average

Outgoing

MS-I

72,200

66,575

60.950

NS-I
MS-Il
MS-IV

41,300
18,000
18,900

39,425
17,775
18,512

37,550
17,550
18,125

98,500
36.280
134.780

113,500
36,900
150,.400

106.000
36,287
142,287

98.500
35,675
134.175

Averne

Outgoing
60.950
37.550
19,500

69.227
46,174
18,733
17,933

60.329
42.562

MS-II
MS-Ill

41.300

20,000

18,515

MS-IV

17.500

17.140

MS-IV

78.126
49,787
18,951
18,566

66.575
39,425
19,750

17.300

17__00

Bag
Adv
Total

127,913
37,517
165.430

115.401
36,666
152.067

102,891
35,815
138,706

113.500
37.500
151,000

18.395

16.908

18.236

18.730

18.730

16,860

1,874

2.415

2.415

3,400

3,.400

3,600

97,339

87,866

117.000

109.360

123,000

114,970

1IS..
mS-ii
NS-III

Advanced
camp
Basic
Camp
Junior
Div

_

Estimated Yield of
C iissioned Officers
.fron Outigoing MS-IV

17,210

*Includes 300 Foreign Students
MS-Ill - 25
S.-I - 160
MS-IV - 20
NS-II - 95

MS-I

72.200

!

16.780
16_780

106,000
36.890
142,890

16,605

17.523

1
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NATZONL GUARD PERSONNEL, AR14Y
-i

cProgram

and Financing (in

thousands of dollars)

69

68 E

: a-O-2060--t-nflZ

-'I

69 mos

3

7

ae

Program by activities:.
Direct obligations:

Reserve component personnel...........

Reimbursable obligations:

10

Reserve component personnel....

Total obligations ......................................

308751

320,900

1,048

900

309799

321,800

363,500

364,400

Financing:
Receipts and reimbursements from:

11
14
25

11

Federal.......nd......................
Federal
Non-Federal sources

L/ ..............

....

Unobligated balance lapsing ............................

.

318
318d

.-

730
14,866

Budget authorty..................

-

eq

900
gI9

9o~ooeeo
.

900
..

323,617

320,900

363,500

.345,000

304,500

363,500

304,500

363,500

Budget authority:
40

Approprt

41

Transferred to other accounts................. ..........

43

to

Appropriation (adjusted)

..

.

.

..................

-21*383
323,617

44.30 Proposed supplemental for military pay act increases.................. .
/ Remburements from non-Federal sources are for subsistence
furnished Army National Guard officers during field training and for inactive duty training (10 U.S.C. 4621).

169400

...............

DPANT2M OF T0 ARM!
NATIONAL GUARD PERSOSIEL, ARM!
Program and Financing (in thousands of dollars)
I

9 f0

0

-~

I

3 In

OON

Relation of obligations to outlays:

U,

71

308g751

320,900

363,500

72 Obligated balance, start of year...........................

609602

56,649

70,549

74 Obligated ba=ace, end of yw............................

-56,649

-709549

-92,049

77

Adjustments In expired accounts...........................10

90
if..

.net.....

Obligations Incurred

Outlay , excluding pay increase supplemeatal ............

312,714

91.30 Outlays from military pay act supplemntal ............................
ORM.CT CIASSTTCLTTON (in

1*660*60*00004*

293,500

339,100

13,500

2,900

thousands of dollars

'968 -1"

a 69"'"

0 70 "Nm

Direct obligations:
11.7

Personnel compensation:

12.1

Personnel benefits:

245,517

257,521

282,046

Military.........................

17,557

17,654

19,057

21.0 Travel and transportation of persons...................

10,159

9,531

13,589

26.0

30,741

35,528

47,795

41.0 Grants, subsidies and contributions...................

642

536

881

42.0

135

130

132

308,751

320,900

363,500

1048

900

900

309,799

321,800

364,400

309,799

321,800

364,400

Military....................

Supplies and materials.................................

Insurance claim and inditcs ....... ................
Total direct obligations ..............................

Reimbursable obligations:
26.0 Supplies and
99.0

,terials...............................

Total obligations.................................

I

I

For pay, allowances, clothing, suheistemce s gratuities. travel, and related expenses for personnel of the Army
National Guard while on duty
der eectim 265, 3033, or 3496 of title
10 or section 708 of title
32 United States

Code, or while undergoing trainis o
$363,500,000: Provided, that oblat
title
32, United States Code.

ile perfendag drills or equivalent duty, as authorized by lem; ($304,500,000)
s my be incurred under this appropriation without regard to section 107 of

1.

Deletion of the lT 1969 ap-roprIatla.

2.

Insertion of the Fr 1970 budget remest.

APPROPIATION

BUOCtT PROGRm

National Guard Persone-ll Army
PROJECT
ACCOUNT

3100
3110
3120
3130
3140
3150

REP

-

Pay Group Fo.o.................................0

School Training
..........................................
Special Training...................................................
*
Administration and Support
.................................
Total direct obligations....
R1mhursable oblgations .......
Total obligations

&V #of*)

ACTUAL
FISCAL

National Guard:
Direct Obligations:
Training - Pay Group A............................................
-

(2)

L3100 National Guard Personnel
TE

Training

(Nb

(1)

...............................
.................................

............................................

I

ESTIMATE
AL YEARFISCAL
1t
--

Y1AR I

251,593
40,109
11,939
2,215
2.895

266,354
34,697
13,805
3.157
2.887

277,375
65,590
14,455
2,798
3.282

1.048
308,51

900
320,900

900
363,500

309,799

321,800

364,400

I

I

1D

NATIONAL GUARD PERSONNEL IN PAID STATUS EXHIBITT 020206-1)
Pay
Groups

A

Paid
Drills

48

Paid Days
of ACDUTRA

15

Drill Pay Status
Sub-Total

F

Total Paid
Status

0

90-180

FY 1969

1970

_

1968

Begin

Average-

Off

33,880

34,019

31,938

32,357

32,200

32,817

33,000

Enl

331,008

360,153

353,030

343,781

339,718

339,479

336,880

Off

(33,880)

(34,019)

(31,938)

(32,357)

(32,200)

(32,817)

(33,000)

Enl

(331,008)

(360,153)

(353,030)

(343,781)

(339,718)

(339,479)

(336,880)

364,888

394,172

384,968

376,138

371,918

372,296

369,880

-

-

-

-

-

-

Off

_

End

AveraS

_

_Y

End

Averase

End

Enl

53,186

17,247

4,214

12,179

15,682

22,995

34,152

Off

33,880

34,019

31,938

32,357

32,200

32,817

33,000

Enl

384.194

377.400

357.244

355.960

355.400

362.474

371,032

418,074

411,419
.J

389,182

388,317

387,600

395,291

404,032

F! 1970 STRENGTH PUAN

Off and WO

Aggregate
Enl Men

Total

REP

Paid Drill

30 Jun 69

32,200

355,400

387,600

15,682

371,918

Jul
Aug
Sep
Oct
Nov
Dec
Jan
Feb

May
Jun

32,600
33,000
33,200
33,100
33,000
32,900
32,800
32,700
32,600
32,500
32,800
33,000

355,384
355,368
355,552
356,036
356,520
360,904
365,270
369,780
370,168
370,556
370,944
371,032

387,984
388,368
388,752
389,136
389,520
393,804
398,070
402,480
402,768
403,056
403,744
404,032

17,712
19,712
21,700
21,988
22,176
20,564
22,052
22,452
23,352
27,952
31,352
34,152

370,272
368,656
367,052
367,148
367,344
373,240
376,018
380,028
379,416
375,104
372,392
369,880

(Average)

32,817

362,474

395,291

22,995

372,296

'Har
Apr

ARMY NATIOrAL GUARD M&NPOR PROCUREMENT PROGRAM, Fr 1970
(Opens 387,600 Closes 404,032)
OPEN=
Officers
Enl Persomel
TOTAL

MOTg'LH
MONTH

TAKE
ACDUTRA
In 70
In 70

TA
ACDURA
In 72
71
In

0.1GOBS
GORS

TRANS
FR
ING
VT
VETS

ENL FR
ALL
RES
COP
OTHERS

TOTAL
ENL
GAINS

TOTAL
ENL
LOSSES

OFF
GAINSLOSSES

OFF

ERL

STENGTH
32,200
355,400
387,600

TOTAL

ACDUTRA
INPUT

JUL

5288

0

148

148

50

100

150

5884

5900

4400

32600

355384

387984

4700

AUG

5288

0

148

148

50

100

150

5884

5900

4400

33000

355368

388368

2700

SEP

5488

0

148

148

50

100

150

6084

5900

+200

33200

355552

388752

3988

OCT

5788

0

148

148

50

100

150

6384

5900

-100

33100

356036

389136

5488

NOV

5788

0

148

148

50

100

150

6384

5900

-100

33000

356520

389520

3888

DEC

5788

0

2148

2048

50

100

150

10284

5900

-100

32900

360904

393804

3088

JAN

9670

0

148

148

50

100

150

10266

5900

-100

32800

365270

398070

4188

FEB

9814

0

148

148

50

100

150

10410

5900

-100

32700

369780

402480

4388

2HAR

5692

0

148

148

50

100

150

6288

5900

-100

32600

370168

402768

6388

APR

5691&

0

148

148

50

100

150

6288

5900

-100

32500

370556

403056

8488

MAY

0

5692

148

148

50

100

150

6288

5900

+300

32800

370944

403744

6488

JUN

0

5392

148

148

50

100

150

5988

5900

+200

33000

371032

404032

6988

64296

11084

3776

3676 600

1200

1800

86432

70800

+800

TOTAL

AVERAGE

60780
32817

362474

395291

5065

REP TR&INUIN

PROGRAM FT 1970
Graduates
and Losses

FT 1969 Carryover:

Jan
Feb
mar
Apr
May
Jun

End of Mouth

Man Mouths

1,000
2,700
700
2,000
5,200
3,700

15,682

42,250

17,712
19,712
21,700
21,988
22,176
20,564
22,052
22,452
23,352
27,952
31,352
34,152

16,712
18,712
20,706
21,844
22,082
21,370
21,308
22,252
22,902
25,652
29,652
32,752

FY 1970 Input:
Jul
Aug
Sep
Oct
Nov
Dec

Jan
Feb
Mar
Apr
May
Jun

4,700
2,700
3,988
5,488
3,888
3,088
4,188
4,388
6,388
8,488
6,488
6,988

2,670
700
2,000
5,200
3,700
4,700
2,700
3,988
5,488
3,888
3,088
4,188

275,944

60,780
Manyears

22,995

TRAINING PROGRAMS FY 1970
FrEw TRAINING
Average
Strength

Federal
Status

School

Adm
Excused

Stremth
Participation

Attendance
Factors

1st Quarter:
Officers
EnUsted

355,384

( )
(17,712)

(375)
(288)

()
(7,000)

-

32,225
330,384

x
x

53% x 987
537.x 98%

4th SQtarter:
Officers
Enlisted

32,900
370,988

( )
(32,752)

(375)
(288)

()
(7,000)

-

35,525
330,948

x
x

47% x 98%
47% x 98%

32,600

"

-

16,737

-

171.602

188,339

"

14,981
152.435

167.416

-

Total Trainees .............................

355,755

Officers...................................
Enlisted..................................

(324,037)

(31,718)

ARMORY DRILLS
All Units:
Officers
Enlisted

32,817
362,474

( )
(22,995)

(375)
(288)

(( -

)
)

-

32,442
339,191

x
x

98%
97.3%

"
"

31,793
330,033

Total Trainees.............................361,826
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Mr. ANDREWS. The committee will now consider the fiscal year

1970 budget request for Reserve and National Guard Personnel, Army.
We have before us today three distinguished gentlemen associated
with the Reserve and National Guard programs of the Army. We
have Maj. Gen. J. M. Hightower, Deputy Chief, Office of Reserve
Components; Maj. Gen. William J. Sutton Chief, Army Reserve;
and Maj. Gen. F. S. Greenlief, Deputy Chid, Army National Guard.
The request for the "Army Reserve personnel' for 1970 is $311
million. This is an increase of $18,200,000 over the current estimate
for fiscal year 1969.
The National Guard is requesting $363.5 million, an increase of
$42.6 million over the current estimate for fiscal year 1969.
We will first hear the statement of General Hightower, followed
by General Sutton and then General Greenlief.
BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCH OF MAJ. GEN. J. M. HIOHTOWER

General Hightower, we note this is your first appearance before the
committee in your present capacity. Therefore, we will insert in the
record at this time your biographical sketch.
(The material follows:)
BI00RAPHICAL SKETCH, MAJ. GEN. JonN MILTON HIGHTOWER, DEPmY CHIEF,
OFFICE OF RESERVE COMPONENTS

John M. Hightower was born in Coleman, Tex., July 29, 1916. He graduated
from the New Mexico College In Agriculture and Mechanical Arts (now New
Mexico State University) In June 1940 and was commissioned as second lieutenant, Infantry, in the Regular Army July 1, 1940.
His first assignment was with the 23d Infantry, 2d Infantry Division, at Fort
Sam Houston, Tex., and he served with that organization until 1945. He commanded the 1st Battalion, 23d Infantry, in the European Theater of Operations
until he was wounded in action on March 10, 1945. There followed 11 months
of hospitalization in England and at William Beaumont General Hospital, El
Paso, Tex.
In February 1946, General Hightower was selected for attendance at the Command and General Staff College, Fort Leavenworth. Kans. and upon graduation
in June 1946 was assigned to the U.S. Military Academy, West Point, N.Y. as a
tactical officer. In July 1948 he was assigned to General Headquarters, Far East
Command in Tokyo. There he served In 0-3 and In the office of the Chief of Staff.
He was appointed Secretary General Staff, Far East Command and Supreme Command Allied Powers, in September 1950.
In July 1951, General Hightower Joined the 7th Infantry Division in Korea
where he commanded the 32d Infantry Regiment. He was promoted to colonel in
October 1951. In March 1952, he returned to the United States for assignment
as director of instruction, the Infantry School, Fort Benning, Ga.
General Hightower was a student at the Army War College, Carlisle Barracks,
Pa., in 1954-55 and upon graduation in June 1955 was assigned to Headquarters
Allied Land Forces Central Europe, Fontalnbleau, France, as Chief of the Organi.
nation and Equipment Branch, G-3.
In July 1958 he returned to the United States for assignment as Military Secretary to the Joint Strategic Survey Council, Office of the Joint Chiefs
of Staff.
He attended the State Department's Senior Seminar in Foreign Policy from
September 1961 to June 1962 and upon graduation was assigned as Chief of Staff,
Military Assistance Advisory Group, Republic of China.
From August 1963 to March 1965, General Hightower served as Deputy Director, Net Evaluation Subcommittee, National Security Council. He was promoted to brigadier general October 1, 1963. From March to December 1965, he
was Deputy Director, Special State-Defense Study Group, and assigned to the
Holding Detachment of the Office of the Army Chief of Staff from December 1965
through April 1966. On May 1. 1966, he was promoted to major general and assumed command of Fort Dix, N.J., the same day.
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In December 1967 General Hightower was reassigned to the Offmce of Reserve
Components, Department of the Army, as Deputy Chief of that office.
DCOVATIONB

Distinguished Service Cross, Silver Star with two Oak Leaf Clusters, Legion
of Merit with two Oak Leaf Clusters, Bronze Star Medal with 1 Oak Leaf
Cluster, Army Commendation Medal with one Oak Leaf Cluster, Purple Heart,
Croixe de Guerre with Palm, Star of Ethiopia, Belgian F'ourragere, Combat In.
fantryman Badge with Star, Distinguished Unit Citation.
GENERAL STATEMENT, DEPUTY CIinF, OFFICE OF RESERVE COMPONENTS

Mr. ANDREWS. General, you may proceed with your statement.

General Hightower.
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Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committees
I appreciate the opportunity to present to you the Army Reserve Component
Program in general terms and, with the use of a few charts, to summarise the
activities supported by budgets in the past year, and the present year, and the
Amy's proposed budgets for Fiscal Year 1970.
As in previous years, Major General F. S. Greenlief, Deputy Chief of the
National Guard Bureau, and Major General W. J. Sutton, Chief of Army Reserve, are
here today to present statements concerning the budget estimates for those appropriations for which they are Appropriation Directors. Brigadier General C. P.
Hannum, who is the Army General Staff Director for ROTC, also is present to discuss the ROTC Program which is funded in Reserve Component budgets.
Last year when the FY 1969 budget was being presented, the Reserve Components
of the Army were completing the reorganization started in December 1967. Last May
sme of our units were being mobilized. Others were undertaking additional training to prepare themselves for possible use in controlling civil disturbances. I
am happy to report that during the past year the units have made considerable
progress.
To present the over-all picture of the Reserve Components of the Army, the
chart below compares actual costs in FY 1968 and budget estimates for FY 1969 and
FY 1970 in millions of dollars for the three appropriations and one G(A budget
program considereaas the Army's Reserve Component budgets:
ARMY RESERVE COMPONENT BUDGETS
($ in millions)

NGPA
G UNG
RPA
(ROTC)

BP 2600
(ROTC)
Total

Fiscal Year
1968
actual

Fiscal Year
1969
estimate

Fiscal Year
1970
estimate

$ 308.8

$ 320.9
277.7
292.8

$ 363.5

241.7
261.6

(32.8)
111.4
(13.1)

(33.8)
105.8
(15.8)

$923.5

$997.2

306.0
311.0

(33.1)
130.7
18.2)
$1,111.2

The President's Budget for FY 1970 requests for these appropriations 114
million dollars more than in FY 1969. I will discuss briefly the specific Increases. The figures to which I will refer are the total for the Army National
Guard and the U. S. Army Reserve. General Greenlief and General Sutton will explain in more detail the provisions of their specific programs and budgets.
Approximately 44% or some 50 million dollars, of the increase supports the
reserve Enlistment Program (REP). In FY 1970 we are programming an input of
115,900 REP personnel into the Army Training Centers compared to 69,300 in FY
1969. These inputs are controlled by the capability of the active Army to provide training for REP personnel in the Army Training Centers. Although inputs
are important in assessing the program, man-years are more significant in so far
as budget estimates are concerned. The man-year estimates for FY 1970 are for
43,319 compared to 24,615 for FY 1969 - for an increase of 18,704.
Another significant increase is in the procurement and maintenance of equipsent. For stock funded equipment, repair parts, and transportation of our equipment the increase is $25.7 million. These figures do not include the procurement
of major items of equipment which are included in the PEMA estimates.
Equally important to the readiness of the Reserve Component units is the Increase of $18.6 million for pay of technicians. This total includes pay for a
substantial increase in the number of USAR technicians and full year costs associated with the federalization of Army National Guard technicians.
The budget also provides $12.6 million for civil disturbance control trainift of Army National Guard units in FY 1970. Funds for this purpose were not included in the FY 1969 budget.
The following chart depicts, in the left column, the activities to be supported by the two personnel appropriations. The comparison between FY 1968,

c0aC
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FY 1969 and FY 1970 shows that variations in the total are due in the most part
to changes in the REP programs:
ARMY RESERVE COMPONENTS-FISCAL YEAR PRESIDENT'S BUDGET ESTIMATES
PERSONNEL APPROPRIATIONS
($ in millions)

NGPA and RPA

Fiscal Year
1968 actual

Fiscal Year
1969 estimate

Fiscal Year
1970 estimate

$420.8
17.2
66.6
18.5
10.4
4.1
32.8

$456.6
16.2
70.9
22.2
10.1
3.9
33.8

$466.8
16.3
120.1
22.8
10.7
4.7
33.1

$570.4

$613.7

$674.5

SUPPORTS:
End Strength
ARNG
USAR

633,421
(389,182)
(244,239)

641,721
(387,600)
(254,121)

665,252
(404,032)
(261,220)

REP input to tng

32,510

69,290

115,952

28,648

24,615
( 12,179)
( 12,436)

43,319
( 22,995)
( 20,324)

Tng, unit personnel
Tng, Indiv reinforcement
Tng, REP
School Training
Special Training
Administrative support
ROTC
Total

REP man-years
ARNG
USAR

(17,247)
(11,401)

In the lower part of the chart, the principal program factors are displayed.
The end strengths for FY 196, and FY 1969 reflect the absence of the Reserve Com.ponent units mobilized in Hay 1968. These mobilized units are scheduled to return
during FY 1970 and therefor are included in the FY 1970 end strengths. Also included in those strengths are authorized overstrengths for increased Negro participation in the Reserve Component units. The Department of Defense has directed
that a program somewhat similar to that undertaken in New Jersey last year be instituted in both the Guard and the Reserve nationwide in an effort to enlist more
Negores in the units. When vacancies are not available for a Negro applicant, the
unit commander will enlist the Negro as authorized overstrength and will retain
him in that category until the position he has trained for is available in the
unit. The program in FY 1970 is intended to raise the present rate of participation for Negroes from 1.8% at end FY 1969 to 2.7% by end FY 1970.
The chart below depicts the operation and maintenance funds, by year, to
support training, logistics, air defense, administration, and ROTC costs. Again
ARNG and USAR costs are combineds
ARMY RESERVE COMPONENTS-FISCAL YEAR 1970 PRESIDENT'S BUDGET ESTIMATES
O&MAPPROPRIATIONS
($ in millions)
GIARNO and BP 2600
Training Operations
Logistics
Air Defense
Administration
ROTC
Total
COSC

Fiscal Year
1968 actual

Fiscal Year
1969 estimate

Fiscal Year
1970 estimate

$112.7
164.6
39.7
22.4
3.7

$114.4
192.2
45.0
15.5
16.4

$125.5
229.3
47.2
16.5
18.2

$353.1

$383.5

$436.7
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SUPPORTS:
Technician end strength
ARNG
USAR
Stock Fund Equipment
Procurement
ARNG
USAR
Repair Parts
ARNG
USAR

Fiscal Year
1968 actual

Fiscal Year
1969 estimate

Fiscal Year
1970 estimate

28,207

28,917

23,740
4,467

24,417
4,500

24,614
6,127

$

$

36.1

$ 46.2

12.3
7.3

21.9
14.2

24.0
22.2

19.6

16.7

27.3

13.9
5.7

10.8
5.9

20.1
7.2

19.6

The most significant increase is in the logistics area, an increase of $37.1
million over FY 69 and $64.7 million over FY 1968. Some of the increases over
FY 69 are: $10.1 million in procurement of stock funded equipment, $10.6 million
for repair parts, and about $10.0 million of the $18.6 million mentioned earlier
as increased costs are attributable to technicians in the logistics area. The
total increase in technician end strength, including those in all Reserve Component units, those in the ARNG operational Air Defense units, and in other ARNG
support activities, are shown on the chart.
This, Hr. Chairman and members of the Committee, concludes my report on
funding for the Reserve Components of the Army before the appropriation directors
discuss their budget estimates. I would be happy to attempt to answer any
questions you may have or, if you wish, to be available to you after the presentations of General Sutton and General Greenlief.

MR. ANDREWS. Thank you, General.
GENERAL STATEMENT, CHIEF, ARMY RESERVE
Now, General Sutton, we will be glad to hear your statement.

29-608 O-69---pt. I-9
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Mr. Chairman and Members of the Comitteet
It is a pleasure and privilege for me to appear before you today to present
the Army Reserve and ROTC budget for FY 1970 and to inform you of the current status of the program. The Army Reserve is deeply appreciative of your demonstrated
Interest and efforts over the years to improve Army Reserve readiness. Your recognition of the loyal and faithful service of members of the Army Reserve has
been a source of strength to those of us who strive to improve this important Army
program.
Here with me today from my office are:
Mr. Pethtal, my Comptroller
COL King, Deputy Comptroller
COL Johnson, Chief, Personnel Division
COL Huddlestone, Chief, Organization & Training Division
Also with me today is General Hannum who is the Deputy Director of Individual
Training for ROTC Affairs in the Office of Deputy Chief of Staff for Personnel.
He is available to respond to questions on the Army ROTC which is included in the
"Reserve Personnel, Army" budget.
My office is responsible for the implementation and execution of approved
plans, policies, and programs pertaining to the United States Army Reserve, including the preparation, justification, and execution of that portion of the budget
under which we operate.
For "Reserve Personnel, Army" our FY 1970 request is for an amount of $311.0
million, of which $277.9 million is for the Army Reserve and $33.1 million is for
the ROTC.
An amount of $287.2 million was appropriated by the Congress for FY 1969.
The addition of a supplemental request amount of $5.6 million for the military pay
raise brings total FY 1969 to $292.8 million. This amount includes the support of
an Army Reserve average strength of 254,295 and end strength of 254,121.
The FY 1970 budget is a net increase of $18.2 million over FY 1969. This results primarily from the REP-63 training input of 55,172 in FY 1970 as compared
with 36,890 in FY 1969 and increase in special tours for USAR administration and
gusmer camp support.
Our established mission is to furnish, in the event of war or national emergency, and at such other times as national security may require, units effectively
organized, trained, and equipped in time of peace for rapid mobilization, expansion, and deployment; such units to be of the types and numbers to meet the requirement of the Army and also additional qualified individual personnel for necessary replacement and expansion of the Army. Our objective is to bring these
units and individuals to the highest state of readiness attainable--a state of
readiness that will insure a minimum requirement of post-mobilization training.
The other important program supported in this budget is Army ROTC with an
enrollment of 150,40 students in the Senior Division and 123,000 students in the
Junior Division. The ROTC program over the past ten years has provided over 70%
of the Active Army's newly commissioned second lieutenants, excluding the professional branches and female officers. Over 50% of our regular Army second lieutenants are products of ROTC. Thirty-five percent of the present Active Army officer
corps received their comisions through ROTC.
ORGANIZATION OF THE ARMY RESERVE
We began a major reorganization of the Army Reserve troop structure on I December 1967 and completed it by 31 May 1968. The FY 1968 or new sLructure consists of units with authorized strengths ranging from 93% to 100% of TOE, with the
overall average being 95.6.
Althouta this was the most comprehensive reorganization in the history of the
Army Reserve, it was accomplished smoothly and on schedule. Every effort was made
to accomplish the reorganization with the least possible loss of individual and
unit readiness.
The members of this committee could immediately recognize that any reorganization affecting 70 of our units and unit strength is bound to have an aderae
effect on some aspects of readiness. We did lose some strength, but successfully
held the net loss to under 15,000. Still of concern to me are the unit officers
and enlisted men who require retraining and requalification in Branch and M)S. We
are making progress but there is still mch to be done.

t
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MAY 1968 14BILIZATION
Forty-five US Army Reserve company/detachment-size units were mobilized on 13
Hay 1968. Of these, thirty-five units or 77% were deployed to and are serving in
Vietnam. The remaining ten units were employed to strengthen the Strategic Reserve.
On mobilization, the units had an authorized strength of 5,879 and actual
strength of 5,181.
In addition, 2,752 members of the Individual Ready Reserve of
the Army Reserve were mobilized and assigned to Active Army, Army Reserve, and
Army National Guard units.
I have kept closely informed of the progress of our mobilized Army Reserve
units. The performance of the officers and men during intensive post-mobilization
training was highly commendable, and periodic reports from CONUS and Vietnam indicate that units and individuals are properly trained and equipped, have high morale, and are performing in a superbly professional manner.
TOTAL STRENGTH
The total strength of the Army Reserve as of 31 January 1969 was 1,513,000,
consisting of 997,000 in the Ready Reserve, 271,000 in the Standby Reserve, and
245,000 in the Retired Reserve. The Ready Reserve consists of those units and individuals available for immediate employment in the expansion of the active forces
in the event of mobilization.
PAID DRILL STRENGTH
The authorized paid drill .trength was 300,000 until 1 January 1966; was then
270,000 until 30 June 1967; was an average of not less than 260,000 during FY 1968;
is budgeted at 260,000 less the mobilized units for FY 1969 and FY 1970.
The beginning strength for FY 1965 was 268,524, and the end year strength was
261,680. Notwithstanding the uncertainty of reorganization proposals and the inactivation of units totaling 55,220 strength, we were able to end FY 1966 with a
strength of 250,974. The strength gradually increased to 261,957 by end FY 1967.
Our actual end FY 1968 strength of 244,239 was some 10,000 short of the program.
The principal causes of this shortage were the reorganization and the suspension
of enlistments until the reorganization was completed. In the meantime, requirements for training of Army Reserve units in civil disturbance and riot control,
and organization of provisional brigades last year imposed further priority requirements that impeded recruiting and processing of personnel. Our technician
shortage also militated against recruiting. The actual 31 January 1969 strength
vas 248,370.
This FY 1970 budget is for a begin strength of 254,121, average of 256,264,
and end of 261,220 with return of the mobilized units to reserve status. The
1,220 strength above 260,000 is to provide for increased Negro personnel in units.
The basic strength authorization is 260,000. However, in the FY 1969 and
FY 1970 programs that number is reduced by the strength of the mobilized units.
Our FY 1970 budget provides for return of the units from the Active Army to Army
Reserve status in mid-FY 1970.
ENLISTED PERSONNEL PROCUREMENT
We are nov relying almost entirely on non-prior service enlistments for the
maintenance of unit strength.
The Reserve Enlistment Program (REP-63) continues to be of great importance
in the maintenance of Army Reserve strength and the stabilization of our trained
unit pursonnel.
These young men are enlisted for position vacancies in troop
units, undergo their varying periods of active duty training, then return to their
units as individually trained soldiers.
The rather extreme fluctuations from year to year result from the turbulence,
uncertainty, and change the Army Reserve has sustained. From FY 1965 through
budgeted FY 1970 - and in round numbers - they are 27,000, 62,000, 28,000, 18,000,
57,000, and 56,000.
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RESERVE ENLISTMENT PROGRAM TRAINING INPUT
The program for REP-63 input to training for FY 1969 is 36,890 and for FY
1970 is 55,172.
PROGRAM DATA
For the Army Reserve, this estimate provides active duty and reserve duty
training for a beginning strength of 254,121, including 16,223 enlisted personnel
in the "REP-63" active duty training program. The end strength ts budgeted to be
261,220, including 29,788 enlisted personnel in "REP-63" training.
The budget provides for 55,172 non-prior service enlistees to enter on a tour
of active duty for training under "REP-63".
Active duty for training is included for 4,000 non-unit officer students in
USAR Schools and for 4,000 officer mobilization designees.
Individual reinforcement training is included for 3,400 officers and 36,600
enlisted personnel. This provides HO refresher training for members of the Individual Ready Reserve who are subject to being ordered to active duty on mobilixation.
School training is for 8,639 officers and 3,382 enlisted, and includes Army
Service Schools, Army Area Schools, OCS, and language training.
Special training is for 24,218 officers and 4,251 enlisted, and includes
special tours, seminars, command-post exercises, supervision and operation of
units, pre-camp conferences, and unit members in USAR Schools.
RESERVE OFFICERS'

TRAINING CORPS

The Senior Division of the ROTC produces junior officers for the active Army
and Reserve Components. The program is operated at selected civilian and military
colleges.
The budget provides training for an FY 1970 Senior Division entering enrollment of 150,400.
End FY 1969 commissions are estimated to be 16,605 and the
20,000 MS III enrollment in FY 1969 will produce about 17,500 junior officers at
end FY 1970.
Since August of 1961, all couissioned ROTC graduates have been ordered to
two or more years of active duty with the Army.
A Junior Division enrollment of 123,000 is budgeted for FY 1970.
My statement on the Army ROTC addresses only the budget for that program.
General Hannum will respond to any program and policy questions you may have on
the ROTC.
Mr. Chairman, this completes my opening statement, We appreciate the opportunity of appearing before you to present our FY 1970 budget.
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Mr. ANDREWS. Thank you, General Sutton.
GENERAL STATEMENT,

DEPUTY

CHIEF, NATIONAL

GUARD

BUREAU

Now, General Greenlief, have you a statement for the National
Guard? We will be glad to hear from you.
General GREENLIEF. General Wilson regrets that official business on
the west coast precludes his attendance this morning, and I am here in
his absence.
Mr. ANDREWS. We appreciate your appearing in the absence of
General Wilson.
General GRFxNLIEF.
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Mr. Chairman and Members of the Comittee:
I welcome the opportunity to appear before you to report upon the functions
and activities of the Army National Guard. We are here today to request funds to
provide the necessary pay, allowances, subsistence, clothing, and travel for training and readiness of Army National Guard personnel during FY 1970.
The fiscal year 1970 National Guard Personnel, Army budget request is $363.5
million. This will support a beginning strength of 387,t00 officers and men and
ending Strength of 404,032.
Before proceeding with the details of this budget, I should like to review
certain accomplishments during FY 1968, our major programs for FY 1969, and to
discuss program forecasts for FY 1970.
REORGANIZATION
Fiscal Year 1968 encompassed the most extensive reorganization in the Army
National Guard's history.
The Army National Guard structure now consists of eight combat divisions, 28
brigade level organizations, 89 group headquarters, 171 battalions, 125 battalion
headquarters units, and other supporting units at 93 to 100 percent strength. This
has reduced the Army Guard from 4001 to about 3,011 units.
The new SRF includes two infantry divisions, three infantry brigades, one
armored cavalry regiment, 34 separate battalions, 10 headquarters units, three evacuation hospitals, and 148 company/detachment size units of the Army National Guard.
STRENGTH
On 30 June 1968 the federally recognized strength of the Army National Guard
was 389,182.
The total number of officers aid warrant officers was 31,938, and the
number of enlisted personnel was 357,244. The average strength for the year was
411,419. The difference between the end strength and average is attributable to
mobilization of 12,234 in May 1968. These personnel will be released prior to
December 1969 in units returned to States.
The FY 1969 program provides for an Army national Guard year-end strength of
387,600. As of 31 January 1969 our strength was 388,605.
ENLISTMENT AND REP PROGRAM
Authorized strength levels are maintained by Army National Guard units through
enlistment of prior service personnel and the recruitment of non-prior service
personnel who are required to take active duty training with the Army. The active
duty training required for all recruits under this program varies from a minimum of
four months to that period required for military occupational specialty qualification. In FY 1968, 20,788 recruits entered training. The average period of active
duty training was approximately five months.
The backlog of personnel awaiting training which was a significant problem in
prior years should not be a major problem in FY 1969 or FY 1970. Programed backlog
at end of FY 69 and FY 70 are 20,300 and 33,200 respectively. However, due to a
lower than programed loss rate and higher than programmed enlistments of prior service personnel, the end FY 1969 backlog is now estimated at approximately 15,000,
which in turn will reduce the FY 1970 backlog to approximately 28,000.
TRAINING ON WEEK-ENDS
The mandatory four-hour training assembly concept was received with enthusiasm,
especially by the tactical units. Almost all units employed multiple-unit training
assemblies in conjunction with week-end training sites.
All units received 32 hours of unit instruction in FY 1968 on riot control
operations, and staffs received an additional 16 hours, in addition to the experience of some units in actual operations. Annual refresher training will be conducted as determined by the Continental U.S. Army commanders in coordination with the
State Adjutants General. The experiences of recent years highlight the importance
of advance planning and carefully developed command and control methods and procedures.
The objective for FY 69 is the completion of platoon level training. Many
units have already achieved this level and are progressing towards the completion
NGP,A
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of company and higher level training. As the proficiency level of the Selected
Reserve Force units increased, the need for larger, more adequate training areas to
accommodate the training increased.
TRAINING AT ARMY SERVICE AND AREA SCHOOLS
During FY 1968, over 7,900 Guardsmen attended courses of instruction conducted
The Commanding General, USCONARC, established one-week
in Army service schools.
courses for the training of commanders and staffs at brigade level.
About 1,000
officers participated in these new courses.
The newly established Mobilization Advanced and Basic Courses were conducted
during FY 1968. These courses include a preliminary phase of extension courses.
As a result, courses were off to a slow start; the momentum picked up, and about
200 attended the resident phase of these courses during the year.
A special training program of civil disturbance planning and operations was
developed. This was a 16-hour program. All States were authorized to conduct
local unit schools for the training of commanders and staffs at battalion and higher levels. Additionally, the Department of the Army established a one-week senior
officer's Civil Disturbance Orientation Course at the Military Police School.
About 935 senior commanders and planners will attend this course during the year.
A nandatory program of 32 hours of junior officer's leadership training relative to
civil disturbance was developed. Over 9,000 lieutenants took this leadership
course.
During FY 1969, we plan to enroll about 10,000 Guardsmen in Army-conducted
schools. Our enrollment of 3003 Candidates in Officer Candidate courses includes
2,689 Army Guardsmen, 24 Air Guardsmen and 290 members of the U.S. Army Reserve.
UNIT TRAINING ASSEMBLY ATTENDANCE
In FY 1968, percentage of attendance at inactive duty training assemblies for
officers increased from 97.8 to 98.0. Percentage of attendance of enlisted men
rose from 95.7 to 97.3. The percentage of all personnel participating in inactive
duty training amounted to 97.3, an increase from 95.9 in the previous fiscal year.
As of 31 December the FY 1969 percentage of attendance is 98.8 for officers,
96.7 for enlisted personnel, and 96.8 for the aggregate.
ARMY NATIONAL GUARD AVIATION
During FY 1968, the number of aviators on flying status decreased to 1,750
including those assigned to mobilized units.
In FY 1968 flying hours totaled 188,843, a decrease from FY 1967. The program
for FY 1969 is 201,262 flying hours.
MILITARY OCCUPATIONAL SPECIALTY (MOS) TESTS
The Army National Guard continued MOS testing of personnel during FY 1968 and
1969. Results of the latest test cycle show that 93.5 percent of the 31,585
Cuardsmen tested achieved passing grades. When a prorated number of personnel in
grade E-3 and below, who are considered MOS qualified are added to the total
tested, the ARNG attains a qualified rate of 95.7 percent.
EQUIPMENT
Five major factors influenced Army National Guard logistics during FY 1968:
a. Reorganization of force structure and associated redistribution of the
equipment inventory to meet new requirements.
b. Establishment of Selected Reserve Force (SRF) II and concurrent retention
of SRF I through the last half FY 1968.
c. Mobilization of selected units and related support actions prior to unit
movement to mobilization station.
d. Equipptng and training of units for civil dibcurbance operations.
e. Increased emphasis on unit equipment maintenance and coordinated efforts
toward development of an Army program for improving readiness of equipment.
Materiel readiness status was gradually raised through distribution of new
items and increased emphasis on maintenance effectiveness.
Although no additional
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funds were made available for SRI II, priorities were established within the annual
funding program to mot the most important needs.
FACILITIES AND CONSTRUCTION
Since the reorganization of the Army National Guard was approved in 1968, we
have rsmed a more nearly normal construction program. This program provides
armories for bome station training and non-armory facilities to support administra.
tive and logistical requirements as well as week-end and annual field training site
facilities. Improvement of facilities contributes to attracting and retaining
dedicated personnel to the Guard and to improving readiness through greater training effectiveness.
STATE DUfY
During calendar year 1968 the National Guard was called to State active duty
by Governors for civil disturbance emergencies 76 times. They were actually committed to the streets 57 time. In three instances the National Guard was later
called to Federal status at the request of the Governors.
PLANS FOR RELEASE OP ARMY NATIONAL GUARD UNITS
The Army will release in the fall of 1969 approximately 10,500 Guardsmen
mobilized last spring. All Guardsmen whose period of enlistment or military obligation expires before the time they would otherwise be released will be sent home
not later than the date of the expiration of their enlistment or military obligation, whichever is later.
All Guardsmen who serve in Vietnam will be released after completion of the
normal one-year tour of duty in Vietnam or 15 December 1969, whichever is earlier.
All other mobilized Guardsmen will be released between I and 15 December 1969.
The net effect of this action will be to release by 31 October 1969 about half
of the mobiltzd Guardsmen and the remainder by mid-December.
For those who were
meters of mobilized units, this results in release at least five months before the
expiration of the two-year period of active duty.
OVER-ALL BUDGETARY SIGNIFICANCES
The FY 1970 budget for National Guard Personnel, Army, totals $363.5 million,
an increase of $42.6 million, compared to the FY 1969 program of $320.9 million.
A sumary of the separate projects of this program follows.
TRAINING - PAY GROUP A
Provided within this project are the pay, allowances, clothing, subsistence,
and travel for both unit training assemblies and annual field training. There will
be 31,718 officers and 324,037 enlisted personnel participating in two weeks annual
field training, and 31,793 officers and 330,033 enlisted personnel participating in
unit training assemblies at home stations and at week-end training sites. The FY
1970 estimate of $277.4 million for this project is $11,0 million more than the FY
1969 program of $266.4 million. The difference is attributable to the additional
drills for civil disturbance training, offset by a slight decrease in annual field
training as a result of the increase in the Reserve Enlistment Program.
TRAINING - RESERVE ENLISTMENT PROGRAM - PAY GROUP F
This provides the support for pay, travel, subsistence, and clothing for the
training of non-prior-service personnel on active duty training of not less than
four months at Army training centers. The in-training strength at the start of FY
1970 is estimated to be 15,682 trainees, and support is provided for 60,780 nonprior-service personnel to enter training in FY 1970. The FY 1970 estimate of
065.6 million is increased $30.9 million over the FY 1969 program of 034.7 million
because of the increase of 10,816 in man years caused by an input of 60,780 in FY
1970 as compared to an estimated input of' 32,400 in FY 1969. The increase is due
to expiration of enlistments of large numbers of personnel joininuj the ARNG in 1964
(107,000) whose obligation will expire in FY 1970.
NGP,A
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SCHOOL TRAINING
This program provides support for pay, allowances, travel, and subsistence for
730 at Air
the attendance of 9,958 personnel at Army service and area schools, and
of $.7
Defense training. The FY 1970 estimate of $14.5 million, an increase
an inmillion over the FY 1969 amount of $13.8 million is primarily attributed to
crease of approximately 730 students during FY 70.
SPECIAL TRAINING
This provides for essential special tours of full-time training duty to mainsuch
tain individual and unit capability to administer, plan, and conduct training,
annual
notice
short
exercises,
post
command
conferences,
training
as pre-annual
and
practice, and statutory boards. These tours vary in length from two to 90 days
permit participation of individual members as well as unit staffs in training
missions essential to the over-all readiness posture of the Army National Guard.
FY 1969
The FY 1970 estimate of $2.8 million is $.4 million less than programed for
costs.
reorganization
one-time
of
as n result of elimination
ADMINISTRATION AND SUPPORT
This provides for pay and allowances of 93 Army National Guard officers on
active duty tours with the Army under various statutory authorities; permanent
that
change of station travel; death, disability and hospitalization benefits, and
portion of the Servicemen's Group Life Insurance which is paid by the Government.
The FY 1970 estimate of $3.3 million is increased $.4 million over FY 1969, mainly
because of additional group life insurance costs for a 60,780 REP input in FY 1970
as compared to 32,400 REP input in FY 1969.
SU4ARY
of both
During the past year we have seen a mobilization of a sizeable portion
in
the Army National Guard and the Air National Guard. We are fulfilling missions
the jungles, mountains and plains of Southeast Asia and in the skies overhead.
the
The National Guard is being couended in the editorial columns of some of
praised
been
has
unit
after
Unit
newspapers.
influential
most
and
largest
Nation's
the
for splendid service in support of the active forces in Southeast Asia and in
and the
Continental United States. They have also been commended for the dispatch
efficiency with which they brought serious disorders under control in numerous
towns and cities throughout these United States.
As the United States continued a major military involvement in Southeast Asia
urban
and strained to meet its military commitments elsewhere in the free world,
has
disorders and violence reached unprecedented levels at home. This combination
State
produced history's sternest test of the National Guard's dual Federal and
status.
The National Guard, by virtue of ready availability, professional competence,
a high mark
moral strength and devotion to American ideals, has once again achieved
of performance, serving both State and Nation.
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NATIONAL GUARDSMEN

ON DUTY IN VIETNAM

Mr. ANDREWS. Thank you, General Greenlief. How many National

Oniardsmen are on duty in Vietnam ?
General GREFJNLIF. In Vietnam, sir, there are 5,000 or 6,000. We do
not know the exact number because, in addition to the 4,000 who were
mobilized in units, individuals are levied on and sent as individuals.
We do not have records on that, sir. We estimate most of our men will
probably serve.
MILITARY

SERVICE OBLIGATION

Mr. DAVIS. I do not know whether you are the one who wants to
answer this, but I would like you to outline for us the differences in the
requirements and the obligations that a young man assumes, first, if
he is taken in selective service; second, if he joins the Reserves; and,
third, if he is enlisted in the National Guard.
General GREENLIEI. Sir, I can provide you a summary answer to
that. Your question is rather detailed, and since it would involve other
services, both the Guard and the Reserve and the Active Army, we
might provide you a more complete answer.
In summary, an individual who enters the military service, be it
through the draft or through enlistment in the National Guard or some
other Reserve component., incurs a 6-year military service obligation.
If he enters the draft, he serves for 2 years on active duty. He then returns home with a military obligation to serve, which he may satisfy
by service in the National Guard or the Army Reserve and after a period of time then goes into Standby Reserve.
If this individual joins the National Guard, he enlists in the National Guard for a period of 6 years, with both a State and National
contract. He is obligated to serve that 6-year enlistment in the Guard,
even though he may have completed his total military service obligation.
If an individual enlists in a Reserve component rather than being
drafted or enlisting in the Active Army, at the time of his enlistment
he agrees to serve for a period of 6 years, which coincides with his
total military service obligation. He must. also agree to enter a period
of active-duty training. This period varies from 4 to 6 months, depending on the military occupational specialty that he enlists for.
he current Army policy is that he must enter within 120 days. After
completing that training, he must return to his unit, and he must
serve the balance of his 6 years satisfactorily in the unit. There are,
of course, provisions for him to transfer to other units if he moves
geographically in the Nation. However, he is required to participate
satisfactorily. Should he fail to participate satisfactorily, there are
provisions of law which permit this individual to be ordered back to
active duty. to complete a period of service which, when added to his
earlier
service,
would total 2 years.
I believe
that
is a rapid summary, sir. We might do it more justice
with a written paper. Ido not know whether or not it satisfies your
question, sir.
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Mr. DAvis. Do one of your other gentlemen wish to add to that?
General HIOfITOWER. That is a very good summary, but we can give
you more if you like, sir.
REASSIGNMENT

Mr. DAVis.

You

BETWEEN RESERVE UNITS

spoke of the reassignment to a different Reserve or-

anizzition in the case of the man who is transferred by his employer
from one place to another. Is that a complete option on his part? to
the Reserve Components assume the responsibility of taking this man
in and finding a place for him if he moves from one place to another?
General GREENLiEF. There has been some problem in the past, sir,
because of the strength limitation. There are now provisions by which
we can take the man, at least within the Guard. I cannot address General Sutton's program. There are provisions by which the adjutant
general of the State who would receive this individual can take the
man and would take him as a priority matter.
We do find, however, sir, that the unit commander involved who has
the problem of maintaining his unit readiness, may question the necessity or the validity of the man's move to the other State, and he may
have something to say about whether or not he will release the man.
For example, if he moved to some town close enough so the original
company commander feels this man can still serve in his unit, he
normally will seek to retain him, because to replace him requires recruiting a new man who then has to be trained at the expense of time
and money.
Provisions are there to permit the transfer, including between States.
Mr. DAVIs. His original commanding officer is the judge of whether
or not he is going to keep him or let him go?
General GREENLIEF. In practice, sir, if the individual commander
decided, "No, I am ging to keep you in my. unit because you can get
back," and if the ind"r duall involved were distressed about that at all,
he could seek review of the decision at a higher level, and it would be
reviewed at the State adjutant general's level.
On some occasions, sir, it gets reviewed at the congressional level
and the National Guard Bureau level. We bring those cases to the
attention of the adjutant general, and the adjutant general then makes
the decision-normally in favor of the man, unless in their judgment
the man is not right.
Mr. DAVIs. Let us take a case where this factor does not substantially
enter in. If he moves 100 miles away, this factor probably would not
enter. Is the Reserve unit in his new place of residence required to
take him in, even if it makes the unit overstrengthI
General GREEmiua. I cannot address the U.S. Army Reserve policy,
sir. In the past, in the Army Guard where we have been struggling to
come down to strength and where we have been rather severely
limited, we have not always been able to take them. We are now within
two-tenths of 1 percent overstrength, and have been able to relax some.
I am quite certain our policy now and our instructions do permit
accepting this individual, even though he might produce a temporary
overstrength, unless he represents a trained asset and we would rather
keep him than to train a new man.
Mr. DAvis. It is up to the commanding officer?
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General GnUENLIEF. I will have to check myself for accuracy, but
I believe the National Guard Bureau has within the last month or so
issued instructions to the States to permit this.
To assure my accuracy, I would like to recheck it, sir.
(The information follows:)
A recent revision to Army Regulation (AR 135-91) provides authorization for
unit commanders to accept members who have left a unit assignment because of
change of residence without regard to their unit's authorized strength providing
the member possesses an MOS which can be utilized within the unit, can acquire
the skill required by on-the-Job training or agrees to perform a tour of active
duty for training to acquire such an MOS. State adjutants general and area
commanders will monitor the assignments of such personnel and manage the
enlistment of non-prior-service personnel to insure that total paid drill unit
strength authorizations announced by the Chiefs, National Guard Bureau and
Army Reserve, Including the overstrength provisions which may be in effect, are
not exceeded.

General Su'rroN. It is pretty much the same in the Army Reserve,
Mr. Chairman. If a man, realizing he has to move across the country,
will notify his unit commander of this impending move at least
30 days before he actually has to make the move, the letter is sent
to the new Army commander and then to the new unit actually
arranging for this man's assignment through Army channels.
If he neglects to let anybody know 30 days ahead, or if the move
happens to be sudden, then he has to take the action himself.
The policy is that the new location can take him in the Army Reserve unit as overstrength. I feel we will have no problem taking him
in overstrength and still remaining within our authorized strength
and overstrength authorizations. I do not visualize any problem.
OVERSTRENGTH

AUTHORIZED FOR ADDITIONAL

NEGRO PARTICIPATION

Mr. DAVIS. Reference was made by one of you gentlemen to a mandatory oveistreiigth in order to encourage the participation of Negro
personnel.
General GREENLIEF. Yes, sir.
General SUToN. We have that in the Army Reserve. I think that
may be what you are talking about. We have in the fiscal year 1970
program the provision for 1,220 overstrength. That is a very small
number. In this fiscal year, fiscal 1969, I had an opportunity while
at the same time complying with the law on the average strength, to
issue a 1-percent authorization for overstrength for Negro personnel.
So, I am doing it a year ahead of time in the Army Reserve.
This is not a mandatory overstrength, as you mentioned. This is
an authorized overstrength. Of course, all units are encouraged to use
that 1-percent overstrength, over and above everything else, for Negro
participation. This, in case of the Army Reserve, would be approximately 2,500.
Mr. DAVIS. This is not a matter of legislation?
General GmmNL1EF. No, sir. In the National Guard, -we had a New
Jersey test program in which they were authorized something over
5 percent. Within the balance of. the National Guard, we did not
authorize this because we were, in fact, overstrength and, as mentioned just now, are getting now down to strength.
The fiscal year 1970 program authorizes us an overstrength of 4,032
to provide spaces in which to nlist Negroes, the problem being
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that we are already at full strength. It is not a mandatory overstrength.
It is, however, a target and objective which we are directed to
achieve.
Mr. DAVIS. Directed by whom?
General GREENrIEF. It is a DOD program. It is like all other things.
You set, an objective and work toward it. We intend to do our best, sir.
Mr. MAHON. Thank you very much, gentlemen. We will resume
at 2 o'clock.
AFTERNOON
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Mr. A.-DnEws. The committee will come to
order.
We will continue our hearings on the Army
Guard and Reserve
personnel requests.
General Sutton, you are requesting funds for the pay of 304,264
Army Reserve personnel. This strength is composed of paid drill
strength, 256,264; paid active duty training, only 48,000, fOr a total
of 304,264 men. General, what is the difference between these two
groups?
General SUTrON. The 256,264 are the members of the troop program
units that drill 48 times per year and attend not less than 14 days of
summer camps. The 48,000 received only 2.weeks of active duty training per year.
ATTENDANCE AT DRILLS
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Mr. ANDREWS. What has been your record of absenteeism in these
weekly drills? That is the part designated here as paid drill training.
General SUTTON. From the weekly drills our percentage of attendance is about 93 percent. For the summer camp training it is
about 96 percent.
Mr. ANDREWS. Is that od?
General
SUTTON. We tlink it is for the Army Reserve.
Mr. ANDREWS.
What is your policy and what do you do in case of
continued absence?
General SUTTON. First, I might say that, participation has been increasing in the Army Reserve for several years. Now we are very careful about attendance at the weekly drills and at summer camps. If a
man misses five drills, of the weekly drills at the home station, he is
subject to being ordered to active duty.
Mr. ANDREWS. Is that 5 consecutive weeks or five during the year?
General SUTTON. Within a year and if he is absent from 2 weeks
camp without proper authority, then that also could be sufficient. cause.
Mr. ANDREWS. Your record of attendance now is much better than
it was a few years ago?
General SUTTON. That has increased; yes.
PAID DRILL STRENGTH

w

Mr. ANDREWS. What have you requested in the authorization bill
for p aid drill strength?
r
dGeneral
SUTTON. The Department of Defense has requested 261,220,
as the end strength.
Mr. ANDREWS. You have an authorized average strength of 256264?

General STTON. Let me start with fiscal year 1969. By law we were
to achieve the average of not less than 260,000 for the year, less any
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mobilized strength. We started the year in 1969 at about 244,000. In
order to achieve the required average we had to program above 260,000,
which we have been attempting to achieve, and then come back down
to the 254,000, which was our 260,000 less those units on active duty.
So there we have a little higher average than we have of end strength
because we will go a little above 260,000 between now and the end of
the fiscal year.
Mr. ANDREWS. Why is there a difference between the number you are
requesting in the authorization, 261,200, and the number for which
you are requesting funds in this appropriation, 256,264?
General SutrroN. Of course, the budget was put together with a
request for the full amount.
Mr. ANDRnWS. We are talking about 1970. These questions refer to
your 1970 budget.
General STrrON. For the 1970 budget, we start. in with an authorized
strength of 254,000 because we have the rest on active duty in Vietnam
and elsewhere. The average strength will be 256,204 and the end
strength 261,220.
Mr. ANDREWS. How many Reserves do you have in Vietnam I
RE8ERVES IN

VIETNAM

General Su-rmN. We have approximately 5,700 members of the U.S.
Army Reserve serving in Vietnam in Army Reserve, Army National
Guard, and Active Army units.
Mr. ANDREWS. About the same number as the Guard?
General SutroN. Ye-s, sir.
Mr. ANRFWS. Are they there as individual replacements or as units?
General Su'roN. Mostly as units.
Mr. ADnFws. What type units do you have in Vietnam, and what
are they doing?
General Surrow. They are service-type units, hospitals, truck companies, service companies, that type.
Mr. ANDREWS. Do you have any combat troops in Vietnam?
General SurroN. No combat troops; no, sir. We have one combat
battalion which was called up in Hawaii and has remained there.
OVERSTRENITH AUTHORIZED FOR ADDITIONAL NEGRO PARTICIPATION

Mr. ANDREWS. General Hightower, you say that you are requesting
authorization overstrength and funds for increased Negro participation in the Reserve. Is this a new program?
General HIOGTOWER. Yes, sir; it is.
Mr. ANDREws. When was it authorized, and what is its intent? Tell
us something about it.
General HIGHTOWER. This is a result, Mr. Chairman, of the interest
in raising the percentage of Negro participation in the Armed Forces,
particularly in the Army Reserve components to approximate the
percentage of the population. Over the years we have found that this is
very low; as I recall, something like 1.7 or 1.8 at the present time, due
to many things.
About 3 years ago New Jersey started an experiment on this. They
were authorized 5 percent overstrength. It has been fairly successful.
Everybody has been watching it, go the Department of Defense came
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up with a requirement to all services to come in with a program to
raise this participation in their own Reserve components. We have
done this. For this year we hope to bring this up about 1 percent.
Mr. ANDREWS. Which would get you up to 2/2 percent?
General HIGHTOWER. Yes, we hope to get about 2.8 percent.
Mr. ANDREWS. Did the 5 percent have reference to the Negro population of the State of New Jersey?
General GREENLIEF. No, sir. The Governor of New Jersey requested
a 5-percent. overstrength for both Army and Air National Guard. How
he arrived at that figure I do not know, except I assume it was a figure
they felt was within reach. They were authorized an increased strength
in the Army Guard of 737, in the Air Guard of 128, for a total of 865.
RESERVE ENLISTMENT PROGRAM

Mr. ANDRMVS. General Hightower, I note from chart 1 in your
statement that you are requesting an overall increase for the Reserve
and Guard for both military personnel and operations and maintenance of $114,200,000. On page 2 of your statement you say that approximately 44 percent or some $50 million of this increase is to be used
to support the Reserve enlistment program. Why are you programing
such a large increase in this program ?
General HIOHTOWER. This is geared to the expected accessions of
nonprior service personnel, Mr. Chairman, that will be coming in.
It should be fairly high because of the enlistments 6 years ago under
the REP-63 program and we expect a fairly high accession of these
nonprior service personnel. So we have programed them into the training base to get their basic and MOS training.
Mr. ANDREWS. Will most of these people be on active duty?
General HIOHTOWER. They will be on active duty for 4 months up
to 12 months of training, depending on the MOS they enlist for, sir.
Mr. ANDREWS. You state further, General Hightower, on page 2,
that in fiscal year 1970 you are programing an input of 115,900 Reserve
enlisted personnel into the Army training centers as compared to 69,300
in fiscal year 1969. This is an increase of 46,600 personnel during the
fiscal year. On what basis did you compute this large input into the
Regular Army
General I-IGHTOWER. This is not into the Regular Army, sir. These
are reservists.
Mr. ANiDRWS. What I meant was into the Regular Army training
program.
General HIGfHTOWER. Yes. These are the new accessions that we expect to get during the year that have to be trained in the Active Army
training centers.
Mr. ANDREWa. The new program increases it by 46,600; is that
correct?
. General HinITowER. Yes. It is the difference between 115,900 and
69,300.
Mr. ANDREWS. What program is that, the new program?
General HToI'TOWEn. It is not a new program, it is just an increase
over the REP training program from 1969 to 1970.
General GREENLIEF. An increased number going in, in 1970.
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General HIGHTOWER. An increased number. It is the same REP train-

ing program.
Mr. ANDREMS. What is the length of that training program?
General HIGHTOWER.

Eight weeks basic combat training; for in-

fantrymen it is another 8 weeks of advanced individual training. That
second phase will vary depending upon the complexity of his MOS.
A radio operator, for example, will go 10 weeks i the second phase.
For some of the others, the more complex MOS, the longer the period
of time.
WAiTING TIME TO ENTER RESERVES

Mr. ANDREWS. If a man gets into a Reserve program and is assigned
to a unit, he is draft exempt; is that correct?
General HIGHTOWER. Yes, sir.
General GREENLIEF. Deferred.
Mr. ANDREWS. Deferred?
General GREENLIEF. Yes.
Mr. ANDREWS. As long as he stays in that unit he continues to have
that deferment from the draft?
General HIOwrowEm. Yes, sir; as long as he participates satisfac-

torily.
Mr. ANDREWS. I understand. That is the 48 drill periods per year and

2 weeks' summer training?
General HIOHTOWER. Yes.
Mr. ANDREWS. What about your waiting list to get into the Reserve?
I have people who write me who have been waiting a year, 2 years,
or sometimes 3 years to get in.
General HIIOTOWER. May I ask the chiefs of the components to

comment?

General GREENLIEF. In the National Guard we do have waiting lists
in all States. They are very lengthy. In the Guard, as you know we
have been overstrength and we have been trying to come down. is a
result we have had little opportunity in past years to enlist personnel.
It is not uncommon for a man to be on a waiting list for a year or

even more. Actually, the waiting list is a rather difficult thing to man-

age because the individual applicant will get on several waiting lists,
whatever waiting list he can get on. When we find, for example, that
a unit has a vacancy and they go to the waiting list to get the next
man on the list, they may try 10 names before they find a man still
available.
Mr. ANDREWS. Who makes the determination of accepting men in

the National Guard or Reserve?

General SitFrON. The unit commander.
Mr. ANDREWS. He has the sole authority to do it
General SuTroN. That is correct, under established procedures.
General GREENLIEF. That is true also in the Guard. However, he

hasp a very explicit list of instructions that tell him the order of priority
in which lie must accept people.
Mr. ANDREWS. All things being equal, he takes them first come, first
served ?
General GREENLIEF. Yes. The only exception to that is if the next

man on the list doesn't have the skill or thle aptitude for a particular
military occupational specialty. ,We enlist people against sspecific
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vacancies in the unit. For example, if the vacancy is a radio operator
or a clerical position and the next man on the list just has no aptitude
for that, he cannot pass the aptitude area test for that, then the commander can go to the next name.
Mr. ANDREWS. In other words, you do not put a round peg in a

square hole.
General GREENLIEF. We try not to.
Mr. ANDREWS. Do the Reserves and the Guard have the same or comparable MOS that the Army has?
General STrroN. Yes.
General GREENLIEF. Yes.
Mr. ANDREWS. If you have No. 1 on the list of applicants for admission into the Guard or the Reserve, and No. 1 doesn't have the qualifications for a spot that you have in your unit, you could skip down to 10
or 15 on the list to get the man who has I
General GREENLIEF. Until you got to the man who had that aptitude.
Mr. ANDREWS. That is what I mean. You skip from one down to 15 if
No. 15 is the man you need in your unit?
General GREENLIEF'. Yes.
TRAVEL TO

MEETINGS

Mr. ANDREWS. Now I have complaints from time to time, not many
recently, about these reservists having to travel 100 miles a week for
training, 100 miles to the company and 100 miles back home. Do you
get many of those complaints, General Sutton?
General SUTTON. We don't have very many complaints from those
that are doing that because in most cases it is what the man wants to
do and he doesn't complain about something he wants to do.
Mr. ANDREWS. But you do have cases where they travel a considerable number of miles to get to and from the company?
General SurroN. Yes, sir; we have some people traveling over 100
miles but they are glad to do it because they want to continue to
participate.
Mr. ANDREWS. Who pays for their travel?
General SUTToN. The man has to bear that expense.
Mr. ANDREWS. Many of them down my way have car pools that they
use to defray expenses.
General SurroN. Yes, sir.
General HIGHTOWER. I wonder if I might make the record more
explicit in terms of the percentages of Negro participation. Currently
it is 1.8 percent. We are programed to raise to 2.7 by the end of fiscal
year 1970.
TRAINING OF RESERVE RECRUITS

Mr. ANDREWS. Back to this input of Reserve personnel into the Army

training centers, why will this increase cost an additional $50 million?
General HIGHTOWER. That is 'based on the man-years, Mr. Chairman.
For fiscal year 1970 the man-years are 43,319 compared to 24,615 for
fiscal year 1969, an increase of 18,704. The money we have asked for is
to support that increase in man-years.
Mr. ANDREWS. Break that down a little better. What do you mean by
support? Is it pay for the troops?
.
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General HTOHTOWER. Yes.

Mr. ANDREWS. What else is there?
General HIGHTOWER. That takes care of pay and allowances, sub.

sistence, travel, clothing.
Mr. ANDREWS. Do you have to give them special clothing for that

training?
General HIGHTOWER. No. That is when they get their bag of uniform
clothing equipment.
Mr. ANDREWS. These are raw recruits?
General HIGHOoWER. Yes.

Mr. ANDREWS. That is their first clothing issue?
General HIOHTOWER. That is

right.
Mr. ANDREWS. How long is that supposed to last them; several

years?
General HIOHTOWER. They get replacement clothing as issue in kind.
They do not receive a clothing maintenance allowance as in Active
Army.
Mr. ANDREWS. When they go to camp, do you pay for their food?
General HIOHTOWER. In summer training?

Mr. ANDREWS. No; this Army training.
General IOHTOwER. Yes. This takes care of subsistence.
Mr. ANDREWS. What do you do, reimburse the Army?

General SUwoN. Yes, sir. We have to pay their way while they are
at the Active Armv installation.
Mr. ANDREWS. You reimburse the Army?
General SuTToN. Yes, sir.
Mr. ANDREWS. What other reimbursement do you make to the Army
for the-is it 6 weeks' training program?
General IfGHTOWER. No; it is 8 weeks for basic training and 8 weeks
for advanced training.
Mr. ANDREWS. Roughly 16 weeks?
General HIGHTOWER. Yes.
Mr. ANDREWS. Does the reservist put that 16 weeks in all at one
time?
General HIoHrowER. Yes.
Mr. ANDREWS In other words, he goes into basic training, enters as a
private, receives the same type of training, treatment, et cetera, that
a Regular Army man would?

General

HinTC

OWER.

Identical.

Mr. ANDREWS. For 16 weeks.
General HIGHTOWER. It is an average of 5 months.
Mr. ANDREWS. During that time the Reserve Component pays for his
clothes and subsistence
General HTWWER. And travel to and from, and his pay.
Mr. ANDREws. Do you make any contribution to the Army for the
services rendered by sergeants in the training of that raw recruit?

General

HIGHTOWE.

No, sir.

General SUrroN. They are on the Active Army payroll.
Mr. ANDREWS. What do you figure it costs per man to send him
through those 5 months of basic training? Do you have a breakdown
on that?
General SUTroN. I have a breakdown on it. It is about $1,200 out
of my budget and about the same amount for the Army.
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Mr. AiNP ws. About $2,400?

General HIGITOWER. No. That is only part of it. Well, all right, it

is $1,425 or thereabouts for each.
Mr. ANDREWS. $1,400 or $2,400?

General IOHTOWER. $1,400.
General SUTrON. That is out of our money.

Mr. ANDREWS. General Sutton gave a figure there that the Army
spent on him.
General SurtoN. I don't have the exact amount.
Mr. ANDREWS. You said roughly $1,200.
General MANESS. We will try to get you a statement for the record
on that.
(The information follows:)
COST OF BASIC TRAINING-PER INDIVIDUAL

Reserve component costs for training one individual REP in the Army training centers in fiscal year 1970 willle $1,202.
This consists of the following average costs:
Pay for 5.6 months, at $113.45 --------------------------------$635.32
Subsistence, including commutation of rations during leave---------214.06
Travel to and from camp ------------------------------------126. 00
Clothing (includes overcoat for only one-half of REP input) --------196.24
Social security ----------------------------------------------30.50
Total
----------------------------------------------1202.12
The $1,425 estimate represents a derived man-year cost based on the total REP
costs in the fiscal year 1970 budget. It differs from the individual cost above
primarily because of the programed input by months into the training centers.
Initial costs for the clothing bag and travel are generated by the input, and in
a given year, can distort the man-year cost for that year.
In addition to the $1,202 per REP funded in RPA or NGPA, active Army costs
incident to training of REP's while in the training centers are:
Share of trainer costs (MPA) --------------------------------$358.00
Operation and maintenance of Army training center (BP 2100 OMA)_
743.00
Reception centers costs (BP 2400/BP 2500) ----------------------65.00
Total
----------------------------------------------The total cost per individual REP would be $2,368.

1166.00

REGULAR ARMY BASIC TRAINING COST

Mr. ANDREWS. How does that compare with cost of training an

Army recruit? Your figure includes his clothes bag, his transportation

to and from basic training camp. Now, if you can, put a figure in the

record on that.
General SUTTON. It should be identical.
General HIGHTOwER. It would be the same for these particular
things. Now, computing the cost of the trainers and the facilitiesMr. ANDREWS. It is hard to get an estimate of that.
General HIOHTOWER. Yes. But the cost of his pay and allowance,
subsistence, Army travel, clothing, for the Army man should be
identical to this.

General SUTTON. For the Army Reserve it is $1,172.62, without the

overcoat, when he goes in the summertime. If he goes in the wintertime and has to have an overcoat it is $1,231.62 per man. The average
is $1,202.12.
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Mr. ANDREWS. I suggest you and General Hightower get together
and agree on your figures. There have been two or three of them
mentioned.
When you answer the question for the record I want to know the
cost of training, training one of your men for 5 months compared
to the cost of the Army for the same training.
General HIoGTOWMlR. Yes, sir.
(The information requested follows:)
Active Army costs to provide 16 weeks of training for a nonprior service man
are $2,051, including the $1,166 for support costs included in the REP costs.

Active Army pay costs were computed for 16 weeks (training time only) as

opopsed to the 23 weeks for REP trainees, which includes travel to and from
the camp and leave. The costs, considering the differences involved, are virtually
identical.
UTILIZATION OF ARMY TRAINING

CENTERS

Mr. ANDREWS. Now, will this large increase not flood the Army
training centers since the Army is not reducing its input to any great
extent?
General HIGiHTOWER. Our input is based on the spaces that the
Active Army makes available to us.
Mr. ANDREWS. In other words, they tell you when to send them?
General HIGHTOWER. They tell us when there are spaces; yes, sir.
Mr. ANDREWS. Do you know of any plans to close any of the Army
training centers?
General HIGHTOWER. I kno , '-of none, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. ANDRJWS. Do you, General Sutton?
General SurroN. No,-sir.
PERSONNEL TO BE DISCHARGED

Mr. ANDREWS. How many personnel do you anticipate will be discharged from the Reserve and Guard during fiscal year 1970?
General GREENLIEF. In the ease of the Guard, and as it contributes
directly to this large increase in REP, in 1964 there were 107,000 men
enlisted in the Guard. We estimate, considering 35 percent of these
individuals will extend their enlistment, that we will have losses of
70,000 from this group. That in the Guard is what contributes to this
large input.. The rest of the losses are contained in -the gains and loss
table. In fiscal year 1970 the total enlisted losses in the National Guard
we estimate at 70,800.
Mr. ANDREWS. Is that due mainly to competion of the tour of duty?
General GREENLIEF. II the main, yes.
Mr. ANDREWS. What is that complete tour of duty? Six years?
General GREENLIEF. Six years. You see, in 1964 when we enlisted
these 107,000, during this coming fiscal year 1970 their 6-year tours
will expire. We estimate we will retain 35 percent of those personnel
beyond that 6 years. The balance is some 70,000, estimated losses plus
other losses.
Mr. ANDREWS. From what you tell us about your waiting list, you
will have no problem in refilling to your authorized strength.
General GREENLIEF. We anticipate none.
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AGE OF ENLISTEES

Mr. ANDREWS. Do you have any age limit on guardsmen?
General GREENLIEF. Yes, sir. First priority for enlistment is the non-

prior serviceman below age 18%. The second category is 181/2 to 20.
They may then enlist up to ae 26, but only if you cannot get the man
from the lower age group. ni the prior serviceman there is no age
limit except that they may not--I cannot quote it exactly, sir-their
age is a combination of the years of service they have had on active
duty already and their actual age. I cannot quote that one for you
exactly.
MANDATORY

RETIREMENT

Mr. ANDREWS. Now take, for example, a young man who goes into
the Guard and who stays in there for years and years and years. Do
you have a mandatory retirement age for him?
General GREENLIEF. Age 60; yes, sir. And they may not, a man may
not 'enlist in the Guard unless the time required for enlistment will
permit him to qualify for retirement, '20years, he may not enlist in the
Guard if his enlistment would extend him beyond 60.
Mr. ANDREWS. But at age 60 it is mandatory that he get out?
General GREENLIEF. Yes, sir.
Mr. ANDREWS. Does that apply to officers and enlisted men?
General GREENLIEF. Officers, of course, their age limit is controlled
by the Reserve Officer Personnel Act. Age 60 is a maximum age for
colonels and brigadiers. In the lower ranks the age limits are lower.
I cannot quote them for you, but they scale down in proportion to the
grade of the officer.
General SuTroN. Generally an officer may serve 28 years unless he is
a colonel or brigadier general, when he can serve 30 years and 5 years
in grade whichever is later. A major general can serve 35 years and 5
years in grade, whichever is later. That usually determines when he
leaves, but in any event lie may not serve beyond age 60, unless he is
extended by the Secretary of the Army.
General GREENLEIF. The Reserve Office Personnel Act functions so
to force them out much earlier than that.
General SurrON. You asked for the fiscal year 1970 Army Reserve
losses. It is a total of 57,000 enlisted losses; 43,200 of which are the
men who were in for 6 years and their terms of enlistment expire;
13,800 are the men, as you mentioned awhile ago, who are losses for
all other reasons such as transfer out of the Reserve, deaths, or discharge.
Mr. ANDREWS. When a man goes beyond his 6-year term of duty he
can stay on in the Guard or Reserve, if he wants to, if lie does his
homework, until he reaches age 60?
General SUTToN. Yes.
Mr. ANDREWS. And he receives a pension, an annuity after 20 years
of service?
General SUTTON. If he has 20 or more good years of service, which
means full participation, he is eligible for retirement pay when he
reaches age 60. He can be placed on the retired list before 60 but he
does not begin drawing money until age 60.
Mr. ANDREws. Considering the fact that most of these men will be
on active duty for most of the fiscal year, still talking about these
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trainees, how did you determine the additional overall requirement
of an increase of $114 million in your fiscal year 1970 request?
General GRENLIEF. Sir, the additional cost. involved in their being

on active duty for all average of 5 months are the costs that. pNduce
this increase because these costs are borne by the Guard and the U.S.
Army Reserve appropriation.
OFFICE OF RESERVE COMPONENTS

Mr. ANDREWS. General Hightower, what is the function and responsibility of the Office of Reserve Components?
General Hioiwrowm. The Office, Mr. Chairman, has developed over
the years since about 1948, when they first began to work on this kinid
of office, and through successive stages has developed into what it is
now a general staff-section with the Chief of the Office of Reserve
Components enj9yng the same position as the Deputy Chiefs of Staff
for the Chief of Staff e
Mr. ANDRzWS. Is the operation of this Office necessary?
General IHIGHTOWER. I believe it is, sir. It is the Office that coordinates the activities and functions between the two components for
the Chief of Staff.
Mr. ANDREWS. Why is there such an office in the Army and not in
the Air ForceI
General Hmirow . I don't know; I cannot address that question.
Mr. A"nmuws. Will you insert a statement in the record as to why
the Army needs this Officel Also, what is the cost of operating tins
Office, including both military personnel and operation and maintenance?
(The information follows:)
NEED FOR OFFICE OF RESERVE COMPONENTS

On 15 October 1948 in Executive Order 10007, which was concerned with vitalization of the Reserve components of the three Services, President Truman directed that the Service 'Secretaries assign "an active, capable, high-ranking
officer to head the Reserve program in each department." Accordingly, on 21
December 1948, the Chief of Staff of the Army established the position of Special
Assistant to the Chief of Staff for Civilian Component Affairs.
Congress, in the Armed Forces Reserve Act of 1052, required the appointment
of a general officer who was directly responsible to the Chief of Staff for Reserve
Affairs. Accordingly, the position of Assistant Chief of Staff for Reserve Coinponents was established. With the exception of logistics, major responsibilities for
Reserve component matters in the Army Staff were transferred to the Assistant
Chief of Staff for Reserve Components. The Chief of the National Guard Bureau
and the Chief, U.S. Army Reserves operated under the General Staff guidance of
the Assistant Chief of Staff for Reserve components.
The Assistant Chief of Staff for Reserve Affairs was afforded Deputy Chief
of Staff status in 1063 and redesignated Chief, Office of Reserve Components
(CORC). Some logistic functions of the Army Staff were transferred to the Office
of Reserve components at the same time, and CORO was charged with the following responsibilities1. Allocation of units to Army National Guard.and U.S. Army Reserve.
2.. Operational readiness and training of the Army Reserve components.
S. Allocation of forces, funds, and manpower within the 5-year defense
program-Program V (Reserve and Guard Forces).
4. Development of Department .of the Army policy and priorities on all
Reserve component affairs (persoinul, training, equipment).
Public lAw 90-168 established the ,Ofice of the Army Reserve headed by a
chief who is the adviser to the Chief: of Staff on Army Reserve matters. This
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provided the Chief, Army Reserve the same statutory right as the Chief, National
Guard Bureau, with respect to direct access to the Chief of Staff.
Puhiic Law W6-168 ailso continued onia permissive basis tit, authority to

designate a general officer to he directly responsible to the Chief of Staff for
Reserve Affairs. No change was made to Chief, Office of Reserve comlonents
responsibility for policy direction of and general staff supervision over the
Chief, Army Reserve and the Chief, National Guard Bureau for natters x-rtaining to the Army National Guard. With the Army Reserve conmonents nunbering almost 1,500,000 individuals and unit members in 0,382 companies and
detachluents, the magnitude of the general staff function is such that the Chief
of Staff requires the assistance of a deputy to determine policies and procedures
for this force. In consideration of the often expressed intent of the Congress
that. full attentioWand sUpl)port he given Reserve components, thet Army Chief
of Staff believes that the necessary coordination of maximun support can be,
most effectively and economically accomplished by a senior general staff officer
with clearly defined responsibilities working closely with the Army Reserve
components and other general staff agencies.
The Chief, Office of Reserve conlwitents is authorized 01 personnel to assist
him in the execution of his responsibility for l)olley direction and control of the
Reserve components. The operating expense for fiscal year 1969 is programed at
$836,60 which includes $491,114 for pay of the 31 military, $318,191 for lmiy of
the 31 civilians, and $27,300 for operating costs Including visits and inspections.
REORGANIZATION OF ARMY RESERVE

Mr. ANDREWS. General Sutton, on page 3 you discuss the organization of the Army Reserve. Has the recent reorganization been
completed?
General SuTroN. Yes, sir.
Mr. ANDREWS. Can you tell us any thing about it? Has it been
successful? Are you satisfied with it?
General SUTTON. Yes.
Mr. ANDREWS. What are the advantages of the new set-up?
General SUTroN. We began reorganization on December 1, 1967,
and completed the bulk of it by the end of February 1968. There
were only a very few units, four or five, that we finished up in May.
The organization has in it those units which are needed in the force
structure for the Army. We have no unneeded units.
Mr. ANDREWS. Is this a program where you change outfits around,
moving one here and one there?
General SuTroN. We had to move a great number of units from
one place to the other in reorganizing them. That has been. accomplished and we are now approaching full strength in all those units
and we are training the people that had to be retrained. Of course,
new men coming in are getting their training in their proper MOS's.
I think we are making it great deal of progress.
Mr. ANDREWS. Are your troops happy with the reorganization?
General SUrToN. I think they are now and they are going ahead
and making it work.
Mr. ANDREWS. You got a little flack when you first mentioned it,
didn't you?
General SUTrrO. Yes, sir; they were not happy during the
reorganization.
Mr. ANDREWS. I had some complaints while they were talking about
it, but since they have been reorganized I have not had any complaints
down my way.
General SurroN. We have had very few, where some individual did
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not fit in and is trying to get his own personal case settled. I think
overall everyone has accepted it and is now trying to make it work.
UNSATISFACTORY

PARTICIPATION

Mr. ANDREWS. What do you do with a misfit when you find him
and conclude you cannot do anything with him and he is making no
contribution to the organization? He might be damaging morale, and
so forth. How do you get rid of him, if you do get rid of him?
General Sv-toN. I guess it is fortunate in the first place that the
Army Reserve does not have very many of those cases because our
people try to fit themselves into the organization. Actually, in the
Army Reserve there is not very much we can do to man if he is a misfit, unless he is such a bad misfit that we could, under the regulations,
count him absent from drill. For example, he has to satisfactorily
participate in the drill, this means his uniform, his appearance, attention, and achievement in the training. If he does not, we can mark him
absent.
Mr. ANDREWS. Even though he is there with a bad attitude?
General STrTON. That is right. If he does that five times, then he
may be ordered to active duty.
Mr. ANDREWS. Have you had any cases of that?
General SUTtON. I have no specific ones in mind at this time.
Mr. ANDREWS. If you decide he has been absent for five periods, then
does he go on active duty?
General SurroN. We have had a number of such people.
Mr. ANDREWS. If you do that to an individual, does he have a right
of appeal?
General SuTtoN. Yes.
Mr. ANDREWS. Where?
General SurroN. He has a right to appeal his case up through the
chain of command all the way to the Department of the Army for
determination.
Mr. ANDREWS. Do you operate about the same way in the Guard,
where you have misfits?

General

GREPNLIF.

An individual who does not participate satis-

factorily-and that can include the individual who cannot learn or
won't learn or does not conduct himself in a military manner at an
assembly--can be ordered to active duty for failure to participate satisfactorily. That determination is made by the State adjutant general.
If the individual involved did not want to accept that they sometimes
write to their Congressmen, they sometimes write to the National
Guard Bureau. The decisions rests with the State adjutant general
because the National Guard, as you know, in peacetime is administered
by the State adjutant general for the Governor.
INVENTORY OF EQUIPMENT-ARMY

NATIONAL GUARD

Sir, in answer to your question about the reorganization for the
Guard the Guard in general is pleased with the structure, they are
pleased with the strength authorization, but the States are quite unhappy because the equipment support that was to have been a part of
the reorganization has not been delivered.
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Mr. ANDRE.WS. Whose fault is that? DOD?
General GRENLmEF. Sir, it is a fault or a problem that generates
for equipwar,
of fighting
circumstances
from
the
of supporting
thethe
costdemands
costs,
that it the
the money
ment the
in Vietnam,
Army. But to the man in the unit, to him, he only understands a couple
of items. One is he was told "If you are reorganized you will be supported." They recognized this support would take time to come, but
so far they have not gotten it.
Mr. ANDREWS. How long has it been since that promise was made?
General GREENLIEF. I cannot give you the date, sir; but this was a
subject discussed at considerable length during the hearings last year
and the year before prior to recorganization. There were no promises
given as to when. As to the amount. that has been delivered, we have
had gains and losses in inventory through the year, with the result that
our inventory is about where it was a year ago.
r. ANDiEWS. Of course, we are only talking about personnel now,
but since you mentioned equipment, I will ask you this: When you
get equipment in the Guard, is it brandnew equipment or is it handme-downs?
General GPRENLEF. Sir, we are receiving some brand new from

the factory equipment. We are receiving some that is used by the active Army. We have no objection to this as long as it is in condition
that we can use or can put it into condition. Equipment is categorized
as category A and B, which is acceptable on active duty, and C and T,
which is contingency and training, which is usable for training but not
deployable. C and T equipment, although we cannot deploy it, will permit us to conduct meaningful training. A large percentage of what
we have is C and T. We have about (
) percent of our full
training equipment requirements.
Mr. ANDREWS. Now, we have heard a lot about cannibalizing. Have
you done any of that-has Army done any of that with respect to thA
Guard or the Reserve, for the Army in Vietnam?
General GREENL=F. There have been some equipments withdrawn
from the Guard to support the active Army. This is something that
is very closely controlleZl in the Army, by the Department of Defense.
As a matter of fact, for an item to be withdrawn it has to be approved
at a very high level in OSD. There has been some of this, yes, sir.
Mr. AwNws. What about the Reserve?
Mr. MINSHALL. Will you yield for a minute?
What have they been cannibalizing in the last calendar year?
General GREENLIE . Sir, to talk specifics in equipment, it is classified
confidential and I can give you the information we have as classified
information.
Mr. Lirsco B. Everything before this committee is classified until
you declassify it.
General GRENLIE. All right, sir. I just.did not want a goof on my

part.

Mr. Lwscon3. We can tell you some secrets if the security require-

ment of "need to know" is met.

General GREENLIF. Cannibalization is a specific term that relates

to equipment but not quite what we are talking about. Cannibalization
a they mean it, as a technical matter, occurs when you take parts off
of an old worn-out vehicle and put it on another.
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Mr. ANDRXWS. It has a more general meaning to this committee. We
have been hearing about it in one form or another for 25 years. So
whether it is parts or the whole, it means the Army reaching over and
taking What you have so they can use it. We understand all that.
General GRENIF. All right, sir. In that regard, in the Guard during fiscal year 1969 the dollar value of items withdrawn has been
$4,100,000. The dollar value of items to be received during fiscal 1969,
the gains to the Guard inventory at the beginning of fiscal year 1969
were forecast to be $170 million. Actual issues during the first half of
fiscal year 1969 have been $37 million. If the same quantity of equipment is received in the second half of the year, we will gain a total $74
million for the year.
Mr. ANDREWS. Do you mean they took $4 million?

General GREENLIFF. Items worth $4 million.

Mr. ANDREws. And they said they were going to give you $170
million, but will only give you $74 million.
General GmENLIEF. Yes, we will lose $4.1 million and we will gain
$74 million, a net gain of $70 million.
Mr. MINSHAL. What is this $4.1 million? Let's get it out of the
dollar sign terminology. What kind of equipment are we talking
about? Is this vehicles?
General GPiw iw. Yes, sir. There were ..
Twenty-six items
which totaled $4.1 million.
Mr. MINSHAiL. That is all they took from you last year?
General GmRNuw. Yes, sir; in fiscal year 1969. The cost of equipment is such that it doesn't take many items.
Mr. MINSHALL. Yes. But what was the amount the year before? Do
you have records of that year, and the year before that?
General GREENLTEF. I do not have the previous years here. Last year
there were about 23 line items, but I have forgotten the dollar value.
It was a greater figure during the previous year. This was during the
buildup of the active Army for Vietnam. The Army's equipment posture being much better now than it was then.
Mr. ANnRzws. Now, on that $4 million, they took from the Guard
$4,100,000 worth of equipment.
General GrNLIEF. $4,146,000; yes, sir.
Mr. ANDREWS. After taking $4.1 million worth they promised the
Guard $170 million?
General GRElu wIF.
Yes.
Mr. ANDimws. Of which they have actually given you $37 million?

General GRJNLWUF. $37 million.

Mr. A"Rnws. So as a matter of fact as the situation stands today
they have taken from you $4 million-plus, and given you in return $37
million?
General GREEmNEF. That is correct, sir.
Mr. ANDREWS. You are not going to be in business long.
General GREENLmF. Our total estimated value of our inventory now
is about
billion. That is about
percent of our total training requirement.
Mr. AN;DRzWS. I noticed that in your statement.
General GREENLir. That is the training requirement.
Mr. AwDREws. Now, you are still out $4 million of equipment.
General GnwNimnF. Yes, sir. Qur gains have exceeded our losses.
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But it still leaves us far short of what our commanders feel they need
to conduct the training.

Mr. ANDREWS. I don't understand, General; how you say you gained
more than you lost.
General GREENLIEF. Well, we expect to gain $74 million; we lost
$4 million, and that is a net increase of $70 million.
Mr. MINSHALL. Wouldn't you have gotten this $74 million anyhow?
General GREENLIEF. Hopefully; yes, sir.
Mr. MINSHALL. Then this wasn't a tradeoff of any kind?
General GREENLIEF. No. I was not suggesting, sir, it was a tradeoff;
this is what had happened.
AIRCRAFT INVENTORY
Mr. MINSHALL. How about choppers? Do you have any record of
any choppers being taken by the Regular Army?
General GREENLIEF. No, sir. They have withdrawn no helicopters
from us this year.

Mr. MINSHALL. You did not have too many to begin with?
General GREENLIEF. That is correct, sir. Our vintage is a little old,

also.
The.aircraft inventory is a major problem to us. It is one of the
areas that our commanders are dissatisfied with the reorganization.
Mr. ANDREWS. How long has it been since you had new choppers?
General GREENLIEF. New? We have not received any brandnew ones.
We received CH-37's last year and this year. Now, they are new to
the Guard inventory. They are a definite improvement-more complex, heavier lift helicopters. We have no helicopters in the UH-1
series.
Mr. MINSHALL. These 37's, are they new ones or hand-me-downs?
General GREENLIEF. No, sir; they are used by the Active Army. We
are very pleased to get them, however. The State of California has a
unit of them. They have told me that they are very happy with them,
but we need more.
INVENTORY OF EQUIPMENT-ARMY RESERVE

Mr. ANDREwS. You and General Sutton have heard General Greenlief talking about the equipment of the Guard. Have you had the
same experience in the Reserve?
General SuTrroN. It has not been quite the same. If I may, I will
give a few figures.
First of all, in 1968 my authorization was
million in PEMA
equipment; I actually had
million valuation on hand. In 1968
I received $42.5 million in PEMA equipment and there were withdrawals of million of Army Reserve PEMA equipment.
In 1967, we received about $20 million. In 1966 about $6 million. So
the issue of PEMA equipment to the Army Reserve has increased
from $6 million to $20 million to $42.5 million, and I feel sure that
I will get about $43 million of PEMA in the 1969 total.
Mr. MINSHALL. Would you yield? General, I don't want to interrupt
your continuity, but how much cannibalization, as the chairman referred to it, have you experienced?
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General SuTroN. We don't have that same problem in the Army
Reserve because, in the first place, I refuse to take equipment that is
not in usable condition. When I do have equipment that has to be
rehabilitated, it is done by the active Army and
Mr. MINSHALL. I am not talking about rehabilitation of equipment.
I am talking about equipment that you might have had on board and
the came and said "Look, we want this now."
General Surom. You mean withdrawal? This has been $6 million
in our case so far this year.
Mr. MINSHALL. What kind of equipment was this?
-.
I feel that
General SuTroN. We had some withdrawals of
when the active Army needs equipment that I have for its Vietnam
requirements, this is perfectly all right. I don't see anything wrong
with that. I think I feel I should get more equipment than I am getting,
but if I have a piece of equipment that I am using for training and
they need it over there to fight, I am perfectly willing to give it up.
The problem is not giving up equipment when they need it, the problem
is not getting it in the first place.
SHORTAGES OF EQUIPMENT-RESERVE AND GUARD

Mr. MINSHALL. What is your biggest shortage equipmentwise in the
Reserve? I would like to have the Guard answer the same question.
What is your major shortage with respect to equipment as of today?
General SurroN. We are short in a number of categories.
Mr. MINSHALL. If you had a shopping list, what would be the three
top items on your shopping list?
General STwroN. We need wheeled vehicles, we need aircraft, we
need communications equipment.
Mr. MINSHALL. How about you, General?
General GRENLIF. Sir, our most serious shortage is our aircraft,
communications, and I would think No. 3 would probably be engineer
equipment.
Communications and aircraft are our really most serious ones.
Mr. MINSHALL. They are serious shortages?

General

GREzErEF. Yes.
Mr. MIKSHA,,. Are they

serious shortages in your case?
General SuTroN. I have serious shortages in helicopters. I don't have
any shortages in fixed wing aircraft because my requirements are very
low.
Mr. MIwSHAiL. How about communications equipment?
General SuTroN. We have practically none of the new communications equipment.
Mr. MINSHALL. Then that is a serious shortage.
General SuTmN. Then in the Army Reserve we have many specialized type units. I need power shovels, road graders, technical equipment, printing Dresses, thing like that. Where, for instance, we have
a map reproduction unit, they should have map production equipment and they do not have it.
Mr. MINSHALL. Would you supply for the record-so we won't belabor this any more on the record-both you and General Greenliefwhat these shortages are and what you wouid like to have to bring you
up to T.O. & E.
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General SUiroN. Yes, sir.
General GREENLIEF. Yes, sir.
(The formation is classified and submitted for committee use.)
EFFECT OF LACK OF MODERN EQUIPMENT ON MOBILIZATION

Mr. LIPSCOMB.

Mr. Chairman.

I have been told that units which were called to active duty have
reported to their camps or posts, and that their training there has had
to be extended because they were not adequately trained or combatready by the time they were originally scheduled to go on overseas.
General GREENLIEF. Sir, the units that were ordered to active duty
were given a prescribed amount of training time available, based on
when they were to be deployed. The training time required was, for
one reason, more than originally contemplated when we built the
SRF. The equipment posture as a whole was that they would use and
fight with the equipment that they had. By the time our units were
mobilized the Army's equipment posture had improved to the point
that they were equipped with new equipment, very often requiring a
new training program. Yes, sir; this did take time, but in my
judgment it was time well spent because as a result our units went
overseas with the best available equipment. It was a big improvement
over what I think would have occurred had they been mobilized the
first year we had created the SRF.
Mr. LIPSCOMB. I agree with you as to the necessity for it but I think
the point here is that in the Guard's case it was due to the fact that
the modern equipment had not been delivered to them at their regular
duty Guard locations.
General GREENLIrF. No question, sir.
Mr. Lmscoim. Therefore, the evidence indicates a quick mobiliza-

tion was not possible or would not be possible today unless they
trained with the new equipment.
General GREENLIET. If the requirement was to deploy with new

equipment, there can be no question that the lack of this modern equipment in the Guard does add to our training time and thus it decreases
our combat readiness, without question, sir.
Mr. LipscoMB. So it is to the advantage of the security of our

country to keep them equipped with the latest and best weapons.
General GREENLIEF. I certainly believe that, and the Guard supports
that, recognizing it is extremely costly. To attain the readiness that we
understand is required of us, modern equipment is required.
Mr. LIPSCOMB. Fortunately, in these cases I am talking about where
it took a longer time, we were lucky we had that extra time to get
mobilized.
General GREENLIEF. Yes, sir.
Mr. LipcouBs. It could have been lots more costlier than the dollar

value of the weapons.
General GREENLIEF. Our units when deployed went with the best
eqlupment available and they were trained on it.
Mr. MINSHALL. What weapons (1o you have to train with now in the
National Guard?
General GREENLIEF. Most of our units are equipped with the M-1

rifle.
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No 16's?
General GREENLIEF. We have a few M-16's in our special forced
units; we have M-14's in a few of our SRF units. The bulk of the
Guard is still equipped with the M-1.
Mr. MINSHALL. What is the situation in the Reserves?
General SUTToN. Most of our men are equipped with the M-1. We
are rerrted to have about 56,000-I am told--M-14's and we have a
few ot the M-16's for our special forces and for instruction purposes.
Mr. ANDIWS. Do you send your troops into battle with theM-1 and
the M-14--would you?
Mr. MINSHALL.

General SUroN. Yes, sir. We should have the current rifle, but there
is nothing wrong with the M-1. I assume that before they went into
battle they wouldbe furnished with the M-14 or the M-16.
Genera I GREENLIEF. I do not want it to appear that it is all bad.
We are making progress. This year we are going to receive 382 new
M-109, 155-millmeter self-propelled howitzers, which is a new
weapon. This is a tremendous gain for us. We have some new M-109's.
Mr. MINSHALL. That is a product of the Cleveland ordnance tank

plant.
General GREENmEF. And we thank you, sir. It is a tremendous item;
382 is a major increase. We are making improvement. The euipment
problem of the Guard, and I assume the Reserve components is a major
problem and it isa major money outlay.
READINGS 01 GUARD

Mr. ANDREWS. Let me ask at this point: What is the readiness posture of the Army National Guard?
General GR.ENLIEF. Sir, the Continental Army Command training
requirement for this summer's trainifig is platoon level. Many of our
unts are actually operating at company level. Because my memory is
bad I cannot translate that into weeks or readiness required, but remaining training time, company to battalion, is 8 weeks, and 5 weeks
Generally speaking, we are at the platoon level.
on up to brigade. Mr. Azmzws. Do you have any National Guard divisions now ready
to go within 20 weeks?
General GR
LrIEF. Our National Guard divisions would require
weeks of training.
about
Mr. ANDREWS. And they then would b ready to go to battle?
General GRENLIEF. That includes the time to prepare them for
.
shipment overseas. I think that takes about
Mr. AzwREws. How many of them do you have?
General GREENmEF. Eight divisions.
Mr. ANDREWS. How many of them would be ready to go into battle
in
weeks?
General GRENLIEF. -

.

Mr. ANDREWS. What percentage of equipment do you say they have
today?
percent
General GREENLIEF. On the average, we have about
of our full training requirement of PEMA equipment.
percent equipment for all
Mr. ANDRrws. You would need
weeks
eight divisions to have them battle-ready in
General GRzENLIF. Roughly, ye&
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Mr. LIPscoMB. How can you say they would be ready, trained, and

combat-ready, when they didn't have the equipment or the right type
of equipment?
General GRMENLIEF.

Readiness based on the current equipment they

have, sir. In other words, when I say
- weeks that does not include time to retrain to the M-16 rifle, for example, or if they have
a towed howitzer substitute for a self-propelled howitzer, I am not.
including that time. We can measure it only on the basis of the level
of training they have achieved with their current equipment.
Mr. LIPSCOMB. They would be trained with equipment that was less
combat-capable than the equipment being used by the Regular Army?
General GRENLIEF. Generally speaking, yes, sir. Some items we

have the modern equipment. Some items we do not. Your level of training is usually determined by your slowest unit, your pacing unit.
Mr. Lu.scomB. I do not want the record to show that we would mobilize our National Guard with equipment that was not at least on a par
with or better than the equipment of the enemy, insofar as we could
determine. But that is the appearance that I get from it now.
General GREENLIEF. Yes, sir; I am sorry I stirred this all up. It was
is response to the question: "Are you satisfied with the reorganization? Our States, in general, are satisfied with the reorganization as
far as the structure they are now in. The troop units they have, et
cetera. They are dissatisfied because they feel they have not been supported at the level that they exepected tobe supported.
Mr. ANDREWS. With equipment?
General GREWFNLj.IF. Equipment. There are many other items, for example, that go into training readiness. We have a major problem in
training areas, weekend training areas. Readiness being a combination of equipment, time to train, facilitiesPREPARATION FOR RIOT CONTROL

Mr. MINSIALL. How much training have your units had for riot duty
within the continente.1 limits of the United States
General GRPENLiEF. Sir, in that area we think we do quite well. In
the fall of 1967, following Newark and Detroit, when we started to
learn some lessons we should have learned right after Watts we established a 32-hour training program. All of the units inthe duard took
that 32 hours. During the winter the program was revised, and then in
the spring, which would have been last spring, 1968, the Continental
Army Command required all of our units whose readiness to conduct
civil disturbance operations had been impaired or decreased because of
the reorganization, to retake the 32 hours. Those units whose readiness
was not materially affected by the reorganization could take a lesser
amount.
In fact, most States, at least those which had a riot potential roblem, conducted the full 32 hours. In addition, Continental Army gommand authorized using up to 44 hours or half of the available training
time as field training for riot control. Very few States felt that they
needed the full 44 hours.
Mr. MINSIALL. What specialized equipment do you have?
General GREENLIEF. In specialized equipment we have authorized
the States the bullhorn and the armored vest. We have increased allow-
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ances of ammunition to include the chemical items. The Army has
stockpiled radios in ready-to-go kits, battalion-sized kits, a kit that will
equip a full battalion, that are available for delivery to the closest airport within 24 hours.
The Army has also prepositioned stocks of winter clothing that are
available on call.
The current program provides 16 hours of refresher training. In
addition, the Army in the military police school conducted a course
for senior officers, a civil defense orientation course. We had 800-and.
some officers attend that. That course is still going. Last spring we
conducted a course of 32 hours for 9,000 lieutenants.
We think the Guard is well trained for this duty. We think they are
adequately equipped. We think their performance last spring demonstrates that they are not-only capable but well supported in this area.
Mr. MINSHALL. How about the Reserve, General Sutton?
General SUTroN. In the Army Reserve, CONARC has been charged
with the responsibility of planning the number of troops to be used.
The current plan is that we will have 18 brigades, about 2,500 people
per brigade. Three of those brigades will be the three infantry brigades
that we have in our troop structure. Fifteen of them will-be in composite brigades made up of various type units.
They received 32 hours of training in this last year, and are now
receiving 16 hours' refresher training.
Mr. MINSHALL. Similar to the Guaraprogram?
General SUTTON. Similar to the Guard program. However, we have
not had any of our brigades fully equipped with riot duty equipment.
The three infantry brigades are in condition to do a pretty good job
right now. The special equipment needed for this type of operation
has not been provided the Army Reserve in full.
Mr. MINSHALL. Have you requisitioned it?
General SuTroN. It is on requisition, and it is being issued to us as
rapidly as it can be obtained. Some of our units are nearing completion of the receipt of the special equipment they need.
Mr. MINSHALL. When do you think these requirements will be fully
met?
General SuTToN. The last reports I had were that the full requirement of some items of special equipment cannot be met before November of this year.
Mr. MINSHALL. But you are making good progress?
General SuTroN. Yes.
Mr. MINSHALL. Thank you.
Mr. ANDREWS. Have any of your troops been used in riot duty,
General?
General SuTroN. None.
Mr. AwDREws. Do you have any outfits that could be used?
General SUTTON. I think our three infantry brigades are in pretty
good condition to be used at this time.
Mr. ANDRPWS. Have they had any special riot training?
General SUTTON. Yes; 32 hours last year and 16 hours' refresher
training planned for this spring.
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ROTC OFFICER PROCUREMENT

Mr. ANDREWS. To what extent will the recent cancellation of ROTC
programs in various colleges and universities affect future officer
procurements?
General HANNUM. Sir, I would like to preface my remarks on that

to say that there have been no cancellations of the program as of today.
Mr. ANDREWS. Have some of them denied credits for ROTC
training?

General HANNUM. Some of the faculty on some of the campuses have

made recommendations to the institutional authorities that such be
the case.
Mr. ANDREWS. But no programs have been canceled?
General HANNUM. No programs have been canceled, and there have
been no institutional authorities formally come to the Department of
the Army or the Office of Secretary of Defense with a proposition
for change. We expect some pretty soon, however.
AVIATOR STRENGTH-NATIONAL GUARD

Mr. ANDREWS. General Greenlief, you state that during fiscal year
1968 the number of aviators in flying status decreased to 1,750. What is
your planned aviator strength for 1969 and 1970?
General GREENLEF. The flying aviator strength remains at 1,750,
sir.
Mr. ANDREWS. For both years, 1969 and 1970?
General GREENLIEF. I believe that is correct, sir.

Mr. ANDREWS. How are your aviators in the Guard trained ?
General GRREENLIEF. We used to have a program of putting our people in the initial pilot training provided by the Active Army. We have
had no inputs in the initial flight training program since September of
1965.
Mr. ANDREWS. Is that due to the buildup in Vietnam?
General GREENLIEF. That is due to the Army's buildup in Vietnam. I am happy to say we do have 35 spaces this coming year. That is
the first we have had, and we are delighted.
Mr. ANDREWS. The Regular Army aviation schools, I would assume,
would train all your pilots.
General GREENLIEF. Yes, sir; our people go to the same school as the
Army, and we have 35 spaces this coming year, which is a big improvement.
Mr. ANDREWS. They take them when they can handle them, as they
do the Reserve?

General GREENLIEF. Yes, sir; on a program basis. The Army apparently can meet their quotas and have 35 spaces.
Other than that, our procurement is from former Army or Air Force
aviators, on active duty in either the Army or Air Force, who join our
program.
FLYING HOURS-NATIONAL

GUARD

Mr. ANDREWS. You also state that the flying hours for 1968 totaled
188,843, and the program for 1969 is 2Q1,262 flying hours. Why is the
flying our program increased in the 1970 budget?
29-03 o-- 09-pt. 1-11
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General GRFENLIFX. We had a decrease in 1969. There was a 4-month
period in which, we had a problem obtaining direct support maintenance from the Active Army. That lack of direct support maintenance
provided to us decreased the number of aircraft flying hours available
to us. Plus, sir, we had. about 50 aviators in our mobilized units who
went on active duty, thus reducing our flying hour program.
Mr. ANDREWS. What is the proposed flying hour program projected
in -the 1970 budget?
General GREENLILF. 201,250 flying hours, I believe, sir.
Mr. ANDREWS. That is about the same as 1969.

General GREPNLIEF. Yes, sir. I am sorry, fiscal 1968 was the year we
had a decrease. Our program in 1970 is about the same as 1969, sir.
(Off the record.)
Mr. ANDREws. It is to be 201,250 hours in 1970, slightly under 1969.
ARMY NATIONAL GUARD AIRCRAFT

What type of aircraft and what type of missions are the Army National Guard aviators flyingI
General GPxuNiI.

At the present time, our inventory is made up

of - aircraft total. Of that, - are fixed-wing. That includes
the 0-1, Birddog, the observation aircraft, the U-6, which is a very
small command-support, transport-type aircraft, the U-1A, and we
have one U-8.
In helicopters we have OH-13's and OH-23's, which are both reconnaissance helicopters, very small. We have UH-19's, which is a smallsized cargo helicopter. We now have
- and expect to have in 1970,
1CH-37's, which is a medium cargo helicopter.
Mr. ANDREWS. I think you have told us you are satisfied with the
numbers of aircraft you have, but not the age and quality.
General GRE
Ya'.As far as the number, sir, our pilots-to-aircraft
ratio is currently about
- meaning
pilots to each aircraft.
That is sufficient aircraft to maintain individuaflpilot proficiency. But
they are not flying the type of aircraft required by the missions of the
units. It would not be enough aircraft ifwe were flying the kind of
training missions that are envisioned for our units.
Of the types of aircraft we are supposed to have, the authorized
total inventory should be
Mr. ANDREWS. Could your pilots as of today fly newer type aircraft

without additional training?
General GREENiIE. No, sir; they would have to be transitioned
into it.
Mr. ANDREWS. How long would that take?
General GREENLIE. It would vary with the type of aircraft.

Mr. ANDREws. Let us say the newest type chopper that would be
used by your forces in combat. If they went into combat, how long
would it take?
General GEENYIEF. I am not qualified to answer your question. I can
provide it for the record.
Mr. ANDiws. They could not step from what they are using today
int6 the new type without additional training?
General GRzxNtRa. No, sir.
Afr. ANDREwS.

That answersthe question.
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Mr. LIPSCOMB. General, did you list all the types of aircraft that the
Army National Guard has?
General GIREENLIEF. I did list all we had. I did not give you the numbers for each. Those are all the types we do hav, sir.
Mr. LIPsCoMB. When you put it in the record, you will give the
inventories of each of those?
General GREENIIEF. Yes, sir.
(The information is classified and submitted for committee use.)
Mr. ADIREWS. Are there any questions on "Army personnel, Guard
and Reserve"?
Mr. LIPSCOMB. Yes, sir.
"
Mr. ANDREWS. Mr. Lipscomb.
PROSPECTIVE OTIANOGS TO ROTC PROGRAMS
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General HANNum. am, sir.
Mr. LPsCOMB. Is t 4t an official report sponored l the krmy?
General HANNTM. Itwas a report that we took great.o .ance of i.
doing what we do every often, thht-is, overhul our durriculumih
order to keep pace with the'times, not only the t-imes on the campu but
nce
our changing requirements. The Mershon committee report in
said you should make your ROTC curriculum, those purlymilitary
subjects that you teach, more academical,_stimuaing, and creditworthy.
As a result of that report., we came up with a third curricular option
which was approved about a year and a half ago. We instituted it on
11 campuses this fall on a tes basis. It is successful on those 11 campuses, but it would not be successful as the main thrust of our effort
in the curriculum field, because under this option we are into areas
that are taught by the civilian faculties, and the civilian faculties are
objecting to that. They say, "We teach these subjects. Why should you,
the Army, be teaching the same thing?"
I agree with them. We should get out of that business. So, the thrust
of our curriculum overhaul that we have been working on for the
last year, as follow-on from the option we started this fall, is not going
in that direction. We are getting out of the academic field and turning
this over to the civilian professoVS, and we are staying within our own
sphere of purely professional subjects.
Mr. LiPwscom. Was the Mershon report an official Army study?
General HANNuM. No, sir, not as such.
"The Mershon oo

x
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Mr. LiPscomB. Did the Army embrace it?

General HAN NUM. The Army embraced it, yes sir.

Mr. LiPscomB. They did not pay for the study
General HANNuM. No, sir.
Mr. 14ScoN18 . It was independently done?
General HANNUMI. Yes sir. Three Army members appointed by the

Secretary of the Army did sit as members of the study groups, though.
Mr. LIPSCOMB. But that Army ROTC program was instituted at 11
volunteer institutions?
General HANNUM. The theory of the Mershon study was put into
effect at 11 institutions this fall, yes, sir.
Mr. LIPSCOMB. So, the Army did not prepare the report, did not.

sponsor the report, but embntced it to the extent that it put it in to
effect in 11 institutions?
General HANNUM. Not the complete study, but the main thrust of
their report, yes, we did.
Mr. Lwsco3rn. Are the 11 institutions where this is being experi-

mented with also where they are having the anti-ROTC demonstrations?

General HANNUM. I would say on those 11 campuses there is nothing

major in the way of dissidence and anti-ROTC effort. There is some.

They are not completely clean. But it does not rank with the City Col-

lege of New York or Berkeley, and so forth. They are not in that
category.

Mr. LiPSCOMB. According to an article that was in Army Digest, the
author of the article said that this Mershon Report "is an exercise in
curriculum tinkering-some might say curriculum elimination-which
is now going on at 11 volunteer institutions." Do you agree with that?
General HANNU. I do not.
Mr. LUPSCOMB. That was an article in the Army Digest.
General HANNUM. Yes, I am aware of that.
Mr. LipSCOMB. For the record, would you indicate in what institutions, universities and colleges, you are having this great difficulty with
the anti-ROTC program?
General HANNUm. Yes, sir, I would be happy to.
To put this in its context, we currently have 268 institutions in the
senior program. Of those 268, there are 27 that enough is happening
on the campus that I keep a record of what is happening. Of those 27,
there are only 13 where I am concerned about in what direction they
will finally be headed. Those 13 1 can tick off briefly as being Bowdoin
College in Brunswick, Maine; Dartmouth; Pennsylvania University;
Princeton; Cornell; Harvard; Syracuse; Pittsburgh University;
Johns Hopkins; Yale; Stanford; Washington University in St. Louis
and Claremont College in California. Of that list, I think about 5 are
in the Ivy League.
Let me go back and clarify this concern. By "concern," I do not mean
that the ultimate will be no ROTC program on that campus. That is
not my concern. The concern is what changes we will have to make on
the campus.
(The information follows:)

INSTITUTIONS CONTEMPLATING ARMY ROTC PROGRAM CHANGES

Issues

Faculty actions to date

Bowdoin College, Brunswick, Maine.

Academic credit for military science courses ........

Dartmn"th College, Hanover, N.H ......

1. Degree credit to be eliminated after 3 years. 2.
Faculty status of military personnel limited to
senior officer.

Faculty committee on military affairs recommended
that academic credit for military science courses
be eliminated. Governing boards authorized the
president to undertake negotiations with Department of Defense to eliminate from contract
requirements that academic credit be awarded
for military science courses.
The issues were drawn up by an executive committee of the faculty. The faculty met on Jan. 31,
1969, and approved the report in concept: i.e., to
negotiate with DOD in conjunction with other
colleges. The faculty has formed an ad hoc commi tee to implement changes
In December 1968, the faculty of the collie of arts
and sciences adopted the recommendation of its
curriculum committee that effective with the class
entering in September 1970 no credit for ROTC
course work. Faculty at Wharton School of Finance
tabled a similar resolution and appointed an ad
hoc committee to reexamine accreditation.
College of arts and sciences voted on Dec. 7, 1968.,
to abolish academic credit in ROTC effective July
1,1969. No other faculty in Washington University
has taken such action (11 other colleges).
The ad hoc committee on ROTC reported the issues
to the faculty on Mar. 3, 1969. The faculty
approved the recommendations of the ad hoc
committee.

Intitutinn

Institution

Pennsylvania, University of Philadelphia- No credit toward the baccalaureate degree for
courses taught by ROTC staff.

Washington University, St. Louis, Mo-....

1. Abolish credit for new students entering ROTC
in July 1,1969. 2. Phaseout of ROTC expeditiously.

Administration action
W
President of Bowdoin announced on Feb. 15, 1969
that he intended to pursue negotiations, in conjunction with other colleges, with DOD. He stated
that the college's governing board has asked him
to seek negotiations.
On Feb. 24. 1969, the president indicated to the Secretary of Defense that he had requested his associatas to initiate discussions with sister institutions
to be ready to respond to DOD negotiators.
In a letter to Secretary of Defense on Feb. 24, 1969.
President Harnwell "welcomed the invitation" to
discuss ROTC with DOD representatives.

Chancellor referred study on status of ROTC to a
faculty-student university-community council to
the chancellor. Action is expected in spring 1969.

In a letter to the Secretary of Defense, on Feb.
ROTC will be in addi24, 1969. the President of Princeton was ready
Princeton University, Princeton, N.J .... 1. All instruction offered by
requirements
normal
for,
substitute
as
tion, to not
to discuss what should be the most appropriate
leading to a baccalaureate degree 2. ROTC grades
relationship between the university and the
will not be used in determining academic standing.
ROTC programs. No action has been taken by the
3. ROTC unit commanders will hold appointments
governing body of the institution.
as "visiting lecturer with the rank of professor"
instead of professor, other ROTC personnel will
not hold academic appointments. 4. ROTC units
will be designated "programs" rather than
"departments."
A Cornell faculty-student presidential commission On Feb. 24, 1969, President Perkins informed SecreCornell University, Ithaca, N.Y....... 1. Courses of political or policy content should be published its findings on Dec. 10, 1968, The full tary of Defense that Cornell would welcome
offered by the appropriate academic departments
discussion with DOD on ROTC.
the report on Mar. 12, 1969.
and should not be taught by military officers on faculty will consider
Final vote on report is not anticipated until April
active duty. 2. That university credit not be granted
1969.
for courses offered solely by the military services.
20. 1969. the president of Harvard, in a letter
4, 1969, the Harvard faculty voted 207 to 125 OntoFeb.
Harvard University, Cambridge, Mass .... 1. Withhold academic credit from any ROTC courses. OntoFeb.
Brigadier General Hannum, DCSPER-RUO. inapprove the Issues and recommend their adopt2. Termination of faculty appointments after the
dicated that the corporation would finda way to
tion by the Harvard Corp. The Harvard Corp met
current academic year. 3. Withdraw description of
meet the basic questions raised by the faculty
execu(7-man
corporation
The
1969.
17,
Feb.
on
ROTC courses from Harvard catalog. 4. Terminate
(issues I and 2).' It is expected that the corporative committee) rejected faculty recommendations
allocation of space in university buildings to ROTC.
tion will negotiate with the DOD on academic
4 and 5; returned issue 3 to faculty for its own deci5. Provision for scholarship funds where need is
credit and faculty appointment procedures.
sion, and "sympathized" with the faculty on issues
created by this faculty action.
I and 2.

Institution

Issue

Institution

Issues

Faculty actions to data
Facultyactionsto date

Administroation

Admlnlstratloa actIon

Thatbeacademic
Syracuse Univrity Syracuse. N.Y ....... 1. arts.
That2.ROTC
removed credit
from the
Uberal
forcollege
liberal of
arts
stu- The university voted approval on all Issues and for- Trustees have not taken action on proposals.
warded the recommendations Io the board of
dents be reduced from 18 to not more than 12
trustees.
hours. 3. That ROTC be housed In a nonexistent
all-university unit. 4. That further study be made
to determine value of ROTC.
Pittsburgh, University of Pittsburgh, Pa. 1. Abolish academic credit for military science The faculty of the college of arts and sciences voted The administration has gone &lon with the faculty
courses for freshmen entering college of arts and
97 to 81 to approve issue 1. College of engineering
of arts and sciences recommendation. rvmst of
sciences effective fall 1969.
and college of education have not followed suit.
University of Pittsburgh has met with Department
Another faculty committee within arts and sciences
of the Army representative. University of Pittsburgh
is now reviewing curriculum content toward upchancellor has been meeting with Pennsyvania
Legislature on ROTC matte.
lradinthe program. Meeting with PMS on Mar.
Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, Md. 1. Military science courses not counted toward re- Academic council approved the issues during fiscal A letter dated July 27,1968, from president of Job is
quirments for graduation. 2. Grades continue to
year 1967-8. Faculty committee is studying the
Hopkins to Secretary of the Army Rsor stating no
count for grade point average and transcript
whole ROTC picture.
intent to violate contract Secretary of the Army
purposes.
approved the action stating no contract revision
need be made.
Clremont Colleges, Pomona, Calif., 1. Removal of academic credit. 2. Professorial rank Faculty action In January 1969. Pomona faculty has An amendment was placed on faculty vote to leave
Claremont, Calif.
of PMS.
accepted recommendation of the policy review
the door open for review of credit if ROTC course
council to abolish credit effective with entering
Is upgraded academically.
class in fall 1969. Assistant PMS also changed title
to visiting professor. Claremont faculty committee
voted 3 to 2 to leave ROTC as it Is now. The issue
will comes to a compl3ti faculty vot3 sprl g 1IJ9.
Yale University, New Haven, Conn .....
1. Sense of faculty that military ^raining should Yale faculty meeting voted on Jan. 30. 13S, to President Brewster notified Secretary of Defense on
be
jiven extracurricular status without academic
to approve the issues; 16 professors voted 4 to 1
February 21, that Yale Corp. had instructed him
credit.
in favor of issues.
to proceed with negotiations with DOD. Also
2. The PMS title should eliminate professorship.
indicated that credit would not be given for courses
3. The faculty requested the president and fellows
taught by military instructors. No further action
of Yale to initiate negotiations to alter contract
until nsg3tiations have been completed; therefore,
to realize these goals.
no immediate change in status.
Stanford University, Stanford, Calif ....
1. Effective fall 1970 no academic credit for mili- On Feb. 13, 1969, the Stanford faculty senate voted The president of Stanford has appointed a new comtary training and education. 2. No on campus milito adopt the slate of issues. The recommendamittee to review the slate of issues.
tary training. 3. Military programs will be regulated
tions were sent to the President for approval.
by Stanford voluntary organization. 4. No faculty
Note: Students voted Feb. 17, 1969. by a margin
member or administration shall encourage student
of 2,107 to 1,396 to retain the present status of
participatio in military training. 5. Revise conROC.
tract
with student to eliminate punitive clause
concerning enlisted service. 6. PMS retitled "lecturer." 7. Initiate action with DOD to terminate
contracts.
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DENIAL OF CREDIT FOR ROTC

Mr. ANDREWS. Suppose they were to deny credit for ROTC, what
would be the position of the Army?
General HANNUM. The position of the Army is that this is an institutional matter in the first place. Neither the law nor the Army
specifies the amount of credit to be given for this course of study.
Mr. ANDREWS. If they withdrew credit, the Army would not remove
the ROTC unit?
General HANNUM. Not for that reason alone; no, sir. We have
done exhaustive studies on this matter of academic credit. It is a very
complicated thing. We have five institutions that for a number of
years have not given academic credit for ROTC, and all five of
those institutions produce more than the minimum required number
of officers yearly, and they are quality officers. So, we would not disestablish or academic credit reasons alone.
Mr. LiPscobm. Have you done any study as to whether there is an
organized effort by different groups attacking the ROTC?
General HANNUM. I personally have not conducted such studies.
There are agncies within the Department of the Army which have.
There are elements which are targeting against ROTC, not only in
the colleges and universities, but this year they plan to move into
the high schools. I am referring specifically to the SDS and their
manifesto entitled "Smash the Military Machine," or words to that
effect, which they adopted about a month ago.
Mr. LIPSCOMB. It seems to me, if I am not mistaken, some of the
very universities and colleges you mentioned are the same ones
that, for instance, had the strike against military research.
General HANNUM. Some, yes. These institutions that I mentioned are
traditionally the leaders in change. Harvard is a shining example
of that. If Iwould have to predict where this demand for change had
gotten started, I would have predicted 90 percent of these institutions
that I named, because they are traditional leaders. Stanford is an
example on the west coast.
Mr. LPSCOMB. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
RIOT TRAINING

Mr. DAVIS. Does the civil disturbance training take place at all of

your normal Guard training centers, or do you have a few special
places at which this training takes place?
General GREENLIEF. It is conducted in the unit, sir, for the unit train-

ing. The schooling of the 9,000 officers I mentioned was centralized
within the States,but the unit training is conducted at their weekend
training sites and at their field training sites.
Mr. DAvis. So, all Guard units either have had or will have had this
32-hour training for civil disturbance; is that correct?
General GREENLIF. They ul1 have had it sir. What they will have
from this point on is 16 hours a year refresher training.
Mr. DAviS. What basis do you have for assuming there will be a
98 percent attendance rate at meetings?
General GREwLrnF. Sir, the Guard budget is based on experience in
training attendance in past years, averaging about 98 percent. That
is our attendance rate.
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AVIATORS AND FLYING HOURS--NATIONAL GUARD

Mr. DAvIs. What is the basis for the decrease in the anticipated numtional Guard aviators and flying hours
General GRBENLIE. Sir, the number of aviators in the fiscal year

ber of N

1970 program is 1,750, which is the number in the 1969 budget.. The
decrease in the number of hours is something like 12. It is essentially
the same program that we had in 1969, sir. There was a lesser number
in 1968, to which I referred earlier.
EDMWALIZATION OF NATIONAL GUARD

Mr. DAVIS. What is the significance of a call to Federal status of the
Guard?
General GRERNLIEF. The National Guard, as you know in its inac-

tive duty status is commanded and administered by the States in accordance with the instructions provided by the Army. The National
Guard in that status trains with Federal pay, with Federal equipment,
according to Federal standards to meet Federal objectives.
At the same time, because they are also a State force, they are available to the Governor for use in State emergencies, floods, tornados,
civil disturbances, whatever requirements the Governor has. In those
circumstances the States provide the pay and allowances and the
operating costs of the forces.
Mr. DAvis. What would be the normal circumstance for federaliza-

tion of the Guard I Did this not occur at Detroit, for instance?
General GREEMLIEF. Yes, sir. In that instance the Governor of the
State of Michigan requested Federal assistance, Federal troops. The
administration in providing those Federal troops chose also to bring
the National Guard from State status into Federal status so there
would be no duality of command. The entire force would then be under
the Active Army.
This then became the policy that has been applied in subsequent
instances where that occurred.
Mr. DAVIS. The net effect, as far as we are concerned, is to have the
Federal Government pick up the entire tab in a circumstance of this
kind, rather than having the State do so; is it not?
General GRFEqNL F. I the Governor requests Federal assistance and
if the administration calls the National Guard into Federal status
yes, sir; the pay of the National Guard troops then becomes a Federal
responsibility.
The Army's purpose, sir, is to have the entire military force under
the command of one officer, and if Federal troops are committed, that
officer should be a Federal officer.
Mr. DAVIS. This would never occur, then, in instances where available National Guard troops within the State were sufficient to cope
with the disorder. Is that a fair statement?
General GREENLIEF. That is correct, sir.
Mr. DAVIs. Would it then be anticipated that either federalized
National Guard troops or regular troops from outside of that State
would be brought in? Would that be a normal accompanying circumstance?
General GREENLEF. If the State asked for Federal troops or U.S.
Army troops, and if the Army for some reason that I do not perceive
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did not have available troops and they had used all the National
Guard troops in that State, it would be possible to mobilize National
Guard units in other States and commit them in that other State as
Federal troops. It has not happened, sir. I know of no case where it
has been considered.
Mr. DAVIS. In the instance of Detroit, were there other troops used.
other than federalized National Guard troops in the State of Michi.
gan?
General

GREENLIEF. Yes,

sir; U.S. Army troops.

POLICY ON" ASSIGNMENT TO THE RESERVES OF MEN SEPARATED FROM THE

ARMY

Mr. DAVIS. What is the basis for a direct civilian
input into both

National Guard and Reserve at a time when you have an assured and
mandatory input into those organizations from men separated from
the Army?
General GREENLIEF. Sir, there is no mandatory input into the National Guard from the individuals who have been separated from
the Active Army.

Mr. DAVIS. Except is it not true that they must participate in either
Reserve or National Guard training until their entire 6-year period,
18 or whatever it is, has been fulfilled?
General SUTTow. May I address myself to that. When a man is

drafted into the Army or voluntarily joins the Army for an enlisted

le
g9

is
Ad

3r

period, he incurs a 6-year military obligation. When he is separated
from the Active Army, he is separated into the Army Reserve.
He can voluntarilygo into the Guard, but not mandatorily.
Mr. DAVIS. In other words, he can fulfill his total obligation by
service in postactive service in either the Reserves or the National
Guard. Is that not true?
General SuTtoN. That is correct.
Mr. DAVIS. How do you justify taking men directly out of civilian
life for the Guard or for the Reserves when you have this assured
input?
General SUTTON. Actually, at this time, sir, we are not mandatorily
assigning to Army Reserve units these people who are separated after
having done 2 years in the Active Army. They go to our individual
Ready Reserve. They may voluntarily come into a unit in the Army
Reserve or they may voluntarily transfer and enlist in the National
Guard, with the permission of the National Guard, DOD policy is that
they may now be involuntarily assigned to Army Reserve units only
at where we are unable to obtain non-prior-service personnel. Vietnam
veterans may not now be so assigned under any conditions.
Mr. DAVIS. What are they, then? Unless they choose to go into the
so-called Active Reserve or the National Guard, they are simply in a
Standby Reserve status and are required to take some period of training
each year, but not the regular weekly training, is that correct?
General SUTTON. Actually, when you say "Standby," we have a

category of people in Standby. That is not what they are. They are in

the individual Ready Reserve. They are Ready Reservists. They are

subject by law to training of not more than 30 days a year until the
expiration of their obligation. They are absolutely needed. For the
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Active Army we need units and we need individuals. In the individual
Ready Reserve we have officers and enlisted men who are trained and
ready to be used to form new units, to fill units of the Army Reservre
and National Guard that are ordered to duty, and to furnish replacements.
Mr. DAvis. So, the man who has been on active duty for 2 years
and comes back to the Reserve or the National Guard is in quite a
different status from the man who comes into those organizations
directly from civilian life.
General SUTTON. That is correct; yes, sir.
Mr. DAvis. That is all, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. MAHON. Thank you very much, gentlemen.
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REAR ADM. J. T. BURKE, JR., U.S. NAVY, ASSISTANT DEPUTY FOR
CNO (NAVAL RESERVE)
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CAPT. D. D. ENGEN, U.S. NAVY, AVIATION PLANS DIVISION, OFFICE
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A. P. KENYON, ASSISTANT FOR PLANS AND POLICY, BUREAU OF
NAVAL PERSONNEL
A. N. MINTON, FINANCE DIVISION, NAVAL SUBSISTENCE OFFICE

MILITARY PERSOUEL, NAVY
For pay, allowances, individual clothing, subsistence, interest on deposits,
gratuities, permanent change of station travel (including all expenses thereof
for organizational movements), and expenses of temporary duty travel between
active duty (except members
permanent duty stations, for members of the navy on and
aviation cadets;
the Reserve4rovided for elsewhere), midshipmen,

L

235,000, 000

u.s.c. 6oo, 683-4, 7o-4, 744, 1035, 1037, 1212, 1475-80, 2031, 2l-11,
2(lo .,2634, 5401, 5404, 5406-17, 5441-2, 54.-7, 541-S5, 5254-7, 550, 5503,
55374 5tb5, 65tS-6, 61-4 6221, 6911-12, 6q60j 6905; Chapters 3, 5, 7, 9, and
10 of Title 37, United States Code; 50 U.S.C. App. 2201-16; Department of
Defense Appropriation Act, 1969.)

, 26,000,000

DEPARNT OF TE NAVY
MILITARY PERSOnIE, NAVY
Program and Financing .in thousands of dollars)
. 70-----
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0T-05-1453-0-1-051
Program by activities:

'I
2

Direct program:
1. Pay and allowances of officer ...

............

2. Pay and allowances of enlisted ....

3.

...........

1,025,601

1,038,100

2,645,700
10651

2,846,279

2,905,798

11,179

11,166

304,926

302,154

307,543

229,000

240,592

231,162

5.491

41.195

32.231

4,157,768

4,459,000

4,526,000

1,531

1,656

1,656

1,470

1,482

1,482

29,184

29,136

29,136

9

100

100

32,194

32,374

32,374

Pay and allowances of cadets ................

4. Subsistence of enlisted personnel .............

5.

932,000

Permanent change of station travel ..........

6. Other military personnel costs ....

...........

Total direct obligations..................
Reimbursable program:
I.

Pay and allowances of. officers ....

...........

2.

Pay and allowances of enlisted ....

...........

4. Subsistence of enlisted personnel .............

5-

Permanent change of station travel.............
Total reimbursable obligations..............
Total obligations .....

................

. ...

4,189,962

4, 558, 374*
1 4,491,374

DEPARTMET OF THE NAVY
MILITARY PERSONNEL, NAVY
Program and Financing (in thousands of dollars) -- continued
07-05-i453-0-i-0o5i

68 ....

w69

WO 70

Financing:
Receipts and reimbursements from:
11

Federal funds ........

14

Non-Federal sourcesY. . . . . ..

25

Unobligated balance lapsing ......

.....................

.

-15,611

-15,978

-15,978

.................

-16,583

-16,396

-16,396

.............

2,132

Budget authority ...... ....

_

...............

4,159,900

4,459,000

4,526,000

......................

4,134,100

4,235,000

4,526,000

Budget authority:

II

II

Ii

40

Appropriation .......

42

Transferred from other accounts ..

43

Appropriation (adjusted) . ..

44.30

a

...........
.............

....

.... 4,159,900

Proposed supplemental for military pay act increases.
Prop.;sed supplemental for Southeast Asia support.

71

25,800

Relation of obligations to outlays:
Obligations incurred, net .......

.

-

.

.
4,235,000

_
4,526,000

198,700

-

25,300

-

4, 157,768

4,459,000

4,526,000

137,226

161,092

210,092

Obligated balance, start of year.
72.4o0

Appropriation ..............

72.49

Contract authorization .......

23,568

DEPABDW OF THE NAVY
MILITARY PERSONNEL, NAVY
Program and Financing (in

thousands of dollars) --

07-05-1453-0-1-051

continued

*68

.069 --- "

-161,092

-210,092

7O6

Relation of obligations to outlays -- continued
74

Obligated balance, end of year ...........

77

Adjustments in expired accounts ...........

.

.

90

Outlays, excluding supplementals .......

91.30

Outlays from military pay act supplemental

....
.

Outlays from Southeast Asia support supplemental .......
...
....................
a

-

-23,o65
4,134,406

4,499,800

4,186,200

-

198,700

-

25,100

/Reimbursements from Non-Federal sources are derived from sa e of meals an

-236,092

-

200

.

clothing to service

members (10 U.S.C. 4621).

Status of Unfunded Contract Authorizationg (inthousands of dollars)
Identification Code 07-05-1453-0-1-051

068

Unfunded balance, start of year .......

...............

Administrative cancellation of unfunded balance (-) .....
Unfunded balance, end of year .....

....................

Appropriation to liquidate contract authorization. .

.

a 69

.s o

23,568

..........

. 23,568

..........

..........

....

0

70

.....

DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
MILITARY PERSMNEL, NAVY
Object Classification (in thousands of dollars)
07-05-1453-0-1-05
Direct obligations:

'K
U

'I
II
Ii
II
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Nd
--

11.7

Personnel compensation:

12.2

Personnel benefits:

21.0

Travel and transportation of persons..

22.0

Transportation of things...........

25.0

Other services ..................

26.0

Supplies and materials .............

42.0
43.0

Military . . .

2,898,581

*,a
U000ft
"7

1

-

l

1

3,279,846

3,350,767

841,761

753,138

752,886

103,426

109,291

105,362

93,358

100,625

98,71.3

9,656

i0,4 70

10,316

204,699

198,405

199,719

Insurance claims and indemnities ....

3,530

3,134

3,095

Interest and dividends.............

2,757

4,091

5,142

4 157, 768

4 459,000

4,526,000

1,995

2,183

2,183

874

761

761

8

100

100

Military .......

Total direct obligations ..........
Reimbursable obligations:
11.7 Personnel compensation:

Military ..........

12.2

Personnel benefits:

21.0

Travel and transportation of persons .........

26.0

Supplies and materials...

Military ............

...............

29, 317
mm

Total reimbursable obligations............
99.0

-

-Total obligations .....

...............

32,194
4,189,962

29, 330
-29,33

32, 374
4, 4 91, 374,

32,374
4,558,374

I -,

I

l

-

Department of the Navy
Military Personnel, Navy

APPROPRIATION ITRODUCTION
(In thousands)

Total direct obligations

1968

1969

197o

Actual

Estimate

Estimate

$4,157,768

$4,459,000

$4,526,000

Proposed supplemental for military

pay act increase

-198,700

Proposed supplemental for Southeast
Asia support

-25,300

2,132

Net adJustments
Appropriation

.41591900

-

4,235,000

4,526,000

Pay, allowances, subsistence, clothing, permanent change of station travel and other personnel costs authorized by law
and regulation for Regular and Reserve personnel on active duty, aviation cadets, and midshipmen at the Naval Academy are
funded under the appropriation "Military Personnel, Navy".
The number of officers and enlisted personnel to man and support the operating ships and aircraft of the Navy is used
as the basis to estimate funding requirements. Provision is also made for training of personnel to provide operating and
support personnel in future years.
Service in
Officer promotions are those necessary for career planning commensurate with law and military requirements.
grade is being controlled within the provisions of law and distribution in the senior grades remains within limitations.
Enlisted advancements are necessary to attain top six enlisted pay grade numbers authorized.
Statutory rates, authorized allowances, and current prices, as applicable, have been used to estimate requirements.
The fiscal year 1970 request for $4,526,000 will provide funds for an average of 770,603 man years.
are samsrized as follows:

Personnel strengths

Department of the Navy
Military Personnel, Navy
APPROPRIATION fI

DCTION--Continued

SUMMARY OF MILITARY PERSONNEL STRENTH

Man
Years

F'! 1968 Actual
End Strength
30 June 1968

F! 1969 Planned
End Strength
Man
30 June 1969
Years

F' 1970 Planned
End Strength
Man
30 June 1970
Years

DIRET PROGRAM
............
Officers ......
............
Enlisted .....
.......
Academy Midshipmen ...
.........
Aviation Cadets ....
Subtotal

81,933
665,877
4,186
16
752,012

85,081
675,058
4,591
0
19,730

85,4o8
670,757
4,138
0
760,303

84,T744
681,416
4,243
0
770,43

85,524
680,918
4,161
0
770,603

86,303
680,557
4,243
0
771,103

118
385
503

119
38
502

116
281
397

116
281
397

116
281
397

116
281
397

1IMKIRSABLE PROGRAM I
............
Officers .....
...........
Enlisted ......
....
Subtotal ............
TOTAL PROGRAM
............
Officers ...
............
Enlisted ...
Academy Midshipmen ...
Aviation Cadets .....
TOTAL

.......
.........

82,051
666,262
4,186
16

85,200
675,441,
4,591
0

85,524
671,038
4,138
0

84,860
681,697
4,243
0

85,64o
681, 199
4,161
0

86,419
680,838
4,243
0

752,515

765,232

760,700

770,8oo

771,ooo

771,500

Military personnel assigned to agencies outside of Department of Defense on a reimbursable basis under the provisions of
10 USC 5416.

Departnt of the Navy
Military Personnel, Navy
OF 0BLZIATIOS
ODARY

(In thousands)
Difference

Bud.
Act.
NO.

Budget Activity

Justi-

fica-

197o

1968

1969

197o

Actual

Estimate

Estimate

Compared with
1969

tion
page

I

Pay and allowances of officers

$932,000

$1,025,601

$1,038,100

$+12,499

1-10

2

Pay and allowances of enlisted
personnel

2,645,T00

2,846,279

2,905,798

+59,519

1-24

3

Pay and allowances of cadets

10,651

1,179

11,166

-13

1-38

4

Subsistence of enlisted personnel

304,926

302,154

307,543

+5,389

1-41

5

Permanent change of station travel

229,000

240,592

231,162

-9,430

1-48

6

Other military personnel costs

35,491

33,195

32,231

-964

1-68

4,157,768

4,459,000

4,526,000

+67,000

Total direct obligations in budget

document

D
Parmn of the Navy
Military Personnel, Navy
Bt1MG!

ACTIV

1:

PAY AND ALLOWANCES OF OFFICERS
4-16-

P
1

ect

asc M

N

1961969

197

Actual

Estiate

Estiate

$662,038

*741,87.

$T49,841i

hazardous
58,509

58,584

59,360

Special Pay

20,857

24,578

24,833

Basic allowances for quarters

91,084

93,122

94,233

5 Basic allowance for subsistence

47,098

49,072

49,139

6

Station allowances overseas

4,416

3,197

3,197

7

tiform allowances

2,834

2,277

2,684

8

Family separation allowances

3,111

3,036

3,075

9

Separation paymnts

19,079

21,953

22,642

Social security tax - employer's contribution

22,974

27,908

29,096

932,000

1,025,601

1,038,100

2

Incentive Iay for

3
4

10

Total

duty

Department of the Navy
Military Personnel, Navy
BUDGET A(r'1!VIT

2:

PAY AND AIUMANCES OF EIIISTE) PEROUNE
(In thousands)

1965

1969

1970

Actual

Estimate

Estimate

$1,855,490

$2,O32,228

$2,O6l,2.1

41,815

43,353

42,644

127,398

129,762

131,738

14 Proficiency pay

35,576

37,952

38,277

5 Reenlistment bonus

5'jl.O

69,991

86,992

273,838

2T2,513

276,461

7,90

6,492

6,192

8 Clothing allowances

81,8140

80,131

"77,479

9 Family separation allowances

19,172

18,600

17,900.

63,309

61,796

67,711

- 81,918

93,461

98,893

2,6495,700

2,86.6,279

2,905,798

Project

1 Basic pay
2 Incentive pay for hazardous duty

3 Special pay

6 Basic allowance for quarters
7 Station allowances overseas

10 Separation payment
11 Social security tax - employer's contribution
Total

Department of the Navy
Ml.taIy Personnel, Navy
BUDME

ACTIVITY

3:

PAY AND ALOWANCE OF CADIPS

(in tbo

U

Project

1 Aviation cadets

2

L

d

________________

1966

1969

1970

Actual

Estimate

Estimate

$53

-

30,598
10dshilue.

$n,149

$1,166

11,179

31,166

Actual

1969
Estimate

1o
Estimate

$106,500

$105,695

$107,160

198,426

196,1459

200,383

304,926

302,154

307,543

10,651

Total

BUDG! AC TIVITY

4:

pSU-iswMCE OF EMLISTED PERSOIMEL
,(intomuzaaa)

Project
1 Basic allowance for subsistence
2 Subsistence in kind
Total

a
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PM=

ACTIVMT 5: PW

N CA

OF SZATIa TPAVIK
1965ec

project___

__

1 Accession trael

__

1969

1970

Actual

Estimate

Estimate

$35,370

$34,969

$3D,673

2 Taining travel

22,14T5

23,1.65

23,439

3

52,577

55,6.

51.

4&Rotational travel to and from overseas

76,132

T8,1.23

76,5M2

5 Separation travel

1.0,174

414,5143

39,694

2,272

3,548

3,541

229,000

240,5W92

231,162

196

1969

19TO

Actual

Estimate

Estimate

Operational travel between duty saftons

6 Travel of organized unita

Total

S(In,

BUDGET
ACTIVITY 6: oTE MILITARY PERSONNEL COSTS
thousands)

Pro lect
I Apprehension of military deserters, absentees,
and escaped military prisoners

I

$162

$200

$200

2 Interest on uniformed services savings
deposits

2,757

4,09_

5,067

3 Death gratuities

3,530

2,959

2,969

29,042

25,945

23,995

35.491
.I~91

33.195

4 Servicemen's Group Life Insurance

Total
Total

35

33.195

1

32,P31
32. ~3l
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Mr. ANDREWS. This morning we will take up "Military personnel,
Navy." For this appropriation the Navy is requesting $4,1526 million,
an increase of $67 million over the current estimate for fiscal year 1969.
We are pleased to have with us to discuss this request, Adm. C. K.
Duncan, the Chief of Naval Personnel.
Admiral Duncan, we welcome you and all of your supporting
witnesses.
Since this is your first appearance before the committee in your
present position, we will at. this point in the record insert your biographical sketch.
(Biographical sketch follows:)
VICE ADm. CIIARILES KENNEY DUNCAN,

U.S. NAVY

Charles Kenney Duncan-born December 7, 1011, in Nicholasville, Ky.
His first duty station was the cruiser Salt Lake City where he served as turret
officer. In the summer, 1938. he reported aboard the destroyer Schenck as engineering officer. Following duty in Sehcnck, he was assigned as flag lieutenant
and force personnel officer to Commander Destroyers, Atlantic Fleet. In August,
1942, he became executive officer of the destroyer Hutchine.
In October, 1943, he assumed command of the destroyed Wilson operating in
the Pacific. For his services as commanding officer during the air attack on
Rabaul on November 11, 1943, he received a letter of commendation from Coinmander, South Pacific. A second letter of commendation was received from
Commander in Chief Pacific for services as commanding officer of Wilson from
January 25, to February 27, 1944 In the Marshall Island, Truk, Tinian, and
Saipan areas.
In the spring, 1944, he was assigned as Assistant Director and later Director
of Naval Officer Procurement in the Bureau of Naval Personnel. During this
tour in the Bureau of Naval Personnel, he served as a member of the "Holloway
Board," established by the Secretary of the Navy.
He was executive officer of the battleship Wisconsin from June 1946 until
January 1948. Upon completion of the Armed Forces Staff College course In
July 1948, he served for 3 years In the Plans Division, Staff of Commander in
Chief, Atlantic Fleet.
In October 1951, he reported as Commander Destroyer Division 62. In the
spring, 1952, he was transferred to the newly formed International staff of the
Supreme Allied Commander, Atlantic, the NATO Sea Command, as the U.S. naval
officer in the Policy and Plans Section. When detached In the summer, 1953, he
became administrative aide to the Chief of Naval Personnel. In August 1955,
he became commanding officer of U.S.S. Chilton (APA-38). In November 1956,
he became Assistant Chief of Staff (Operations) to Commander in Chief, Pacific
Fleet.
After selection to the rank of Rear Admiral in July 1958, he reported as Commander Amphibious Group 1 in the Amphibious Force, Pacific. In the fall of
1959, he assumed command of the Amphibious Training Command, Pacific Fleet.
He was commander Naval Base, Subic Bay, Luzon, Philippine Islands from January 1061 until April 1962, when he became Assistant Chief of Naval Personnel
for Plans, Bureau of Naval Personnel, Navy Department.
Prom March 1964 to June 1965, he was Commander Cruiser.Destroyer Force,
U.S. Atlantic Fleet, after which he commanded the Amphibious Force, U.S. Atlantic Fleet. "For exceptionally meritorious service * * *" in the latter assignlient, he was awarded the Legion of Merit. In May 1967 he became Commander
Second Fleet and on April 5, 1968 assumed the duties of Deputy Chief of Naval
Operations (Manpower and Naval Reserve) and Chief of Naval Personnel, Navy
Department.
Admiral Duncan's hometown is Lexington, Ky. His wife Is the former Sheila
Taylor of Halifax, Nova Scotia. They have two children, Bruce and Anne.
GENERAL STATEMENT OF CIIEp OF NAVAL PERSONNEL

Mr. ANDREWS. I note, Admiral Duncan, that you have a prepared
statement. We will be glad to hear from you without interruption.
Admiral Duncan.
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Mr. Chairman, Members of the Committee:
As Chief of Naval Personnel, I am privileged to present the requirements
for military personnel appropriations of the Navy. As in the past years, the
Fiscal Year 70 request is designed to ensure adequate personnel readiness in
the Navy. In spite of the emphasis on our military hardware and the everincreasing sophistication of our equipment, in the final analysis it is the
Navy man who continues to be the most important factor in determining our
readiness.
We have a fine, dedicated group of people in the Navy who are giving valuable service to the country and who are a great asset to the United States. Our
object is that they be of the highest professional quality and thus merit your
interest and appreciation. Your assistance in obtaining and keeping the most
professional Navy man in the world is requested.
My statement will first take up some personnel matters of general interest,
and then discuss the funds and strengths for Fiscal Year 1970. In meeting personnel commitments, we hav a number of problems.
I would like to summarize
some of these for you.
Officer Personnel. Although officer requirements have increased by about
1600, initial officer procurement in general continues to be adequate; however,
it should be noted that ou. ability to attract reserve officer candidates is
influenced by the size of draft quotas. The Officer Candidate School at Newport,
Rhode Island, is operating at or near capacity. Applications also exceed openings in mst other officer procurement programs, thereby allowing us to continue
selectivity. On the other hand, we are experiencing difficulty in procuring
enough nurses to meet our needs, primarily because of civilian opportunities
available.
Despite our general successes in initial officer procurement, we continue
to have a shortage of surface line officers in the grades of lieutenant commander
and above, with an overage in the grades of ensign and lieutenant (junior grade).
This overage in ensigns and lieutenants (junior grade), however, does not compensate for the lack of experience inherent with the more junior officers.
Within the officer corps, in the grades of lieutenant through commander, it is
still
necessary selectively to defer for one year the resignations and retirements of many regular line officers. This includes surface line officers, naval
aviators, and submariners.
Also certain specialties such as engineering duty
officers, weapons engineering duty officers, and civil engineer corps officers.
The selective deferment also applies to medical corps officers in the grades of
lieutenant through captain.
We are continuing our policy of manning ships and squadrons in the combat
area at somewhat higher than peacetime levels.
To accomplish this, it has been
necessary, temporarily, to vacate billets elsewhere until replacements can be
trained, to drawdown less critical areas, and to defer assignments to service
colleges, undergraduate and graduate education programs.
This last measure has
been counter-productive to career retention and to the professional development
of the officer corps. Every effort is being made to increase the input this
fiscal year to our education program. In the coming years we hope to step up
the number of officers with graduate education.
Although recruitment of enough highly qualified individuals to meet naval
aviation requirements continues to be extremely difficult, we are increasing
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In Fiscal Year 1970, the Navy
our pilot training rate to fulfill requirements.
share of the 2860 pilot training rate will increase to 2200 as compared to 1800
in Fiscal Year 1969. This increase in pilot output will contribute significantly
in reducing our numerical shortage toward the Fiscal Year 1971 goal of inventory
equalling requirements.
However, we still
foresee long-term problems with
deficits in the inventory of pilots in the 5-14 year experience range.
Enlisted Personnel. Also assisted by draft pressure, voluntary enlistments
have remained excellent in quantity during the past year. Ships and aircraft
of the fleet become more complex each year, and it is increasingly difficult to
man them with technically trained personnel in the face of rising training costs.
We have realized some improvement in career manning levels by continuing several
incentive programs, such as the Variable Reenlistment Bonus, Proficiency Pay,
and programs which offer advanced technical training in return for increased
service obligation. Despite these programs, the retention of enlisted personnel
beyond the first enlistment continues to be one of our major problems.
Our
first-term reenlistment rate in Fiscal Year 1966 was 23.7 percent, and in
Fiscal Year 1968 was 16.8 percent. This is a 7 percent drop in 2 years. This
rate has declined even further in Fiscal Year 1969 to 16.4 percent at the end
of December. We have not had a first-term reenlistment rate this low since

1957.
Distribution of Personnel. The Navy's Fiscal Year 1970 budget submission
provides for the flowing distribution of personnel: 63.4 percent in the
operating forces; 18.0 percent in training activities as instructors, students,
and staff; and 18.6 percent elsewhere.
The Navy continues to be constrained by
an inherent dislocation problem resulting from personnel commitments in Southeast Asia.
fturs of duty in-country in Vietnam and in non-rotated fleet units
in Southeast Asia, are, of course, of one year duration. Therefore, it is
necessary to go through the process of moving personnel in and out of these
billets every twelve months instead of approximately 24 to 36 months as is the
case elsewhere.
In order to meet the enlisted in-country and non-rotated ship
requirements alone, in excess of 55,000 permanent change of station moves are
made annually.
Training. The conflict in Vietnam continues as an additional strong stimulus for Navy training efforts.
Combatant operations have demanded increased
emphasis on electronics warfare, damage control, and SeaBee training. At the
same time, we must continue to train our technical specialists to cope with the
maintenance and operational problems accompanying the ever-increasing sophistication of Navy equipment. In order to keep pace with training requirements,
ye are constantly reviewing and adjusting training courses and methods of instruction to ensure maximum utilization of resources.
I am happy to report that construction of our third Recruit Training Center
at Orlando, Florida, has proceeded to the point where recruits are now being
trained in the first of the two recruit training camps planned for Orlando. We
now have a capacity of about 3200 recruit trainees. The majority of the facilities for the second recruit camp which will increase this capacity to a total
of 8,000 are included in the Fiscal Year 70 Military Construction Program. This
will eliminate the current serious overcrowding at San Diego and Great Lakes
and provides the Navy with a much needed, modern East Coast recruit training
facility.
We are using educational and training opportunities as feasible for reenlistment or career incentives. We are hopeful that we ill be able to expand
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in Fiscal Year 1970 the effort in such areas as: The Navy Enlisted Scientific
Education Program (NESEP), the Associate Degree Completion Program (ADCOP), the
Tuition Aid Off-Duty Education Program, and the Program for Afloat College Education (PACE).
The Navy is experiencing increasing competition in obtaining quality candidates for the Naval Academy and for the NROTC Program. While there continues
to be an adequate number of applicants for the U. S. Naval Academy nominations
and the NROTC, the availability of large numbers of scholarship opportunities
is tending to draw away some candidates who possess the highest potential for
becoming successful naval officers. The increased nominating power by members
of Congress, which is effective this year, is expected to provide additional
qualified Naval Academy candidates. We solicit assistance in encouraging
qualified young men to apply for the Naval Academy and the NROTC and thus to
enter a career of service to their country.
Retention. Both the Secretary of the Navy and the Chief of Naval Operations
have given emphasis to the serious nature of our personnel retention problem.
I repeat their concern since the personnel readiness posture is a controlling
Combat readiness is dependent upon our ability to
factor in fleet readiness.
provide qualified personnel to build and maintain a dedicated career force
capable of a high level of accomplishment. Unfortunately, low retention rates
are a principal factor militating against a career force with the proper mix
of required skills. We simply are not retaining an adequate percentage of capable personnel to keep pace with the rapid growth of technology. Since we
measure "quality" substantially in terms of service experience of high potential
people, I refer specifically to officers in the middle grades (lieutenant
and lieutenant commander) and to enlisted personnel completing their first and
second enlistments. Within these frames of experience, we are most concerned
with low retention, especially among those skills requiring a high degree of
This includes our submarine officers trained in nuclear
technical training.
power, where we are experiencing an acute retention problem at the moment.
Navy pilots' retention rate has been dropping over the past several years.
Among our enlisted personnel the retention problem applies especially to ratings
associated with electronic and engineering skills. Loss of these personnel,
whose skills are a very marketable commodity in industry, has a most immediate
impact on readiness, and is a loss to the Navy in terms of high training costs
in time and money.
The serious increase in nuclear submarine officer resignations is a major
cause for concern. Low retention in this community is very damaging because
of the extremely high quality of officer required successfully to complete the
difficult nuclear submarine training, and the narrow base of the whole program.
Thus, input is necessarily limited by the manpower pool with necessary educational prerequisites, and current input will not compensate for the low retention we are experiencing. As of 1 March, 385--fficers of this relatively small
community of 1849 officers in the ranks of colander and below have submitted

their resignation requests, and 330 will leave nuclear submarines in the next
12 months, making the situation most serious.
Corrective action, in the form of several long-range programs designed to
increase input and to improve retention, has been initiated. The effectiveness
of these programs has yet to be felt. The severe officer shortage that will
occur this year in the nuclear submarine community may require further and more
drastic remedial action.
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Low retention of officers, however, is not limited to these specific areas.
Our surface line officers, for example, who man carriers, destroyers, amphibious
and service force ships that are heavily committed in Southeast Asia, the Atlantic, and the Mediterranean, continue to show the lowest retention rate of any
community, as they have for many years.
The reasons given by officer and enlisted personnel leaving the service
fall chiefly in the categories of: Conditions of service, job satisfaction,
education, and compensation. Principal items under these categories include:
Family separation, lack of adequate housing, desire for further education, and
the better pay offered by industry. Inasmuch as we can do really very little
to substantially improve the arduous nature of sea duty, as readiness to fight
at sea is our reason for existence, it should be compensated for by a meaningful
sea pay and other factors.
To stem the declining retention rates, or more positively, to improve career
motivation, we need support for programs in the areas of expanded educational
opportunities and more adequate housing as indicated by the Secretary of the Navy
and the Chief of Naval Operations. These are necessary to help enhance the attractiveness of a Navy career in competition with civilian opportunities. Adequate housing gives the married man the additional assurance that his family is
secure while he is away at sea. This is a critical problem especially to the
Navy, since the majority of our people are located in or near metropolitan seaport areas where living costs are often far higher than elsewhere in the nation.
In-service education programs are essential to provide opportunities for
personal growth of the individual in a Navy career comparable to those available in civilian life. The naval profession increasingly requires its career
members to have higher education. For our qualified officers, this means an
opportunity for graduate-level education; for our top quality career enlisted
men, it means an opportunity to qualify for an Associate Degree. We are seeking a substantial increase in these programs in Fiscal Year 1970.
While we are dependent upon your assistance for meaningful progress in the
foregoing areas, within the Navy we are taking a number of actions which require
a minimum of funding support.
These include: Greatly increased emphasis on
personal leadership in career motivation at all levels of authority, planned
changes in the assignment system for enlisted personnel, and elimination of a
number of irritants in the administration of personnel.
These career mtivation tools have thus far fallen short of stimulating the required input to the
career force. Further remedial action is necessary.
FUNDING REQUIREMENTS -- MPN. The detailed budget justification for the
request under the appropriation '"MilitaryPersonnel, Navy" is as follows:
Navy strength at the end of Fiscal Year 1970 will be 771,103 and the average strength will be 770,603, an increase of about 10,000 average strength
over Fiscal Year 69. This average strength is composed of 85,524 officers,
680,918 enlisted personnel, and 4,161 midshipmen. Included in the total planned
end-strength are 101,524 augmentation billets for support of Southeast Asia
operations.
The total budget request under this appropriation for Fiscal Year 70 is
*4,526,000,000. The Fiscal Year 1970 pay and allowances of officers reflect a
net increase of 12.5 million dollars over the currently planned Fiscal Year
1969 programs. Pay and allowances for enlisted personnel show an increase of
59.5 million dollars in Fiscal Year 1970. The increase in funds allows a manyear average for officers and enlisted men which permits the Navy to approach
more closely the requirements authorized by end-year ceilings and to meet fleet
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manning requirements. Without sufficient funds to support an adequate man-year
average efficient manpower planning for the Navy is impracticable.
For example,
during Fiscal Year 1969, the Navy will have released about 30,000 enlisted personnel early to effect savings required in the MPN account as a response to the
requirements of the Revenue and Expenditure Control Act of 1968, Public Law
90-36Q.
This produced by mid-year a serious deficit in personnel below authorized strength.
This deficit was translated into personnel shortages for the
Atlantic and Pacific Fleets of about 15,000 men each. Adequate manning of the
Fleet, both in quality and numbers is of overwhelming importance to the readiness of the Navy. Not only does inadequate manning have a direct effect, as
when in Fiscal Year 69 we have ships in temporarily reduced operational status,
but it has far reaching effects on motivation and the morale of Navy people.
Inadequate manning breeds frustrations, overwork, poor job satisfaction, and
an unhealthy career environment. We will make all efforts to employ our personnel efficiently and to cut down on any over-manning.
It is, however,
counter-productive when it is necessary to reduce manning to the point that
Navy people lose a necessary satisfaction in their work and face workloads
with which they can never effectively cope.
Reserve Pgram. The Navy's selected reserve has a membership composed
of ab
percent non-rated and 62 percent Top Six personnel, that is, pay

grade E-4 through E-9.

This is very satisfying progress from a mix of about

70 percent non-rated and 30 percent Top Six of a few years ago.
It is accounted
for by the increased addition of veterans returning from active duty. We hope
this trend continues since our mobilization requirements are largely for Petty
Officers. At present, 85 percent of all reservists who go to active duty do
so in the highest non-rated pay grade (E-3).
This is a credit to the emphasis
being placed on pre-active duty training within the reserve units themselves.
Because of this emphasis, more of the men achieve petty officer status while
on active duty, first-term reenlistmnts are favorably affected, and more combat and fleet-trained petty officers released from active duty become members
of a trained Ready Reserve.
Funding Requirements -- RPN.

The request for funding under the appropri-

ation "Reserve Personnel, Navy", for Fiscal Year 70 is $139,700,000.

This

amount will provide an average reserve strength in drill pay status of 129,000,
adjusted to 128,053 to reflect the two CB Battalions now on active duty. It

will also provide training tours for 3,350 personnel in non-drill pay status
and 12,381 tours in essential schools and special training. This estimate also
provides for an average of 10,006 regular and contract enrollees in the NROTC
Program and for 1,914 students under instruction during the suer
in the Reserve
Officer Candidate (ROC) and Aviation Reserve Officer Candidate Programs.
Conclusion.

This concludes my statement of our requirements for the two

Military Personnel Appropriations--MPN and RPN.
Thank you, gentlemen.
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Mr. ANDREWS. Thank you, Admiral Duncan, for a very enlightening

statement.
INCREASE IN

PERSONNEL

We note that for fiscal year 1970 you are projecting an increase in
average strength of 10,300 man-years and an increase in year-end
strength of 700. Can you explain how you determine your requirements for fiscal year 1970? Snecifically we would like to know what
rationale was used in determining this increase.
Admiral DUNCAN. As you note, Mr. Chairman, the increase in end
strength was relatively small, about 700, and is related to increased
pilot training, some increases in shipyards and supply corps procurement officers, enlarging the Judge Advocate General Corps, and the
expansion of off-base housing, referral service which assists military
personnel in locating suitable housing.
INCREASE IN

FLEET MANNING

LEVELS

The increase in man-year average is tremendously important and
one I hope the committee will see fit to approve. The 10,300 man-year
average will permit us to man the fleet throughout the year at its
authorized strength compared, as I mentioned in my statement, with
this year when we were required to go about 30,000 short in the middle,
of the year.
Mr. ANDREWS. What percentage of your ships at sea are fully
manned?
Admiral DUNCAN. If I may, Mr. Chairman, I would like to reply in
an inverse order and say that there are 40 ships in a reduced operational status.
Mr. ANDREWS. Forty in what status?
Admiral DUNCAN. Reduced operational status, having only about
a third of their crew aboard.
The rest of the ships, to reply directly to your question, are slightly
under allowance as determined by the fleet commanders on a priority
basis to meet this shortage which I am encountering during the current fiscal year. The fleet commanders have to give priorities to their
shins. For example, submarines will be fully manned. Amphibious
ships will be less than fully manned. Ships back on the coast will be
less than fully manned. Therefore, I could not give you the exact
percentage figure but I would be glad to provide it to you.
Mr. ANDREWS. What about your ships in Southeast Asia, the 7th
Fleet?
Admiral DUNCAN. We keep the shins in Southeast Asia at their
normal allowance plus their augmnented allowance for Southeast Asia
which is above the peacetime allowance.
Mr. ANDREWS. Would you consider them to be fully manned?
Admiral DUNCAN. We consider them to be fully manned for the task
at hand. There is a rather technical point that they are not at full wartime complement. However, they are at our required manning level;
Yes. sir.
Mr. ANDREWS. They meet the requirements suggested by the fleet
commandprOs
Admiral DUNCAN. That is right.
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. Mr. ANDRzWS. What about the New Jer8ey? Was she ever fully

manned?
Admiral DUNCAN. She was fully manned in a qualified sense, Mr.
Chairmnan. She was manned for the mission assigned, that is, as a gunfire support ship. She has an allowance of 1,626 and there are 1,622
aboard. That is not the full wartime complement, but it was adjudged
sufficient for the task of bombarding in North and South Vietnam under
the threat conditions existing; in other words, there was no submarine
threat and only a potential air threat.

Mr. ANDREWS. The mission down there was not one of naval war-

fare in the sense that she had to protect herself against surface ships
and aircraft?
Admiral DUNCAN. That is correct, sir.
Mr. LnPsCOMB. What are the 40 ships that are one-third manned?

Admiral DUNCAN. I would like to give you the detailed list for the
record, bit there are destroyers, minesweepers, and we have some
tenders which are partially manned; that is, their engineering crews
have been reduced.
I would like to give you the exact list, if it is acceptable, for the
record by name. *
Mr. LipscoxM. And where they are?
Admiral DUNCAN. And where they are.

(The information was classified and supplied to the committee.)

Mr. LTPSCOMB. When was the last time they were fully manned?

You can also do that for the record.
Admiral DUNCAN. I might say that the reduced operational status
started well over a year aWo when we were drawing down the Atlantic
Fleet in senior pefty officers and this caused a reduced operational
status. Then just as they were about to get well the situation was
continued because of our early release of 30,000 enlisted men and a
reduction in the total strength of the Navy.
Mr. RHoDS. Would you care to explain a little further the term
"reduced operations?" I assume a destroyer with one-third of its normal complement would have almost no operational capability whatsoever. Is that an accurate assumption?
Admiral DtreCAN. It would have a capability to get underway for
a short period, let us say during daylight hours. It would not have a
cr.pability to fight the ship.
They try to keep the ship maintained but, very frankly, one-third
of Then
the crew cannot keep the ship maintained properly.
if the crew were added there is quite a time period before she
be
would fully ready to fight.
Mr. RhODEs. I cannot. help but wonder about the economy of use
of personnel in such %situation, whether it would not be more economical insofar as doing the best job you can with the available facilities to mothball more ships and concentrate your personnel in' more
I II

effectiveunits.

' '

1 .-.

1

AJAdmiral DUNCAN. We believe that the number of ships which are
now allowed to thewiNavyl all. of, which hove commitments, %re best
kept in a situation where they can be brought up as quickly as possible

and ptbackontheling

'...

.

.
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,

Mr. AxDRzws. How'long would it.take you to fully man a destroyer
at se today'which is presently und01inanned
-
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Admiral DUNCAN. If we had the petty officers and men to put in
the ship, she would go through refresher training, which takes approximately 5 weeks, and we would be able to operate fairly efficiently as a
unit. To gain her full effectiveness as a fleet unit, she would then want
to go through a series of fleet exercises, gradually increasing her competence to work with other ships in a multithreat environment. Therefore, as a unit, 5or 6 weeks are involved. To be really effective, it would
take a series of exercises.
Mr. ANDREWS. Is the reason for the undermanning of so many ships

the faot that you do not have the personnel?

Admiral DUNCAN. That is correct.
Mr. ANDRRWS. Who makes the determination of the strength of the

Navy? Is it reviewed in the Offleeof- tlie-cretary of Defense
Admiral DUNCAN'. ~ing
of the ciiftte fiscal year, the end
strength of the Novy would have been sufficient -numerically to man
the Navy that -y are authorized.
As I mentioaed, however tie redIuctioli of funds avaable required
us to have l-s 'men in bheke4Pyy than we weme authorized, and this is
the reasonfor the nmanning shortage in fleot.\
Mr. Awb'ws. I d not thik you answered the question Admiral
Duncan. Who makes the deteaminatin -f the lengthh of the Navy?
Admiia DUNCAN. The d -inationf9f
the strength of the'Navy is
made eletially at the Dep
enf of Defene level after we'present
and jusify our 7equirem!f\t (
XAfy

4P.OV
IFbA1

970

*

Mr. wNDRzws. you ar'rquestin for, bi3 ty prsnnel,i/Xvy,
$4.526 billion,in tle fiscal y6.a 1970--bdgt, 10Aw
isbefore Ws at tis
time* Wit amount did you orgineAly req est from :10D compared
to the$4.526 billion figure?
.--- '\
7
/
Admiral \DuNCAN. We Iluested\ origi ally/$4,675,50
and. a
total end strength of 819,80 en. \
Mr. Awpwxv4. So you were reduoed by DOD $149 n)i(ion and how
many men?1
/
Adlmiral DuNCA-ICn the process of the prepra on
of the budget,
Mr. Chairman, the require nts were redu -a d the figure of 771,103
was agreed on in view of th -reduced-eqmirements.
To answer specifically it was 48,703 men less than originally
requested.
Mr. AwDnws. In other words, they Navy requested more dollars
and more men, but your original request was reduced by the Department of Defense?
Admiral DuNoAN. Yes, sir.
Mr. A~Nirws. The Navy's initial judgment was higher than the
budget which appears before us today.
I
A -iral DuNoA.

The Navy's original request was higher.

Mr. A=irnws. I assmne they are the same.

•ARIY RRTaRSC OF. 2-YAR ENLISTRES IN FISCAL YEAR 1969

Mr,RHODEA YQu mentioned the 80,000 men who were released bef6ik their time elapsed. Whose idea was it to release these men?
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Admiral DUNoAN. As a result of the Revenue and Expenditure Act
of 1968, the Navy was required to reduce expenditures roughly by $1
billion. The assessment on the military personnel account was $105
million. This reduction was finalized late in the first quarter of fiscal
year 1969.
In order to do this we considered several alternatives. You can save
money in various ways-such as by not taking people in, by letting
more senior people go, these are the more skilled people, and by delaying promotions.
After looking at all these different methods we decided that the way
which would have least detrimental effect on the readiness of the fleet
and from which we could recover the quickest was to let the 2 -year
men go. Therefore, we allowed 30,000 men on a 2-year active duty
enlistment go home early, and we are now recruiting to meet, our enil
strength by June 30 of this coming year.
MOTIIBALLINO AND REACTIVATION COMPARED) TO OPERATING AT REDUCED
OPERATIONAL STATUS

Mr. RnoE. To start on another line now but related, how long
does it take to mothball a destroyer, for example ?
Admiral DuNOAN. I would have to furnish you the exact time for

the record. Each ship has a specified time period and crew, and the
crew is phased down in order to see that that ship is laid up properly.
I would like if I may to furnish the exact months in the record.
Mr. RHODES. If you would, and also a related study as to how long
it takes to get it out of mothballs.
Admiral DUNCAN. Very well.

Admiral Gaddis can answer some of that.
Admiral GADDIS. I put a squadron of destroyers out of commission
at one time. It takes approximately 3 months time to put a destroyer
out of commission.
As far as returning a ship from mothball condition to active oip
erational condition you would add approximately 3 months to the
figures cited by Admiral Duncan before as phaseup in training and
so forth. This involves demothballing, assembling the crew, assembling
your outfit of equipment, and getting ready for refresher training.
Mr. ANDREws. How many monthsI

Admiral GADDis. About 3 months additional to the time Admiral

Duncan cited for the training and readiness preparation of the crew.

Mr. RHODES. When you take a ship out of mothballs is it necessary
to have the crew available at the time that you begin the mothball
process? Do you have the crew assembled first or do you have the
initial work done by other people who are perhaps employees of the
Navy Yard or civilians who are land-based ?
Admiral DuNCAN. You should have the crew assembled first because they need to go through various schools just as in a ship which
is building and to assemble themselves as a crew and to be organized
as a crew and ready to go aboard.

Mr. RHODES. You have a certain'amount of leadtime from a man

coming from civilian life to the Navy.
Assuming a program of this type don't you have a certain leadtime
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before It new man would Ie ready to uA1tually Ibe part of tile crow, a
training period for the individual ?
Admiral l)uNC4'N. If we were to 11a111 this ship out. of mothballs
front within the Navy, drawing dow'n the rest of the Navy to man
her, we would get. a fair percentage of experienced people.
If there were 11iNy sub.,stantial commissioning of ships, na timally
we would rely on it lillup of Reserves.
Mr. Riioiws. What I am trying to arrive at. is t study as to whether
or not it would e better andl more economical to actually mothball
some of these units rather than to operate on the basis of one-third
strength which, after all, leaves a ship in a position where it camot
light, anld really all do nothing except, perhaps, keep itself afloat.
I am thinking now not only in terms of economy with the dollar
sign but with a man-hours. sign, also.
H-ow did you come to the conclusion that it would be better to
operate these ships as you are doing it than it would he to mothball
them ?
Admiral DUNVAN. This is a very important point, sir. We would in
general certainly like to operate our ships properly mailed for all
of the reasons that all of us know.
MANNING IEVElS IN FISCA,

YEARS

1968, 1969. AND 1970

In this particular case, and the important point I was trying to
make, we had been given the authorized strength but I did not have
sufficient funds in the MPN budget to hire the meii. Therefore, since
tlheseships will return to operational status during fiscal year 1970,
asSuming approval of our 1970 fund request, we did not consider that.
it would be profitable to mothball them in fiscal year 1969 and return
them to the fleets in 1970.
Mr. Rnims. You think the budget which has been submitted to the
Congress now is sufficient to bring these 40 ships you were talking
about when Mr. Lipscomb was questioning you up. to operating
strength?
Admiral DUNCAN. Absolutely.
Mr. Liisco,mn. Admiral, this testimony sounds so familiar. A year
ago in the hearings there were 49 Atlantic ships laid up or placed on
caretaker basis. This is in the testimony on page 251.
Admiral DUNCAN. Yes, sir.
Mr. JPsCoMit. Then on page 252 1 asked "What plans are there in
existence, or what plans do you have for correcting the situation?" This
is exactly the question Mr. Rhodes asked.
In the testimony we have Admiral StrvAn said, "I believe this will
take care of itself by June by the increased quality which we will get.
from added promotions in tIe top six petty officer categories."
You used the month "June" again a moment ago.
Then I say "Apparently this all happened because of the loss of
about 3,700 petty officers and 2,500 enlisted men who were transferred.
You mean you will correct this in ,June?"
Admiral Strean said "Starting in June we will correct this according to plan. This was a drawdo-n because of the requirements.of
Southeast Asia in what we call program 5."
Then it tells in this testimony, and you can check it, exactly what
20-603 O-69---pt. 1-13.9
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you said here today again-that there was adequate funding in the
fiscal year 1969 budget and that by November these ships would be
adequately staffed.
Now you are telling us the same story. I think it deserves an explanation as to what the problem is. Evidently we appropriated sufficient
funds. You were going to have promotions. The ships were supposed to be brought up to strength in June or at the latest November,
and here we have the same identical testimony again, and this is just
in the Atlantic.
Admiral DUNCAN. The initial reduced operational status which
existed at the time Admiral Strean was testifying was caused by the
drawdown of senior petty officers for Vietnam. There was a great call
for enginemen, boatswain mates and related ratings. They were in
reduced status because of the lack of senior petty officers, and he was
predicting, and we all predicted that we could repair this.
In the meantime what we call Project 693 caused a numerical reduction which is now the cause of the ships stood down.
With your permission I would like to show a chart which illustrates
this. May I do this?
This is actually just a chart we use in the Bureau of Naval Personnel to measure our performance against planned strengths. I
thought it would illustrate just this point because I thought perhaps
you would be concerned.
This is the start of the year and it goes through the fiscal year.
When Admiral Strean was testifying last year the ships were stood
down, due not to a numerical shortage, but to a qualitative senior petty
officer shortage.
We thought we would be well by November of fiscal year 1969. However with the $105 million reduction, it was necessary to plan our
monthly personnel strength as indicated on the lower line. To reach
the planned levels, and save the necessary M~an-years, the early release
of 30?000.men was required. We released these men and then started
recruiting as fast as we could to come up to our approved strength at
the end of the year. The authorized end strength was all right; but we
did not have the people on board during the fiscal year. All of these
people were missing, aid this saved a large part of the $105 million.

Now we are in a numerical bind, if you will, opposite to the situation

when Admiral Strean was speaking to you.
If we had not had this numerical reduction I think we could confidently say that most of the 40 ships would not have been in a reduced
operational status. I don't know whether all of them would have been
returned to a full operational status.
Mr. RuoDES. You lost 30,000 people. You have an increase of 10,000
in 1970. 1 am a little bit at a loss to know how these 10,000 will take the
place of 30,000 to put the ships back into commission.
Admiral DUNCAN. They are two slightly different things. This loss
was required by a specific reduction in the budget during the year. I
was especially trying to make the point that I am very pleased and
hope for the man-year average and the funding which OSD approved for the coning year because it allows us to go from beginning
strength to end strength with the proper man-year level. In other
words, we don't get the necessary funding, let us say, we would not be
able to man during the year at an authorized level but would come down
to somewhere below our requirements.
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This is a very unsatisfactory situation which you see here. We
would rather that the man-year average approximate a straight line
between the beginning and end strength.
ALLOCATION OF 1909 APPROPRIATION

REDUCTIONS

Mr. LIPSCOMB. If we funded for adequate personnel what ha pened

to the funds which we appropriated? Iow were they utilized
There was during the roughly $1 billion cut, a
Admiral DUNCA..
reduction of $105 million to this appropriation account.
Mr. Livscot3n. What lapl)eIed toit?
Admiral DucN. It was not appropriated. Admiral Gaddis, as the
Navy budget officer, can substantiate that. When the appropriation act
'ropriation.
was finally passed the money was not in the ap
Mr. LxPSCOB. Is that correct? How much did Congress cut your
appropriation in "Military personnel"?
Admiral GADDIs. The "Military personnel" appropriation was recommended for a $90 million reduction by this committee, sir.
Mr. LPSCOM1B. In what areas?
Admiral GADDIS. Merely as a gross reduction, citing certain interests
of the committee, but there were no specific reductions in any budget
activity.
This basically resulted from compliance with the Revenue and Expenditure Control Act because the recommended reduction, which
Admiral Duncan has referred to as Project 693, at that time was between $85 million and $90 million.
Additionally, after this committee acted on the bill, the Senate
Appropriations Committee recommended an additional decrease of
$15 million to a total of $105 million. This is the number Admiral
Duncan has spoken of. Therefore you can say that the appropriation
bill was $105 million below the request..
However, I would offer that it was not specifically reduced because
of committee action alone but because of the knowledge of and reaction
to the Revenue and Expenditure Control Act at the time, sir.
Mr. LiPSCOMB. You are talking about two things. Congress reduced
military personnel for some suggested reasons which we outlined in
our report.
Admiral GADDIS. Yes, sir.
Mr. LIPSCOMB. Now before the committee you have also said that it
was reduced because of the Revenue and Expenditure Limitation Act.
Admiral GADDIS. Yes, sir.
Mr. LIPSCOMB. But altogether you reduced the amount by $105 million.
Admiral GADDIS. Yes, sir; with no reduction by the Congress, sir, of
the allowed personnel strength. This is what Admiral Duncan speaks
of when he speaks of taking actions to save money, by going well below
the allowed strengths at various times during the year.
Mr. LIPsCOtB. Which did you finally use, the Revenue and Expenditure Control Act or did you use the cut made -by the committee?

Admiral

GADDIS.

The cuts made by the two committees totaling

$105 million. These were all of the cuts made under the Revenue and
Expenditures Control Act by the service. No additional cuts were
taken. Is that right, sir?
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Admiral

DUNCAN. That
Mr. LiPsCOMn. Did you

is right, in this account.
release the 30,000 men because of the cut of

the committee?
Admiral GADDIS. Yes, sir, as our choice of how to take a part of that
dollar reduction.
Mr. LTPSCOMB. So $90 million you attributed to the congressional
cut and $15 million you attributed to the Revenue and Expenditure
Control Act?
Admiral GADDIS. Both cuts, sir. were made by congressional committees and agreed to in the final bill, a total of $105 million.
Mr. LiPsCOMB. So you did nothing in personnel because of the Rev-

enue and Expenditure Control Act?
Admiral GADDIS. Only in so far as our actions in response to that act
were communicated to the Congress, sir, and were contributory to that
cut.

Mr. LPsooMiB. I know the record is getting confused but you are

talking about two different acts, the Appropriations Act and one action,
the cut of 30.000 men and $105 million.
Admiral GADDIS. Yes, sir.
Mr. LiPsOOMB. You cannot take it from both places. You were authorized and we appropriated $105 million, evidently less than you
requested.
Admiral GADDS. Yes, sir.
Mr. Lwsoo . That was the Appropriation Act.
Admiral GADDIS. Yes sir.
Mr. LrPscoum. Why d0 you keep talking about the Revenue and Expenditure Control Act? Thut was a separate act. in itself. Am I to assume that you took no action in Military Personnel, Navy because of
the Revenue and Expenditure Control Act?
Admiral GADDIS. No action beyond that taken by the Congress. That
is correct.
Mr. LnscomB. Under the Appropriation Act?
Admiral GADDnS. Yes, sir.

Mr. LIscoxB. So when I asked the question what happened to the
funds that were withdrawn or retained under the Revenue and Expenditure Control Act, you had none.
Admiral GAuDIs. No separate action beyond the Appropriation Act.
That is correct, sir. However, in coming to the total reduction within
the services, the reductions to the budget request made in the Appropriations Act, were credited against the Revenue and Expenditures
Control Act.
Mr. Lnsio r. Under that last law you either rescind the funds or
you reapply them to Southeast Asia.
Admiral GADOIs. Yes, sir.

Mr. Lmconm. You had none.
Admiral GADDIS. In this appropriation we had none. That is correct.
Mr. LiPscoMw. So you did nothing with the funds?
Admiral GADDIS. That is right.
COMPLIANCE WITH COI'MTMTEE REPORT

Mr. LrsooMB. Because you had none. It took a long time to get that.

Now you say because of the actions of Congress that you had to cut
30,000 personnel. Was there any consideration given to the likely tar-
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gets suggested by this committee on economy action? One area suggested was numbers of personnel assigned to public affairs, public relations and public information activities. Still other suggested areas in
which economies should be required in the use of military personnel
were reductions in the numbers assigned relating to communications
services and intelligence services. Those areas also involve civilian personnel and are more fully discussed in other sections of our report.
Was there any consideration given to any of those areas?
Admiral DUNCAN. Yes, indeed. We have looked at them and are
looking at them very carefully. In some areas we have made some progress and in other areas we have not. In the area of reducing the headquarters personnel there is currently in process about a 9-percent reduction in headquarters personnel in Europe.
We looked very carefully at the area of decreasing duty rotation
and permanent change of station frequency and in this fiscal year 1969
actually it is probably the highest year we have had because, in addition to the normal rotation, a large part of the 30,000 men would not
have gone out, this year so there was an additive amount. In addition,
Project 693, of which we have spoken, resulted in 52 ships being inactivated. These were not in the plan. So a large proportion of those
men were transferred. The permanent change of station moves this
year have none up.
I would like to say, though, that we are looking at this very carefully
and you may note in the budget that we are asking for $9.4 million less
in 1970 than we did in 1969.
As to the number of people in communications, actually the number
of requests for communications people are continuing to go up. It is
getting much more complex, and from my recent sea experience I can
assure you, and this is my opinion, that the number of people desired
may well go up because when we go to sea our communications personnel usually go on watch and watch; that is, they are on watch 12
hours a day, 7 days a week at sea. We have looked at each item you
have suggested to us carefully.
Mr. LPSCOMB. Could you, for the record tell us what you did in following the suggestion of the committee with regard to personnel assigned to public affairs, public information activities, and so on?
Admiral DUNCAN. The total number of people has not been reduced.
I will give you the actual numbers now assigned and assigned previously for the record.
(The information follows:)
MILrTARY PERSONNEL ASSIGNED TO PUBLIC AFFAIRS ACTIVITIES

The number of military personnel assigned to public affairs for the Navy on
June 30,1968 was 996. As of December 31,1968, the number assigned had decreased
to 971. These numbers include officers designated for special duty in the field of
public affairs and the specialized supporting enlisted rating of Journalist.
The number of Navy personnel assigned in communications services for the
Navy as of June 30, 1968, was 40,937. As of December 31, 1968, this number was
38,587. Included In this number were those officers designated for special duty
in the field of Communications or cryptology as well as the directly associated
enlisted rating skills of radiomen, communications technicians, and communications yeomen. A considerable proportion of these personnel were in the operating
fleet which have integral communications organizations.
In the area of intelligence services, as of June 30, 1968, 1,856 Navy personnel
were assigned. For the same group, as of December 31, 1968, 1,947 were assigned.
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These numbers Include those officers designated for special duty In the field of
intelligence, and their associate supporting enlisted rating skills of photographic

Intelligencemen and yoeiuen specially trained for assignment to intelligency duties.
While the above numbers identify those military personnel specially designated

for duty In their associated areas, the Navy does detail other personnel, both
officer and enlisted, to perform tours of duty In these areas also.

Mr. LrscoMB. Would I be correct in assuming that even with the cut

of $105 million you have absorbed that you did-nothing in these three
areas?
Admiral DUNCAN. The number of permanent change of station
moves went up. We are reducing headquarters people in Europe. The
changes in the public affairs-public relations manning would be at
minor thing at best. I would have to furnish them for the record. It.
is nothing substantial. I believe it is on the order of 1,200. I will have
to verify that number.
I understand it is about 1,200 people assigned to public affairs-public
relations.
Mr. LPSC0MB. And public information?
Admiral DUNCAN. Yes, sir.
SHIPS DEACTIVATED IN FISCAL YEAR 1069

Mr. IscOMB. How many ships were planned to be deactivated in

fiscal year 1969?
Admiral DUNCAN. Fifty-two ships were ordered removed from ac-

tive service as a result of the $1 bill ion reduction, most of which were
not in the plan.
Mr. Lnmm . Would you mind backing up a moment? I asked how
many ships were planned to be deactivated in fiscal year 1969? That is,
what was the original plan as submitted in the budget?
Admiral DUNCAN. We were to go from 932 ships to 958 ships as
planned in the fiscal year 1969 budget for a net increase of 26.
Mr. Linsoozui. And you had 26 ships to be deactivated?
Admiral DUNCAN. No sir; we had 38 ships so planned. We had
planned a net increase of 26 ships for fiscal year 1969. This not increase
resulted from the planned additional 59 ships offset by the loss of 33
shlps. With the additional loss of 52 resulting from Project 693, we now
will have a loss of 85 ships in fiscal year 1969. Additionally, the time
frame for effecting these losses is important to us.
Usually a ship will be retained if she is doing a useful job as long
as possible within the year, or if she is being put out as the result of a
new ship coming in she will be held on until the new ship is fully
operative.
In order to save funds, naturally we tried, especially the Personnel
people, to have these ships removed from active service as early in the
year as possible in order to save funds. In other words, the plan may
have been that the action be taken in June and we suggested that they
be deactivated earlier in October.
Mr. Lnsvom. The original budget submission, then, anticipated 33
ships to be deactivated and that woVld also have the anticipated personnel actions as submitted in fiscal year 1969 budget?
Admiral DUNCAN. Yes, it would have.
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ACTION TAKEN BY NAVY

TO MEET FUNDING

REDUCTIONS

Mr. LIncoMB. I do not remember at the time we made our reduction
in the fiscal year 1969 budget request that the action would have been
as drastic as the Navy has been required to take. There has been the
release prematurely of 30,000 )ersoniel. We went over this carefully
with the Secretary of Defense and with the Comptroller's Office several
times before we took our action, and I (to not remember any word, that
I had, anyway, that any action as drastic as you subsequently took
would have been necessary.
Admiral I)UNCAN. I did not mean to imply that the committee intended that certain actions be taken. It is my understanding that each
military department was required to reduce the submitted-budget by
about a billion dollars, and many things that from our standpoint were
very difficult to do were done. This is one of the actions taken. There
were many other actions to which Admiral Gaddis might speak, which
were taken during this billion dollar reduction of the submitted
ud. LIPSCOMB. If because of the Revenue and Expenditure Control Act you had to go beyond what the committee required, I would
understand it better; but, as has been testified, you took the action because of what the Congress did.

Admiral GADDIs. There were no dollar reductions beyond those taken
in the appropriation bill, sir.
Mr. LIPSCOMB. I do not understand that.
Admiral DUNCAN. To take $105 million from the planned appropriation for MPN would require drastic action at any time. It was a
question of which way was best for the Navy to do it.
Mr. LIPscoMB. I still say at no time was it brought to our attention

that our action would require a 30,000 prerelease of personnel. At no
time. It would have been a questionable action, in my view, as is shown
by your testimony today, because you are coming back for an additional 10,000, in order to add 10,000. It would have been much more
efficient and less expensive and better operating procedure to keep
20,000 onAdmiral DUNcAN. I would agree.
Mr. LipscoMbn. Than to run the Navy this way. You would have retained experienced personnel. They would have been more experienced
today. I just do not understand that way of running things.
Mr. DAVIS. On that point, the chart which you have shown us indicated that you had some arbitrary funding problems at a time when
one of your biggest problems was retaining experienced and trained
personnel. With early release of experience personnel, with acceleration of release, then the chart shows a sharp acceleration of recruitment of untrained personnel in order to bring you up to a body level
at the end of the year. This is the real heart of the thing which I et
from Mr. Lipscomb's questions. I am wondering where the decision
was made to meet the funding. requirement in that manner, which
seems to be so derogatory of your operational requirements.
Admiral DUNCAN. There are two considerations there. One is that if
we reduced the input we would have to reduce in man-months about
twice the number of recruits that we reduced in what we call the 2 by 6
category, or the men enlisted for 2 years. They were primarily the pay
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grades E-3 and E-4. I would have had to reduce roughly three times
the number of recruit inputs. This would have been very bad for the
future of the Navy, because all of the normal recruit input is for a 4year enlistment.
The recruit input provides a normal training base for the petty
officers of the future. In our opinion, it would have been unwise to
drastically decrease the recruit input.
Mr. DAvis. In effect, what you did was to sacrifice current effectiveness in order to provide a base for more effective operations in the
future?
Admiral DUNCAN. Yes, sir, essentially to take it and get it over with
and to obviate the necessity of releasing a greater number of personnel
later in the fiscal year.
Mr. RHODES. How many earlier releases do you expect to effect in
fiscal 1970?
Admiral DUNcAN. We do not expect any program similar to this.
We have normal programs which run all the time. We have a Christmas early release program starting roughly within the month before
Christmas, for those whose time is up in early January. We have a
college release program for men who are accepted for college and have
only a month or so to go. Men coming back from Vietnam may be
released early. But nothing of this nature at all. These are continuing
RHODES. Then the cut of 30,000, according to the testimony as I
Pr.
now understand it, must have come primarily from the work of this
subcommittee. Did you in your testimony before the Senate Appropriations Subcommittee on Defense tell them that the effect of the
louse cut would be to reduce personnel or to cause 30,000 early releases ? Was this done?
Admiral DUNCAN. Of course, I have only read over the testimony. I
do not recall that it was done. The Senate applied an additional $15
million cut, separate from the House cut.
Mr. RHODES. This is a strange way to run the Navy. If I had
known, as one member, that this would have the effect which it had,
of mothballing 50 ships and putting 40 more in a state of ineffectiveness I would not have been for the cut. I am amazed that we were
not tod this would be the effect.
Admiral DuNCA. May I stress one thing, sir. The mothballing
or inactivation of 50 ships was related to other cuts, rather than just
personnel; 19,000 people were involved in the force reduction.
Mr. RHODES. But the 40 ships in the Atlantic Fleet were related
to this. What about the Pacific Fleet?
Admiral D CAN. There were several in the Pacific.
Mr. RHODES. How many?
Admiral DuNCoA. Four.
Mr. Lsooxm. There were 49 ships that were one-third manned last
year.
Mr. RnHODS. Are the 40 that are now partially manned the same
ships as the 49 that were partially manned 2 years ago?
Admiral DUNCAN. Not necessarily, no. Some have gone into yard
overhaul and come out and been manned, and others have taken their

place.
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Mr. RHODES. To me, it is a less than satisfactory way to run the
Navy. I am sorry it was done this way.

Mr.

ANDREWS.

In other words, last year you had a $105 million

cut in "Military Personnel, Navy." In the face of that cut, you felt
it mandatory to reduce your strength, and that accounts for the 30,000
early discharges.
Admiral DUNCAN. Yes.
ACCESSIONS

Mr. ANDREWS. Admiral Duncan, how many accessions does the Navy
estimate for fiscal year 1969 and 1970 and, of this number, how many
will be officers and how many will be enlisted men.
Admiral DUNCAN. The number of accessions for 1969 will be fairly
high becaaisv of the matters that we have discussed. The accessions for
1969 in officers are 12,318. The number of accessions for officers in 1970,
is 13,778. The number of net accessions in 1969 for enlisted men is
186,995; and for 1970,163,891 men.
INCREASED FUNDS REQUESTED FOR 1970

Mr. ANDREWS. For "Military personnel, Navy," you are requesting
$4.526 million. This is an increase of $291 million over the amount appropriated for fiscal year 1969. Can you give us an explanation for the
reason for this increase, other than what you ha, e already discussed?
Admiral DUNCAN. The primary reason for the increase is the increased man-year average which we are askgflor. In addition, there
is an increase in actual numbers of somewhat less than ,090.
AVERAGE STRENGTH BY GRADE

Mr. ANDREWS. The funds being requested fof 1970 are to support an
average strength of 770,603. The average strength is broken out by
grade on pages 14 and 15 of the justification book. How did the Navy
arrive at the estimated average strength, per grade, for fiscal year
1970?
Admiral DUNCAN. On the enlisted side, Mr. Chairman, the grade
distribution is specified by agreement with the Office of the Secretary
of Defense for all services. In the particular case of the Navy, we are
not able to meet qualitatively our entire requirements, but we are permitted to go to 406,000 petty officers, which is what we think we can do
with quality, and it approaches our requirements in petty officers
within abouV2 percent.
In officers, we are governed, as you know, by laws and ceilings according to the ranks.
811ORTAGE OF LINE LIEUTENANT COMMANDERS

Mr. ANDREWS. On page 2 of your statement you refer to the fact that
you continue to have a shortage of surface line officers in the grades of
lieutenant commander and above, with an overage in the grades of
ensign and lieutenant (junior grade). Would you explain that a, little
more in detailI
Admiral DUNCAN. Yes. The retention rate in the years past for surface line officers has been the lowest of any of what we call communities
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or groups. It has run around 20 to 23 percent. So, we have deficiencies
because of this lack of retention in the lieutenant commander bracket,
for example. We make this up by procuring more ensigns and they,
of course, stay on for 3 years, on the average, and become lieutenants
(junior grade). We have an overage in ensign s and lieutenants (junior
grade) to take care of the deficit in the higher grades.

Mr.

ANDREWS.

On page 1-15 of the justification book, we note that

the estimated average number of line lieutenant commanders for 1970
is 10,705. This number is about 17.8 percent of the total estimated officer
corps. Would not this number and percentage of lieutenant commanders appear to be reasonable in relation to the total officer strength ?
Admiral )UNCAN. I am not sure that I understood your question.
The number of surface line officers required are computed as the total
of the billets written.
Mr. ANDREWS. The justification shows that the number of lieutenant
commanders for the line is 10,705, which is 17.8 percent of the total.
The question is: Do you have a shortage of lieutenant commanders?
Admiral DUNCAN. Yes; but it varies with comnumities, Mr. Chairman. The shortage of which we are speaking is in the surface line lieutenant commanders.
Mr. ANDREWS. That is what we are talking about, the figures on
page 1-15. You have listed, "Line officers, lieutenant comntuders,

10,5705,"' which is 17.8 percent of the total. The question is: Is that -a

sufficient number in elation to the total number of officers you have?
Admiral DUNCAN. Overall, in lieutenant commanders we have no
substantial shortage.

Mr. ANDREWS. In other words, your shortage is down in the ensign,

and, junior grade lieutenants.
Admiral DUNCAN. We make up the shortages by having more ensigns
than we need.

Mr.

ANDREWS.

You have mentioned the problem you have in the

retention of junior grade officers. That has been a problem which the
Navy has had for many years. I do not know how you can correct it.
You have made certain suggestions. Many of those suggestions have
been followed by the Congress. I do not know that we can ever get
an adequate amount of housing, but we try to.
I was thinking if a man reaches the rank of lieutenant commander
and above, he has been in the Navy long enough to like it and to want to
make it a career, but until he reaches that level of commission, he often
becomes dissatisfied and gets out.
You mention on page 2 that, despite our general successes in initial
officer procurement, we continue to have a shortage of surface line
officers in the grades of lieutenant commander and above, with an
overage in the grades of ensign and lieutenant (junior grade). Back
to the question, your record shows that the planned average strength
for fiscal 1970 is 10 705 lieutenant commanders in the line, which is 17.8
percent of the totai officer strength. Our question, in light of those figures, is: Would not this number and percentage of lieutenant commanders appear to be reasonable in relation to the total officer strength?
Admiral DUNCAN. The overall number is reasonable, Mr. Chairman.
We have a shortage of surface lieutenant commanders. Our figures
show, 1,435 shortage of lieutenant commanders in the surface line as of
November 30, 1968.
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Mr.

ANDREWS.

Admiral

You have a shortage of 1,400?

DUNCAN.

1,435, which we make up for, of course, by ensigns

and lieutenants (junior grade).
PILOT CANDIDATE RECRUITMENT DIFFICULTIES

Mr. ANDREWS. On page 2 of your statement you refer to the fact
that although recruitment of enough highly qualified individuals to
meet naval aviation requirements continues to be extremely difficult,
you are increasing pilot training rates to fulfill requirements.
If ou are having difficulty finding qualified candidates, how are
you able to increase th e number of pilot trainees?
Admiral DUNCAN. We are putting a terrific amount of effort on this,
Mr. Chairman. That is why we say it is difficult. We are having people
at the officer candidate school at Newport in effect, stand in line-as you know, we take only about seven out. of 100-while for the aviation officer candidate program we are barely able to meet our quota.
That is why I mentioned it is very difficult.
Mr. ANDREWS. How long have you had that problem with respect
to applicants for naval aviation training?
Admiral DuNcAN. It has gone up and down, naturally, as our requirenents have gone up and down and as the retention rate varies.
Several years ago we retained about 60 percent. of our pilots at the
point at which we measured retention. That has dropped to about 36
percent. At the same time, we have set a basic standard of a baccalaureate degree for all inputs, for all officers of the Navy, insofar as
we can maintain it. So, we are trying to increase the pilot training
rate with very highly qualified men, and it is a very difficult thing to
do. We put terrific effort in on this.
PILOT TRAINING-

Mr. ANDREWS. At how many schools do you initiate naval aviation
training?
Admiral DUNCAN. All of our basic naval aviation training is started
at Pensacola. We do have certain other training which I do not believe
could be counted as training for naval aviators. It is more in the
nature of motivating and screening. For example, in our NROTC we
have a rather short curriculum.

Mr. ANDREWS. But you pilots go through Pensacola?
Admiral DUNCAN. Exactly.

Mr.

ANDREWS.

How often do you have a class down there? Do you

have a class every month? How often do you start a class through
initially?

Admiral DUNCAN. Every week.
Mr. ANDRmws. Are you getting enough students to keep the classes
up to the required number, or do you have some understrengthI
Admiral DUNCAN. Until the first part of this year, we were meeting
the numbers. We are very slightly under now, but not seriously under. We hope to make it up by June.
Mr. ANDREWS. How long does it take from the day he enters as a
cadet for a naval aviation trainee to become a pilot I

Admiral DUNCAN. About 18 months.
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Mr. AND .ws. During that time, he goes to any number of schoolsI
Admiral DUNCAN. Yes, sir.
Mr. ANmDUws. What percentage of the cadets who enter the class go
through to completion and become pjlots?
Admiral DUNCAN. The attrition that we have experienced has beeii
something on the order of 25 percent. As you know, this changes somewhat by source, that. is, some sources have a higher attrition than
others, but the average has been about 25-percent. attrition.
Mr. ANDREW . In other words, you get 75 percent of the original
elass as pilots.
Adm ral DUNCAN. Yes, sir.
Mr. ANDiEWS. In fiscal year 1970, you plan to increase the pilot
training rate to 2,200 as compared to 1,800 in fiscal year 1969. You
state this increase in pilot output will contribute significantly ill reducing the numerical shortage toward the fiscal year 1971 goal of inventory equaling requirements. Would you please tell us what. your
1971 goal is, the total number of pilots included in the 1970 budget, and,
your current strength?
Admiral DUNCAN. The current strength is 15,322.
Mr. ANDREWS. You have that many pilots?
Admiral DUNCAN. Yes, sir.
Mr. ANimrws. What is the total number of pilots included in the

1970 budget?
Admiral DuNcAN. 15,659, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. ANDREWS. How many do you plan to train in fiscal year 1970?
Admiral DUNCAN. In fiscal year 1970, we plan to train 2,200 as the
Navy portion of the total pilot training rate at Pensacola. As you
know, we train others than Navy.
Mr. ANDREws. The record on page 1-4-9 under operation and maintenance, projects a total for fiscal year 1970 of all type pilots as 2,860.
Admiral GADDIS. 2,200 is the.Navy officer portion of that.
Mr. ANDREWS. I see. If history repeats, you will get 75 percent of
that total at the end of the course.
Admiral DUNCAN. No; the 2,200 is the output.
Mr. ANDRFws. You have to train more pilots than that?
Admiral DuNCAN. Yes, we put more in.

Mr. LIPSCOME. On pilot training, what happened in fiscal year 1969?
We understood from testimony last year that the Navy pilot training
rate was being expanded, and that the Navy requested and OSD approved a 2,573 pilot training rate for fiscal year 1969. I understand
from your testimony that you anticipate only 1,800.
Admiral DUNCAN. That is the Navy proportion of the pilot training rate. There are, as you know, the Marines, Coast Guard, and I believe some foreign officers. There are others trained there in addition
to Navy pilots.
Mr. Lixpscomn. What is the situation inregard to the 2,573 training
it
rate for fiscal year 1969?
Admiral GAmis. The fiscal year pilot training rate now approved
by OSD and planned by the Navy is 2,525 pilots. This includes 1,800
Navy, 625 Marines, 50 Coast Guard, and 50 foreign (MAP) pilots.
Production to date indicates these goals will be achieved.
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Mr. Lirsco~tn. Would the plan for fiscal year 1969 come up to the
2,573 pilot training rate?
Admiral GADms. The Navy's pilot training rate is for 2,525 pilots in
fiscal year 1969. There are, however, additional pilots being trained
by other services, principally Marine Corps hehcopter pilots being
trained by the Army which when added to Navy's AtrR will exceed the
pilot training rate of 2,573.
EFFECT OF' DRAFT ON ENLISTMENTS

Mr. ANDREWS. On page 3 you state that voluntary enlistments have

remained excellent in quantity during the past. year as a result of draft
pressure. We note that you also nmade t similar statement in connection with procurement of new officers. What would the effect be on
voluntary enlistments if the draft were eliminated or seriously curtailed?
Admiral DUNCAN. I would estimate that if the draft were eliminated or seriously curtailed, it. would drastically reduce enlistments.
Mr. ANDREWS. Does the Navy take any draftees?
Admiral DuNCtAN. The Navy does not take any draftees.
Mr. ANDREWS. But the draK has a way of a.tecting your enlistment
rate?
Admiral DUNCAN. It does.
DFSETIONS

FROM NAVY

Mr. ANDREWS. The Army told us they had had a very bad year as
far as desertions are concerned-53,000, if I remember correctly in the
year 1908. What has been the experience of the Navy with AWOL
and desertions in the calendar year 1968?
Admiral DUNCAN. We have had no increase in desertions..We have
run along about the same.
Mr. ANDREWS. Supply something for the record in that connection,
please.
Admiral DUNCAN. Yes, sir.
(The information follows:)
The following data indicating decreasing trends In the Navy for AWOL's and
deserters are provided:

Unauthorized absence (AWOL):
Fiscal year 1967
--------------------------------------14,810
Fiscal year 108
--------------------------------------9,589
Deserters:
Fiscal year 1967
--------------------------------------6,416
Fiscal year 1068 .
.
.
..
.
.
...--------------------------------------5,651
In fiscal year 1968 the average daily AWOL rate was 26, with each member
being absent on an average of 8 days. Additionally, on an average day, there
were 208 members in an AWOL status.
In fiscal year 1968 the average daily deserter rate was 10, with the Individual
deserter being at large for an average of 982 days. As of 81 December 1968, there
were 1,403 deserters at large.
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VARIABLE REENLISTMENT BONUSES

AND

PROFICIENCY PAY

Mr. ANREWS. On page 3 you state that you have realized some improvement in career manning levels by continuing several incentive
programs, such as the variable reenlistment bonus, proficiency pay, and
programs which offer advanced technical training in return for increased service obligation. However, on page 32 of your budget justification book we note that you are planning to decrease the number of
enlisted personnel drawing proficiency pay in 1970 by almost 7,000.
W'hy are you reducing tle number to receive proficie ncy pay?
Admiral DUNCAN. The number receiving variable reenlistment bonuses goes up some, and there is a high relation between variable reenlistment bonus and proficiency pay. 1 would like to ask Admiral
Crutchfield if he has anything to add to that.
Admiral

CRUTCHFID.

Admiral

CRUTCHFIELD.

Te pro pay and the VRB both are con-

trolled by guidelines which are provided by the Office of the Secretary
of Defense. There is interplay back and forth between the Navy and
the Office of the Secretary of Defense as to certain levels of pro paw
and VRB. These are the ones that conform to the guidelines which
have been laid down.
In general, there is a tendency to reduce pro pay as an incentive
and to upgrade variable reenlistment bonuses. The trend is in that
direction, as indicated and directed by the Office of the Secretary of
Defense.
Mr. ANDREWS. What is the reenlistment bonus now in the NavyI

It varies, depending

pon the particular

rate, and it is done on the basis of multiples. For the highest multiple
it could be'as much rate as approximately $10,000 for a 6-year reenlist ment in one of the highly technical, scarce rates.
Mr. ANDREWS. Technicians.

Admiral

CRUTCIFIELD.

Admiral

CRUTCHFIELD.

We are talking about electronics-

Mr. ANDREWS. You have had that program for some time, Admiral
Crutchfield. Do you find it economical to the Navy to follow that
policy?
Admiral CRUTCHIDEW. Yes, sir. We find it is very effective, and we
think it is an economical program to get additional enlistments.
Mr. ANDREWS. It is one way that you have to compete with private
industry, is that not correct?

Yes sir; and we can apply it in specific

areas in which we are having the most difficulty.
Mr. ANDREWS. Do you pay a bonus to a sailor who has no special
skill, to reenlist?
Admiral CRUTCHFIELD. No, sir; we do not pay any bonus other than
the normal reenlistment bonus.
Mr. ANDREws. That is what I am talking about, the reenlistment
bonus.
Admiral CRuw
cm'w. We do pay a small reenlistment bonus, and
have done so for many years.
Mr. ANDREws. Whitt does it amount to?
Admiral CRJrVHFIELz. I would have to get it for the record.
Mr. ANDREws. Put something in the record about what the bonus is
for reenlistment.
Admiral DUNCAN. The total amo unt over a service career is limited
..

0
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to $2,000, which he receives at different reenlistments according to
rate and the length of time he reenlists for.
(The information follows:)
A member in the Regular Navy who reenlists find is entitled to the normal
reenlistment bonus receives an amount computed by multiplying all or a portion of

his monthly basic pay by the number of years spwclfled In his reenlistment
contract. For his first reenlistment the bonus is comluted using all of the

monthly base pay to which the neiier is entitled at the time he reenlists. For
the second reenlistment, two-thirds of his monthly basic pay Is used; for the
third, one-third is used; and for the forth and subsequent reenlistments, onesixth Is used. However, the cumulative total of all normal reenlistment bonuses

paid may not exceed $2,000.
Mr. ANDRKWS. You think

those programs have been helpful in helping you to retain men whom you woul d have lost otherwise?
Admiral DUNCAN. In my opinion, Mr. Chairman, we would be in
extremis if it were not for the variable reenlistment and proficency
pay situation. They have beeni very productive in increasing our retention of highly skilled people.
Mr. ANDREWS. How many received the maximum variable reenlistment bonus last year? Do you have that figurel If not, put something
in the record on it.
Admiral DUNCAN. I would like to furnish that for the record, Mr.
Chairman.
(The information follows:)
During fiscal year 1968, the average variable reenlistment bonus payment for
all four multiple levels was approximately $3,700. The average amount paid at
the maximum multiple level (four times the normal bonus) was about $5,500.
Additionally, about 100 of our reenlistees received the maximum variable reenlistnient bonus awardable ($8,000) which, when combined with the maximum
normal reenlistment bonus of $2,000 equates to the maximum of $10,000.
REDUCTION IN PROFICYENCY PAY

Mr. ANDREWS. We note you are reducing the number to receive proficiency pay. Will this not have an adverse effect on your reenlistment
rate?
A dmiral DUNCAN. As Admiral Crutchfield said, there is a relation
between the variable reenlistment bonus and proficiency pay and which
should be used. We are asking for permission to give more lump sum
payments in the variable reenl istment bonus. We think this wll help.
I would say that with the two combined, variable reenlistment bonus
and proficiency pay, I hope we will be able to maintain the present
advantages of the system.
Mr. ANDREWS. Admiral, in your discussion concerning your reenlistment rate, you state that the enlisted rate has dropped year by
year until your first-term reenlistment rate is now at about the 1957

evel.

Information supplied the committee substantiates this fact. However, we note on page 32 of your justification book you show an increase of 4,000 in the number of enlistees to receive a reenlistment
bonus. In the fact sheet supplied the committee, there is shown an
increase of only 959. Why are you asking funds for the additional
3,0001
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Admiral DtFNCAN. We are asking for additional funds for variable
reenlistment bonus because we have rating groups that are short and
we have gotten permission from the Office of the Secretary of Defense
to extend the number to whom we apply the variable reenlistment
bonus.
RESIGNATION OF NUCLEAR SUBMARINE OFFICERS

Mr. ANDREWS. On page 6 of your statement you discuss the very
serious problem with regard to nuclear submarine officer resignations.
To what do you attribute the substantial increase in resignations? Is
.9
0co
it perhaps a result of the loss of the Thre8 er and the 1
Admiral DUNCAN No I would not judge that it has a direct relation to the loss of tle Thre8her and the Scorpion. It is more directly
related to the fact, as I mentioned, that these are extremely highly
qualified officers. We have not met our input quota for several years.
So, we have an inventory that does not permit us to have a good
career pattern for these young men. They work extremely hard. They
meet very high qualifications. We do not have sufficient numbers to
allow them to go to postgraduate school, to duty on staffs, to duty in
Washington, and other duties, to broaden their career. As you know,
sea duty is arduous in any circumstances. For example, in Polaris
submarines, they are totally isolated for 60 days while they are at sea.
They do not get any mail. They have no way to communicate with
their families. If something happens to their families, they cannot
get back. It is very confining and isolated. It is a very strange
environment.
Mr. ANDREWS. Do you still have the blue and gold teams that
alternate?
Admiral DUNCAN. We do for the Polaris submarines.

Mr. ANDREWS. So about the only thing that keeps a man in that
type of service is love for that type of service.
Admiral DUNCAN. We have many good things about this program

Mr. Chairman, and I am sure they are appreciated-the very best of
equipment, the best of training, an extremely important mission for
the country. We feel we have to change the conditions of service.
Mr. ANDREWS. How much additional pay do the Polaris submarine
people getI
Admiral DUNCAN. All those on submarine duty get additional pay

according to rank. Submarine pay is hazardous duty pay and is the
same as aviation pay. For example, a lieutenant with over 4 and under
7 years service would get $165 extra per month.
Mr. ANDREWS. What is the base pay of a jg.I
Admiral DUNCAN. The base pay of a junior grade lieutenant with

over 2 years' service, but not over 3 years' service, is $474.30 per
month.
Mr. ANDREWS. What does one who has just made jg. get?
Admiral DUNCAN. $399.30.
Mr. AimarWS. Does he get any fringe benefits?

Admiral DUNCAN. Yes; if he has dependents he gets a quarters allowance of $120 a month. However if he is a bachelor and is stationed
on a ship he does not get what is known as the BAQ or quarters allowance. fe gets no allowance at all in that respect. He does get a subsistence allowance of $47.88 per month.
. .

0
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Mr. ANDREWS. Of course, quarters are furnished him aboard ship.
Admiral DUNCAN. Yes, Mr. Chairman; but in many of these, the

young officers are living four or five to a room under extremely crowded
conditions.

Mr. ANDREWS. What would a jg. aboard a Polaris submarine get?

I am looking at this $400 a month figure that you gave me.

Admiral DUNCAN. The lieutenant (jg.) would get $125 a month

additional for hazardous duty pay while attached to the submarine.

Mr. ANDRMWS. When he is back on the beach, he would not get that

$125?
Admiral DUNCAN. If he is transferred from the submarine and no
longer attached, he would not get it. This would also be true if he is
shifted to Washington or to postgraduate school.

Mr. ANDREWS. If he gets out of that service. But my question is, If
a man spends 60 days aboard a Polaris submarine, then he is returned
to the beach for 60 days, does he continue to get that hazardous duty
pay?
Admiral DUNCAN. Yes.
Mr. ANDREWS. He is considered to be in the Polaris submarine service until he is detached?
Admiral DUNCAN. Yes. There was a special law passed for that

group.
Mr. ANDREWS. You state that current input will not compensate for
the low retentions you are now experiencing, still speaking of the
submarine people. However, on page 18 of your justification book, in
the section on incentive pay in connection with submarine duty, you
actually show a slight increase for fiscal year 1970 in the number of
officers drawing submarine duty pay. How can you explain this increase if your current input will not compensate for the present low
retention rate?
Admiral DUNCAN. By the low input, Mr. Chairman, I was speaking
solely of nuclear power qualified input. The input into submarines in
general-they all receive hazardous duty pay-is satisfactory, speaking of it as a whole.
Captain GRIFFIrHS. I -amCaptain Griffiths, submarine detail officer,

Mr. Chairman. I believe that this might be explained by virtue of the
fact that all regular officers in the Navy are being held 1 year beyond
their obligation or 1 year bey ond the receipt of their resignation,
whichever is the later date. We have enough resignations on hand to
know that by next year we will be in serious trouble. Right now the
inventory is building up, but it will fall off greatly next year. The
retention rate of officers in the ships right now is about 70 percent, if
we stopped the problem right now, if we could freeze the problem.
But with resignations on hand, we know that it will drop to below

40 percent next year, by the end of fiscal year 1970.
Mr. ANDREWS. How Ion does it take to train a Polaris submarine
officer and/or enlisted man f
Captain GRinrrHs. For a submarine officer, the training time is
18 months' initial training. There is additional training along the line.
To become a navigator, there is 4 additional months training. It is
approximately 2 years of training in total for a Polaris officer.
For enlisted men, the training time varies by the rating. The Er's
29-03 0-69--pt. 1-14
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have a rating training alone of 48 weeks plus an additional submarine
-and nuclear power training of about 16 months.
Mr. ANDREWS. Whut about your students in those submarine
schools? Do you have enough in there to take care of the vacancies
that you anticipate?
Captain GRIFFITHS. Not at the present retention rate of officers,
we do not, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. AND WS. You will have a problem with all these threatened
resignations, in view of the fact that it takes 2 years to train an officer
to take over a Polaris submarine?
Captain GRmFFFS. Yes, sir.
Mr. ANDREWS. Do they all go to Admiral Rickover's school- up in
New London?
Captain GmnmrHs. All of the nuclear-trained people go to the
nuclear power school, which is actually held in two places, Vallejo,
Calif., and Bainbridge, Md. One of those two schools.
Mr. ANDREWS. I am talking about the school up at New London.
Captain Gwi HS. That is not Admiral Rickover's school, sir. That
is a BuPers School. That is the submarine school. At one time the
nuclear power training was held at New London. As a matter of fact, it
was held there until about 5 years ago, Mr. Chairman.
(Off the record.)
Mr. RHODES. You actually have two full crews, do you not, for each
Polaris submarine?
Admiral DuNoAN. Yes.
Mr. RHODES. When one crew is not on station, do its members receive leave over and above the normal leave which naval personnel are
granted?
Admiral DuNCAN. I would like Captain Griffiths to tell you in detail.
It is not above the normal leave.
Captain, would you describe the sequence of events?
Captain GRiFFTrHS. Yes, sir.
The Polaris people are entitled to 30 days' leave a year, just as all
other people in the Navy. They take this leavo generally within the
2-week period following the return from patrol. They take a 2-week
period twice a year, because their cycle gives them two patrols a year.
That is where they get their 30 days of leave per year.
Mr. RHODES. So they actually get no more leave than anybody else.
Captain GmunIms. They do not. However, I might point out that
their time is quite productively used ashore in training while in offcrew status. It might serve to hamper the training if we were to give
them more leave than 30 days.
Mr. RHODES. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. ANDREws. Axe those crews transported by air to and from duty
station I
Captain Gmn'mis. They are, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. ANREmws. Do most of them live on the east and west coasts?
Captain GRnwrriiS. Most of them live in Charleston and in New
London, Conn., for the east coast; and in Hawaii, Pearl Harbor, for
the west coast.
Mr. AxDRxws. Admiral Duncan, on page 7 you go on to state that
the severe officer shortage that will occur this year in the nuclear
submarine community may require further and more drastic remedial
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action. What type of action would you contemplate taking, and do
you have any idea as to what might be done to improve this situation?
CONTINUATION

PAY FOR NUCLEAR SUBMARINE

OFFICERS

Admiral DUNCAN. We are taking actions within the service to ease
the situation among the nuclear power officers. We have changed certain regulations which are very restrictive.
The further remedial action of which I spoke was that we hope to
come to the Congress with a proposal for continuation pay for the
particular group in question. This would be at the lieutenant level.
These are the young men who are resigning. We hope to come to
the Congress with a proposal for continuation pay, and that is the
further remedial action of which I spoke. We are continuing to take
other actions within the service.
Mr. ANDREWS. Do all submarine officers and men get the same pay,
conventional and atomic and Polaris?

Admiral

DuNCAN.

Yes, it varies only by pay grade.

REASONS FOR LEAVING NAVY SERVICE

Mr. ANDREWS. Admiral, you state the reasons given by officers and
enlisted personnel leaving the service fall chiefly into the categories
of condition of service, job satisfaction, education, and compensation.
Is it not a fact that job satisfaction and education are two of the
most salable points the Navy has to offer to encourage people to remain in the Navy?
Admiral DUNCAN. Yes; I think they are extremely important.
IMPROVEMENTS PLANNED IN

PERSONNEL ADMINISTRATION

Mr. ANDREWS. On page 8 of your statement, you discuss several
ways the Navy is trying to improve career retention.
Two of the items you discuss are changes in the assignment system
for enlisted personnel, and elimination of a number of irritants in the
administration of personnel.
Would you please give us a little more detail on both of these items?
Admiral DUNCAN. Yes. We are moving toward what we believe will
be a more efficient system of assignment of enlisted personnel, which
will eventually be a completely centralized system here in Washington. Our first step toward this is that by next fall we expect to combine all chief petty officer assignments here in Washington. At present
we have centralized detailing of E-8's and E-9's, and we do intend to
bring in E-7'.
As to the irritants, we find for a great many reasons our personnel
administration can be vastly improved. Here in Washington, for example, men may have to go about five places to get paid, or to get
their health records. We are trying to increase the skill of our personnel men. We are now going to put all who are qualified through
school. We are trying to change the attitudes of people whom the
men contact for their pay, for their personnel actions. We are trying
to give them the proper information and improve communications
about their opportunities.
These are some of the areas we are working on.
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TERMINAL LEAVE

PAYMENTS

Mr. ANDREWS. Your statement seems to indicate the Navy is having

serious retention problems among officers. However, on page 23 of
your budget justification you show only a slight decrease in lump
sum terminal leave payments to officers. If this problem exists, why
is there a slight decrease in the number to receive terminal leave
payments?
Admiral DuNoAN. The difference in the figures here, I believe, Mr.
Chairman, is accounted for by pay grade distribution rather than
any change in policy or circumstances.
Mr. ANDREWS. For 1967 through 1970, there are only very minor

increases in your yearly terminal leave payment, increases that are
hardly offset by increases in pay. If your retention rate has been decreasing each year, should not this account have been increasing more
each year?
Admiral DUNCAN. I believe the difference I mentioned was partly
pay grade distribution. The other thing that probably affected these
estimates is, that we have been encouraging people to take leave to
the maximum, and in some of the commands they even practically
order it for the good of the person and the good of the Navy.
Mr. AiNRzws. For terminal leave for 1967, you received $18 mhillionplus; in 1968, $19 million-plus; in 1969, $21 million-plus; and for
1970 you are requesting $22 million-plus. There is a little increase
each year. You say that is due to the fact that more people are
,
leavingAdmiral DUNCAN. The pay raise may account for part 6f it.
Mr. ANDREWS. We are not inviting you to ask for more money

than you are now asking for. The point is due to the fact that more
and more people are leaving, it looks as if this figure for terminal
pay leave should increase at a more rapid rate than it has-either
that, or else you are not having as many people separated as you
anticipate.
Admiral GADDIs. I would offer one adjustment, sir. For 1969 and
1970, the same pay rate is represented. So, that is not a factor in the
increase from 1969 to 1970.
MILITARY PAY SUPPLEMENTAL REQUEST

Mr. ANDREws. You are going to get a pay increase beginning July 1.
Admiral GADDIS. That will be the subject of a supplemental request.
Mr. ANDREws. I was going to ask you, when it is coming forward?
Admiral GADDIS. It is not a fact at this time, sir. Our guidance for

preparation of the budget was to use the pay increase level tbat

was effective as of July 1, 1968, both for the 1969 column in the

1970 budget and for the 1970 budget.

Mr. ANDRzws. You are not requesting in this budget money for any

pay increase that might occur the 1st of July, 1969?
Admiral GArDi. Exactly correct, sir, because we do not know the
magnitude of that increase as of this time.
Mr. ANDREws. But if the increaseoccurs, which I think it will, it
will be mandatory that we pay it, and you will look then to a supple-

mental request I
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Admiral GADDIS. We would ask for deficiency apportionment and

request supplemental funding during the next budget season, that is
correct, sir.
Mr. ANDREWS. How have you handled pay increases that occurred
during fiscal 1969?
a
Admiral GADDIB. Exactly the same way, sir. The supplemental hearings which were held with this committee
just a short time ago included
funding for the pa increase for 1969.
Mr. ANDREWS. Gentleman, we are at the high noon hour. So far as
you are concerned, the committee will adjourn until 10 o'clock
tomorrow, unless you receive notice otherwise.
TUESDAY, MARCH

18, 1969.

Mr. ANDREWS. The committee will come to order.

We will continue our hearing on personnel for the Navy. We have
with us again Vice Admiral Duncan and his staff. We will proceed
with questioning Admiral Duncan.
SUBSISTENCE OF PERSONNEL

Admiral, on page 45 of your justification you show an increase of

over 7,000 in the number of people to be maintained in messes in 1970.

Almost all of this increase is in those afloat. How did you determine

that this increase would occur in those to be maintained afloat as
opposed to those to be provided for ashore?
Mr. MINTON. The ratio for those being subsisted afloat for the past
6-month period is what we actually used plus personnel increases
planned for fiscal year 1970.
Mr. ANDREWS. How do your rations compare with those of the Air
Force, the Army, and the Marine Corpsi
Mr. MINTON. The Navy rate in the United States is $1.32; overseas,

$1.42; afloat, $1.32.
The Marine Corps, $1.26 United States; $1.42 overseas.
Air Force, $1.32 United States. I do not have the Air Force overseas rate.
The Army, $1.27 United States, and $1.33 overseas.
Mr. ANDREWS. So, it is about in line with the other services.
Mr. MINTON. Yes, it is.

Mr. ANDREWS. Are they the projected costs for fiscal 1970 or for fiscal
1969?
Mr. MINToN. They are projected for 1970 based on actual experience.
Mr. ANDREWS. [-ave you felt inflation in your food costs?

Mr. MINTOW. The food cost index for the base period was $1.38.

That is January through June 1968. For July to December 1968, it

was $1.39, up a penny; and for January to March, it was $1.41. That

is an increase of 3 cents over the base period.
Mr. ANDREWS. Your big increase is for subsistence afloat. I am
looking at page 1-45 of the justification book.
Mr. MINTON. Are you speaking of numbers of people?
Mr. ANDREWS. Yes; numbers of people.
Mr. NU rMANN. Mr. Chairman, the increase in man-years is the
reason for the increase in numbers. This relates back to our roughly

10,000 increase in man-years.
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ACCESSION TRAVEL FOR ENLISTED MEMBERS

Mr. ANDREWS. On page 1-53 of the justification book, under "Accession travel for enlisted members," we note that the number traveling
by land to recruit training centers in 1970 decreases by 28,000 recruits.
Is this inconsistent in any way with the fact that the average strength
of the Navy will increase by 10 000 in 1970?
Mr. NUTFIANN. No; Mr. Chairman. This is not inconsistent in that
if you remember our discussion yesterday about gains, our gains have
decreased considerably in fiscal year 1970 in relation to fiscal year 1969.
This is because as Admiral Duncan explained, of the Project 693
effects, the need to reach our approved end strength. So, after we
saved our man-years, we turned our attention to meeting our approved
end strength.
NAVAL TRAINING

CENTER, ORLANDO, FLA.

Mr. ANDREWS. You mentioned yesterday, Admiral Duncan, your
training facilities at Orlando, Fla. How many bases will there be
there-one or two?
Admiral DUNCAN. There will be one base, but it will have quite a
few activities on it. We will have eventually there, the recruit training, a load of 8,000, as I mentioned.
Mr. ANDREws. Is that boot training?
Admiral DUNCAN. Yes; recruit training, with a load of 8,000. That
will be after the fiscal year 1970 "Military construction" appropriation.
We will have in addition, at Orlando, the Service Schools Command,
such as yeoman training and personnel man training.
WAVE TRAINING

The Wave recruits will move there eventually. This is several years
X ANDREWS. Where are the Waves stationed now?
Admiral DUNCAN. In Bainbridge.
Mr. ANDRzwS. There was quite a controversy as to whether or not
your facility should be located at Orlando or Bainbridge. We were
shown some buildings over at Bainbridge. What is the condition of
those buildingsI Is that where you are training your WAVES?
Admiral DINCAN. Approximately 90 percent of the buildings at
Bainbtidge are of World War II vintage and are in poor condition and
beyond economical repair. It is our desire, of course, to concentrate the
training facilities at Orlando to realize economies. However, current
plans call for the Naval Reserve Manpower Center, the personnel data
plocesing installation and the Naval Academy Preparatory School to
remain at ainbridge.
NAVAL ACADEMY PREPARATORY SCHOOL, BAINBRIDGE

Mr.e.ANvRiqws.
brid
I
"' D9 you'" still operate that preparatory school at BainAdmiral DUNCAN. Yes, sir.
.Mr. Aiomiu What is the requirement for attendance at that
-
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Admiral DuNCAN. If an enlisted man is nominated by his commanding officer and has met the required mental level cutting score and is
in all respects eligible, he can request transfer to the preparatory
school.
Mr. ANDREWS. What about a congressional alternate appointee?

There was a time when they were eligible for attendance at that school.
Admiral DUNCAN. Mr. Kenyon.
Mr. KENYON. Yes, Mr. Chairman. A congressional appointee is still
eligible, provided he is brought into the Navy under the same regulations as anyone else.
Mr. ANDREWS. In other words, he must enlist in the Navy?
Mr. KENYON. Yes, sir, or the Naval Reserve and subsequently be
ordered to active duty.
Mr. ANDREWS. And then receive a congressional appointment, either
as principal or alternate?
Mr. KENYON. Yes, sir.
Mr. ANDREWS. Then he will be eligible to attend the school?
Mr. KENYON. Yes, sir.
Mr. ANDREWS. I have not checked on that school recently, but several

years ago it had a very fine reputation, and it was designed almost
exclusively for preparing young men who were to enter the Academy.
Is that still the situation?
Mr. KENYON. Yes, Mr. Chairman. Its principal function still is to

prepare prospective input for the Naval Academy.

Mr. ANDREWS. Any appointee, congressional or otherwise, who is

actually in the Navy can be transferred to that school?
Mr. KENYON. Yes, sir.
Mr. ANDRW8. If a Member had one principal and three or four alternate appointees, he could put them all in there if they joined the
Navy
Mr.I KENYON. Sir, I would like to check on that particular point.

Mr. ANDREWS. I am not going to overcrowd you over there, but I
just wanted to find out what it takes to get in.
Mr. KENYON. The answer is "Yes."
Mr. ANDREWS. What is the duration of that school; how many years?
Mr. KENYON. Ordinarily, about 9 months, Mr. Chairman. A man
goes in in September, and then competes for Naval Academy entrance
the following spring.
Mr. ANDREWS. Ifhe is in the Navy and goes to the school at Bainbridge and does not get an appointment to the Academy, he reverts to
seaman or whatever he was when he left the Nav
Mr. KENYON. He is still on active duty at whatever his rate is.
Mr. ANDREWS. How many students do you have over there?
Mr. KENYON. On the order of 250.
Mr. ANDREWS. Is that the limit of the school? How many can you
handle?
Mr. ENYON. The limit would be on the order of 320.
Mr. ANDREWS. I am sure it is comparable to the best private school
or academy that advertises that it prepares a young man for the
Academies.
Mr. KENYON. We like to think so, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. MINSHALL. What is the rate of acceptance into the Naval
Academy from Bainbridgel What do you average out?
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Mr. KENYON. I will have to supply that for the record. It varies
from one year to another, depending upon
Mr. MINSHALL. Varies from what to what?
Mr. KENYON. On the order of 40 to 50 percent.
Mr. MINSHALL. Admissions?

Mr. KENYON. Yes.
Mr. MINSHALL. Thank you.
(The information follows:)
Preparatory school

Fiscal year 1968:
--------------------------------Prep school enrollment
Academy admissions
----------------------------------------------------------------------------Percent

275
126
45. 8

SEPARATION TRAVEL

Mr. ANDREWS. On page 1-63 of the justification book, you show a
decrease of 23,000 in "Separation travel, military member, enlisted."
Is this decrease not also inconsistent with your statements regarding
current retention problems?
Mr. NUTrMANN. Mr. Chairman, this is not inconsistent, again for
the same reason that accession travel was not inconsistent. Our separations are expected to decrease for the same reason.
CONTROL OF MILITARY PERSONNEL FUNDS

Mr. ANDREWS. How do you control the appropriation for military
personnel?
Mr. NUTrMANN. Mr. Chairman, our control isbased on an open allotment system.
Mr. ANDREWS. What is the open allotment procedure, and how
does it operate?
Mr. NUTTMANN. Mr. Chairman, at the beginning of the year, the
Navy Comptroller publishes in its manuals the open allotments which
are available for charging by disbursing officers throughout the world.
Personnel properly entitled to pay are paid by disbursing officers and,
through the Navy accounting system, these payments are reported as
expenitures.
Mr. ANDREws. Do you set aside specific funds for the various activities within a budget program?
Mr. NuTrmANN. Yes, sir, we do.
Mr. ANDREWS. In Your open allotment ledger?
Mr. NuTrMANN. When you say specific programs, Mr. Chairman,
are you talking about budget activities, or are you talking about the
sub-budget activities?
Mr. ANDREws. We are talking about sub-budget activities.
Mr. NUrTxANN. Yes sir; we do.
REPROORAMING OF PERSONNEL FUNDS

Mr. ANDRzws. What is the extent of reprograming within the military personnel appropriation for the Navy?
Mr. NuTMANN. Are you addressing yourself, Mr. Chairman to
within the budget activities, or are you talking about between budget
activities?
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Mr. ANDREWS. Between budget activities.
Mr. NUTrMANN. Would you be talking about fiscal year 1969?
Mr. ANDREWS. 1969, yes.

Mr. NUTTrMANN. Yes sir. Reprograming has been very limited in
fiscal year 1969, Mr. Chairman. We have increased or decreased individual budget activities by not more than $3 million.
Mr. ANDREWS. What has your reprograming been within the budget
activities I
Mr. NUTT ANN. I do not have that here, but we would be happy to

furnish it for you.
Mr. ANDREWS. Off the top of your head, would it be extensive?
Mr. NUTTrMANN. No, sir. It would be my best estimate that it would
not be extensive, but I would be happy to check it out for you.
Mr. ANDREWS. Based upon your statements, you are saying in effect
that you do not have much reprograming within military personnel.
Mr. NUTXANN. I cannot really say that, but generally speaking I
would say, considering the magnitude of the dollars involved, no, we
do not have a lot of reprograming.
Mr. ANDREWS. You said about $5 million within budget activities.
Mr. NUITMANN. No. I said not more than $3 million was reprogramed between budget activities during fiscal year 1969 to date.
Mr. ANDREWS. What is your estimate or the rest of the year? Have
you any idea?
Mr. NUWr ANN. As to wvhat we might reprogram?
Mr. ANDREWS. Yes.
Mr. NUTTMANN. No, sir; not at this time.
Mr. ANDREWS. Give us an example of reprograming within your
area.
Mr. NUrwMANN. For any year?
Mr. ANDREWS. For this year. We are talking about 1969. How much
did you reprogram, for what purpose, and from what department to
what other department?
Mr. NuTrMANN. Specifically, Mr. Chairman, we found that because
of our additional moves in PCS travel, largely due to the decision to
save man-years, in connection with Projeot 693, it was necessary for
to put a little over $2 million into PCS travel.
Mr. ANDREWS. That came out of personnel?
Mr. NuTTMANN. That came out of personnel; yes, sir.
Mr. ANDREWS. Pay and subsistence?
Mr. NUPFMANN. Yes, sir.
Mr. ANDREWS. Has the Department of Defense or the Nay Department reprogramed any of your money to activities outside the
military personnel account?

Mr. NUTrMANN. Not this year; no, sir.

Mr. ANDREWS. That has happened in the past?
Mr. NUTTMANN. It has happened; yes, sir.
AMOUNTS REQUESTED COMPARED WITH OBLIGATIONS,

1967-69

Mr. ANDuzws. Will you prepare for the record a schedule showing

the amounts requested and the actual expenses incurred over the last
3 years, by budget activities, broken down into the various budget program accountsV
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Mr. NuTrmANN. We would be pleased to provide the data we have

available, Mr. Chairman.
(The information follows:)

MILITARY PERSONNEL, NAVY AMOUNT REQUESTED AND ACTUAL OBLIGATIONS

It Is not possible to submit the requested Information for fiscal year 1966, since
funding and accounting records are no longer available. Additionally, the requested information by budget program within budget activity is arbitrary because supplements and transfers In and out of the appropriation were not distributed below the budget activity level. However, the following data by budget
activity are available.
[In thousands of dollars
Fiscal year 1967

Fiscal year 1968

Fiscal year 1969

NOA

Obligations
as of June
30,1967

NOA

Obllgtions
as of June
30,1968

Pay and allowances of officers........
887,492
Pay and allowances of enlisted ........ 2,496,147
Pay and allowances of cadets .........
11,008
Susistenceo
listed oersonnel.. .
296,182
Permanent change of station travel....
216,608
Other military personnel costs ........
18, 999

86475
2,495,890
10,847
295,974
216,556
18,457

932, OO
2,645,700
10,700
306,000
229,000
36,500

932,000
2,645,700
10,651
304.926
229,000
35,491

971,793
2,696,279
10,604
302,154
228.032
26,138

592, 969
1,656,840
6,726
173,297
141,641
19,874

3,924,199

4,159.900

4,157,768

4,235,000

2,591,346

Budget activity

Total .......................

3,926,436

NOA

Obligations
as ofJanuary
31,1

NROTC PROGRAM

Mr. ANDREWS. Is the NROTC program producing the quality of
officer candidates that you expect, Admiral Duncan?
Admiral DuNCAN. Yes, it certainly is producing a very high quality
officer candidate, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. ANVPnws. Does a graduate of an NROTC program at the
college level have the same opportunity to progress in the Navy
through promotions, et cetera, that a graduate of the Academy has?
Admiral DuNCAN. Yes, he has.

Mr. ANDREWS. Some years ago there was a little doubt as to whether
or not that was true.
Admiral DUNCAN. I think that is quite natural, Mr. Chairman,
because of the numbers on active duty in the early years. For example, when I graduated from the Naval Academy, there were few
NROTC officers on active duty. Through subsequent years, the contribution of non-Academy sources to total officer strength has dramatically increased.
For example, in the career senior lieutenant category, 71 percent
of the officers are now from other than Naval Academy sources.
Mr. ANDREWS. Have you any admirals who are graduates of
NROTC?
Admiral DUNCAN. Yes, indeed we do have. The total number of
admirals from other than the R~aval Academy is on the order-I
would like to furnish the exact number for the record--of 73. This
increases year by year as these large year groups move up into the
area of consideration for flag rank.
(The information follows:)
The grand total of flag officers other than Naval Academy from the unrestricted line, restricted line and Staff Cors totals 73, of which eight are NROTC
source.

If
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Mr. ANDREWS. How old is your NROTC program?
Admiral DUNCAN. We started the NROTC program in a very small

way in 1926, with six units, but the modern program really started in
1946 in 52 colleges.
Mr. ANDREWS. How many do you have today?
Admiral DUNCAN. Fifty-four.
Mr. ANDREWS. So, a graduate of NROTC can expect, if he makes

the Navy a career, to go just as high as a graduate of the Academy if
he has the qualifications necessary for promotion up the ladder?
Admiral(DUNCAN. That is correct.
NURSE SIIORTAOE

Mr. ANDREwS. In your statement you discuss the fact that you are
also experiencing difficulty in procuring enough nurses to meet your
needs. Does the Navy have any plans currently underway to alleviate
this shortage of trained nurses? I assume Admiral Davis would like
to answer that question.
Admiral DAvIS. Yes, Mr. Charmian.
Actually, the last year has seen an improvement in this regard. We
currently are somewhat in the range of 300 short for this year. We
think that with better recruitment and an established program going
on now in the hospital nursing type of school
Mr. ANDRWS. How old is that program ?
Admiral DAVIS. That program is just a year old. The latter one was

just started.

Mr. ANDREWS. Have you gotten any nurses from that program yet?
Admiral DAVIS. We will get our first output this particular year, 25.
Mr. ANDREWS. You say that overall, as of today, you have a shortage
of about 300?
Admiral DAvis. Yes, sir. By the end of this fiscal year, we will have
only about 300. By the end of next year, we anticipate something on
the order of 75.
Mr. ANDREWS. How many nurses do you have in the Vietnam area?
Admiral DAVIS. We have 34 at the station hospital in Danang, and
we have something on the order of 29 on each of our hospital ships.
Mr. ANDREWS. Do you have a shortage in Vietnam?
Admiral DAVIS. No, sir.
Mr. ANDREWS. That is your top priority, I would assume.
Admiral DAVIS. Yes, sir.
Mr. ANDpxws. What about your male nurse program? How are you
getting alon with it?
Admiral DAviS. As you may recall, we employed the draft for male
nurses some 2 years ago. We, speaking in terms of the whole Department of Defense, pretty nearly exhausted the total eligible male nurse
population at that particular time.
As of the first of this year, we had 122 male nurses. We have the
naval enlisted nursing program which will allow a man to come from
the Hospital Corps if he meets certain qualifications, and we will then
subsidize him through nursing school. We are getting now approximately 12 a year for thisparticular program.
Mr. ANDREWS. What is the length of the nursing school ? Where do
you send them to nursing school?
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Admiral DAVIS. The collegiate program is a 4-year program. The
hospital program is a 3-year program.
Mr. ANRBws. What is the difference in the nurses you get. from the
hospital program and from the collegiate program? Are tey on a par
so far as qualifications are concerned
Admiral DAVIS. I think in general they have a good practical background, Mr. Chairman, but they do not have quite the basic science,
broad-based platform on which to build into the subspecialties. We
do try to encourage the 3-year graduates to accept a year of further
training. I am tal ing about the hospital group now.
Mr. ANDPxwS. You pay for them going to the hospital and also
through college.
Admiral DAVIS. We have two programs. We have just inaugurated
a program which would pay them the base pay of an E-3 under the
hospital program. For this they would be obligated 2 years.
Mr. ANDREWS. You pay all the expenses incurred by the college
graduates?
Admiral DAVIS. Yes; and the base pay of an E-3.
Mr. ANDREWS. What is the obligated tour of service of the college

graduate nurse program?
Admiral
have
two junior
programs
Onehave
starts
their
junior
year. DAVIS.
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start
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tion of 3 years. If they
tion of 2 years.
Mr. ANDREWS. When they enter the service as a graduate nurse,

either from the hospital program or the college program, are they
given a commission.
Admiral DAVIS. Yes, sir.

Mr. Am Pws. Ensign?
Admiral DAVIS. Yes, sir. They get their ensign commission in the
college program about the midterm of the senior year. That whole
last senior year is financed.
Mr. ANDREWS. So, you think within a year you will have your nurse

situation well in hand?

Admiral DAVIS. I think it is improving, and we hope to have it well

in hand by then.
Mr. ANzmEws. What is the retention rate of nurses? Have you any
problem keeping them in the service?
Admiral DAvis. About 30 percent remain for 2 or more years after
serving the 2-year minimum on active duty. We do have a retention
problem. There is a great turnover after the end of their obligated
service. I would have to furnish the exact figures for the record. There
are some other things that happen to nurses that sometimes cause them
to leave the service. They get married, and things of this sort.
*Mr.ANDREWS.

Do you have any restriction against retaining a mar-

ried nurse?
Admiral DAvis. No, sir. Assigning them equitably to the others on a
comparative basis may sometimes constitute a problem.
NAVY DOCTORS

Mr. AwDiiws. What about your doctor problem, Admiral Davis?
Admiral DAvIS We have problems, as you likely know, Mr. Chairman.
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Mr. ANDREWS. Do you have a shortage of doctors?
Admiral DAVIS. We do not have a shortage right now.
Mr. ANDREWS. Do you use the draft to get doctors?
BERRY PLAN

Admiral DAVIS. We have used the draft 10 times in the last 19 years,
but we are not using it. this year. As a result of the Berry Plan, we
generally fulfill our needs, although we get short in certain critical
specialties.
Mr. ANDREWS. The committee is familiar with the Berry Plan. It has
been with us a long time. Describe briefly for the record what the
plan is.
Admiral DAVIS. The plan is something like this: In the lastjyear of
medical school, a senior medical student is sent a form by the Department of Defense. On this form he can make an election as to whether
he wants to go into the service immediately after internship or
whether he wants to wait 1 year and then go into the service or, the
third election, whether he wants to pursue his entire specialization
career and then enter the service.
These cards are then sent back to the Department of Defense, where
they are placed in a computer. He also marks on the card his preference as to which service he would prefer.
Mr. ANDREWS. Does the Berry Plan apply to all services, or just the
Navy?
Admiral DAvIS. All services, sir. It is run by the Department of
Defense, not by the Navy.
The machine then selects these people as to what we have put in as
our requirements for the forthcoming years. It is a very successful
program, I might say.
FINANCING MEDICAL EDUCATION

Mr. ANDREWS. I understand it is. Does the Navy finance any part
of the young man s medical education?
Admiral-DAVIS. We have programs starting with the so-called ensign 1915 Program whereby we try to enlist the medical student as a
freshman. During this program he is given a provisional commission
as an ensign. He is allowed the opportunity to serve some specific
length of time on active duty during his summer vacation. In this way
he Joins in our reserve and will ultimately come on his period of duty
with the Navy. He is given in his senior year the opportunity either to
accept a naval internship or to go into the Berry plan.
Mr. ANDREWS. Does the Navy pay for any part of his educational
costs?
Admiral D.vIS. None in this particular program.
The second program is the senior medical student program and we
finance this program as an ensign for the last year. He is obligated
then for 3 yars
BERRY PLAN

Mr. ANDR WS. If he goes to the Berry Plan and is selected by the
Navy, what is his term of obligated service?
Admiral DAVIS. Two years.
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Mr. ANDREws. Do you take them as soon as they finish their intern-

ship?
Admiral DAVIS. Their first election is immediately after internship.

Mr. ANDREWS. When a medical student gets his M.D. degree, he has
2 years as an intern, as I understand it.

Admiral DAVIS. Just one.

Mr. ANDREWS. What about residency?
Admiral DAVIS. This depends upon the specialty. Under the Berry
Plan, he may elect to go through his entire specialized training. For a
surgeon, this is a minimum of 5 years.
Mr. ANDREWS. What is his term of obligated service under the Berry
Plan?
Admiral DAVIS. Only 2 years. Again, we do not finance this. This is
all at this own option.
Mr. ANDREWS. When a man gets in the Berry Plan and expresses a
desire for service in the Navy, what is his chance of getting naval
service?
Admiral DAvis. Reasonably good.
COMPARISON OF NURSE PROGRAMS OF THE SERVICES

Mr. ANDRWS. We are told every year that the Navy has a problem
with nurses and the Army has a problem with nurses. The Air Force
has plenty of them. One of our colleagues, Congressman Flood, always
wants to know what the Air Force has that the Navy does not? Why
are they getting nurses and you cannot get them?
Admiral DAVIS. I cannot speak to that particularly about the nurses,
but there are two specific reasons as they affect the Medical Corps.
One of them is about a third of them who go into the Air Force get
flight
Mr. py
pAyREWS. That is quite an incentive.
Admiral DAVIS. Yes, sir.
The other is that their liability for serving in a rather arduous area
is less in the Air Force than it is in the Navy.
Mr. ANDREws. You have told us about your nurse problem and your
dootor problem. What about dentists?
NAVY DENTISTS

Admiral DAVIS. The dental problem is beginning to deteriorate

somewhat in the line of the Medical Corps, but it has not reached that
magnitude as yet.
Mr. ANDREws. Do you have a program for dentists comparable to
the Berry Plar,
Admiral DAVIS. There is no corollary of the Berry Plan for dentists.
There is a program for dental students called the ensign 1925 program.
Students may obtain an ensign commission after acceptance by a dental
school after which they remain in inactive status until after graduation. They may apply for 2 months' active duty for training between
school years; 30 days may be approved for each summer period.
Mr. AwnDRws. Tell us briefly about your dental program.
Admiral DAVIS. They have an internship wherein they bring in
people for a period of obligated duty for 2 years, during which they
wilf be paid at the price of a two-striper, full#pay and allowances of a
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lieutenant. The American Dental Association has been a very strong
supporter in guiding the dental schools toward the services so they
would not have to use the draft so much. I think they have employed
the draft only twice in the last 15 or 20 years.
Mr. ANDREWS. You have no problem at present with dentists, but
you anticipate you might have.
Admiral DAVIS. Our biggest problem is the factor that as they become subspecialized, such as oral surgeons, prosthodontistsRETENTION OF DOCTORS, DENTISTS, AND NURSES

Mr. ANDREWS. Tell us briefly in the record what percentage of those
who enter the Medical Corps-dentists, nurses, doctors-stay in the
Navy and make it a career. You may put that in the record.
Admiral DAvis. All right, sir.
(The information follows:)
Retention rates for these corps are as follows:
Medical Corps: Only 2.4 percent of reservists remain in the Navy beyond their

2-year military obligation. A majority of young Regulars obtain residency training; only 25 percent retain their commissions more than 2 years after serving
obligated time for residency training. Of the 150 trained in flight surgery each
year, only 25 percent remain in service more than 2 years beyond service obligation. In the Medical Corps only 12.8 percent have served more than 10 years active
service.
Dental Corps: 17:5 percent. The percentage of 2 year obligators in fiscal
year 1965 was 34.5 percent; in fiscal year 1969 it is 50.5 percent. There has been
a 42-percent decline in the number of USN lieutenants from June 30, 1965, to
February 17, 1969.
Nurses Corps: 30 percent.
Medical Service Corps: 38 percent.
MEDICAL TECHNICINS

Mr. ADRnEws. What about your problem with reference to tech-

nicians, dietitians, hospital employees who fall in a special category
of being experts I
Admiral DAVIS. We have noted a gradual deterioration in our career
enlisted personnel, which includes largely most of our specialty-trained
men, over the course of the past 3 or 4 years. This is after the first
reenlistment. These are definitely career people who have had 2 or
more reenlistments. It has dropped from something on the order of
87 percent, now down to something like 79 percent.
Insofar as dietitians are concerned, we have a similar type of program for them that we have for nurses, in that we will subsidize a
dietitian through the dietitian school for the last 2 years of her program at an ensign's base pay and allowances. For this we get a 3-year

obligation.
NAVY HOSPITAL

Mr. ANDREWS. Would you say overall that your hospital situation
is in good condition?
Admiral DAVIs. Our hospital situation in Vietnam, except perhaps
for some shortage of beds, is in excellent condition. I think it is a very
admirable situation.
Mr.- AwDPEws. How many hospital ships have you there?
Admiral DAvis. We have two, the Sanctuary and the Repo8e.
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I think we are functioning satisfactorily in the States, perhaps not
ideally. We have a heavy workload, somewhat long waiting lines.
Mr. ANDRmWS. Are you prepared in all cases to take care of

emergencies?
Admiral DAVIs. Yes, sir.

USE OF HOSPITAL SHIPS

Mr. ANDREwS. Tell us briefly about the experience you have had

with the two hospital ships. What type of patients do you take? What
is the length of stay on the ship? What do you do with patients when
you treat them on the ship?
Admiral DAVIS. One of the ships has now been in operation almost 3
years. They are placed on station on recommendation of in-country assigned personnel who try to anticipate where -theneed is by virtue of
the next coming engagement Most of their acute casualty load comes
by helicopter.
For instance I had a letter just yesterday from one of my hospital
commanders wio said he had something on the order of 70 admissions,
70 acute traumatic casualties, within the 1 day that he operated off
the coast where an engagement was going on.
Mr. ANDREWS. Was that 70 admissions on one of the hospital ships I
Admiral DAvis. Yes sir.

Mr. ANzREws. Was e able to take care of all of them?

Admiral DAvis. Yes, sir. They triage these men in accordance with

their priority. The operating rooms are apt to run all night-as far as
that goes, on into the next day. This type of load is not a daily situation. They have the capability also, in case they do get saturated, of
moving them to other particular hospital activities.
Mr. ANDREWS. Are those ships there for emergency cases, or do you

take a patient there and give him treatment and keep him until he is
fully convalescent?
Admiral DAvis. They operate under a 30-day convalescent program.

By that I mean if the man can be made well and returned to the beach
in 30 days, that is done. If not, he is given definitive care and moved on
back toward the United States.
Mr. ANDREWS. How many beds does each ship have?
Admiral DAvis. 560, with an expanded capability of over 700.

Mr. ANDREWS. Is that combined?

Admiral DAVIS. No, sir; that is one ship.
Mr. ANDREWS. You have about 1,400 beds
Admiral DAVIS. Yes, sir.
NAVY HOSPITALS IN SOUTH VIETNAM

Mr. ANDREWS. How many hospitals do you operate in South
Vietnam ?
Admiral DAVIs. We have one large general station hospital which

is at Danang.

Mr. ANDEWS. Is that primarily for Marines ?
Admiral DAvIs. It is primarily for Marines and Navy.
Mr. ANDREWS. How many beds are there in that hospital?

Admiral DAvIS. It has an expanded capability of 700.
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In addition, every Marine regiment has a backup medical company
which has a capability of 180 field beds.
Mr. ANDREWS. Are those field hospitals prepared to do all types of
emergency surgery I
Admiral DAVIS. They are, sir.
Mr. ANDREws. Once the emergency is met at the field hospital, is
the patient transferred back to your big hospital at Danang
Admiral DAvIs. He may or may not be,.depending upon what his
prognosis is for, eventually, recovery to rejoin his unit.
Mr. ANDREWS. Do you know of anything you need in the medical
field in South Vietnam, or are all your needs pretty well met?
Admiral DAVIS. They are. I think I should say that I think we are
working out our problems there. We have some problems at times in
mobilizing sufficient helicopter support, but in general this has been
quite good.
There have been over 120,000 helicopter evacuations. In general, I
think we are in good shape in Vietnam medicalwise.
Mr. MINSHALJ Off the record.
(Discussion off the record.)
Mr. MINSHALL. You mentioned the shortage of beds in Vietnam. Can
, you detail this a little more, please?
Admiral DAvis. For the last year or so, in trying to plan based upon
what our casualty rate is and what our morbidity rate is, we have
felt we needed on the order of 400 more beds permanently in the
Vietnam area. This has been met by backup at Guam and in Japan,
sometimes by utilizing Army facilities.
Mr. MINSHALL. What is your proposal as far as the Navy is concerned, to obtain 400 more beds?
Admiral DAviS. We had hoped to add 400 more beds to the station
hospital at Danang.
Mr. MINSHALLA Is there anything in this budget for that?
Admiral DAviS. No, sir.
Mr. MINSHALL. Or in the military construction budget?
Admiral DAvIS. No, sir.
Mr. MINSHALL. Did you ask for it? Was it on the shopping list?
Admiral DAVIS. We asked for it. It had gone through the entire area
of consideration. The general feeling at a triservice meeting was that
there were sufficient beds in all three services to take up the load, and
our specific needs could be met by the other two services.
Mr. MINSHALL. Do you think that they can be?
Admiral DAvis. Yes, sir.
Mr. MINSHIAL Why did you ask for the 400 beds in the first place?
Admiral DAVIS. I like to take care of my own, Mr. Congressman.
ROTATION OF MEDICAL PFFRSONNEL

Mr. MINSIIALL. What is the average tenure or length of duty at
naval hospitals such as Bethesda?
Admiral DAvI. There isn't any established length of duty. We try
to keep our chiefs of service and those people who actually do our
training programs, longer than others. It is a training facility. So, as
our graduates finish their residency programs, they will be moved. The
29-603 0-69--pt. 1-
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staff itself, we try to keep the junior people at least 3 years. Sometimes

the senior people will stay longer. In general, this is the policy we try
to adhere to.
Mr. MINSIIALL. I would like to pay tribute at this juncture to Dr.
Osborne, who I think is still out there. He does a magnificent job.
(Off the record.)
MEASURES TO RECRUIT AND RETAIN NUCLEAR SUBMARINE OFFICERS

Mr. MINS1IALL. On page 7 of your state .inent, regarding the retention
of personnel, specifically officer personnel in the Navy, you said you
were having unusual problems with the nuclear group. You said corrective action has been initiated, in the form of several long-range
programs designed to increase input and to improve retention.
Can you briefly describe what these long-range programs are, especially for the nuclear submarine group?
Admiral DUNCAN. Yes, Mr. Minshall. We are having a much intensified recruiting program for t:he nuclear input. We are doing such
things as screening those who apply for our Officer Candidate School
who might be interested in nuclear power. These applicants are invited
to go to the head of the list. This is one of the types of steps we are
taking.
We are also sending visiting teams to the NROTC's. We go to the
Naval Academy and give them a presentation, and to the Officer Candidate School, to try to get more of the qualified officers and those with
high academic standing to come into the nuclear power program.
Another long-range step we are taking is looking over administrative
practices in the nuclear area. The young officers, as we discussed yesterday, are under terrific pressure. They have a very hard job with very
demanding qualifications. We are trying to look into the tadministrative duties to see if we can relieve them of some of these administrative duties.
The heart of the solution to the long-range problem is to increase
the inventory sufficiently to permit us to give them a reasonable career
pattern so they will not have to stay at ta continuously throughout
their career, and they may be rotated to postgraduate school, to
Washington, and to other normal billets for such officers.
Mr. I NSvLL. That is fine as to recruitment, Admiral, but how
about retention of those who are already in?
Admiral DUNCAN. One of the steps I mentioned has to do with
retention, that is, relieving the young men of certain of the administrative and collateral duties that an officer has. We also are taking certain
administrative actions on the submarines so they will not be qualifying
for several different, things at once. They have to qualify as a nuclear
engineering officer of the watch. They have to qualify in the submarine. They have to qualify as the officer of the deck. They have to
qualify in the weapons department. We are trying to stage those.
One other thing, a letter has been signed by our Secretary to the
Speaker requesting special legislation for a type of continuation pay
somewhat similar, actually, to tli variable reenlistment bonus, for
officers just in the bracket where the big problem*is, that is, in the
lieutenant bracket heads of departments.

(Off the record.;
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Mr. MINSHALL. Thank you.
Mr. Liscorn. AdmiralDuncan, the increase in nuclear subnurine

officer resignations is as you stated a major cause of concern. The current input will not compensate for the low-retention rate you are experiencing, and the fact that you have 385 officers in this small community of 1,849 officers in the ranks of commander and below who
have submitted their resignation requests, is a serious matter wlich
shocked me, really. I did not get the impression that you had a really
aggressive program or that you explained adequately here how you
will retain these officers or build up additional officers.
It appears to me that you need to take the drastic action now that
you are talking about. Am I viewing this with too much concen?
Admiral DuNcAN. No. It is a very serious problem.
I might tell you, in addition to the statements I have already made,
some of the things we have gone through, and then later call on Captain Griffiths.
We held a very detailed conference of the submarine force commanders and representatives of the fleet commanders in chiefs in January, and went into every aspect that we could. of what is causing this
exit, if you will, of the young officers. From that. we came up with
several proposed courses of action, some of which I have enumerated.
The more drastic action which we hope will produce the results I
mentioned is that we are proposing to the Congress legislation to give
a 4-year continuation pay in return for 4 years extension beyond their
obligated service to officers within this particular group, to stem resignations. If we can stem the flow of resignations from this group of
young men, we will have made progress on the problem.
Mr. LIPSCOMB. You have 385 resignations pending now. Has there
been any effort to sit down and talk to them andfind out what is wrong
Admiral DUNCAN. Yes, indeed. We have done several things. We
have conducted questionnaire surveys designed to determine what
influences these officers to go out and what would influence them to
come in.
In addition, Captain Griffiths, who is my project officer, has gone
around personally and talked to a great many young officers. Perhaps
you would like tohear comments from him in a moment.
The force commanders themselves have talked to the young officers
to try to find out what are the causes of dissatisfaction, what would
cause them to leave the Navy, or what would influence them to stay
in the Navy.
We have, indeed, gone into it in great detail.
Perhaps you would like to hear Captain Griffiths mention some of
the results of his trips.
Captain GRIFFInlS. I have talked to approximately 100 of these
young officers to determine what the root core reason for their leaving
was.
I believe we established quite definitely what these reasons are. They
are primarily the lack of officer inventory, which denies an opportunity
for them to go to PG school, as other officers in other communities can
do, which leads to lack of opportunity to go ashore; and the requirement to stay continuously at sea. This is the basic problem. My talks
highlighted many symptoms of this and other problems, such as the
extreme pressures of continual qualification which these officers must
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go through, the long uninterrupted patrols which they must make, the
rigid inspections by outside authorities which are required to insure
nuclear safety and weapons system readiness. After all, we are combining a nuclear reactor, ballistic missiles, and atomic weapons all in
one ship, with very sophisticated submarine technology.
The pressures on these officers are just greater than they are on
almost any other community in the Navy.
Mr. Lmscom. You will not be able to correct that, will you?
Captain GnxrrHs. That is right; however, we have already alleviated some of the factors causing the pressures and are correcting
others.
Mr. Lusoomin. Because of the very nature of the Polaris duty you
have to maintain very high standards and very restrictive regulations and rules?
Captain GRnmrriHs. That is right.

Mr. Lrsco~m. You cannot correct that too well.
Captain Gmws. That is right.

14r. LPscomB. So every officer that comes into the program must

understand that at the outset.

Captain Ganwrris.They do, sir.

Mr. Lxrscomm. To give them more shore leaves and more education, does that not mean you have to qualify more officers for Polaris
duty

goptain GRmrriHs. Yes, sir.

Mr. LwscomB. Are there any plans to increase the size?
Captain Gmarms. Yes, sir. We have a new program in effect
called the nuclear officer candidate program.
Mr. LmPomB. When did that start and how will it work?
Captain Gmnms. It has been in effect for about 6 weeks. We
have about 20 people in training from this program already.
Mr. Lnpsco~m. Twenty is next to nothing.
Captain GRurnms. We hope to get at least 100 from it this year.
Mr. Lnsc&MB. That does not even egin to meet your needs.
Captain GmwFrrHiS. It should meet our shortfall in recruitment

for this year, Mr. Lipscomb. There is no way that we can meet the loss
of 385 people in 1 year with trained and experienced people. There
is just no source we can bring outsiders from to replace those people.
What we must do is to retain the people that we have on board, or
at least a certain number of them.
Mr. Lipscomm. According to the complaints you have you need more
officers to give them relief.
Captain GRIwFTHS. That is right.
Mr. LrscomB. Or else they wil have to comeCaptain GRIFTrn. Only because we are losing these people do we
need more officers. If we were able to retain them we would be able
to send some people ashore.
Mr. Lnmsooim. We cannot administer your personnel problems here
but it seems to me that the Polaris program is one of our most
important deterrnt forces in our defense and deserves the highest priority and attention. This statement that we have before us is shocking.
Captain GmWrrms. Yes, sir. I believe it is getting the highest priMr. ANmmws. It is all volunteer service, is it notI

ority ot attention.
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Captain GnmrrHS. Yes, sir.
Mr. ANDREWS. All people connected with the Polaris submarine are
volunteers?
Captain GRIITHS. Yes, sir.
Admiral DUNCAN. I would like to add that we would hope that this
continuation pay, if passed by the Congress, would certainly stem the
outflow to a considerable extent, and we would hope that some of

the men who have submitted resignations would withdraw them. The

Secretary of the Navy is writing a letter to each individual officer
outlining what we are doing and trying to do.
Also I would like to say that the factors that are leading them out
of the Navy are the same factors that are at work on all naval officers
and Navy enlisted men. The retention rate in submarines has been
very, very high and continues to be high,.but the whole point is that
it is a very small community.
Mr. LnscomB. Have you had occasion to discuss this with the wives
of the young officers to get their impressions?
Admiral DUNCAN. I will ask Captain Grifliths.
Captain GRa

=rrs. I have talked to several, sir. I have not done this

nearly to the extent that I have talked to the officers.
Mr. LIPScomB. For the record, Mr. Chairman, can we have an analysis of your submarine recruitment and retention problem for the past
3 years, broken down into the Polaris and the attack submarines (Give
us picture of it.
Admiral DUNCAN. Indeed, Mr. Lipscomb. We can furnish it for the
record.
(Information requested follows:)
SUBMARINE OFFICER MANNING
A. RECRUITMENT/TRAINING

1. Nuclear submarine (SSBN/SSN) officers (18 months' training after
commissioning prior to reporting to 1st ship):
Accepted fortraining...........................................
Resultinggraduates
...................................
2. Diesel submarine(SS) officers(6 months' training):
Accepted for training ..........................................
Resultinggraduates ............................................

1966

1967

1968

320
60

305
260

360
1310

135
105

140
120

125
100

I Estimates. Many are still In training.
B. RESIGNATION AND RELEASE FROM ACTIVE DUTY (RAD) LOSSES
1966

1967

1968

1969

SSBN ..........................................................

40

40

190

S N...............................................
SS ................................................

5
45

is
15

85

i0

'60

130

' Small numbers of officers become eligible ta resign these years. These figures represent about 40-percent retention.
REENLISTMENT RATE FOR POLARIS SUBMARINES

Mr. LIPSCOMB. Last year we did not get into it in this detail, but we
were under the impression, at -least from the hearings, that the reenlistment rate for Polaris submarine crews since last year had remained very high. You just said it again.
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Admiral DUNCAN. The reenlistment rate for enlisted men is still
very high, although dropping a little bit.
This rush of resignations is something which has occurred within
the past year and is partly due to fairly large groups becoming eligible
for resignation, in other words, at the end of their obligated service.
Mr. I4PSCoMB. Do you think the accidents we have had in this area
might have something to do with it.
Admiral DUNCAN. I don't.
Captain GRFF1TUS. I do not think so, sir. We changed our input
source in 1961 primarily because of the expansion of the Polaris program. Prior to that time all of the input into the program came from
sea-experienced officers, from either destroyers or diesel submarines.
These were all career-motivated officers when they entered the program.
In 1961, because of the expansion of the Polaris program, we had
to go to direct-source officers, to Officer Candidate School, to the Naval
Academy, and NROTC units, and recruit candidates whose career
motivation we had no way of determining.
These officers are coming to the end of their initial obligated service.
Because the obligation rules for these officers were changed in 1964,
we happen to have three groups eligible to leave at approximately the
same time. This is aggravating the problem.
Of course, we also have a considerable buildup in competition from
the civilian community. At the present time the Navy operates more
power reactors than the rest of the world combined, but there is a
considerable increase in civilian reactor construction so we are getting more competition now from civilian industry than we did. Approximately 50 percent of the people who have left our program are
associated with civilian jobs that utilize their reactor training.
Mr. ANDREWS. And I would assume their salaries are much higher
than they were while in the Navy?
Captain GRFrrHs. That is right, particularly after they have been
in the business for a year or two.
Mr. LwscoiuB. Has Admiral Rickover reviewed this problem and
furnished any suggestions?
Captain (3RIFFITHs. He has reviewed it in considerable detail, yes,
sir.
Mr. LIescoMn. Has lie furnished any suggestions?
Captain GRIFFITs. He has furnished some suggestions, most of
which have already been implemented.
Off the record.
(Discussion held off thr record.)
Mr. ANDiEWS. Admiral Rickover told the committee last year that.
he personally screened each applicant for Polaris submarine duty.
Captain GRiFmiHs. That would be correct, sir. Each nuclear-trained
officer applicant is personally screened by Admiral Rickover prior to
oommencing nuclear power training.
ENLSTMENT A)

TRAINNO OF WAVES

Mr. ANDIws. Now we would like to talk a little about the Waves.

What is the planned strength for the Waves contained in the 1970
budget?
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Captain LENIRAN. Six hundred officers and 5,600 enlisted women.

Mr. ANDREWS. How many enlisted?
Captain LENIAN. 5,600.

Mr. ANDREWS. Has the reenlistment rate for WAVES improved any
over the last. year?
Captain LENIIIAN. Mr. Chairman, we really have no reenlistment or
retention problem in the WAVES. This is understandable when it is
recognized that there is no draft of women. They are all volunteers.

Mr.

ANDREWS.

Do you have any plans for expanding the WAVES

program'?
Captain LENI1AN. In 1967 there was a 20-percent increase planned
for the WAVES, and we are presently recruiting for that increase.
Mr. ANDREWS. What is the authorized strength of the WAVES?
Captain LENnIAN. The programed planned strength is 584 officers
and 5,400 enlisted women.
Mr. ANDRF.ws. You are not now up to that strength?

Captain LENIHAN. Not yet, sir.
Mr. ANDREWS. Do you hope to reach that authorization .in fiscal
1970?
Captain LENIIAN. We shall reach the officer strength in 1970 and
we shall reach the enlisted strength probably in 1972.

Mr.

ANDRES.

Mr.

ANDREWS.

Do you have any plans for the future beyond the

authorized strength of 5,400 enlisted and 584 officers?
Captain LENIHAN. The plan is reviewed annually. We shall look
I, the 584-5,400 strength again at a future date.
Mr. ANDREWS. How many WAVES are now serving in Vietnam and
what is planned for fiscal year 1970?
Captain LENIHAN. We have one WAVE officer there now and one
enroute, Mr. Chairman. Our number there is small bec.mse of the
nature of the Navy's mission.

One officer onboard in Vietnam at this time and one

on the way over?
Captain LENIHAN. That is right.

Mr. ANDREWS. Do you have anti enlisted WAVES there?
Captain LENIIIAN. We do not, sir.
Mr. ANDREWS. What kind of duty would those two officers perform?
Captain LENIHAN. One is a functional language training officer.

That means she is teaching Vietnamese.
The other is a data systems resource management analyst.
Mr. ANDREWS. Have you had any requests for WAVES in Vietnam.
Captain LENHIAN. By the Navy in Vietnam?
Mr. ANDREWS. Yes.
Captain LENIJI AN. I think that the WAVES' primarily mission is
supporting the fleet in the shore establishment and our needs here are
sufficient to use the number of WAVES on active duty.
COMBINATION

OF SERVICES WOMEN IS OFFICER TRAINING

Mr. ANDREWS. Since there are relatively few officers entering the
four services' Women's Corps each year, would it not be feasible to
combine their basic training and thus save substajitial training costs?

Captain

LENIIIAN.

I think not, for this reason. I think it is very

important that the WAVES be professionally oriented to the service
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to which they belong. It has been very successful and I think that it
parallels, for instance, the West Point and Annapolis training.

Mr. ANDREWS. I am concerned only with regard to basic training.
Captain LENMAN. No, sir. I think it is essential that the WAVES be

trained by the Nayy.
Mr. ANDREWS. We cannot shake you away from your loyalty to the
Navy
I can see
Thank you. that.
Captain

LENIHAN.

Thank you, sir.
PROJECT 100,000

Mr. ANDREWS. Admiral Duncan, can you bring the committee up

to date on what the Navy is doing in connection with Project 100,000?
Admiral DUNCAN. Yes, Mr. Chairnian. We are required to take a
certain percentage of our recruit inputs-we are required to take 18
percent of our nonprior service male accessions as mental category
group IV-and one-half of that number must be in what are known
as new standards those formerly not acceptable under any conditions in the armed services. This program has been running now for
some time
Mr. ANDREWS. How many were you supposed to take?
Admiral DUNCAN. Eighteen percent of whatever the number of new
recruits we take in during the year. One-half of those would be the
new standards; that is, the lowest of the mental group IV. Additionally, we are required to take 2 percent of our input in the medical
remedial program of Project 100,000.
Mr. ANDREWS. Is this the group which the Army referred to as

category IVI
Admiral DUNCAN. We have labeled it mental group IV. We watch
them very closely. When I say watch them closely, I mean we watch
their success rate and their attrition rate. Their attrition rate has
been higher than the average recruit in training. We have taken care
of it to some extent by recycling, by extra instruction, and in certain
cases some of the men received need basic literacy training, and we
give them"extra help. There are a few who can go on to some of the
advanced schools, but a very few.
Mr. ANDREWS. Do you have a remedial reading program for these
people?
Admiml DUNCAN. We do.
Mr. ANDREWS. For what grade level do you aim?
Admiral DUNCAN. Mr. Kenyon.
Mr. KENYoN. The effort is to make sure that the man can read and
write at not less than'the fourth-grade level.
Mr. ANDREWS. After you Itave trained these people in your basic
training and put them into service what experience have you had with
them ? What duties are assigned them?
Admiral DUNCAN. We assign them as we would other recruits. We
do follow them, in their activities, more closely and keep statistics on
them. They have a somewhat higher than average disciplinary rate.
They are enlisted for 2 years, and they are sent on to normal fleet and

shore duty.
Very few qualify for advanced training.
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Mr.

ANDREWS.

Would you say the experience you have had with

them has been good? Has it justified the additional expense which I
am sure you had to incur?
Admiral DUNCAN. I think that the Navy and the other services have
done a good job and thus they contribute to the solution of a national
problem.
Mr. LiPSCo MB. What does that mean?
Admiral DUNCAN. I meant that I felt we had upgraded the level of

education and abilities of a group of people which I believe is in the
interest of the country as a whole.
Mr. LIPscohm. In other words, you say the program has becn, you
believe, beneficial to the domestic area.
You are a military man. Has it been beneficial and is it improving
the capability of the U.S. Navy?
Admiral DUNCAN. No. I don't believe it was intended to upgrade
the capability of the U.S. Navy. We would normally take people of
higher mentality.
_
I believe this program is a matter of national policy to be addressed
by the Administration.
Mr. LIPSCOmB. We have rather massive programs going on in the

domestic area under Health, Education, and Welfare. Does not the
military have enough problems in trying to keep the quality of armed
services up to standard? You have spoken here today an yesterday
about the shortage of qualified skilled personnel. You have implied in
your statement that we have some serious personnel problems.
Are you not using a share of your expertise in the Navy to handle
this program which you have determined yourself is really in the domestic area?
Admiral DUNCAN. Yes.
Mr. LIPSCOMB. I was going to ask you whether you did not think

there was some other agency of Government which should handle this
problem, but I don't think that would be a fair question.
Mr. ANDREWS. How did the Navy get Project 100,000? Did you ask
for it?
Admiral DUNCAN. No, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. ANDREWS. Did Congress pass it?

Admiral DUNCAN. No, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. ANDREWS. Was it an Executive order?
Admiral DUNCAN. We were directed by the Department of Defense
to do our part of this program.
Mr. ANDREWS. Eighteen percent of your overall strength. Is that
right?
Admiral DUNCAN. Eighteen percent of those coming in in any one
period, plus 2 percent under the medical remedial program.
Mr. ANDREWS. It will eventually be 18 to 20 percent of your overall
strength if they stay in.
Admiral DUNCAN. Yes, but we have certain quality controls on
reenlistments.
Mr. ANDREWS. You handle it administratively. I imagine that is a
good way to put it.
Admiral DUNCAN. Yes, sir.
Mr. ANDREWS. Off the record.
(Discussion held off the record.)
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Mr. ANDREWS. What is the Navy's quota for Project 100,000 inductees in fiscal year 1970?
Admiral DuNCAN. The quota is 18 percent for mental group IV plus
2 percent for what is known as medical remedials.
Mr. ANDREWS. What does that mean in numbers?
Admiral DUNCAN. About 21,500 plus approximately 2,400 for

MREP for a total of 23,900.
Mr. ANDREWS. How many in Project. 100,000 and how many in the 18
to 20 percent? You can put it in the record if you do not have it now.
Admiral GADDIS. Assuming the same quotas are applied to phase
IV that are currently assigned the services in phase III, then 18 percent of our nonprior service male accessions or fiscal year 1970, or
about 21,500, will be mental category group IV, and an additional
2 percent, or 2,400 will be new standards physical (medical remedial)
accessions.
Mr. ANDREWS. Admiral Davis, what are you doing in the medical
field to qualify these enlistees?
Admiral DAws. Our experience, Mr. Chairman, is involved sometimes only in the medical screening insofar as getting them out when
they are totally unsatisfactory. Some of them have remedial physical
defects, such as hernia, and things of this sort, which can be rapidly
corrected. Some will refuse to have normal surgical corrective
measures.
Mr. A-NDREWS. If they do they are then not acceptedI
Admiral DAvis. That is correct.
Mr. ANDREws. In those categories where they refuse to cooperate,
are they charged to your 18-percent ceiling, Admiral Duncan?
Admiral DUNCAN. No sir, they would be initially charged to our 2
percent quota and recorded statistically when discharged for medical
reasons.
Mr. ANDREWS. Have you given these people ship duty?

Admiral DuNCAN. If their physical condition is all right, yes.
REMEDIAL READING TRAINING

Mr. LnPSOOMB. The Army found that their studies showed that these

men should be trained to a fifth-grade reading level. I understood the
Navy to say they train to a fourth-grade reading level. Why is there a
difference?
Admiral DUNCAN. I cannot tell you why there is a difference.
Mr. LscoxB. Studies which have been made just for this purpose

show that the fifth grade is where the qualification comes.
Mr. KENYON. I think that the gradelevel really is not a very good
measure as it is being used here. It is in the fourth to fifth grade
neighborhood, you might say. In other words, if the individual progresses he may get to the fift. grade or he may get only to the fourth
grade, but you would have improved his literacy to a point where he
makes satisfactory progress in the recruit training. Experience to date
shows the grade level attained by men successfully completing literacy
training averages in the range from 5 to 5.5.
Mr. Lnscoxn. Has the Navy lowered its training standards to any
degree to accommodate these thousands of category IV people?
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Admiral DUNCAN. We have done our best to maintain training
standards and where they could not meet them we have recycled the
men through the training and given them extra instruction to bring
them up to the standards.
Mr. Lesc OMB. Have you in any way lowered your training standards for your other recruits to accommodate them? You put these
people together, do you not?
Admiral DUNCAN. That is right. We have not lowered the recruit
training standards.
Mr. LPsCOMB. And you expect category IV people to fit right into
that recruit class and stay with them?
Admiral DUNCAN. A reasonable percentage do not stay with them, as
I mentioned. The rate of training for these individuals has been
changed in certain aspects. In other words, we accept the fact that their
rate of learning is slower, but they must attain the same general training level as other recruits.
Mr. LipsCOmB. I do not quite understand what that means.
How do you put category IV men in with your regular recruit classes
and expect them to keep up without special help?
Admiral DUNCAN. They do need special help and they take longer.
Mr. Lipscom-n. Does the regular recruit class move out, graduate, or
whatever while these category IV stay for another class ?
Admiral DUNCAN. Some may.
Mr. LiscomB. What is the total cost estimated for 1969 and planned
for 1970 for Project 100,000 for the Navy?
Admiral DUNCAN. The total cost estimated for 1969 is $2,428,000.
Mr. LiJpSCOMB. That is for personnel?
Admiral DUNCAN. That includes all costs--O. & M., military staff,
and Research and Development.
Mr. LiPsco~m. For all of the thousands of these personnel?
Admiral DUNCAN. No sir that does not include the MPN basic cost
of the recruits. These are additional costs.
Mr. ANDREWS. Just for the extra special attention you have to give
these people but it. would not include the subsistence and pay?
Admiral DUNCAN. No, sir, not for the basic MPN costs of the recruits. This would include extra recruiting, extra training costs, and
extra time in training. Incidentally, it is more difficult to recruit these
people than the average person.
Mr. LiP8COMB. The $2.4 million includes your recycling, remedial
reading programsAdmiral DUNCAN. Remedial literacy programs, research and personnel studies, special processing and testing, the additional pay of
the military staff, and the pay for extra time the men themselves spend
in training.
Mr. LipscoMB. Teachers and all?
Admiral DUNCAN. Yes, sir.

Mr. LIPSCoMB. You do not happen to have the operation and maintenance costs there, too; do you?
Admiral DUNCAN. Yes. This is part of that which I gave you. In
1969 it will be $1.319 million and in fiscal year 1970 it will be
$1,2_91,00.
Mr. ANDREWS. In other words, if you did not have this Project
100,000 you could save that $2 million-plus?
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Admiral DUNCAN. That is generally correct.

Mr. ANDPzws. But as long as you have a program you will have
that annual cost?
Mr. LscoMB. Do you by any chance maintain any records as to
the disposition of these men, how many went to sea and how many
went into different work in the Navy, the number who were discharged,
and so forth?
Admiral DUNCAN. Yes; we do maintain those records. We will have
to supply them for the record. However, we do follow them.

As Mentioned, the attrition has been higher.
Mr. Lwscom:. Would analysis of that show disciplinary problems

that you have?

Admiral DUNCAN. Yes; it would.
Mr. LwrscouB. That would be a valuable chart, then.
(The information requested follows:)
DISPOSITION OF GROUP IV ACCESSIONS

From January 1, 1967, through January 1, 1969 about 15,500 new standards
mental group IV accessions were enlisted in the Navy. Of this group 89 percent
(13,780) were assigned to sea, the remaining 11 percent (1,720) were assigned
initially to shore-based activities.
Assignment of new standards accessions by Department of Defense Occupational Area Code is as follows:
DOD OCCUPATIONAL AREA

New standards

Code Title

(percent)

0 Gun crews and seamanship ..........................................................
1 Electronic equipment repairmen .....................
2 Communications and Intelligence specialist............................................
3 Medical and dental specialists .......................................................
4 Other technical and allied specialists .................................................
5 Administrative specilistsand clerks .................................................
6 Electrical/mechanical equipment repairmen ............................................
7 Craftsmen .......................................................................
8 Service and supply handlers .........................................................

Total .......................................................................

.

31.8

.7

3.7
.1
.3
6.0
32.2
8.3
16.9

100.0

New standards men have performed significantly better in occupational areas
In the Navy which stress practical work and do not require significant reading
and mathematical abilities.
.From January 1, 1967 through January 1, 1969, 11.5 percent (1,786) new
standards mental group IV accessions were separated from the service prior
to their expiration of enlistment. The major cause of separation was unsuitability for service (800). Attrition from the Navy for all causes for new standards personnel with 19-21 months of service is nearly three times as high (18.4
percent) as the average of the other three upper mental categories.
Of those receiving general or special courts-martial, mental group IV's make
up 32.5 percent of the population, almost three times their proportionate size
in the total enlisted Navy population (11.4 percent).
USE OF MARIHUANA AND OTHER DRUGS

Mr. ANRzEwS. We note from recent news releases that the use of
marihuana and other drugs has increased substantially in the Army,

especially in Vietnam. Is the Navy experiencing this same problem?
If so, what are you doing to combat this situation I
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Admiral DAVIS. The Navy is experiencing the same problem. It
actually is alarming.
There have been a number of positive measures started. We have set
up in virtually all of our recruit training and even aboard all of the
ships that, we can and stations an educational program with some very
excellent movies which show the specific harmful effects and what
happens in these particular areas.
Thee has been a special study group which has visited all of our
larger stations with a concentrated effort to try to see whether they
can evaluate the program locally and see what measures they can
take to correct it. All force commanders have been alerted by the Chief
of Naval Operations to personally institute measures directed to
relieving this particular problem.
Mr. ANDREVWS. I assume it is worse in Vietnam than elsewhere?
Admiral DAvIS. That is right, and that makes it worse because

*

particularly in the Marine Corps, and with the use of marijuana, it
distorts your judgment and you can see what it might do on a patrol
to a man who perhaps is not well grounded. It can bring about a
terrible experience.
Mr. ANDREws. Is the situation getting worse or better?
Admiral DAVIS. I have the feeling in the last year or two it has gotten
worse. I think perhaps in the next year we will be drawing some
dividends from the things we are positively doing now.
Mr. ANDREWS. Can you put some. statistics in the record for us?
Admiral DAVIS. Yes, sir.
Mr. ANDREWS. Experience over the last 5 years.
Admiral DAVIS. We have these.
(The information follows:)
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It has become apparent over the past few years that there has been an increase
in the use of illegal and dangerous drugs by members of the Navy. To combat this
situation, a widespread educational program has been initiated, and, at the same
time, the intensity of investigation into drug abuse has been increased. With
this two-fold approach, it is not possible to state categorically whether there
has actually been a marked increase in drug abuse or whether the seemingly
increased rate reflects the intensified detection procedures. In the Navy, the
handling of drug abuse cases is primarily not a medical, but a line or administrative process.
The following chart provides historical data on the number of drug users
administratively discharged from the Navy:
DRUG ABUSE - AIMlNISTRATIVE DISCHARGES
Members
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Historical data on users placed on probation or retained in the service
were not maintained prior to calendar year 1968. In that year there were
approximately llO0 such cases.

I j
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VENEREAL DISEASE RATE

Mr. ANDREWS. While you are putting frightening statistics in the
record also put a statement in the record about the VD rate and what
you are doing about it.
Admiral DAVIs. Our venereal disease rate has declined in the past
year, I am happy to report.
Mr. ANDREws. Does that include VietnamI

Admiral DAVIS. Yes, sir.
Mr. ANDREWS. We were told Korea was the worst place for the
Army but the Navy does not operate much up there.

Admiral

DAVIS.

This is true sir.

(Information requested follows:)
The worldwide venereal disease rate per thousand men was 48.4 for 1967 and
47.0 for 1968. The Vietnam rate for 1967 was 112.9 and for 1968 was 107.5.

PROJECT TRANSITION
Mr. ANDREWS. Admiral Duncan would you please describe for the
committee the Navy's efforts in Project Transition?
Admiral DUNCAN. Project Transition is divided into two parts: One
is a counseling part which goes on on-board the ship, or wherever the
man may be stationed. It inventories his skills, if you will, and advises
him as to the direction he should go in civilian life; what he might be
qualified to do. It advises him on a plan to follow. We try to assist the
man who comes for counseling to get a high school or equivalent education certification, and we try to assist in placement and referral.
About one out of three men leaving the Navy is counseled at one of
14 transition sites.
The second part of transition, in addition to counseling, is training.
The Navy does not lend itself to high participation in the training
program for the reason, as we discussed yesterday, that individual
ships are short of men and the commanding officer can not. afford to
let men go ashore for long periods of training. Nevertheless, we have
trained some men. We estimate in fiscal year 1970 that we will train
about 28,000. This will be for relatively short periods, and it will primarily result from volunteer efforts by industry to help train them.
Mr. ANDREWS. The emphasis in the Navy is on counseling rather
than training, then?
Admiral DUNCAN. In the Navy.
Mr. ANDRFws. Do you think it is a good program?
Admiral DUNCAN. It is a helpful program for the individual. It
competes, again, for time.
Mr. ANDREWS. Do you have any indication that the Navy is gaining a side benefit from the program in that some members are reenlisting after they compare their prospects in the Navy with their
prospects in civilian life?
Admiral DUNCAN. I would not say that it has been a benefit to
the Navy in the reenlistment effort.
Mr. Lrpscon. Did you give us the figure that is budgeted for fiscal
year 1970 for Project Transition?
Admiral DUNCAN. Yes. The figure that is budgeted is 68,000 men
counseled and 28,000 men trained for short periods.
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Mr. LiPsco3ta. And the funds?
Admiral DUNCAN. The total of budgeted funds is $1.3 million. That
is "Operations and maintenance, Navy" cost.
In fiscal year 1970, we are going to stay at the same level as planned
for fiscal year 1969, for Project Transition.
I might say that early in fiscal year 1969 we reduced support of Transition Project 693, which we were talking about yesterday. However,
in fiscal year 1970 the same number of military people will be assigned,
which is 59. The civilians we expect to increase to the approved level
of 82 man-years. We had planned that number for fiscal year 1969,
but wero cut short as a result of Project 693. We just could not do it
under the funding situation in fiscal year 1969.
The same number of training sites, 14, will be involved.
To repeat myself, we are intending to operate at the same level in
fiscal year 1970 as planned for fiscal year 1969.
Mr. ANDREWS. You say you have 14 training stations. Supply that
information for the record.
(Information requested follows:)
PROJECT TRANSITION SITE

Naval station, Charleston, S.C.
Naval station, Key West, Fla.
Naval station, Long Beach, Calif.

Naval
Naval
Naval
Naval
Naval
Naval
Naval
Naval
Naval
Naval
Naval

station, Newport, R.I.
station, Norfolk, Va.
station, Philadelphia, Pa.
station, San Diego, Calif.
station, Washington, D.C..
station, San Francisco, Calif.
air station, Corpus Christi, Tex.
air station, Jacksonville, Fla.
air station, Pensacola, Fla.
supply center, Puget Sound, Seattle, Wash.
training center, Great Lakes, Ill.
TYPFS OF TRANSITION TRAINING

Mr. ANDREWS. What do you do at one of these training stations?

Admiral DUNCAN. In addition to continuing the counseling we try
to place them in Navy schools where we have space. Some of our schools
run on shifts and have no spaces. We attempt to put them into schools
which will relate to a civilian trade.
In certain places private industry has volunteered to come in and
give training, for example, in automotive maintenance.
Mr. ANDREWS. When do you put a man into that training program?
Admiral DUNCAN. We can put them in up to 6 months prior to
separation. However, the commanding officers usually cannot spare
their men so most of our people get very brief training.
Mr. KENYON. Usually it is not more than 10 days, Mr. Chairman, it
is at the time when he is in the separation process.
Mr. ANDREWS. Ten days before he gets out of the service you put
him into a training program?
Mr. KENYON. Yes, sir.
Mr. ANDREWS. You cannot expect too much from the program, then.
Mr. KENyON. As the admiral said, the Navy is not concentrating
heavily on the training aspect of this program at the present time.
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Mr. ANDREWS. When do you start counseling him?
Admiral DUNCAN. On the ship.
Mr. KENYON. He is counseled on the ship or duty station 6 months
before his termination date. That counseling also includes the effort to
get him to reenlist.
Then when he gets to the transition site or his separation station during his separation process lie is counseled again as to what opportunities are available outside the Navy and where he may receive some
training, either while lie is still in the Navy, during the few days he has
left, or where he may go for training after le is discharged.
Mr. DAVIS. We read now and then that the District of Columbia
Police force is attempting to recruit in various separation centers. Do
you, in addition to training, give an opportunity for recruitment by
prospective employers in the transition stage?
Admiral DUNCAN. Yes, we do. Additionally, there is a program
which is being instituted in the Department of Defense which will permit prospective employers to list available positions for the information of men leaving the services.
Mr. DAVIS. This is really not a significant or major part in the transition program so far as the Navy is concerned at the present time. You
are now looking toward the future and something more effective and
in larger scopeF
Admiral DUNCAN. That is right.
Mr. ANDREWS. I get the impression that the main purpose of this
program is to try to retain a man in the Navy. Is that about right?
Admiral DUNCAN. We try very hard to retain qualified people in
Navy. The man most ini need of transition might be a man who is not
qualified to remain in the Navy. If he is, our first approach would be
to try to reenlist him.
Mr. ANDREWS. How many of those people would the Navy retain?
Do you have an idea?
Admiral DUNCAN. I would have to furnish for the record the number of people who are counseled that are reenlisted in the Navy.
Mr. ANDREWS. Put something in the record on that.
(Information requested follows:)
Men whose enlistment is about to expire are processed for separation by
numerous commands. Those desiring job-oriented counseling are counseled either
at a transition site, if one is close at hand, or by the command by which they
are separated. There are no definitive records related to the numbers of men

who change their minds and decide, during the separation process, to reenlist

due to counseling or other Influences. However, a sampling of the recent expe-

rience of a majority of the transition sites indicates that reenlistments after

transition counseling or training approximated 1 percent in January and Feb-

ruary 1909.

SHIPMENT OF PRIVATELY OWNED VEHICLES

Mr. ANDREWS. Under permanent. change of station travel the cost
for the shipment of privately owned vehicles by MSTS within most
of the budget projects varies from low of $m1 to a high of $275. Why
is there such a variance in this cost?
Mr. NUTTMIANN. You are referring to the MSTS costs in the various
travel categories?
Mr. ANDREWS. That is right..
Mr. NUTTMANN. I can give you only a general answer to your
question. I could not explaIn each individual variation but I can say
29-A03 O-69--pt. 1-16
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that in the last 2 or 3 years, because of the difficulty in estimating such
eosts, we have attempted to set up an accounting base under the PCS
movin system. We are trying to perfect this base. We started this in
1966. The Bureau of Naval Personnel Controller previously reported
this to this committee.
Unfortunately, sir, we are still not sure that we have the very best
costing factors worked out based on historical data received through
the system. We are working at. it and we are attempting to provide
the committee the best estimates we can. The PCS fund control svstem to which I refer is based in Cleveland, Ohio, at, the family allowance activity. It is an evolutionary thing, Mr. Chairman. We feel that
as we progress, our rates and factors will reflect, less and less
inconsistency.
We believe the rates we are using now are better than we have had
in past. years. In this particular case I believe we can furnish data
which will indicate that the cost variance is not as great as it would
initially appear.
Mr. ANDREWS. We are talking now about cost of shipment of privately owned vehicles by MSTS.
Mr. Nur.WN. Yes, sir.
Mr. ANDREws. You have a budget projection which varies from a
low of $231 to a high of $275.
Mr. NUI'MIANN. May I explain that for the record? I cannot give
you an explanation specifically here today.
Mr. AmwmR.ws. Has the General Accounting Office looked into these
charges recently?
Mr. NuTTMANN. Not that I am aware of, sir.
Mr. AmNnEws. Have you been overcharged, to your knowledge?
fr. NuvrMANN. To our knowledge we have not; no, sir.
Mr. ANDREWS. Has the Navy audit section looked into these charges?
Mr. NUTrFANN. I am not aware of that. Perhaps Admiral Gaddis
might know.
Admiral GADDIs. I know of no naval audit investigation since the
institution of the machine system which Mr. Nuttmann speaks of.
Mr. ANmDRws. Can you tell us why not?
Admiral GADDIS. It has not-been requested.
Mr. ANrEws. We know of cases where freight users have been
grossly overcharged. If I remember correctly the General Accounting
Office, which appears before another committee on which I happen
to serve, told us bast. year that overcharges by shippers, which included
all shippers, to the military ran into millions of dollars.
I hope that you would have some better check on the chars billed
to the Navy in the movement, of goods and automobiles. You might
save some money.
Admiral GADDTS. It would be deserving of an audit investigation;
yes, sir.
Mr. AN
ws. I wish you would put in the record for us anything
that you cmn in connection with what we are talking about.
Admiral GADmis. We will do that, sir.
(The information requested follows:)
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ShIPMJENT OF PRIVATELY OWNED VEHICLES BY MMSTS

The rates for shipment of privately owned vehicles by MSTS within the budget
projects were obtained from the cost accounting and statistical reports developed
by our variance analysis department of the family allowance activity in Cleveland, Ohio. Though we are in the process of effecting improvements, we now feel
that we have the system sufficiently operational to use the historical data being
generated in the reports to improve our visibility with regard to moves and rates
for PCS budgeting, particularly where MSTS is involved. It should be recognized
that rates will fluctuate due to tie number of elements involved that create
variables in our PCS rates. The more significant of these elements are:
1. Number of cubic feet of space required to transport a privately owned
vehicle;
2. Distances involved; and
3. Port handling charges.
A recap of the numbers and estimated amounts for shipment of privately
owned vehicles fn the 1970 congressional submit shows that for officer members
we are experiencing an overall average rate of $265.67 whereas for enlisted
members we are experiencing an overall average rate of $269.54 per shipment of
a vehicle. The following numbers and average rates were used to develop estimates for privately owned vehicles by travel category for fiscal year 1970:
Officers
Category
Accession..............
Training --------------Operational .............
Rotational-------------Separation------------Organizational units ----Total ------------

Enlisted

Number

Rate

Amount

Number

Rate

522
830
90
3,426
456
21

$264.37
248.19
268. 29
272.85
229.66
600.00

$138,000
206,000
24,000
935, 000
104, 000
13, 000

106
636
387
7,410
127
316

$255.40
250.60
242.72
275.02
239.11
230.77

$27,000
159,000
94,000
2,038,000
30,000
73,000

5,345

265.67

1,420, 000

8,982

269.54

2,421,000

Amount

SHIPMENT OF OFFICERS' VEHICLES

MT:. N UrMANN. You, of course, appreciate that the rates you are
looking at are a function of the dollars and the number of vehicles
moved. I am not sure that this represents the actual charges for
moving a vehicle. It is strictly an average. Our system for reporting
numbers as well as dollars somewhere might well be off.
Mr. ANDREWS. We recognize that, but we are looking at the average

here, $231 to $275.
On page 65, in connection with shipment of privately owned vehicles by MSTS, why is the average cost of $600 per officer's vehicle
when the shipment is the result of travel by an organized unit?
On page 1-65, under travel of organized units, subsection 7, shipment of privately owned vehicles by MSTS, you show 34 shipments
at a rate of $600.
Admiral DUNCAN. They are required to charge for the vehicle re-

gardless of the method of travel.

Mr. ANDREWS. We understand that, but the question is why, when
you are shipping organized units, should there be 34 privately owned
vehicles? Why should that not be part of the cost of moving the
organized unit?
Admiral DUNCAN. We will have to furnish that for the record,
Mr. Chairman.
(The information requested follows:)
Travel of organized units are defined as permanent change of station movements resulting from a change of home port/home yard of a ship, from a change
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In the permanent duty station of a mobile unit, or from relocation of a shore
based activity. Elements of cost which may be associated vith organized unit
moves are as follows:
1. Member's travel plus per diem when not accompanying the moving unit
(gold submarine crew when blue crew operational).
2. Dependents travel.
3. Dislocation allowance.
4. Household effects plus nontemporary storage when applicable.
5. Trailer allowance.
6. Privately owned vehicle.
When transoceanic travel Is Involved, the member, if otherwise eligible, may
ship his privately owned vehicle at Government expense In accordance with
Public Law 89-101. The line Item for privately owned vehicles In our budget is
an Integral part of the costs associated with organized unit moves.

Mr. ANDREWS. And also tell us why that figure of $600 is there.

Admiral GADDIS. I would hypothecate a circumstance. For example,
if a ship's home port is changed from, let us say, Japan to the west
coast, the members would be allowed transportation of their vehicles
in that case.
You note that there is an extremely small number of vehicles to be
transferred in this way. The unit cost is related to the specific distance moved as compared to the smaller average for a larger number of
moves in the case of rotational travel.
Mr. ANDREWS. Elaborate on that, Admiral, for the record.

(Information requested follows:)
On page 1-65 of the justification book, under the caption "Shipment of privately owned vehicles by MSTS" associated with travel of organized units, we
have estimated 34 automobiles will be shipped at an average cost of $000 each
for a total cost of $20,000. A detailed analysis of historical P08 documents utilIzed In the development of the rate for costing this element reveals that distances
were erroneously stated and estimated costs, therefore, were overstated In about
one-half of the cases Involved. Correctly computed, the average rate should have
been $276 which Is consistent with the cost of shipping POV's reflected in other
travel categories. Recorded costs have been adjusted and procedures instituted to
prevent subsequent over costings. Additionally, it is not believed realistic to
draw an analogy between rates for operational/rotational moves as opposed to
change of home port/home yard moves because the number of privately owned
vehicles shipped under organized unit moves are relatively small and lack
diversification in destination. Also, all members on a change of home port/home
yard are going to one destination instead of various destinations throughout the
world as is the cases of accession, training, operational, rotational, and separation travel
OFFICER VERSUS ENLISTED COST OF SHIPPING VEHICLES

Mr. ANDREWS. Why is there a difference between the MSTS cost of
shipping an officer's automobile and the cost of shipping an enlisted
man's automobile? For example, under accession travel the rate for an
officer's is $264 and an enlisted man $255. Under training travel an
officer is allowed $248 and an enlisted man $251. Under operational
travel the rate for an officer is $268 and an enlisted man is $243.
Do you have any comment on that?

Mr. NUwtFANN. I would have to investigate it, Mr. Chairman.
(Information requested follows:)
The rates differ between officer and enlisted member's shipment of privately
owned vehicles by MSTS because of varying magnitudes tf elements'that are Involved in shipping vehicles. For example, a lower or higher rate is due to one or
more of the more significant elements listed below:
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1. Number of cubic feet (converted to measurement tons) required to transport
a vehicle,
2. Distances involved, and
8. Port handling charges.

Mr. ADnEws. Other than for "rotation travel to and from overseas"
why are you requesting funds for the shipment of privately owned
vehicles ove, sby ISTS ?
Mr. NU'FFMANN. I would like to answer it for the record, Mr. Chairman. I cannot answer it now.
Mr. ANDREWS. Does anyone have an answer?
Admiral GADDIS. One answer would be the assignment of a home
J )ort from United States to overseas or from overseas to United States.
his would have the same effect and enablement as rotational travel.
Mr. Nu'rrMANN. I cannot answer specifically, Mr. Chairman, but betause of the definition of the various categories of travel, such as accessions, separations, operational, and rotational, you could well have
across water shipments which would incur MSTS charges, but the
PCS funds control system, by OSD definition, costs would be charged
to
separation travel or another travel category rather than to rotational.
TRAVEL

EXPENSES

Mr. ANDREWS. I wish you would put the figures in the record, if they
are not now available. Show the total amount in this budget for travel
of all types and break it down-PCS, shipment of furniture, automobiles, and so on. Give us a one-package statement of travel expenses.
(Information requested follows:)
Fiscal year 1970

Amount

(in thousands)

Member:
Land
MSTS

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

MAC
--------------------------------------------------Commercial air ------------------------------------------Total member
-

--------------------------------------

$64,201
1,064

20,569
4,923
90,757

Dependent:

Land (FAM)
MSTS
MAC

--------------------------------------------

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Commercial air
Total dependent

13,926
2,169
3427

---------------------------------------

2,468

------------------------------------

21,990

HHE:

Pack, crate, transportation HHE (land)
Shipment HHE via MSTS

--------------------

84,537

-------------------------------

16,760

Dislocation allowance
-------------------------------------Trailer allowance
----------------------------------------Nontemporary storage -------------------------------------Automobiles
---------------------------------------------

9,315
1,764
2, 198
3,841

Total funds requested

-------------------------------

231, 162

Funds were requested for the shipment of privately owned vehicles overseas
by MSTS in categories other than "rotational travel to and from overseas" because overseas travel, by OSD definition, is Included In all travel categories, for
example, accession, separation, operational, rotational, training and organized
units.
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MILITARY

SEA

TRANSPORTATION

SERVICE READINESS

BILLING

Mr. ANDREWS. In past years you have shown an amount in your
budget. for MSTS readiness billing. Why do you no longer budget for
this charge?
Mr. NuTJ'MANN. Mr. Chairman, there was a determination made
within the Navy Department that the MSTS billing costs which were
previously requested and funded under MIPN would be funded under
0. & M. Admiral Gaddis spoke to this point when we had our fiscal
year 1969 supplemental hearing.
Admiral GADDIS. In brief, Mr. Chairman, the shift is related to the
fact that in past years the majority of the readiness billing was related
to point-to-point movement of Marine Corps personnel between the
United States and overseas. That. movement has been reduced to the
)oint that the large bulk of the billing now is related to support, or
readiness to support, Marine amphibious lift with the administrative
lift by MSTS, and therefore this is a more proper charge to "Operation and maintenance, Navy."
REENLISTMENT BONUS

Mr. L,scoMB. Admiral Duncan, in your discussion concerning the
reenlistment rate you state that the enlisted rate has dropped year by
year until your first-term reenlistment rate is now at about the 1957
level.
Information supplied the subcommittee substantiates this fact.
However, on page 1-32 of the justification book it is shown that reenlistment rate will increase 4,000 in number of enlistees to receive the
reenlistment bonus.
In a fact sheet which was supplied to this subcommittee there is
shown an increase of only 959 Navy enlistees to receive the reenlistment bonus.
Why is the Navy asking for funds for 3,000 others?
Admiral DUNCAN. The standard enlistment bonus?
Mr. LIPScoMB. Yes. On page 1-32 it shows an increase in the reenlistment rate entitled to a bonus, approximately 4,000. On the fact
sheet which the Navy submitted entitled "Navy reenlistment data" it
shows only 9;59 more entitled to a reenlistment bonus. The question
is, Why in your justification sheets are you asking for an additional
3,000?
Admiral CRtrrcHFTELw. I believe that is due to a greater number of
eligibles predicted. This varies from year to year, the number of people
eligible for the reenlistment bonus.
I am confident it involves the number of eligibles.
Admiral DUNCAN. In other words, in 1 year we may have a much
larger group of men becoming eligible for reenlistment or leaving.
This relates to numbers.
Mr. LIPSCOMB. I think that is understood, but what we are trying
to do is to reconcile the figures. We are talking about $3 million here.
According to your fact sheet, 1969 estimated number reenlisted, for
reenlistment bonuses, 41,221. You arer estimating for fiscal year 1970
42,180, an increase of 959.
Admiral DUNCAN. I would say 1966 was a much higher recruit
input year than 1965.
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Mr. LiPsco~fB. I am talking about 1969 and 1970.
Admiral DUNCAN. I was speaking to the time that the men became
eligible to reenlist.
Mr. LIPSCOMB. Am I talking about two different things than you are?
One is the fact sheet reenlistment data and one is entitled bonuses.
Mr. ROBENIHYMER. Not everybody who reenlists is entitled to a reenlistment bonus. He might have collected the full $2,000 reenlistment
bonus at his first reenlistment. This is why we show figures of people
reenlisting much higher than the number of bonuses we expect to pay.
There is a difference of around 5,000 people between the number reenlisted and the number of bonuses we expect to pay. It is connected with
the legal limitation as to how much money a man can receive as a bonus
payment, no more than $2,000.
A man can receive the full $2,000 in his first reenlistment. If he
reenlists the second time he will get no bonus.
Mr. LTPSCOMB. Will you look at those figures and see whether perhaps that might be overestimated?
Admiral GADDIS.We would like to verify them for the record; yes,
sir.(The
information follows:)
AMOUNT OF REENLISTMENT BONUSES

The planned level of total reenlistments for fiscal year 1970 is 42,180, an
increase of 959 over fiscal year 1969. On page 1-32 it is estimated that 85,690
members, an Increase of 3,896 over fiscal year 1969 will receive bonus payments.
It would appear that the increase in the numbers estimated to receive bonus
payments is excessive compared to the increase in the numbers estimated to
reenlist. However, increases in the number of bonus payments do not follow in
proportion to the increases in the numbers of planned reenlistments. This is because the relationship between reenlistments and bonus payments varies to the
extent that reenlistees for any given year are eligible for reenlistment bonuses.
While the career reenlistment rate is the same in both fiscal years, because of a
lower average length of service per enlisted man, we are estimating that a
greater number of career reenlistees will not have utilized their full $2,000 legal
limitation on such bonuses in fiscal year 1970 than in fiscal year 1969 and must
be paid upon reenlistment.
NAVY AND

MARINE CORPS BRIG POPULATIONS

Mr. LiPSCOMB. Can you again this year provide us with some statistics on the disciplinary barracks population?
Admiral DUNCAN. We had in shore station brigs, as of January 31,
1968, 1,756 Navy members actually confined, and 1,909 Marine Corps
members. Average load for calendar year 1968 was 1,513 for the Navy
and 2,059 for the Marine Corps. At the Disciplinary Command at
Portsmouth, actual on board count was 469 Navy and 531 Marine
Corps. The average load for calender year 1968 was 362 Navy and 634
Marine Corps prisoners.
I have additional figures as of December 31, 1968 if you wish them.
Mr. LiPSCOMB. Would you put that in the record, please?
(Information requested follows:)
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TOTAL CONFINED, DEC. 31, 1968

Brigs:
Navy
Marnes

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Total ....................................................................
Discom:
Nav ......................................................................
Mns
-------------------------------------------------Total --------------------------------------------------------------------

DISCIPLINE OF MEN IN

Actual

Years average

1,230
2193

1,513
2,059

3,423 ..............
260
700

362
634

960 ------------

CONFINEMENT

Mr. LPscomB. Can you tell us what the situation is in regard to your
men undergoing confinement? Are you having any troublesl Is your
population greater than you are able to accommodate?
Admiral DUNCAN. We are not having any extraordinary problems
in our confinement program as such; however, we are crowded in certain of our brig facilities and we have a request in this year to replace
the Navy brig at Norfolk, Va., which is one of those which needs it
most. The individual brig facilities range from good to very bad. The
brig in Norfolk is in the worst condition and we are requesting replacement in the 1970 budget.
Mr. LwscoxB. Has the Navy any program going on to look at its
disciplinary barracks and confinement problems to see whether they
can be improved or whether they are all right?
Admiral DUNCAN. Yes; we do. We have certain instruction programs going on to try to help the men get a high school education and
to get further education.
Mr. LIPSCOMB. Has the Navy had any complaints or problems such
as other services have as to treatment of the prisoners?
Admiral DUNCAN. I have no knowledge of any at this time.
Mr. LIPSCOMB. This is an area where the Navy keeps constant watch;
is it not?
Admiral DUNCAN. Yes.
PUBLIC RELATIONS PROGRAMS

Mr. LIPSCOMB. On page 259 of the hearings last year we discussed
briefly public relations. How many officers and civilians are doing public relations work in fiscal year 1N06O and planned for fiscal year 1970?
Admiral DUNCAN. The figures I gave you yesterday I would like to
verify for the record. I have the figure of 1,059 in public affairs assignments.
Mr. LIPSCOMB. I had forgotten if we had gone into this yesterday.
On page 259 of last year's hearings there is a statement that you
might like to duplicate or bring up to date for fiscal year 1970.
(Information requested follows:)

There are 1,059 military and civilian personnel assigned public Information
and community relations duties In the naval establishment. This figure includes
military and civilian personnel, both clerical and professional.
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Professional military
Professional civilian
-------------------------------------------Clerical military
----------------------------------------------Clerical civilian
------------------------------------------------

-

572
177
122
188

TEMPORARY OFFICER PROMOTIONS

Mr. DAVIS. Do you have any substantial number of officers in the
Navy at the present time who are serving in temporary ranks and
being paid in temporary ranks beyond their permanent ranks?

Admiral

DUNCAN.

If you are referring, Mr. Davis, to spot promo-

tions we have in the junior ranks 167 officers at sea serving in and
being paid at an advanced rank.
If you speak of the method of promotions, as you know almost all
of our promotions are made under the temporary law.
Mr. DAVIS. When the Army people were before us they indicated
to us that a very substantial number of their officers were serving in
and being paid in ranks above their permanent commission ranks. Is
this situation true in the Navy?
Admiral DUNCAN. I believe there are two different subjects here.
One is that we do select for and promote under temporary law and
then when the numbers are accommodated under permanent law they
become permanent in that rank.
Admiral GADDIS. In the Navy we select for temporary promotion
and permanent rank follows automatically when the numbers catch
up. This is the difference in emphasis.
Mr. DAVIS. You have a so-called limitation on the number of officers
in ranks I think it dates back to about 1953 or 1954, along in there.
Admiral GADDIS. Yes, sir.
Mr. DAVIS. The temporary promotions of which you speak, then,
permit officers to serve in ranks in greater numbers than what occurs
in those ceilings that were established at that time?
Admiral DUNCAN. Established back in 1947, the Officers Personnel
Act.
Mr. DAVIS. I think we have to go beyond that. Was there not
legislation enacted in about 1953 or 1954 which affected the number of
officers you could have in the various ranks?
Admiral DUNCAN. I think we would have to supply for the record
the matter of the legislation. If I understand your question, Mr. Davis,
we are, under our normal promotion system, selecting for temporary
rank but we do not have a further selection for permanent rank. There
is one selection and one promotion. Then when there are adequate
numbers under the permanent promotion table they are promoted to
their permanent ranks.
Mr. DAVIS. I imagine what I am getting at, then, is that somewhere
in the gap then has there been authorization by reason of Korea, Vietnam, or something of this kind to permit the promotion of larger number of officers into ranks beyond the limitations imposed in 1953 or
1954 which was a permanent overall legislative ceiling?
Admiral DuNCAN. I will have to firnish that for the record. I do
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not believe there has been any change in the Officer Grade Limitation
Act.
We ore using emergency authority for certain promotions.
Mr. DAVIS. I wish you would provide for us the basis. upon which
these additional temporary promotions are being made.
I would like to get some idea of this because there are apparently
different. systems throughout the different branches of the services.
Amiral GADDs. Yes, sir.
Mr. DAVIS. If I recall correctly, prior to 1953 or 1954, there were no
that
limitations whatsoever on the number of temporary promotions
could be made in at least some branches of the armed services. I know
it was true with respect to the Air Force. I do not believe it was true
with respect to the Navy.
(The information requested follows:)
Title 10, United States Code, establishes grade ceilings for temporary and
permanent promotions of line officers. The number of officers In grade for the
staff corps is the result of the "running mate" system. The number of temporary and permanent grade officers as of January 1, 1969, were (the temporary
grade numbers include the permanent grade numbers) :
Flag
Unrestricted line:
Permanent ....................
Temporary -------------------Restricted line:
Engineering duty:
Permanent .................
Temporary .................
Aero engineering duty:
Permanent .................
Temporary .................
Special duty:
Permanent .................
Temporary -----------------

Lieutenant
Captain Commander commander Lieutenant

Lieutenant,
(Jg)-ensign

150
228

1,712
2,500

3,324
5,300

4,986
7,900

6,856
13,576

10,664
25,174

15
15

177
193

274
284

301
314

201
226

26
160

8
8

93
94

173
176

172
182

42
47

2
34

2
2

79
98

136
168

231
328

85
246

12
100

Medical:
Permanent .................
Temporary .................

14
14

330
340

484
624

485
917

666
2,960

0
3

Permanent .................

3
4

276
283

268
270

193
1,088

0
3

Permanent .................
2
Temporary .................
2
Medical service:
Permanent .............................
Temporary .............................
Nurse:
Permanent .............................
Temporary ............................
Chaplain:
Permanent .................
2
Temporary ----------------2
supfty
Permanent.................
18
Temporary .................
18

79
92

63
73

273
277
67
76

28
316

1
102

60
63

186
194

272
304

195
463

32
613

18
19

151
175

451
674

84
332

8
1,261

86
98

222
265

236
341

28
366

0
36

325
326

585
597

866
926

939
1,396

552
2,549

124
132

176
198

236
270

298
431

154
1,032

Staff
corps:

Dental:

JAG:Temporary -----------------

ChM engineer:

Permanent .................
Temporary .................

7
7

Note: Total permanent grade, 39,364; total temporary grade, 77,965.

Mr. DAvis. I still have a question in my mind as to whether there is
in fact any limitation on the number of temporary promotions to
higher ranks that can be made other than the limitations provided
here by the appropriations.
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NOMINATIONS TO NAVAL ACADEMY

In your statement, Admiral Duncan, you referred to increased
nominations to the Academy by Members of Congress. What is that?
Admiral DUNCAN. A law was passed last year which permitted
Members of Congress to nominate a principal and nine alternates,
which provides a larger list of applicants from which to screen. We
think this would increase the eventual quality of the person who
enters.
Mr. DAVIS. It provides you with a larger pool of qualified alternates. That is about what it amounts to.
Admiral DUNCAN. Yes, sir.
ASSOCIATE DEGREES

Mr. DAVIS. In your statement, also, you referred to associate degrees.
What is that concept?
Admiral DUNCAN. That is a program for career enlisted men who
have very good records and very good mental ability to go to college
the first 2 years, and eventually to attain what is called an associate
degree after 2 years.
The numbers at present are very modest. We feel it works in two
ways--one, it is certainly a great incentive for individual improvement, and in addition to that we think it makes a better man for the
Navy. We therefore like this program very much.
The numbers in it now are really quite modest; 120 will be the requested input for next year, which is not large compared with the
total number, but it is for career petty officers of the highest quality.
Mr. DAVIS. Those are people who have had prior service in the Navy
who are then assigned to attend college for a period of 2 years?
Admiral DUNCAN. That is right. It is being run at four junior colleges at present, mainly in the electrical, technological, and business
administration fields.
Mr. DAVIS. A junior college degree.
Admiral DUNCAN. Eligibility is that he must be a career petty officer
second class or above, must have completed one or more enlistments,
and he has to agree to extend his period of enlistment for 6 years at
the time of entry into this program.
This is really to upgrade the career cadre.
Mr. DAVIS. I will ask some questions about the NROTC program
this afternoon.
That is all I have now.
Mr. LiPscOMB. Thank you, gentlemen, very much.
AFTERNOON

SESSION

RESERVE PERSONNEL, NAVY
Mr. ANDREWS. The committee will come to order.

We will now consider the fiscal year 1970 budget request for Reserve
Personnel, Navy. We will insert in the record the appropriate justification book pages.
(The pages follow:)

Reserve Personnel, Navy
For pay, allowances, clothing, subsistence, gratuities, travel, and related
expenses for personnel of the Naval Reserve on active duty under section 265
or while
10, United States Code, or while undergoing reserve training,Officers'
of title
of the Reserve
performing drills or equivalent duty, and for memos
Training Corps, as authorized by law;f25,000 ,0S&

$139.700,000

(o10U.S.C. 683, 1475-80, 2031, 2101-1. 6081-86, 6148; 26 U.S.C. 3121; 37 U.S.C.
204

206. 301, 305, 309, 42-

-18

4

1002;

8 U.s.c. 701-12. Department

of Defense Appropriation Act, 1969; additional authorizing legislation to be

proposed.)

M-.

I

I

DEakM

T OF w NAVY
PERSONNEL, RAVY

Program and Financing (in thousands of dollars)
i o7-5-4io

-1-5

%8

0 70"-

"69S

Program by activities:
Direct program:
1.

Reserve component personnel ........................

2.

Reserve officer candidates ....................
Total direct obligations .................

*..

.

3.12,225

124,300

129,600

8,812

_9200

10,100

121,037

133,500

139,700

11

20

20

121,048

133,520

139,720

-20

-20

Reimbursable program:
1.
10

Reserve component personnel

.

Total obligations

Financing:
14
25

Receipts and reimbursements from Non-Federal
sources .
.............................................
tkobligated balance lapsing ..............................

Budget authority ...............................

.

1.
944

....

.,

121,980

133,500

139,700

118,100

125,000

139,700

3.25,000

139,700

Budget authority:
40
42
43

Appropriation ......................................
Transferred from other accounts .......................
Apropriation (adusted) .......................

3,880
121,980

DEPARTHM OF THE NAVY
RESERVE PERSONNEL, NAVY
Program and Financing (in thousands of dollars) - continued

1 07-0

w68 ---

-1405-0-1-051

w69 me

,70

3,500

44.30 Proposed supplemental for military pay act increases

5,000

Proposed supplemental for per diem for Reservists

Relation of obligations to outlays:
71

Obligations incurred, net ...

.................

121,037

133,500

139,700

T2

....
Obligated balance, start of year .............

16,505

20,751

21,251

74

...
Obligated balance, end of year .............

-20,751

-21,251

-23,951

77

..
Adjustments in expired accounts ..........

90

Outlays, excluding supplemental ...

.......

91.30

Outlays from military pay act supplemental . .
Outlays from per diem to Reservists supplement!

.....
117,184

.....

n
_/ Reimbursements from non-Federal sources are derived frm undeliverable

125,700

135,8OO

3,000

500

4,300

700

:hecks.

DEPART
OF TE NAVY
RESERVE PERSONNEL, NAVY
Object Classification (in thousands of dollars)

1

07-05-1405-0-1-051

' 6800w

1

1

69

" 70 "'

Direct Obligations:
Military ...................

97,831

104,756

107,983

Military .......................

6,325

6,775

7,608

21.0 Travel and transportation of persons ................

10,097

15,519

17,102

6,709

6,360

6,907

75

90

100

121,037

133500

139,700

31

20

11.7 Personnel compensation:
12.2 Personnel benefits:

26.0 Supplies and materials ..............................
42.0

Insurance claims and indemnities ....................
Total direct obligations

Reimbursable Obligations:

11.T Personnel compensation:

Military........

12104813352013972

99.0 Total Obligations ....

3121,048

133,520

20

139.,720

Department of the Navy
Reserve Personnel, Navy
APPROPRIATION IRTRODUCTION
(In thousands)

1968
Actual

Total Direct Obligations
Net Adjustments

$121,037

1970
Estimate

$133,500

*139,700

+944

Proposed for later transmission
Appropriation

1969
Estimate

-8,500
121.q80

125.000

139.700

The "Reserve Personnel, Navy" appropriation provides financial support for the Naval Reserve. As individually entitled,
Reserve personnel and Reserve officer candidates who perform prescribed training receive pay and allowances, uniforms, clothing,
subsistence in kind, travel to and fr
training and miscellaneous benefits authorized by law. This appropriation also provides
funds for the pay and allowances and permanent change of station travel of selected Naval Reserve officers on active duty.
These officers are assigned to designated headquarters locations for the training and administration of Naval Reservists.
The Naval Reserve has a twofold mission. This component of the Navy produces trained units and qualified individuals
ready for instant mobilization in time of war or national emergency. It also is the source of a continuing supply of personnel
for the regular Navy.
Reserve personnel are trained by drills and active duty for training. Drills are conducted bt specified intervals in
training centers or facilities, at air stations and aboard ships or planes. Active duty for training of two weeks duration
is
required of all members in a drill pay status. It is also made available to those members not in a drill pay status who have
already served on active duty and desire to maintain their skills. Enlisted members being trained in certain aviation
programs are provided active duty for training ranging in length from four to ten months. In addition, school and special
tours of active duty for training are offered to selected personnel who wish to qualify quickly in certain rates and specialties.
Reserve officer candidates are trained to qualify for comissions in the regular Navy and in the Naval
Their
training consists partly of academic courses and pertly of active duty during the suer months. The Naval Reserve.
Reserve Officers
Training Corps (NROTC) students are enrolled In colleges and universities throughout the United States. During the school
year they pursue studies in acceptable curricula and in naval sciences. During suHer vacations they are given ship or shore
based professional naval training of eight weeks. The Reserve Office Candidates (ROC and AVROC) are provided professional
naval training of eight weeks during each of two sa-ers at the Officer Candidate School, Newport, Rhode Island and the Naval
School, Pre-flight, Pensacola. Women Officer Candidates (OC-WAVE) are given one period of training of eight weeks following
their junior year of college at the Officer Candidate School (Women), Newport, Rhode Island. NJROTC students are enrolled
in high schools throughout the country and receive training in naval sciences and orientation.
For fiscal year 1970, $139,700,000 are requested to support the personnel strengths and kinds of training indicated on
the following pages.

Department of the Navy
Reserve Personnel, Navy
RESERVE PERSONNEL IN PAID STATUS

Paid Days
Pay
group

Paid
drills

of Active
Duty for
Training

Off.
or
Enl.

A

48

15

Off.
Enl.

20,761
101,516

20,500
102,735

20,352
101,497

off.
Enl.

1,444
35

1,11
25

1,036
21

Enl.

980

895

998

24

B

F

15

90-18o

0

Paid Drill Training
Sub-Total
D

0

15

30

0

E

Paid Active Duty Training

onl.y,
1

Total

Sub-Total
1

id Status

Fiscal year 1968
Begin
Average

Fiscal year 1969
End
Average

End

19,153
107,)95

796
-

Fiscal year 1970
Average
End
1,020

18,48o
113,450

14,'00
107,458

800

795

7)6

8oo

87,)

r)8,384

-

762

762

Off.

22,205

21,611

21,388

19,780

19,795

19,816

EnI.

l025l

103,655

12,516

101,85

i14,212

108,258

1O9,184

Total

127,T36

125,26&

223,904

12T,606

13,992

126,053

129,000

OT.

6,800

6,714

6,714

3,400

3,400

2,800

2,800

Enl.

423

311

311

250

250

550

550

Enl.

406

313

313

300

300

Off.

6,800

6,14

6,714

3,400

3,400

En].

82

624

624

Total

T,629

7,338

T336

29,005
103,36o
132,365

28,325
lO4,279
132,604

28,102
1j3,140
131,24

Off.
En].Total

19,949

55
t

550

-

-

2,800

55

2,800

5

3,950

3,950

3,350

3,350

23,349
108,407
131,T56

23,180
114,762
137,942

22,595
1o8,808
131,.O3

22,616
109,734
132,350

Department of the Navy
Reserve Personnel, Navy
SIOARY OF RESERVE OFFICE CANDIDATE STRDWTH
(Average numbers)

1969

1968

Actual

Senior NROTC
Scholarship NFROTC
Reserve officer candidates
00(W) college juniors

4,646
4,834
1,885
24

1970
Estimate

5,145
4,935
1,890

4.,959
5,0T7
1,895

19

-186
+112

+5
-69

11,920

11,989

11,.389

Total

Estimate

-Difference
197o
Compared with

SUMMARY OF OBLIGATIONS
_____________In

thousands)

Bud.
Act.
No.

1
2

Budget Activity

Reserve component personnel
Reserve officer candidates

Total direct obligations

Appropriated
Proposed supplemental

________

2

Difference
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Mr. ANDREWS. For this appropriation the Navy is requesting $139,700,000, an increase of $6.2 million over the current estimate for fiscal
year 1969.

GEsitx. STATEEN

Admiral Duncan, I think it would be helpful if we inserted in the
record at this point the part of your statement which you have given
with reference to the Reserve program on page 10, and the next paragraph, "Funding requirements, Reserve personnel, Navy," which
ends on page 11, so we will have all of your statement at one place in
the record.
(The statement follows:)
Reserve program.-The Navy's selected reserve has a membership composed of
about 38 percent nonrated and 02 percent top six personnel, that is, page grade
E-4 through E-9. This Is very satisfying progress from a mix of about 70 percent
nonrated and 30 percent top six of a few years ago. It is accounted for by the
increased addition of veterans returning from active duty. We hope this trend
continues since our mobilization requirements are largely for petty officers. At
present, 85 percent of all reservists who go to active duty do so in the highest
nonrated pay grade (E-3). This is a credit to the emphasis being placed on preactive duty training within the reserve units themselves. Because of this emphasis, more of the men achieve petty officer status while on active duty, firstterm reenlistments are favorably affected, and more combate and fleet-trained
petty officers released from active duty become members of a trained Ready
Reserve.
Funding requirernnts-RPN.-The request for funding under the appropriation "Reserve personnel, Navy," for fiscal year 1970 is $139,700,000. This amount
will provide an average Reserve strength in drill pay status of 129,000, adjusted
to 128,053 to reflect the two CB battalions now on active duty. It will also provide
training tours for 3,350 personnel in nondrill pay status and 12,881 tours in
essential schools and special training. This estimate also provides for an average
of 10,006 regular and contract enrollees In the NROTC program and for 1,914 students under instruction during the summer in the Reserve Officer Candidate
(ROC) and Aviation Reserve Officer Candidate programs.
NAVY RESERVE PERSONNEL BY PAY STATUS

Mr. ANDREWS. Admiral Duncan, you are requesting funds for the
pay of 131,403 Navy Reserve personnel. This strength is composed of
paid drill training, 128,053; paid active duty training only, 3,350; for
a total of 131,403. Is that correct?
Admiral DUNCAN. Yes, sir.

Mr. ANDREWS. What is the difference between these two groups with

respect to their obligation, the type of training they receive, and the
annual cost?
Admiral DUNCAN. The 128,053 which later in the year will be corrected to 129,000 when the CB's return to inactive duty, are required
to perform drills, to be listed as a member of drill pay units, and are
liable to call up by the President as part of the Selected Reserve by
the President. He has that authority until July 1, 1969.
The 3,350 are what is known as category D. These are officers and
enlisted personnel, and they are not attached to drill pay units or in
drill pay status, but they perform 2 weeks of active duty training with
pay per year.
So, the first part of the group which you asked about are those who
are required to perform a set number of drills per year and 2 weeks'
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active duty training. The second part of that group performs 2 weeks
active duty for training only.
Mr. ANDREWS. You said this figure 128,053 would be increased?
RETURN

OF RESETVE

CONSTRUCTION

BALLATIONS

FROM

ACTIVE

DUTY

Admiral DUNCAN. There are two; CB battalions now on active duty,
and when they are returned to inactiVe duty, that will bring the Se-

lected Reserve up to 129,000.
Mr. ANDREW8. Even?
Admiral DUNCAN. Even.
Mr. Chairman, it would be 129,000 average throughout the year.
TOTAL NAVY RESERVE STRENGTH

Mr. AiDREws. Ate these all Reserve's that the Navy has, 131,403?
Admiral DUNCAN. No. The Navy has Reserves totaling 491,324,
which are broken down into several categories which I would be glad
to read or to provide for the record.
Mr. ANDREWS. You may provide it for the record.
(The information follows:)
As of Nov. 30, 1968:
1. Ready Reserve:
Pay status-Selected Reserve -------------------------Nonpay status ---------------------------------------

128.287
227,853

Total Ready Reserve---------------...
856, 140
2. Standby Reserve, active status----------------------------17,177
8. Standby Reserve, inactive status------------21,634
4. Retired Reserve
--------------------------------96,373
Grand total, Inactive duty

-------------------------

491,824

'Mr. ANDREws. These are the only ones in the so-called ready class,
the Ready Reserve I
Admiral DUNCAN. The ones that I gave you, the 129,000, are in the
Selected Reserve of the Ready Reserve.
Mr. ANDRmws. This is the Navy's counterpart of the Army National

GuardI

Admiral DUNCAN. They are the ones ready to go, ready for callup.
-

READINESS POSTURE

Mr. ANDREWS. What is the readiness posture of the Navy, Reserve
at the currenttime I
Admiral D tCAN. The readiness posture, Mr. Chairman, varies a
great deal with the unit and with the hardware with which they are
equipped. I think ik general they are very good. Iii certain cases, par.ticuarly of course, in thb Ai Resexvewere aircraft had to,be with*drawn,
they do not have the hardwareto go with the units. But'where
theI do h~ve the hardware, as ifi the antisubfiarine Warfave squadrons
or wasiki the Reidy Reserve destroyerttrining group, their readiness
is quite ood.
. ~~~~~
:°,Tmigi~tMiask
dftiirl Burke if he
Adi~.Btk
Ctwould
I like
- tO
1.amplify
0, -,,on that.
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Admiral BURKE. The ships that we have in the antisubmarine element are fleet fallout. They are ready for employment off the coastal
shores of the United States if required. We have destroyers and destroyer escorts and minesweepers in this category. If they were to be
deployed overseas, they would require preparation for overseas movement and some additional refresher training with active fleet ships.
Depending on the state of the particular training of the ship, it would
take between 2 and 16 weeks to make ready for overseas deployment.
Mr. ANREws. Let us take as an example, one of your reservists attached to a destroyer unit. ifyou called him up, would you call him
*
iu-n-irtDgqto destroyer duty?
up individually, or would you cW
Admiral BuRKE. If the

were called, he woul

with the ship.

Mr. ANDREWS. Are ,tyour units attached to shipsVN
sir.
Admiral BumEc.
Mr. ANDREWS. I/rn thinking about a (uni'ttha has had tra ing in
destroyer work. 1/assume at t~w a yo4 have so e destroyer uipment With whic±o train.
Admiral Bu E.Yes, sir. We hay whatisiiited thefiet augme tast yers or he
ent
o
tion unit. Th could b-di0
amphibious f rce.
hen
atio fue4
Mr. ANDRE s. Are those au
or1- in4 udedithn
her of paid d ill traine
61c4-fal Aithin th s
eaugmn n
Admiral EJRKE.
occsio
o
group; yes, s
motion. p 0 you had occasion
Mr. ANDR s. Back 0 my
tht
tatcall
call up flome f these u
i
would o all the r
individually,
0It would depend o thsnatur of the lup.
AdmiralB
r beep .. is
destroyer
Mr. ANDREWS. ou want to ma
m
itional
already in service. You need
i
aui*nt
woud
unit/a assign
l-up_1e au
Admiral BuRz. ou would i
who would redist ute them
those peole to the rte commander
es and his requirements.
within his available
Mr. ANDREWS. How lonwould it take to get th ndividual man
*dacam.board that ship?
who is a reservist ready to take
Admiral BuRKE. He is ready. He carries his orders in his pocket.
Mr. ANDiws. He is ready to go?

Admiral BuRK& Yes, sir.

Mr. ANDREWS. Is that true of all these 129,000 paid drill trainees?

Admiral BuRxn Yes, sir.
Mr. ANDREWS. So, this is the backbone of your reserve prograni.
Admiral DuNCAN. The Selected Reserve; yes, sir.
Mr. ANDREws. What is the difference in the state of readiness between this group we are talking about and the next group? Which
group would be after the paid rill training group in eadiness?
Admiral DUNCAN. The Ready Reserve that is not in drill pay status.
Mr. ANDREWS. How long woula it take to get them in condition to
j6ia th6 fleet?
Admiral DuNCAN. I will ask Admiral Burke to respond.
Admiral Bumm. We normally consider 30 days.
MrM
ANws. How many do ypuhaVe in that group?
Admiral DuNcAN. We have 227,800 in the active status pool, is that
rightI
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Admiral BURKE. That is close to it.
Mr. ANDREWS. How do you designate that group?

Admiral BuimK. They are in the Ready Reserve pool.
Mr. ANDRFJWS. But they are not paid drill traineesI
Admiral BURKE. No, sir.
Admiral GADDIS. They are not in the Selected Reserve, sir.
Admiral BuPKE. The Ready Reserve has within its body the Selected Reserve, the 129,000 we have just been discussing.
Mr. ANDREWS. Is this 129,000 a part of the 227,800 figure you gave
me?
Admiral BURKE. This would be in addition to it.
Mr. ANDREWS. These 227,800 can be ready for fleet duty within 30
days?
Admiral BURKE. Yes, sir. I would like to qualify this, Mr. Chairman. The Ready Reserve includes those who do not drill. Some of them
can drill and do. Others do not, but they have their 6-year obligation
in accordance with law, and they remain in that pool until they have
completed their obligation.
Mr. ANDREWS. Do they get any kind of training while they are in
that pool?
Admiral BuRiu. It is not mandatory. You see, our reservists-I am
talking about the enlisted men-serve 2 years on active duty. We feel
that they are better trained, having had that much active duty as opposed to those who serve, for example, only 6 months and have a mandatory drilling requirement.
Mr. ANDREWS. That is the group that serves 2 years and then are
put in the Reserve. That is the group you epuld get ready in 30 days?
Admiral BURKE. Yes, sir.

Mr.

ANDREWS.

These 129,000 ready reservists have orders in their

pockets?
Admiral BURKE. Yes, sir.
Mr. ANDREWS. You have various types in this 129,000, I believe you
said.

Admiral BURKE. Yes, sir.

Mr. ANDREWs. All types-destroyers---Admiral BURKE. We have destroyers, minesweeps, destroyer escorts.

Mr. ANDREWS. Does this also include your air people?

Admiral BURKE. Yes, sir.
Mr. ANDREWS. Everything.
Admiral GADvis. Yes sir
Admiral BURKE. And Reserve construction battalions.
EXPERIENCE IN CALLUP OF RESERVE CONSTRUCTION BATTALIONS

Mr. A DREws. How long were the two CB battalions in training
before deployment to active duty?
Admiral DUNCAN. They were called up in May.
Admiral BURim. One was deployed in August and the other was
deployed in September, I believe.
Mr. NuTrMAN. Three or four months.
Mr. ANDREws. Why did it take so long? I thought you said they
were in this category that had orders in their pockets.
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Admiral GADDIS. They came to active duty, sir, but they were stationed stateside, and they picked up their normal spot in the rotation
of CB battalions in August and September.
Mr. ANREws. In other words, they were ready to go when called
up?
Admiral GADDIs. Yes, sir.

Mr. ANDREWS. They did not have to have additional training?
Admiral BURKE. They were sent down to Gulfport, the training
center, and they were brought through a regular training cycle that
the active copstruction battalions were submitted to. They were Put
into the rotation cycle.
Mr. ANDREWS. They were not ready to go, then, when called up,
were they?
Admiral BURKE. Specifically, no, sir. When you say ready to go,
they were not ready for overseas deployment; no, sir, they were not.
Admiral DUNCAN. May I suggest this would be a matter of degree,
because even the regular CB battalions and every other Regular who
goes to Vietnam gets very special training, as you know. So, they

were ready to come to active duty and did go to Gulfport, as Admiral
Burke mentioned. They had to be slightly readjusted as to structure.
We had some volunteers who went with the unit. They were sent down
there and formed up into a battalion.
Mr. ANDREWS. In other words, they were in a ready status, but they
had to have additional training because of the unique duty they had
assigned in Vietnam.
Admiral GADDIS. As Regular CB units do who go to Vietnam.
Mr. ANDREWS. When are these two battalions scheduled to be de-

activated?
Admiral DUNCAN. We will deactivate them within 30 days after
their return from Vietnam deployment. One returned on March 14,
I believe it was, last week in any event. We advised them that they
will be deactivated or put on inactive
States.duty within 30 days after their
return to the continental United
The other unit will also be deactivated this spring; April or May.
Mr. ANDREWS. Was the morale of the people good when they left
and when they came back? Do you know anything about that?
Admiral BURKE. The reports back have been most favorable. They
have done outstanding work out there.
CONSTRUCTION BATrALION ROTATION CYCLE TO VIETNAM

Mr.

ANDREWS. What was

the reason for recalling them? Had they

been there a year?

Admiral DUNCAN.

You mean called to active duty?
Mr. ANDREWS. No; called back from Vietnam.
Admiral DUNCAN. They had completed their 8 months' deployment,
Mr. Chairman.
Admiral GADDIS. The normal tour in Vietnam is 8 months, sir, for

CBs.
Admiral DUNCAN. CB's are different from the rest of the Navy people they deploy over there as a unit for 8 months and come back to the
United States for 6 months. Then the cycle begins over again. Individuals go for 1 year. So, there is a difference in the way we handle the
CB battalions.
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Mr. ANDREWS. Do you have much work to be done in Vietnam by
CBs or are you on top of it?
Admiral'GADDIS. There is a total at this time of 10 CB battalions.
Mr. ANDREWS. Are they reservists or regular Navy?
Admiral GADDIS. Most of them are Regular Navy.
Mr. ANDREWS. You still have a lot of work for them?
Admiral GADDIS. Yes, sir. Admiral Husband maintains they are the
hardest working sailors in Vietnam.
Mr. ANDRnWS. They had a mighty good reputation in World War II.
Admiral GlADDIS. They are embelhshing it in this war, also, sir.
FULL TWO WEEKS TRAINING VITALIZATION ACT

Mr. ANDREWS. On page 2-12, you are requesting an increase of $4,680,000, from $105,198,000 to $109,666,000, for pay group A. We note
that the increase results from changes in rates rather than from increases in average number of personnel.
If we apply your 1969 rates to your 1970 personnel strength in the
various categories, we find you will need about $400,000 less in 1970
than you have in 1969. Why do all your rates increase in 1970 when
the comparable rates for the Active Na4vy remain relatively constant?
Mr. NtTTMANN. Mr. Chairman, this is a result of complying with the
Vitalization Act wherein we were required to add 2 days to the active
duty training tour. Instead of 13.6 days, they are now paid for 15.6
days, 14 days for training and 1.6 days' travel time.
Mr. ANDREWS. Would that be for all categories?
Mr. NUTTMr1ANN. No, sir, the 2 additional cays apply to pay groups
A and B only.
Admiral GADDIS. There is a slight adjustment of average grade, as
well.
Mr. NurnrANN. That could happen.
Mr. ANDREWS. Should not the rates for 1970 be the same as the
revised estimate for fiscal year 1969?
Mr. Nu'mrANNr. No, sir, because we do not have the 2 extra days in
the 1969 column.
Mr. AWDREWS. When did that act go into effect?
Admiral BURKE. It became effective January 1, 1968, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. ANDREwS. If it was January 1968, it Should have been in the
1969 column, should it not?
Mr: NuTrMANN. We were not able to get it into the 1969 column,
Mr. Chairman.
Mr. ANDRrWs. I guess you put your 1969 budget together before
January 1968.
Mr. Nui''tANN. Yes, sir, that is correct.
Mr. ANDREWS. The 1969 column of the 1970 budget is an update
of your original estimate for 1969?
Mr. NrWV.ANN. Yes. sir. it is. WP nsked for about . 8.5 million more
than the Congress allowed for our Military Personnel Reserve budget.
Mr. AwntiEws. Then the rates between 1969 and 1970 should be
comptirable or should be the same, because the law went into effect on
Jainnary 1, 1968, and that was taken into effect in your supplemental
qilest for 1969.'
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Admiral GADDIS. I think the problem is this, sir: The supplemental
was specifically restricted as to what may be included therein.
Mr. ANDREWS. Is it not a fact that in the supplemental request you
have the increased per diem rate for your Reservists and other
categories?
Mr. NuTTMANN. That is true. We were not able to get the 2 days'
additional active duty tour time into the supplemental. We got the per
diem and we got the pay raise, but that was the size of it.
Mr. ANDREWS. What 2 days' extra are you talking about?
Mr. Nu'rm ANN. Public Law 90-168 required that our Reserves serve
on active duty for training for not less than 14 days-exclusive of
traveltime-during each year. Previously we had not done this.
Mr. ANDREWS. Oin page 2-14, outare requesting an increase of $63,000 for pay group B training. ihis increase is also based solely on increased rates in 1970. Would you comment on that?
Mr. NUTl3MANN. Yes, Mr. Chairman. The same reasons apply there
that we gave for pay group A.
ADMINISTRATION

AND

SUPPORT

Mr. ANDREWS. On page 2-24 of the justifications, you show an increase of $1,152,000 for administration and support. Of this total increase, $1,118,000 is for pay and allowances of officers. Why does the
number of officers increase from 170 in 1969 to 225 in 1970 ?
Mr. NuT'rM.ANN. Mr. Chairman, there have been designated 225 billets, with agreement of the I)epartment of Defense, for the direct administration of the Reserve program. It was the determination about
3 years ago, sir, that these 225 billets--these are active duty people,
now-would
be supported out of the Reserve personnel, Navy,
appropriation._
We never were able to get the full 225 people charged to Reserve
Personnel, Navy. During the last budget review process with the OSD,
we asked them if we could have enough money to go up to the full 225.
They agreed, and that is the basis for the increase in our request, Mr.
Chairman.
Mr. ANDREWS. Once a man leaves a Reserve outfit for active dut, is
lie considered a member of the Navy rather than of the Reserves;
Admiral DUNCAN. He is considered a member of the active duty
force.
Mr. ANDREWS. U.S. Naval Reserve on active duty?
Admiral I)UNCAN. That is right.
Mr. ANDREWS. But he is still a reservist?
Admiral DUNCAN. Yes, sir.
Mr. ANDREWS. Back to these officers. Why does their average compensation increase from $14,612 in 1969 to $16,009 in 1970?
Admiral DUNCAN. I believe that is the pay increase, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. ANDREWS. The pay increase was in the revised column of the
1969 budget.
Mr. NTJrrMANN. No, sir. Mr. Chairman, that is not the pay increase.
All other things being equal, those two rates should be the same. In
picking up the additional 55 numbers, we have picked up some pretty
high-graded individuals, so their average pay would be higher than
we show here in fiscal year 1969.
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Mr. ANDREWS. All right.
What do these 225 officers do? Are they considered on active duty?
Mr. NXUWrMANN. They are on active duty, yes sir. They fill billets
specifically related to the administration of the Reserves.
Mr. ANDREWS. What grade officers are they?
Mr. NUwIrANN. They run the gamut, sir, admirals on down. In fact,
the Assistant Chief of the Bureau of Naval Personnel for Naval Reserve and Naval District Affairs is an admiral, sir.
Mr. ANDREWS. In the Regular Navy?
Mr. NurlfANN. He is on active duty yes, sir.
Mr. ANDREWS. But is he a Reserve officer?
Mr. NUmnrANN. He is a Reserve officer.

Mr. ANDREWS. On active duty?
Mr. NuTrMANN. Yes, sir.
ADMIRALS IN RESERVE

Mr. ANDREWS. How many admirals do you have in the Reserve?
Admiral )UNCAN. We have a total of 49, with two on active duty
at present. We have one additional one selected. He will be the third
one.
Mr. ANDREWS. When they go on active duty, they get regular Navy
pay?
Admiral DUNCAN. That is correct.
SENIOR ROTC PROGRAM

Mr. ANDREWS. On page 2-27, you are requesting an increase of
$60,000 for senior ROTC. The $60,000 increase is almost entirely a
result of the increased rates in 1970. What caused these rates to
increase?
Mr. NutrrmANN. You are speaking to page 2-27, Mr. Chairman?

Mr. ANDREWS. Right.
Mr. NurrMANN. And the increase of something less than $100,000?
Mr. ANDnEws. $60,000.
Mr. NurrMANN. Yes, sir.
Mr. ANDREWS. What I would like to know is why did these items
such as pay and allowances for summer camp training increase?
Admiral GADDIS. That reflects a few more days' pay in relation to
summer camp training, and an increase in the total amount of subsistence for each trainee.
Mr. AwnRnws. You may supply the answer for the record.
Mr. NuPrMANN. Thank you, sir.

(The information follows:)
INCREASES IN SENIOR ROTC PROGRAM
(In thousands of dollars|
Explanation

1969 estimate 1970 estimate

Increase of 17 members eligible to recieve subsistenace allowancl ......
Slight increase in cost of uniform ---------------------------------Increase In man-days ..............................................
Do ..........................................................
Variation in cruise locations --------------------------------------Total increase ..............................................
f

Difference

877
574
431
170
211

886
579
455
175
228

+9
+5
+24
+5
+17

2,263

2,323

+60
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NROTC TRAVEL

Mr. ANDREWS. On page 2-28, you indicate that 5,363 Reserve officer
candidates will travel for training. If you have only 3,850 students
in the program, what makes up the other 1,513 which you estimate will
I)e traveling?
You show, on page 2-28 under 2B4, "Pay and allowances, summer
camp training," under the 1970 estimate, 3,850. Then under 2B6,
"Travel of Reserve officer candidates," 5,363. You have nearly twice
as many in the travel category as you show you have on board.
Do you see those figures?
Admiral DUNCAN. Yes, I seem them, Mr. Chairman.
Admiral GADDIS. The only explanation I have, sir, is that the additional travelers are those No are accessions to the program this year.
Is that right, Mr. Kenyon?
Mr. KENYON. Yes, sir.
Mr. ANDRE WS. That is a pretty big difference, 1,513.
Admiral GADDis. That would be new inputs to the program, Mr.
Chairman.
Mr. ANDREWS. So, this figure 3,850 would not be correct.
Admiral GADDIS. No, sir. You notice the first number is 4,873, sir.
That is the number planned for subsistence payments: The 3,850 figure
is the number traveling to camp.
Mr. ROBENHY.ME. There are 3,850 traveling to summer camp, and,
in addition, there are 1,500 new inputs to the program, freshmen coming into the NROTC program for which travel funds have to be
provided.
Mr. ANDREWS. I wish yOU would look at this very carefully and explain it as thoroughly as you can in the record.
Admiral GADDIS. Yes, sir.
(The information follows:)
The number of 5,363 shown as traveling Is made up of the following:
Personnel already in the program traveling to summer camp----------- 3,180
New enrollees traveling from home to college (these students will go -to
their first summer camp at the end of the school year) ------------- 1, 513
Total ------------------------------------------------5,363
The number of 4,873 drawing subsistence allowance is based on the average
strength during the year of personnel already in the program plus the new
enrollees.
Mr. ANDREWS. Why has the rate for travel increased by $32.52 in

1970, upfrom $139.40 in 1969 to $171.92 in 1970?
Mr. NUITMANN. Mr. Chairman, The increased rate is due to additional members performing summer training overseas which makes
that travel cost per trainee higher in fiscal year 1970.
JUNIOR ROTC PROORAM

Mr. A DREWS. On page 2.29 of your justification, you show approximately a 45-percent increase in the number of uniforms to be issued
in connection with the junior ROTC program. Are you planning an
expansion of this program in 1970?
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Admiral

DUNCAN. Yes, we are.
Mr. ANDREWS. Explain it to us, Admiral
Admiral DUNCAN. We have a planned

Duncan.
expansion each year of the
Junior ROTC program. The 1970 expansion is from 55 to 78 schools,
or 23 additional schools in the 1970 program.
Mr. ANDREWS. I suppose that requires more uniforms.
Admiral DUNCAN. And from 11,000 to 16,614 participants; in other
words, about 5,000 more students.
Mr. ANDREWS. Are these all high school ROTC units?
Admiral DtNc.%N. Generally, yes sir. However. some academies are
also included, such as the Admiral Farragut academies in New Jersey
and Florida.
Mr. ANDREWS. What will the total number be?
Admiral DUNCAN. In 1970, there will be 16,614 participants.
Mr. ANDREWS. How many schools?
Admiral DuNCAN. Seventy-eight.

Mr. AN-,-DENAwS. Are you planning any more beyond the 78?
Admiral DUNCAN,. Our ultimate goal is 245 schools, depending upon
funding and authorization. That would be in fiscal year 1973.
Mr. Ax.-niRws. Have those 245 schools been authorized?
Admiral DUNCAN. We have to ask each year for authorization for
the funding for these schools. So far as the Department of Defense
authorization is concerned, yes.
STATUS

OF NROTC PROGRAM AT COLLEGES

Mr. ANDn ws. Are naval ROTC units located on any college campuses that are contemplating canceling their ROTC program?
Admiral DUTNCAN. They are located on campuses where there have
been faculty votes concerning the credit to be given and the status
of the professor. They have not voted to cancel the program per se.
They have voted to change the status in certain of the colleges.
The Department of Defense is engaged in negotiations with these
colleges on the Defense level.
Mr. ANDREWS. Do you know of any demonstrations that have oc-

curred on any of the college campuses because of the presence of naval
ROTC units'on the campus?
Admiral DUNCAN. I cannot recall specific ones directed at the
NROTC. We have had some demonstrations when our recruiters came
on certain campuses.
Mr. ANDREWS. Have any of your ROTC activities been curtailed or
interfered with ly demonstrating students?
Admiral DUNCAN. We have had some physical damage to certain
buildings, the ,-esponsibility for which has not been fixed, at Stanford
and Washington, among others. We had one in Oregon where the accused people were arraigned before the grand jury. I do not know the
current status of that particular case.
Mr. ANDRws. Do you anticipate any problems with regard to of-

ficer procurement as a result of actions contemplated by some of the

colleges
Admiral D1UNCAN. If the colleges actually withdrew all credit, we
could anticipate some difficulty, because the student hours required for
the NROTC are substantial, and the student may not be able to carry
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this load and still obtain his degree. This is an area in which we wish
to negotiate to see that we get academic credit where we think it is due.
Mr. ANDREWS. An NROTC student carries a pretty good academic
load; does he not?
Admiral DUNCAN. Yes.

Mr. ANDREWS. In addition to drilling and activity incident to naval

training?
Admiral DUNCAN. Yes, sir.
Mr. ANDREWS. Tell us briefly-we generally know and have been
told, but not in recent years-about your NROTC program. How long
does it last? What benefits does the young man get? What does he receive upon graduation?

Admiral

DUNCAN.

The NROTC program differs quite a bit from

the other two services. In the first place, we have a nationwide selection to get. into the program, and the young man then applies to
one of the 53 colleges.

Mr. ANDREWS. It is very competitive; is it not?

Admiral DUNCAN. It is very competitive. We have about 20,000 applicants for roughly 1,700 entrants. This is our scholarship program.
In the scholarship program-I will mention the other one later-in
the scholarship program the Navy pays for tuition, books, and administrative expenses, and the young man is given a $50-a-month so-called
subsistence allowance. Upon successful completion of 4 years and obtaining a degree, he is obligated to serve for 4 years as an officer in
the Regular Navy.

Mr. ANDREWS. He is in as an ensign?
Admiral DUNCAN. He is in as an ensign.
COMPARISON OF NROTC SCHOLARSHIP PROGRAM WITH NAVAL ACADEMY

Mr. ANDREWS. How do the pay and other benefits he gets compare
with a cadet at the Academy at Annapolis?
Admiral DUNCAN. I think it would be very difficult to make such
a comparison, Mr. Chairman. At Annapolis, as you know, they are
there 7 days a week, 24 hours a day, and in a completely regimented
environment. They are paid a stipulated amount. They take their
entire available hours as directed by the Academy. So, I think it
would be very difficult to equate what the individual receives. They
are under entirely different conditions. The Academy graduate at
present is required to serve for 5 years minimum.
Mr.

ANDREWS.

That requirement has not been the law for too many

years, has it?
Admiral DUNCAN. No, sir. We would prefer, of course, that his
service be voluntary and extend for an entire career. That was passed
about 1964, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. ANDREWS. I was on the committee here when the action was
taken. So many resigned upon graduation.
Admiral INCAN. We can and did administratively hold them as

we do the NROTC now. We could adminiistratively hold the Naval
Academy graduate. However, the Congress saw fit at that time to pass
a law governing it.
Mr. ANDREWS. Would you say a young man who goes through the
NROTC program in a first-rate college receives as good an education
as does a man at the AcademyI
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Admiral DUNCAN. He receives as good an education. Basically, Mr.

Chairman, we believe the officer corps is stronger by receiving people
from different sources with different backgrounds and with different
educational majors. As you know, the Academy, even if it, were
desirable, is not large enough to provide all the regular officers for
the Navy.

Mr. DAvis. Could we go off the record a minute?
(Off the record.)
JUNIOR ROTC PROGRAM

Mr. DAVIS. What do you have of benefit to the Navy, once a young
man has l)articipated in the junior ROTC and has graduated from
high school? Then what do you expect from him?
Admiral DUNCAN. I believe the main benefits, Mr. Davis, are really
to improve his citizenship and, hopefully, to give him an initial motivation toward the Navy.
The Junior ROTC graduate enters one grade higher?
Mr. KE.NYON. Yes, sir; E-2.
Admiral DUNCAN. He may enter the Navy as an E-2, but the main
benefits are, as I said, citizenship and some initial motivation.
Mr. DAvis. What potential does he have as far as the regular

NROTC programs go F
Admiral DUNCAN. I would say the main potential lies in interesting
good students and qualified people in the NROTC and in the Naval

Academy, rather than in a concrete translation.
Mr. DAVIS. In other words, he is not, per se, having satisfactorily
completed the ,Junior ROTC course, shall we say, a priority or ill some
sense a privileged candidate as far as NROTC goes ?
Admiral DUNCAN. He has to compete equally with others.
RESERVE OFFICER CANDIDATE PROGRAM

Mr. DAVIS. When would a Reserve officer candidate enter that pro-

gram as contrasted to NROTC?
Admiral DUNCAN. The Reserve officer candidate enters into the program as a college junior, and he takes two periods of summer training. He is .not trained at all during the college year. That is the Reserve officer candidate program. Ie call it the ROC program.
Mr. DAVIS. He goes to summer training for 4 years?
Admiral DUNCAN. 2 years.
Mr. DAVIS. Just for 2 years?
Admiral DUNCAN. Yes.
Mr. DAVIS. And satisfactorily finishes his college course with a degree. What is his status then as far as the Navy is concerned?
TRANSFER OF RESERVE OFFICERS TO REGULAR NAVY

Admiral DUNCAN. He is commissioned as an ensign, USNR, comes
on active duty, and subsequently has the option to join the Regular
Navy (USN).
We try to get the best ones to apply for the Regular Navy and stay
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Mr. DAvIs. Is his status substantially the same, then, as your
NROTC graduate?
Admiral DUNCAN. The status of all young Reserve officers, in a sense,
is substantially the same. They have come different routes and have
different strong and weak points when they first arrive.
If they transfer to the Regular Navy, in the very long pull we feel
they have an equal chance. We try to get the best of the young Reserve
officers to transfer to the Regular Navy. Approximately 23 percent,
for example, from the Officer Candidate School currently are staying
in the Navy.
WAYS OF BECOMING A RESERVE NAVAL OFFICER

Mr. DAVIS. If a young graduate from high school wants to qualify
himself for a commission as a Reserve officer in the Navy, he has two
routes. Ie can go to NROTC in one of the 54 colleges in which you
sponsor this program. He must then compete in a nationwide examination to be chosen as one of those who could then enter one of the 54
colleges in which the program exists. Or he might go the other route
of the ROC program and graduate from college with his degree, and
he would be in substantially the same position as the NROTC
graduate.
How does he get in the Reserve officer candidate program as a high
school graduate?
Admiral DUNCAN. He applies and enlists in the Naval Reserve. He
applies through our normal recruiting procedure.
There is a third route which you did not mention, and that is, the
young man who completes his college training, gets his degree, and
then goes to Officer Candidate School. This again produces an ensign,
EJSNR, at the end of his training after graduating from college.
Mr. ANDREWS. Do they go through the officer procurement offices?
Admiral DUNCAN. We have combined them now with the recruiting
service. The recruiting service largely processes them. They do conduct interviews. They give them several batteries of tests. But the
final screening is done here in Washington.
Mr. ANDREWS. That was true back during World War II.
Admiral DUNCAN. Yes.
Mr. ANDREWS. You called them procurement officers.
Admiral DUNCAN. We had them separate then.
Mr. ANDREWS. I know I went through New Orleans, was examined
in several different ways, but my final orders came out of Washington.
Is that about the procedure today?
Admiral DUNCAN. That is correct. The final judgment is made in
the same manner as at the time of World War I.
One of the reasons, particularly now, for concentrating the final
29-603 0-69---pt. 1-18
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selection in Washington-1 am talking now of the young men who are
going to the Officer Candidate School-is the very high number who are
applying. The process for the selection of the NROTC is somewhat
different. As you know, we have State committees who pass on candidates for NROTC.
I would like to finish answering part of the chairman's question. I
talked about the scholarship plan for NROTC. There is the other section which we call the contract, or in the law I believe it is called the
senior program. This young man only receives his uniform his first 2
years, and then he starts his last 2 years to receive a subsistence allowance. He does not receive tuition and books. He has only a 3-year
obligation.
Mr. ANDREWS. Does he drill and take naval courses along with the
scholarship candidate?
Admiral DUNCAN. He does, indeed.
SOURCES OF NEW OFFICERS

Mr. ANDREWS. Would you supply for
new officers for fiscal years 1968, 1969,
number of NROTC, the number from
Annapolis.
Admiral DUNCAN. Yes, I will be glad
(The information follows:)

the record the source of your
and 1970? For example, the
ROC, and the number from
to supply that for the record.

SOURCE OF NEW OFFICERS
1968
Naval Academy -------------------------------------------------733
NROTC (reg. and cont )
----------------------------------1,097
OCS ------------------------------------------------------------4,095
ROC ------------------------------------------------------------454
AOC ------------------------------------------------------------1,303
NAOC ---------------------------------------------------------336
WAVES --------------------------------------------------------145
Interns -----------------------------------------------------------------------Procurement (MC, DC, MSC, etc.) ---------------------------------2,417
NESEP ------------------------------------------------------194
Senior nurse students -------------------------------------------194
Merchant marine ..................................................
5
AVROC (pilot and NFO) ------------------------------------------88
Voluntary recall-------------------------------------698
Senior medical students--------------------------------179
Warrant officer appointment
-------------------------NAVCAD ----------------------------------------------58
OCAN ------------------------------------------------------------------------REIMB ----------------------------------------------------------------------Other ---------------------.--------------------------------------------------Total -----------------------------------------------------

11,996

1969

1970

763
1,173
3,546
646
1,555
723
132
32
2,383
291
200
22
193
355
200

844
1, 631
3 205
492
2,041
924
148
32
2,386
253
200
3
407
335
200
680
4---------2 ............
34 ---------64 ------------

12,318

13,778

NAVAL RESERVE EQUIPMENT

Mr. ANDREWS. We have finished our questions with regard to personnel. Do you want to tell us anything about the condition of the
equipment that the reservists have ?
Admiral DUNCAN. I would like to ask Admiral Burke to speak to
this.
Mr. ANDREWS. Does that come under your shop?
Admiral BURKE. I have coordinating authority. I can speak to it,
sir.
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The surface
responsibility.

program,

the

other-than-air

program,

is

my

Mr. ANDREWS. What do you mean by "surface program"? Ships?
Admiral BURKE. Ships and the other-than-aviation program.

The actual hardware we have, the ships, are fleet fallout. We went
for a period of about 3 years, because of the current conflict in Southeast Asia, where we did not receive any. Those ships that normally
come into the Reserve community are the oldest in the active fleet and,
therefore, least ready materially. So, their condition is a bit below
the active fleet units when we receive them.
After they move into the Reserve community they are maintained at
the same standards that the fleet is, but because of the fact that they
are the oldest, old age enters in as a factor.
In the past year, because of budgetary restrictions, we have received several additional ships, which has had the effect of upgrading
the readiness.
Mr. ANDREWS. What type ships did you receive? Not new, I should
think.
Admiral BURKE. No, but we did receive four destroyer escorts that
were about 10 years old.
Mr. ANDREWS. That is new to the Reserve, is it?
Admiral BURKE. For the Reserve community.
Mr. ANDREWS. Have you ever gotten any new ships in the Reserve?
Admiral BURKE. Not to my knowledge.
Mr. ANDREWS. But you can, as a matter of fact, train as well with
a used ship as you can with a new one.
Admiral BURKE. Actually, I think we can do better.
Mr. ANDREWS. That is good.
Admiral BURKE. The reason for it is that the reservist on active duty
acquires a very good proficiency, but as time goes on after he goes
inactive, in the technical Navy we have today it is almost impossible
for them to improve the capability of the individual man.
If the equipment, becomes too technical he simply- cannot keep up
with the required numbers of drills that we have at the present time.
Mr. ANDREWS. In other words, you start him off with simple gadgets
and then build him into the sophisticated equipment?
Admiral BURKE. When he is in his active duty. Practically all of
our reservists have at least 2 years active duty, and then he goes
inactive and becomes a selective or ready reservist. It is very difficult
for a reservist to maintain that proficiency he had when he was on
active duty.
NAVAL RESERVE OBLIGATION

Mr. ANDREWS. Do you have a program like the Army has where a
man can go into the National Guard and take 6 weeks of basic training
and then return to his Guard unit and stay in drill status for 6 years?
Admiral BURKE. We have it at only one place in the Navy, which is
in the aviation program, called the 4 by 10.

Mr. ANDREWS. Tell us about that program.
Admiral BURKE. This program has an annual input of approximately 1,600 enlisted men in specialized aviation ratings averaging
about 800 men-year. They are procured to support the air squadrons,
the fighter squadrons, the attack, and antisubmarine squadrons. They
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get a basic air school plus what we call a class A school which qualifies
them for a rate, such as an aviation electronics mal or al aviation
machinist or a weaponeer.
After they complete that period of active duty, which would be
somewhere between 4 and 10 months, they revert to their parent
command, al air station in the Naval Air Reserve Training Command,
and join a reserve squadron and participate in that squadron unit and
are subject to unit recall if that particular unit were, in fact, activated.
Mr. ANDREWS. That is somewhat similar to the National Guard
program.
What about your air reservist?
Admiral BURKE. This situation which I described is in the Air
Reserve program.
NAVAL AIR RESERVE

Mr. ANDREWS. I am talking about aviators. How many pilots do
you have in your Reserve, Admiral Duncan?
Admiral DUNCAN. 3,300 in the Ready Reserve.
Mr. ANDREWS. They would be ready to go at the drop of a hat,
would they?
Admiral DUNCAN. They. would be ready to go when called up and
according to the unit training.
Mr. ANDREWS. Would they join fighter squadrons within a relatively short period of time?
Admiral DUNCAN. Yes, sir. However, the squadrons are related to
hardware, aid you may have read where recently Admiral Moorer has
directed a reorganization of the Air Reserve, to organize them into
two wings. Eventually over a period of years they will be equipped
with adequate hardware.
NAVAL AIR RESCUE SQUADRONS

ACTIVATED

Mr. AI;DRE:WS. Have any of your rcrervists been called into duty in
South Vietnam, I am referring to pilots?
Admiral DUNCAN. Not as units. There are many Reserve pilots
graduated from flight training who are doing duty in Vietnam, but not
the Reserve units to which you are now speaking.
Mr. ANDREWS. Were they' called up or did they volunteer?
Admiral DUNCAN. The six squadrons were called up and were released approximately November 1,1968.
Mr. ANDREWS. They never left the continental United States, did
they?
Admiral DUNcAN. That is right.

Mr. ANDR vs. That is where there was some problem?
Admiral DUNCAN. We didn't have much trouble.
Admiral GAD.VIs. That was an air unit at Andrews, sir.
NAVAL

AIR

RESERVE

EQUIPMENT

Mr. ANDREws. What about the condition of your aircraft in the
Reserve?

Admiral DUNCAN. In the antisubmarine wafare squadrons and patrol squadrons, what we call VS squadrons, and helicopter squadrons
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we have fairly good equipment partly because last year we deactivated
several antisubmarine squadrons.
In the VA and VF categories, deployable aircraft were required in
Southeast Asia for the active fleet.
I would like to ask Captain Engen -tospeak to that, how over the long
range we intend to help the situation.
Captain ENOEN. As you know, in the active Navy we plan to keep
our aircraft for one service tour. When they enter the second service
tour they are given to our Reserve forces.
In the tactical aircraft area, which Admiral I)uncan has referred
to, some of our active force aircraft are on their second and third
service tours.
Mr. ANDREWS. What is a normal tour?
Captain ENOEN. A normal tour is 7 years and this length of
time is determined more by the threat that faces us than by the age
of the aircraft. In other words, we feel within 7 years an aircraft
will age to the extent that it is no longer capable of facing the threat.
Air Reserve flies, for example, A4-A's. We also have four F4--B's assigned as a prelude to later introduction of more F-4's. The model
we now have in the Active Forces is the F4-J. We are establishing the
basic requirements for carrying out what Admiral Duncan just mentioned and which Admiral Moorer is planning on. This is giving our
Reserves the newer and more modern fighters.
In the ASW field I think the Reserves are essentially flying the
same aircraft as the Active Forces. They are flying the S2, the SH-3,
the P-2. Their forces are essentially as modern as the regular Navy
forces.
NAVAL AIR RESERVE ACCIDENT RATE

Mr. ANDREWS. What about the accident rate of the Reserve pilots?
Captain ENGEN. I am really not prepared to discuss that but I will
be glad to furnish some information for the record.
Mr. ANDREWS. I wish you would put a chart in the record showing
the rate of accidents.
Captain ENGEN. In general, I can say that the rates are comparable.
We have no higher accident rate in the Reserve Forces than in the
Active Forces.
(The information follows:)
NAVY MAJOR AIRCRAFT ACCIDENT RATES'
Fiscal years1965

1966

1967

1968

1.51
1.55
1.74
1.57
68
1.07

1.18
1.63
1.55
1.82
.66
1.20

1.26
1.82
1.32
2.10
.84
1.51

1.01
1.97
1.68
2.11
1.07
1.15

Major commands
Naval Air Forces, Atlantic ............................
Naval Air Forces, Pacific .............................
Fleet Marine Force, Atlantic ..........................
Fleet Marine Force Pacific -------------------------Chief of Naval Air Reserve Training ' ...................
Marine Air Reserve Training Command ' ...............
Accident rates are the number of accidents per 10,000 hours.
'Rates for all USN Reserve pilots.
' Rates for all USMC Reserve pilots.
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AGE OF RESERVE EQUIPMENT

Mr. ANDREWS. What is the oldest plane you are using in the Reserve?

Captain ENGEN. The C-54 which has now reached the venerable age
of about 26 years. We have some in the active forces as well.

Mr. ANDREWS. Do you have any old C-47s?

Captain ENGEN. Yes, sir, and we have them in the active forces as
well.
Mr. ANDREWS. There has not been one of those made in 25 years, has
there?
Captain ENGEN. That is right.
Admiral DUNCAN. Just to put things in perspective, if I understood the question about the new ships in the Reserve, I am sure that
you are very much aware of the fact that approximately 58% of Navy
ships are at least 20 years old.

Admiral

GADDIS.

That is correct.

Admiral DUNCAN. So itwould not be logical to put a ship in a position where it is not being used all the time in the Reserve, as long as
there were older ships in the active service which were being rotated to
Vietnam and to the Mediterranean.
NAVY CASUALTIES

IN

VIETNAM

Mr. ANDuws. How long now has the Navy been engaged in the
shooting war in Vietnam? When did you suffer your first casualties?
Admiral DUNCAN. I will have to furnish the date of the first casualty for the record, but it was in August of 1963 when an adviser accompanying South Vietnamese forces was wounded by sniper fire,
however, we generally keep our statistics of active participation as of
the summer of 1965.
Mr. ANDREWS. Can you tell us the total casualties suffered during
the Vietnam war.
Admiral DUNCAN. Yes, sir, as of March 8,1969,1,050 members were
killed, and 6,932 were woundedMr. ANDREWS. Is the casualty rate increasing? What I mean is it
getting higher each month or each year?
Adimral DUNCAN. It is not getting higher each year. We have had
an increasing rate in the last 3 or 4 weeks- which you read about in the
paper during this newest offensive.
NAVY

MISSIONS IN

VIETNAM

Mr. ANDREWS. Just what activities is the Navy engaged in in South
Vietnam? You have the Riverine program.
Admiral DUNCAN. We are engaged in several programs. The Riverine warfare flotillas constitute the Riverine Pro'ram; the river support and assault squadrons constitute these flotillas.
Mr. ANDREWS. Do you think that has been a successful program?
Admiral DtNCAN. Very successful.
Mr. ANDREWS. Tell us something in the record about the success you
have had with it and what it will accomplish and what the mission is.
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Admiral DUNCAN. They are operating in the heart of the hard-core
Vietcong area. They have successfully choked off much of the
enemy's supply operations because, as you well know, the canals and
rivers are the roads in the delta area.
We also have the Riverine surveillance patrol which goes up all
of the major rivers in Vietnam
Mr. ANDREWS. A sort of police patrol?
Admiral DuNCAN. It again is an interdiction patrol for supplies.
The Riverine assault force, on the other hand, works with the Army
and goes out and seeks the enemy.
Mr. ANDREWS. That is an assault group?
Admiral DUNCAN. That is correct. Then there is the offshore interdiction patrol, called Market Time
Mr. ANDREWS. What aBout the river barracks you have there?
Admiral DUNCAN. They are part of the Riverine flotilla and they
house Army troops. These troops are taken up the rivers and land at
appropriate points on shore.
Mr. ANDREWS. Does the Navy man the ships and perform housekeeping chores?
Admiral DUNCAN. They do more than housekeeping chores. They
man the gunboats which accompany the troops up the river and give
direct fire support to the troops.
NAVY CASUALTIES IN

VIETNAM

Mr. ANDREWS. Have you had any lost?
Admiral DUNCAN. Yes; a considerable number of personnel casnalties. As a matter of fact, the primary naval casualties in this war have
come from the Riverine flotillas and the River Patrol.
Mr. ANDREWS. You have lost relatively few on board ship?
Admiral DUNCAN. That is correct; very few.
Mr. ANDREWS. Have either of the hospital ships been attacked in
anyAdmiral
way ? DUNCAN. Not to my knowledge.
Mr. ANDREWS. How far off the beach are they?
Admiral DUNCAN. At times they are right in the harbor, right off
the beach.
Admiral GADDIS. They move around but normally they are oriented
to logistics-based ports.
Admiral DUNCAN. I was reminded of one other group which has
done valiant service and has a Very high casualty rate--the hospital
corpsmen who operate with the Marines. They have a high wounded
and killed in action rate.
Mr. ANDREws. Are the hospital corpsmen Navy people?
Admiral DUNCAN. That is right.
Mr. AiDRpws. Are they armed?
Admiral DUNCAN. No, sir.
Mr. ANmRE ws. Their casualty rate is high?
Admiral DUNCAN. Yes, sir.
Admiral GADDIS. The other big group is the aviators during the
period when they were flying over the northern part of North Vietnam.
Mr. ANDmpws. I guess your loss rate of pilots has gone down?
Admiral GADDIS. Significantly, but we are still losing aircraft to
ground fire.
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Mr. ANDitrIws. Are your pilots operating over South Vietnam?
Admiral GADDIS. Yes, sir. We have both Navy and Marine pilots.
Mr. ANDnEws. Admiral Duncan, in conclusion can you think of anything you should tell us about, your Bureau which you have not told
us or which you have not been asked about?
Admiral DUNCAN. I don't think so, Mr. Chairman. You have given
me very good opportunity to speak on the subject with which I am
concerned.

Mr. ANDREWS. Mr. Davis?

INFORMATION ON NAVY AVAILABLE TO 111011 SChOOL STUDENTS

Mr. DAVIS. Just one followup on an earlier discussion. Does the Navy
work with the guidance counselors at the various hgh schools so that
if a young man about to graduate from high school is interested in
fulfilling fis service obligation as a commissioned officer in the Navy
that thehigh school guidance people have the routes this young man
can follow, and how he goes about interesting himself in these programs?
Admiral DuNCAN. Yes; we do. We are very interested in getting
this information to the guidance counselor, and also that he or she
does not stick it in the bottom drawer. We seek opportunities to talk
to the students. Sometimes this is possible and sometimes it is not.
We try, also, to interest the principals in nominating their best
young men and guiding them along this route.
Mr. DAvs. That is all I have, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. MINSHALL. I have no questions, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. RHODEs. I have no questions, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. ANDnEws. Thank you, gentlemen. Your mission has been accomplished.
Admiral DrNCAN. We appreciate your courtesy, sir.

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 19, 1969.
MILITARY PERSONNEL, MARINE CORPS
WITNESSES
MAJ. GEN. XONAS 3. PLATT, U.S. MARINE CORPS, ASSISTANT CHIEF
OF STAPF, G-1, HEADQUARTERS, MARINE CORPS
BEAR ADM. W. D. GADDIS, U.& NAVY, OFFICE OF THE NAVY COMPTROLLER, DIRECTOR OF BUDGET AND REPORTS
BRIG. GEN. E. H. SIMMONS, U.S, MARINE CORPS, DEPUTY FISCAL
DIRECTOR, HEADQUARTERS, MARINE CORPS
BRIG. GEN. CHARLES P. WIDDECKE, U.S. MARINE CORPS, DIRECTOR,
MARINE CORPS RESERVE
COL. F. I. SUSTAD, U.S. MARINE CORPS, DIRECTOR, WOMEN MARINES
L. G TROEN, MILITARY PERSONNEL SECTION, BUDGET BRANCH,
FISCAL DIVISION, HEADQUARTRXR, MARINE CORPS
Z. A. LOBI, OFFICE OF THE NAVY COMPTROLLER
R. W. MEADE, TRAVEL BUDGET PLANS SECTION, PERSONNEL DEPARTMENT, HEADQUARTERS, MARME CORPS

Military Personnel, Marine Corps
For pay, allowances, individual clothing, subsistence, interest on
deposits, gratuities, permanent change of station travel (including all
expenses thereof for organizational movements), and expenses of temporary duty travel between permanent duty stations, for members of the
Marine Corps on active duty (except members of the Reserve provided
for elsewhere); P1,474,000,000,

(10 U.S.C. 1035, 12123 1475-80, 2634, 5402, 5404-5.
5409-11, 5413-17, 5441, 5443, 5445-6. 5448. 5451
5453-6. 5458, 5502-3. 5531. 5537. 6032. 6081-6
6147-8. 6157, 6222: 12 U.S.C. 1715m; C=ters 3. 5.
7. and 9 of title 37. United States Code: 38 U.S.C.
2101-5; 42 U.S.C. 1594d: Department of Defense
Apropriation Act. 1969.)

$1.580.000.000.

DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
Military Personnel, Marine Corps
Program and Financing (in thousands of dollars)
Identification Code
07-05-1-105-0-1-05 I_-.~m~

a 68 @a

t

L

69 m
g9~a

n 70

0

Program by activities:
Direct program:
1. Pay and allowances of officers .........................
2. Pay and allowances of enlisted .........................
3. Pay and allowances of cadet...........................

256,784
907,621

286,295

290,519

980,667

1,03,150

85

4. Subsistence of enlisted personnel .......................

135,724

154,138

151,592

5. Permanent change of station travel ......................

108,420

102,555

105,287

6. Other military personnel costs .........................

22.055

21.345

19.452

1.430,689

1.545,000

1,580,000

I. Pay and allowances of officers ...........................

426

500

500

2. Pay and allowances of enlisted .........................

154

200

200

4. Subsistence of enlisted personnel.......................

22,374

20,830

21,000

5. Permanent change of station travel .....................

535

900

900

Total reimbursable obligations ... ......................

23.489

22,430

22,600

1,454,178

1,567,430

1,602,600

Total direct program................................
Reimbursable program:

10

Total obligations...................................
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Military Personnel, Marine Corps
Program and Financing Summary (In thousands of dollars) - continued
Identification Code

07-05-1105-0-1-051

n

68

669

.set

t

1

n
i

70

Financing:
Receipts and reimbursements from:
11 Federal funds ...............................................

-21,569

-18,299

-18,200

14 Non-Federal sources (10 U.S.C. 6087) .......................

-1.920

-4.131

-4.400

Budget authority ..........................................

1,430,689

1,545,000

1,580,000

61,474,000

1,580,000

t

Budget authority:
40

Appropriation ..............................................

1,396,300

42

Transferred from other accounts ............................

34.389

43

Appropriation (adjusted)...............................

1,430,689

44.30 Proposed supplemental for military pay act increase ......
44.40 Proposed supplemental for SEA

.. 0

0

g

oo00eo0

1,474,000
64,500
6,500

.000000

1,580,000

DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
Military Personnel, Marine Corps
Program and Financing (in thousands of dollars) - continued
Identification Code
07-05-1105-0-1-051

1 68 now

Is_69
_____

1,430,689

1,545.000

1,580,000

55,657

70,657

19 70____

Relation of obligations to outlays:
71

Obligations incurred, net .................................
Obligated balance, start of year

72.40

Appropriation............................................

60,128

72.49

Contract authorization ..................................

1,692

74

Obligated balance, end of year

77

Adjustment in expired accounts .............................

90

Outlays excluding supplementals ...........................

..............

-55,657

-70,657

-86,657

-4.185

.......

.......

1,432,666

1,459,100

91.30

Outlays from military pay act supplemental ..............

.......

64,500

91.40

Outlays from proposed supplemental for SEA ..............

.......

6,400

1,563,900
.......
100

IReimbursement from Non-Federal sources are derived from sale
of meals and clothing to service members.

(10 U.S.C. 4621).

Status of Unfunded Contract Authorization (in thousands of dollars)
idenV
igle
07-0 LIUf-U-i-U_

n 68 --

Unfunded balance, start of year ................................
i Administrative cancellation of unfunded balance (-) ............

Appropriation to liquidate contract authorization ..........

nFARTMPNT AF THP N'VY

1,692
-1,692

.......

n69 a

70-

..............
..............

...............

DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
Military Personnel, Marine Corps
Object Classification (in thousands of dollars)
Identification Code

07-05-1105-0-1-051

L

a 68 m*

I

1969 am

wa70

Direct obligations:
11.7

Personnel compensation:

Military .......................

957,924

1,052,420

1,082,023

12.2

Personnel benefits, military ............................

225,634

236,843

244,519

21.0

Travel and transportation of persons ...................

80,616

72,719

74,486

22.0

Transportation of things .............................

18,220

19,901

20,244

25.0

Other services.........................................

5,076

5,367

5,563

26.0

Supplies and materials ...............................

133,382

147,671

144,156

42.0

Insurance claims and indemnities .......................

8,837

9,079

8,169

43.0

Interest and dividends ..................................

1.000

1.000

840

Total direct obligations ............................

1,430,689

1,545,000

1,580,000

Reimbursable obligations:
11.7

Personnel compensation:

Military ......................

400

500

500

12.2

Personnel Benefits, Military ...........................

180

200

200

21.0

Travel and transportation of persons ....................

535

900

900

26.0

Supplies and materials ................................

22,374

20.830

21.000

Total reimbursable obligations ......................

23,489

2240

22.600

1,454,178

1,567,430

1,602,600

99.0

Total obligations ..................I

Department of the Navy
Military Personnel, Marine Corps
APPROPRIATION INTRODUCTION
(In thousands)

Total Direct Obligations

1968

1969

1970

Actual

Estimate

Estimate

$1,430,689

Proposed Supplmental

Appropriation (adjusted)

$1,474,000 b/

$1,580,000

71,000 c/
$1,430,689 a/

$1,545,000

$1,580,000

a/

Composed of original appropriated amount (P.L. 90-96) $1,396,300 plus a transfer of funds in the
amount of $34,389 to provide funds for the Congressionally approved pay raise effective 1 Oct 1967.

b/

Reflects $-6,000 adjustment related to Congressional Action (P.L. 90-580).

c/ Proposed supplemental is based on a requirement of $64,500 for the 6.9% pay raise effective
1 July 1968 and $6,500 for additional SEA requirements.

Department of the Navy
Military Personnel, Marine Corps
APPROPRIATION INTRODUCTION -- continued
A. This appropriation provides funds for the pay and allowance, subsistence in kind, travel and transportation
costs related to permanent change of station and other personnel costs, as authorized by law and regulations, for
Marineson active duty with the regular establishment.
B. The total personnel programs are sumarized in the following table:
SUMARY OF MILITARY PERSONNEL STRENGTH

FY 1968 Actual
End Strength
Man
30 June 1968
Years

Fy 1969 Planned
End Strength
Man
30 June 1969
Years

FY 1970 Planned
End Strength
Man
30 June 1969
Years

DIRECT PROGRAM
23,788
273,842
25
297,655

24,534
282,696
0
307,230

25,096
287,874
0
312,970

25,984
287,386
0
313,370

26,087
290,684
0
316,771

26,031
288,440
0
314,471

24
2
26

21
1
22

26
4
30

26
4
30

27
2
29

27
2
29

23,812
273,844

24,555
282,697
0

25,122
287,878
0

26,010
287,390
0

26,114
290,686
0

26,058
288,442
0

297,681
to agencies

307,252

Officers .................
Enlisted .................
Aviation Cadets ..........
Subtotal ............
REIMURSABLE PGRAM

j/

Officers .................
Enlisted ..................
Subtotal ............
TOTAL PROGRAM
Officers .................
Enlisted .................
Aviation Cadets ..........

y

TOTAL
MILtary personnel assign
of 10 USC 5416

0utame

01

1

314,500
316,800
313,400
313,000
provisions
Lne
unar
bass
reimbursabLe
at etense on a
0

Depatmt of the Navy
Military Personnel, Marine Corps

AETU-W IAIONU

RODCrION

--

continued

for a Marine Corps end
appropriated $1,396,300,000 in the 1968 Appropriation Act which provided
C. Th Gmrs
an increase to 309,179
authorized
President
the
year
the
During
strength of 30L.095 and a uman year average of 297,975.
for the year were; end 307,230; man year
strengths
attained
actual
The
298,173.
of
average
year
man
a
and
end strength
Additional funds in the amount of $34,389,000
average 27,55; a short fall of 1,949 aid strength and 518 man years.
1967.
October
1
effective
raise
aippsved pay
were provided for the OIrsloal
D.

The

L960 budget reqnsant

a man year average of
auhitted to Congress, provided for an end strength of 306,408,

later reduced to $1,474,000,000 during the
314.906, isd ho~n in the anmmt of $1,9480,000,000. This amount was
authorized a further personnel increase to
President
Congressionl bdget review. During the course of the year, the
plan. The man years, however. have been
approved
Congressionally
the
above
7,000
about
or
313,370,
end fiscal 1969 with
In addition, a supplemental of
years.
man
312,970
to
years
man
314,904
reduced frm the Congressimmally approd
I July 1968 and an additional
effective
became
which
6.9%
of
raise
$64,500,000 will be required to fund the military pay
personnel.
enlisted
of
subsistence
in
-mms
r
SU
increased
for
$6,500,000
1969 referred to above, the President
L Concurrently, with the increase in personnel authorized for end fiscal over end 1969. The 1970 request for
1,101
has authorized a further imereeme to ead fiscal year 1970 with 314,471 or man year average of 316,771 is required to
and the related man years. The
$1,580,000,000 will fund that end streth
Marines to meet replacement
support the imeresaed stzwgtk for a fUll yer and to provide sufficient deployable
requirements in the Vesterm Pacific.
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Department of the Navy
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I:

Justification of EstimateS for Fiscal Year 1970

1~

O

Budget
Activity

F OBLIGATIONS

/

/

L968
Actual'

1

--

1969:
Estimate

1

R25L4t

1.

Pay and allowances of of- e.s....
..

2

Pay and allowances of el
cod
'
personnel .............. .97...........9t,62-' 980,667

3

Pay and allowances of cadets ......

4

Subsiste

of enlisted

2

5

J

}

iffertace

1970
compared with

196

Total direct obL

.atlons
.........

Pane

290,519

$+ 4,224

3-11

1!013,150

+32,483

3-12

..

3-13

-

-

-54,138

-"151,592

- 2,546'

Poenuant chage of statioA
Other military personnel cost ....

-

Justifiction

/
135,724

travel .................... ......

6

2

,

i.

personnel .....
5

197a
Estimaie

3-14

.

\108,420
22,055

43,

,01?,,

102,555,

105,287

21,345

19,452

_,

+ 2,732

3-16

1,893

3-18

-

$+35,000
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OPENING REMARKS

Mr. ANDRIEWS. The subcommittee will come to order.
At this time we will give consideration to the request for "Military
personnel, Marine Corps." For this appropriation the Marine Corps
is requesting $1,580 million an increase of $S*35 million over the current
estimate for fiscal year 1969.
We have with iis to discuss this request Maj. (len. Jonas M. Platt,
Assistant Chief of Staff, G-1, Headquarters, Marine Corps.
General Platt, we welcome you before us and all of your supporting witnesses. You have a \'ery distinguished record" as a Marine
Corps officer and we would like to insert your biographical sketch in
the record at this point.
General PLATr. Thank you, sir.
(The document follows:)
BIOGRAPHICAL SKEIII OF MAJ. OEN. J.

31. PLAW'

MAJ. GEN. JONAS M. PrATT, USC ASSISTANT CHIEF OF,"STAFF,

G-1, HEADQUARTERS MARINE CoHRs
Jonas M. Platt was born September 21, 1919 in Brooklyn, N.Y., and graduated
from high school In Cranston, R.I. He attended Norwich University in Vermont.
graduating In 1940 with a bachelor of science degree in civil enginering, and

was commissioned a Marine second lieutenant in June 1940.

While serving in the Marine detachment aboard the battleship'.H.S. Wash.
ington during World War II, he rose front lieutenant to major, participating in
Russian convoy operations in the Norwegian Sea, and six operations In the
Pacific, Including Guadalcanal, Tarawa, and Kwajalein. In 1944. after 4 months
In the United States, he returned to the Pacific area. As a member of the 1st
Marines, 1st Marine Division, he participated in the assault landings on Peleliu

and Okinawa, earning the Navy Commendation and Bronz Star Medals, both

with Combat "V," and the Purple Heart.
Following the war, he organized and commanded the Provisional Marine Guard
at United Nations Headquarters in New York. Ile later served at Headquarters
Marine Corps; earned a master's degree in psychology at Ohio State University
in 1949; and taught Infantry tactics and Instructional techniques at Marine
Corps Schools, Quantlco, until December 1952.
During the Korean conflict, he earned the Legion of Merit with Combat "V"
as Commanding Officer, 1st Battalion, 5th Marines, and Assistant 0-3, 1st
Marine Division.
During subsequent assignments, he served again at Headquarters Marine
Corps; was assigned to a joint staff In London; served briefly in the Mediterranean during the Suez crisis In 1950; and front 1958-60 commanded the Marine
Barracks, Washington, D.C.-the oldest post In the Corps.
Upon completing the National War College in 1961, he was assigned as Regimental Commander, 6th 3firines, followed by duty as Assistant Chief of Staff.
G-3, 2d Marine Division. During this period the division deployed for the Cuban
crisis In October 1962.
From 1913 to 1965, he served as Commanding Officer of the basic school, which
trains the Marine Corps' new second lieutenants.
General Platt was promoted to brigadier general on November 1, 1965, while
en route to Vietnam. Upon his arrival, he became Assistant Division Commander.
3d Marine Division, at Chu Lal. While serving with the Division. he commanded
Task Force Delta in operations Harvest Moon, Double Eagle I, l)ouble Eagle 11
and Utah. In March 1966, he moved to Danang and became Chief of Staff for
Lieutenant General Walt--comnander of the Marine forces In Vietnam.
While serving in Vietnam, he was awarded three U.S. decorations-the Silver
Star Medal, and a second and third Legion of Merit with Combat "V." He was also
awarded three decorations by the Go'Vernment of Vietnam--the National Order
of Vietnam, and two Vietnamese Gallantry Crosses with Palm.
Detached in December 1966, General Platt reported to Headquarters Marine
Corps in January 1967, and was assign d as Deputy Assistant Chief of Staff, G-1.
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Upon Ills pjromotlon to major general on March 19), 1li8. he assumed i1s current
assignment.
A complete list of hIls Inedals and decorations include: the Silver Star Mehlal.
tie Legion of .Merit with two (ol Star. in lieu of ,-conidand third awards. the
lronze Star Medal with ('omat "V", tile Navy Coinjijendattion Medil with Coinhat "V", the ilurple leart Medal, the Presidental Unit Citation with two bronze
stars. the Navy Unit Commendation Medal. the American i)efense Service .Medalwith Fleet clasp. the American Defense Service Medal, the European-African
Middle Eastern campaignn Medal with one bronze .tar. the Asiatic-Pacific Cainpaign Medil with one sliver star and three Wronze stars, the World War IT Victory
Mtdlal. the China Service Medal. tile NationI iDefenlse Service Medal with one
bronze star. the Korean Service Medal with two bronze stars, the Vietnam Service Medal with three bronze stars. tile United Natious Service Medal, tie Korean
residentiall Unit Ci.tation. the Vietiumese National Order, two Vietnamese
Gallantry Crosses with Palm. and the Repulilic of Vhltnail campaign n Medal.
General Platt and his wife. the former Nina Fernandez of Northfield, Vermont.
have one daughter. Joanne Julie.
GENERAL SI A.TMFNT

Mr. ANDREWS. You have a prepared statement?
General Pixrr. Yes.
Mr. AN.DREWS. WA'e would be glad to have you read it without interruption. and then we will ask you some questions. Before we proceed
to ask the questions following the reading of your statement, we want
to tell you that if we ask you any questions which you think some
member of your staff could answer better than you, you may feel
free to call upon your supporting witnesses.
General Pi.vrr."Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, it is a
privilege for me to present to you the highlights of the Marine Corps'
military manpower program for fiscal year 1970, and the budget estimate which supports that program.
As in prior years, our manpower program continues to be dominated
by the need to sustain large forces committed to combat in Vietnam,
wwhile at the same time insuring that our uncommitted forces have the
personnel resources necessary to maintain them at an adequate level of
combat readiness for contingencies.
FISCAL YEAR 1000 MANPONVER PROGRAM

The demands and dynamics of these manpower requirements during
the past. year have caused certain revisions in the manpower program
funded by the fiscal year 1969 appropriation.
Before presenting our fiscal year 1970 program, therefore, I would
like to first briefly highlight these changes.

The most significant change. was an increase in end strength. The
original personnel plan for fiscal year 1969 provided for- an end
strength of 306,408 and a man-year average of 314,904. The revised
plan provides for an end strength of 313,370 and iman-year average
of 312,970. The end strength increase of approximately 7,000 marines
has been used primarily for the purpose of improving readiness in our
CONUS-based Fleet Marine Forces.
Other significant adjustments to the original plan included increased
recruit input to sustain the required flow of replacements to Southeast
Asia, and slightly increased endyear strengths in the top six NCO
grades.
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FISCAL YEAR

1970

MANPOWER

PROGRAM

Starting from the modified fiscal year 1969 program, the flscal year
1970 request provides all additional end strength authorization, and
sufficient average strength to insure an uninterrupted flow of replacements to Southeast. Asia and an adequate readiness posture in units
not committed to Vietnam.
Essentially, fiscal year 1970 reflects a continuation of our posture at
end fiscal year 1969. Total strength in fiscal year 1970 grows; from a
beginning of 313,370 to an end of 314,471, with a man-year average of
316,771. To support this plan; we are requesting $1.58 billion, an increase of $35 million over the fiscal year 1969 adjusted anthorizatioii.
The officer plan for fiscal year 1970 provides for approximately
26,000 officers-an increase of only 47 officers over end fiscal year 1969.
Officer grade distribution remains essentially unchanged. The percentage of our total strength in the officer ranks remains at 8.3 percent.
To sustain the officer polulation, we plan on procuring approximately 4,200 officers during fiscal year 1970, a decrease of about 600
from the fiscal year 1969.
Planned promotions to all grades will be less than fiscal year 1969
except for promotions to first lieutenant and warrant office'" (W-2).
Turning to our enlisted plan, it provides for an increase in end
strength of 1,054.
In response to requirements, the total number of noncommissioned
officers in the top six grades will increase by almost 900 from end
fiscal year 1969 authorizations. Thus, the ratio of corporal (E-4) and
above to total enlisted strength changes only slightly-from 44.6 percent at.end fiscal year 1969 to 44.7 percent at end fiscal year 1970.
To sustain this enlisted population we plan on approximately 96,000
enlisted accessions during the year-about the same as fiscal year 1969.
Within this total we anticipate a requirement for 10,000 inductees,
which is about the same number we are taking this year. To date, we
have taken only 29,000 inductees since the beginning of the Vietnam
war compared to 84,000 during the Korean conflict. Even this number
would have been reduced had we not shifted to a level monthly recruit
input from our previous procedures of varying our recruit input by
month in accordance with volunteer recruiting potential. Our inductees
have performed very well both in training and in combat. We do not,
however, expect to retain as great a percentage of them as we do of

volunteers.
Looking at enlisted promotions, the numbers planned for all grades
during fiscal year 1970 will be less than, in fiscal year 1969, reflecting
the shift from building up our NCO strength to maintaining an
essentially level NCO strength in fiscal year 1970. The numbers provided do, however, offer good promotion opportunity-essential if we
are to retain sufficient numbers of high-caliber marines.
Retention of enlisted marines is a matter of continuing concern.
Current reenlistment rates are below those we experienced before the
Vietnam conflict. We need improvement in first-term reenlistment if
we are to maintain the career for e at adequate levels. And, within the
total rate, we have to do far better in retaining marines with hard,
long-leadtime skills. It is at this group that our enlisted retention program is especially directed. The financial incentives of variable reenlistment bonus and proficiency pay hre awarded to highly qualified marines
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who possess vital skills. Our budget requests would continue these re(nflistmiient, incentives at aboutt the same level as in tile reselnt fiscal
year. Some adjustments in eligible skills have been made in order to
better meet our retention goals.
During tile past. year tile Commandant of the Marine ('orps lilts
(irected increased elplasis on retention efforts from the I headquarters
Marine Corps level to battalion and 2qlua(Iroii level to ellsUIie that tile
Marine Corps is doing everything within its means to improve retention-both officer and enlisted. We believe we are making progress. We
also believe, however, that the e efforts must be reinforced )y proved
military compensiation and housing if we are to be fully sulecessful.
A unique aspect of both our fiscal years 1969 mid 1970 manpower
programs is that they botlh, of necesslv, reqiire tile release of large
numbers of Vietnam veterans before their enlistments expire.
Let. me explain: In fiscal year 1970 we require an input of 8.0)0 new
enlisted accessionis per month, principally to support. tlhe deployment
of almost one-third of the Marine Corps'in Southeast Asia. To maintainia level store ngth would require that. we have 8,000 enlisted losses
per month to offset the required monthly gains. unfortunately, we
cannot obtain losses of this size since most of our losses during fiscal
year 1970 come from marines who enlisted during fiscal years 1966,
1967, and 1968-years in which our recruit input was lower than today.
Thus, to maintain an essentially level strength we must. artificially
generate additional losses by voluntarily releasing marines up to 12
months
prior to the time their enlistments expire. We are limiting this
early release
program to marines who have served in Vietnam. Our
fis-ctil year 1970 program provides for the early release of 17,000 Vietnami veterans. During fiscal year 1969 we will release early about 26,000
Vietnam veterans.
The net effect of this early release program in combination with a
,nstant monthly input of recruits is the reason that our average
,rength in fiscal year 1970 is some 2,800 man-years more than those
required for a.level program.
Mr. Chairman, gentlemen, to sum up, this request is $35 million
higher in direct obligations tian the revised fiscal year 1969 plan, but
it includes the funds required for an increase in average strength of
3,800 marines.
Provision of the funds requested will permit us to support our marines in combat and to maintain nondeployed forces in an adequate
status of readiness throughout the fiscal year.
ri. ANDREWS. Thank you, General Platt.
Mr. Liscom. Mr. Chairman, may I ask the general a question
before you proceed?
Mr. ANDREWS. Yes.
POSSIBLE CIIAN(|OES TO PERSONNEL
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PICTURE

Mr. IAiPsco-31n. General, do you know of any actions that are about
to take place or will take place which would change the figures which
have been submitted in your statement today.
General PLA'T. No, sir; I know of none at all.
Mr. LIiscom. So your statement applies not only today but in the
future; you know of no actions that will be changed?
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General PLxr. I know of no program changes. The estimates, of
course, will vary; estimates will change from time to time but no
lprograi changes.
Mr. Lirscom . And the Marine Corps knows of no amendments to
your personnel budget that. may be submitted by the Secertary of
Defense?
General SIitoNs. We expect very minor amendments as a result, of
Mr. Packard's current review.
Mr. LirscoMBi. Would it affect the statement as read, in any way?
General PLATr. Yes, sir, in one instance. We are expect ing as a result
of that review to be authorized 900 more sergeants and 1,600 more corporals which would mean more promotions and a slight increase in the
top six ratio. Outside of that, I know of no changes. There would be
no change in the total strength. It. is just that they would allow us to
have more sergeants and corporals than we have in this budget.
Mr. LIpscomB. Is there a change in your monetary situation ?
General SMttmoNs. About $3 million decrease.
Admiral GADDIS. The tentative adjustments that have been spoken
to and which have not been decided upon as yet involve the increase in
enlisted grade structure which the general spoke to, a small adjustment in servicemen's group life insurance, and a small adjustment ill
the cost of operational rations in Southeast Asia for a net of -$3
million.
Mr. LPsCOMB. It is my understanding that the Secretary was going
to be testifying before the Senate Armed Services Committee today.
Admiral GA)DIS. But he is testifying, sir, on the basis that this is
the program which he has recommended to the President and which
he has not had opportunity to discuss with the President yet. As such,
he has told the services that this amendment is subject to adjustment.
That is why we cannot say that it is firm, sir.
Mr. LipscoM n. Did you say it was a decrease of $3 million?
Admiral GADDIS. A net decrease of $3 million.
Mr. ANDREWS. If you change these figures.
Admiral GADDIS. Yes, sir.
Mr. LIPsCOM. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. ANmD~ws. But as of right now the figures before the committee
are what you are requesting?
Admiral GADDIS. Yes, sir.
RATIO OF OFFICERS TO ENLISTED MARINES

Mr. ANDREWS. General Platt, I notice you say in your statement that
the percentage of our total strength in the officer ranks remains at
8.3 percent.
General PL.rr. Yes, sir.
Mr. ANDREws. Is that in line with the other services or is it lower?
General PLATr. Sir, I cannot cite the percentages of the other services. It is lower, but it is lower, among other reasons, because they
furnish their own doctors, chaplains, dentists, which are furnished
to us by the Navy.
Admiral GADDIS. In answer to your question, sir, it is significantly
lower than the other three services. All the other three services' averages are above 10 percent.
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INDUCTEES

Mr. ANDREWS. Traditionally, the Marine Corps has had a fine esprit
(le corps. How do these inductees fit into your family of marines,
so to speak?
General PL.Tr. Sir, we detect no differences on the indthctees in
training or in combat. The only significant difference is the reenlistment rate. They had no intention of becoming professional marines.
Mr. ANDREWS. Or of making a career of it?
General PLATr. That is right. Their reenlistment rate has been
about 1 percent, first term reenlistment rate, as opposed to 12 percent.
Mr. Axi.DSwr. That is understandable, and I am sure it does not
surprise you.
General PLATr. No, sir.
Mr. ANDREWS. They have proved very, very satisfactory?
General PLATT. They have, Mr. Chairman.
INCREASED FUNDS REQUESTED

Mr. AN'DREWS. General, why will an increase of only 3,800 in the
average strength require an additional $35 million in funding?
General PLATT. Basically, sir, the 3,800 increase in man-years requires $35 million and the thrust of the increase is all in pay and
allowances for enlisted, and a small portion in pay and allowances for
officers.
Mr. ANDREWS. That is true, according to the information presented
in the justification book, but why would only 3,800 require an additional $35 million in funding?
General PLATr. It stems from all aspects of the pay and allowances
for officers and enlisted. Our enlisted NCO ratio is higher principally
on the average from 1969 to 1970, which also accounts for some of
this increase.
General SIMMONS. I have a fairly precise increase and decrease
schedule that I could either read into the recordMr. ANDREWS. I Wish you would read it into the record.
General SIn.Mos. Very well, sir.
Activity 1, Pay and Allowances of Officers:
$5.6 million increase in basic pay, due to 991 more man-years, plus
$223,000 incentive pay due to added pilot man-years more nearly meeting the requirements. Then there is a reduction of $1.3 million in basic
allowance for quarters. This is a function of a younger Marine Corps
Officer where the marriage factor decreases due to reversions of temporary officers, most of whom have dependents, and a slight increase
in occupancy of Government quarters.
Plus $570,000 basic allowance for subsistence, a function of increased man-years.
Minus $14 million separation payments, due to a decreased average
amount per payment based on lower unused leave )ayments.
Plus $829,000, social security tax, employer's contribution, due to
man-years increases, again.
Activity 2, pay and allowances of enlisted personnel:
Plus $'7.5 million, basic pay, due to 2,810 more man-years and improved grade distribution.
Plus $659,000, incentive pay, due to increased number of personnel
assigned to parachute jumping duty and flying duty.
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Minus $1.3 million, special pay, due to decrease in hostile fire pay-

ments.

Plus $2.4 million, reenlistment bonus, due to payment of variable
reenlistment bonus installments contracted in fiscal years 1966-68.
Plus $569,000, clothing allowance, due to higher recruit input.
Plus $1.7 million, basic allowances for quarters, due to higher percentage of married enlisted marines.
Minus $554,000, family separate allowances. Fewer married marines
at duty stations without their dependents.
Plus $1.5 million, social security tax, employer's contribution, due
to man-years increase.
Activity 4, subsistence of enlisted personnel:
Plus $1.3 million, basic allowance for subsistence, due to increased
man-years of leave and more marines authorized to mess separately.
Minus $3.9 million, subsistence in kind, due to Southeast Asia stock
and consumption levels.
Activity 5, permanent change of station.
Minus $393,000, accession travel, due to rate decrease in recruit
travel, using more group travel.
Minus $423,000, training travel, due to drop in enlisted language
training and lower household goods rate.
Plus $312,000 operational travel between duty stations. More officer
reassignments prompted by rise in separations; enlisted moves related
to higher end strength.
Plus $3.4 million, separation travel, due to more separations and
increased trailer allowances.
Activity 6, other military personnel costs:
Minus $950,000, death gratuities, due to lower estimate of Southeast
Asia fatalities.
Minus $783,000, servicemen's group life insurance program. Lower
premium rate projected at this time, a function of reduced casualty
estimate.
Mr. ANDREWS. So those pluses and minuses equal $35 million?
General StMMONS. Yes, sir.
MANPOWER REQUIREMENTS

Mr. ANDREWS. Can you explain how you determined your manpower requirements for fiscal 1970? Specifically, we would like to
know what rationale was used in determining the need for the increase
of about 3,800 in your average strength.
General PLATT. Yes, sir. e determined the total billets that we require in our organization based on manning criteria when they are
applicable to certain types of billets. For example, you need so many
cooks for so many men in a messhall, so many clerks for so many men
on your rolls, and then we apply a judgment factor in those areas
which are principally tactical in-nature. In other words, how many
men in a rifle squad, how many companies in a battalion. That determines the organizational billet part of our total Marine Corps, what
is commonly called the structure.
Then from that we determine for the given fiscal year how many
men we need in nonorganizational billets to fill that structure at its
prescribed level. I am referring to how many men we need in training,
how many men we need in schools, how many patients, how many
transients, how many prisoners.'We put the total together and that
adds up to the total Marine Corps for the given fiscal year.
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DEPLOYMENT OF MARINE ('01RP8 DIVISIONS

Mr. A-.Du:ws. llow many divisions do you have now, General?
General Ih.xrr. We have four.
Mr. ANDULEws. Two of those are in Vietnam?
General i...vi-r. Yes. The first and the third, plus one regimental
lan(ling team from the 5th l)ivision. The 5th I)ivision is based at
('amp Pendleton. There is also one of its battalion landing teams at
Kaneohe in Hawaii. Then on the east coast we lave the 2d Marine
l)ivision based at Camp Iejeune, with a battalion landing team in
the Mediterranean, one in the Caribbean and a reenforced battalion
at Guantanamo, on a rotational basis.
Mr. A ,nEws. How many men do you have in South Vietnam?
General Pi.vrr. 82,200.
CASUTALTIFS

IN

VIETNAM

ANDREWS. How many losses have you had over there, casualties?
,
Mr.
Supply
it, for the record if you do not have it here.
ien-eral Pi.w°rr. I have it. Our casualty count through the 12th of
March was 10,789 killed, 71,498 wounded. Of the wounded, 30,560
returned to duty in Vietnam and 40,938 were hospitalized either in
the Western Pacific or in the continental United States. We have a
total of 103 either missing or listed as captured.
AVERAGE STRENGTII

Mr. ANDREWS. General, if for 1970 you have a beginning strength
of 313,370 and an ending strength of 314,471, which is an increase of
only 1,101, how did you arrive at an estimated average man-year of
316,771 ?
General PLArr. Mr. Chairman, that is the interaction between fixed
monthly new accessions of 8,000 per month, plus reenlistments, against
our pattern of losses during the fiscal year. In order to maintain that
fixed input we, of necessity, need a higher average strength than our
beginning and ending strength.
EFFECT OF DRAFT ON RECRUITMENT

Mr. ANDREWS. I notice you stated you were getting about 10,000
inductees. If it were not for the draft do you think your needed
enlistment requirements would be met?
General PLAT. No, sir. We shifted to the draft principally, however, in order to have a regular monthly input of recruits, instead of
curving our input in accordance with the recruiting climate.
However, amongst our volunteers, Marines who come in not as
inductees, a high percentage of them are draft-motivated.
Mr. ANDREWS. Do you try to have a constant flow coming in each
month?
General PLvr. Yes, sir.
Mr. ANDREWS. What is that number, again?
General PLATT. It is 8,000 new accessions per month, 7,900 male and
100 women.
Mr. ANDRFAWS. But for the draft you couldn't meet that 8,000?
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General Pixmr. Not every month, no, sir; not in the poor recruiting
months. InI tile good months we do, hut ill tile poor recruiting months
we couldn't.
Mr. ANDIrws. What do you mean by "good months" .
General Pl•rr. (Good months traditionally are June, July, August,
and September.
Mr. ANDREw. Following school?
General PL.AT. Yes, sir. Then when schools reconvene, they are )ool.
January is traditionally a fair recruiting month. Then February,
March, and April and also ,May are poor months.
LJ1WEIVS OF MARINES

EDUCATION.\,

Mr. A NoRws. Are rnost of your recrulits high school graduates?
Have they finished high school?
General PiArr. No, sir. I don't have the figure. I would have to
furnish it for the record. We have significant numbers of nouhigh
school graduates.
(The information follows:)
As of March 15, 1969, the percentage of high school graduates ainong Marine
volunteers In fiscal year 1969 Is 55.4 percent, and anong Inductees for the same
period Is 71.5 percent. Overall, the percentage is 56.6 pwreent for a total of
36,5 high school graduates.

Mr. ANDREWS. How about college graduates?

General PLA'Fr. We are taking in a small number of college gradltates, Mr. Chairman, principally through the draft. Right now we
have on board as of the end of calendar 1968, 1,071 college graduates
in our enlisted population.
Mr. ANDREWS. But. the majority of your people, new inductees, are
high school graduates?
General PhAr'r. Yes, sir; the majority.
Mr. ANDREWS. How does a college graduate who would he 4 or 5
years older than those high school recruits-how does that college
graduate fit into the picture?
General PLA'rr. As a rule, he does very well. Now, in his assignment.
we handle them as special cases. They are assigned on an individual
basis. They are interviewed, we are very interested in what the ian s
college background is. We want to get hin into the jobs that we do
have that correlate with certain specific college backgrounds.
Mr. ANDREWS. But when he first goes in for basic training lie goes
through with the younger recruits?
General PL.A'rr. Oh, yes, sir. He goes right through recruit camp at
San Diego or Parris Island like everybody else does.
Mr. ANVREwS. There is no problem because of the difference in ages?
General PLATr. I know of no problem.
Mr. ANDREWS. But when you do get around to giving him an assignment, you do go into his background and his college experience?
General PI,Arr. Yes, sir. In this individual assignment process, we

may put him on a job and bypass a service school that we feel he does
not need, or we could accelerate him through certain schools because
of his background and its relationship to the job.
OFFICER PROCUREMENT

Mr. ANDREWS. What about your OCS program, do you have enough
applicants I '

I.

.,
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General li,.%rr. Sit', we are hvin plrocurement problems with offieers, which generally started last fall. Right ow we are hi)out 300
under plan and we project by the :iotIt of June we could he at least 700
under plan.
Mr. AN Ews. That is )urely voluntary service, is it not, going into
OCS?
General 131,A-r. Yes.
Mr. ANDmEws. So if 'you (1o have a college graduate, you could not
force htim to go into ((?
General PlIxvrr. No, sir. We interview those college graduates and
we are very interested in getting high caliber men into our officer
candidate programs. But most of our college graduates are inductees
who are in for 2 years. We have gained about three commissioned officers thoritgh our induct ion system since January 1,1968.
DIF.NSE DEPARTMENT REVIEWS OF MARINE COiS STIENGTi

M. l)vIs. General, what reviews have you had of your overall
Marine Corps strength requirements for fiscal year 19)70 l) to this

time?
General PLATT. First, sir, the Commandant of tile Marine Corps
formulates his manpower program and it is submitted, of course, to
the Secretary of the Navy for review. Upon completion of review by
the Secretary of the Navy, it is submitted to the Office of the Secretary
of Defense where it undergoes a detailed review before the authorized
figures are published.
Mr. Dvis. Have you had the proposed strength of the Corps for
the fiscal year 1970 reviewed by the Office of the Secretary of Defense
recently?
General PLAr. Yes, sir; as part of the budget process, and also our
1969 and 1970 authorizations were reviewed in some detail starting
last March and extending through about the end of the calendar year.
Mr. DAvis. But since january 20, has there been any review of your
projected strength by the Office of the Secretary of Defense?
General PLAn-r. No, sir; not since then.
Mr. DAVIS. Do you anticipate there will be?
General PA'rr.No, sir; I do not.
EFFECT OF VIETNAM ROTATION ON ACCESSIONS AND EARLY RELEASEs

Mr. DAVIs. On page 6 of your statement, General Platt, you discuss
the early-out, program and state that you need 96,000 accessions in fiscal
1970 principally to support the deployments to Vietnam. Since you
only would have to replace an average of about 77,000 enlistees in
Vietnam during 1970, how do you reconcile that figure with your
96,000 enlisted accessions?
General PLAr. Sir, the rate at which we replace men in Vietntun is
dependent on a number of factors. First, of course, there is the 13month tour. Then the tempo of operations and its impact on our
casualties determines our replacement rate.
Furthermore, for a variety of emergency reasons men could be returned early. The average infantryman, for example, his tour, considering the casualties, is considerably less than 13 months. During
fiscal year 1968 our average monthly replacement draft was about
7,300. But we had a monthly replacement draft at one time of 10,400

Marines.

4
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Mr. DAVs. You mentioned the projected 17,000 early-outs. Would
it be good business to return then or some part of them to fill the
vacancies for which you are now using additional enlisted accessions?
General P.%Tr. We cannot, sir. We have to maintain almost onethird of our strength in Southeast Asia, specifically 93,000 officers and
men, with 82,000 in Vietnam. Now, these men are rotated out and back
on a basic policy of a 13-month tour. portal to portal tour, if you will,
from the west coast; and a policy of 24 months between Vietnam tours
for our career men. In order to insure that we meet oulr monthly re(uirements in Vietnam. we have to put in 7,900 male recruits. Now,
they do not all go immediately to Vietnam. Some replace losses in
other skills. But that is what drives our whole manpower program.
If we take a fixed authorized average strength and a fixed end strength
and put into the structure that many new accessions plus the reenlistments which we need to maintain our career force, we have to artificially create vacancies in order to maintain that input.
Mr. D.%vis. That gets down to this question: Are you releasing some
of these men early in order to make room for a fixed input?
General Pr.xrr. Exactly, sir; exactly. The only alternatives would
be to take these men who have been to Vietnam and send them back
with less than 24 months between tours, and this we do not want to do.
It would be either that or extend the 13-month tour in Vietnam,
and we do not want to do that either. So we are letting out the man who
has been, in order to make room for a man who can go.
Admiral GADDIS. Also, the man they are letting out, Mr. Davis, is
a man who has less than 12 months left to do in the Marine Corps
and therefore would not be eligible for a full tour outside the continental United States.
General PLvrTr. Yes.
Mr. DAVIS. You are not taking advantage of the fact that through
Selective Service and other means you have a guaranteed fixed input,
are you? By not taking advantage of it, I mean using the existence of
it as a tool or a vehicle for early release of these people.
General Pi.%TT. Sir, we are using the draft system in order to insure
that we can get the monthly input that we need to maintain our commitment in Vietnam under the ground rules of a 13 months' tour, 24
months between tours. The only alternatives that are available are to
change the tour length, change the time between the tours or have a
larger Marine Corps.
COST OF RECRUIT TRAINING

Mr. DAVIS. What is 'our best estimate of the cost to train the new
recruit and retain him or a year in the Marines?
General PirLr. I would "have to furnish that for th6 record.
(The information follows:)
Depending upon a recruit's military speciality and his assignment, cost
estimates for his training and retention for 1 year can vary from $4,100 to $6,100.
For example, the estimated first-year costs for the typical Marine infantry
rifleman going into Vietnam are approximately $5,700. This estimate includes
pay and allowances including combat and overseas pay; travel and operational
costs related to recruiting, training and sending the Marine to Vietnam; and
support in Vietnam of him and his personal equipment.
MANAGEMENT IMPROVEMENTS

Mr. DAvis. In the report of this subcommittee last year at the
time the military personnel budget request for the fiscal year 1969 was

r
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reduced, there was a recommendation that various management
improvements be initiated in the administration of this appropriation.
What report can you give us as to the implementation of these
suggested management improvements for reducing military personnel
costs during fiscal 1969?
General PI.TT. Yes, sir. In the area of better management I believe
it. was suggested that. we reduce permanent change of station moves.
Since our manpower program is basically being driven by the size
of our commitment in Vietnam, we are not able to reduce those
moves.
Our princil)al management efforts have been focused on such things
-is trying to maintain 24 months between tours for careerists and
developing the proper 2-, 3- and 4-year enlisted mix to sustain our
commitmentt in Vietnam.
Specifically on that point, and officer-career rotation, we have not
done anything. sir, in this environment.
Mr. DAVIS. Off the record.
(Discussion off the record.)
PElRSONNEI, GAINS AND LOSSES

Mr. ANDrWS. General, will you prepare for the record a schedule
showing the beginning strength, the number of accessions, the number
of discharges, and the ending strength for fiscal years 1968, 1969, and
1970, for both officers and enlisted personnel ?
General PLI.-. Yes, sir.

(The information follows:)
FISCAL YEAR 1968
Begin
Officer .............................................
Enlisted ...........................................
Marcad ...........................................
Total .......................................

Total
gains

Total
losses

End STR

23,592
3.787
261,584
125,609
93 --------------

2,824
24,555
104,496
282,697
93 ............

285,269

129,396

107,413

307,252

FISCAL YEAR 1969
Officer ............................................
Enlisted ...........................................

24,555
282,697

4,798
107,089

3,343
102,396

26,010
287,390

Total' ......................................

307,252

111,887

105,739

313,400

4,146
109,548

26,058
288,442

FISCAL YEAL 1970
Officer ............................................
Enlisted -------------------------------------------

26, 010
287,390

4,194
110,600

313,400

114,794

113,694

314,500

Fiscal ear

Fiscal year

Fiscal year

Includes reimbursables as follows:
Officer ......................................................
Enlisted .....................................................

21
1

26
4

27
2

Total ......................................................

22

30

29

Total .......................................

-.
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STRENOTIIS BY ORADE

Mr. ANDIMwS. Now, the average strength of the Marine Corps is
broken out by grade on pages 3-22 and 3-33 of the justification book.
There are some significant variances between the estimated averages
bky each grade for fiscal year 11)69 and those for 1970. For example,
under "Officers" you estimated that. for 1969 the Marine Corps would
require 3,904 cap;tains, and for 1970, 3,193; for first iieitenaits, you
estimated the requirements at 4,667 for fiscal year 1969, and for 1970
you are estimating 5,871. I Tlider enlisted personnel, you estimated that
for fiscal year 1969 the Marine Corps would require 32,414 E-5's, and
for 1970 you are estimating it requirement of 38,734. How (lid the
Marine Corps arrive at the estimated average, strength, by grades, for
fiscal yea r 1970?
General P,.vA'ir. Addressing first the change in (captains, page 3-22
shows a requirement for 3,904 captains without enlisted service and
2,475 Captains with enlisted service, for a total man years of captains
of 6,379. Actual stated requirement for captains at end fiscal year 1969
is 6,468, the same as for fiscal vear 1970. The reason that the man-year
average is lower than the end-year requirement is due to the growth
of some 1,500 officers during fiscal year 1969. In fiscal year 1970, pages
3-22 shows 3,193 captains without enlisted service, and :1.275 captains
with enlisted service, for a total man years of captains of 6,468. This
is a slight, increase in captain man years of 89 over fiscal year 1969,
and reflects the level officer strength in fiscal year 1970.
Now, addressing the first lieutenant question, page 3--22 shows 4,667
man years of first lieutenants without enlisted service and 1,549 man
vear.'s"of first lieutenants with enlisted service, for a total of 6,216 first
lieutenant man years foi- fiscal year 1969. For fiscal year 1970 we show
5871 mai years of first lieutenant without enlisted service. and 727
man ears of first lieutenant with enlisted service, for a total of 6,598
first. lieutenant man years for fiscal year 1970. This is an increase of
:182 first lieutenant man years in fiscal year 1970 over fiscal year 1969,
and is a reflection of the large number of new officers coining in (hr
Marine Corps in late 1968 and 1969 achieving the 15 months service'
required for promotion to first, lieutenant.
.Addressing the difference in sergeants, E-5, that is a difference of
6,320. This is a result of our being successful in gettingr permission
to increase the authorized number of serg ants in the Marine Corps
between 1969 and 1970. We sought this and it was granted. We needed
more sergeants in order to meet our requirements.
Mr. A-UmEws. Can you tell us why you needed more serstants?
General PIJAPr. Yes,'sir. We generate our requirements by tht process
which I described, what jobs we believe sergeants should have. We
went to the Department of Defense and explained the justification
for more sergeants and they allowed its to have it. We traditionally
have a very low percentage of enlisted men in the grades of corporal
1-4 and above. We feel the percentage is too low for reasonable
promotion opportunity as well as to meet ourt'requirements.
Mr. A.Nmms. Wlat is fle highest NCO officer in the Marine
Corps ?

General PA'rr. Sir. lie is a sergeant major or a master gunnery
sergeant in pay grade '-9.
Mr. ANBREWS. Are they of the same rank or grade, the master guntery sergeant and the sergeant. majod?
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(i(ne'al
11.l"1A Yes, sir.
M'r. A NDREWS. You stale that Plaitled proliotion to all grades durilg 1970 will lehs (1111a1 for fi..A11 year 19(19, except for pro lotiotis to
first lieliteimi and wariraiit otlicers W--2. Why istile Marile Corps
euttilug back (o ofh('er proumot ions during tiscaf year 1970?
General l'xrr. Sir, we did lnot change our grade distribution from
(he grade of eaplthlu up, between 1969 1u1d 1970. We felt thal the grade
dist ribut il that we had met oulr requirellils. Bulit as our officer
1)plat ionl levels otf the pIttern of los. es an1d gills against that grade
eases the promlot ions to'derellse. We are ill sn1, out of
(list riut ionll
the buildupl phase in the offer popullatiou and we are mlaintailling a
relatively level strength.
Mr. ANiIlEWS. Why are you cutting back on enlisted promotions
for tise'al year 1970?
That is, patterns
'"oe..
(General Pixrr. Basically, sir, it is the sait'l llt
iues
rii1t iou
(list
g'alde
authorized
our
against
losses
and
of gains
ihe inumhe'S of pronmot ions.
However, in 19(9 we had a large number of promotions. Nineteen
seventyI'efleets ample Opportunity hut a more normal situation insofar
as the'size of our eolnmitmeilnt in Vietnai.
Mr. ANDiEWS. Wo1lld't the cutl)ack in pIoiottons have a direct effeet 1ll your'retlenlion capabilities?
General 'rvrr. We don't believe that the cutback is that great, Mr.
Chairman.
Mr.A NDREWS. You are not worried about it ?
General P],xr. No, sir. As I said earlier to Mr. Lipscomb, we requested 900 more sergeants and 1,600 more corporals, and we believe
that we are going to get that authority. With that we don't aliticipte
any difficulty.
REENLISTMENT

ION'SFS AND P OIICIENCY PAY

M'r. AND1mEws. General, you state that tihe retenit'on of enlisted
Marines isa matter of coniinning concern, hut that you are taking
You further state that the fhillial incensteps to try and correct it.
tives of the variable reenlistment bonus and lrofieiency pay are
awarded to highly qualified Marines who possess only vital skills. Is it
possible that yoll are placing too many restrictions on the skills in
which enlisted lpersonnel call receive profieiency pay and the variable
reenlist ment bonus?
General PLx-r. The skills to which we can give the variable reenlistment bonus are determined by the )epartment of Defense as well as
the skills that receive pro pay:This isa process of comparing the training investment inthe nian, that is, the amount of time and money it
takes to train him,compared to your present inventory and your pro]ected requirement. It. is a weighted review that tie Department of
I)efense goes through. They then tell us what skills we ean give VRB
pay to and what ski1is we can give pro pay to.
TERMB OF ENLISTMENT

Mr. ANDr1ws. When a young man goes i11) and volunteers inthe
Marine Corps how much time does he obligate himself to serve?
General PLA'r. An enlisted man, sir, can obligate himself for 23-, or 4-years' active duty.
Mr. AmmEws.Are there any advantages for him taking 3 years or 4
years inpreference to 2 yearsI
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General Pr,. rr.Sir, there are advantages in ternis of the training he
will get in the Marine Corps 1111d the opportunity for fulther promotion the longerhe stays, of course.
Mr. ANDRmWS.When you take an inductee in through the (iraft, how
long is he in for?

General PLAvr. Two years.

Mr. Aimnvws. Do you send them all through the same basic training?
general PLArr. Yes, sir.
PERIOD OF TRAINING

FOR VIETNAM

Mr. ANDREWS. How long do you train a man before you send him to
Vietnam?
General Pm,\rr. It starts out. with 8 weeks of recruit training, then
I, receives 3 weeks of individual combat training, the)) he receives
icspecialist training of approximately 4 weeks. It 'aries wit It the
Still area in which he is going. Tlhen prior to going to Vietlam lw
takes 2 more weeks of training. So he has a total of 17 weeks of training prior to the time he goes in.
Mr. A!nDREWS. It is 18 weeks, is it not ?
General PAv'r. Eighteen weeks including a week of predeploynent
administrative time of our staging battalion.
Mr. ANiwtEws. Do you think he is thoroughly qualified to go) ilnto

combat at the end of that training?
General Pi,.-rr. Yes, sir; Mr. Chairman, I do.
Mr.ANDRFWS. Have you had any bad results with men in combat
that they had been inadequately
fact enouh?
that, you felt were due'to the long
trained or had not been trained
General P,.xv-r. I know of none, Mr. (2Chairman; no, sir.
VARTABIE REENLISTMENT BONI'SFA

Mr. ANDREWS. General, you say that some adjustments in eligible
skills to receive proficiency pay and the variable reenlistment bonus
have been made in order to better meet your retention needs. However,
the justification book indicates that you are reducing the number of
enlisted personnel to receive these incentive payments. If you are trying to improve your retention needs, why are you reducing the mquest
for these programs?
General PLrr.The total nmnber of VRB payments goes down fro
8,830 to 8595; but within those figures the men who are receiving new
variable reenlistment bonus payments actually go up because there is
a carryover of those payments for previous years. So in 1970 the new
payments will be 4,095 as opposed to 3,864 in 1969.
Mr. ANDRENW. That is the number of men ?
General Pi.Ar'r. Number of payments or men, yes.
Mr. ANDREws. How much are your reenlistment bonuses.?
General PrxTr. The reenlistment bonus for a first enlistment is 1

month's pay for every year that man reenlists. We allow it up to 6.
Mr. ANDREWS. Six years?

General PrA'rr. Yes, sir; 6 years. One month's pay, so he could get
6 months' pay for a 6-year reenlistment. Then his second reenlistment,
it goes to two-thirds; the third reenlistment by law it. is one-third, and
after that it is one-sixth. Now tlhe variable reenlistment bonus is a
multiple of the b"sie bonus, either one, two, three, or four. So he can
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getl ive total b)o011s paymienits if he is in a very long leadtime skill that
short supply.
very
is inI
A mI ws. What is tile highest variable reenlistment bonus you
Mr.
pay?
General Pi..vrr. The two combined, sir, 1 believe can go up as high
as $10,000.
Mr. ANDREWys. That. is what the Navy told us theirs was.
Admiral Guuus. It is a standard item throughout the I)epart.ment of
1)efense.
MIr. ANDR'EWS. How many years would he have to reenlist for in
order to get tihe $10,000?
General P,x'L-'. Sir, I would like to give an estimated answer and
then a firm answer for the record. lie would have to be a stair sergeant
E- who would reenlist for six, I believe, to approach that figure.
Admiral G.us. And have a multiple of four in his skill.
Mr. Ak-Drmws. What do you mean by a muiltiple of four?
General PL,,A'-. Four 61asic reenlistment )onuses, At. Chairman.
You see, there is a sliding scale del)en(ling upon the inventory position of the skill and the training investment in the skill. Where the
training investment is high and our inventory is short, lie could be
authorized a multiple of four for V1RB )lus his reenlistment )ornIIS, SO
that is live bonuses that he would get.
Mr. AnuEws. You would consider a man who receives that kind of
bonus to be a very important man to your organization?
General PLAW'. We certainly do.
Mr. ANDREWS. We were told by the Navy that it. was their way of
coml)et ing with private industry.
General PI.x'r-. Yes.
Mr. ANi)nRays. You look on it. the same way, do you?
General PLATT. The same way, sit.
SECOND TOURS IN VIETNAM

Mr. ANDIrEws. To what. extent. are you involuntarily sending enlisted
marines back to Vietnam fort a second tour?
General PAvr'. Our basi' policy, sir, is to maintain 24 months betweeen involuntary Vietnam tours for both officers and enlisted men.
The only time that we could not adhere to that policy is as a result of
the emergency deployment of Regimental landing Team 27, which
occurred in IPebrua'y of 1968 as a result of the Tet offensive. We had
to deploy about 1,200 marines to meet that commitment, who had been
back less than 24 months. That is the only time we have deviated
from it.
Mr. ANDrnws. I)o you get many complaints from the men when
they receive orders to go back for the second tour of duty?
General
Pr.%vr. Not a significant number; no, sir.
Mr. ANDREWS. Do you get complaints from their wives?
General Pi,.%rr. I am sure, Mr. Chairman, that there are a number
of wives who do not like it.
Mr. ANDREWS. Off the record.
(Discussion off the record.)
Mr. ANDREWS. Speaking of these second tours of duty in Vietnam,
are these mostly in the high enlisted categories?
General Pr.TT. They are careerists, sir. Most of them would be sergeant and above, the great majority.
29-00: 0-69--p. 1-20
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Mr. ANDnwaw. What effect is this having on your reenlistment rate?
You touched on that.
General PLATT. Tiere is no doubt in my mind that the return to
Vietnam for the second time is playing a major role in the retention
problem.
REENLISTM ENT8

Mr.

ANDREWS.

For the record, will you prepare a schedule showing

the number of reenlistmnents for fiscal years 1968, 1969, and 1970, for
both first-term and career reenlistments?
General PiA'.'r, Yes, sir.
(The information follows:)

1968

Fiscal years
1969

I st term .........................................................

3,675
4,911

3,721
5,624

4.M

Total ......................................................

8,586

9,345

10,403

Number of reentistments
CareerlIst ...................................................

1970
6,101

PROFICIENCY PAY AND REENLIST [IENT BONUSF8

Mr. ANDREWS. Will youalso prepare for the record a schedule showing the number receiving proficiency pay and reenlistment omnuses for
fiscal years 1968, 1969, and 1970?
General PLATr. Yes, sir.
(The information follows:)
Fiscal year-

Proficiency pay:
P-I ...
........................................
P-2
......................................
P-3 ......
......................................
..................................
P-1 (SP)......
Total ......................................................
Reenlistment bonus payments:
Regular bonus ................................................
VR
..........................................

(New payments'.

..........................

1968

1969

1970

1,227
2, ou
617
2,635

1,339
1,742
1,378
2, 850

1,261
1,742
1,279
2,850

6,511

7,309

7,132

6,370
3,924

6,451
8,830

8,242
8,595

(2,595)

(3,84)

(4,095)

I Averae strength receiving payments.

'NI recipients of new VRB also receive regular reenlistment bonus; all recipients of regular bonus do not receive VRB

SUBSISTENCE FOR ENLISTED PERSONNEL

Mr. ADPw ws. General, for subsistence for enlisted personnel, the
original request for fiscal year 1969 was $142.664,000. In the supplemental now pending you are requesting an additional $6.5 million.
This is a totat-of $149,164,000.
The justification book shows, on page 3-14, that the actual estimate
for fiscal year 1969 is $154,138,000.
Between the amounts appropriated and the revised estimates there
is a difference of about $5 million. Where did you get these additional
fundsI
General SmmoNs. First, I would like to say the subsistence budget
is highly susceptible to revision because of changes not subject to our
. A
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First, there is the increase and decrease in food prices. Seccontrol.
ond, there
is the change in absentee rates here in the CONIJS, priumarily, personnel not availing themselves of going to the mess hall
and eating food. Third, there is the increased or decreased use of operational rations as opposed to subsistence in kind.
This is a function of the numbers of people we have deployed to
Vietnam and the intensity of combat. The mnore people, the more intense the combat, the greater the consunuption of operational rations.
The $6.5 million to which you refer is the residual of the extra
Southeast Asia costs in this appropriation, a total of $22.5 million
which we have introduced into the fiscal year 1969 supplemental. I
cannot, guarantee tile validity of this $6.5 million. It was calculated
last. Aug-st. It. was based on our best experience and project ion of the
population and intensity of combat at that, time. We could require more
operational rations. We could require less.
That figure of $6.5 million represents only about one-fifth of the
total number of operational rations that we are buying in the course
of fiscal year 1969.
Have I answered all parts of the question, sir?
Mr. ANDitpmws. What the committee is trying to develop is where
you got the additional $5 million between the original 1969 request,
the supplemental funds of $6.5 million, which total $149.2 million,
and the revised est inmate for 1969 of $154.1 million.
General SIrmMONS. The total increase is in the Southeast Asia increase which I spoke of, $11,474,000. We were able to meet $4,974,000
of those dollars from the setaside resulting from Project 693, leaving this residual of $6.5 million.
IMPACT OF REVENUE AND EXPENI)1TURE CONTROL ACV OF 1008

Mr. ANDREWS. Then, in effect, it was a reprograming of the funds
set aside under the Revenue and Expenditure Control Act?
Asia
General SiMMO~s. These were applied against our Southeast
costs in accordance with the directions we received from the Department of Defense.
Mr. ANDRE S. What was the total amount set aside within the
military personnel appropriation account for the Marine Corps which
resulted from the Revenue and Expenditure Control Act?
General SimMMoNs. The amount that we set. aside as a isult of
Project 693, which was the )OD application of that act, totaled $22
million in new obligational authority for fiscal year 1969.
I can give you the schedule if you would like.
(The information follows:)
Schedule of Prolcct 693 rxtw obligational authority set aside for fiscal year 1969
($000)
NqOA

reduotlon

te

Budget activity:
-------------------------------1. Pay & Allowances Officers
2. Pay & Allowances of Enlisted ----------------------------4. Subsistence of Enlisted Personnel ---------------------------5. Permanent Change of Station Travel ------------------------

19.342
173
1,527

412
-----------------------Total
-------------------------------------22,000
Nfr. ANDREWS. That is not the total in military personnel, Marine
Corps, is it?
0. Other Military Personnel Costs
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General SIpstMos. The total Project 693 reduction, yes, sir. The
congressional reduction was $6 million, tile reduction between tile
President's requested budget and that enacted, $6 million.
Mr. ANDREWS. If I understand correctly, your budget, was cut $6
million by the Congress.
General SIMMoNs. Yes, sir.
Mr. ANDnEWS. Then in addition to that, under the Revenue and
Expenditure Control Act of last year, you were required to give up
$22 million?
Admiral GICnnIs. An additional $16 million, making a total of $22
million.
General SIMMONS. The $22 million is the sum of the $6 million congressional cut and the $16 million set-aside.

Mr. ANDREWS. What do you mean by "set-aside"?
General SItMo- s.Moneys which went, in effect, to escrow and were

held by DOD.
Mr. ANDREWS. So, your total cut was $22 million?
General SIMtoNs.Yes, sir.
RTEPROORAMINO

Mr. ANDREWS. How much reprograming is there within the military
personnel appropriation for the Marine Corps?
General SIMmos. Sir, I think that would depend upon your definition of reprograming. We have had to make numerous adjustments
within budget activities.
Mr. ANDREWS. Of the personnel account.
General SiMM_%toNs. Of dollars to support the personnel, yes, sir.
Mr. ANDREWS. Take, for example, pay and subsistence. How much
reprograming have you had in that?
General SirMoNs. I am just speaking of reprograming within the
six budget activities of the MPMC appropriation. Some of this reprograming was required by the congressional reduction of $6 milelon. Some was required by the $22 million Project 693 which we have
just. described. Some was required to meet the revised requirements of
the revised manpower planning.
However, none of these adjustments reached the DOD threshold
of a $5 million increase. We have reductions which were greater than
$5 million, but we had no increases of $5 million. We stayed within,
of course, the total appropriation.

Mr.

ANDREWS.

Let me ask the question in a different way. Has

anybody reached over into the personnel kitty to take money out of
there for other purposes in the Marine Corps?
General SIMONs. No, sir.
Mr. ANDREWS. They could not, could they?
General SIamONS. Not legally, sir; no, sir.

Admiral

GADDIS.

It could be done under the authority of section

535 by the Secretary of Defense with the permission of the Congress,
and only under those conditions.
Mr. ANDREWS. They would have to report it to this committee?
Admiral GADDIS. Yes.
Mr. ANDREWS. And the Armed Services Committees?

. .

I
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Admiral GADDIS. No, sir. Only this committee and the Senate Appropriations Committee, sir.
Mr. ANDRF.WS. I guess you have a pretty tight budget for personnel,
do( ou not?
general SIMo~s. We like to think so, sir.
Mr. ANDREWS. It is more or less a question of mathematics, so much
per head.
Will you prepare for the record a schedule showing the amount of
reprograming which took place within this appropriation for fiscal

years 1968 and 1969?
General SIxMMONS. Yes, sir.

(The information follows:)
REPROGRAMING ACTIONS, MILITARY PERSONNEL, MARINE CORPS, FISCAL YEAR 1968
Reprograiing
actions

June 30.
1968
actual
obligations

Transfer
from
other
accounts I

SEA
supplemental

$262,756 2-$14, 255
884,414
8-2,828
-1536
4-1,451
131,728 6+3,996
104,651 $ +3,698
11,215 5 +10,840

$248,501
881,586
85
135,724
108,349
22,055

+$8,283
+26,035
0
0
71
0

0
0
0
0
0
0

$256,784
907, 621
85
135,724
108,420
22,055

1,396,300

+34,389

0

1,430,689

Approprl.
argon

Budget activity
1. Pay and allowances, officers .........
2 Pay and allowances, enlisted ........
3. Pay and allowances, cadets ..........
4. Subsistence of enlisted personnel....
5. Permanent change of station travel..
6. Other military personnel costs........
Total .........................

1,396,300

0

Final
actual
program

SUMMARY OF MILITARY PERSONNEL STRENGTH
Actual fiscal year 1968 submit
January 1969

Congressional fiscal year 1968 submit, January 1967
Planned
begin

End
strength

Man-yeers

Actual
begin

End
strength

Man-years

Difference,
man-years

Officers ................
Enlisted ................
Cadets .................

24,193
255,831
600

25,211
269,316
387

25,024
270,076
486

23,565
261,582
93

24,534
282,696
0

23,788
273,842
25

-,236
+3,766
-461

Total ..........

280,624

294,914

295, 586

285,240

307,230

297,655

+2,069

Direct program

SPay raise enacted OcL 1, 1967.
In officer man-years generated $14,300,000 available for reprograming.
3 Reduced numbers of personnel reenlisting below that of the budgeted estimate generated excess funds even though
enlisted man-years Increased.
* The temporary suspensions of the cadet program produced $1,500,000 In excess of needs.
' The excess funds generated in budget activities 1, 2, and 3 were reprogramed into budget activities 4 5 and 6 to fund
the $18,500,000 additional costs of Free World Forces, RIT 27, operational rations, servicemens group life insurance,
and Increased death gratuities.
2 Shortfall

REPROGRAMING ACTIONS, MILITARY PERSONNEL, MARINE CORPS, FISCAL YEAR 1969

Budget activity
I. Pay and allowances, officers .........
2. Pay and allowances, enlisted ........
3. Pa and allowances, cadets
4. Subsistence of enlisted personnel ...
5. Permanent change of station travel...
6. Other military personnel costs .......
Total ..........................
Footnotes at end of table.

Appropriation

Repograming
actions

Present
plan*

July 1,
1968, pay
raise suPplemental

SEA
supplemental

Revised
estimate

$273,241
938,365
0
142,664
103,105
16,625

'-$1,494
'-7,210
0
'+4,974
' -550
a +4,280

$271,747
931,155
0
147,638
102,555
20,905

$14,548
49,512
0
0
0
440

0
0
0
16,500
0
0

$286,295
980,667
0
154,138
102,555
21,345

0

1,474,000

64,500

6,500

1,545,000

1,474,00
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SUMMARY OF MILITARY PERSONNEL STRENGTH
Congressional fiscal year 196$ submit, January 1968
Direct program
Officers ................
Enlisted ................
Total ............

Revised fiscal year 1969 submit,
January 1969

Planned
begin

End
strength

Man-years

Actual
begin

End
strength

Man.years

Difference,
man-years

25,211
276,684

26,162
280,246

25, 699
289.205

24, 534
282,696

25,984
287, 386

25,096
287, 874

-603
-1,331

301.895

306,408

314,904

307.230

313,370

312,970

-1.934

1 Reduction In man-years from the congressional submit yielded sufficient funds to su,-o,,ot transfer of funds to budget
activities 4 and 6.
2 Reograming was required to fund increased consumption of operational rations in SEA. Funds were transfered from
budget activity I, budget activity 2, and budget activity 5 to cover this requirement
I Reprolaming was required to fund increased costs of death gratuities and servicemens' group life insurance. Funds
were transferred from budget activity 2 to cover these funding requirements.
CONTROL OF tMILIT.%RY PERSONNEL .%I'PROPRI.TION

Mr. ANDRFWS. How do you control approl)riations for military
personnel?
General SimltoNs. Sir, the Commandant of the Marine Corps has
vested financial management authority in the fiscal director of the

Marine Corps. The fiscal director maintains centralized control of activity 1; that is, pay and allowances of officers, and activity 2, pay and
allowances of enlisted personnel.
He also retains control of the basic allowance for subsistence portion
of activity 4, which is subsistence of enlisted personnel. The subsistene
in kind under activity 4 is allocated formally to the Quartermaster
General. This transfer constitutes a transfer of legal responsibility to
the Quartermaster General.
Activity 5, which is permanent change of station travel, is in a similar manner allocated to the Director of Personnel.
Other military personnel costs in activity 6 are held and controlled
by the fiscal director.
Mr. ANDRBWS. Is the fiscal director a civilian, or is he a military
officer?
General SiMMioNs. The fiscal director is a civilian. He could well be.
military. The present one is the first civilian to hold that office. I an
his deputy.
Admiral GADDIs. This is Mr. James Wright, sir, who has appeared

many times before the subcommittee.
General SiMMoNs. Would you like some further detail on that?
Mr. AND-REws. If you will.
General SnMMuONs. All right, sir.

In the case of military personnel, we have in effect an open allotment
which is held at Headquarters, Marine Corps. We send out accounting
instructions to the field to insure that our disbursing officers charge
the correct appropriation and activity when making payments. Obliga-

tions based on monthly personnel reports using the appropriate pay
laws are computed at the headquarters level. These administratively
determine the obligations which in turn approximate the payments
made to the individualmarines.
I can give you our performance figures to show how we have managed that.
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Mr. ANDREWS. You may insert something on that, for the record,
General.
General SIMMiONs. All right.
(The information follows:)
Iln millions of dollars
Direct
program

Expenditures

Difference

978. 2
,250.4
1,430.7

976.0
1,250.4
1,405.4

2.2
0
25.3

Total
obligation
authority

6-month
plan

6-month
obligations

6-month
expenditure

1,458. 0

716.9

Fiscal year 1966..................................................
.
Fiscal year 1967
....................................
..
Fiscal year 19681 ................................................

Fiscal year 1969 ...................................

770.

701.4

IOn June 30, 1968, $21,000,000 was unpaid on military pay records. Expenditure of this amount, originally scheduled
for January, has been deterred until March.

Mr. ANDREWS. I)o you
tivities within this budget
General SrtmoNS. If I
allocated to us by quarter

set aside specific funds for the various acprograin?
understand your question, yes, sir; they are
and, in turn, we allocate them by quarter.

SUPPORT OF FREE WORLD FORCES

Mr. ANDREWS. How much are you requesting for the support of free
world forces?
General PLATT. In fiscal year 1970, we are requesting $14.2 million
to provide support. for free world military forces.
Mr. ANDREWS. Who are those forces and where are they located?
General Pi,.vrr. Predominantly, sir; they are Korean Marines, and
they are located in South Vietnam, the Korean Marine brigade which
is based at Hoi An south of Danang.
Mr. ANDREWS. How many men in that brigade?
General PLATr. That brigade, sir, has approximately officers
and men.
Mr. ANDREWS. Are they the only ones for whom you are providing
support?
General PLA'r. No, sir. We provide operational rations for the
marines of the Republic of South Vietnam, just operatonal rations.
Mr. ANDREWS. How inany, are in that group ?
General PLATT.
, sir.
Mr. ANDREWS. So, you have
down there that you are
supporting.
General PLATT. Yes sir,
Mr. ANDREWS. You have

- Koreans?
General PiUrr. Yes, sir.
Mr. ANDREWS. Tell us something about the operation.
General PLATT. That is an infantry brigade of
with reinforcing arms, such*as tanks.
Mr. A*DREws. Who furnishes them their equipment?

battalions,
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General PLATr. Their equipment is MfAC-funded, but I cannot
answer specifically how.
Can you, General Simmonis?
General SiMMONs. We in the marine Corps have a limited responsibility toward both procurement and operation and maintenance costs
of the Korean marines.
Mr. ANDREWS. Does any other service make any contribution to
that
- South Korean brigade down there?
General SIMtoNS. Their original equipment was done through the
Army. We have assumed an increasing responsibility for this brigade.
METHOD OF SUPPORT PAYMENT

Mr. ANDREWS. Does the U.S. Marine Corps
General SImMONS. Yes, sir.
Mr. ANDREWS. Do you use your officers or their officers?
General PLAIT. Their officers.
Let me back off from that a minute, Mr. Chairman.
. I would
have to furnish that for the record, whether it is through a U.S. officer
or Korean officer. I cannot answer that.
Mr. ANDREWS. Give us a little information about how you support
them.
General PLxrr. I understand, sir, it is a transfer of funds to the
country itself.
Mr. ANDREWS. You give your money to the country itself, South
Korea?
Admiral GADDIS. Yes sir.
General SIMMONS. We provide the money to AID, the Agency for
International Development, and they, in turn, issue a special letter of
credit to the Republic of South Korea.
(Off the record.)
Mr. ANDREWS. The U.S. Government, through the Marine Corps,
General PLAr.

Mr. ANDREWS. How much is in this budget for fiscal 1970 for the
payment of those services to the South Korean brigade in South
Vietnam ?
General PLATr.
Mr. ANDREWS. For a total of how much?
General PLATr. $14,196,000.
Mr. AmNmiws. That is for the South Korean marines?
General PLATr. Principally, sir. There is a figure in there for operational rations for the Vietnamese Marine Corps.
Mr. ANDREWS. I believe you said you have
South Vietnamese
marines.
General PIr.
Yes, sir.
Mr. AwmDiws. How much are you contributing, in one way or another, to that group?
General PiTr. We provide them with operational rations, sir, insofar as this appropriation is concerned about
, in this budget.
All the other costs go to the Korean marines.
Mr. ADeWS. Tat is not much money for
men.
General PLAIr. That is just the operational rations, sir, not the
normal food that they eat.
Mr. ANDRzWS. Who pays for the normal food they eat?
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General PLAIr. That is paid by the Government of South Vietnam.

million to the South

Mr. ANDREWS. You provide about.

Koreans?

General PLTrr. Yes, sir.
Mr. ANDRFWS. How is that payment made? It is charged to this
budget?
General PLA'r. Yes, sir.
Mr. ANDREWS. It is in this budget?
General PLA'r. Yes, sir.
million for 1970.
Mr. ANDREWS.
General PLATr. Yes, sir.
Mr. ANDREWS. If you get - Million,

1ow

will you dispose of it?

What channel will you put it through?
General SIMMONS. We expect to make a transfer to AID, the Agncy
for International Development. They, in turn, would extend a letter
of credit to the Republic of South Korea.
CAPABILITIES OF KOREAN AND SOUTH VIETNAMESE MARINES

Mr. ANDREWS. What has been your experience and observation of
those South Korean marines?
General PLATr. They are good fighting men.
Mr. ANDREWS. Havee they fought alongside our men?
General PLATr. Yes, sir. They have been in South Vietnam-it was

in 1966, sir, that I was there. I am trying to recall the month.

Do you recall that, General Simmons?
General SimiMoNs. About February or March when they first came.
Mr. ANDREWS. How is their morale?

General PLATr. Fine, sir. They were originally down belo' Chulai,
and then they were moved up closer to Danang.
Mr. ANDREWS. What about the casualty rate.
General PLATr. I do not have the figures on their casualties. I would

have to obtain that, sir.

Mr. ANDREWS.Are they equal to ours?
General PLA'rr. I do not know, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. ANDREWS. Are they right up front where"
General PLA'rr. Yes, sir. They have an area ar.

action is?

d the city of Hoi
An, south of Danang. That area is their respond: ,ity. They operate
under the operational guidance of the Commai ..g General, Third
Marine Amphibious Force. They are not under his command.
Mr. ANDREWS. What type of officers do they have?
General PLATr. My observation is that they have very competent
officers.
Mr. ANDREWS. What about their equipment?
General PLATr. Their equipment is good.
Mr. ANDREWS. Do they have the M-16?
General Pi.Arr. I would like to furnish that for the record, sir. My
impression is that they do.
The information follows:)

-heinformation follows:)
Yes, however, issues of M-10 rifles have been made only to infantry units of
the Korean Marine Corps In Vietnam. These issues which commenced in July
1967, are now complete.
Mr. ANDREWS. What about the South Vietnamese Marines?

General PLAIr. They are good fighting men, Mr. Chairman.
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Mr. ANDREWS. Have they fought alongside our men ?

General PI.Ar. Yes, sir, they have. They do not operate ill a perma.

nent area in I Corps such as the South Korean Marines do. Rather, they
move from one part of South Vietnam to the other in accordance with
what their staff views as the necessity of their deployment.
Mr. ANDREWS. IS that the total number of South Vietnamese
MarinesI
General PL.Arr. Yes, sir,

Mr. ANDREWS. Are they well trained?
General PIArP. They certainly are, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. ANDREWS. Who trained them?
General Pr.Arr. A number of their officers, of course, have been
trained here; and the), unlike the Korean Marines, have IT.S. Marine
advisers right with them, and have had for many years.
Mr. ANDREWS. Do they have the M ?-10
General Pi,.%r. Again, sir, my impression is that they do have. I
would like to vertify it for the record.
(The information follows:)
Issues of the M-16 rifle to the Vietnamese Marine Corps commenced in July
19067 and are now complete.

Mr. ANDREWS. Is their morale high?
General P.T,,r. My observation is that it most certainly is; yes, sir.
Mr. ANDRWS. Have you been with them?
General PAxrr. I have watched them operate, yes, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. ANDREWS. Have you watched the South Koreans operate?

General Pvrr. Yes, sir; I have.

Mr. ANDREWS. Do you give a good report for both groups?
General P. 'rr.I certainly do.
COMPUTATION OF SUPPORT OF FREE WORLD FORCES

Mr. ANDREWS. How did you compute the requirement for support
of free world military forces?
General PiAxrr. I will have to furnish that for the record, sir. We
get the figures via CINCPAC, and we fund to their figures.
General SIMMONS. I think Mr. Troen can answer that. He has somne
computation.
Mr. TRoEN. In the budget that we furnished, there is an overlap
of about 10 percent, including replacements going in and out
every month, amounting to man-years of about
-.
They have
a specific allowance that is paid them when they are in combat. We
compute that against the numbers, both officers and enlisted.
Mr. ANDREWS. It is a matter of mathematics, more or less, is it not?
Mr. TRoEN. We also provide clothing. All this is computed out at
the regular rates. We also give death gratuities and disability allowance ifuone of them loses a leg or arm. This is all computed out.
TRAILER ALLOWANCE

Mr. ANDREWS. Under accessio, travel for officers, why are you increasing the trailer allowance by $110,
from $465 to $67h
General SimmoNs. The allowed trailer allowance, up until recently,
sir, was not enough to pay the commercial rate for moving trailers.

. 0
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This represents a rate change, and gets it to a more realistic figure
where we can, in fact, pay the commercial rate for trailer movements.
Mr. ANROHEs. How did you determine that you need as much as
you are requesting here?
General Sit.%toxs. The increase in the average move represents a
realist ie price of the move.
Mr. ANDREWS. In other words, the price of moving a trailer has
gone tip?
General PL.rr.That is rig!t.
Mr. ANDREWS. In comparing your allowances for trailers, we note
there are several different rates being paid, varying from a low of
425 to a high of $710. Will you explain why there would be such
variances bet ween these allowances?
General 1L.Tr. I would like to ask Mr. Meade to answer that.
Mr. ANDREwS. Mr. Meade. can you answer that quest ion?
Mr. MEAiE. These are based on 1968 actual experience. Also, figuring in the increase that went into effect on '2 January of 1968.
Admiral Gnnls. This is an allowed increase per mile from 51 to 75
cents, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. ANDREWS. This last question I asked: In comparing your allowances for trailers. we note there are several different rates being paid,
varying from a low of $425 to a high of $710. Will you explain why
there would be such variances between these allowances?
Mr. MIEADE. Yes, sir. This is how it came out from actual expenditures for the type of travel. Rotation travel runs higher than the
others.
General PixrT. The number of miles traveled is different.
Mr. AN-DREWS. It is all based on mileage, is it not ?
General PLATT. Yes, sir. In the different types of travel, the mileage
for accession travel would be different than operational travel between
duty stations. The average trial) would&be of different length. Because it is computed on a per-mile basis, that would affect the rate.
Mr. ANDREWS. That would not have any bearing on the average rate,
would it?
Mr. MEAE. Yes, sir. One man goes across country and it costs him
$1,200. We pay him $1,200. Somebody else might go 40 or 50 miles.
This is an average rate for that type of travel, divided by the total
number of people who moved in fiscal 1968 into the total amount of
money spent.
Mr. ANDEws. If you average it out, it looks like you would not
have a low of $425 and a high of $710.
Mr. MEADE. You can get a low very easily. Some of these people
do not move too far.
Mr. ANDREWS. We are talking about average.
General PLtrr. The average for that particular type of move, sir,
whether an accession move or a change in duty station in the continental United States, the average mileage is different, depending on
where the man is going and in what direction he is traveling.
Mr. AwDpRWS. What do you mean by "accession mileage"?
Mr. MEADY,. The average number of miles traveled in accession
travel.
Mr. ANDREWS. That is the man who comes into the Marine Corps?
Mr. MEADE. Ye., sir.
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Mr. ANDRUwS. Is he paid only one way?
Mr. M1f.ADr. No, sir. There are four different types. There is travel
from home into the Marine Corps, either as an officer or as an enlisted
man to the recruit depot. Then there is travel from there to the duty
station. Then there is the oflcer candidate who comes in as an enlisted
man and goes to Quantico. Ile travels under enlisted travel.
Then there are also the reenlistnients, who come back into the
Marine Corps from recruiting stations.
We have four different types of travel.
RECOUPMENT OF OVERCHIARGES FOR TRAVEL AND TRANSPORTATION

Mr. ANDREWS. Who audits your travel vouchers?
Mr. ME.ADE. The disbursing people, I suppose.
Mr. ANDRIEWS. In the Marine Corps?
Mr. MEADE. I think so.
Some of them go to GAO. GAO does a lot of that.
Mr. ANDREWS. GAO has saved the taxpayers a lot of money through
their work on overcharges on the part of shippers and freight
handlers.
Admiral GADDIS. I think there is a point here which came up the
other day in the Navy, too, Mr. Chairman. Please correct me if I
am wrong. It is my understanding that both the Navy and the Marine
Corps in the various types of travel base their estimates for the coming year on the actual expenditures in fiscal 1968 or a base year, and.
therefore, the rates differ based on actual experience in a prior year.
On average, they would merely be an average rate for an average
move, but they reflect in this particular case the actual expenditure experience of a prior year, adjusted for the number of moves that are
to be made in the coming year.
Mr. AN.DRvws. Back to my question about who audits travel
vouchersMr. MEADE. The Examination Section of Marine Corps Disbursing
Office in Kansas City examines a portion of the travel vouchers of Marines only for overpayments and insitutes checkages.
Mr. AXNDREWS. Have you found you have been overcharged on
freight rates?
Mr. MFADE. I know it has been found, mostly in the movement of
household goods, but they do not move by freight. They move via van
and containers.
(Off the record.)
Mr. ANDREWS. I wish you would put something in the record about
the experience you have had on overcharges, and how much has been
recouped, in all fields of tranportation, trailer hauling, transport by
moving van, railroads, and travel of people.
Admiral GADDIS. We will do that, Mr. Chairman.
(The information follows:)
The Marine Corps in accordance with the General Accounting Office Policy
and Procedures Manual for Guidance of Federal Agencies, title 5, section 1020
relies on the General Accounting Office for audit of all travel vouchers paid to
public carriers. All paid travel vouchers are sent to the Transportation Division
of the General Accounting Office for such audit. Any recoupments realized from
lhis source are consolidated with other recoupments and are therefore not susceptible to analysis for a definitive response to the request.
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MARINE CORPS TRAVEL AND TRANSPORTATION COSTS

Mr. AND REWs. 'Why should there not be just one flat rate, regardless

of the type of travel involved? Do you want to take that Mr. Meade ?
Mr. MEADE. I will give you an example. We kept track in 1968 of the
different number )f people who traveled in eacI type of travel, and
the total number of miles they traveled. We do this directly from the
orders. We work in Headquarters, Marine Corps. My office gets a copy
of every order which is issued by Headquarters, Marine Corps. From
that we figure the number of miles these men will go.
In 1968, we had 23,881 people moving in operational travel. The
total mileage was 25,033,812, or an average of 1,049 miles. The rate
was $62.49.
Mr. ANDREWS. What is the base rate you pay for travel when a man
travels in his own automobile?
Mr. MEADE. 6 cents per mile.
Mr. ANDREWS. For moving a trailer do you pay the regular trailer
charges?
ir. MEADE. Yes, sir.
Mr. ANDREWS. You pay the going rate for the movement of house-

hold goods?

Mr. MEADE. Yes, sir.

Mr. ANDREWS. I wish you would put in the record the total amount
paid in 1968 by the Marine Corps for travel, with a breakdown of
what it was for-household goods, duty station changes, et cetera.
(The information follows:

Permanent change of station travel military personnel, Marine Corps fiscal year
1968 expenditurcs through Jan. 31, 1969
Thousands

-------------------------------------Tr dining travel
----------------------------------------Op rational travel -----------------------------------------Ro tation travel
-------------------------------------------Sejparation travel -------------------------------------------

A. Ac(session travel

B.
C.
D.
E.

$15,435
1,283
5,405
71,663
9, 638

1--------------------424

Total
A. Accession travel:
1. Officers:
(a) Travel of military member ---------------------(b) Travel of dependents --------------------------(c) Transportation of household goods -----------------

(d) Dislocation allbwance --------------------------(e) Trailer allowance ------------------------------(f) Nontemporary storage -----------------------------Subtotal

-------------------------------------

2. Enlisted
(a) Travel of military member ---------------------(b) Travel of dependents -----------------------------(c)

Transportation of household goods-----------------

(d) Trailer allowance ---------------------------------(e) Nontemporary storage ----------------------------Subtotal

------------------------------------

3. Marine aviation cadets: (a) travel of military member-----Total accession travel ------------------------------

943
193
822

182
67
30
2,237
13,062
15
109

9

1
13,196

2
15,435
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Pernalientchange of station travel inliary persopme, Marine Corps ftscal ycar
1968 e.rpendittircs through Jan. 31, 1969-Continued
B. Training travel:
7 'housand
1. Officers:
(a) Travel of military member -----------------------$74
(b) Travel of dependents ..................
84
(c) Transportation of household goods-.
643
(d) Dislocation allowance .........
0
(e) Trailer allowance0
(f) Nontemporary storage .......
10
Subtotal

9O2

2. Enlisted:
(a) Travel of military member ------------------------(b) Travel of dependents
(c) Transportation of household goods
(d) Dislocation allowance ..........
(e) Trailer allowance ..............
(f) Nontemporary storage ..........
Subtotal

-----------------------------------

Total training travel

------------------------

C. Operational trave I between duty stations:
1. Officers:
(a) I ?ravel of military member --------------------(b) I 'ravel of dependents ------------------------(o) Ttransportationn of household goods --------------(N) 1dislocationn allowance ------------------------allowance -----------------------------(tr) N'railer
ontemporary storage ------------------------Subtotal

--------------------------------

2. Enlisted:

(a) travel of military member ------------------(b)
(o)
(d)
(C)

Mf

T'ravel of dependents ------------------------transportation of household goods --------------dislocation allowance ------------------------------------------------rIftrailer allowance
contemporary storage -----------------------Subtotal

--------------------------------

Total operational travel

---------------------

1). Rotation travel to and from overseas:
1. Land travel officers:
(a) Travel of military member --------------------(b) Travel of dependents ------------------------o) Transportation of household goods --------------(d) Dislocation allowance ------------------------(e) Trailer allowance
-----------------------0I) Nontemporary storage ------------------------Subtotal

--------------------------------

2. Land travel enlisted:
(a) Travel of military member .....
(b) Travel of dependents-(o) Transportation of household goods .........
(d) Dislocation allowance ........

106
51

178

43
0
33
381
1,23

153
125
948
128
3
27
1,384
1,900
281
1,33
311
134
20
4,021
5, 40r

1, 519
841
6, r30
849
318
10, uxo9
14, 582
1,585
81899
1,1 Wo
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Pernianent change of station travel military prisonmcl., Marlc Corps fiscal ycar
1968 e(p'J5elditures through Jain. 31, 1969-Continued
1). Rotation travel to and from overseas-Continued
id;
84
'43
0
)0
0
10

2. Land travel tilisted-Contnuml,

Thousands

(o) Trailer allowance ..........
(f) Nontemporary storage

$552
260

Subtotal
Total land travel -.....

3. Across-sea
MSTS:
(a)
(M)
(e)
(d)

531
25
48
28
3
27
84

-

37,637

travel officers:
Travel of military member ........
Conttnerchil contract of member .......
Travel of dependents.------------Commercial contract of dlxndents _

(c) Transportation of household goods(f) Privately owned vehicles ..........
MAC:
(a) Travel
(b) Travel of dependents(c) Cargo
(d) Special airlift
Port handling: (a) 11110's and POV's ........
Commercial air:
(a) Travel of military member
(b) Travel of dependents ......
Subtotal --------------------------------Acro.,-sea
MSTS:
(a)
(b)
(e)
(d)
(c)
(f)
MAC:

27, 508

30
50
0
142
103
207
1,22-2
95
328
311
132
52
55

2, 733

travel enlisted:
Travel of military member --------------------Commercial contract of member ---------------Troops -------------------------------------Commercial contract of dependents ------------Transportation of household goods ------------Privately owned vehicles -----------------------

98
15
53
42
98
294

(a) Travel of military member ------------------

14,979
(b) Travel of dependents -------------------------r5
(c) Cargo --------------------------------------526
(d) Special airlift ----------------------------13.644
(c) Free world forces ----------------------------0
Port handling: (a) household goods and PO's----------199
Commercial air:
(a) Travel of member ------------ ----------------195
(b) Travel of dependents -------------------------135
Subtotal -------------------------------Total rotation travel across. se -----------Total rotation travel to and from overseas_
H. Separation travel:
1. Officers:
(a) Travel of military member-..
(b) Travel of dependents ........
(c) Transportation of household goods .........
(M) Trailer allowance ....
(e) Nonteinporary storage ..............
Subtotal ------------------------------------

31, 2
34, 026
71, 633

164
121
1,028
51
4
1,368
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Permanent change of station travel military personnel, Marine Corps fiscal ycar
1968 c.rpenditurcs throtigh Jan. 31. 1969-Continue!

E. Separation travel--Continued
2. Enlisted:
Thousand
(a) Travel of military member:
(1) Paid on final separation -------------$5, 170
(2) Cash payment on reenlistment -----------5
(b) Travel of dependents --------------------------370
(c) Transportation of household goods ------------1,08
(d) Trailer allowance -------------------------74
(o) Nontemporary storage ----------------------82
Subtotal

-----------------------------

Total separation travel

-------------------

8,270
9,638

8111PMENT OF PRIVATE VEIIICLES

Mr. ANDREWS. We note that you have increased the allowance for
the shipment of privately owned vehicles )y MSTS by about $33,
from $212 to $245. Why was there an increase in this rate?
General Ptr,,r. This is privately owned vehicles by MSTS, for
officers. I have the same rate for both 1969 and 1970-4245.33.
Mr. ANDREWS. I am looking at the book, page 3-53. Your original
request for privately owned vehicles for 1969 was $212 and some cents.
You revised that to $245.33. I am looking at section D under paragraph 3.
General PATr. Yes, sir. I do not have last year's request with me,
Mr. Chairman, but that rate is the product of the cost per measurementton for miles used, and the experience data obviously have changed
since last year's submission to this year's submission.
Mr. ANDREWS. These rates are set by MSTS?
General PLATT. Yes, sir; but it depends on where we move the man
to; the transfer pattern between the time we made that estimate and
the time we make this estimate.
Mr. ANDREWs. I understand that, but MSTS handles your shipments
overseas.
General PLArr. Yes, sir.
Mr. ANDREWS. Have their rates increased?
General PIAIr. No; their rates have not increased.
Mr. ANDREWS. I wish you would look into these figure you gave us.
Mr. MEADn.. These are'based oil the actual 1968 costs to us. That is
the reason the rate has changed.
Mr. ANDREWS.
? Do you permit. your officers in Vietnam to have their
cars over there
General PLArr. No, sir.
Mr. ANDREIWS. In Korea?
General Pi.rrr. No, sir.
Mr. ANDREWS. Where do you permit it?
'General PLAr. Ninety percent of this movement by MSTS for
privately owned vehicles" is to Hawaii, Sir. The other 10 percent is in
various places throughout the world.
The reason that figure changes is that. we are moving people differently between the two estimates. The charge is the same.
Mr. ANDREWS. If you revised your 1969 rate as reflected in the jus-
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tification book, showing the same figure for 1969 and 1970 for privalely owned automlobiles, why did you not revise your rate For trailer
allowances?
Mr. MArDtE. We did not, know about. the 1969 trailer allowances at
tho time it was put in the original budget. We were never given any
additional money in 1969 for the trailer allowance.
Mr. Awrnwws. Were you given any additional money for the privately owned vehicles?
Mr. MAfmw. No, sir.
Mr. ANmfws. Why did you revise your rate?
Mr. MEAE . We reprogramed permanent change of station to cover

it.

WOMEN IN TiE MARINE CORPS

Mr. ANDnREws. Colonel Sustad, I want to hear from you. What is the
planned strength of your Women Marine Corps for fiscal years 1969
and 1970, for both oflicers and enlisted personnel?
Colonel SUSTAD. Our strength objectives for both the years are the
same, 290 officers and 2,900 enlisted women.
Mr. ANDREWS. What is the maximum number you can have in the
corps, do you know?
Colonel StsTAD. There isn't a maximum. There was at one time a
legal restriction which was removed by legislation about a year and a
half ago. A legal maximum does not exist.
Mr. ANDREWS. You have no legal maximum?
Colonel SUsTAD. No, sir.
Mr. ANDREWS. General, what do you want to say about it?
General PiArr. The objective is determined bS, the Commandant
of the Marine Corps, sir, generally at I percent of our enlisted strength,
and then 10 percent of the women marine enlisted strength for
officers.
Mr. ANDREWS. 1)o you have any members of your corps serving in
South Vietnam?
Colonel SUBTAD. Yes, sir. We have one officer and seven enlisted
women.
Mr. ANDREWS. What do they do?
Colonel SUSTAD. They are all in administrative and clerical-type
positions.
Mr. ANDRFws. Have you had a request for more over there?
Colonel SUSTAD. No, sir; not that I know of.
Mr. ANDRFWS. Do they go over voluntarily ? I mean by that, is it
voluntary service or mandatory service
Colonel SUSTAD. I know that, the initial group that went, I guess close
to 2 years ago, all were volunteers. All replacements have been volunteers and it is intended to continue this policy.
Mr. ANDREWS. Is the morale of the members of your corps hig2h?
Colonel SuSTD. Yes, sir; I think it is as high as the whole Alarine
Corps.
Mr. ANDTiEws. That is wonderful. Have you any problems with your
corpsthatyou would like to discuss with this committee?
Colonel SsT,D. No, sir; none at all.
Mr. ANDnFws. That is fine.
29-603 O-09--pt. 1-21
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JOINT TRAIINO OF WOMEN OFFICERS OF THE SERVICES

Since there are relatively few officers entering the four services'
women's corps each year, would it not be feasible to combine their basic
training and thus save substantial training costs? In other words, give
all the ladies in our services the same basic training. The number is
decreasing each year for each service. We have asked the other services
that same question. We do not want to slight you.
Colonel SUSTAD.. I. do not know if it would be more economical or
not. I have no idea. Perhaps it would be. However, I would hope that
there would be other matters considered before any decision of that
type was made.
TRAININo or woMEN MARINES

Mr. ANDREWS. Where are your trainees trained?

Colonel SUSTAD. Our officers are trained at Quantico; the enlisted
women at Parris Island.
Mr. ANDREWS. They do not take the same training that recruits do,
do they?
Colonel SUSTAD. No, sir.
Mr. ANDREWS. I associate Parris Island with lost weight and mental
fatigue.

Colonel
men's.

SUSTAD.

The women's training, of course, is not like the

Mr. ANDREWS. I would hope not.

Colonel SUSTAD. The women's training area, I might say, is separated from the training areas of the men recruits.
Mr. ANDREWS. Is there any reason for that?
Colonel SUSTAD. The only men recruits the women see, I think, are
when they participate in the joint, parade. That's about it.
Mr. ANDREws. You say they are all happy and their morale is high
and you have them separated from the men.
Colonel SUSTAD. Yes, sir. They appreciate the men more when they
finish training, sir.
Mr. RHODES. Absence makes the heart grow fonder.

Mr. ANDREWS. Thank you, Colonel.

PROJECT ONE HUNDRED THOUSAND

Mr.

ANDREWS.

General Platt, what is the Marine Corps' quota for

Project 100,000 inductees in fiscal year 1970?
General PLA'rr. Our quota is expressed, Mr. Chairman, as a per-

centage of our new accessions. During the period October 1968 to June
of 1969, we are required to take 24 percent of our new accessions as
Mental Group IV's.
Mr. ANDREWS. What was the Navy's figure, Admiral? Eighteen percent, was it not? If I remember correctly, it was 18.
Admiral GADDIs. The number I recall, sir, is 23,900 or about 20
percent of the nonprior service male recruits Mental Group IV
accessions.
Mr. ANDREWS. You have 24 percent?
General PLAr. Twenty-four percent Mental Group IV, and within
that, 12 percent are the so-called new mental standards men who score
on the Armed Forces qualification test from 10 to 20.

. 0
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Mr. ANDR1ws. How long have you had that imposed on you?
General PLATT. Since the 1st of October, 1966.
Mr. ANDREWS. Tell us briefly what experience you have had and
what you look forward to in the future.
General PLATr. Originaly, sir, our quota was 18 percent Mental
Group IV and 6 percent new standards. Then it went to 21 percent in
October of 1967, and half of that new mental standards, 10.5 percent.
Now it is 24 percent, with 12 percent new mental standards.
We have conducted a study comparing the new mental standards
men with a sample of Marines in all the other mental categories, IV,

III, II, and I. We have about 2 years' experience. We final that our
attrition in recruit training for new mental standards is 8.4 percent,
as opposed to 4.1 percent for the control group. Our recycling or
remedial training is 27 percent for new standards men, and 10.6 percent for the control group; that is, in recruit training.
In training that follows recruit training, the recycling rate is 4.6
percent for new mental standards, and 0.6 for the control group.
Mr. ANDREWS. Is that good or bad?
General PLATr. It depends on how you look at it, Mr. Chairman.
Certainly from the military viewpoint, when we recycle a man, he
spends a longer time in training and, therefore, within the fixed, overall strength we have less productive manpower.
We also have checked on their promotions during this period, and
we find of the new mental standards men, we have 27.2 percent serving as corporals, as opposed to 46.2 for the control group. This is the
type of pattern that we found in our study.
Mr. ANDREWS. Have you been able to use those men when they finish
their training?
General PLArr. Yes, sir. Due to the nature of our organization-as
you know, we are an air-ground team in our combat forces-we of
necessity find that these men are channeled more toward the combat
arms and toward supply, administration, food services, rather than in
the long leadtime skills that you find in aircraft maintenance, electronics repair, or avionics.
Mr. ANDREWS. Are you satisfied with the program?
General PLATr. We have complained about the method of assessing
the quota, sir, on several occasions, because we feel that our accessions
are high because of the size of our commitment in Vietnam. As I said
before, the 8,000 recruits a month that we must of necessity take in to
sustain that large commitment means, in effect, that we are being assessed a quota based on an artificial situation, a situation that is not
directly comparable among all the services.
We asked for this method of assgning accessions to be reviewed and
specifically we said we did not want more than three-quarters of our
phase 2 quota, the 21 percent; but the 24 percent was assessed.
Mr. ANDREWS. Do I understand that you get in about 8,000 men a
month, and 24 percent of those must be of category IV Is that
correct?
General PLATr. Yes, sir. Technically it is 7,900 males that we are
accessing against. I used 8,000. Colonel Sustad has 100 women who are
not included.
Mr. ANmDmws. Twenty-four percent of whatever number you take
in each month must be category IVI
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General PLrTr. Yes, sir; and half of those must be the so-called new

mental standards, or the lower half Mental Group IV, and, in turn,
half of those must be of the lower part of that group.
Mr. ANDRVWS. Can you ever make a Marine out of that lower group?
General PLATr. Yes, sir, we make Marines out of a good number of

them.
Mr. ANDREWS. Do you give them remedial reading courses?
General PiATr. No, sir; we do not have remedial reading courses.
SPECIAL TRAINING FOR GROUP IV ACCESSIONS

Mr. ANDRFWS. What special training do you give these people, over
and above the regular recruit gets?
General PLATr. In our basic training, sir, we have had for some time

a special training branch in both recruit depots, and men who are
having difficulty for one reason or another are sent to that branch. If
they are there over a short period of time, we recycle them back into
recruit training. This is special help from the training aspect. If the
man is having difficulty learning the subject he is supposed to learn or
if he needs special attention to build up his strength, or if he perhaps
has a motivational problem, depending upon what his problem is, we
put him in this special training branch.
We do find a higher percentage of the new mental standards men
being recycled or given this type of remedial training.
We also do it for other types if they have a problem.
After recruit training, we have redesigned several of our basic specialist trainig courses in an effort to simplify them to make them
easier for men with lower mental scores.
Mr. ANvmxws. Have you had any disciplinary problem with these
recruits?
General PLAr. When compared on the same basis that I stated be-

fore, certain areas of discpline, we find, for example, in the nonjudicial
punishment, one time, one punishment, 9.4 percent of the new standards men had nonjudicial punishment once, as opposed to 8.6 percent
of all others. For two nonjudicial punishments, it runs 9.2 percent
versus 6.3 percent.
Mr. AsDREws. There isn't too much difference there, is there?
General PLATT. No, sir.

In the court-martials, one court-martial, 2.7 percent of the new
mental standards, versus 1.4 percent for the control group. For two or
more court-martials, it is 1.5 percent versus--here is a reversal-2.5
percent for the control group.
DESERTIONS

Mr. ANDREWS. We note in a report by the Senate Armed Services

Committee that during fiscal year 1968, the Marine Corps had unauthorized absences for ess than 30 days of 24,000; and unauthorized
absences over 30 days of 8,104. Has the number of AWOL cases been
increasing steadily the last few years?
General PLATr. First, I would like to address desertions, sir, that is,
people we declare administratively as deserters.
Mr. ANDRvws. How long
General PLATr. Thirty ays.
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Mr. ANDREWS. After 30 days AWOL, they are declared deserters?
General PLr. Yes, sir.

That rate currently is 10.1 men for every 1,000.
Mr. ANDREWS. Is that up or down?

General PLtxTT. It is going up, sir, and has gone up during the Vietnan period. There is an upward trend.
Mr. ANDREJWS. Do you associate that upward trend with the Vietnam
war?
General PATr. I think it is related to it; yes, sir.
AGITATORS IN

XARIN7E8

Mr. ANDREWS. Have you had any agitators in your ranks who have
spoken out against our efforts in Vietnam?
General PrATT. I would like to supply that for the record, sir.

(The information follows:)

The Marine Corps has had some agitators, however, there have not been
many. For example, in May 1968, two Marine deserters appeared on Moscow
television to voice their opposition to the war in Vietnam. Several Marine
deserters to Canada and Sweden have published interviews in newspapers expressing antiwar sentiments. Two marines in Hawaii, a marine in San Francisco, and a marine in Boston all chained themselves at various times to groups
of pacifists to demonstrate against the war. Some black militant activity which
sporadically appears has an antiwar theme. A small group attempting to organize
a servicemen's union at a Marine Corps base has advocated disobedience to
orders which assign marines to Vietnam since they consider the war "illegal
and immoral". Most often the antiwar sentiment expressed by defectors has
been expressed only after the marine has defected abroad and has been exploited
by outside influence. In other cases the antiwar sentiment has been corollary to
other issues as, for example, in the case of the union whose primary purpose
is to organize enlisted men and to represent them. Antiwar sentiment expressed
by black militants is always corollary as well. The question of antiwar agitation is really only part of the much larger problem of civil dissidence which
affects all American life.
Mr. ANDREWS. Has there been anything similar to the pattern in

the Army?
General PLATT. No.
I might add, on the desertion rate, compared to Korea, it was 29.6
percent per thousand.
Mr. ANDREWS. So, it is down in the Vietnam war.
General PLATr. As compared to Korea; yes, sir.
USE OF DRUGS

Mr. ANDREWS. Recent information indicates that the use of marihuana and other drugs has increased substantially in the Army,
especially in Vietnam. Is the Marine Corp experiencing this same
problem, and what are you doing about it?
General PLATT. Yes, sir. We are experiencing an upward trend in
the number of investigations for marihuana, dangerous drugs, or narcotic offenses. From 1967 to 1968, there is a pronouncedt upward
trend.
. Specifically, worldwide, for calendar year 1968, we had 2,470 investigations of this type. Of that total, 728 took place in Vietnam. The
other 1,621 took place in other areas. The rate for calendar year 1968
was 8.1 per thousand. The rate in Vietnam is 9.1 per thousand. There
is a higher rate.
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Since 1967, sir, we have had an intensified program for education
with a dual thrust. One is to educate the men on the dangers and the
inherent consequences of drug usage; an d the other is to educate or
train our investigative personnel in all aspects of this problem.
Mr. ANDwws. I assume your program in that connection is similar
to the Navy's.
General PL irr. Yes, sir. In Vietnam the program is even more focused, where we have specific orientation of the troops on the problem
as it exists there, and the chaplains also include this in their character
guidance lectures.
PROJECT TRANSITION

Mr. ANDREws. Would you please describe for the committee the
Marine Corps effort in Project Transition?
General PrATr. Yes, sir. We are participating in Project Transition
and, as you know, it offers counseling and educational assistance and
inservice trainingto men who have less than 6 months to do on their
enlistment. We have eight transition sites within the continental
United States. We have some three Government agencies and 19 civilian companies participating in this effort.
Currently, we have 965 marines who are actually taking vocational
training or educational help under this program.
Mr. ANDREWS. Do you think it is a good program, General? Is it
worth the time and effort on the part of the Marine Corps?
General PLAr. I think whatever we can do to assist the marine in
the transition to civilian life is worthwhile, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. ANDR WS. You say the spirit of the Corps is good, morale is
high. That is true both in this country and in Vietnamf
General PLATT. Yes, sir.
MEDICAL PROBLEMS IN

THE MARINE CORPS

Mr. ANDREWS. Overall, how is the health of the Corps? Have you
had any epidemics?
General PLATr. No serious epidemics that I know of, sir. We have
had some cases of meningitis at the recruit depot at San Diego right
now, but there is also a higher incidence right now of meningitis in
that whole southern California area. That is the only one I know of,
sir. We of course have a malaria problem in South Vietnam.
Mr. AmDRnws. Mr. Rhodes?
Mr. Ruoos. I have no questions.
Mr. ANDREws. Mr. Davis ?
TEMPORARY RANK OF OFFICERS

Mr. DAvis. General Platt, are substantial numbers of your officers
serving and being paid in ranks higher than their permanent rank
in the Corps?
General PLATr. Yes, Mr. Davis, they are.
Mr. DAVIs. Would you submi for the record the number of such
officers now holding such temporary rank? If there are cases where
they are serving in a temporary rank more than one higher than their
permanent rank, would you indicate that also?
I
General PLA~r. Yes, sir.
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(The information follows:)
Marine Corps officers are serving and being paid In grades higher than their
permanent grades because of a multiplicity of reasons. During fiscal years 1066
and 1967, the officer strength of the Marine Corps increased substantially to
meet the Vietnam expansion. This necessitated the advancement of approximately 1,278 warrant officers and 2,775 staff noncommissioned officers to temporary commissioned grades. The majority of those appointed are still serving as
temporary officers.
In addition, the provisions of 10 U.S.C. 5787 were exercised during fiscal

years 1968 and 1969 for temporary promotions to the grades of lieutenant colonel

and major to enable the Marine Corps to meet requirements In these grades.
The numbers of Marine Corps officers serving and being paid in grades higher
than their permanent grades are indicated as follows:
Column I-Officer Grades.
Column II-Number of officers serving In grades shown in column I who
hold temporary appointments, under the various provisions of law, higher
than their permanent grades.
Column III-Permanent grade of officers in column II.
Col I
General (10) ....................................................................
Lieutenant general (09) ..........................................................
Major general (OS)
..............................................................
Bil adir neral (07) ...........................................................
Colonel (0 ) ....................................................................
Lieutenant colonel (05) ..........................................................
Major (04)
...................................................
CaptaIn ( )
..................................................
1st lieutenant (02) ..............................................................
2d lieutenant (01) ...............................................................

Col. II

Col. III

1
8
3
13
139
901
2,746
5.260
6,716
81

08
08
07
06
05

I Includes: 331 officers holding temporary appointments under 10 U.S.C. 5769; and 570 officers promoted under temporary wartime authority (10 U.S.C. 5787) to meet requirements In this grade, 36 of which are temporary limited duty
officers with permanent warrant officer grades.
'Includes: 2013 officers holding temporary appointments under 10 U.S.C. 5769; and 733 officers promoted under
temporary wartime authority (10 U.S.C. 5787) to meet requirements In this grade. 10 of whom are temporary limited duty
officers with permanent warrant officer grades.
I Includes: 3,441 officers In permanent grade 02 holding temporary appointments under 10 U.S.C. 5769, 913 officers In
permanent 01 grade who must achieve 3 years In grade prior to appointment to plmanent 02 grad; Q 906 ofcers In
permanent warrant offirtr grades promoted to meet the expansion for Vietnam.
4Includes: 4,036 officers In permanent grade 01 who must achieve 3years Ingrade prior to appointment to permanent
02 grade; 401 officers In permanent warrant officer grades; and 2,279 officers In permanent enlisted grades promoted to
meet the expansion for Vietnam.
I Officers In permanent enlisted grades promoted to meet the expansion of Vietnam.

Mr. D.wis. That. is all I have, Mr. Chairman.
EARLY RELEASE

Mr. RThODES. You had an early out program for fiscal 1969. What.
o you project for fiscal 1970? You released 26,000 people early in
1969. Wat would the comparable number be for 1970?
General PLrr. The number for 1970 is approximately 17,000, sir.
Mr. RHODES. Is this a program which you have adopted by necessity?
General PLArr. Yes, we have adopted it by necessity. As I say, we
have no feasible alternative other than to allow these men to go home

early

Mr. RHODES. How much would it take in addition to your budget for
fiscal 1970 so you would not have to release these people early?
General Pxr. I would have to furnish that for the record, sir, in
terms of numbers and dollars. I could give an approximate figure.
Mr. RHODES. It will be satisfactory to furnish it for the record.
General PATr. All right, sir.
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(The information follows:)
It would cost an additional $862 million in MPMC funds to completely elim.
inate the Marine Corps early release program in fiscal year 1970. However, the
elimination of only the most objectionable portion of the program, the early
release of Marines from CONU8 duty stations, would cost $27.0 million in fiscal
year 1970.

Mr. RHODM. Is it a good way to run the Marine Corps to have these
early outs? If you could write the script, would you do it this way?
General PLz&r. No, sir. We would like to see a higher Marine Corps
so we could avoid, not the entire program, but part of the program.
There are two parts to the program, and it is the second part that is
giving us the biggest management problem. If I may, very briefly, we
started last summer letting men out early when they came back from
Vietnam. We always did if they had only 60 days to do on their enlistment; but we increased that up to 6 months early last fall.
Then in January, for certain skills such as infantry and aircraft repair and maintenance, we went up to 12 months. When those men come
back from Vietnam, they are in a transient status, and this is a manageable program both from the standpoint of the individual marine
and the corps. But that part of the program does not produce the
losses we need.
Therefore, starting the first of this month, we have had to go into
another phase where we offer the opportunity for early release from 3
to 12 months early to marines who are currently stationed in the continental United States, with some restrictions that we have to impose.
This is a more difficult program to manage, as I am sure you can see.
A small Marine barracks has a significant number of men going out
earlyand they have to be replaced in order for that barracks to do
its job).

Mr. RHODE. It sounds like instead of encouraging people to stay in,
you are trying to kick them out.
General PLATT. We are not trying to kick them out, sir. We are offering them the opportunity. We are working hard to keep our retention
rate up, too.
Mr. RhiODEs. That is what I thought. It seems that you are working
against yourself. I guess I just don't understand the early-out concept.
General PLATr. Sir; as long as we have to take 8,000 people a month
against our present autthorized average and end-year strength, the only
alternative we have is a higher strength. Without that, we have to
create the vacancies for these new deployable marines or change the
tour in Vietnam or send men back in less than 24 months, both of which

we feel are unacceptable.
Mr. RHODuS. That is all, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. ANDREWS. Thank you, gentlemen.

THURSDAY, MARCH 20,1969.

RESERVE PERSONNEL, MARINE CORPS
Mr. AwAwiO. The committee will come to order.
We will now take up the request for "Reserve Personnel, Marine
Corps," and insert the summarT tables at this point.

Reserve Personnel, Marine Corps
For pay, allowances, clothing, subsistence, gratuities, travel, and
related expenses for personnel of the Marine Corps Reserve and the Marine
Corps platoon leaders class on active duty under section 265 of title 10,
United States Code, or while undergoing reserve training, or while performing drills or equivalent duty, as authorized by law;

L$3l, 100,000]"r-

(10 U.SC. 683, 1475-80. 6081-86. 6148; 37 U.S.C. 204,
206, 301. 305, 309, 402-04, 415-18, 1002; Department
of Defense Appropriation Act, 1969; additional
authorizing legislation to be proposed.)
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Mr. ANDREWS. The request is for $45.7 million, an increase of $4.7
million over the current estimate for fiscal year 1969.
We are pleased to have with us to present this request, Brig. Geu.
Charles F. Widdecke, Director of Marine Corps Reserve.
BIOGRAPHY

General, I believe this is your first. appearance before the committee, and as such, we will place your biographical sketch in the record
at this point.
(The material follows:)
Bao. GEN.

CHARLES F. WIDDExKr.

U.S.

MARINE CORPS.

Charles Fred Widdecke, holder of the Navy Cross and Silver Star Medal, was
born May 11, 1919, in Bryan, Tex., completed high school in Dallas in 1937, and
graduated front the University of'i'exas at Atstin in .June 1M1.
Having enlisted In the Marine Corps Reserve in May 1941, he was assigned
active duty the following month at Marine Corps Schools, Quantlco, Va. on
November 1, 1941. after completing Officer Candidate School, he was commissioned in the Marine Reserve. In June 1942, he wias ordered overseas, serving on
Samoa with the 22d Marine Regiment. He was promoted to first lieutenant in
October 1942, and to captain in April 1943. In 144, while commandingg Company
C. 1st Battalion. 22d Marines. lie particilpatd in the attacks on Kwajalein.
MaJuro, and Eniwetok atolls in the Marshall Islands and in the invasion of
Guam. In March 1945, he was promoted to major and assigned duties at Headquarters Marine Corps with the Division of Reserve, where he remained until
early 1948.
Major Widdecke completed the Amphibious Warfare School, Junior course, it
August 1948, and returned to Guam as assistant chief of staff, G-1, 1st Provisional Marine Brigade until May 1950. This overseas tour was followed by 2
years at Quantico, Va., as an instructor In Infantry tactics for both the Junior and
senior courses, Amphibious Warfare School. During this period, he was promoted
to lieutenant colonel it November 1951. Lt. Col. Widdecke next completed the
regular course at the Command and General Staff College, Fort Leavenworth,
Kans. in June 1954.
Ordered to Korea In July 1954, he served as a battalion commander in the 1st
Marine Regiment and as commanding officer, headquarters battalion, 1st Marine
Division. Upon his return to the United States in July 1955, he assumed duties as
Assistant Director, Marine Corps Institute in Washington, D.C. The following
January, he was selected as aide-de-anip to the Commandant of the Marine
Corps and served in this capacity through July 1958.
Transferred to the Marine Corps Recruit Depot, San Diego, Calif., in August
1958, he became commanding officer, 1st Recruit Training Battalion and executive officer, Recruit Training Command until July 1961. He was promoted to
colonel in July 1960. In August 1901, Colonel Widdecke was assigned to the Army
War College, Carlisle Barracks, Pa., and graduated in June 1962. While at the
War College lie completed off-duty educational courses at the George Washington University necessary to receive a master of arts degree In International
affairs. During the next 3 years, Colonel Widdecke was engaged In the adminIstration of military and economic aid to the South American countries as head
of the military assistance, plans and policy, Joint Staff, USCINCSOUTH, with
headquarters In Panama.
Colonel Widdecke assumed command of the 5th Marine Regiment on August 12,
1965, at Camp Pendleton, Calif., and deployed his Regiment to the Western
Pacific area In early 1966. While commanding the 5th Marine Regiment, he was
promoted to brigadier general in December 1966 with rank front November 3,
1966.
General Widdecke became Chief of Staff, Fleet Marine Force, Pacific, in February 1967. After his return to the continental United States, he assumed his current assignment as Director, Marine Corps Reserve, Headquarters Marine Corps,
on September 25, 1968.
A complete list of his medals and decorations includes: the Navy Cross, the
Silver Star Medal, the Legion of Merit, the Joint Service Commendation Medal,
the Navy Commendation Medal, the Purple Heart, the Navy Unit Commendation,
the American Defense Service Medal, the American Campaign Medal, the Asiatic-
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Pacifle Campaign Medal with two bronze stars, the World War II Victory Medal,
the National Defense Service 'Medal with one bronze star, the Korean Service
Medal, the Vietnam Service Medal, the United Nations Service Medal, and the
Republic of Vietnam Campaign Medal.
General Widdecke and Mrs. Widdecke, the former Jane Perkins, have two
children, James and Joan Ann.
G ENFRL i

STATEiFw'r

Mr. ADDAUBO. We shall be pleased to hear your statement.
General WIDDECKE. Thank you.

Mr. Chairman, members of the committee: I am Brig. Gen. Charles
F. Widdecke, Director, Marine Corps Reserve. This is my first appearance before this committee since assuming my present duties
in late September 1968.
The purpose of my appearance today is to present the fiscal year
1970 budget for the appropriation "Reserve Personnel, Marine Corps."
The appropriation is to provide for the pay, allowances, clothing,
subsistence, per diem, Iravel, and other related costs for Reserve personnel of the Marine Corps, including Reserve Officer candidates, Reserve Officers assigned to active duty under section 265 of title 10, U.S.
Code and the Marine Corps Junior ROTC program.
Three recently enacted laws have directly influenced our fiscal
year 1970 budget submission. I would like to briefly review them with
you. The first is Public Law 90-168. This law provides for the payment
of per diem allowances to reservists under essentially the same conditions as those allowances accrue to active duty members; it also requires that annual active duty for training shall consist of not. less than
14 days, exclusive of travel time.
The second Law, 90-207, resulted in a pay raise effective on July 1,
1968. The third Law, 90-500 approved on September 20,1968, requires
that we maintain in the Organized Reserve an average drill pay
strength of not less than 47,204 during fiscal year 1969.
At this point, I must tell you, we in the Marine Corps believe that
this latter requirement, that we maintain an average drill pay strength
of 47,204, is a fine thing for our Reserve. Compliance will enable us to
more nearly attain the necessary trained reservists in a drill pay
status to support the mobilization requirements of the Marine Corps.
In order to attain the required average paid strength of 47,9, it
would have been necessary for us to enlist and send to training some
7,400 additional recruits during January and February of the current
fiscal year. However, since our recruit facilities would not support.
such a large input in 2 months, the Marine Corps has had to adopt a
spread input of 1,100 or more new enlistees per month. With this input, we will not attain a paid average strength of 47,204 but will have
an end paid strength of 51,000 as planned for fiscal year 1969. The
fiscal year 1970 plan provides for a beginning paid strength of 51,000
and an end paid strength of 48,000 on une 30, 1970. This will produce
an
averagepaid
that
strength. strength of 49,489. This budget. request will support
The enacted budget for fiscal year 1969 was $31.1 million. Subsequent to this, it was necessary to submit supplemental requests in the
amounts of $1.6 million for the pay raise resulting from Public Law
90-207 and $8.3 million for the new enlisted input required by Public
Law 90-500.
29-603 o-69--pt. 1-22
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The fiscal year 1970 budget request is for $45.7 million. This is $4.7
million greater than the revised fiscal year 1969 budget. The major
portion of the $4.7 million is attributable to increased numbers of reservists undergoing initial active duty for training, increased drill attendance which has reached an alltime high of 97 percent, additional
days of annual training duty required by Public lAw 90-168 and
enlisted promotions.
There is one major program change in this budget. Formerly, members of units which had been deactivated were required to fulfill their
military obligation by performing 30 days of annual training duty.
In lieu of this these reservists now only will be required to perform 15
days of annual training duty.
The Marine Corps Reserve has the mobilization mission of providing the IV Marine Expeditionary Force, plus certain other units to
support the in-being regular forces. This Expeditionary Force is a
fully structured organization, similar to an adive force Marine Expeditionary Force. It is-composed of the 4th Marine Division, the 4th
Marine Aircraft Wing, and supporting units. Our readiness posture

is high.

Gentlemen, this completes my prepared statement. I will be pleased
to endeavor to answer any questions you have about this budget or our
prog~ramD0.
Mr. ADDABO. Thank you, General.
RZADINES STATUS OF MARINE CORPS RESERVE

What is the current readiness status of the Marine Corps Reserve?
General WIDDECKE. Sir, I would say the readiness posture of our
organized Reserve is high.
Mr. ADDABBO. How high is high ? Would it be in the 90 percent

category ?

General WDmCK. Our posture is such that in the 4th Marine Division Wing Team, our plans call to be prepared for deployment overseas on mobilization plus 60 days.
Mr. ADDABBO. Will it take much additional training to bring them
up to immediate readiness?

General

WIDDECKE.

We have very detailed plans at our stations

of initial assignment to put each and every unit in its proper billeting
area, training area, and to put them on the approved training schedule.
MARINE CORPS STRENGTH IN

1970

Mr. ADnABio. What is the total strength you are requesting to be
authorized for fiscal year 1970?
General WIDDEUK. We are requesting for fiscal year 1970-and this
budge supports our request--suffBcient personnel for an end strength
of 48,000, with an average strength of 49,489.
Mr. ADAI3 O. Since you did not attain your average strength for
fiscal year 1969, do you believe you will be able to attain it during
fiscal year 1970?
General WIDDEOKE. Yes, sir, I do.

Mr. ADDABBO. Where will these recruits be obtained?

General WwDEOK. Our recruits are obtained from civilian life.
They are enlisted for individual ,units in the area where the recruit
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resides. They are enlisted for a particular billet. We have units distributed in some 193 different locations throughout the United States.

Mr. ADDABB0. The law requires you to achieve your average strength
during the fiscal year. Since you could not attain it in 1969, what else
will you be doing to try to attain it in fiscal year 1970?
General WmDDCKE. Sir, the basic reason that we did not and will
not attain our average strength in fiscal year 1969 is the capacities of
our recruit training facilities and our subsequent infantry training
facilities that follows immediately after recruit training. We can
handle our planned input in fiscal year 1970 adequately in our recruit
training facilities.
Mr. ADABBO. Since the Marine Corps anticipates training approximately 96,000 enlistee accessions during fiscal year 1970, do you lionestly believe the Reserves will be able to funnel the 3,800 new reservists
for which funds are being requested, into active duty during fiscal
year 1970?
General WIDDECKE. We have planned this very carefully, sir. We
believe that our recruit training facilities will permit us to attain the
necessary average strength in fiscal year 1970.
Mr. ADDABBO. What makes 1970 a greater possibility over 1969 when
this could not be achieved in 19691
General WDDEcKE. Sir, in 1969 we had to input approximately
7,400 to attain the average strength in 2 months, that is, January and
February. But in fiscal year 1970, based on our plan, we will- spread
the input throughout the fiscal year.
General SimmoNs. I would like to add one thought to that. We got
off to a late start in 1969 because we did not get the funding assurances
from OSD until well along in the program budget review cycle, that
is, about Christmastime. We could not even begin to recast our Reserve
manpower plan until January. If we had gotten to an earlier start,
that is, October then we would have started the input earlier and we
would not have had this effect.

Mr. ADDABBO. The committee sincerely hopes that we will have this

appropriation passed by July 1, but assuming we do pot and that, as
in previous years, it goes over until September or possibly October,
would that not mean you would again be -behind6 monthsV
General SiMMoNs. No, sir; because we are now embarked on this
program, and it will continue over into the new fiscal year. Instead of
havin it completed by July 1, it will be completed several months
after July 1.
Admiral GADDIS. And with the program as now constituted, sir, the
continuing resolution would allow this operation. Last year, Public
Law 90-500 was not passed until after the start of the fiscal year and,
therefore, did not fall under the continuing resolution.
Mr,.ADDABBO. Do you anticipate being able to retain the trained personnel, the permanent personnel, to be able to train the new recruits?
General WIDDICKE. Yes, sir.
INCREASE IN DRILL ATTENDANCE

Mr. ADDABBO. You state that part of the additional funds being requested is the result of increased drill attendance, which has reached
an alltime high of 97 percent. We were under the impression that the
Marine Corps always attained 100 percent of its goal. What has been
the actual attendance during the last 3 years?
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General WMDECKE During tie past 5 years, sir, the average drill
attendance percentagewise has increased from approximately 90 per.
cent to our current figure of 96 to 97 percent actual attendance.
Mr. ADDABBO. This is one of the few places the Marine Corps does not
reach 100 percent.
Wiy are you eliminating group E category reservists?
General WMDECKE. PaY group has been transferred to pay group
D by direction of the DOD.
Mr. ADDABBO. Why are you substantially increasing your enlisted
strength in group D over the number that will be transferred from
group E I
General WIDDECKE. In group D we substantially increase the num-

ber. This was based on the probability during our continuing restructuring of the Reserve that one of our units may have to be moved or
be deactivated.
Mr. ADDAnBO. Thank you, General.
Mr. Lipscomb?
Mr. LiPsOom. No questions.
Mr. AwABBO. Mr. Davis?
Mr. DAVIS. Basically, what is the difference between group D and
group E V
General WmDcKE. Group D provides for 15-day training tours. It
is primarily for class III or ready reservists, that is, people who are not
in the class II organized Reserve. Pay group E is for 30-day training
tours. We have previously been assigning enlisted men to that pay
group for 30-day tours who could not fulfill their obligation for service
due to the fact that the unit to which they were assigned was deactivated.
Mr. DAVIS. Was this a matter of substantive law coming out of the
legislative committees that placed a floor under your fiscal year 1969
average drill pay strength?
General WiDDwcI. Yes, sir.
Mr. DAVIS. Have you discussed with the Armed Services Committee

your practical inability here to attain the average strength that the
law provides, apparently
General WIDDECKE. Our legislative assistant to the Commandant
discussed this matter with certain committees.
Admiral GADDIS. This is also contained in the proposed budget
amendment which has been submitted by Mr. Laird to the President,
sir.
Mr. DAVIs. As a practical matter, you just were not able to fulfill,
because of unavailable training facilities, as I understand it, the man-

date that they put into that law.

General SImMoxS. To summarize, sir, we thought the legislation was
a fine thing, but the legislation came a little late, and then the funding
assurances from DOD came a little late, so we were halfway through
fiscal year 1969 before we were able to implement the program.
Mr. DAVIS. If I recall correctly, the Army indicated a slightly higher
percentage of drill attendance than we see before us this morning.

There is only a percentage difference, or something like that, but they
were anticipating something in excess of 98 percent.
Mr. GAirrT. For the Selected Reserve, yes.
Mr. DAVIS. It is not a significant difference, I suppose, but I guess
we have gotten in the habit of exj eting a little more from the Marine
Corps. In this case, apparently ybu have slipped a little in comparison.
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General WIDDECKE. Sir our requirements and our regulations are
100 percent. That is our objective. We are getting there very orderly.
W1re are supervising this program very closely.
At the same time, we have a real judgment factor in it that if a man
in fact is ill or has an emergency, he is excused. The emergency may
be family or weather conditions or something else. When he is not
excused, we have a system where he makes up the drill by equivalent
instruction.
Admiral GADOIS. I would offer, sir, that the difference is probably
more administrative than real, in that the Marine Corps 97 percent
allows for this illness-emergency factor where there is the possibility
that the make-up would be incorporated in a higher percentage in another administrative organization.
Mr. DAvis. You think the Army may possibly be using a figure that
includes make-up?
Admiral GADxIs. I only offer as a posibility, sir, that the administrative rules contribute to the percentage figure.
4TIH MARINE DIVISION READINESS POSTURE

Mr. DAvis. General, will you tell us a little bit more about the individual units within the 4th Marine Division and the readiness
postureof it?
General WiDDECKE. Yes, sir.
The Organized Reserve is based on a division wing team, structured
as similar as possible to our regular establishment under a Maritime
Expeditionary Force Headquarters. As for the division, it is composed of three infantry regiments, an artillery regiment, and the
necessary combat and combat support units.
The wing is composed of fixed-wing, helicopters, transport aircraft,
and the necessary command and control and supporting elements,
again structured very similar to its counterpart in the regular establishment.
It is the basic concept, sir, under which the Navy Marine Corps
team operates, and in the Marine Corps the air-ground team.
Mr. DAvis. Do you have any comments to make relating to the readiness posture of each of these units within the 4th Mar'ne Division?
General WIDDECKE. Yes. As a mentioned earlier, sir, our evaluation
of the readiness posture is that it is high. That is based on not only
the normal reporting procedures, but personal observation from many
senior officers in the Marine Corps. We believe that we have a fine
training program. It is closely supervised and monitored and analyzed. It is tested by evaluation during training periods and in the
summer.
Insofar as our materiel readiness is concerned, it is improving. I
would like t6 give you an example. We have introduced into the 4th
Marine Division the PRC-25 radio, which is the basic communications
equipment used in infantry units in Vietnam. We are introducing into
it now a multifuel vehicle. Our engineer equipment in the Reserve is
being improved by new equipment.
In the wing we are increasing the number of helicopters. We have
introduced in fiscal year 1969 the OV-10 aircraft, which is a reconnaissance aircraft, and have plans for introduction in 1971 of additional new helicopters.
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Mr. DAVIS. Is every member of your Reserve component as now organized automatically a member of the 4th Marine Division?
General WIDDFAKL Everyone who comes into Class II Organized
Reserve is enlisted for duty in a particular unit in the 4th Marine
Expeditionary Force. Some of them are in the division, of course.
Some of them are in the wins. We have certain combat and combat
support units in addition to the division and wing per se that will be
available for mobilization.
Mr. DAVIS. In your structure, then, you do not contemplate, except
in perhaps isolated cases, the individual callup of Reserve personnel.
Is thatcorrectI
General WwoiEcKE. That is correct, sir. It is a division wing team
concept.
Mr. DAVIS. That is all. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
REDUCTION IN 1069 FUNDINo REQUREMENT8

Mr. Lnrsc4x. Admiral, during your discussion with Congressman
Davis, you mentioned a budget amendment which is proposed.

Admiral GADWS. Yes, sir.

Mr. LPSvooMB. Would you explain that?
Admiral GADDIs. The proposed budget amendment which has been
submitted to the Bureau of the Budget by Mr. Laird and spoken to
in general yesterday on the Hill, contains a reduction in this appropriation of $3.1 million for the 1969 supplemental, which reflects the
mone
shortfall compared to the personnel shortfall in average
strength spoken to earlier.
Mr. LPBcoMB. What about fiscalyear 1970 then?
Admiral GADDIS. There is no change in the 1970 estimate in that
amendment proposal.
General SIMxoNs. Because we will expect to have achieved our
end strength objective of 51,000. Therefore we will be at the right
starting point ?or fiscal year 1970, even though we will not have
achieved the man-year average of 47,04.
Mr. Lnswm& What was your original request for fiscal year 1969
for this account?
Admiral GADDiS. The appropriation request last spring, sir, was for
$31.5 million, subsequently iduced to $31.1 million by Project 693. The
1969 supplemental request was for $9.9 million. This adds up to $41.0
million in the President's budget. If the President approves the new
budget amendment, this would be reduced to $37.9 million-a $3.1
million reduction.
Mr. IPSOMB. Are you speaking of just the basic training of enlisted
personnel
Admiral GADDIS. No, sir; I was speaking of the total appropriation.
Mr. LaommoB. That was $41 million ?
Admiral GADDIS. That was for the total appropriation, sir.
Mr. Luwso% In other words the $3.1 million proposed amendment
to the budget is directed specifically to basic training of enlisted
personnel
Admiral GADDIs. And the total reduction of the appropriation is due
to the shortfall in man-year average. The 1969 supplemental request
for this line item was $8 million, sir. That will be revised in the amendment, then, to $4.9 million.

- 0
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VALDrrY OF 1970 ESTIMATES

Mr. LIPsCOMB. What are you asking for fiscal year 1970?
Admiral GADDIs. There is no change in the 1970 request of $45.7

million.
Did you want the specific line item for recruit training of ReservesI
Mr. IuPscomB. Yes. That is what we are discussing. If you had a $3.1
million reduction in fiscal year 1969, what do you plan for fiscal year
1970?
Admiral GADDIS. I would like to provide that for the record, sir,
unless you have it specifically there, General Simmons.
General SIMBUONs. For 1970, we would expect to input 7,570 recruits.

The average rate is $1,308.45. The total amount in the 1970 budget is
$9.905 million.
Mr. LiPscoxB. What makes you expect to do so much better in fiscal
year 1970 than 1969?
General SIMMoNs. Because of the starting point, sir. We did not get
started on this program until January. Because of the recruit loading
situation, we could not take in a significant number of people in January or February, so we are a late starter.
for
in recruiting
is no problem
there program.
started,
the program
Once
was the
popular
The problem
this
program.
It is ais very
recruit load to be handled at Parris Island and San Diego.
As was explained yesterday by General Platt, we have gone to a level
recruit input, both for the Regular Establishment and the Reserve
Establishment, so we can make optimum use of our recruit capability.
READINESS OF MARINE CORPS RESERVE

Mr. LIPSCoMB. General, in a couple of answers you said your readi-

ness is high.

General WIDDwEKE. Yes, sir.
Mr. LIPscoMB. You have officers who are continually examining
these units for their readiness. Do they submitt written reports as to
percentages, or how to these come back to headquarters?
General WDECKE. With our Reserve units, sir, we have what are
called in our program inspector instructors. They have a staff. They
are officers on active duty. They work with, supervise, and report on
the Reserve activities.
In addition to that, we get periodic reports from the Reserve activities and the conduct of their affairs is monitored by extensive visits.
The Reserves are under the immediate control, inspection, and supervision of the district director. We have six districts in the continental
limits of the United States. They visit them and report on them.
In addition to that, sir, our Reserve, for inspection purposes, falls
under the Marine Corps Inspector General, and he inspects each of
these units and reports to the Commandant on them.
Lastly we have a very close evaluation when they are on active duty
for trainingeach summer, and those reports are sent in to headquarters.
Mr. LZPSCOMB. When you speak of the Reserves as being high in
readiness, are you speaking only to military personnel, or equipment
or the operation and maintenance problems? Are you including the
whole spectrum of the Marine Corps Reserve?
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General WIDDECKE.

Yes, sir; I am referring to the full spectrum of

the Organized Reserve.
Mr. LiJSCoMIJ1. From this testimony we can be led to assume that the
Marine Corps has no problem as to equipment or anything else; that
every unit is up to strength and is completely ready in case it is called?
SHORTAGE OF RESERVE AIRCRAFT

General SiM.%toss. As General Widdecke said earlier, on the ground
side we are in very good shape, perhaps not quite to the standard of our
active divisions, but very close to it. On the air side, in the wing we have
a continuing problem which has been somewhat aggravated by the
Vietnamese war. The cost of providing the 4th Marine Aircraft Wing
with first-line aircraft. would be nearly prohibitive. This is an objective of ours, but the price tag would come very high. Ordinarily, the
4th Marine Aircraft Wing is equipped with essentially second-line
aircraft. As it is pushed out of the inventory of the regular wings by
more modern types, these aircraft in the same series, but older models,
move into the Reserve.
This effect has been slowed and in some cases reversed by the Vietnamese war, where we have had to draw down on Reserve aircraft
assets. So, we do have a substantial shortfall in the aircraft inventory
in the types and numbers that we would like to have.
IMPROVEMENT IN

RESERVE EQUIPMENT POSTURE

Mr. LIPSCOMB. Do you have in the ground forces all the modern
weapons you need ?
General SIMMONS. Substantially.
Mr. LIPSCOMB. Are your troops completely equipped? Are you in a
high state of readiness or a low state of readiness?
General SiMMoNs. On the ground side, our materiel readiness is
very high.
Mr., LIPSCOMB. What does that mean ? You see, we have had some
experience with the Army where they thought they were trained and
had the equipment, and then they go into active training and callup,
and they find they are not ready for combat; that they have been
trained with the wrong kind of weapons, older weapons, and when
they get hold of the newer weapons, they are not combat ready. We
have seen this happen over the past 9 months. You are aware of this, I
presume.
There is no possible chance, if the situation should occur that the
Marine Reserves were called for combat, that they would run into a
similar situation ? If the Marines have a problem in the Reserve, now
is the time for you to tell us about it. I it is all right, that is what
we want to know.
General SIMMONS. In previous years' testimony, primarily from our
logistics people, we have testified to shortfalls in some communications
and electronic items some motor transport items, some engineer
support items. As indicated earlier, we are making progress in those
three areas so we do have radios in the Reserve that are completely compatible with those used in the Active Force. The same is true for our
vehicles and engineer support equipment. They are not quite up to the
material standards of our Active Forces, and we would not expect
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them to be, but there is no material reason why the ground reserve cannot meet its mobilization deadline.
Mr. LiscoMn. They only thing we can take from your testimony-

and I am very pleased wit i it-is that the Marines are in a high state
of readiness, and that you are actually adequately funded for fiscal
year 1970. You have no problem.
General SIMmoNs. And we are closing the gap in these three areas
that we mentioned.
I should say, sir, that I am talking to appropriations which are outside of General Widdecke's purview. I am speaking to 0.appropriation.
&M., Marine
Corps, appropriation and procurement, Marine Corps,
Mr. LipscoiB. In your position you will be testifying to the whole

budget, so what you are telling us is that the Marine Reserves are ready
General SImMONS. Yes, sir.
Mr. LIPscOmB. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. ADDABBO. Mr. Rhodes?
Mr. RHODES. I have no questions.
Mr. ADDABBO. Thank you very much, gentlemen,

for your appearance.
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Mr. SLACK. The next appropriation is "Military personnel, Air
Force." For this appropriation the Air Force is requesting $5.959 billion, a decrease of $139 million from the current estimate for fiscal
year 1969.
We are pleased to have with us this afternoon to discuss this -request,
Major General Berg, Director of Manpower and Organization, and
Brigadier General Faver, Deputy Director of Personnel Planning.
We welcome you, gentlemen, and also your supporting witnesses.
As I understand it, General Berg, this is your first appearance before the committee.
General BERo. Yes, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. SLACK. It is customary to insert in the record a biographical

sketch and, without objection, your biographical sketch will be placed
in the record.
BIOGRAPHY OF MAJ. GEN. WILLIAM W. BERO

MaJ. Gen. William W. Berg was born March 14, 1918 in Logansport, Ind. He is
a graduate of the University of Maryland (BS) and the George Washington Uni-

versity (MA). He has completed the Air Force advanced management course in
the Graduate School of Business Administration at the University of Pittsburgh
and the residence course at the Industrial College of the Armed Forces, Washington, D.C. His military career began when he enlisted in the infantry, U.S.
Army, in November 1936 and served for 3 years. In January 1942 he reenlisted
in the Army, and in June 1943 graduated from officers candidate school and was
commissioned a second lieutenant. The next 4 years he served in the Mediterranean theater of operations. From 1952 to 1956, following tours of duty at Pope
Air Force Base, N.C., and Mitchel Air Force Base, N.Y., General Berg served as
the Assistant Chief of Staff for Personnel for the 12th Air Force at Ramstein Air
Base. Germany. Subsequent assignments were in Headquarters, USAF Personnel
and in the Office of the Secretary of Defense. From 1963 to 1968 he served in the
position of Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense for Military Personnel Policy.
General Berg's assignments in Headquarters, USAF Personnel and in the Office
of the Secretary of Defense included the development and presentation of legislative proposals to the cognizant committees of Congress. He assumed his present
position as Direotor of Manpower and Organization, DCS/Programs and Resources, Headquarters, USAF in August 1968. His military decorations include
the Distinguished Service Medal, Legion of Merit, Army Commendation Medal
with one Oak Leaf Cluster, and the Italian Cross for War Merit.

General, have you a prepared statement?
General BERG. I have, sir.
Mr. SLACK. Will you please proceed.

Mr. SLACK.

STATzMENT, DIRECTOR OF MANPOWER AND ORGANIZATION
General BERG. Mr. Chairman, members of the committee, this is the
first time that it has been my pleasure to appear before this committee

to report on the Air Force manpower program. Although this hearing
is principally concerned with military personnel, my statement will
cover both the military and civilian manpower resources which are
made available by the annual budget and the Department of Defense
to accomplish the Air Force mission. Military and civilian personnel
are integral factors in the management of our work force.
First, I will review the fiscal year 1969 program presented last year
and comment on the adjustments made to the program during the

year. Then, from the revised end of fiscal year 1969 position I will
cover the program for fiscal year 1970.
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In presenting our requirements for fiscal year 1970, I will examine
the distribution of our manpower resources by major program, the
impact of Southeast Asia operations, rated and external manpower
requirements, and actions to improve manpower management and
organization.
General Faver and other witnesses will follow me to discuss the
effect of the manpower program on the military personnel budget.
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FISCAL YEAR 1969 MANPOWER PROGRAM
Table I shows the fiscal year 1969 total program submitted to
the Congress last year. The projections include military authorizations for personnel assigned to agencies outside of the Department of
Defense. Last year, it was reported that the Air Force manpower program for fiscal year 1969 would decrease from about 1,228,000 at the
end of fiscal year 1968 to around 1,215,000 at the end of fiscal year
1969. From the last column you will note that a decrease of approximately 13,500 was programmed which represented a decrease of 16,000
military and an increase of about 2,500 civilian authorizations. The
military reduction was programmed primarily as a result of changes in
force structure and training requirements. The projected civilian
increase was due to changes in depot maintenance and a number of comparatively small and varied adjustments.
TABLE I.-FISCAL YEAR 1969 MANPOWER PROGRAM PROJECTIONS PRESENTED DURING HEARINGS ON FISCAL YEAR 1969 BUDGET

MILITARY:
Officers
Airmen
Cadets
TOTAL MILITARY
CIVILIAN:
Direct Hire
Indirect Hire
TOTAL CIVILIAN

AGGREGATE

End Fiscal
Year 1968
Projection*

End Fiscal
Year 1969
Projection*

137,128
743,425
3,575

133,977
730,290
3874

- 3,151
-13,135
+
299

884,128

868,141

-15,987

316,856
27,394

318,906
27,800

+ 2,050
+
406

344,250

346,706

+ 2,456

1,228,378

1,214,847

-13,531

Net Fiscal
Year 1969
Change

*Includes reimbursable military authorizations of 946 in fiscal year
1968 and 1,511 in fiscal year 1969.
NOTES
(a) Direct hire includes both US and non-US citizens who are paid by
the US directly.
(b) Indirect hire are non-US personnel hired by contract with
foreign governments. Determination as to whether we will use direct
hire is made by agreement with host country.
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The next table, Table II, shows the adjustments made to the fiscal year 1969 program. The first column shows the projection for end
fiscal year 1969 that was made last year. The middle column shows
the current projection for end fiscal year 1969. The aggregate
indicates an end authorized strength of about 1,219,000. Of this
number, about 868,000 are military and 351,000 are civilian.
Significant manpower reductions were made as a result of the
ReRevenue and Expenditure Control Act of 1968 (Public Law 90-364).
ductions were influenced by two aspects of the law. First, decreases
in manpower authorizations, both military and civilian, were made to
support the Air Force's share of the expenditure reductions for fisSpaces were decal year 1969 imposed on the Department of Defense.
creased primarily within the areas of administration, proficiency piSecond, limitations on the
lot training and activities in Europe.
hiring of civilians affected to some degree virtually all Air Force
activities except those in Southeast Asia. The cumulative reductions
amounted to approximately 10,000 military and 11,000 civilian authorizations.
There was an increase of about 17,500 civilian authorizations
added to our ceilings to accommodate the Air National Guard technicians federalized in January 1969 by Public Law 90-486.
The fiscal year 1969 totals do not include the mobilized Air
National Guard and Reserve forces. These forces were not in our fiscal year 1969 budget projection last year and will be demobilized
prior to the end of the year.
TABLE II.-MANPOWER PROGRAM PROJECTIONS FOR FISCAL YEAR 1969
End Fiscal
Year 1969
Projected in
FY 69 Budget*

MILITARY:
Officers
Airmen
Cadets

TOTAL MILITARY
CIVILIAN:
Direct Hire
Indirect Hire
TOTAL CIVILIAN
AGGREGATE

Current
End Fiscal
Year 1969
Projection

Net Change
to Fiscal
Year 1969
Program

133,977
730,290
3,874

133,800
730,926
3,874

+

177
636
-

868,141

868,600

+

459

318,906
27,800

325,930
24t835

+7,024
-2,965

346,706

350,765

+4,059

1,214,847

1,219,365

+4,518

*Adjusted to reflect 1,511 reimbursable military authorizations.
FISCAL YEAR 1970 MANPOWER PROGRAM
Table III summarizes the Air Force manpower program for fiscal
year 1970. The authorized military strength will be about 861,000
or 7,400 less than the adjusted fiscal year 1969 strength. The difference is attributable to the reductions in B-52 squadrons, European
support forces, Air Defense ground environment and recruit and
specialized training.
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The civilian
authorizations of 347,000 show a decrease of about
3,500 which is the result of the budget decision that anticipated Increases in the productivity of employees.
TABLE III.-MANPOWER PROGRAM AND PROJECTIONS FOR FISCAL YEAR 1970
Current
End Fiscal
Year 1969
Projection
MILITARY:
Officers

Net Fiscal
Year 1970
Change

133,800

135,000

+ 1,200

730,926
3,874

722,049
4,151

- 8,877
+
277

868,600

861,200

- 7,400

325,930
24,835

322,472
24,709

- 3,458
126

350,765

347,181

- 3,584

1,219,365

1,208,381

-10,984

Airmen
Cadets
TOTAL MILITARY
CIVILIAN:
Direct Hire
Indirect Hire
TOTAL CIVILIAN
AGGREGATE

End Fiscal
Year 1970
Projection

Table IV summarizes the transactions by program which account
for the net changes between the fiscal year 1969 and fiscal year 1970
programs.
I will now cover the significant changes in these programs.
TABLE IV.-ESTIMATED CHANGES IN THE MILITARY MANPOWER PROGRAM BETWEEN
END OF FISCAL YEARS 1969 AND 1970
Increases

Decreases

Net Change

Strategic Forces
General Purpose Forces
Intelligence and

+ 5,200
+ 8,400

-10,800
- 7,300

-5,600
+1,100

Communications
Airlift and Sealift

+

1,000

- 3,200
- 2,200

-2,200
-2,600

+ 4,800

Guard and Reserve Forces
Research and Development
Central Supply and
Maintenance
Training, Medical and
Other General Personnel
Activities
Administration and
Associated Activities
Military Assistance
Activities

+

100

-

300

-

200

+

600

-

200

+

400

+ 5,800

_

TOTAL AIR FORCE

- 8,800

-3,000

-

-

-

_

_

+26,000

500

500

__

-33,400

-7,400

STRATEGIC FORCES
Manpower for our strategic forces continues to decline. There
is a net reduction of about 1,900 spaces in strategic offensive
forces. Reduced requirements for munitions handlers, crew augmentation and a variable sortie rate associated with B-52 aircraft eliminated 2,500 authorizations. Reduced flying hours for the KC-135
aircraft decreased 500 spaces. Other decreases amounting to 3,100
are primarily in base operating support. Off-setting these decreases
is an increase of about 4,200 related to FB-111 squadrons, satellite
basing, the SRAM program and Minuteman III.

.
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In the strategic defensive forces, 3,700 spaces were reduced.
In activities associated with our air defense ground environment,
there were reductions of 4,700 in combat centers, direction centers,
long range radars and DEW radar. Changes in Spacetrack and over-thehorizon radar resulted in an increase of 1,000 spaces.
GENERAL PURPOSE FORCES
The over-all increase of 1,100 spaces in this program is principally related to force structure changes. An increase of 6,600
spaces included revisions necessary to support F-1l, F-4, A-37 and
RF-4 aircraft. Other actions which added 1,800 spaces are the augmentation of aerial port activities, the addition of a night attack
capability by modification of some B-57 aircraft, and more aircraft
for combat crew training in the continental United States. Reductions of 7,300 spaces were caused primarily by decreases in the number of F-1O0, F-102 and C-130 squadrons and in our forces in Europe.
INTELLIGENCE AND COMMUNICATIONS
Reductions of about 2,200 spaces occurred in the Intelligence
and Communications program. The principal reductions were in the
phase-out of manual systems and converting to an Automatic Digital
Network (AUTODIN).
AIRLIFT
The airlift forces reflect a net increase of 2,600 spaces for
fiscal year 1970. The continued phase down of C-124 units is more
than off-set by the phase-in of C-5 units. Changes in support functions result in a zero balance, except in base operating support
where there is an increase because of the transfer of a base to the
Military Airlift Command from another command. The manpower requirements to fly our airlift aircraft at higher flying rates to support
Southeast Asia continue to be reflected in the fiscal year 1970
figures. This project is called "COMBAT PACER."
PERSONNEL SUPPORT
Reduced manpower requirements of about 3,000 spaces in the
Personnel support area are predominantly in Recruit and Specialized
training. For the most part, this decrease reflects previously programmed actions.
IMPACT OF SOUTHEAST ASIA ON MANPOWER PROGRAM
The Southeast Asia operations continue as a predominant influence on our manpower program. The manpower ceilings in effect in
Southeast Asia have necessitated, in most cases, trade-offs in lieu
of increases. Although our total commitment remains essentially the
same for fiscal year 1970, significant changes in equipment are proJected.
Many of the manpower changes, both increases and decreases
which I mentioned under our major programs were related directly or
indirectly to our mission to support U. S. objectives in Southeast
Asia.
RATED OFFICER REQUIREMENTS
Last year, it was reported that there would be a small increase
in rated officer requirements for fiscal year 1969. The net increase which included a decrease in pilots and an increase in navigators was due mainly to the change in the crew composition of the
F-4/F-111 force. Thirty percent of the second seat requirements for
these aircraft was converted from pilots to navigators in fiscal
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year 1969. The gradual phase down of Air Force F-4/F-111 manning to
one pilot and one navigator per crew is projected to continue through
fiscal year 1 9 71b
The final decision on the optimum crew composition
for these aircraft is dependent upon tests still being conducted.
Table V depicts the Air Force pilot and navigator requirements
as stated by the Department of Defense for fiscal year 1969 and fiscal year 1970. It also includes our requirements for flight surgeons.

TABLE V.-RATED OFFICER REQUIREMENTS (LIEUTENANT COLONEL AND BELOW)
FISCAL YEAR 1969 AND 1970
Fiscal Year

Pilots

Navigators

Flight
Surgeons

f1969
1970

37,626
36,159

15,334
14,860

1,031
1,003

Total
539991
52,022

The decrease in pilot and navigator requirements for fiscal year
1970 is primarily the result of changes in our aircraft force structure. Comments
on our rated officer inventories
and training will be
made by General Favor.
EXTERNAL MANPOWER REQUIREMENTS
Our manpower commitment to activities outside the Air Force is
in two categories. First, we have approximately 15,000 military
authorizations primarily in other Defense Department activities.
Second, we have approximately 1,500 military authorizations in other
governmental agencies such as the National Aeronautics and Space Administration and the Federal Aviation Agency. Funds for personnel in
this latter category are reimbursable. Authorizations in both categories are in our manpower ceilings.
MANPOWER MANAGEMENT
We are continually striving for optimum utilization of our manpower resources. In order to satisfy new and changing requirements
and remain within our established ceilings, we are searching for improved techniques to measure what we need and to manage what we have.
Our management engineering program and our manpower data systems and
analysis are examples of our efforts in this area.
The management engineering program uses the latest industrial
engineering techniques to make accurate determination of the quantities of manpower and skills required to perform the work loads in the
many functions of the Air Force.
This program, which is in operation in all our major commands,
is conducted by teams of professionally trained management engineering personnel - both military and civilian. It is centrally directed
to facilitate the most effective use of the team's capability to meet
over-all Air Force priorities,
In computing our requirements, we use the manpower determinantsstandards, criteria, and estimating equations-which have been developed through the management engineering program. We now have determinants for 66 percent of the total Air Force measurable manpower
resource. This not only gives us a sound basis for stating manpower
needs in relation to work loads, but produces work efficiencies that
increase personnel utilization. Since 1961 the program has resulted
in mqre than 24,000 authorizations being redistributed to satisfy
other mission requirements.
.o
' The teams will continue to review work operations to develop new
standards and to update existing standards so that they reflect the
manpower required to perform current work neds.
Management improvement studies also are being emphasized to improve work operations and
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to increase manpower utilization.
With such viable, diverse functions to support in an environment
which is constantly changing, we must have a capability to get accurate information rapidly if we are to effectively and economically
manage our manpower resources.
We are increasing our use of modern techniques and tools of data
automation and system analysis to accelerate and improve our manpower
programming. The aim is to make our manpower system more responsive
to changing requirements and to give us more positive over-all control of our resources. For example, in 1968 we replaced 21 unique
Command Manpower Accounting Systems with one standard system which is
used by all major commands to account for manpower authorizations in
detail.
In 1968 our military analysts developed a tool, the first of its.
kind, for study of aircraft pilot"'-equFijir
entoto fight limited wars.
Such factors as attritiqtour and rotation policies, duration and
intensity of war, coaster, and training policies can
taken systematically into accoupt. As a result, our planning ofV !pturepilot requirements
Is now.4harper,
broader, andmore
responsive to changing
'..
/
needs.

ORGANI ATIO4,
It is essential tOat we con tantlyrevaluate the way our units
are organiz d.
We endeavor_ to
ganteo In peacetime)so that
nimum
change will be required for w'a 1 7,0 eraions. We try to standardize whenever possible so that tj uffts hhve t1' sana structure and
identity. /We stabilize the o
iza on of\our/unitsas much 4 possible consistent wifh*changi g ommai and dorol techniques, now
weapon systems and arying c nepgenoles.
i
In oir Southealt Asi
eeertOn a
several chances in
the command and control str 4ture fo
al1aairl] t.
The thee
tactical airlift wings of C l40 airci ft ha e been reassigned t the
Fifth and Thirteenth Air Forces for gre e fpotive management rhd materiel andtrsonneltre
ources., The&ir
gt Cohauorol Center an the
Western Tralsportation"Office have zoved ftom Japan io Hawaii to permit more effective response to airlift req irements of the Paific
Command. Asbe result of these chang1s9 th 315th 41f D6vstn will
be nactvate on April 1 t1969.
1 4
i
We have re ently realigned the Eropeah a
tfift force; to parallel the Pacific airlift organizatlJona) posture. The chaqges in
Europe have permitted the inactivatibn of the 322nd Air Division.
Significant champges have been made in the organiytion of the
Air Force Reserve whiiob were covered previously by.General Marchbanks,
Chief of Air Force Reseieve.
-1
Other changes of varying ize and sipqgtiance also have been
made in our continuing search f orebtteEways to organize.
CONCLUS ION
Mr. Chairman, this concludes my remarks on the Air ?orce manpower program.
I shall be pleased to respond to any questions you
may have; however, since General Faver will discuss the Military
Personnel program which is closely related, you may wish to hear him
first.
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Mr. SLACK. Thank you very much, General.
General Faver, is this your first appearance before the committee?
General FAVER. Yes, it is.

MN.r. SLACK. Without objection, we will insert at this point in the
record your biographical sketch.
(The sketch follows:)
Biographical sketch of witness: Brig. Gen. Dudley E. Faver was born In
Sweetwater, Tex. on August 17, 1916. He received his B.A. degree at Abilene
Christian College In 1937. In 1940, he resigned as high school principal to enter
the Army Air Corps. He graduated from flight training In 1941, remaining at
Mather Field, Calif. as a flight instructor until 1943. A member of the initial
cadre forming the Instrument Flying Instructor School, he remained with that
unit until 1945 He then served Alaskan Air Command as Director of Operations
and Training. In 1949, he entered the Command and Staff School. Maxwell Air
Force Base, Ala. After graduating, he commanded the U.S. Air Force Instrument Instructor Pilot School, Tyndall Air Force Base, Fla. In 1951, he was a
member of the Initial cadre to design and implement the B-47 transition progran for SAC's bomber force. Upon Air War College graduation, he became Director of Operations, 66th Tactical Reconnaissance Wing, USAFE. Later he
became Director, Ballistic Missiles, Hcadquarters, USAFE. In 1964, he was
Commander of the 3500th Pilot Training Wing, Reese Air Force Base, Tex. In
July 1966, he was assigned to Headquarters, LT.S. Air Force as the Deputy Director of Personnel Training and Bducation, Deputy Chief of Staff, Personnel
and later reassigned to this present duty.
Mr. SLACK. It is my understanding, General Faver, that you will

speak to us on details of the 1970 request for military personnel.
General FAVER. Yes, sir.
Mr. SLACK. Have you a statement on this subject matter?

General FAVER. I do, Mr. Chairman.

STATEMENT, DEPUTY DIRECTOR OF PERSONNEL PLANNING

Mr. SLACK. Will you proceed?
General Faver.
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Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, I appreciate the opportunity to prosort the Air Force Military Personnel Appropriation (HPA) request and to discuss
our proposed personnel programs for fiscal year 1970.
MILITARY PERSONNEL PROGRAM FOR FISCAL YEAR 1969
The fiual
year 1969 budget program approved by this committee last year had a
beginning strength of 884,128 and a programmed end strength of 868,141.
The
current program for fiscal year 1969 shows a beginning strength of 904,759 and a
programmed end strength of 868,600. The higher beginning strength of the operating
program as compared to the budget program was due primarily to the Air national
Guard and Air Reserve call up. Of the strength decrease shown in the current oparating program, 20,517 were due to changes in force structure, training requirements
and reductions as a result of the Revenue and Expenditure Control Act of 1968 (Public law 90-364).
The other 15,642 reduction will result from the demobilization of
the Guard and Reserve units called up during fiscal year 1968.
MILITARY PERSONNEL PROGRAM FOR FISCAL YEAR 1970
The military personnel strength for fiscal year 1970 will further decline by
7,400 from a beginning strength of 868,600 to an end strength of 861 ,200.
This
reduction is also attributable to force structure changes. Table I relates the
strengths for the fiscal year 1969 program, and the proposed strengths for fiscal
year 1970.
TABLE I
DEPARTMENT OF THE AIR FORCE
Total Military Strengths
Fiscal Year 1969
President's Budget

Strengths

Fiscal Year 1969
Current Program

Strengths

Fiscal Year 1970
President's Budget

Strengths

Beginning

Did

Beginning

End

Beginning

Bid

Officers
Airmen
Cadets

137,128
743,425
3,575

133,977
730,290
3,874

139,600
761,507
3,652

133,800
730,926
3,874

133,800
730,926
3,874

135,000
722,049
4,151

TOTAL

884,128

868,141

904,759

868,600

868,600

861,200

The estimated cost of this program for fiscal year 1970 is $5.959 billion.
The individual elements making up this request will be discussed beginning with
the officer program.

THE OFFICER PROGRAM
Last year we presented a budget program that was scheduled to reduce 3,151 officers from the planned end position of 137,128 in fiscal year 1968 to 133,977 by
end of fiscal year 1969.
The call up of Air National Guard and Reserve units and other minor adjustments
increased our officer ranks by 2,472 officers at the end of fiscal year 1968 to a
strength of 139,600.
The fiscal year 1969 officer end strength is now programmed to be 133,800 officers. The reduction from our peak level of 139,600, a decrease of 5,800, is
caused by the release of all mobilized units, force structure revisions and reductions resulting from the Revenue and Expenditure Control Act.
For fiscal year 1970, the officer force end strength has a small increase of
1,200, bringing us to a total of 135,000.
OFFICER LOSSES
The majority of officer losses occur as career officers retire or young officers
separate voluntarily at the end of their specified commitments.
Voluntary loss
rates of line officers with less than 15 years commissioned service have more than
doubled during the last four years and are forecast to reach 13.4% by end of
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fiscal year 1969. For example, there were 3,289 such losses during fiscal year
1965 and 6,575 are predicted for fiscal year 1969.
As reported to this committee last year, we attempted to reduce these increasing
voluntary losses during fiscal year 1968 with policy actions designed to conserve
the experience level of the force. These actions included a temporary continuation
program to allow captains to remain on active duty following their failure of selection to major for the second time; a liberalized policy to permit reserve officers to remain on active duty beyond the 20 year point; and a selective retention
program for regular officers in certain skills, not permitting their retirement or
resignation for up to one year.
Our currently approved fiscal year 1969 program reduces force levels and no
longer affords us this latitude. We have had to increase losses to remain within
Suspension of the selective retenthe approved strength. This was done by: (1)
tion program for regular officers. Those officers already extended under the program hbve been given an opportunity to reapply for new retirement or separation
Return to the up or out concept relative to pro(2)
dates in fiscal year 1969.
motion. Continuation was not offered to those officers who failed selection to
the grade of major for the second time during the fiscal year 1969 promotion cycle.
Acceleration of some of our anticipated fiscal year 1970 losses into fiscal
(3)
year 1969.
Thus far we have not had to involuntarily separate captains already in a continued status nor retire our 20 year plus reserve officers. We do not anticipate any
special action will be needed to induce losses next year. Table II outlines losses
for fiscal years 1968 through 1970.
TABLE II
DEPARTMENT OF THE AIR FORCE
Officer Losses
Fiscal Year
1969 Program

Fiscal Year
1970 Program

Type of Loss

Fiscal Year
1968 Actual

End of Obligation
Career Separation
Retirements (20 years +)
Attrition
Medics (All Types)
Other Losses

3,142
795
4,556
1,265
2,867
1,001

6,516'
1,341
5,073
1,324
3,503
767

2,655
1,270
5,224
1,245
2,780
657

13,626

18,524

13,831

TOTAL

*Includes release of ANG and Reserve personnel.
Definition of Terms for Table II
End of Obligation:

Includes losses at the end of initial service
Six years service or less
commitment.

Career Separation:

Losses occuring (resignation and request for
release) over 6 years of service and less
than 20 years of service

Attrition:

Death or physical disability, Board Action,
e.g., AFR 36-2, POW and courts-martial

Other Losses:

Includes promotion pass overs and warrant
officers.

OFFICERS GAINS
The bulk of our officer force accessions are provided from the Air Force Reserve
Officer Training Corps (AFROYC) and Officer Training Sohool(TS) programs. An
important part of our accession program is the opportunity for deserving young airmen and career noncommissioned officers to obtain commissions through our college
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Our total officer procurement, by source,

education and commissioning programs.
is indicated in Table III.

TABLE III

DEPARTMENT OF THE AIR FORCE
Officer Gains
Fiscal Year
1968 Actual

Academies
AFROTC
OTS

Airmen Education &
Commissioning Program
Bootstrap Commissioning
Program
Recall & Direct Appointment

Line Officers
Legal Officers

Chaplains
Medics
Other
TOTAL

Fiscal Year
1969 Program

Fiscal Year
1970 Program

624

698

728

4,992
6 512

4,325
4 716

4,885
5,941

(399)*
-

(358)'

(400)*

(171)*

(200)*

179

301

(205)*

(65)*

339

(199)*

(8)*

(1) *

(20)*

(88)*

(103)*

(120)*

2,931
-

3,200

12,849

15,093

3,199
2,223**
17,851

*Parentheses indicate inclusion in preceding amounts.
*Includes ANG/Reserve call up.
The reduction in the OTS program during fiscal year 1969 relates to the declining
officer strength during fiscal year 1968 and fiscal year 1969.

OFFICE PROMOTIONS
Officer promotions for fiscal years 1968 through 1970 are shown in Table IV.
TABLE IV
DEARrMERT OF THE AIR FORCE
Officer Promotions
Fiscal Year
1968 Actual

General
Colonel
Lt Colonel
Major
Captain
1st Lieutenant

Fiscal Year
1969 Program

Fiscal Year
1970 Program

62

57

60

995
3,642
4,379
12,248
9,339

1,160
3,136
4,528
8,570
14,255

1,216
4,150
5,639
11,321
10,990

Promotions during this period are planned to remin relatively constant except
for projected increases to major and lieutenant colonel during fiscal year 1970.
Such Increases result from projected losses in these grades and continuing requirements within the ceilings provided by law. These conditions will permit a one-year
acceleration in the major promotion phase point from the eleventh to the tenth
year, and a six-month acceleration in promotion to lieutenant colonel to a point
between the sixteenth and seventeenth years. This will bring the Air Force more
nearly in line with the other services. Table V shows projected fiscal year 1970
promotion phase points for active duty officers, their promotional opportunities in
the primary zone and the earliest phase points for promotion from the secondary

zone.
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TABLE V
DEPARTMENT OF THE AIR FORCE
Opportunities and Phase Points
Fiscal Year 1970

Grade

Opportunity

First Lieutenant
Captain
Major
Lt Colonel
Colonel

Fully Qualified
Fully Qualified
90 percent*
75 percent*
50 percent

Primary
Zone Points
18
3
10
16-17
21

months
years
years
years
years

Secondary
Zone Points
-

-

7th year
10th year
12th year**

*Fully qualified for dental and veterinary promotion categories
**To be promoted to colonel in the 12th year, an officer would have to receive
secondary zone promotion to major and lieutenant colonel upon first consideration.
Public Law 89-606, enacted on September 26, 1966 provides increased ceilings in
the grades of major through colonel for a six-year period, terminating in fiscal
year 1973. This law has made possible for this period of time a predictable officer promotion pattern and provided a more reasonable promotion opportunity.
RATED OFFICER PROGRAMS
Table VI shows the actual inventory of rated officers for fiscal year 1968 and
the programmed inventories for fiscal years 1969 and 1970.

TABLE VI
DEPARTMENT OF THE AIR FORCE
Rated Officer Inventories

Active Inventory
Pilots
Navgator/Observers
Flight Surgeon
TOTAL
Flight Waivers
Pilots
Navigator/Observers

Flight Surgeon
TOTAL

Fiscal Year
1968 Actual

Fiscal Year
1969 Program

Fiscal Year
1970 Program

37,086
15,290
509

36,057
14,717
574

35,435
14,641
1,000

52,885

51,348

51,076

5,058
1,696

4,707
1,486

4,122
1,244

59

60

60

6,813

6,253

5,426

The continuing personnel turbulence caused by Southeast Asia has been aggravated
by a declining rated force. While we were taking all practicable actions to reduce losses during fiscal year 1968 the voluntary loss rate for pilots with less
In fiscal
than 15 years service was 4.3% (838$ and for navigators, 3.6% (419).
year 1969, we expect the voluntary loss rate for the same year groups to be 8.6%
(1,500) and 7.2% (725), respectively. The rated officers voluntarily leaving the
(1) numerous,
Air Force continue to cite the same reasons for their departure:
extended periods of family separation, (2) inadequate living conditions, and (3)
civilian employment opportunities.
Our approach to this difficult problem has focused on the motivational elements
that influence human behavior: the SEA tour has been maintained at one year; one
combat tour for all eligibles before returning involuntarily a second time; direct
personal assistance to officers by the Military Personnel Center and development
In regard
of visible career patterns which show progression through a full career.
to pay, we are awaiting results of the Firet Quadrennial Review of Military Compensation.
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We have received DOD approval to increase our pilot production from the fiscal
Navigator production of 800
year 1968 level of 3,143 to 3,450 in fiscal year 1970.
per year for fiscal years 1968 and 1969 is scheduled to increase to 1,000 in fiscal
year 1970.
Table VII shows the total Air Force pilot production for fiscal years
1968 through 1970.
TABLE VII
DEPARTMENT OF THE AIR FORCE
Undergraduate Jet Pilot Production

USAF
USMC
ANG
MAP

Fiscal Year
1968 Actual

Fiscal Year
1969 Program

Fiscal Year
1970 Program

3,O92
15
157
65

3,143
107
137
86

3,450
225
145
120

3,329

3,473

3,940

In addition to adjusting production rates, one of the primary tools in the management of our rated officer resource is the flight waiver provisions of Section
514, Public Law 90-580. We are requesting that the waiver provision be continued
without change in the fiscal year 1970 Appropriation Act. This provision applies
to a group comprised primarily of pilots and navigators who are 45 years of age
with 22 or more years of rated service. At the end of fiscal year 1968, we had
9,395 pilots meeting the criteria for waiver status, but only 5,058 were waived
while the remainder continued to perform flying duties to meet our world-wide commitments.
In fiscal year 1970, we anticipate that of the 7,827 pilots eligible
for waiver, 4,168 will be waived and 3,659 will continue in active flying assignments. The availability of this waived resource has been extremely beneficial to
the Air Force.
We are continuing to employ some of the waivered group in combat
operations supervision and other rated staff positions. Others are occupying
middle and upper management positions in the support and technical fields equally
as essential to the Air Force mission.
This concludes my remarks relating to officers. The airman program will now be
discussed.
THE AIRMAN PROGRAM
Table I portrayed detailed airman strengths for fiscal years 1969 and 1970.
You
may observe from that table that our programmed fiscal year 1969 end strength will
be reduced from the beginning strength of 761,507 to 730,926.
This was brought
about by some 17,097 reductions related to the Revenue and Expenditure Control Act
and to force structure and training requirement changes and an additional 13,484
related to the demobilization of the Air National Guard and Reserve units. The
fiscal year 1970 end strength is programmed to drop an additional 8,877 to 722,049.
WAF
One changing characteristic of our military strength is the expanding role of
women in the Air Force. This is consistent with Executive Order relating to equal
employment opportunity. By the end of fiscal year 1970, we have programmed for a
strength level of 8,000 enlisted women, which will be an increase of 60% in three
years.
We are planning for greater increases and are studying the possibility of
achieving an enlisted WAF strength of 13,700 by fiscal year 1974. We are expanding
the number of career fields and assignments open to women, thus increasing their
opportunity in the Air Force.
AIRMAN LOSSES
Table VIII shows our airman losses for fiscal years 1968 through 1970.
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TABLE VIII

DEARTMET OF THE AIR FORCE
Airman Losses
Fiscal Year
1968 Actual

Fiscal Year
1969 Program

Total Losses

113,499

157,236

123,643

Attrition
Retirement
To Officer Status
Other Losses*
Non-Reenlistment
First Term

20,527
18,854
6,479
1,296
66,101
(56,701)

21,683
20,797
4,716
1,422
95 134
(8,1348)

21,607
16,130
5,941

(9,400)

(10,986)

(8,584)

242

13,484

-

Career

ANG/AFRes Recall

Fiscal Year
1970 Program

79,965
71,381)

*Includes adjustment.
We anticipate some 157,200 airmen leaving the Air Force in fiscal year 1969 and
123,600 in fiscal year 1970. These losses include early release programs involving
57,000 airmen in fiscal year 1969 and 62,000 in fiscal year 1970. These programs
serve a twofold purpose. They will assist the Air Force in achieving the cost reductions required by the Expenditure Control Act of 1968. They will also alleviate
the overloading of our training facilities which would have occurred in fiscal
year 1970 as a result of replacing the large number of airmen recruited in fiscal
year 1966, incident to the SEA buildup.
AIRMAN GAINS
As shown in Table IX, the bulk of our gains in fiscal year 1970 will be firstterm airmen.
TABLE IX
DEPARTMENT OF THE AIR FORCE
Airman Gains
Fiscal Year
Fiscal Year
1968 Actual
Total Gains
Nonprior Service
WAF
Prior Service
OTS
Academy Preparatory
Other'
ANO/AFRes Recall

1969 Program

Fiscal Year
1970 Program

116,358

126,655

114,766

87,637
2,906
4,504
5,332
148
2,105
13,726

114,951
3,900
819
4,464
128
2,393
-

100,993
2,769
5,000
5,574
130
300
-

'Includes adjustments.

AIRMAN RENLISTMENTS
Table X portrays our airman separation and reenlistment data.
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TABLE X
DEPARTM T OF THE AIR FORCE
Airman Separations and Reenlistments
Fiscal Year
1968 Actual
Total Airmen Separated
First Term
Career

Fiscal Year
1969 Program

92,597
87,712
180,309

125,279
114,179
239,458

Fiscal Year
1970 Program

118,232
80,184
198,416

Separations Eligible
to Reenlist

First Term
Career

Reenlistments
First Term
Career

58,695

98,841*

94,684

64,523
123,218

78,104
176,945*

60,O54
154,738

10,594
56,458
67,052

18.0%
87.5
54.4%

14,693
67,118
81,811

14.9%
85.9
46.2%

23,303
51,470
74,773

24.6%
85.7
48.3%

*Includes 36,000 early release losses.
Reenlistment rates of first-term airmen for fiscal years 1969 and 1970 are
affected by the early release of 36,000 airmen during fiscal year 1969 whose normal dates of separation would have been fiscal year 1970. This has the effect of
depressing the reenlistment rate in fiscal year 1969 and inflating it in fiscal
year 1970.
We have increased emphasis on first-term reenlistments through our "top three"
program being conducted by our senior noncommissioned officers. This program consists of using the 65,000 top three graders as retention advisors to discuss Air
Force careers with qualified first-term airmen. Reenlistments are enhanced by
three major interrelated financial programs - promotions, variable reenlistment
bonuses and proficiency pay, which I will now discuss.
AIRMAN PROM02TONS
The overall promotion outlook for airmen continues to be favorable. Fiscal year
1970 concludes a program started in fiscal year 1966 to increase grade ceilings to
match established manpower requirements.
During this five-year period, we will
have promoted approximately 900,000 noncommissioned officers. This represents a
significant increase over the 600,000 promotions made during the previous eightyear period. The Congress has been very helpful in this respect and, as a result,
we have improved the morale of our airmen and the overall effectiveness of the Air
Force.
We will promote approximately 235,000 airmen to or within the top six grades
during fiscal year 1969 and 193,000 in fiscal year 1970. The lower number of promotions in fiscal year 1970 is due to fewer retirements and fewer losses in these
grades. Table XI indicates the number of top six grades programmed for the two
fiscal years.
TABLE XI

DEPARTMENT OF THE AIR FORCE
Top Six Grade Program
Fiscal Year
1969 Program
Number of Top Six Grades
Percent of Top Six Grades

504,505
69.0%

Fiscal Year
1970 Program
525,305
72.8%

Fiscal year 1970 variable reenlistment bonus (VRB) and proficiency pay programs
were developed according to new DOD eligibility criteria. These are:
1) career

29-603 O-69--pL 1-
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manning level, (2) training investment, and (3) the projected manning irprovernent
to be achieved through the award.
Analyses support the decision that the ViW
should be the principal financial incentive for attaining adequate career manning
in designated specialties.
VARIABLE REENLISTM NT BONUS (VRB)
In keeping with established eligibility criteria, 103 airman specialties are
identified for the VRB during fiscal year 1970. Ninety-eight were approved for
fiscal year 1969.
Our findings indicate higher retention effectiveness through use of the higher
VRB multiples. We are, therefore, proposing a higher number of specialties for
multiples 3 and 4. In fiscal year 1969, there are 73 specialties at these two
multiples; in fiscal year 1970, there will be 87. The program approved by DOD will
permit lump sum payment to approximately one-third of the estimated 15,000 firstterm VRB reenlistees in fiscal year 1970.
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PROFICIENCY PAY
Proficiency pay is now used to supplement VRB in attaining career manning objectives. The favorable career manning in 22 specialties no longer warrants continuation of proficiency pay, and, accordingly, proficiency pay in these specialties
will be terminated. The adverse impact on the airmen concerned will be moderated
by a phased termination which will prevent sudden loss of the entire proficiency
pay amounts. For example, those specialties now receiving the P-2 $60 rate will go
to a reduced rate of $40 during fiscal year 1970, $20 during fiscal year 1971, ard
payment will be stopped completely in fiscal year 1972. It was also determined in
the specialty evaluation process that one specialty would receive the P-3 $100 rate
and 41 specialties would be designated for the P-2 $75 rate. Ten specialties will
be continued at the $30 rate in fiscal year 1970.
Aircraft maintenance is not being designated for proficiency pay because the
career manning deficit in this skill is not sufficient to justify the award.
We
have been authorized by DOD to raise the aircraft maintenance specialty to the
highest VRB rate, multiple 4, in fiscal year 1970.
Before leaving the airman area, there are two more programs of interest that I
would like to mention - Projects 100,000 and Transition.
PROJECT 100,000
As you are aware, the objectives of Project 100,000 are first, to broaden the
manpower pool by increasing the opportunities for military service, and second, to
utilize the capability of the military training establishment to enable these men
to become fully satisfactory servicemen. Under this program we accept some men
who previously would have been rejected for mental or physical reasons.
Those accepted in the mental program come from the lower half of Mental Group IV
which is defined as those scoring 10 through 30 on the Armed Forces Qualification
Test (AFQT).
They are referred to as New Standards men. Those accepted in the
Medical Remedial program are volunteers with specified physical defects which are
susceptible of correction within a six-week period.
In compliance with DOD quotas, we enlisted 13,735 of these men during the first
two years of the program ending September 1968 and we expect to enlist an additical
9,000 by June 30, 1969.
The initial results of Project 100,000 have been better than anticipated.
Basic
training was completed by 91.5% of New Standards men as compared to an overall Air
Force rate of 96.8%. The disciplinary rate is somewhat higher for New Standard
personnel - 1.29% for a group of 10,117 compared to 0.3% for 12,938 men in a contemporary control group.
As would be expected, these men progress at a slower rate. For example, in the
same time period 24% of a group of Project 100,000 men reached the fully qualified
skill level versus 37% of a control group. In the same group, 91% were promoted to
pay grade E-3 versus 97% of the control group. The long-range impact on unit performance of considerable numbers of these men cannot be ascertained until more data
are available for evaluation.
We will continue to closely monitor this program.
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PROJECT TRANSITION
The objective of Project Transition is to offer each airman separated from the
service the opportunity to acquire a skill which can be used in the civilian labor
market.
Airmen within six months of their dates of separation are eligible to
participate. Assistance in obtaining employment upon separation is rendered by
referral to appropriate governmental agencies. Training is provided based upon
individual need and is conducted primarily during off-duty period.
In view of the fact that approximately 96% of Air Force technical skills have a
relationship to civilian occupations, the major part of our effort has been devoted
to providing career counseling service and job placement assistance.
Since January
1968, approximately 129,000 airmen were queried regarding job counseling. Of this
number, some 36,000 desired counseling and job resume service and about 6,000
entered training courses.
THE AIR FORCE ACADEMY CADET PROGRAM
There has been no change in fiscal year 1969 cadet programmed end strength since
our presentation to this committee last year. The end strength for fiscal year
1970 is programmed for 4,151 which reflects an increase of 277.
For your information, Table XII shows cadet strength data.
TABLE XII
DEPARTMENT OF THE AIR FORCE
Air Force Academy Strengths

I
te
Graduates
New Entries
End Strength

Fiscal Year
1968 Actual

Fiscal Year
1969 Program

614
1,250
3,652

678
1,359
3,874

Fiscal Year
1970 Program
716
1,359
4,151

Public Law 88-276 of March 3, 1964 authorized a cadet strength objective of
4,417 which we are programmed to reach in fiscal year 1971.
The Air Academy will
then produce approximately 900 graduates per year.
I will now discuss the Permanent Change of Station program.
PEMANENT CHANGE OF STATION (PCS)

V
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c

PROGRAM

The PCS program continues to be affected by Southeast Asia activities. One
other factor affecting the fiscal year 1969 program is the demobilization of Air
National Guard and Reserve units. As a management action to reduce personnel
turbulence and expenditures, a voluntary overseas tour extension program was implemented on June 29, 1968. This program authorized and encouraged officer and
airman personnel, in skills not critical to Southeast Asia needs, to extend in
long-tour overseas areas. The response to this policy produced an estimated 12,950
fewer PCS moves in fiscal year 1969. In addition, major air commands were required
to restrict P0S moves to those absblutely essential to satisfy basic operational
requirements.
This accounted for an additional savings of some 10,000 moves.
These programs are continued for fiscal year 1970.
Table XIII updates the information we furnished last year and provides a fiveyear comparison of military strength, PCS moves and the number of personnel moving.
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TABLE XIII

DEPARTMENT OF THE AIR FORCE
Cormparison of Strength, PCS Moves and Personnel Moving

(Numbers in Thousands)
Fiscal

Air Force

Permanent Change

Mijtarv Ini-viduals
Moving O0,I'---

of Station Moves

Durira th

Year

End Strength

1966

886.4

860.7

1967
1968
1969
1970

896.5
904.8
868.6
861.2

912.9
807.3
926.8
870.8

69.

PCS MOVE PROGRAM - FISCAL YEAR 1969
The current fiscal year 1969 program forecasts a net increase of some 2,200 more
moves than predicted a year ago. This was caused by the release of the Air
National Guard and Reserve personnel from active duty and the early release programs which created more separation moves.
This increase would have been larger
had we not implemented the tour extension policies I described.
Table XIV reflects a comparison of moves by type for fiscal years 1968 through
1970.
TABLE XIV
DEPARTMENT OF THE AIR FORCE
Comparison by Type of PCS Moves

Type of Move
Accession
Training
Operational
Reassignment
(Individual)
(Unit Action)
Overseas Rotational
Separation
Organized Units

Fiscal Year
1968 Actual

Fiscal Year
1969 Program

Fiscal Year
1970 Program

117,639
160,353
73,147

138,686
197,806
76,389

130,918
185,793
76,832

(44,962)
(28,185)
326,843
117,665
11,695

(58,499)
(17,890)
341,980
160,476
11,472

(56,709)
(20,123)
335,978
130,240
11,077

807,342

926,809

870,838

FY 1970
Compared to
FY 1969
- 7,768
-12,013
+
443
1,790)
(+ 2,233)
- 6,002
-30,236
395
(-

-55,971

PCS MOVE PROGRAM - FISCAL YEAR 1970
As indicated in Table XIV, military moves for fiscal year 1970 are programmed to
decrease by some 56,000.
Compared with fiscal year 1969, accession and training
moves are programmed to decrease because of the reduction in airman procurement.
The slight increase in the operational reassignment area is attributable to a
alight increase of units programmed to be activated, inactivated and reorganized.
Overseas rotational moves are also programed to decrease as a result of continuing the voluntary oversea tour extension program in fiscal year 1970.
Fiscal year 1970 separation moves are programmed to decrease by a substantial
number from fiscal year 1969. This decrease is due primarily to the release of
the recalled Air National Guard and Reserve units in fiscal year 1969 instead of.
1970 and the fiscal year 1969 early release program.

CONCLUSION
In conclusion, Mr. Chairman, we in the Air Force are striving to assure the most
prudent management of our military personnel resource.
We appreciate your continued support of the Air Force personnel program.
This completes my statement. I am prepared to answer your questions.
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END STMENGTI

DETERMINATION

Mr. ADDABO. General Berg, in your prepared statement you discuss
at some length the various gains and losses over the revised request
for 1969 which purport to be the means of arriving at the number of
personnel required for 1970.
Were these gains and losses determined by the Air Force as the
initial step in developing the 1970 budget request, or were they the
result of taking the target figure supplied by the OSD as a limitation on the number of Air Force personnel for 1970, and the gains
and losses worked backwards from that point? In other words, how
was the end strength of 861,200 at June 30, 1970, determined?
General BERG. The way in which it was accomplished, Mr. Chairman, is that we prepare our budget in the 10 force programs that the
Office of Secretary of Defense specifies, and then we go through a
series of hearings with the OSD and the BOB analysts, and eventually
"Program the Budget." Decisions come out which reflect. approval
of, or raising or lowering of particular programs, together with the
associated manpower.
The way in which the end strength was arrived at is a tabulation
of all those particular "Program Budget Decisions," including the
people to support the approved programs.
Mr. ADDABBO. How close is your end figure of 861,200 to your original proposal?
General BERO. InI our original budget request to OSD, there was
a request for approximately 915,000 military personnel. This is the
manpower related to all the programs that we requested. As specific
programs were deleted, of course, the manpower to go with those programs was reduced.
Mr. ADDABBO. Does the Office of the Secretary set the priorities,
or does your office set the priorities of where these cuts should be
made?
General BERG. When OSD publishes the "Program Budget Decisions," it approves specific programs.
General BOYLAN. Reallocation authority between program elements
is residual in the Department of Defense.
EARLY RELEASE

Mr. ADDABBO. On page 13 of your statement you refer to the
fact that the Air Force will have 57,000 early releases in 1969 and
62,000 in 1970, for -n total of 119,000 early outs. You go on to state the
benefits of this early release program. On the other side of the coin,
however, if you are releasing people early do you not, in fact, have to
speed up the number of people going through training in order to
maintain your average strength., And since training costs money
aren't you, in fact, increasing your total cost by releasing people early?
Geiieral FAVER. No, sir; we are not increasing training costs, as we
are not training more people than otherwise would have been trained.
The overall costs are reduced by virtue of the difference in pay for the
4-year man as opposed to the basic recruit.
Mr. ADDABBO. What is the average cost of training an airman?
General FAVER. Through basic, $1,240.
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Mr. ADD.IUIO. In. computing this average cost of training and the
early releases, isn't the end result an actual increase in appropriation?
General FAVOR. No, sir.
Mr. ADDABO. The saving comes in salary?
General FAVER. Yes, sir. It comes out of the salary, the difference
between the 4-year men and the recruit.
Mr. ADDAn11o. Will you supply for the record the grade and rank
of those in the early out program?
General FAVER. All right, sir.
(The information follows:)
The following represents the number and grades of airmen programed to be
released under the early release programs for fiscal years 1969 and 1970:
Fiscal year
19697

Grade

Fiscal year

E-5 ...........................................
-.................................
E-4 .............................................................................
E-3 ............................................................................
E-2 ............................................................................

1,083
46,147
9,263
507

1178
50,195
10,075
552

Total ....................................................................

57,000

62,000

Mr. ADDAIBO. Why did you decide to release the 57,000 airmen early
during fiscal 1969? Were these early outs a result of reductions in
your 1969 budget request for military personnel?
General FAVER. Not entirely, sir. The early release program was primarily undertaken to level out the load on our training facilities in
the fiscal year 1969 and 1970 time frame. The Air Force took in some
159,000 new airmen in fiscal year 1966. These airmen complete their
service in fiscal year 1970 andhave to be replaced. Had we not taken
the early release action our training load would have been approximately 0,000 new airmen in fiscal year 1969 and 165,000 during fiscal
year 1970. The early release program created the headroom within the
approved strength in fiscal year 1969 to initiate the training against
the losses which otherwise would have occurred in fiscal year 1970.
Through this action, and, the effects of the decreasing strength in both
1969 and 1970, our training load for new airmen is now l)rogranned
to be 114,000 in fiscal year 1969 and 101,000 in fiscal year 1970. It preeludes the need to build capacity, instructors and facilities, in our
training command for a 1-year period.
This action did result in a reduction in our budget requirements resiting from the salary savings between 4-year men and now recruits.
However, no additional training costs were incurred as we are not
training more people than otherwise would have been trained.
Now as a part of the Expenditure Reduction Act, we went then
through the exercise of increasing the number which brought us to
the 57,000 figure, to save dollars.
RECOMMENDED MANAGEMENT

IMPROVEMENTS

Mr. ADDAIIBO. In reducing military personnel funding in fiscal year
1969, the committee recommended that various management improvements be initiated. Have you implemented any management improvements which will reduce personnel cost?
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General FAV1,R. Yes; we have.
Mr. AnDABO. What management improvements have been initiated?
General FAVER. I will not be talking to the mnagement-engineering
standard improvements that. we worked through fiscal 1969 but I will
talk to some of the changes that have happened within the personnel
system. The first one I would like to refer to would be a change that,
we made within our pilot training.
In an attempt to increase utilization of our people we have increased
the number of entries into the pilot training classes from eight per year
to 24 per year which gives us a graduation every 2 weeks of 150 people
instead of 450 every 01weeks. lhis gives us a better flow into our follow-on courses that these new graduates have to go into. We have estimated that by that change alone we have gained 275 pilot Inan-years..
When we did that it tied in better to our graduation from OTS.
Formerly the oTs graduate had to wait as long as 30 days in order
to enter into pilot training, since entries were on a 6 weeks cycle instead
of the 2 weeks that we now have.
We estimate that as a consequence of that change. alone that we
have gained 90 officer man-years.
We have increased the entry of graduates fromn undergraduate pilot
training into SEA units from 51 percent to where we are now putting
in something like 74 percent of the new graduates into those units. We
estimate this change saved us 350 pilot man-years because we used
the graduate who is going to be on the move in any event, thus eliminating the withdrawal of a pilot from an operational unit. Stated
another way, we will have eliminated a number of these double moves
resulting in the stated savings.
Now, from the standpoint of the airman, we have had some improvements which I think are rather significant. The first one is that on
February 1, 1969, we put into effect our new airmen data system which
automates more information on the airman than we have ever had
before, from both the major command standpoint and the Headquarters, U.S. Air Force standpoint.
In doing this we have automated many of the manual r .ports and
we also have automated the response that goes out to the airman relating to an oncoming assignment or a lendinfg retirement, for example.
Certain other things have been automated rather than requiring manual
operation.
DECISION ON EARLY RELEASE

Mr. ADDABBO. It is the desire of this committee in recommending
that the various management improvements be initiated that this be
where we would have the military personnel reduction and not in
the actual reduction of manpower. So the reason for my previous
question: Who decided to release the other 57,000 airmen early during
1969? Was this an order by OSD in budget cutmcks, or was there a
misinterl)retat ion of our recommendation?
General FAVER. Sir, I would say that the 57,000 was a desire of the
Air Force to level our training load in 1970 as opposed to what it would
have been had we not changed it. There was also a need for a dollar
reduction.
Mr. ADDABBO. Thank you.
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General Pirrs. That dollar reduction was occasioned in part by
Public Law 90-364, the Revenue and Expenditure Control Act, where
we 'had to take reductions in the Department of Defense totaling some
$3 billion. Fortunately, the early release performed two functionsit solved our fiscal year 1970 training problem and satisfied a part of the
Economy Act reduction.
MANPOWERI MANAGEMENT

Mr. ANDREWS. General Berg, on page 12 of your statement you discuss what the Air Force has been doing in the way of its manpower
management program during fiscal years 1968 and 1969 and what is
planned for fiscal year 1970. In this discussion, you refer to the fact
that you now have determinants for 66 percent of the total Air Force
measurable manpower resource. However, on page 382 of last year's
military personnel hearings the statement was made with regard to
standards for the manpower resource of the Air Force that, for all intents and purposes, you were approximately two-thirds of the way
through and that you would hope to accomplish the residual within the
forthcoming year or two. If at this time last year you had standards
for two-thirds of your people and you now still only have standards for
two-thirds of the people, what has caused the slippage in this program? Have you stopped in the development of your standards?
General BERo. No, sir, we have not.
Mr. ANDREWS. Would you discuss that question?
General BERO. When you talk about manpower determinants, there
are two kinds that we generally use. One of them is called standards
and one is called criteria. The standards generally refer to a situation
where you take people who are qualified as industrial engineers and
you go into a specific work center and measure the work that is actually
being accomplished and relate that to how many people are required
to do it. That is the best kind of manpower determinant that you can
have because it measures the people right on the job.
Then you measure that same work center at several locations and
come up with a figure for the number of people required and that is
called a standard.
The other determinant is criteria and takes historical data or statistical information and uses that to determine how many people you
need.
There are certain jobs that simply do not lend themselves to being
measured in either of these two ways.
Mr. ANDREWS. Such as what?

General BERG. Well, one of them that we have had difficulty in
getting ahold of is what we call the plans and programing function in
the Air Force, which is a big function. You cannot go to a plans and
programing directorate and say that they are required to do this and
this and this particular specific function. If you contrast that, for
example, with the aircraft maintenance function where you know
precisely what jobs have to be performed and how they are performed,
it is very easy to come up with some kind of a standard for how many
people are required.
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What I am saying in reality, sir. is that when we say we measured
66 percent of the total people and we keel) on trying to measure the
remainder, there is a point beyond which it is kind of difficult to go.
In other words, you cannot measure 100 percent of the force.
Mr. ANDREWS. You have a lot of jobs that are almost tailor made,
have you not?
General BERO. Tailor made? Yes, sir. The crew force is one of them,
where you have an airplane, it has so many people--I see what you
mean. Yes, sir; you are right-tailor-made.
Mr. ANDREWS. Have you made any progress in this program, General? That is what we are asking.
General BERG. We have, sir. We have made a lot of progress. One of
the things that does not show up in the kind of question that we are
discussing here is the fact. that once you establish standards you cannot walk away and leave them because equipment changes, the work
center changes, and you constantly have to be updating those particular standards. We have done a lot of work in that area.
Mr. ANDrws. Do you think you have gone about as far as you can
inthe field of establishing standards for the jobs that you do have?
General BEno. The area that we are going to progress in from here
on is pretty difficult.
Mr. ANDREWS. That answers the question.
Are these standards primarily performance standards or are they
productivity standards In other words, are they standards that you
use only to measure the performance of your people or are they standards that can be used in determining overall manpower requirements
for the Air Force?
General BERG. Standards fall in the latter category, sir, factors to
determine how many people you need.
For example, probably the simplest standard that we have in the
Air Force relates to commissary stores. We take the standard of how
much dollar sales they have and based upon that we can figure out
how many people they will need in order to run a good commissary
store.
Mr. ANDREWS. Were manpower standards used in the development of
the 1970 budget?
General BERo. They were used in the determination of how many
people we needed in roughly two-thirds of the force where the standards do exist; yes, sir.
Mr. AWDREw. You don't want to get too standardized, do you? Does
that have anything to do with destroying initiative, ambition, things
like that?
General BERG,. No, sir; we do not. One of the things that. we attempt
to do all the time is when we go into a functional area such as motor
vehicle maintenance, we go in and get the cooperation of the people
in charge of the motor vehicle maintenance to show them that what
we are really trying to do is to help -them figure out. what the proper
number of l)eople is thait they need, regardless of whether it is a smaller
number than they have or a larger number. If we go in there and
say, "We know more about your business than you do, and this is
how. many people you need," then obviously they are not going to
be very receptive to whatever standards we come up with.
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Mr. ANDREWS. Unfortunately, certain branches of the Government

have done that to many businesses in America.
General BERG. That is right.

Mr. ANDREWS. They go ahead and take a look and then say, "We
can tell you how you can better run your business." There is a lot of
resentment to that, but the average man with a small business cannot
buck the Federal Government.
Now, you do not have that problem in your shop because you are
all part of a big family.
General BERo. That is right.
Mr. ANDREWS. What effect does the transfer of air depot functions

have on your standards?
General BERG. I don't believe I understand what you mean.
Mr. ANDREgWS. For instance, you just transferred depot maintenance function for overhaul and air rework of your aircraft from
SAAMA to Oklahoma What effect does that have on your standards
that you have established ?
General BERG. I would think it does not have any effect on them
unless there is a tremendous difference in the physical plant that you
had at one place and then you moved to another where it would have
some impact on the work tobe performed.
Mr. ANDREWS. It would have an impact only through the training
SGneral BERG. That is generally right; yes.
STANDARDS

FOR AIR FORCE INTELLIGENCE PERSONNEL

Mr. ANDREWS. In the hearings last year we discussed the development and implementation of standards for people involved in intelligence. The committee was specifically concerned with regard to the
lack of standards for people engaged in this type of activity. During
the pa year have you done anything further in the way of putting
intelligence personnel under standards?
General BErG. In the preparation for coming over here, sir, I reviewed the hearings last year and the testimony that was given. I would
like to make the following statement with regard to intelligence field
and the determination of standards.
As I mentioned previously, there are two kinds of determinants:
standards and criteria. There are two separate ways in which they are
developed. One of them is for application Air Force wide, regardless
of what major command an individual may be in. Then separate and
distinct from that, we have what are called command standards and
command criteria. This is where they apply just within a specific major
Air Force command.
With that background, sir, we have 31,760 people-officers, airmen,
civilians-working in what we call the intelligence field.
Mr. ANDRE WS. 31,000 plus?
General BERG. 31,760; yes.

Mr. ANDREWS. Isn't that an unusually large number?
General BERO. Well, sir, I might indicate to you, for example, that
13,000 of these people belong to what we call the Air Force Security
Service. Although that is coded as an intelligence function, I think
someone would not think of it in the common term of intelligence.
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Mr. ANDREW. What do those 31,000-plus people do?

General BERG.
Mr. ANDREWS. Are these people you are talking about military or
civilians?
General BERG. A lot of them are military; yes.
Mr. ANDREWS. Give us the breakdown between civilian and military.
Supply it for the record, if you do not have it.
General BERG. It is 4,991 officers, 23,781 enlisted people, and 2,988
civilians.
Mr. ANDREWS. They are scattered throughout the whole field of
your operations?
General BERG. Yes, sir; and a lot of them are overseas.
Mr. ANDREWS. What do some of these other people do? You have
accounted for 13,000 of them. They are employees concerned with
communications, is that right?.
General BERG.
; yes, sir.
Another large number of them are in the Office of Special Investigations, OSI. These are the people that conduct all of the investigations.
Mr. ANDREWS. Comparable to naval intelligence?
General BERG. Yes.
General Pirrs. It would be the Office of Special Investigations in
naval intelligence, sir, looking into things like alleged narcotic rings,
things like that.
Mr. ANDREWS. Do you investigate through this intelligence office
all applicants for a commission
General BERG. Yes, sir; security check.
Mr. ANDREWS. The Navy does that pretty thoroughly. I would
think the Air Force would, too.
General BERG. Yes, sir; that is done.
Mr. ANDREWS. Tell us something else about your intelligence community.
General BERG. As I started to mention, of the 31,000 people, 14,000
plus are covered by what we call command standards and command
criteria.
In other words, somewhere in the neighborhood of 40-plus percent
v are actually covered by standards.
that are
There is a small group of people in there, about
,i included in the 31,000 who do not actually work directly for the Air
Force. They work for the National Security Agency outside of the
Air Force.
Mr. ANDREWS. I was going to ask you if you had any of these people
assigned to CIA or what they call the national intelligence community.
General BERG. These in the NSA are in that environment; yes.
Mr. ANDREWS. Do you have combat intelligence officers?
General BERG. Yes, sir; we do.
Mr. ANDREWS. What is their duty, General?
General BERG. For example, the largest concentration we have is
in the Strategic Air Command and they are right down, in a great
majority of the cases, with the actual squadron, the bombardment
squadrons and groups and, in some cases, wings. They actually prepare the target folders for the crews and keep the target folders up-to
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date, put new information in there, and make sure that the crews are
properly briefed on them.
Mr. ANDREWS. Do they brief the crewmen when they get back from
a mission?
General BERO. Yes, sir; brief and debrief.
Mr. ANDREWS. You have a need for quite a few of those type officers?
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General BERO. Yes.
Mr. ANDREWS. Does this intelligence group have exclusive jurisdic-

tion over briefing and debriefing combat missions?
General BERG. No, sir; only for the intelligence portion of the briefing. Operations personnel brief the operational aspects of the mission,
weather personnel, the weather, and so forth.
Mr. ANDREWS. How many of these people do you have in South
Vietnam?
General BERo. It is not broken out with respect to South Vietnam,
but in the Pacific Air Force we have approximately 3,000. That would
include Vietnam, Thailand, Korea.
Mr. ANDREWS. Are all debriefing and briefing officers rated? I do
not mean rated. I think ,ou have a definition of a rated officer as being
e
h
one who flies, don't you
General BERG. Yes, sir.
Mr. ANDREWS. Now, are all people in your intelligence community,
engaged in briefing and debriefing work, officers?
General BERG. No, sir; I dont believe they are.
Mr. ANDREWS. You have some enlisted men?
General BERo. Yes.
Mr. ANDREWS. Give us a breakdown on your military people, officers
and enlisted men, and supply it for the record.
General BERG. All right, sir.
(The information follows:)

PERSONNEL BREAKDOWN FOR DEBRIEFING

Many of our intelligence personnel in various activities spend a portion of
their time In briefing and debriefing functions. Since personnel are not engaged
exclusively in briefing and debriefing, but have other duties as well, they are
not readily identifiable by any reporting system. In a typical bombardment wing,
approximately one officer and one airman of a total of six officers and 11 airmen
spend a majority of their time in work associated with briefings and debriefings.
However, in the case of a typical tactical wing, approximately three officers
and three airmen are basically engaged in squadron briefing and debriefing
activites. The number of personnel and the amount of time will vary dependent
on the type and level of the organization.
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SIAW PROGRESS IN IMPLEMENTING IMPROVED STANDARDS

Mr. ANDREWS. You have 2,988 civilians?and 23,781 airmen.
General BERo. Yes. Plus 4,991 officers
The
Mr. LIPscoMB. General, what we are trying to find out is this:
committee last year was concerned about a lack of standards for people
engaged in intelligence work. We are now wondering what. has been
done during the past year, at least up to this time, in putting intelligence under some standards. Has there been anything done?
General BERG. It is my understanding that the impression was left
last year that none of the people in intelligence was under standards.
I think if that is the impression that was left it was erroneous because
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there were some who were under at. that time. The combination of the
standards
and
standards,
command
under
some
ones
who were
since then
put under
have been
plus
thekind
onesofwho
criteria,
command
totals 14,883, which I mentioned. In addition to that, we have three
commands-Air. LIPScOMB. General, before we get too far off, what have you
exist
done in the last year to establish standards that we felt did not
year
ago1
General BERG. I was just going to mention that.
Mr. LiPscoMn. I did not get the impression that you were bringing
us up to date.
BF.RG. In the Strategic Air Command there are 1,881 spaces
General
that
we have had under study and the standards will be implemented.
In other words, it has been approved and will be implemented in August of this year, 1969. In the Security Service, where I mentioned the
large number of people were, 3,317 additional manpower authorizations will come under standards at the same date, August of 1969.
In the Systems Command where ve have people involved in technology, technical intelligence, 1,200 spaces are also due to be placed
under standards in August of 1969, for a total of 6,398.
Mr. LIPSCOMB. What does that leave undone?
General BERG. Some of these I don't know precisely how many, but
some of this 6,000 is an update of existing standards and there is a
little bit of redundancy between the 14,000 that I mentioned that are
under standards, and this 6,000. As a rough estimate, the number that
will be under standards will be approximately 18,000 by the end of
August.
Now, there are certain numbers there that fall in the category I
described before, where it would be difficult to put them under standards. For example, we have about 2,185 people who are on headquarters staffs where it is difficult to go in and actually apply a standard.
Mr. LIPSCOMB. What are your plans for fiscal year 1970 in developing standards?
General BERG. I don't have that information with me. I would be
glad to supply it.
Mr. LiPsco'rn. You have been working on standards in the intelligence field for 7 years now; isn't that right?
General BEno. I think that was the information that you got last
year, that we had been working on them 6 years then.
Mr. Lwsco~n. Am I wrong in assuming that you are about half
done?
General BER. The number 18,000 related to 31,000 would give that
impression, but again I would like to stress the point that it is not
possible for us to completely cover the 31,000 people by standards. For
example, we do not have a standard for any of the functions, including
intelligence, in the Headquarters, .I)elartiient of the Air Force and
number of people that are assigned there in the intelligence field
isthe276.
Unless we come up with some new way to develop a standard for
them they would not be covered by a standard.
That percentage would be about 60 percent which
Prrs.
General
would
relate
to the 66 percent overall throughout the Air Force. It is
not too far off, therefore, in the intelligence field.
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Mr. LwpscoiB. Our interest is to improve intelligence. This committee, as you know, has been studying this and has had a special study
made in which intelligence showed up not too well.
Now, one of the areas that we found needed correcting was the area
of standards. You say you are going to put these into effect in August,
but does that indicate putting a lot of emphasis on it?
General PirrT. I think General Berg has brought out that they have
been putting emphasis on it during the past year and it will come to
fruition this summer.
Mr. LIPSCOMB. As you point out it is now only about 40 percent plus.

Why don't you give us what you feel you cannot do and do not intend
to do and what you are going to do in the next year? You implied or
said that there are areas in the intelligence community that you cannot
cover with standards.
General BEaRo. Yes sir.
General BOYIAN. 6 r it is exceedingly difficult to do so. I think we

can categorize these functions, a description of these functions, to give
you what you want, Mr. Lipscomb.

Mr. LirscouB. Some time-and I know you are trying-but some

time we are going to have to show some improvement, in our intelligence
community. It is not all bad. I don't mean that, but we want to show
some improvement.
General Pirrs. I understand. As General Boylan pointed out, we will
insert in the record a categorization of those areas in which we feel it
is difficult to establish a standard.
(The information follows:)
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INTELLIGENCE STANDARDS

Currently, we have approximately 14,883 spaces (47 percent) of the 31,760
spaces under standards or criteria. We antilpate that we will be able to place
another 4,129 (13 percent) under criteria or program estimating equations by
December 31, 1969. Further, it is our plan to place another 4,188 spaces under
standards by December 31, 1970. The above will provide the USAF with 73 percent coverage by standards, criteria, and program estimating equations in the
intelligence function. The remaining 8,560 spaces (27 percent) which are In
HQ USAF/Field Extensions and USAF Security Service/National Security
Agency will not be covered by manpower determinations per se. They are either
in staff functions which cannot be effectively measured or in activities which are
not controlled by the Air Force. They will continue to be monitored by other
established controls; e.g, headquarters ceilings, consolidated intelligence program, or consolidated cryptologic program.
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Mr. LipscoMe. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
MANAGEMENT ENGINEERING PERFORMANCE STANDARDS

w

Mr. ANDREws. Would you please supply for the record a table

regarding your management engineering performance standards similar to the table provided on page 383 of last year's hearings?
General BERG. Yes, sir.
(The information follows:)
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MANAGEMENT ENGINEERING PERFORMANCE STANDARDS
1963
Manpower authorizations covered by standards:
. --........................
Annual..

108,670

299,842

-"-"191,172
Cumulative ......................----

Authorizations redistributed as a result of applica.
tion of standards:
..................
.
Annual .......
Cumulative........................

1964

4,100
9189

2,710
11,8

1965

1966

1967

5,671

1968

18,546

2,774

7,141

302,616 309,757

315,428

333,974

2,684
14,583

7,154
21,737

7,808
29,455

3,988
33,533

PILOT PRODUCTION

Mr. ANDREWS. General Faver we note that the Air Force intends to
increase pilot production in 1970 by 307 pilots, from 3,143 to 3,450.
On what basis did the Air Force compute this increased production?
General FAVER. The increased production was based upon the difference between the inventory of pilots, lieutenant colonel and below,
projected for fiscal year 1973 and the requirements which had been
arrived at in negotiation with the OSD staff. Increases in production
were approved in fiscal years 1968 and 1969 as well as in fiscal year
1970. In each case the increase was related to our projected inventory
position as compared with OSD recognized requirements.
Mr. ANDREWS. How many pilots do you have as of some recent date?
Is this 3,143 figure correct?
General FAVER. Our total pilots in the Air Force, active and excused
for fiscal 1969 are 36,111, lieutenant colonels and below.
Mr. ANDREWS. 36,114?
General FAVER. Yes.
Mr. ANDREWS. And 3,143 are in training during fiscal 1969?
General FAVER. Yes. We expect to produce during this fiscal year
3,143.
Mr. ANDREWS. What is your attrition rate, General? I believe you
refer to an inventory of 36,114. You will add to that in fiscal 1969
3,143 for a total of 39,257. How many do you plan to lose from that
figure during 1969 through resignation or retirement, or for other reasons? What will be the picture in fiscal 1970?
General FAVER. For fiscal 1969 we anticipate that our voluntary pilot
losses will be some 1,500.
Mr. ANDREWS. For all causes?
General FAVER. No, sir. To that I would add retirements of about
1,700 people. In addition, there will be losses for other reasons.
Mr. ANDREWS. For a total number of what? How many do you estimate will leave the service for one reason or another during 1969? You
will put into your inventory 3,143. Supply those figures for the record.
General FAVER. Yes, sir.
(The information follows:)
PiLoT GAINS AND LOSSES
The Air Force ended fiscal year 1968 with 37,574 pilots in the grades of lieutenant colonel and below. During fiscal year 1969 it Is planned to train 3,143 new

pilots. We expect to lose during this same period 4,603 pilots, leaving an estiIated inventory of 36,114 at the end of the fiscal year.
The 4,603 losses that are expected are for the following reasons: 1,500 will
leave the service voluntarily; 1,750 will retire from active service; 393 will

be lost to active service due to death, missing in action, and other attrition
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factors; 252 will be permanently suspended from flying status due to dis.
abilities; 708 will be promoted to the grade of colonel.
During fiscal year 1970 we expect to train 3,450 new pilots while losing aIleut
4,800 for the same reasons shown previously for fiscal year 1969. We will end
fisca-l year 1970 with approximately 35,250.
APPLICANTS FOR PILOT TRAINING

Mr.

ANDREWS.

training?
General

FAVER.

Are you getting plenty of applicants foi' pilt

(
Wit

Yes, sir; we are.

Mr. ANDREWS. Have you lowered your standards any?
General FAVER. No, sir; we have not, not at all.
Mr. ANDREWS. Do these people come to you as volunteers?
General FAVER. Yes, sir; they do.

the

Mr. ANDREWS. What is the chief source of your input into your

pilot training program?

General FAvE. Our heaviest input of any group comes out of OTS,

but we have a heavy input from ROTC also.
Mr. ANDREWS. OTS is comparable to the Army's OCS training program, officer candidates school?
General

FAVER. Yes.

me
PILOT TRAINING PROGRAM

Mr. ANDREWS. How long does a training course last with respect
to a pilot?
General FAVER. Fifty three weeks, sir. That is, after they report
to the undergraduate pilot training school. I have not included the
time necessary for them to get their commission.
Mr. ANDREWS. Now, here is a young man who gets a commission as
a second lieutenant in the Air Force through the ROTC program.
Now, please take us briefly through the trip that he will take until lie
gets his wings and becomes a full-fledgea pilot in the U.S. Air Force.
General FAVER. All right, sir.
He would report into one of 10 undergraduate pilot training bases
within the Air Training Command.
He would be in training there for 53 weeks.
Mr. ANDREWS. At one spot?
General FAVER. Yes, sir; at one spot without moving. We went into
that program some 10 years ago and we have found it serves us well.
So he reports in and he flies approximately 30 hours in a T-41
which is a Cessna, light airplane.
Mr. ANDREWS. Fixed wing?

General FAVER. Yes, sir; fixed wing. Then he will move from that
to the T-37, which is a jet aircraft, which lie will fly for 90 hours. Then
from that he will go to the T-38 which he will fly for approximately

120 hours.
Mr. ANDREWS. Tell us for the record what is the difference between
the T-37 and T-38. They are both jetsI
General FAVER. Yes. The T-37 is a subsonic twin-engine two-place
jet trainer with a ceiling of about 19,000 feet and it will move along
at about 200 knots.
Mr. ANDREWS. We just want the record to show what training you
are giving your pilots.
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General FAVER. The T-38, of course, is the most advanced training
that he gets prior to his graduation. That is a supersonic trainer. It
lhas a ceiling of about 45,000 feet. It is put out by Northrop, and is a
very fine trainer. It is the training version of the F-5.
Mr. ANDREWS. All right. At. the end of 53 weeks he graduates, and
he is fully qualified?
GeneralF AVER. Yes, sir; he is given his pilot's wings.
Mr. ANDREWS. He has flown ip to that time only the Cessna fixed
wing, the T-37 and T-38?
General FAVER. Yes, sir.
Mr. ANDREWS. Where does he go from there? What do you call him
then ?
General FAVER. We call him a pilot.
Mr. ANDRE WS. A pilot?
General FAVER. Yes.

irt

General FAVER. We would have to give him crew training in whatever airplane is utilized by the command to which lie is assigned. Let's
presume that he is one of the 70-odd percent that has the opportunity
to go to Southeast Asia. We will put him through the F-4 program at
Davis-Monthan. Now, as a new graduate, second lieutenant, his assignment would probably be in the back seat of an F-4. So he would be in
training about 7 months prior -to his movement over to Southeast Asia.
Mr. ANDREWS. So that is about 60 weeksGeneral FAVER. It is about 1 year and 7 months.
Mr. ANDREWS. One year and 7 months before he would go overseas
as a combat pilot?
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Mr.

ANDREWS.

What can he fly without additional training?

General FAVER. Yes.

Mr. ANDREws. Do you think that is enough training for him? Is he
fully qualified?
General FAVER. Our record shows that he is fully qualified; yes, sir.

Now, it depends on which aircraft he would go into as to the length
of his training. I would say it would run from 6 to 9 months and he
is actually fully qualified in the aircraft to which he is assigned.
Mr. ANDREWS. General Boylan, do you agree with his statements?
General BOYLAN. Yes, sir; I do.
Mr. ANDREWS. Do you have anything to add?
General BOYLAN. On the other side of this new pilot assignment and
training problem take, for example, the Airlift Command. There
they receive new pilot. graduates, all single-engine jet-trained-actually, these aircraft are twin-engine. The young officer would be assigned to a formed crew in the Airlift Command. He would begin his
upgrade training by squadron familiarization. At the first opportunity, depending on schedule and inputs, the Airlift Command would
send him through the MAC training unit, which is now at Altus,
Okla., having been at Tinker. There he would receive specialized
training in the C-141 lasting something over 16 weeks. He would receive ground simulator-classroom training on systems, fly the airplane
with a top flight instructor pilot, back to the unit, and immediately go
on missions with the Airlift Command, accumulate hours in the aircraft in the order of 1,000, and at that point he would be qualified for
aircraft commander, with his own crew.
Mr. ANDREWS. You have different pilots for different missions?
29-603 0-69-pt. 1-25
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General BOTIAN. That is correct, sir, and they have sPecialized
training for that mission. In no case does the Air Force violate that
rule. It works in reverie, Mr. Andrews, because the pilot levies for
Southeast Asia take a number of pilots who have spent years flying
four-engine jet transports. They have come out of that Command,
through a combat crew training school into an F-105 or some other
aircraft, and then to Southeast Asia.
WASHOUT RATE FOR STUDENT PILOS

Mr. ANDREWs. Let me ask one final question: What rate of retention do you have with your pilot students? Here you go off with 3,500
at the beginning of the training period which takes him over a year.
How many of them will graduate and get their wings?
General FAVER. We have a 26-percent washout rate.
Mr. ANDREWs. Seventy-four percent will get their wings?
General FAYER. Seventy-four percent of those who enter will get
their wings;.,es, sir. Based upon the expected attrition, we will enter
a number sufficient to produce 3,450 pilots during fiscal year 1970.
Mr. ANwD W. Is that record getting better or worse, or is it static?
General FAVER. It is pretty static. It varies a little bit between
classes and it varies a little bit between the mix of people that you put
into the class.
Mr. ANDREWS. You more or less handpick him, don't you? You
want to be sure he has what you are looking for when you put him in
that class.
General FAvER. We do our best, yes.
Now, for the last 8 years, to my knowledge, our washout rate has
run around 25 to 26 percent.
Mr. ANDmws. That is what it is in the Navy, approximately?
General FAvz&. Yes.
Mr. AwvRzws. That is about as good as you can hope for.

General

FAVER.

I think so.

Mr. AxDmzwS. It takes a man to go through there and learn how to
use all those gadgets and fly those sophisticated planes.
Mr. Lipscombi
PHAEDOWN OF B-52 AIRCRAFT
Mr. Lusco.m. General, in each of recent years the committee has
expressed its interest and concern over the actual and possibly premature phasedown of B-52's
A year ago in presenting the fiscal 1969 budget. the planned fiscal
year 1969 manpower reductions associated with the B-52 phasedown
as then planned came to a grand total reduction of 5,006 personnel.
Is it still estimated that a reduction of 5,006 personnel will take place
in fiscal year 1969?
General BomiAN. Mr. Lipscomb, may we possibly answer that question in two parts? Let me address the B-52 unit part of that and
perhaps General Favor can translate that into -personnel changes.
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The 1-52 force that is being changed is composed of 13-52C through
B-52F series aircraft. At the end of fiscal 1969 the Air Force will have
13 of those units authorized in its inventory.
In addition, we will have certain nonoperating active aircraft in

Southeast Asia, plus some aircraft that are nonoperating active mean.
ing we have no maintenance or crew authorization for them, though
we keep them in flyable condition, maintained in the SAC force.
The fiscal year 1970 budget decisions with respect to the B-52's
through B-52F 's authorizes the Air Force to retain B-52C

through B-5a2F units and qt.he same time tooperate -

Southeast Asia operations.

aircraft for

Now, the net chumie heis is really some 'airplanes that are
being phased out of tie Force.
I can give you the number speciflcally by series C, D, E, and F;
but there is ,reduction in the Force structure.
Mr. LipsooMn. For fiscal year 1970?
.
General BomN. Utiring fsal 1070; yea, sir.

Mr. Lirkomn. You are flgtping '

will be phased oit some

place I
/
General BoYAN. That is
'a fer
Mr. L'sooM. What waw 6ir planned srength in the B-54's for
fiscal yeq 1969 in uinbers of planes?
(enor/J BOYLA . At the ond of fisal yeir 1969 we would be operating in units a total of 30 squadrons, 450/of all types, including the
C's throu' h F's, G's, and f's. Now, we ,wonldtive,
have
o
sra
11finactive storage
a
or, to pu it another way, nonope raLxag
Mr. LiwMB. That is at the end o, flsai ear 19f9,plannd
General omA. That is right. In\addit 1 n, loiew aircraft in ex:

tended store,

21 in number, in Arizona, as weas

for command "upporE.

aircraft

.

Now the comparable figures for end fiscal year 197 ill be
squadrons, operating
.T aircraft;
no
rating active;
total to go to eitsnded storage.
____

That would be a change, then, in uir-stbrage position of
Aircraft.
Of these
aircraft, moving to nonflyable storage would be
B-52E's and
B-2IF's. In addition, there are
command sup port aircraft for end fiscal year 1970. We also estimate

three aircraft losses due to attrition.
Mr. Lnscoxa. What was the original request for your B-52 pos-

ture to the Secretary of Defense-Air Force?
General BoYLAN. The Air Force request was to maintain its end
fiscal year 1969 B-52 position for fiscal year 1970.
Mr. Lwpsooni. That is to maintain the 450?
General BomLw. That is right; in addition to the assets that we
have operating in Vietnam. *
Mr. Lwesooxn. What was the total funds requested, and how much
were they reduced?
General BomLx. May I submit that for the record?

Mr. LuwMso

. Yes.

(The information follows:)
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CosT or Rrr4 inzio n1-52's in Acriz JNVE.%ToaY
The following tabulation reflects total costs for 13-152 pnhture Included In the
fiscal year 1970 budget estimate to 081) and the total amuounts approved by OSI):
lite m1in olof llarol
pIMo02

FiWal yos 190 " Mqa
to OSD ......................
No pw .......................................
Pil .,c.-fts reductions ......................
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The net reduction considered the total B-52 force Including (a) the reduction
of squadrons, (b) and (o) the reduction from an l,b00 to 1,(00
monthly sortie rate.
The fiscal year 1970 budget estimate for "Operations and maintenance, Air
Force." is based on a basic program of 1,000 B-52 sorties, excluding the effect of
the dollar reduction associated with the estimated decrease in Southeast Asia activity rates. The "military personnel, Air Fores," appropriation has funds for
manpower to support 1,800 sorties. HoA ever, approximately -of the -squadrons to fly the sorties are not part of the approved force structure.
Subsequent to the fiscal year 1970 budget decisions, the Air Force recommended
the restoration of the
quadrons to the 11-52 forte which would rtqon.
statute 11-52 aircraft to the force structure. No additional funds will be
required over the current fiscal year 170 budget estimate to support these -squadrons. If this action Is accomplished, we would place
additional aircraft In extended storage for a total of
-.
We would also retain
air.
craft in active storage with the squadrons.

Mr. LiPscoxi. Now we go back to the question about the proposed

reduction in personnel of 5,006 which is to take place in fiwal year
1969. Is this estimate still valid I This is contained on page 440 of the
fiscal year 1909 hearings, volume 5.
General BERo. Mr. Lipscombis your question: Did those people actually phase out I Or are you asking what the equivalent number is for
1970!
Mr. LncomB. You told us last year you were going to phase out
5,006 of these people as contained on this chart. That is what the chart

says.
General BERo. Yes, sir.
Mr. LiPscoMn What I am asking is, is it still estimated that. the re
duction of 5,006 personnel will take place in fiscal year 1969?
General Bo. Yes. sir.
General BOYLAN. I think those figures are substantially correct.
Mr. LscoimB. Would you place in the record an update of this

chart?

General BoYAN. We would be happy to, Mr. Lipscomb.

(The information follows:)

PnaSON L REDUOTION
The manpower reductions associated with the phasedown of the four B-52
squadrons in fiscal year 1069 were 5,08 personnel as we projected last year.
These reductions were:
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Aircrew and direct-support, personnel:
Officers .....................................................
Airmen .....................................................
Total ...................................................
Base Officers
operating
support personnel:
.....................................................
Airmen .....................................................
Civilians ..................................................

Par 1MG
-728
-3, 376

FfW

-4,

Total.----..............................................
Grand total ............-..................................

104
-82
-- 574
-- 246
-- 902

-5,

N00

Mr. IApscomB. What is happening to these highly trained, qualified
B-52 crews V
General BoYLAN. Mr. Lipscomb, we have a number of simultaneous

force changes that are current. B-52 crew authorizations are determined by the number of B-52 squadrons we are authorized to maintain
in active status. Those personnel who, because of a decrease in force
structure, become excess, move into other crew requirements as they
exist in other force elements of the Air Force.
For example, to my personal knowledge, a number of SAC personnel
have moved into the Airlift Comnand as well as into the Tactical
Forces.
Mr. Lirscowm. Over the past years, this committee has tried to slow
down or stop the phasedown of the B-52s.

General BOYLAN. The Air Force is appreciative of those efforts.
Mr. Lwscomu. We have always been told that we are losing a very
valuable asset in these crews being dispersed. The reason I was asking
the question is that the largest reduction we have had in the last
3 years is 5,006, and I was just wondering how they were dispersed.
From your testimony, I gather that they are just scatter-shot all over
the globe in different units.
General BOYLAN. Looking only at the end fiscal year, which is a
line on a chart, you tend to get an incomplete picture; but in the
)hasedown in 1970 that I have touched on, personnel from B-52 units
are required for the FB-111 activations that are occurring in fiscal
year 1970.
Mr. Liwscomu. You do not need many crews for that.
General BOYLAN. You are probably very correct, sir.
Mr. Lipscom. It may be less.
General BERG. Mr. Lipscomb, could I make the comment-this is a
little bit out of my area, but I have worked in it before--when an
action like this is programed, all the time there are certain crews
leaving SAC for a number of normal reasons. They get promoted.
They go to school, and so forth. Certainly those crews simply would
not be replaced and the force would go down by a certain amount of
attrition, which is another impact.
General FAVER. 'We have had a great number of them who are withdrawn from SAC to use in our Southeast Asia cycle over the years,
at the same time we feed into SAC a part of our new graduations crop,
the new pilots who come out each year. As the B-52 people complete
their tour in Southeast Asia, the center will exercise care to reenter
those who have made the Southeast Asia cycle into our SAC complex.
I think General Boylan answered it well. We are very careful to try
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to preserve this resource, but pilots have to move in and out to main.
tain a viable force.
Mr. LPscoMB. Is it still the case that you are not authorized any
additional crews for the planes that you have in active storage?
General BOrtAN. That is right.
Mr. LreBOoMB. In what time period could the Air Force take the
B-52's from storage and assemble the required numbers of personnel
to fly and sustain them in combat operation?
General BoYIAN. I will give you a qualified answer. It will depend
on what, if any, actions we take to prepare ourselves for such a cir.
cumstance. If he aircraft were put in dead storage, then a considerable
time would be required to refurbish the aircraft and fully qualify all
of its systems.
At the same time, many of these people who have previously had
B-52 experience would have to be identified and retrained in the B-52.
I would say on the average that the better part, of 1 year would be
required to reconstitute aircraft and previously trained personnel into
an active and combat-effective B-52 unit.
Mr. Liscox. When you use the term "active storage," it is my understanding that some of these ships are flown occasionally.
General BomAN. I meant extended storage and refurbishing. If
they are in active storage, then the problem will center on finding the
aircrew and maintaining personnel to form the unit, and that would
be, I would say, markedly less, provided we could identify them. On
the order of 6 months.
Mr. Lrsoom. You may provide an estimate on that for the record.
General BoYLAw. Yes sir.
(The information follows:)
LiNo Casws
A
AUMATION or B-52 fOM STOiAG AND A58uR

It should be noted that the personnel problems associated with the reconstitu.
tion of additional B--52 squadrons are the same regardless of the storage status
of the aircraft; that Is, regardless of "active" or "dead storage" status of the

aircraft.

The reduction of SAC bomber squadrons over the past few years has released
qualified bomber crews and maintenance personnel for duties In other aircraft
systems. Those who remain in the Air Force can be rapidly identified through our
personnel data system.

The problem stems from the fact that these personnel are vitally required
in their present duties and their return to a bomber force of Increased size, on
short notice, would impact adversely on such priority missions as military airlift, tactical fighters, trainers, and rescue operations.

The magnitude and nature of the problem will vary with the speed and scope
of reconstitution. As an example, each B-52 squadron of 15 aircraft requires 52
pilots, 78 navigators and electronic warfare officers, 25 enlisted gunners, and
approximately 750 support personnel, dependent upon the location of the squad-

rons ; that Is, Joint basing or separate basing. If there Is time to procure and train

replacements for these numbers of personnel, the reconstitution can be done without serious disruptions to other missions. The time required varies from 18
months to produce an operationally ready pilot to 9 months to produce a trained

maintenance airman.
Lacking that time, however, we have only the two options of:
(a) Demanding longer work hours from those personnel In the units from
which withdrawals ore made.
(b) Bllmlnating other priority missions and redistributing our personnel
resomrt so as to free the bomber experienced personnel for bomber duty
in the reconstituted units.
The requaiificatIon of previous bomber crews and maintenance personnel would
require approximately 6 months fop a squadron to become operationally ready.

. 0
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Mr. LipscO3n. I do not say this is the case, but what I am thinking
is if for any reason we do not have an adequate force of FB-111 and,
in case of emergency1 if we would have to reactivate a larger B-52
force to fill the gp,. would think some planning or programing is
now required to filf this.
General BoYLAN. The circumstance you describe is crystal clear to

me, but, as General Berg previously described the manpower authorization procemi, the circumstances are such that there is very little
manpower or air crew or maintenance flexibility within the Air Force.
These people who are transferred from phased-out B-52 units are
conunitted to another mission. To reverse it, then, will uncover some
other necessary mission or some other necessary function like a fighter
unit or an airlift unit or perhaps an FB-111 unit. We are definitely
restricted in our manpower, pilot, and maintenance authorization.
Mr. LiPscoM. This is a very critical strategic area, and I should
think some good advance planning would be going on in this area.
There must be some thouglit given to maintaining or being able to
put your fingers on enough strategic crews to get the job going in the
shortest time possible.
General BoYLAN. That is being done, but in the absence of authority
and budget support, they are performin other missions.
Mr. Lirsooure. If the situation is such that we should be planning,
maybe the case could be made better for budgetary support. I am not
saying anything you do not know, but in view of the fact that. there
are certain rumors around about a change in our bomber situation, we
will have to ive it some serious thought.
General OhAN. The Air Force has consistently urged retention
of a higher number of B-52's and the resources to support them. We
did this again this year.
Mr. Lwscou. This committee has consistently put money in the
budget to maintain that.
General BOYLAr. I appreciate that.
Mr. ANDrEws. And this committee begged, back in 1962, October and

before, when your last B-52 went off tWe line, not to close that line,
but our voice was like that one in the wilderness. This committee has
also begged for many years that they take the money that the committee gave them and spend it for the new AMSA program, and it
has dragged and dragged and dragged.
I agree with Mr. Lipscomb; you ought to begin to prepare to have
enough pilots to take whatever new aircraft you get in the bomber
field. In October of 1972, your newest B-52 will be 10 years old. By all
the standards we have ever heard before this committee, that is an
obsolescent and unsafe plane. If you had not beefed up what you
have now you would not have as many as you have.
General BOnhAN. That. is quite true.

Mr.

ANDREWS.

I am not lecturing you. I am trying to help you.

Mr. LiPscoMa. It is hard to see light at the end of the tunnel.
FLIOT SURGEONS

One further question. On page 9 of General Faver's statement,
"Flight surgeons," fiscal year 1968, 509; fiscal year 1969, 574; and
fiscal year 1970, 1,000. What makes this dramatic increase?
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General FAVE1. Sir that was a change in the standard for awarding
the designation of "Plight surgeon." Where it had been previously
2 years of active duty and 200 hours of flying time, they have noi
changed it to where it is 1 year and 100 hours, which means that, it is
the same number of people, but they are awarded faster.
Mr. Lwsoomi. Does this have any effect on the quality of the flight
su rgeons
GeneralIi FAvYR. No, sir.
Mr. LirscoMa. Mr. Chairman, it. is now past. 4 o'clock, and I lave
finished for now. Thank you very much.
Mr. ANDRM.W$. We will adjourn until 10 o'clock Monday morning.
MONDAY, MARCH 24, 1969

Mr. ANDREWS. The committee will come to order.

We will continue the Air Force personnel budget request.
PILOT PRODUCTION

Your original budget request for 1969 contemplated production of
3,247 pilots. You now indicate a production of only 3,143. This is
about 100 less than planned. If you cannot meet your planned proauction during 1969, how will you be able to meet it in 1970?
General FAvzR. Mr. Chairman, that figure we originally presented
regarding pilot production was prior to the time that we changed our
graduation schedule from every 6 weeks to a graduation every 2 weeks.
A a conseqitence of that adjustment, one group fell over into the next
fiscal year. We will be able to meet our programed schedule.
Mr. ANDREWS. Tell us a little about changing that graduation schedule. Why did you do it?
General FAVER. As I discussed, we had made an analysis of our
utilization of the pilot graduates and found that there were, at times,
delays between the time they graduated and the time that they were
able to enter into the subsequent crew training courses. By changing
from eight graduation classes per year to 24 per year that gave us about
150 pilot graduates available to enter into other courses every 2 weeks.
In that way we were able to save considerable number of man-years
by getting them into training closer to their graduation times.
Mr. ANDREWS. By having more classes did you cut down on the
number in each class?
General FAVzR. Yes, sir. Instead of having approximately 450
graduating every 6 weeks we now have about 150 graduating every 2

weeks.

Mr. ANDREWS. You have smaller classes and therefore the students
can get better instruction, I would think.
General FAVER. No, sir. It meant that the individual base is having
its graduation at the same time but all the bases don't graduate on the
same day.
PILOT NAVIGATOR RATIO V-4/F-11

Mr. ANDREWS. General Berg, you mentioned that the pilot-tonavigator ratio study for the F-4/F--ill is still being conducted.
We were advised last year that it would be completed around last

Septoember. What is delaying she completion of this study, and when
will it be.completed?
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General Bi.Ro. Mr. Andrews, it actually has been completed. I
think the Chief is to be briefed on the results of the findings either
tomorrow or the next day. When I said it had not been completed, what
I meant was that he had not received the results of the study and
approved it. But it is all ready to be presented to him.
Mr. ANDREws. What is the ratio today?
General Bruto. In the 1969 time period, fiscal 1969, the ratio
is 1.7 to 0.3, that is, 1.7 pilots to 0.3 navigators in the total force.
In 1970 it changes slightly to 1.35 to 0.65. The objective, if we
decide to go that way, would be to go in fiscal year 1971 to 1 to 1,
that is one pilot and one navigator, which assumes that we will
have enough navigators available to do that.
Mr. ANDRIEWS. What is the length of training of a navigator as
compared to a pilot?
General FAVin. The pilot course is longer, sir. It would depend on
which of the three training courses he is going through; whether lie is
going to come out as a basic navigator or become a navigator-bonbardier or a navigator-bonbardier-electronics officer. The navigator
courses are shorter than the pilot course.
Mr. ANDREWS. I think those courses today with all of your sophisticated electronic gear in the planes are much more complicated than they
were back during World War II.
General FAVER. Yes, sir; they are more complicated. But we have,
I am convinced, much better courses than we had then. We have more
sophisticated simulators. I think our training techniques are improved.
UIr. ANDREWS. What is the length of a training course for a navigator-bombardier? Put a little something about it in the record.
General FAVER. Yes, sir.
(The information follows:)
TRAINING Counsz Yon NAWOATOR-BOmBARDIaI
The length of the training course to qualify a navigator-bombardier is approxi-

re
,r

lately 28 weeks. Instruction includes the fundamentals of radar navigation and
bombardment in trainers and aircraft equipped with typical bombing-navigational

1g

systems.

Ut
S.

To be eligible for entrance into the course, an officer must be a graduate of the
undergraduate navigator training program (approximately 38 weeks) and possess
the rating of navigator. No officer who will have reached age 35 before entry into
the navigator-bombardier course may attend without a waiver from Jleadquarters,
U.S. Air Force.
COST OF EXPANDING

PILOT PRODUCTION

bg

Mr. ANDREWS. In the 1969 budget the Air Force had $65 million
for increased pilot production above the 3,247 contemplated. Since
your production has actually decreased, what happened to the additional funds provided?
General PIT'rS. Mr. Chairman, I don't know the answer
that
question but I would be happy to supply it for the record, if to
we can
ho a little research on it.
Mr. ANDREWS. I would assume you did not spend it. What happened
to it?
General PI'rS. Mr. Henshaw, can you answer that question?

st'

answer.
was not personnel
aware that there was that much of an increase.
Now, theI military
cost here did not really change because

50
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HENSHAW.

You asked a question, Mr. Andrews, that I cannot
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we really kept the same number of people in our schools and we kept
the same number of people on the staff.

Mr. ANDREws. That is the question. You kept the same number but
you had more money.
Mr. HENSBAw. This is one that I cannot really address in that
context because my knowledge of the situation is that we operated
generally the same number of schools and trained the same number
of people. I am not aware of that amount of difference.
Mr. ANDREws. But you had more money, $65 million-which ain't
hIr. HENSHAW. No, sir. That would have to include 0. & M. costs
as well as military personnel costs and probably aircraft procurement
and military construction also.
Now, one of the things affecting this production decrease is the fact
that we have simply counted production in a different fiscal year. As
I understand from General Faver, we have taken a graduating class
that would have graduated, let's say, on the 20th of-June 1969 and
moved them over to maybe the 6th or 6th of July 1969. That has no
significant impact on costs. However, it does show up when you look
at the production originally planned for fiscal year 1969. Actually we
have just taken credit for the production in a different year-fiscal
year 1970.
Now, we will also add one additional training base at Columbus,
Miss. That is included in the increase and that particular adjustment
has happened.
Mr. ANDREWS. Let me read to you from page 1020 of last year's
record. Mr. Lipscomb asked this question:
Mr. LIPICOMB. For clarification, the justification shows the production of 3,247
pilots for fiscal year 1969. The $65 million that you spoke of, General Crow, is for
the additional 625 if the study is approved?
General Cow. Over and above that; yes, air.
General Pirrs. This is to develop the capacity; yes, sir.
General CLAY. That money will provide the IncreaMed capacity between the
ninth plant and a new base and will give us, by fiscal year 1971, 625 more in
annual production capacity for the Air Force.
General Chow. It will really be in the 1970 program and the 1971 program
before we could achieve full production, Mr. Lipscomb. The leadtime for undergraduate pilot production is considerable.
Mr. Lnscoun. What does the $65 million cover?
General PiTrs. $48.5 million for aircraft procurement for 54 T-38 and 15 T-37
aircraft.

Were they purchased?

General Pivrs. This is in the aircraft procurement account, sir.

I believe that type aircraft is under procurement now and that $65
million-I am remembering now-was connected primarily with the
9 Vsng up of the 10th undergraduate pilot training base at Columbus,
Mr. LiPscouB. General, you have a reprograming action going
through on some of those. Some of them are for the training of Viet.
namese pilots and some of them for your own.
General Pim. Yes, sir. Fourteen T-41's, I believe.
Mr. LPscome. But you are talking about the same school?
General Prrrs. No, sir, not entirely. Seven of these T-41's are
for use in training Vietnamese Air Force pilots. The T-37's and T-38's
I

It

r
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were for Columbus, Miss. Seven of the T-41's are associated with, as
you say, training of some of our own pilots at Columbus AFB, Miss.
and srven are for use in the training of Vietnamese pilots, to be done
at a different base.
Mr. Lwscom. What base is that?
Mr. HENSIJAW. Keesler AFB.
General BOYLAN. Keesler AFB, yes.

Mr. LiPscoin. I do not have the reprograming action here, but as I
remember it something was said about changing the training program
at that base, too.
General Pirrs. Yes, sir.
General BOYLAN. It is principally for free world forces.

General Pirrs. Yes.
Mr. LiPsco\w. Isn't it connected with your pilot production,
though?
General Pisr. At Keesler, principally with the free world forcesthe T-41 training is for free world forces pilots.

Mr. ANDtzws. The $9.3 million for military construction to pro-

vide the facilities to increase the capacity; has that been spent? Is it
being spent this year?
General Pvrrs. Is this for 1970 you are talking about?
Mr. ANDREWS. We are talking about 1969.

7
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General Pirras. That money should be obligated in 1969. General
Faver, is Columbus AFB open now?
General FAVER. Yes, sir. We have instructors who are going into
Columbus and, as I understand, the first students will be reporting in
there in July. Now, part of this package I am sure, was for a runway,
second long runway at Webb and that has been accomplished.
Mr. ANDREWS. The next figure is $7.2 million for fixed operating
costs, of which $3.2 million is for 0. & M.
General Pi'rs. Those are the 0. & M. costs associated with increasing the pilot production at both the 10th base, Columbus, as well
as our other nine undergraudate pilot training bases.
Mr. RHODES. Wasn't there a runway at Williams in the 1968
program?
General Prrs. There was an additional runway provided for at
Williams out of the fiscal year 1968 construction program. The $65
million that the chairman is speaking about was mainly concerned
with opening up that 10th UPT base at Columbus, Miss.
Mr. ANDREWS. General Pitts, I think it would be helpful if you
would refer to the colloquy on page 1020 of last year's hearings and
bring us up to date on what happened to the $65 million.
(The information follows:)
P51OT PRODUCTION

3t,-

TO

Authorized USAF pilot production for fiscal year 1969 is 3,247. Because of

adjustments necessary to arrange undergraduate pilot training (UPT) entry/

rduatlon cycles to coincide with follow-on training USAF UPT production for
I year 1969 will be approximately 3 143 The pro ected total UPT production
for fiscal year 1970 is 3,94" "(',450 U8AF) and 4,365 (8,875 USAF) for fiscal
year 1971. The $65 million submitted in the fiscal year 1969 budget was primarily
for long leadtime items required to increase the total UPT capacity to 4,400 per
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year (including ANG, MAP and USMC production) by fiscal year 1971. It

covered the following requirementa:

per

15 T-37 aircraft--.
...................................................

6

6
54 T-38 aircraft .................................................... 43.9
Military construction program (MCP)
...............................
9.

19(

Subtotal
-.........................---------------_--57.8
Fixed operating costa ($3.2 0. & M. plus $4 military personnel) for anticiDe
paled increase of approximately 200 production in fiscal year 1970... 7. 2
ab
Total. . _-------------------------------------65.0
Subsequent to the submission of the fiscal year 19009 budget, the 15 T-37
aircraft buy ($4.6 million) was canceled and tie funds were reprogramed. The
proposed T-38 buy was reduced from 54 to 16 aircraft costing $16.9 million. OSI)
determined this to be the minimum procurement quantity necessary to provide
4,400 per year total in fiscal year 1971. The savings resulted from the reduction
of T-38 procurement from 54 to 16 aircraft were applied to offset requirements a
indicated in reprogramming action dated January 13 1969 now before Congrem.
However, additional aircraft will be required to sustain that production be. ond
fiscal year 1971. The fiscal year 1970 aircraft procurement program proposed
purchase of 38 T-38 at a cost of $30.6 million.
The MCP submission ($9.3 million) was primarily for the conversion of
Columbus Air Force Base to UPT ($5.8 million) and construction at Ellsworth
Air Force Base ($1.2 million) necessary to accommodate the SAC Wing that had
to be moved from Columbus Air Force Base. Funds ($2.3 million) for a third
runway to increase the capacity of Webb Air Force Base were also included.
Total capacity then would be increased by 625 plus per year. All of this construe.
tion is proceeding as planned, except for the Webb runway which is being held in
abeyance. The third runway at Williams was funded from fiscal year 1968
oonstruction program. It is expected that this runway will be in operation in the
fall of 1969.
The fiscal year 1969 student entries have been increased to assure the 200
additional production in fiscal year 1970. Our total production in fiscal year
1970 will be 3,941 and includes the 200 additional plus the carry over adjustment
from fiscal year 1969. This will utilize the $7.2 million fixed operating costs.
The programed production goal for fiscal year 1971 is 4,365, just short of the
4,400 total capacity of the 10 base plant.
AWRAGE STFENOTJI BY GRAZ

Mr. ANDREWS. Now, the funds being required for 1970 are to sup-
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port an average strength of 861, 254. The average strength is broken
out by grade on pages 12 and 36 of the justification book. How did
the Air Force arrive at the estimated average strength, per grade, for
fiscal year 1970?
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General FAVER. Mr. Chairman, the computation of our average

1

strengths for fiscal year 1970 was followed in the same manner that
we did for fiscal year 1969, which was to take the beginning position,
the end position, and then work through forecast losses and accessions
to come up with average per month to give the average strength for
the year.
8LIPPAGE IN CL-6A PROGRAM

Mr. ANDREWS. General Berg, on page 9 of your statement you say:
"The airlift forces reflect a net increase of 2,600 spaces for fiscal year
1970. The continued phasedown of C-124 units is more than offset by
the phase-in of the -5 units." Now that the delivery schedule of
C-5 aircraft has been slipped, what reductions can be made in this
budget request?
General Boylan. May I address part of that?
Mr. ANDREWS.

Yes.
.
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General BOYLAN. Currently we are looking at the facts of life as
pertain to C- production. Tllhere will be something on the order of
6 months' delay in the initial operational capability.
Mr. ANDES. When do you expect delivery now? December of
1969?
General BOYLAN. We were forecasting a unit to be operational in
December of 1909, I am certain. Now it has moved ahead of us for
about 6 months.
Mr. ANDREWS. Soyou Won't get, delivery then until calendar 1970?
General BOYLAN. In calendar 1970 for the first operational unit.
lNow, to offset that, certain squadrons which will be leaving the force,
C-133's and C-124's, will be retained so as to maintain the same
airlift position and absorb the C-5 slip.
Mr. ANDIIEWS. You won't J)hase out your C-124's and C-133's
Until you get the C-5 in hand?
General BOYLAN-. That is correct, sir. Now, the number of units that

are affected are not sizable. I think there is the unit at McChord in
addition to the three C-133 units. The part of the question that bears
on numbers of people perhaps cun be answered in this fashion: The C-5
squadron with this big jet requires more personnel than a C-124
squadron and because of the difference in squadron manning and the
relationship
of the squadron slip to the C-5 slip, there will be no net
change in our personnel
requirements in this time frame.
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TRAININO OF AIR CREWS FOR C-5A

We have C-5 )eol)le entering training right away
those
unit even though the slip has occurred, but we have toto man
absorb it.
Mr. ANDREWS. Will you have to give your pilots much additional
training for the C-5?
General BOYLAN. Mr. Andrews, the concept that the Military
Airlift Command will follow on the 0-5 training is a mirror of what
they did on the C-141's. In that case, they took initially the high
experienced peoplee out of their C-135 jets, moved them into the
C-141's. The same will be true for the C-5. In this case, the first C-5
units will be manned by experienced C-141 pilots, air crew and maintenance people.

They will receive transition from the 0-141 equipment to the C-5 at
Altus, Okla., when the training aircraft are available to start that
training.
Mr. ANDREWS. They will have to have experience in the C-5 before
the can thke over?
general BOYLAN. And that will be gained at Altus, Okla., on tie
training aircraft,'C-5's.
Mr. ANDREWS. How many training C-5's do you expect to have?
General BOYLJAN. I believe the number is eight that will be at Altus.

ay:
STATUS OF C-5A PRODUCTION

,ear

Mr. ANDREWS. How many have been rolled out, flown, as of this

date?

General BOYLAN. I believe Lockheed has rolled out the third or
fourth aircraft.
Mr. ANDREWS. Have they flown them all?
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General BoYLAN. As of this date, Lockheed has rolled out 5 aircraft
and 4 of these have been flown.
Mr. ANDItEWS. The flights, if I remember, were very successful.
General BOYLAN. Yes, sir. Just as an aside, the airplane is going

to be a real fine machine. It is unfortunate that it has been surrounded

with some difficulties of other natures, such as costs.
COST OF C-5A

Mr. ANDREWS. I was going to say the greatest difficulty is the cost.
General BOYLAN. Yes.
Mr. ANDREWS. Won't that program double from the original
estimate?
General BOYLAN. I don't think that is the total current estimate
of the program, a 100-percent increase.
Mr. ANDREWS. It would be up 35 or 40 percent from the original?
General BOYLAN. Yes, somewhere on that order.
Mr. ANDREWS. Of course, that doesn't come under your shop.
General BOYLAN. I could not provide you the exact figures but I

have a good feel for them.

Mr. ANDREWS. I mean you are not the man to ask the reason for

the costs, and so on.

C-A

DEPLOYMENT AND

USE

Of course, it is a cargo ship but where will you use these when you
get them?
General BOYLAN. The C-5's will be based both on the east and west
coasts. It will participate in the full range of cargo missions that the
Airlift Command supports now. In addition, it will bring to the Airlift
Command some capabilities previously not realized. The C-5 will have,
as compared to the C-141, a short field capability. Therefore, the number of idrfields that are open to it will be considerably increased.
It will have, of course, the unique characteristic of its very size.
Practically all Army equipment can be moved with the C-5 w ich is
now in the hands o an infantry or mechanized division. I think there
are two exceptions; their flying crane helicopter and, I believe, a piece
of bridging equipment which cannot be accepted. But it will give the
Airlift Command the capability to move practically anything. It will
routinely operate worldwide.
Mr. ANDREWS. And you are on top of the manpower situation as
far as transition from the cargo planes today going into the C-5?
General BOYLAN. Yes, sir.
REASSIGNMENT OF OLDER CARGO AIRCRAFT

Mr. ANDREWS. As you acquire the 0-5 you will phase out all your
other old cargo planes?
General BOYLAN. The propeller planes, Mr. Andrews. The C-133
is a turboprop. It has a jet powerplant. The other active airlift aircraft
are C-124's. They are moving completely out of the Air Force, the
Active Air Force, into the Reserve Forces. During the overall conversion period it is planned to equip Reserve C-119 and 0-124 units
with 0-130's. When that happens they will all be in the tactical end
of the business as opposed to the strategic airlift end of the business.
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As a substitute for the Reserve Forces as we discussed here on Thurs.
day, the Airlift Command is forming associate units, Reserves who
will fly C-141's and C-5's.
Mtr. ANDREws. Do you plan to convert any C-124's to gulnships?
General BOYLAN. No, sir.
Mr. ANDREWS. Are you planning to convert any of the cargo ships
to gunships?
General BOYLAN. We have a C-130 currently in Vietnam modified
as a gunship. The program, to my knowledge, may include one other
aircraft but that would be the extent of C-130's. Now, the C-119,
we have converted two squadrons. One is a Reserve unit
currently in Vietnam. The other C-119K is scheduled for deployment
-about
AIR FORCE PILOT AND
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NAVIGATOR REQUIREMENTS

Mr. ANDREwS. General Berg, on page 11 of your statement you
set forth a table depictii!g the Air Force pilot and navigator requirements as stated by the Department of Defense for fiscal years 1969
and 1970. If these are the requirements as stated by the Department
of Defense, what are the requirements as stated by the Air Force,
or do they differ in any way?
General BERG. Mr. Chairman, in the case of navigators, the statement of requirements by the Air Force is essentially the same. In the
case of pilots there is a difference. The difference runs on the order of
850 for 1970. We state that we have a requirement for 850 more. The
difference i3 in the area where we say that we need a pilot in what we
'call a supervisory requirement and the people who look at the statement of requirements in OSD do not agree with our statement that
that number should be in there.
Mr. ANDREWs. Did they always prevail?
General BERG. Well, the reason for the examination is that our
statement of requirements versus theirs finally comes out in what
our pilot production is. As you know, we have some 200 increase
in pilot production this year and then we have another increase of
400-plus in 1971.
Mr. ANDREWS. That is the 650 we were discussing a few minutes
ago?
General BERG. Yes, sir. So our production keeps going up all
the time.
PILOT PROCUREMENT

33
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Mr. ANDREWS. You don't have any problem getting pilots, do
you; that is, candidates for pilots?
General FAVER. No, sir.
Mr. ANDREWS. From where do you get your men, mainly? Through
ROTC?
General FAVER. Yes, sir, that is correct. In 1968 we had most of
our pilot candidates who were commissioned through ROTC.
The next was Officer Training School, and then of course from
the Air Academy. Now, for this last fiscal year we have had a reversal of OTS and ROTC. We have had more of them coining through
the Officer Training School than we have had through ROTC.
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,tr. AND1REws. What peentage of the graluates fromI th( Air

Force Academy become pilots?

General FAVY.,. For fiscal 1069 our forecast. is 035 percent.
Mr. ANIl:vW. Is that Food? ]s that al)out what yOu exj)eeted?
General FAVF.1. Yes, sr. That is about what we have hbee getting

for thout the last 5 or 6 years. Of coU.rse, we have to con(l

er tlat oiut

all of the graduates are quidified JIphsically to be-ome Iilots. Sofie (f
then become navigators. I think thlat the percetigo of the gradoatimi
group is good.
Mr. AND1IIW8. What percoltage of the graduate.s become either
Ipilots or navigators or bombardiors? ''hat is, how mauy of theln tre
connected Witt tile lying of it lleO?
Sul)plpY that for the record, and also say something about, it.
(The information follows:)
Aml{ Foit'

A'ADMV (ht.iIU.UT1:4s

,I-'MICNTIN CREW 'i'AININ(I

The percentage of Air Force Acaide11y graduates who enter flying training iA
shown oln the table bMlow. The gradutatit, of one fiscal year euter flying trajiuing
during the following fiscal year.
Entering
flying
training

Academy
graduates
FIKal yar:

Peictrilp

Iixalyes:

4613
1M ................. ..
16,..................
.
.... 517
is"1....................
0
19 ........................'472

I%1.....................
1
.............
191 . ........ ..........
1110
.................

340
,,
'411

1)
1)
If

I estimated

Normally al the Acadeny graduates that 111ect,tile physical qualifications go ou
to flying training. Thoso who cannot meet these qutilifleations are )laved in
positions where bet use can be made of their education and traiinng. W, believe
that tile pcrcentago going into flying training is good since we need offraers with

the Academy background in the nonflying areas.

Mr. Rno1Ds. What percentage of your Air Force ROTC graduates
go on to take some kind of air crew training?
General FAvza. About half are ROTC.
Mr. RHoD&s. Are more than half usually able tA) go into crow
training? In other words, do the ones who are able usually do it or
are there quite itfew who just prefer to go into some other slot in the
Air Force?
General FAV,. I would say that the majority of the ROTC lads
who are qualified physically are interested in pilot training.
Mr. Rionims. Now, would it be possible to get, the converse of talit,
the breakdown of the origin of the students who go into pilot training?

li other words, to show how many of them are from ROTC, how man

come from Colorado Springs, how inany come front some other soured.
General FAVBR. Yes, sir. I can give you the breakout of our pilot
production by source.
Mr. Rioms. If you would, for the record, I would appreciate it.
General FAVER. We have that information here now.
For fiscal year 1908 from ROTC, 45.8 percent; Air Fort. Academy,
Military Academy, Naval Academy, 8.2 percent; Officer Training
School, 29.1 percent; from wihiin the Air Force, nonrated source,
7.2 percent.
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Nt igators who wish to come Itck and retrain as pilots, 9.7 pereuw.
(Additional information follows:)
l"I INO 'TItAININO AND PlIAT PRODUCTION 11Y HOURl(.

The )ereetltawtL (f Air Force IOTC' Kraduates who go ol to take some flight
treuiiiig; that is,pilot or navigator trailing, lt shownl ilithe following table.
lloulhardier training is now all iutcgral part of the, uvigaorhoutI.erdir course.
ROIC
gutduatol
bought
to active
duty

ROTC
gisdusite

pttilia

flylal
flinfillti

FiX4l Yew8

FIscei
yell:

euates from IOt([C~ are lower thaer prior v',ars clue to our efforts to Stlilize anuual
AFIIOT]O
I)roductlon.
fiscal y',ar l9)ZO we,expet to level off at 4,,00 I~c'r year
and
hold near
that leeIntbereater.

Pilot production by source is shown in the following table:
Fhal yor

ROC....

..........................................

Air
Academy
...........
. .......................
...
Olli Force
¢Itraining
Vhool
. . . .................
..
.I........1.2
tM
R td Mviloj. ..........................................
Nonred
ors ... .
. .202
Total...

Flcatl
ya

10)69
productlion1910 prodoc.
lion

Student miuce

...

25
I
31143

...

OFFICER RETENTION

.
41
1,63l
I1
M21
3,450

IATE8

Mr. ANDtEws. General Faver, on )age 3 of your statement you

discuss the serious decline in officer retention rates that you have beoi
ex)eriencing over the past few years. It. would therefore seeit that the
increases, in pay received by the services, not only this )ast year but
during the past, several years, as well as the stopped-up promotion rate,
has not had any appreciable effect on your retention rates. Has tile
Air Force exploredl to any degree the Possibility that retention may
be affected by things other than monetary considerations?
General F AVv,. Yes, sir. The bulk of our effort during recent month

has been in what we would call behavioral aspects, what would influence the behavior aspects of the human being.
About 12 months ago we set up a section at the )ersonnel center at
Randolph to work the area, letting our officer force know that we
were interested in them and to let themn know that the door was open
to )ersonalize a career for them, to show our interest in their behalf.
Within the last 12 months our figures show that some 3,500 officers
have called at this unit in the )ersonntel center, to talk about their
careers.
2--OA 0-O---pt. 1----M6
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We have sent out some 13,000 letters to various officers making

suggestions in behalf of their future. We have had letters initiated by
some 10,000 officers. All of this adds up to a growing feeling anion
our officer force, we think, that will be good for us in that they wvi&l

feel that there is a concern about them as individuals. I think it is
going to have a good impact on our retention rate.
TOUR OF DUTY IN VIETNAM

Mr. ANDREWS. Have you started sending people back to Vietnam
on second tours of duty?
General FAvEn. No pilots have gone back. Some officers in the
support areas such as civil engineers and, transportation, will be going
back this fiscal year on a nonvoluntary basis for a second tour.
Mr. ANDREWS. You don't think that Vietnam, then, has had any
effect on the retention rate of officers and enlisted men?
General FAvER. Well, sir, I suspect it might have, but the fact
that we have held to our policy that every officer will have an opportunity to serve in his turn and that we have not sent back anyone on a
nonvoluntary basis until others in the same skill have served, I think
has been very satisfying to the officer force. But to say how Vietnam
might relate to our retention, I don't think I could develop that point.
Mr. ANDREWS. Have you had many volunteers to go back for a
second tour of duty?
General FAVE. Yes, sir; we have, among both our pilot force and
our nonrated force.
EARLY RELEASE

Mr. ANDREWS. On page 4 of your statement you go on to state
that you have had to increase losses to remain within the approved
strength. If you are forcing men to leave the service early, aren't you
in effect reducing your retention rate potential?
General FAVER. For those who had requested a date of separation,
we gave them an opportunity to ask for early release. Now, if they do
shiVt from fiscal 1970 to fiscal 1969 that increases our loss rate, of
course, but it should make it look better in fiscal 1970.
All of these young men that we released under this program had
asked to leave. I don't believe that that would actually change the
percentage.
Mr. ANDREWS. What is your policy now about early release of people
in the first tour of duty?
General FAVXR. For fiscal 1970 we do not plan any early release for
officers. We did permit some who had a date of separation in fiscal
1970 to come out in 1969.
Mr. ANDREWS. Now, take a man who wants to got out of the Air
Force and go to school. He lacks 2 or 3 months of service. If he stays
on until the end of his obligated term of service he misses the beginning
of a new semester at college. Do you try to accommodate him and let
him get out so he can go on to college?
General .FAvR. Yes, sir. I would say under the policy that we
would consider his case on an individual basis. He would apply for
an early release and probably if it were less than 120 days to the
beginning of his school term, we would approve it.

. a
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OFFICER TRAINIO SCHOOl,

Mr. ANDREWS. General Faver, on page 6 of your statement you
show a table setting forth the planned officer gains for fiscal year 1970.
In this table you show an increase in fiscal year 1970 of approximately
1,200 officers to be ganed through the OTS program. Are there
sufficient applications for the OTS program so that you can realistically
expect to meet this 1,200-man increase?
General FAVER. Yes, sir. We were able to have abotit four applicants for every man that we select.
Mr. ANDREWS. In OTS?

General FAvER. In OTS.
Mr. ANDitiws. That speaks well for the OTS program.
General FAVER. Yes.
Mr. AnDREWS. How many students do you have in that program?
General FAVEt. For fiscal year 1969 we are planning on 4,700. I
will have to provide for the record how many there are in each class.
(The information follows:)
SIZE OF OTS CLASSES-FISCAL YEAR 190 CLASSES
Nurw of students
Class No.

Entering
300

.................................................................
002.:6.......................................................

6

..
.73
. 723

6104.
......................................................
ON0.......................................................

........
..............................................
0"(
690 ...................................................
............ .........
Total ......................................

..........................

.

72 1
16
5,1W

Graduated
271

614

543
667
653

'6
1,4
4.716

BClan 61)6 will graduate In May making the 652 graduate a projected figure. Figumrs f class 6907 and 6901 ame
projected.

Mr. ANDREWS. How many training spots do you have for your OTS
program?
General FAVER. The capacity in Officer Training School is 6,100
per year.
Mr. ANDREWS. How many centers do you have?
General FAVER. Only one, sir.
Mr. ANDREWS. Where is it located?
General FAVER. Lackland.
Mr. ANDREWS. What are the qualifications for entrance into the
program?
General FAvER. For an individual who is applying to come in as a
ilot the requirement is at least a bachelor's degree in any discipline.
For a man who wants to come through OTS and work in a nonrated
capacity, he will have to be in specified disciplines against projected
needs.
Mr. ANDREWS. Upon graduation does a man receive a second
lieutenant's bars?
General FAVER. Yes.
Mr. ANDREWS. And it is a good source of officer procurement for

you?
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General FAvER. Yes, it is. It is the one that we have that rouinins
flexible. Our source from the Air Academy and from ROTC renitii
reasonably fixed. But from OTS we are able to vary it its our require.
ments vary.
Mr. ANDuWS. What is the length of training? Put a little into the
record about the course, and so forth.
(The information follows:)
018 TtAImtO
The purpose of the Air Force Officer Training School (OT) is to train tnd
commission selected college graduates to supplement officer procurement frozi
the Air Force Ieserve Officer Training Corps (AFRIOTC) and the Air Force
Academy (AFA). The 12 week OT8 provides a short leadtimo commissioning
program capable of meeting the fluctuating annual requirement for newly colm.
mlsoned officers.
The O178 curriculum consists of 480 hours of Instruction, including 08 hours
of nonacademic processing, designed to prepare the student to work effectively
upon his initial entry into the Air Force. A somewhat shorter curriculum is
provided for female students (future WAF's) who are not required to participate
infield training activities and have fewer hours devoted to physical training and
drill and ceremonies.
A new class enters every 6 weeks with the annual programmed production divided
among eight entering classes. Due to differences in annual production requirements, class elo will vary from year to year.
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Mr. ANDREWS. General Favor, on age 7 of your statement you
show a sizable increase in the number of majors and lioutemint
colonels to be lpromoted during 1970. Do you anticipate that this will
have any effect on your retention rates or.are individuals at this grade

level more or less career officers anyway?

General FAVER. I think the increased promotion for major will have
a good impact because, as I have shown in the table presented in my
speech, we do ha ve some losses, quite a number of losses up to th'e
15th year. Now, after that 99 percent of our people will stay on until
retirement. So I think that one particularly will have an impact on
our retention. Now, lieutenant colonels, they are pretty well committed.
FLIGHT SUROONS
Mr. ANDREWS. General Faver, on page 9 of your statement, in the
table showing the rated officer inventories, you show an increase for
1970 in flight surgeons. How wore plans developed for adding 426
flight surgeons to the rolls in 1970? Will you be drafting them?
General FAvER. Mr. Chairmfin, the reason that we reflect the increase in flight surgeons for the next fiscal year is not a change ill
people but it is a change in criteria for the award of the flight surgeon
rating.
Previously, the requirement had been for them to fly 200 hours
and serve 2 years before the doctor becomes a flight surgeon. But the
change gives the award after I year and 100 hours. So It is the same
people but they will actually be getting the award a year sooner.
Mr. ANDRUWS. What about your doctor problem? Are you getting
plenty of doctors?
General FAvzR. Yes, sir; we are.

Mr. ANDREWS. Do you have to resort. to the draft?
General IVmit. No, sir. There is only one area that we had to requcst an allocation from the draft,, and that is for 10 optonietrists.
Mr. ANntEws. O tomoetrists?
General FAVEt. Yv es, sir.
Mr. ANDtEWS. How do you get, your optometrists? Do you draft

theiu?

General FAVER. We take then through the samne program that, we

got our veterinarians and our doctors. -However, for this next fiscal

year we are 10 short and those will come through the draft.
Mr. ANDREwS. What is the tour of duty for a doctor who cones into

tthe Air Force?

General FAvEzi. T'wo years.
Mr. ANtDtUEw8. Do you follow the Berry plan as the other services
(to?
General Fkvrn. Yes, sir.
Mr. ANDnicws. Does the Air Force have a prograni under the Berry
plan?
General FAvEit. Yes, sir.
Mr. ANumEws. And I was going to ask you if the Air Force has a
program whereby they help finance the medical education of a young
doctor, a medical student?
General FAvEJi. Yes, sir. There are two aspects of that. One is the
Reserve and the other is the Regular. We are getting enough candidates to fill up both of them. Weliko the program because we will get
u) to 3 years of return for each year training that they take.
Mr. ANDREWS. In other words, if you finance 2 years of training you
get as much as 6 years of service from them?
General FAVEt. Yes.
Mr. ANDREWs. That is a good deal for you and for him.
General FAVER. We think so, and we are getting a good response.
Mr. ANDitEwS. Do you have an intern program and a residency
program for young doctors?
General FAvm. Yes, sir.
MEDICAL PERSONNEL

Mr. ANDRwas. Are all your Air Force hospitals adequately staffed
with doctors, nurses, technicians, et cetera?
General FAVER. They are adequately staffed; yes, sir.
Mr. ANDREWS. Adequately?
General FAvEn. Yes, sir.
Mr. ANDREWS. No problem about nurses?
General FAVEn. No, sir. Our recruiting program for nurses, articularly in the past year has been very successful and we are forecasting just a little bit of a drop in our nurse requirements in 1970
over 1969.
Mr. ANDREWS. What is that due toGeneral FAVER. And that will make it easier for us, actually.
Mr. ANDRUWS. To what is that drop in your estimated needs, due?
General FvR. I think that would be related to our change in
strength, sir.
Mr. ANDREWS. It could be that more nurses remain in service after
you get them?
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General FAvxR. Yes.

Mr. ANnUzws, It has always been hard for the committee to under.
stand why the other services all have trouble getting nurses and the
Air Force never seenis to have a problem with them. Of course, yomi
don't care about,--

General FAvzr. I wouldn't very well be able to judge what hlappeum
to the other services, sir.
We are just happy to be in that position, Mr.
General Pirr.
Chairman.
WOMEN IN THE AIR FORCE
Mr. ANDREWS. Colonel Holm, we want to hear from you now.
We note that by the end of fiscal year 1970 the Air Force has pro.
rnmed a strength of 8,000 enlisted women, which will be an in'reiSe
of 60 percent in 3 years. You are studying the ]omS.ibility of acliev.
ing an enlisted WAF strength of 13,700 by fiscal year 1974. Can vou
realistically expect to recruit and retain this many additional \rouen?
Colonel H OLM. Present indications are that we can. However, I do
feel that is probably the maximum we could recruit and retain.
Mr. ANDIIUws. Is there any ceiling on the number of officers and
enlisted personnel you can have i your corps?
Colonel HOLM. No, sir. There was at one time. There was a 2)ereent ceiling on the Regular force both officers and enlisted. li
November 1967 when they removed the promotion restriction on
women they also removed t ie strength ceiling. So at the present time
there is no legal ceiling on the program.
Mr. ANDREWS. Are you turning down any qualified women at, this
time who would like to enlist in the Air Forcel
Colonel HOLM. Yes, sir.
Mr. ANDREW8. You have more applicants than you have openings?
Colonel HOLM. Yes.
WAYS

IN SOUTHEAST ASIA

Mr. ANDREWS. Are my WAFs now serving in Vietnam? How
mawy do you plan to have there during 1970?
Colonel HOLM. We have about 27 serving in Vietnam itself.
Mr. ANDRXWS. What type of work are they doing?
Colonel HOLM. A wide range of jobs. Of course, you must appreciate
they are interchangeable with the men. We have no corps as stch.
We have intelligence officers, administrative officers, logistics officers,
also clerk-typits, enlisted people, data processors. We also have
WAFe in Thailand for a total of 80 in Southeast Asia.
Mr. ANDRUWs. Eighty in Southeast Asia?
Colonel HOLM. Yes; at the various bases there in Southeast Asia,
mostly officers,
Mr. ANDREWS. Do you have any in any other place in Southeast

Asia?

Colonel HOLM. No sir. Those are the only two places. But we
hiv them in the Philippines.
Mr. ANnDtws. You have far more women serving in Southeast
Asia than any of the other services?
Colonel HoLw. Yes, with the exception of nurses. The Army and

Air Force both have large nurse forces over there.
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Mr. ANDitFWs. Nurtes are not under your command?
Colonel Hom. No. There are about 200 nures there.

Mr. AnDREws. Is Vietnam service voluntary for the WAFs?
Colonol Hom. No, sir. We come under the same policies as the
110t do.
Mr. ANDtUWs. In other words, you can order them to go and it. is
mandatory that they go?

Colonel HOLM. Yes, sir.
WOMENIR 1HEENUS1TMENT

RATE

Mr. ANIIEweI. How does the reenlistment rate for WAFs compare
with the rest of the Air Force?
Colonel HOLM. The reenlistment rate, of those who are eligible,
today is good and it has heen getting better every year. At the present
time approximately one out of every three who are eligible to reenlist
are reenlisting. Now, this is before the early release policy. I don't
know how that policy will affect. the rate. It would have a tendency to
depress reenlistment rates, I would think, temporarily.
COMBINED TRAININO OF WOMEN OFFICEIiS

Mr. ANDBtws. Since there are relatively few officers entering the
four services' Women's Corps each year, would it be feasible to combine
thdir basic training and thus save substantial training costs? For
example, the Army in 1970 will have 251 accessions, the Navy 148,
the Marine Corps 75, and the Air Force 125 for a total of 599. What
do you think about giving them all the same basic training at. the same
spot?

Colonel HOLM. I am not sure what would be gained or what the
advantages would be since our officer training today is coeducational.
The WAF are in the OTS program and they are part of the numbers
that General Faver has been talking about. I am not sure they would
go for that cloistered environment, quite frankly. The Air Force just is
not like that. They are going to be working with men, they are promoted with men, they are assigned interchangeably. I am not sure it
would serve any useful purpose, really, sir. Whether it would be
economical, I cannot see that since we do not have our own training

base.

Mr. ANDnwRS. You would not like to see it take place?
Colonel HOLM. No; I would not, sir.
Mr. ANDREWS. You are just as loyal to the Air Force as the head

WAVE was to the Navy and the head WAC was to the Army.

Colonel HOLM. I like the coeducational system, frankly.
Mr. ANDREws. You ladies don't want to put your trainees together
even though it might save a little for the taxpayers?
Colonel-HOLM. Well, I cannot understand where it would be a

saving since we don't have our own base.
Mr. ANDREWS. Well, we don't know definitely that it would save.
We are just grabbing at straws like a drowning man, trying to save the
poor overburdened taxpayer a little money. Personally, Idon't know
if it would work. I think it might kill some of the esprit de corps that

you have in these organizations.
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IN AIR FORCE

What are the problenis that you have with the WAF corps?
Colonel HOLM. First of all, we don't, have it corps. We are fully
integrated into the Air Force personnel structure. I think the problenis
are probably the saime as we would have for the Air Forcc as a whole.
Mr. AnDREws. They are all under your command, though, aren't

they?

Colonel HoLM. No, sir, they are not.
Mr. ANDREWS. Are they under the comina'id of the coninanding
officer at each )ost to which they are assigned?
Colonel HoLM. Yes, sir. We do not have tiny siperstructure like
the WACs.
Mr. ANDREWS. What do you do, keel) your eye on all of them?
Colonel HoLM. I am basically a member of the air staff, I advise
the staff and I talk to the individuals themselves.
Mr. ANDREWS. Do all WAF problems come to your desk?
Colonel HoLM. No, sir; they do not.
Mr. ANDRiws. As far as you know, thenColonel HOLM. They come to my attention wheni it is required,
but generally they are handled by the staff officer wuho handles the
men who would have the same problems.
Mr. ANDREWS. Do they have good morale?
Colonel HoLM. I think the morale is good. I think the reenlistment
rate indicates it 's od.
Mr. ANDREws. Wat is that reenlistment rate?
Colonel HOLM. Thirty-two percent of those eligible last year.
Mr. ANDREWS. Thirty-two percent?
Colonel HoLM. Of those eligible.
Mr. ANDREWS. Thank you, Colonel.
TEMPORARY PROMOTIONS OF OFFICERS

Mr. DAVIS. Before we get into the enlisted men, generally, I would
like to ask what the situation is in the Air Force with respect to the
number of your officers who are serving in, and being paid in, ranks
exceeding the permanent ranks of the officers involved.
General FAVER. The matter of the grade in which the man is
servingMr. DAvIs. And being paid; yes.
General FAVER. Yes, sir.
Mr. DAvIs. I am speaking of the ranks of the officers.
General FAvzR. Yes, sir. We have three separate systems.
A permanent system for Regular officers, a temporary system that
applies to all officers on active duty, and a permanent system for
Reserve officers.
Now, if you would like I could have a detailed description of each
section put in the record, or I could talk to it now.
Mr. DAvis. I think if you would put it in the record so that we have
actual figures it would be helpful. I would like to know how many of
your officers in the various ranks art serving in ranks under temporary
promotions which are one level above the permanent rank of the officer
involved, and any cases where they nught be serving two levels above
their permanent rank. I think we would like to know that, as well. I
think those figures, if inserted in the record, would suffice.
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(Tl'e information follows:)
PEIMANENT, TEMPOAIIRY, AND ltEBItVi

OFFICERS PROMOTION SYSTEM

The distribution of USAF regular (male and female) line and other than line
commissioned officers by permanent grade and temporary grade in which serving
is as follows:
GRADE INWHICH SERVING (AS OF DEC. 31,19U8)
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A summary of regular officers serving in grades other than permanent grades
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A summary of nonregular officers serving in grades other than permanent grades

is:

Serving I grad e above permanent gado ------------------------ 23, 478
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Serving 2 grades above permanent grade -----------------------Serving I grade below permanent grade ------------------------ 2, 991
26
Serving 2 grades below permanent grade -------------------------

Mr. DtVis. However, as a general proposition, do you have a large
number of officers who are serving in ranks above permanent grade?
General FAVER. I would say there are several of them. For example,
inder the permanent systems our officers are promoted to captain at
the seventh year point. The temporary system permits us to promote
at an earlier point, at the 3-year point. Now, under the permanent
systems, we promote to major at the 14th year; on the other hand, in
the temporary system the numbers of people we have aboard and our
requirements permit us, for fiscal year 1970, to promote to temporary
major at the 10th year. Promotion to permanent lieutenant colonel is
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at the 21st year. We are hopeful that in fiscal year 1970 tile program
permit us to promote to temporary lieutenant colonel at about
will
the 16,%-year point.
Mr. DAVIS. There is legislation on the books which dates back to
about 1953 or thereabouts, if I recall, that does place ceilings on the
number of officers in permanent grades.
General FAVER. Yes, sir.

m
h

i

Mr. DAVis. Now, is there legislation which places ceilings on the
number of officers overall who may hold the various ranks that are
involved through temporary promotion?

General FAVEB. Yes, sir, that is correct. There is control on how
many you can have.
Mr. DAvIs. What is that control? As a practical matter, is it just
the appropriation act where the justification is submitted and the
money provided, or is that permanent legislation that covers that
matter as well?
General FAv1ic. Permanent legislation.
Mr. DAVIS. Was this a part of the 1953 act or thereabouts, or
has there been some separate legislation since thtat time?
General FAVER. The temporary promotion system is authorized by
the Officer Personnel Act of 1947. The Regular Air Force system is
also authorized by the Officer Personnel Act of 1947. The permanent
system for Reserve officers is the Reserve Officer Personnel Act of
1954. Thus, there are different segments to the legislation.
Mr. DAVIS. Would you put the citations of those statutes in the

record?

C

a
ti

h

General FAvER. Yes, sir.
Mr. DAvis. Thank you.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
(The information follows:)
CITATION OF STATUTES GOVRNINO CEILINGS ON T"H

S

F
NUmBER Or

OrFFIcEs

The citations for appointments in the promotion systems just described are:
Chapter 835, 10 U.s.C., Appointment as Regular Officers.

Chapter 837, 10 U.S.C., Appointment as Reserve Officers.
Chapter 839, 10 U.S.C Temporary Appointments.

With respect to the controls imposed on these promotion systems, they are
specified in chapter 831, 10 U.S.C., Strength. Specific citations are:
10 U.S.C. 8202. Air Force: Officers in certain commissioned grades.
10 U.S.C. 8210. Regular Air Force: Strength in grade; general officer.
10 U.S.C. 8211. Regular Air Force: Strength in grade; promotion list
officers.

10 U.S.C. 8218. Reserves: Strength in grade; general officers in an active
10 U.S.C. 8219. Reserves: Strength in grade; commissioned officers in

status.

grade below brigadier general in an active status.

Mr. RHODES. General, can an officer serve in a temporary grade

which is more than one step higher than his permanent grade?

General FAVER. Yes, sir, he can.
Mr. RHODzS. How many grades above the permanent grade caii he
.
go? Any number?
General FAvzR. There is no legislation or policy, but as a practical
matter he is just not able to get promoted very far ahead of his

permanent grade.
Soon after the end of World War II when we were setting up our

Regular force, there were several who were newly integrated at a
.

0

g
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much lower grade than their temporary grade, but that does not
happen to us, any more.
PROFICIENCY PAY AND VARIABLE REENLISTMENT BONUSZ8

Mr. ANDRIw8. General, on page 17you state that aircraft maintenance is not being designated for proficiency pay because the career
manning deficit in this skill is not sufficient to justify the award.
However, you also go on to say that you have been authorized by
DOD to raise the aircraft miaintenance specialty to the highest
variable reenlistment bonus, multiple 4, in fiscal year 1970. If there
is no career manning deficit in this skill, why are you then paying the
highest possible reenlistment bonus?
General FAvE. In the establishment of the authorization for
variable reenlistment bonus, the directives under which we now work
take three things into account. First, what is our current manning
status in that particular career field? Second, what are the training
costs for training the man to enter the career field? Third, what the
forecast manning improvement is for that particular field.
In the setting up of the authorization for awarding VRB and the
proficiency pay, our manning is such that we are authorized for VRB
at the first time the man makes his reenlistment, but that is the only
time we are able to give him VRB; whereas pro pay may come at
some later time.
Mr. ANDREWS. What is the highest VRB that the Air Force pays?
General FAVER. Sir, it would-be a multiple of 4, which would be
four times his monthly basic pay times the number of years for which
he is reenlisting.
Mr. ANDREWS. In dollars and cents, what is the highest pay? Other
services say they go as high as $10,000. Is that the figure for the Air
Force?
General FAvER. For example, an E-4, sergeant, receiving a multiple
4, would be able to draw a check of $5,035.
Mr. ANDREWS. Is that the highest? Have you any $10,000 bonuses?
GENERAL FAVER. I have one, $8,088.
Mr. ANDREWS. Is that the highest?
General FAVER. Yes, sir. That was a skilled AFSC-30474, radio
communications technician, multiple 4 specialty.

Mr.

ANDREWS.

Mr.

ANDREWS.

That man, by that description, is a very highly

trained, efficient electronics expert; is he not?
General FAVER. Yes, sir.
Mr. ANDREWS. How long would he have to reenlist for in order to
get that $8,080?
General FAvER. Four years, sir.
Mr. ANDREWS. You justify that, I assume, on the basis that that
is the only weapon you have to counter the
General FAVzR. t is purely an incentive measure.
Mr. ANDREWS. To keep him rather than letting private industry
get him?
General FAvR. That is correct.

I am surprised that some of the other services go

to $10,000 and you can go only to $8,080. That is the first time I have
ever known the Air Force to undercut the other services.
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General FAvER. I think I have the answer to that, sir. We only
reenlist for 4 years. If we were to reenlist for 6 years, as some of the
other services do, we would be able to pay the additional amount .
Mr. ANDREWS.

Give us the story of the experience you have hiud

with the VRB's, how many you had in 1966, 1967, 1968, and 1969 to
date.
General FAVEn. In our program for last year we had 26,400 drawing
VRB. We are proposing with this year's program during fiscal 1970
that we will have 35,600. The figures I have given wore 1969 and 1970.
To go back to fiscal 1966, we awarded 5,013; in 1967, 8,976, with a
carryover of 5,013; in 1968, 8,483, with a carryover of 10,993.
fr. ANDRESw. I am sure you feel the Air Force is getting a bargain
if you can get a man to give you 4 years' additiona service for your
top premium of $8,080.
General FAviR. Mr. Chairman, since we went into this program
in 1966 we have kept statistics on this very carefully, and we have
established the fact that the use of VRB and pro pay is giving us
about a 6-percent greater reenlistment than we are getting from the
skills that have no VRB or pro pay.
Mr. ANDRgWB. Tell us a little something about pro pay. What
does it amount to? Who gets it? How long does he agree to stay in
for proficiency pay?
..
.
General FAvzR. The proficiency pay is an incentive, also, but
instead of being given only at the reenlistment point at the end of
the first enlistment, proficiency pay will be given a career individual
as long as he serves and as long as his particular skill warrants the
award. That relates to what our career manning is and what it is
forecast to remain.
Although we are having a decrease in the numbers that we will be
giving in pro pay in fiscal 1970, the over-all cost will increase because we
are planning to increase the award to more people at the $75 a month
P-2 rate where we had not previously been awarding to anyone at that
level. For the coming year we plan to pay 41 skills at that P-2 rate. So,
the numbers of people will lessen, but the price will go up.
Mr. ANDREWS. Let me rephrase the question I originally asked you

and state it this way: Since there is so much training cost involved in
aircraft maintenance, why do you not pay them proficiency pay in
order to be sure they will remain in the Air Force? Can you keep them
by just VRB or do you have to have the proficiency pay?
General FAVER. Sir, our manning is such in that particular skill
that the Defense Department will grant us VRB; but it is not low
enough, according to the scale we now have, to give us the award of
proficiency pay in addition.
WELFARE PAYMENTS TO SERVICEMEN

Mr. ANDREWS. Do you know whether or not any of your people
have applied for welfare benefits as Army people did at Fort Dix
not long a o? Officials at the welfare office sai they were entitled to it.
GeneralFAvER. I read that in the newspaper, Mr. Chairman. To
my knowledge, none of our people have done so.
Mr. ANDRZws. Only Army people, that I know of, have applied

for it. It poses quite a problem. Here is a man in service with 2 or 3
children. According to the new rudes of poverty, he is eligible for weli
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fare checks. Beginning the first, of July, unless action is taken to stop

it, any man in America can go to the welfare office and say, "I want
it. I am entitled to it," and le will get it, without even the slightest
investigation. Did you know that?
General FAVERI. I knew that to be the case; yes, sir,
.fr. ANDnEWS. It is good news to poverty stricken people. They
just say, "I want it, and I am entitled to it," and no investigation

Will be made beginning the first of July.

If you can find out whether or not any of your people have applied
for welfare, I wish you would put something in the record on it.
General FAvERJ. I will check that, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. ANDnEWs. They are certainly eligible for it.. I think the new
rule on poverty will be $5,000. If a man with 2 or 3 children hasn't an
income of $5,000, he is ipso facto poverty stricken and eligible for the
benefits-free food. It will pose a serious problem to all the services.
It has already. Those county officials in the county where Fort Dix
is located were screaming to high heaven, because under the rule, all
a man has to do is move into the community and he is considered
eligible.
iome States have a residency requirement of a minimum of 12 months
before they are eligible for relief.
Mr. DAvis. Is that not what the Supreme Court knocked out, Mr.
Chairman? Is that not one of the things that is causing the problem?
Mr. ANDREWS. I know the Court of Appeals in the District of Columbia knocked it out. I do not know if it has reached the Supreme Court
of the United States. I know the attitude they have taken in many
other matters. I do not know whether they would take the same attitude
toward poverty. A person can move into the District of Columbia and
be here one day-in fact, he can get off the bus or the train and go to
the welfare office. If I understand the ruling correctly in that circuit
court of appeals case, he automatically becomes eligible for relief.
I assume that is one reason why relief costs are skyrocketing as they
are in many communities and States.
(The information follows:)
ENTITLEMENT TO WELFARE

The extent of participation of military families in local welfare assistance
programs, nationwide, is not known by the Department of the Air Force. The
relationship between the local welfare agency and the individual client is usually
a confidential matter.

However, a recent case was cited in an article in the National Observer on
March 24, 1969. The case involved a married airman first class stationed at
McGuire Air Force Base, N.J. The article stated that "The Airman is one of
several married servicemen stationed or living in New Jersey who has gone on
the relief rolls as 'underemployed' under a new State law because their low
military pay and allowances don't cover the high cost of living."
Welfare eligibility rules a-e established by local, county and State governments.
The criteria var' greatly between States and within States from one locolity to
another. In application the) are subject to local interpretation.
While It may be possible for some military families to qualify for welfare assistance from local governments, the situation would normally be limited to enlisted
members of the lowest pay grades with large families. Service enlistment policies
and selective service regulations severely restrict and discourage the entry into
military service of members with dependents. Consequently, the eligibility of a
military family for welfare assistance normally results from unusual circumstances
and therefore is the exception rather than the rule. Further, all the military services have provisions for the discharge of a member when it can clearly be demonstrated that his continuance In service will result in undue hardship for himself
and his family.
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The adequacy of military pay and allowances has been a matter of continuing
concern to the President, the Congress and the Department of Defense, as demon.
strated by the fact that there have been adjustments in pay of service personnel
in each o'f
the past 6 years. The Federal Pay Act of 1907 provides for a further
increase in military basic pay of approximately 12.6 percent effective July 1,1969.
PHASED TERMINATION OF PROFICIENCY PAY

Mr. ANDREWS. On page 10 of the budget justification, you say the
favorable career manning in 22 specialties no longer warrants con-

tinuation of proficiency pay and, accordingly, proficiency pay in these
specialties will be terminated.
You go on to say that the adverse impact on the airmen concerned
will be moderated by phased terminations. This phased termination
is represented on page 41 of the justification by the 15,000 airmen
who will be receiving reduced payments.
Is it safe to assume that the reenlistment probability of these same
15,000 airmen will be almost zero when their current enlistment
expires?
General FAvER. Sir, I am sure that will have an impact on those
individuals. However, it would depend on how they are promoted in
the interim. I have no way to forecast, actually.
MISSING IN ACTION-PRISONER8 OF WAR

Mr. ANDREWS. On page 10 of the budget justification, there appears
an item entitled "Missing in Action and Prisoner of War." For this
item you are requesting $11,817,000 in 1970. Since it has never
appeared in the budget before, would you please explain what this
item is and how you arrived at the specific dollar amount for 1970?
General FAVER. Previously, this particular entry had been entered
in the costs by grade. This time we have brought it out as a separate
enr. ANDREWS. rs that because the figure is becoming greater each
year?
General FAvER. Yes, sir, it is bigger.
AIR FORCE CASUALTIES IN VIETNAM
Mr. ANDREWS. I wish you would insert in the record at this point
the number of casualties the Air Force has suffered in the Vietnam
war.

(The information foUows:)

AiRt FORCM CASUALTlzS IN VIUTNAM
Air Force casualties from 1961 to the present time in the Vietnam conflict are:
Captured, 139; suspected captured, 129; missing, 437 for a total of 705. Deaths
due to hostilities number 641 and deaths due to accidents and other causes are
548 for a total of 1,189.
MISSING IN ACTION-PRISONERS OF WAR

Mr. ANDR WS. Why is this item not included in the narrative
justification, the same as all other items that appear on page 10?
Mr. HEiNaB&W. Mr. Chairman, this is a matter of policy because we
are concerned about the classifition. In an effort to keep this par-
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ticular item at an unclassified level in the justification book, we have
avoided the traditional personnel detail which could get us into the
classified area.
Mr. ANDREW8, What do you mean by classified and unclassified
areas? You are talking about missing in action and prisoners of war.
They give a total every week on television, of the number of people
killed. There is nothing classified about that.
Mr. HENSHAw. The Department of Defense has considered this
to be an area which they do not desire us to break out. Although we
put
it in as a single line item, we did not want to discuss the facts in
detail.
officer man-years, for a
For example, we have funded
total of 806, that we foresee as being the fiscal year 1970 program.
Strengthwise this involves 880 officers which is an increase-Mr. ANDIR.Ws. You mean that many are missing in action?
Mr. HENSHAw. Either missing in action or prisoners of war. It is
this type of information which would normally be carried into the
detailed justification. We thought it at least questionable as to
whether we want to give that type of detail.
Mr. ANDIRwS. I think the American people ought to have all the
horrible details of this war. Maybe some interest will be stimulated in
this country to see that this war is brought to a conclusion.
From what I see, it looks like no one except those who have relatives
over there in Vietnam are concerned about this war. Business as usual.
Mr. HENSHAW. I appreciate what you say. I have a 17-year-old
son who is pretty ripe for the draft.
If you would like, sir, we can enter additional data in the record.
Mr. ANDREWS. Put it in.
(The table follows:)
DXTAI

OF AIR FORCE PERSONNEL MIMING IN ACTION OR PRISONERS OF WAR

Normal budgeting detail used to justify military personnel costa provide a

variety of data which could be used to the disadvantage of personnel who are
prisoners of war.

-

The following table provides comparative data regarding

the number of officers and airmen who are either prisoners of war or are missing
in action:
NUMBERS OF AIR FORCE PERSONNEL MISSING IN ACTION AND PRISONERS OF WAR
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Mr. ANDRrwa.
Why is the Air Force the only service to include this item in their
budget. request? We are talking about missing in action and prisoner
of war. Do they want to keep it out of print,?
Mr. HENsitAw. In the review processes with the Secretary of l)e.
fense Office Iarticidarly, different individuals there address the Arni,
the Navy, and the AMir Force estimates. Each one works with tde
service in determining how the justification can bestt he i)resitted.

I have also discussed with Mr. Garrity somne other changes which I

think are peculiar to Air Force and which do not. show in the otlier

services' justification books. These changes are an attempt to i ujrove

the justification books.
.Mr.ANsrws. That list you gave a few minutes ago of 800-some-odd
missing in action or prisoners of war-does that include enlisted mcen,
too?

Mr. HENsmtAw. No sir. That list covered officers only. (Compara-

tively, we have far less enlisted men in the prisoner of war or mnksig
in action status at this point. The reason, of course, is that the type
of aircraft generally operated north of the DMZ did not carry enlisted
crews.
Mr. ANDREWS. Is the $11,090,000 shown in the 1969 column of the
1970 budget a result. of internal reprogramings? If you can reprogrami
money into this account at will, can you not likewise rel)rogram
money out for other uses?
Mr. HENSHAW. If I understand your question correctly sir, the
fiscal year 1969 President's budget, when submitted, "contained
approximately a like amount. However, it, was not broken out. The
policy this year is to break that out since we do not include mnan-years
or end strengths in our manpower program for these dollars. This
meant that another part of this budget--for example, the basic pay
portion, where the main portion would be-has been reduced t like
amount. So, it is not rejprograming in the sense that we have adjusled
our appropriation. It is only rearranging some of the pieces of the
officer pay and allowances.

Mr. ANmREws. In cases where officers are reported missing in

action, does the Air Force keel) up their pay accounts?
Mr. HMNSHAW. Yes, sir. We send their pay account to Denver to
our Air Force Finance Center, where they are administered. They are
administered under the provisions of the Missing Persons Act. All the
wishes of the man at the time that he was lost, for example, on allotments, and so forth, are complied with. In addition, should there be
hardship to his dependents, if they needed an allotment change
for example, we would consider each one of those. We keep in vcry
close contact with the depondonti involved.
General FAVER. Another aspect. of that in which I think you ight
be interested, Mr. Chairman, is that these men who are missing
or are known to be in confinement are considered for promotion right
along with their contemporaries.
Mr. Asnmsws. Thank you.
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RPECIAIJ PAY

Oin page 17 of the justification book, you are showing 18,000

officer mian-years of special pmy- and on page 40 of the justification

book, you tire showing 65,000 enlisted ian-years of special Pay. Tnis
is a combined total of 83,000 drawing this aIlowance.

If you have an average man-year strength in Vietnam of only
61,000, where tire the other 22,000 located that are drawing this pay?

General FAV-it. The awarding of this hostile fire pay is for those
wio tire participating in combat operations within the Viotnaim zone.

It way be air crews operating in the area but. stationed outside of the
area, or people who tare TDX but also stationed permanently outside
of the area. So, the award is for those who qualify for hostile tire duty,
either in the area or above the area.
Mr. ANDREwS. It seems to tie those people goino in and out of
there should be included in tile average, General. ) ou have 78,000
drawing that, pay, but, you actually have an average of only 61,000
po)lo there.
general FAvEJR. May I ask Colonel Bull to respond.
Mr. ANDIEWS. Colonel Bull, will you explain that to the committee?

Colonel BULL. The award of the pay entitlement is broader than
covering lust those who tire stationed in Vietnam. Those who are
particilting in airlift or air combat operations, who are stationed
outside of Vietnam itself, become entitled to the award by virtue of
the fact that they have participated in an air operation. So, the total
man-years reflected, which tire basel upo our most recent experience
for the payment, include those crews stationed outside of Vietnam
and includes those people who may be performing ground duties on a
temporary duty basis in South Vietnam.
lr. ANDREWS. You are paying a total of 78,000.
Mi
Colonel BuLL. Yes.
Mr. ANntwS. You have only 61,000 in Vietnam.
Colonel BuLL. lhat is correct, sir.
Mr. ANimmsws. Where else are people serving and receiving special
pay?
General P]rrs. I can give you all example, sir. Liet us take the C-130
crews that rotate into Vietiam and pull a tour of temporary ditty
there. They can be stationed permanently at. a base such as' ling
Chuan Kang on raiwan. When these people deploy into South Vietnam
down ii-'oltintry and )erform combat m15ions there they are entitled
to this pay. ]They are based ij) in TPaiwan and are shown in tle strength
figures in 1'aiwim.
Mr. Aximnms. If they spend 10 days down in Vietnam, are they
paid 10 days of special pay?

General Pm'rs. No, sir, they receive the $65 monthly payment,
regardless of time involved. But. tiey are not. shown in the pmy of
people permanently stationed there.
Mr. A NDIREWS. iUt, they are included in tile total 78,000?
General P'rrs. Yes, sir.

29-603 0-69-pt. 1-27
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Mr. ANDREwS. What about. Korea? Are there any people in Korea
receiving this pay?
Colonel BULL. No, sir no Air Force popl in Korea.
Mr. ANDREWS. OnI Vietnam and those who go there on TDY or go
there for permanent duty?

Colonel BULL. Yes, only those involved in the Vietnam war.
Another example is the B-52 crows stationed at Guam.
General BOYLAN. The fighter wings that we have based in Thai.
land is another example.
General Pirrs. You have those people permanently stationed incountry.
SUPPORT OF FREE WORLD FORCES
Mr. ANDREWS. Is any part of this estimate for 1970 in support of
free world forces?

Mr.

HENSHAW.

Yes, sir.

Mr. ANDREWS. Whom does the Air Force support down there?
Mr. HENSHAW. We provide limited support costs for Vietnam,
Thailand, and Korea.

Mr.
Mr.

ANDREWS.
HENSHAW.

What--Air Force?
Also the Philippines. Yes, sir.

Mr. ANDREWS. Air Force?

Mr.
Mr.

HINSHAW.
ANDREWS.

Yes, sir.
The Navy told us they support Marines for Korea

and Vietnam and Thailand, I believe. In other words, each service
supports its counterpart in the free world forces.
0 eneral Pir. Korea, Philippines, Thailand, and South Vietnam
are the four countries that we support on a very limited basis from
this appropriation.
Mr. ANDREWS. My next question is: How much is included in your
1970 military personnel budget for the support of free world forces?
fo
General Pirs. There is $200,000, sir, 1
Mr. ANDREWS. Who pays the subsistence of these Air Force people?
Mr. HENSHAW. My understanding is that this may come through
the AID program and is administered through or with the State
Department and the Department of Defense. We probably supply
a few meals to visiting personnel.
Mr. ANDREWS. But who pays AID?
Mr. HENSHAW. I guess the word there is the taxpayers. This is
strictly appropriated funds.
Mr. ANDREWS. Does the Air Force pay AID for personnel costs?
"r.HENSHAW. No, sir.
Mr. ANDREWS. The Navy told us they paid AID for the marines.
Mr. HENSHAW. There are different ground rules in each case.
Mr. ANDREWS. Are these people from other countries helping our
Air Force down there, or do they operate separately?
General BOYLAN. The question is, do people from other countries
help us in Vietnam?

Mr. ANDREWS. Yes.

General BOYLAN. As Mr. Henshaw has said, the Vietnamese Air
Force at the moment is a relatively small organization. General Crow
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before this committee touched on the growth that we expect in that

program over the succeeding years. Currently they tre participating
A-37's.
F-5's and
squadrons which includes
in
The participation by Australitt and Korea, I would prefer to submit
for the record, if I may.
(The Information Is classified and was provided the committee.)

Mr. Asn.EWS, I wish you would. Tell us, if you can, who pa~s
for the services of the Air Force people in tihe free world forces in
South Vietnam.
General BOYLAN. 1 understand your question.
Mr. ANDREWS. And also, explain how it is paid. Do you pay it
directly or through AID.
General BOYLAN. 1 understand.
(The Information is classilied and was provided the committee.)
Mr. ANDREWS. Mr. Henshaw, you said $200,000 is included

in the
budget this year.
Mr. HENSfAW. Yes, sir.
Mr. ANDREWS. Where does that $200,000 appear in this budget?
Mr. HENSAW. It does not appear as a line item. Based on experience in the past which has indicated these funds will be $200,000 or
even less, we look on this as something we can absorb as the need
arises. We have nothing to base any estimate on, except that occasionally a paper comes in that tells us to disburse a very small amount of
money. So, we did not try to elaborate any place in the justification
book.
HOUSING AND TEMPORARY LODGING ALLOWANCES

Mr. ANDREWS. On pages 26 and 27 of your budget justification, for
housing allowance and temporary lodging allowance you show the
same amount for 1970 as you did for 1969. If your total officer manyears in 1970 are decreasing, why do both of these accounts remain
the same?

Mr.

HENSHAW.

The housing and temporary lodging allowance is a

function of the oversea location to which a relatively small number of
individuals is assigned. We project our costs for these locations on the
basis of experience. Each year we reevaluate our experience in these
areas because of changes.
In the absence of any known price changes, and knowing of nothing that would affect the level of activity that we have for fiscal
year 1969, we have simply projected a level estimate.
TERMINAL LEAVE PAYMENTS

Mr.

ANDREWS.

General Faver, on page 5 of your statement you

show that the officer losses for 1970 will be 13,831. However, on page
32 of the justifications you show that 13,821 will receive terminal
leave payments in 1970, 10 less than the number that will be leaving
the rolls. Is not the 13,821 high i view of the fact that many of these
officers will use up their accrued leave prior to going off the rolls,
rather than taking a lump sum terminal leave payment?
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General FAVER. Sir, that is a matter of what our experience in the
past has been. The bulk of them have terminal leave due.
8115 OF LUMP-BUM PAYMENT IN VARIABLE REENLISTMENT BONUS

Mr. ANDREWS. On page 43 of tile justification you show an increase
of 4,400 enlistees who will receive a 1ump-sum paylnent in connection
with their variable reenlistment bonus, at an increased cost of $11.3
million. Why are you expanding the use of lump-sum payments as
opposed to the normal incremental payment in connection with a
VRB?
General FAVER. Sir, if we were able to maximize on the variable
reenlistment bonus, we would pay a much higher percentage in lump
sum, because it seems to have a greater attraction to the young man
to get him to stay with us than the smaller amount. However, in the
process of gaining additional experience in this, we moved from where
we were at about 12 to 15 percent award lump sum to a request where
we are planning in 1970 to pay 35 percent.
SPECIAL SUPPLEMENTAL ALLOWANCES

Mr. ANDREWS. Oil page 56 of the justification you are showing
132,051 people receiving special supplemental allowances for clothing.
If in 1970 your average enlisted strength decreases by over 21,000,
why is there not some decrease in the number of enlisted people
drawing this allowance?
General FAVER. Those forces that are eligible for this special allowance do not show a change across the 2 years, Mr. Chairman. Therefore, the number remains reasonably constant.
SUBSISTENCE ASHORE

Mr. ANDREWS. On page 66 of the justification book you show an
increase in gross man-years of approximately 2,300 in the number of
enlisted people to be maintained ashore in messhalls overseas. If your
average enlisted strength decreases by over 21,000 in 1970, why is
there not a corresponding decrease in the number of enlisted people
to be subsisted in messhalls overseas?
General FAVER. Our overseas strength remains constant between

these 2 years, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. Asnws. Put something in the record about the cost of your

messes overseas and in the continental United States.
General FAVER. Yes, sir.

(The information follows:)
COST OF MESS HALLS

The rates projected for fiscal years 1969 and 1970 in this budget are $1.32 per

man per day within the contiguous United States and $1.42 for overseas. These
represent the average costs incurred during the period January-June 1968.
The actual cost of food per man per day incurred during the period of July
through December 1968 was $1.38 within the continental United States and $1.44
overseas.
ACCESSION TRAVEL

Mr. ANDREWS. On page 71 of the justification under accession travel,
you show that 15,093 officers will be covered in 1970. Along with these
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15,000 officers there will also be 10,377 dependents. Why are there so
many dependents in connection with accession travel? Are not most
of the officers coming into the service single?
Colonel BULL. Between the 2 years, as you notice, Mr. Chairman,
there is an increase in the number of officers to be gained in the Air
Force. Our factors indicate that a large number of these officers do have
dependents. They are married at the time they enter active duty and
proceed to their first duty station.
The forecast is based upon the same basic considerations as affected
the fiscal 1969 computation.
Mr. ANDREWS. You have no control over whether or not a man gets
married.
Colonel BULL. No sir.
Mr. ANDREWS. If he gets married while in service, you have to pay
to move his dependents.
Colonel BULL. Yes, sir.
SHIPMENT OF PRIVATE VEHICLES

Mr. ANDREWS. On page 81 of your budget justification, you show

the number of privately owned vehicles to be shipped to or from overseas by MSTS expressed in terms of measurement tons. How many
privately owned vehicles will the Air Force be shipping to or from
overseas by MSTS in 1970? What are the rates paid for the shipment
of these vehicles?
General FAVER. May I supply that one for the record, Mr. Chairman?
(The information follows:)
RATES PAID FOR SHIPMENT or VEHICLEs

The Air Force estimates that 34,574 privately owned vehicles will be shipped

to and from oversas by MSTS in fiscal year 1970. The average cost for shipment
per privately owned vehicle is $264.50.
USE OF COMMERCIAL AIR TRAVEL

Mr. ANDREWS. On page 82 of the 'ustification book, you show that

in 1970, 2,249 officers and 19,589 enlisted men will be traveling to or
from overseas by commercial air. Is not this number exceptionally
hih?
AC?In other words, why are you not making better utilization of
General FAVER. Sir, this number reflects the use of commercial
transportation to areas that are not regularly serviced by MAC.
Turkey is an exam )le.
Mr. ANDREWS. Are you still sending men into Turkey?
General FAVER. Yes, sir.
Mr. ANDREWS. Where else? You are not sending 19,589 enlisted
men and 2,249 officers to Turkey.
General FAVER. Mr. Chairman, may I give you a full breakout for
the record on that?
Mr. ANDREWS. I wish you would.
(The information follows:)
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SY COMUNRCIAL AIR

The Air Force has personnel authorized in over 100 countries. Regular scheduled
MAC flights are not made to all of these countries since it is not economical.

Commercial flights at the reduced set rates are'utilized to Turkoy, Greece, Itahv,
Portugal, Norway Sweden, Finland Belgium, France, all Iron Curtain countries,
most South American countries, and small countries in Africa, the Middle East,
and Ais. A breakdown of moves by area is as follows:
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Mr. ANDREWS. Have you thought about flying them to Paris by
MAC and then commercial from there on?
General BoYLAN. Mr. Chairman, there is basic policy which under.
lies this question. That policy is that the necessary air movement of
DOD personnel will be under the management of the Military Airlift
Command utilizing commercial contract flights. It is only when the
MAC cargo aircraft itself, U.S. Air Force-owned cargo aircraft, is
termed to be necessary because of peculiar circumstances-the location a contract charter not available-that the cargo aircraft will be
used for routine passenger service.

Mr.

ANDREWS.

Explain that a little more.

General BOYLAN. The Military Airlift Command is responsible in
airlift for two principal functions: One, the movement of cargo and
troops, and the movement of passengers. The U.S. Air Force aircraft-0-141, C-124, th4 new C-5-have been procured and are largely
operated to satisfy the cargo and the troop movement. The movement
of all other Department of Defense personnel under the category of
passengers-the replacement to Europe, the individual replacement,
his family others on official business-those people are moved by
commercial airlines, TWA, Pan American, and others, under contract
with the Department of Defense through MAC, the executive agency.
Mr. ANDREWS. Under contract by the Defense Department, through
MAC?
General BOYLAN. Yes, sir. MAC is executive agent for the Department of Defense for the performance of the contract.
Mr. ANDREWS. You have a MAC flight to Paris, and there is space
available. Why do you not send Four people headed for Turkey on a
space available basis with MAC to Paris and then by commercial
aircraft from Pans down to Turkey or any other place in Europe,
rather than send them all the way commercial?
General BOYLAN. Mr. Andrews, to answer that question you would
have to know several things. I am not trying to evade the question.
You have to know what the requirement i, when it is, what schedules
MAC is committed to, and whether or not there is a commercial
charter available at the same time. Again, the basic airlift policy guides
the Air Force and MAC.
Mr. ANDREWs. Does not MAC have regularly scheduled flights to
and from Paris as the central focal point for Europe?
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General BOYLAN. MAC operates on regular schedule flights into
England and Germany. On occasion I think they have a schedule
into Paris.
Mr. ANDvws. Do we have any agreement with the airlines, that
u know of. to send all independently traveling servicemen to places
o Turkey, Greece, and Italy?
General BOYLAN. I know of no agreement with the airlines, Mr.
Andrews. I have been trying to make clear that to insure proper
utilization of specialized equipment, the Department of Defense has
a policy which I have previously enumerated. There are occasions
where there is space available on a MAC military aircraft, and that
space is utilized. In those cases where there is neither in the sense of
time nor in the sense of quantity a requirement for a full aircraft load,
then MAC buys a ticket for an individual traveler that perhaps would
take him to Turkey.
.Mr. ANDRES.Have you read the recent GAO report on nonutilizaion of MAC space from Europe?
General BOYLAN. No, sir, I do not believe I am acquainted with
that report, but I am acquainted with a number of surveys of MAC
utilization.
Mr. ANDREWS. The only thing we are interested in, General, is
trying to save some money.
General BOYLAN. I agree with you.
Mr. ANDREWS. If yOU have space available on MAC planes, we
think you ought to use it as much as possible, instead of sending these
people all the way by commercial airlines. Have you had any occasion
to charter a commercial plane for Vietnam to send troops over there,
or does MAC do that exclusively?
General BOYL-AN. MAC is responsible for those passenger flights
which carry service personnel into Vietnam. The port of entry is
principally Tan Son Nhut.
Mr. ANDREWS. Put whatever you can in the record to clear up this
question for us.
General BOYLAN. Yes, sir.

(The information follows:)

UTILIZATION OF MAC FOR TRANSPORTING PASSENOERS,

WRT.

It is DOD policy to utilize the most economical and direct route In transporting
pasengers to and from overseas. If regular scheduled MAC passenger flights
serve an area, this mode of transportation is utilized.
MAC has agreements with the U.S. international air carriers for procurement
contracts covering movement of DOD passengers in plane load increments.
DOD passengers departing for Italy, Greece, and Turkey are provided movement
on regular scheduled U.S. commercial air carriers at a reduced set rate negotiated
by MNAC and specified in published military tariffs (category Z). MAC is not
involved in this category of movement since all arrangements incidental to travel
are the exclusive responsibility of the individual service sponsoring the travel.
Payment for category Z travel is outside the industrial fund and ismade by the
relasponsoring military service directly to the air carrier concerned. Due to the
tively small monthly Air Force passenger requirements to these and other specified
aeas the use of MAC contract commercial airlift would prove uneconomical and
woulA preclude the degree of flight frequency commensurate with personnel
rotational requirements of the using service.
The principal means of sending troops to Vietnam Is via commercial carriers
under contract to MAC (category B airlift). In calendar year 1968, 495,385
(99.0 percent) troops were moved to Southeast Asia by this means. The remainder
traveled to Southeast Asia by category Z.
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The GAO referred to nonutilizatlon of MAC cargo space from Europe. The
Air Force has taken action to achieve more effective utilization of MAC cargo
capability by procedural changes within existing regulations.

to

Mr. ANDREW. The number of dependents traveling by commercial
air also seems to be quite high. Is there any reason why more of these
dependents could not be traveling by MAC? You may answer that
question for the record.
General BOYLAN. I will, sir.
(The information follows:)
DXPXNDXNT TRAVEL BY COMMERCIAL AIR

by commercial air at the reduced
The forecasted number of dependents traveling
rates Is directly related to the number of military sponsors traveling by the same
mode and is our best estimate of what might transpire in fiscal year 1970. Air Force
dependents normally travel with their sponsor when concurrent travel is authorized
MAC airlift is used whenever possible; however, regular scheduled MAC flights
are not made to all countries in which Air Force personnel and their dependents
are stationed.
UNIFORMED

SERVICES

SAVINGS DEPOSIT PROGRAM

Mr. ANDREWS. On page 90 of the justification book, you are request.
ing $11.5 million for interest payments in connection with the uniformed services savings deposit program. In 1970, you show that 18,306
officers will receive an average interest payment of $320. At a 10
percent a year interest rate, this would mean that the average account
per officer is $3,200. In the case of an officer sent to Vietnam for 12
months, starting out at a zero deposit when he arrived, receive interest
of $320 during his year there, assuming he deposits about the same
amount each month, he would have to have deposited $6,400 by the
end of the year.
Is it possible that some servicemen are abusing this privilege by
drawing money out of their private savings accounts and redepositing
it into the uniformed services savings pro am?
General FAVER. No, sir. This is a worldwide program. No more
than the unalloted portion of a man's pay can be deposited in the program in any one month.
Mr. ANDREWS. You may elaborate on that for the record.
General FAVER. All right.
(The information follows:)
US
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OF UNIFORMED SAVINGS PROGRAM

Public Law 89-538, August 14, 1988 established the uniformed services savings
deposit program. A member of the Armed Forces who is on permanent duty
assignment outside the United States or its possessions may deposit during
his tour of duty not more than his unalloted current pay and allowances in the
amounts of $5 or more. The maximum amount upon which interest may be
paid is $10,000. Unalloted pay and allowances are defined as the amount of
money the individual is entitled to receive on the pay day Immediately before
the date of deposit, less authorized deductions and allotments for dependents,
Insurance, etc.
We are of the opinion this privilege is not being abused. As of December 31,
1968, the average balance per officer participating in the program was $3,413.

This includes those individuals stationed in Vietnam whose tours of duty are
for 12 months and those in other areas whose term can be for as much as 48
months.

Mr. ANDREWS. Would you please supply for the record a breakdown of these 18,306 officers,'showing the number whose deposit is
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between zero to $1,000; the number whose deposit is from $1,000
to $2,000, and so on, by $1,000 increments?
General FAVwR. All right air.
(The information follows:)
DEPOSITS TO UNIFORMED SAVINGS PROGRAM

The numbers of deposits by $1,000 increments is not available. Data is available
as follows:
0/offiow

jkpoltl

$2,000 and under .................................................
$2,001 to $5,000 ..................................................
$5,001 to $10,000 ---------------------------------------------Over $10,000 .....................................................
Total .....................................................

7, 775
4 946
3,631
77
1, 429

This information ti as of December 31, 1968. Interest is not paid on amounts
which exceed $10,000 in an account.

Mr. ANDREWS. Mr. Rhodes?
Mr. RHODES. I have no questions, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. ANDREWS. Mr. Davis?
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Mr. DAVIS. I have no additional questions.
Mr. ANDREWS. Thank you gentlemen.
fi- Mr. Chairman.
Mr. MAHON. I want to join Mr. Andrews in thanking you gentlemen for your appearance here. I want to take special note of the
appearance of Brig. Gen. Dudley E. Faver, a longtime friend of mine,
formerly the commanding officer of Reese Air Force Base in my
hometown, and a very distinguished Air Force officer. We are glad to
no have you before us, General.
General FAVER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. ANDREWS. Mission accomplished. We tell all witnesses who
ome you
before
ng what
get."this committee: "Don't thank us yet. Wait and see
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701; 37 U.S.C. 2012 203-06. 301-10, 401-11, 4114-19.
501-02. 901. 1002; 50 U.S.C. App. 2201-16; Department of Defense Appropriation Act, 1969; additional
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Mr. ADDAuBO. The committee will come to order.
We will now consider the fiscal year 1970 request for Reserve and
National Guard Personnel, Air Force.
We have before us today two distinguished gentlemen associated
with the Reserve and National Guard programs for the Air Force:
Maj. Gen. Tom E. Marchbanks, Jr., Chief of the Air Force
Reserve- and Maj. Gen. Winston P. Wilson, Chief, National

Guard Bureau.

We welcome you and your supporting witnesses.
The request for the Air Force Reserve Personnel for 1970 is $87.7
million. This is an increase of $14 million over the current estimate for
1969.
The National Guard is requesting $101.6 million, an increase of
$10.2 million over the current estimate for fiscal year 1969.
GENERAb STATEMENT

We will hear the statements of General Marchbanks and General
Wilson before asking any questions, General Marchbanks will you
please proceed?

General

MARCHBANKS.
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MR.

CHAIRM&H AND MEMBIS OF THE CO.4ITTEE:

As Chief, Air Force Reserve, it is a pleasure and privilege to
appear before this Committee again to discuss the requirements of
the Air Force Reserve Personnel Appropriation for Fiscal Year 1970,
0

We appreciate your interest in the Air Force Reserve and the
support you have given us. Since our appearance before you last
year, members of the Air Force Reserve haveagain demonstrated their
capability to respond to national defense requirements.

ACCOMPLISHMENTS
For the third and fourth time since the end of the Korean conflict, Air Force Reserve units have been mobilized to augment and
strengthen the active force during a critical period. In January
and May 19680 fourteen Air Force Reserve units were mobilized because
of increases in the level of Communist aggression in Korea and South
Vietnam and a need to support our world-wide commitments. The response and performance of these units was fully professional, as
expected, and once again proved the effectiveness of our Reserve
training programs.
I think you will be interested in hearing what these mobilized
units have accomplished. The following were involved:
two Wing
Headquarters with five Airlift Oroups of C-124s, one HC-97 Aerospace
Rescue and Recovery Squadron, one C-119 Tactical Airlift unit, three
Aerial Port Squadrons, one Aeromedical Evacuation Squadron and one
Medical Service Squadron. Within four hours after mobilization one
Military Airlift Oroup was flying a C-124 carrying supplies to Southeast Asia.
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Sixteen C-124s with crews and support personnel are currently on
rotational temporary duty at Mildenhall, England, supporting our units
in Europe and freeing an active force C-130 squadron for other mis.
sions. Other C-124s are operating In the United States, the Pacific
and Southeast Asia. From the January mobilization date through
December 31, 1968, the mobilized Military Airlift units flew 1,148
missions, 328 of them to Southeast Asia. Of the nearly 15,187 tone
of cargo they airlifted during that time, approximately 2,000 tons
were to Southeast Asia. Total flying time for all these missions was
A portion of the personnel of the C-119 Tactical Air3 3 ,664 hours.
lift Oroup at Bakalar AFB, Indiana, was sent to Lookbourne AFB, Ohio
for advanced training in the C-1190 Special Operations Mission
(Ounship). Transition training was not required because of the vast
experience of the unit in the C-1190. They are now in Vietnam providing close combat support. This is the first Air Force Reserve
unit to fly armed combat missions since the Korean conflict, and also
represents the first utilization of the C-1190 Ounship in combat.
The mobilized Reserve HC-97 Aerospace Rescue and Recovery
Squadron stationed at Selfridge AFB, Michigan has been to many parts
The unit has had two aircraft stationed in Iceland,
of the world.
where they stand around the clock alert, since shortly after mobilization. Other HC-97s have covered such locations as Spain, Okinawa,
Libya and the Philippines. The Aeromedical Evacuation unit from
Kelly APB was moved to Yokota, Japan, and its personnel have been
flying medical evacuation routes from Vietnam to the United States.
The three Aerial Port Squadrons were assimilated Into Military
Airlift Command port operations at their home stations at Mc~uire.
McChord, and Travis Air Force Bases until their demobilization last
December. However, during this period members of the 88th Aerial
Port Squadron at McOuire APB, New Jersey, were deployed on temporary
duty to the Republic of Korea in July to augment the aerial port
functions there. Prior to the Pueblo incident, the 315th Air Division
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operated only two aerial ports In Korea. The post-Pueblo increased
airlift requirements necessitated opening of three additionalaerial
ports. From mid-July to December, these mobilized Air Force
Reervists represented more than 50 per cent of the entire military
erial port work force In Korea. In addition to augmenting the two
permanent ports, the Reservists provided 10D per cent of manning at
the three newly opened terminals. Here Is what the Commander of the
315th Air Division had to say about the performance of these
"The professional effort rendered by all of these perreservists:
innel during their entire tours of duty, and the rapidity with which
they became oriented to the Korean aerial port operation attests to
the excellence oF their training in the 88th Aerial Port Squadron at
1 Ouire AFB, New Jersey." The Medical Service Squadron at Scott APB
ais remained at Its home station helping to handle the increased
patient load there. All of the Air Force Reserve units still serving
with the active force are scheduled to be released from extended
active duty in June of 1969.
NON-MOBILIZED UNITS
Non-mobilized Reserve flying units have also compiled an impressive record. Our crews and support personnel have been utilized to
fly critical cargo to various parts of the iorld, including Southeast
Islia, while performing their training missions as part of the Military
lirlift Command. The readiness or our Aerospace Rescue and Recovery
mits has been demonstrated often as they responded to requests for
-elp in performing actual search and rescue missions. The accomplishtents of our dedicated Reservists are numerous, and I should like to
spend a few moments with you on some oF their more noteworthy contributions. I want to emphasize the fact that these accomplishments, while
ot great value to the active Air Force, were produced primarily as
part of the required training so essential to keep our Reserve units
totbat ready.
TR AINILNO SUPPORT
In 1968, the Air Force Reserve formed a Combat Crew Training
Suadron for training C-130 aircrew members - active as well as
reserve forces. From the beginning of this operation last April
through the end oF 1968, the training squadron graduated 1142 qualified
:-130 pilots and 35 flight engineers. Also, we are operating a Combat
:rew Training Squadron to train active Force crews in the C-119 airtraft.
From 1 April through 31 December 1968, the C-119 CCTS graduatd 61 pilots, 82 navigators and 53 light mechanics for the active
forte.
JOINT EXERCISES AND ARMY SUPPORT
Our Air Force Resqrve units participated in three major joint
tercises during FY 19bU. One was a joint airborne exercise conducted
It Fort Bragg, North Carolina. In that operation, Air Force Reserve
trews airdropped 1,897 troops for the Army's 82nd Airborne Division.
his was followed by the Operational Readiness Inspection (ORI) practice/field exercise "Run-Awake" and the operation "Combat Fox" Sixty
Itroraft (C-119s and C-124s) were used in airliFt and air mobility
Verations for these important exercises. The units flaw more than
M missions in support of Tactical Air Command and the U.S. Army.
Xr Air Force Reserve also responded to Tactical Air Command requirements and furnished C-119 aircraft and crews to support the Army Jump
khool, Fort Benning, Georgia, and Army Airborne Divisions at Fort
-tmpbell, Kentucky and Fort Bragg, North Carolina.
During FY 1968,
mre than 126,000 paratroopers were dropped by our C-119s. Particiration by our Reserve crews, in support of Army requirements, has
released C-130 aircraft for higher priority missions and provided the
Ieerve units with realistic training.
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AIRLIFT FOR MAC AND OTHER AG0 CIES
While the active Air Force was increasingly preoccupied with
Southeast Asia, Air Force Reserve airlift units contributed significantly to fulfillment of Air Force obligations. Reserve crews flew
17,571 hours airlifting cargo and passengers directly to Southeast
Asia in FY 1968.
Air Force Reserve crews flew to most of the European countries,
the Canal Zone, Labrador, Greenland, Africa, South America, Australia,
Okinawa and Japan. We completed 1,8 0 such missions airlifting almost 13,000 tons of cargo plus priority support personnel.
The Air Force Reserve performed 6,692 missions, airlifting more
than 52,000 passengers and 5.000 tons of cargo in support of the
major air commands, Southern Command Europe, NASA, Army, Navy, Marine
Corps, Coast Guard and the Department of Interior.

SUPPORT OF ACTIVE AERIAL PORTS
Our Air Force Reserve Aerial Port Squadrons repeatedly demonstrated their capability to augment and perform functions of MAC air
terminal facilities.
Eight of the 9 remaining squadrons completed
their annual active duty tours away from their home stations, two at
Hickam AFB, Hawaii. Reserve personnel were integrated with their
active duty counterparts and worked as reserve crews under active duty
supervision. This type performance has maintained a high degree of
mutual respect between the reserve units and their host organizations.

AEROSPACE RESCUE AND REOVERY ACTIVITIES
Air Force Reserve Aerospace Rescue and Recovery Squadrons flew
259 missions totaling 1,523 hours in support of the active Air Force
and NASA during FY 1968. The vast majority of these missions fell
into two major categories - actual search and rescue or precautionary
orbits. These missions took reserve crews to such diverse locations
as Grand Turk Island in the Atlantic; Vancouver, British Columbia;
Guaymas, Mexico; Panama Canal Zone; and other off-shore locations in
the Atlantic, Pacific, and Gulf of Mexico.
MOVEEM4T OF TROOPS AND SUPPLIES DURING
CIVIL DIST(NRBANCE ACTIONS
The series of civil disturbances last summer created an extensive
and immediate need for airlift.
Under "Operation Garden Plot" the Air
Force Reserve quickly and effectively responded to the requirement and
provided about 35 per cent of the airlift necessary to move troops and
supplies into the major cities affected.
As part of this effort, our
command post kept some crews and aircraft on a standby status during
the critical periods, subject to call if needed, but not on a pay
basis.
This produced another total force capability at a minimum cost
and without the need for mobilization.
A NEW CONCEPT
During PY 1968, we Impler>ented a new concept in total force utilization when we established the first
C-141 Associate Unit. Under this
program, Reservists fly and perform maintenance on modern active force
equipment. These personnel provide increased utilization and a mobilization surge capability.
These crew members train in such a way that
they can fill
In on active crews, or fly as an all reserve crew.
The

first C-141 airlift mission to Southeast Asia flown by an all-reserve

crew took place in August 1968,
unit was formed.

less than five months after the first
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I will now review the developments in the FY 1969 program since
our last appearance before you.
FY 1969 RESERVE PROGRAM

ia,

ne

Our current FY 1969 Reserve Personnel Appropriation, Air Force,
requirement is 73.7 million dollars, which includes 10.5 million
dollars for AFROTC.
This has provided funds for the retention of
four C-119 tactical airlift
groups previously scheduled for Inactivation during FY 1969 and excludes funding for those units mobilized
In January and May 1968 while on active duty.
FORCE STRUCTURE CHANGE
During FY 1969, in addition to the return
from active duty of
those units mobilized, the following force structure changes are
programmed as indicated in Table It
a. Four C-119 groups are to convert to C-141 Military Airlift
Squadrons (Associate).

r

uty

b. Three C-119 groups are to convert to Tactical Air Support
Groups.
The three Tactical Air Support Groups
(TASO) to be activated
during the 4th quarter of FY 1969 are for the purpose of supporting
Army Reserve forces Just as active force forward air controller
units support active Army forces. They will provide Tactical Air
Control Parties (TACP), with ground and air equipment, for detailed
coordination and control of tactical air support. These units will
utilize U-3 aircraft until the 0-1 and 0-2 "Bird Dog" type aircraft
become available.
FY 1970 RESERVE PROGRAM

ry
The appropriation request of 87.7 million dollars submitted to
you in January will provide military personnel costs to support the
force structure as reflected in Table I.
TABLE I
DEPARTMENT OF THE AIR FORCE

AIR FORCE RESERVE UNIT FORCE STRUCTURE
Iye

Air
and
and
)ur
ng
oot

lyng Units
C l9
C-124
0-130
C-1O

Tifcal
Military
Tactical
Tactical

Airlift
Airlift
Airlift
Airlift

C-141 Military Airlift Sqs (Assoc)
Tactical Air Support Groups (TASO)
C-9A Aeromedical Evacuation Group (Assoc)
Aerospace Rescue & Recovery Sqs
Non-Flying Units

,his
)roe
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Groups
Groups
Groups
Sq (CCTS)

End

End

End

FY 68
T7

FY 69
T

FY 70

14
1
1

19
1
1

14
3
1

-

3

3

1

4
185

5
-

11
1

5

5

189

187

As reflected in above table the following force structure changes are
programmed for Fiscal Year 1970:
a. One C-119 group will be converted to a C-130 Tactical Airlift
Group and one other C-119 group will convert to an Associate c-141
Military Airlift Group. In addition, in accordance with the FY 70
Appropriation Request, four C-119 groups art Jcheduled for inactivation.

4
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b.
Five o the C-124 Military Airlitt Groups are also progra,.
ed for conversion to new missions. Three will convert to Associate
C-141 Military Airlift Groups, one will convert to a C-130 Tactical
Airlift Group and one to an Associate C-9A Aeromedical Evacuation
Squadron.

to
?oI

one

a. The six additional C-141 associate units in the program include the four conversions and two newly activated units.
In addition we will have 187 non-flying units for FY 1970 which
consist of: aeromedical evacuation, medical services aerial port
squadrons, military airlift
support, maintenance and supply squadrons,
air postal groups and censorship squadron. These units have a wartime mobilization assignment to major air commands, and receive the
same supervision, training, and inspection as the active torce units.
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NEW UNIT MISSIONS
In the FY 1970 program we have identified valid and essential new
missions to be performed by the Air Force Reserve in support o the
overall Air Force requirement.
In addition to increasing the number
of units in the C-130 Tactical Airlift Oroups and the C-141 Associate
program, we are planning to institute a C-9A Aeromedical Evacuation
Associate program. The C-9A Associate program will be similar in conoept to the C-141 Associate program. The Reservists will train direotly with the active force unit to which it will be associated.
They will use the same modern aircraft, facilities, and training
equipment as the active force units. These personnel will augment
the active force unit in airorews, maintenance and support type
activities, and will allow the unit to increase its flying activities
by 250 flying hours per month.

TOTAL FY 1970 FUNDING SUPPORT
The average strength required in FY 1970 for the manning of all
Air Force Reserve units is 45,719. In addition to providing funding
support for the reservists assigned to units, the request for the
Reserve Personnel Program also includes funding requirements for:
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a. 8,042 Air Force Reservists in the individual program, including 2,600 who are paid only for their annual active duty tour.
b. Approximately 344,O00 training days for special and school
tours for transitional, proficiency training and special support
activities.
c. Approximately 100 Air Force Reserve officers on extended
active duty who are responsible for reserve affairs as authorized by
Title 10, U.S.C.

UNIT MANNING
Another significant change in our program tor FY 1970 is the
approved increase in drill pay manning, which will help to improve
the readiness and capability of our units. All of the flying units
except the C-119 groups are authorized 100% manning for FY 1970, and
all of our other units will be authorized a minimum of 90% drill pay
manning.

AIR FORCE RESERVE OFFICERS'

V
I
o
C

TRAINING CORPS

Also included in this Appropriation Request are funds associated
with the Air Force Reserve Officers' Training, orps (AFROTC).

P
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The mission oF the Air Force Reserve Orficers' Training Corps is
to commission career-oriented second lieutenants In response to Air
Force requirements, through a college campus program, Approximately
0ne-third or our new Air Force officers are trained and commissioned
through this program.
In FY 1970 the Air Force ROTC program will be offered in 175
colleges and universities, with a programmed beginning enrollment of
67,150 AIR7OC cadets. OF this total 56,000 will be In the General
Military (Basic) Course and the remaining 1,150, in the Professional
Included In this total enrollment are
officers (Advance) Course.
irs, approximately 4,750 cadets in the financial assistance or scholarship
It is estimated that 4,500 officers will be commissioned
program.
from this enrollment.
10.

iew
te

es

A separate division or the Air Force Reserve Officers' Training
The mission or this
corps its the Air Force Junior ROTC program.
program is to acquaint secondary school students with the aerospace
age, to develop Informed citizens, strengthen character, and to
motivate students for careers in the Air Force. We have included in
our estimate 28,000 cadets, from 200 units, to be enrolled in the
Junior ROTC program In FY 1970. We presently have 153 firm committents for Junior AFROTC units.
The funds included in the Reserve Personnel Appropriation for
the AFROC program will provide for uniforms, subsistence allowances,
pay while attending summer field training, and associate travel costs.
The FY 1969 revised estimate in this appropriation for the AFR 7C
program is 10.5 million dollars, and the estimated cost for FY 1970 Is
11.3 million dollars. The additional requirement of eight hundred
thousand dollars in FY 1970 supports an increase oF 750 students In
the financial assistance program, and also provides for expansion oF
the Junior ROTC program.

ADJUSTMENT TO FY 1970 APPROPRIATION REQUEST
ng

Subsequent to the submission of the budget estimates in January,
the Office of the Secretary oF Defense has approved new missions for
four Air Force Reserve C-119 groups which previously had been scheduled for inactivation in FY 1970. These new missions are:

by

a.

One Tactical Air Support Group.

b.

One Tactical Air Support Combat Crew Training Squadron.

c.

Two AC-119 Special Operations Groups (Gunship).

The Air Force Reserve is presently authorized three TAS groups.

One additional group is required to provide support for one Army
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The establishment oF a Reserve TAB CCTS
National Guard division.
ould add sufficient training capability to support the proposed
At
eight Air Force Reserve and Air National Guard TAg groups.
Present, the combat crew training capability is limited to a small
The AC-119 Gunship units are to
OCTS in the active establishment.
augment the overall Air Force requirement In contingency situations
or complete mobilization. They will be trained to provide close
combat support fire-power for ground forces.
The drill strength and related costs for three or these units are
Presently Included in the January estimates in anticipation of retention and or conversion. The additional requirement In the Reserve
Personnel Appropriation for the conversion of these four units to the
new missions is an increase of 266 drill pay space average and 1.5
I
Billion dollars.
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SUMMARY

In summary, the revised FY 1970 estimate for this appropriation
in 89.2 million dollars of which 11.3 million dollars is required for
the AFROTC program. The balance, 77.9 million dollars will provide
training for the reserve personnel assigned to 47 flying units, 187
non-flying units, 8,042 individual augmentees and supporting schools,
special tours and administration type costs.

AAA
GENERAL STATEMENT

Mr. ADDABBO. General Wilson will you please proceed.
General WILsoN.
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Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee
Once again it is my privilege to appear before this Committee to present the
Air National Guard Personnel requirements for the coming fiscal year and to give
you a report on the accomplishments and progress made by the Air National Guard.
The past year has been recorded as another challenging, but rewarding period
for the Air National Guard. The individuals and units comprising the force have
continued to excel in every respect, by achieving new accomplishments and estab.
lishing unprecedented milestones. First and most significant, which I covered in
quite some detail with this Committee last year, was the Air National Guard mobi.
ligation. I am sure all of you are well aware of this event. On January 25, 1968,
the President ordered to active duty eight Tactical Fighter Groups and three
Tactical Reconnaissance Groups. Then in Hay two F-86 Groups and one C-121 Aeromedical Group were mobilized. These mobilizations resulted in 10,511 personnel
being called to active duty including 560 pilots. The F-100 units that had been
authorized 100% manning as part of our designated priority forces were immediately
available for overseas deployment within 36 hours of mobilization; whereas the
non-priority units required an extensive draw down of personnel and equipment fros
the resources of the active Air Force requiring a minimum of thirty (30) days
prior to attaining a sustained combat capability. We emphasize high manning for
the critical skills at the expense of having no guaranteed ability to sustain full
operations for a prolonged period if an emergency did dictate their recall. The
mobilization of last year is now almost history with the units either returned to
State status or scheduled to return in the next few months. I would be remiss it
I did not dwell for a few minutes on what happened to these units and the personnel
comprising them. Of the fourteen (14) units mobilized, nine (9) served with
distinction overseas, four (4) accomplished vital combat crew training missions for
the Air Force and the Aeromedical Evacuation Group augmented the capability of
Military Airlift
Command in the Continental U.S. freeing faster, longer range air.
craft for Southeast Asia evacuation support. Of the 4,903 men serving overseas,
2,782 were with their parent units in Vietnam, Korea or Japan. The remainder vere
individually assigned to one of the 39 foreign bases that hosted Air National Cuad
#men.
Personnel remaining in the U.S. were about equally dispersed. Approximately
2,750 remained with their parent unit and approximately 2,130 were reallocated to
some 347 different locations.
Notwithstanding a certain amount of disagreement with their circumstances,
announced vocally or through any available media, morale has remained surprisingly
high among the recalled personnel. We are anticipating a fairly rapid reconstitution of our units. Mobilization is, of course, the ultimate potential of the
Air National Guard, however, I would like to continue with a brief discussion of
other accomplishments provided by Air National Guard personnel. Examples are wany
and include such events as Aeromedical Evacuation, Airlift Support, Round-theClock ADC Alert, Refueling Support in Europe, Pacific Fast Race, Guard Strike and
Participation in JCS exercises. I would like to spend a few minutes on these
examples.
While training is a continuing and often almost invisible benefit, som
significant outputs of the training activities become reportable and beneficial
by-products of the training and reflect steps on how to get double duty from the
training dollar.
AEROMEDICAL EVACUATION PROGRAM
In August of 1965, the Air National Guard and Hq MAC inaugurated the live
Aeromedical Evacuation Program for the Air National Guard. This program makes
further productive peacetime utilization of selected airlift units by augmenting
the regular MAC program on a continuous basis. In February 1968, the first of
four airlift units was redesignated to Aeromedical Airlift units, one unit being
recalled to active duty in this capacity. These Aeromedical Evacuation units
and Aeromedical Airlift units have been integrated with the Active Program and fly
ZI and near off-shore missions on a regular and routine basis. Crews are comprised
of volunteers who are able to adjust their civilian pursuits to permit their
participation in this important function. In FY 68, these units flew 386 missions
involving patients and passengers.
In the first half of FY 69, they accrued over
100 additional missions. The manner in which the Air National Guard airlift
fleet
responded to the many and varied commitments, while enjoying an accident free
year, indicates the dedication of all airlift personnel to the accomplishment of
the tasks assigned and also their high degree of skill and job qualification which
enabled them to perform their tasks as professionals. *
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AIRLIFT SUPPORT
In Calendar Tear 1968, the 24 airlift
units of the Air National Guard transported 13.463 tons of revenue cargo for Military Airlift Command. Of this, 3,572
tons were to SEA.
In addition to these regularly scheduled missions, the airlift
units flew flights within OONUS in support of Guardlift and Guardstrike missions.
to my opinion, this is a remarkable accomplishment for part-time airmen and
represents the epitome of the true American who stands ready to serve when needed.
ROLUD-THE-CLCK-ADC ALERT
All 22 of our fighter interceptor units continue to provide 24 hour a day Aerospace Defense alert. The Air National Guard has been performing this function
routinely since 1955, which is an ideal mission for the ANG.
Optimum returns from
the training dollar have been the result of this effective and productive employment
of a Reserve component to help carry a part of the active load.
OPERATION CREEK PARTY
Operation Creek Party which originated 1 ay 1967 has continued through calendar
year 1968 and to the present in 1969.
To support HlqUSA?! fighter/recce air
refueling training requirements, the five Air National Guard tanker groups maintain
five KC-97L tanker aircraft at all times.
Crews and support personnel serve on a
volunteer basis and are rotated as necessary. The support tendered by the Air
National Guard has released additional SAC KC-135 tanker aircraft for SEA.
PACIFIC "FAST RACE"
In June of 1968, the Air Force Logistics Coimand asked the National Guard Bureau
to provide 18,000 ANG volunteer mandays to augment the Pacific CElIA region. GEEIA
is the Ground Electronics Engineering and Installation Agency, an intermediate
command under AFLC with three regions in CONUS, one in Europe and one in the Pacific
area. The GElIA mission is the installation and maintenance of all ground comunications-electronics and weather equipment and systems. The National Guard Bureau
notified AMW it would support the proposed participation to the maximum extent
possible.
We agreed to fund for mandays for those personnel who had not attended
annual field training for the year. All other costs were to be borne from 7W
resources.
We requested volunteer participation from the 19 ANO GEEZA Squadrons
located in 15 states. To date, approximately 300 Air Guard personnel have volunteered
for 9,000 mandays. Additional personnel will volunteer as Pacific CElIA identifies
other skills required.
Periods of duty range from 31 to 89 days. Air National Guard
GIA personnel are presently located at Rickam APB, Hawaii; Kadena AS, Okinawa;
Tachikawa, Japan; and Clark AF in the Philippine Islands. Coments from the
regular GEEZA personnel have been quite favorable concerning the work being accomplished by the Guard augmentees.
Our personnel are receiving invaluable training
vhie actually performing duties and utilising skills currently needed by the
Regular forces.
This work is a follov-on of the same type project I reported to
you last year when our GEEIA personnel worked on "Fast Race" in France, removing
valuable communications and navigation equipment.
GUARD STRIKE
The Air National Guard planned and executed a combined exercise in July and
August 1968 called Guard Strike 11. This exercise employed two Tactical Control
Groups; four Comunications Groups; elements of five Fighter Wings; three Tactical
Reconnaissance Wings; two Air Refueling Wings; three Aerospace Defense Wings; seven
Military Airlift Wings; three Air Comando Groups; and one Weather Squadron. These
=its comprised two Task Forces deployed in the Northeast and the northern Midwest
sections of the Continental U.S.
The two Task Forces exercised with approximately
16,000 troops of the Army Guard at five locations In the East and Midwest.
In
addition, Navy, Coast Guard, and Army and Air Reserve Forces were integrated into
the exercises on a limited basis. The purpose of this exercise was to test the
capability of men to deploy equipment to field locations, install and operate
communications and electronics systems and to fly aircraft through the system for
realistic testing. A total of 4,569 flying hours were expended and the exercise
Was considered a tremendous success. Another exercise is being planned for July
ad August of 1969 on a reduced scale. This is considered advisable for this year
to permit more concentration on the training of Comunications-Electronics requireOnts. This exercise will take place in the southeastern and western U.S.
JCS EXERCISES
During the past year, Air National Guard tactical forces have participated in
eight JCS approved exercises, and are scheduled for three more during FY 69.
Three of the exercises, PUNCH CARD III, PUNCH CARD IV, and PUNCH CARD V, were
conducted in Alaska in support of assigned UoS. Army units.
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Tvo exercises were performed in Hawaii, also in conjunction with Army maneuvers.
During these exercises, our F-84 fighter aircraft dropped live ordnance on the
majority of the missions flown. The largest exercise supported wan DEEP FURROW
68, a NATO exercise conducted in Greece. Thirty-six Air National Guard fighter
aircraft were deployed, using KC-135 tankers to refuel enroute to Greece. The
employment phase of the exercise was five days during which our fighter aircraft
flew simulated close air support missions in joint operations with Greek Army units.
SOLD SWT/BRDA FIRE 2-69, conducted in Puerto Rico, used ANG RF-84s to provide
photo reconnaissance.
tFTECTIVEUESS OF UITS AND PERSONNEL
All of our organizations are tested by the same standards that apply to like
units in the active establishment, through the media of Operation Readiness
Inspections (ORis) and General Inspections. During CY 1967, our units received
a total of 55 ORrs and 709 General Inspections, and attained a passing rate of 93%
and 98%,respectively. We also have a program in the Air National Guard for testis$
our response capabilities. Each unit is required to perform test surprise alerts
during the year. I need not dwell on the results; the response capability evidence
by the mobilization represented the ultimate test of the Air National Guard to
respond when called. Since the quality of productive effort is determined by the
quality of personnel, strict attention is continually focused on the individual
Guardsman in terms of physical fitness and job qualification. The Air National
Guard criteria for an individual's physical capability is the same as the active
establishment. Constant screening is accomplished to maintain a physically quali.
fied force. Job qualification as well as physical fitness is of paramount import.
ance. Criteria is established by the active establishment and is rigid by any
standard. Gentlemen, thus far, I have covered some of the outstanding accomplish.
wants as well as the effectiveness of the Air National Gard.
I would like to
spend the remainder of the time on the fiscal aspects of FTY1970. I believe that
I can best do this by a brief comparative analysis of FY 1970 and the current year
IT 1969.
NATIONAL GUARD PERSONAL, AlR FORCE
The programmed strength for the Air National Guard in FTY70 is 86,616 personnel
(ending) with an average of 85,471. This compares to an average strength of 78,110
and ending strength of 84,260 programed in FY 69. This drill
strength considers
the return of all the units that were mobilized by the end of this fiscal year.
We are requesting $101.6 Million in the National Guard Personnel, Air Force
appropriation to support the drill strength that I have just mentioned. This will
provide pay and allowances of officers and itirmen on active duty training, unit
training assemblies, basic military training, school training, special tours of
active duty in support of active force exercises, clothing, subsistence, travel
and other personnel expenses.
The FY 70 appropriation request of $101.6 Million
compares with $91.4 Million for FT 69, a difference of $10.2 Million.
Gentlemen, I will next discuss the scope of the Air National Guard activity
to include an explanation of the differences in costs between FT 70 and FY 69.

AIUAL FILD TRAIN=

(P521)

This Annual Field Training program is, of course, legislative in nature. It
provides that each Guardsman perform 15 days field training each year. This
program is designed to integrate the training of the individual with the training
of the unit to which he belongs. The FY 70 increase of $1.4 Million for field
training reflects the increase in average drill strength of 7,361 spaces resultL
principally from the early demobilLsation.

UIT TRAINING ASSULIES (P521)
This program, like field training, io legislatively designed. It provides
that each Guardsman participate in 48 drills each year further, each Guardsman
on current flying status performs 36 additional drills each year. These are
referred to as AnTs or additional flying training periods. During these drills,
the Guardsman has the opportunity to increase his skill level which contributes to
the overall combat effectiveness of his unit. The unit training assembly program
is
4.3 Million higher in IT 70 than in FT 69 to support the increased average
drill strength as previously mentioned.
NON-PRIOR SERVICE BASIC AND TIECUICAL TRAINING PROGRA (P522)
The Air Guardsman receives his initial basic training At Lackland Air Force
&ase along with recruits of the regular establshment,
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gence, the stringent and rapid pace established for the regulars i equally applicable to the Guardsmen. Within the last year, over 16,711 individuals were upgraded by OJT: over 18,647 individuals were enrolled in correspondence courses.
The program has resulted in an overall increase in skill manning from 69Z as of
Deceber 31, 1967 to 70.5 as of December 31, 1968. Further, we take maximum
advantage of formal training for non-prior service personnel by seeking and filling
the maximum number of Air Training Command school quotas commensurate with the
requirements of the job, the ind.vidualls ability to progress, and the availability
of approved funds. About 70% of the recruits enter technical training schools
immediately upon completion of basic military training. The remainder are required
to complete their active duty through home station "on the job training."
During the current year, we will enter 9,272 non-prior service individuals into
training. For FY 1970, we will enter 12,671 into training. There is a net increase
of $4.2 Million in the program accounted for by the increased input of 3,399 basics
over FT 1969. This increase in program and cost relates principally to the recruitment necessary to fill vacancies that we expect to occur as a result of individuals
in the mobilized units having completed their obligated service.
SCHOOL TRAINING (P523)
This program is designed to enhance the skills of Air Guardsmen through attendance at formal courses of instruction offered by Air Training ComesvJ. These
courses include flight training, service schools, and technical sch,)*ls. At the
officer level we have taken riximum advantage of the professional schooling
offered by the Command and Staff College and Air War College, keeping in mind at
all times the skill requirements, the individual's potential, ad the availability
of funds.
The flight training program reflects an increase of $.3 Million over the
current year. This represents an increase in advance flying training due to a
higher grade of prior service pilot procurement that will require qualification
or requalification in Guard aircraft, and aircraft conversions during FT 1970.
SPECIAL TRAINING (P524)
This program provides the Air Guardsmen with training not included in field
training, unit training assemblies, basic military training or formal schooling.
It includes, but is not limited to, overwater training flights for personnel in
units, readiness training, simulator training, physiological training,
our airlift
etc. FY 70 and FT 69 are comparable.
A[IISTRATION AND SUPPORT
This program provides for the pay and allowances of AN officers serving under
Section 265, 8033, 8496 of Title 10, United States Code, as well as Section 708 of
Title 32, United States Code death gratuities paid to Air Guard survivors, disability pay and the employers contributions to the Service Group Life Insurance
program. FY 70 and FY 69 costs are comparable.
NEW MISS IONS
At this time, Gentlemen, I would like to introduce a change to the military
Personnel Budget I have been discussing. The OSD/BOB review and approval of the
ABC program, as presented, included only 85 flying units in FY 1970 which would
represent a reduction of seven (7) units from our current force structure. Subsequently, a package for seven new missions for the ANO was approved by OSD. These
seven (7) new missions are as follows:
1. One additional TASG - FY 1/70.
2. Two additional KC-97 Air Refueling Groups - FY 1/70.
3. One additional F-100 TFG - FY 3/70.
4. One 7-100 CCTS - FT 1/70.
5. Two additional C-141 Associate Groups - one in FY 4/70 and one FY 4/71.
The new missions enumerated above will replace the following:
1. Two F-89 ADC units.
2. Three 7-102 ADC units.
units.
3. Two C-97 Airlift
Because the military strength and related costs for five of these units were
already included in the Budget in anticipation of these mission conversions, the
additive dollar requiresent in the Military Personnel Appropriation is a nominal
$1.5 Million. Of this amount, $1.4 Million is required in P521 for field training
and unit training assemblies and $.I Million is required iv P524 for special
training.
The inclusion of the above amount brings the total Mil itary Personnel requirements up to an adjusted amount of $103.1 Million.
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The additional funds viii provide for 1,528 average drill strength and 1,855 end
strength. host importantly, the ANG force structure would remain at the current
desired level of 92 flying units.
SU1
AND OXUCLUS ION
In sugary, I have covered the highlights of our FY 1970 Military Personnel
requirements generally by a brief comparison with FY 1969. The trust and support
of this Comittee over the past years has permitted the Air National Guard to pro.
gress to its present high state of readiness. I trust that our accomplishments viii
warrant the continued confidence and support of the Coimittee. This concludes m7
statement. I will now endeavor to answer any questions you my have.
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CHANGES TO RESERVE BUDGET

Mr. ADDABBO. General Marchbanks, in your statement you discuss

an upward revision to the budget now before us of 266 drill space
averages and $1.5 million. Are you aware of any other changes to
this budget?
General MARCHBANKS. Yes, sir. There is pending $1 million reduction due to reduced manning of some of our nonflying units. This will
reduce average drill strength by 652, and end strength by 749. This
reduction, coupled with the increase of $1.5 million for 266 average
drill strength and 505 end strength for retention of four C-119 units
and conversion to new missions, will reflect a net change in the budget
of $500,000, and decrease of 386 average drill strength and 244 end
strength.
Mr. ADDABBO. Has that been taken into consideration in the preparation of this budget?
General MARCHBANxS. No, it has not been included.
CHANGES TO NATIONAL GUARD BUDGET

Mr. ADDABBO. General Wilson, in your statement you discuss an
upward revision to the budget now before us of 1,528 drill space

averages and $1.5 million. Are you aware of any other changes to this
budget?
General WILSON. No, sir. This is the primary change. It was due
to the retention of units scheduled for inactivation. That is about
the only change.
Mr. ADDABDO. General Wilson, is the related drill strength included
in your authorization request now pending before the House and
Senate Armed Services Committees?
General WILSON. Yes. The average strength is in that bill.
ADJUSTMENTS ASSOCIATED WITH NEW MISSIONS

Mr. ADDABBO. In a letter from the Department of the Air Force
dated March 18, 1969, the new changes to the Reserve and Guard
which you both discussed in your statements are outlined in some
detail. In this letter, the net effect on the Reserve and Guard is said
to be a decrease of 1,457 drill pay spaces.
General Marchbanks, how does this tie to your requested increase
of 266 drill spaces?
General MARCHBANxS. A total drill space strength of 1,376 is
required for the retention of the four C-119 units in their new mission.
Of this total 1,110 spaces have been included in the January estimates
in anticipation of retention and or conversion. The 266 drill pay
spaces represent additional requirements for the conversion of these
units, which requires $1.5 million. In the letter of March 18, the
differences in drill pay represents the net difference due to conversion,
which is plus 99 drill pay spaces for the Air Force Reserve.
Mr. ADDABBO. In other words, without this decrease of 1,457
personnel there would have been an increase of $1,500,000? '
General MARCHBANip. The net increase would be only $500,000.
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General Piem. If I might clarify, Mr. Chairman, the apparent
discrepancy of a decrease in end strength and an increase in dollars
is a net-out of the increase in end strength necessary for the retention
of the four Reserve units, and the decrease in end strength associated
with the nonflying units. The dollar effect is $1,500,000 increase for
the new missions for the four C-119 units that are being retained
and the $1 million decrease for nonflying units giving you a net of
$500,000 which was requested. The result is a reduced end strength
but in an increased dollar requirement because of higher costs of manninMin flying units.
Mr. ADDABBO. This letter of the Air Force of March 18 does not
really reflect a reduction. We are still talking about increases, in the
overall picture.
General Pirs. What was the date of that letter?
Mr. ADDABBO. March 18, 1969.
Colonel LoRzrri. Are you referring to the news release?
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Mr. ADDABBO. No. I am referring to a letter from the Department
of the Air Force, Office of the Secretary, dated March 18, 1969.
Colonel LonzTri. This is the letter sent to Members of Congress
announcing the new missions for the units that were scheduled for
inactivation. In the Air Force Reserve there were four units identified.
It refers to the four units scheduled for inactivation that will be
retained and the drill pay spaces associated with them.
In the Air Force Reserve, the dollar figure for this adjustment is
$1,500,000 to retain these units. That is the figure we are talking to
with an average strength increase of 266 and an end strength increase
of 505.
The $1 million is another action that took place. This is in the
overall adjustment of the Air Force budget.
Mr. ADDABBO. We are speaking of the Reserve. The letter relates
to the Air Force Reserve and the Air National Guard. The Air Force
Reserve is your budget, your presentation.
General WiLs. It is both of them.
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Mr. ADDABBO. General Wilson, how would this decrease tie to your

request for 1,528 additional drill spaces?

General WILsON. In the President's budget there are drill spaces for

90 units. Two of the units that are on the conversion schedule are
not included in the budget. The 1,528 increase in the average drill
strength is the increase required for these two units.
Mr. ADDABBO. Again I say, then, this letter is not factual. In other
words, there is no reduction.

General WILsoN. In some of these units there is a reduced unit
manning authorization from that of current missions.

Mr. ADDABBO. But on the overall plan it did not increase.
General WILSON. No, sir. The 1,528 increase we are requesting

primarily results from the fact that the President's budget did not
include drill spaces for two of the seven units now scheduled for new
issions.
Mr. ADDABBO. So there is no reduction in Air Force Reserve or
Air National Guard? We actually have an increase.
General WiLsox. We actually have an increase in the Air Guard
over the President's budget.
Colonel LORETrI. That does not apply to the Air Force Reserve.

There is a decrease there.

r
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Mr. ADDABBO. How could there be a decrease if you are asking for
266 additional drill spaces?
General PITTS. I tried to explain that by saying that the dollar
increase associated with the retention of four C-119 units was greater
than the decrease associated with noldyinig units. Therefore, there
is a net dollar increase of $500,000, although i the-e is a net decrease
in average drill strength and in end strengths.
Mr. ADDABBO. In the Air Force Reserve what is the reduction of
the nonflying units?
General PITTS. There is an average drill strength reduction of 652,
and an end strength reduction of 749 spaces. That would leave you
a reduction, net reduction, in the Air Force Reserve end strength, of
244. That is a net between the increase for the flying units and the
decrease for the non flying units. 1 think I might clarify this by saying I have not seen that letter, Mr. Chairman. but I don't think that
the letter addresses the nonflying units. I think that is where the
discrepancy lies.
General WILSON. This letter addressed only these 11 units that we
are discussing. The pluses and minuses, including the manning of two
units in the Guard adds to 1,528 additional averages drill spaces.
Mr. ADDABIO. This letter is a catchall. It says: "This will permit
a reduction in the total number of Reserve units required to supplement the active airlift fleet," which could be flying or nonflying.
General WILSON. Sir, they are converting these units to other
missions. There is a reduction in some missions and corresponding
gains to the active force in other missions.
Mr. ADDABBO. General Marohbanks, does the budget now before
us reflect a loss of drill pay spaces as a result of the inactivation of the
349th Military Airlift ;ing at Hamilton Air Force Base?
General MARCHBANKS. The fiscal year 1970 budget reflects a loss
of 126 drill pay spaces as a result of this inactivation and a concurrent
action to activate a 0-141 (associate) Wing and Group at Travis Air
Force Base.
Mr. ADDABBO. What about the loss of drill pay spaces as a result of
the relocation of the 908th Tactical Airlift Group at Brookley Air
Force Base, Ala.?
General IARCHBAN KS. The relocation and conversion to a Tactical
Air Support Group of the 908th Tactical Airlift Group results in a
loss of 66 drill pay spaces. This loss is reflected in the fiscal year 1969
revised strengths. This action is to occur in April 1969.
READINESS OF AIR FORCE RESERVE UNITS

Mr. ADDABBO. What is the current readiness posture of the Air
Force Reserve?
General NMARCHBANKS. I will convert our manning status into
readiness p~osture. For fiscal year 1969 our readiness posture in a manning level is 90 percent for all of our Tactical Airlift Groups, 100 percent for our C-124 Military Airlift Groups, 100 percent for the C-130
Tactical Airlift Groups, 100 p ercent for our C-141 Military Airlift
Groups, 100 percent for the Tactical Air Support Groups, 90 percent
for the Aerospace Rescue and Recovery Squadrons, 90 percent for
our Aeroinedical Evacuation Groups, 66 percent for our Medical
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Service Units, 91 percent for our Aerial Port Squadrons, 90 percent
for our Military Airlift Support Sqluatdrons, and 90 percent for our

Maintenance and Supply Squadrons, and 92 percent for our Air

Postal Groups and Censorship Squadrons.

For fiscal year 1970 we have very few changes, only that we go from
90 to 100 percent for our Aerospace Rescue and Recovery Squadrons,
we go from 90 percent in our Medical Service Units-rather, we go
from 66 percent to 90 percent in Medical Service Units, then we go
from 91 to 100 percent in our Aerial Port Squadrons, from 90 to 100
percent in our Military Airlift Support Squadrons, from 90 to 100
percent in our Maintenance and Supply Squadrons, and the Air

Postal Groups and Censorship Squadrons remain the same.
Mr. ADDAnnO. This sounds like your manning posture. What
would be your actual readiness in case of a callup tomorrow?
GeneralMARCHBANKS. Our C status. I dont have that. I can
supply that for the record.
Mr. ADDABBO. Place it in the record.
(The information follows:)

Operational Readiness of Air Force Reserve Units:
Thirty Units of the 38 flying units are combat ready (C-1 or C-2).
Two 0-124 units are marginally combat ready (C-3) duo to shortage of combat
ready crew members.
One C-130 tactical airlift group is not combat ready (C-4) due to a lack of
aircraft. Its assigned aircraft are used by a combat crew training school (CCTS)
to train active Air Force crew members.
Four units are not combat ready due to recent conversion to C-141 associate
units, and lack combat ready crew members.
One unit, the C-130 combat crew training squadron (CCTS), is not subject to
C-rating.
Mr. ADDABBO. Explain the reason for the variations in the percent'.

ages, you cited a low of 66 percent and a high of 100 percent.
General MARCHBANKS. Many of these are newly formed units which
it would be unreasonable to assume that we could, at their formation,
man them at 100 percent. So we try to contain ourselves within an
area of reasonableness with respect to how we would man them. Our
manning increases should be expected from year to year as our unit
grows in size and strength.
STRENGTH OF AIR FORCE RESERVE

Mr. ADDADBO. On page 6 of your justification, you are showing
significant increases in pay group A and pay group F. Can you explain
how you determined your requirements for fiscal year 1970 in these two
pay groups? Specifically, we would like to know what rationale was
used in determining this increase.
General PIars. t will ask Colonel Loretti to answer that question.
Colonel LoR~r'rj. The increased average streng th is associated with
the force structure changes, such as retention o Reserve units from
active duty.
The revised 1970 budget has the impact of the retention of four
units, adjusted by the $1 million we were talking about. The determination with respect to the percentage of manning is determined by
OSD/BOB review. Pay group F, nonprior service, is also considered
at that time in the review. They actually base it on a formula of the
low grades required to fill in for the attrition of those individuals that
have completed their obligated'tour.
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Mr. ADDABBO. Who makes the determination of the strength of
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the Air Force Reserve? Also, tell us if it is reviewed by the Office of
the Secretary of Defense?
Colonel LounrTT. General Marchbanks' office has the responsibility.
He works with Headquarters AFRES.
Mr. AnDAnno. Does anyone review this in the Office of the Secretary?
Colonel LORFETTI. In tile Office of the Secretary; yes, sir. Tile Assistant Secretary of tile Air Force for Manpower and Resrve Affairs has
that responsibility. They do review it before we submit it to OSD for
review. This is after the Air Staff has scrubbed it down and reviewed it.
Mr. ADDADBO. General Marchbanks, on page 14 of your statement,
you state, under "Unit Manning:"
All the flying units except the C-119 groups are authorized 100 percent manning
for fiscal year 1970 and all of our other units will be authorized a minimum of
90 percent.

WhY not 100 percent?

d'eneral MARICHBANKS. These were DOD limitations on manning

bat

drill pay spaces.
Mr. ADDABBO. What type of limitations would those be?
General MARCHBANKS. The limitation is on the number of drill
spaces authorized by priority for each weapon system.

of

AIR FORCE ROTC PROGRAM

to

Mr. ADDABRO. On page 15 of your statement you speak of your increased Air Force ROTC program and your hope for increased enrollments in the various colleges. Do you believe that the recent disorders
at tile colleges will result in reduction of those proposed increases?
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General

MARCHnIANKS.
Major M AXWELL. Sir,

Major Maxwell.

we do not expect to have any decrease as far
as our production goes, that is, the 4,500. We probably will have a decrease in the basic enrollment because of the schools going from the
compulsory program to the elective program. Of course, tie student
unrest will have some effect; we do not know how much.
Mr. ADDABBO. Have you had any noticeable effect in the past year
as far as the recruitment program is concerned?
Major MAXwELL. No, sir. At the present time we have an enrollment
quota in the advanced program, which means we have more than we
are able to take into the program.
READINESS-AIR NATIONAL GUARD

Mr. ADDABBO. General Wilson, what is the current readiness status
of the Air National Guard?
General WiLsoN. Mr. Chairman, we presently have in the Guard
excluding those on active duty right now, 82 flying units. Fifty-five of
them
are completely operational ready. The other 27 are in a lesser
readiness
status due primarily to two things-recent conversions, and
limitations on drill pay space.
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8TRENOTIH OF AIR NATIONAIj GUARD

Mr. ADDAnO. General Wilson, we note that for fiscal year 1970 you
are projecting an increase in average strength of 7,361, from a total
78,110 in fiscal year 1969, to a new total of 85,471 in fiscal year 1970.
Would you please explain to the committee how you determined your

requirements for fiscal year 1970? Specifically, we would like to know

what rationale was used in determining this increase.

General WILSON. Mr. Chairman, the major part of this increase is
the return of the units that have been on active duty during the Vietnam callup in January and May of 1068. The percentage of personnel
to be maintained in the Guard units is dependent on the limitations
placed on us by the Department of Defense.
For example, some of our units, our C-130, C-124 and F-100 units,
are authorized 100 percent. Other units are authorized at 82 percent
up to 90 percent. Our drill strength, therefore, represents the percent.
age of manning approved by OSD for the various weapons systems.
OFFICE OF AIR FORCE RESERVE AND RESERVE MANAGEMENT

Mr.

ADDABBO.

General Marchbanks, on page 7 of the justification

you show that the number of Air Force Reserve officers performing
full-time active duty will increase from 66 in 1969 to 129 by the end
of 1970. What is the reason for this increase I

General

MARCJuNKS.

This was the impact of Public Law 90-168

which establishes the Office of Air Force Reserve and Reserve Management concept which we are instituting now, whereby Reserve officers
not on extended active duty will be recalled for the administration of
this program under title 10, United States Code.
ABSENCE FROM PAID DRILL MEETINGS

Mr. ADDABBO. On page 13 of the justification in discussing your requirements for training, pay group B, you point out the fact that your
pay costs are based on a participation"factor of 84 percent for officers
and 75 percent for enlisted personnel. The percentage absent in both
of these cases seems to be fairly high. Does the Air Force Reserve
recall people to active duty if they miss a given number of required
training sessions?
General MARCITANKS. Yes, sir; if they are obligated, we do. The
nonobligated reservists are discharged or transferred to Standby or
the Retired Reserve, if eligible.
Mr. ADDABBO. 'Can you explain for the record the reason for this 84
percent and 75 percent?
General MARCIIBANKS. The participation factor, of course, is figured
out through the year. The regulation itself specifies the number of
drills that can be missed before he is recalled or transferred. So we
could feasibly go down to this percentage factor and have satisfactory
participation under the regulation. If he exceeds that, then we would
have to recall or transfer him.

Mr.

ADDABBO.

Are reservists required to make up any lost days or

missed days I
General MARCHBANKS. We encourage them to make up.

4A7
Mr. ADDABBO. But they are not required I

General MARCHBANKS. They are not required or forced to make up
drills involuntarily. However, if they are not excused by their supervisors and they pass the point of unsatisfactory participation, then we
must take administrative action to call them to extended active duty
or transfer them to a nonpay status.
SCHOOL TRAINING
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Mr. AZDABBO. On page 19 of your justification you request funds for
school training. We note that in 1968 this amount was about $2.3 million; in 1969, approximately $4.5 million; and you are now requesting
$7.3
for 1970. We also note in this connection that the real increasemillion
involved
is not in the number of individuals to be trained but
rather in the number of days training per individual. For example:
Officers, fiscal year 1968, 12 days; fiscal year 1969, 26 days; fiscal year
1970, 32 days. Enlisted: Fiscal year 1968, 23 days; fiscal year 1969, 34
days; fiscal year 1970,45 days.
Why is there such a significant increase in the number of days in
training for each participant by year I
General MATICIIBANKS. All of these are associated with natural
growth and conversion of our program into other program elements
where we have to retrain people in new weapons systems, conversion
to the associate goup, our tactical support squadrons--all of our new
missions, we wiTl have an increased training requirement associated
with that.
Mr. ADDABBO. Aren't your men actually continually in training?
Why would there be such a marked increase just because of new
weaponry?
General MicHiAimKs. The increase in fiscal year 1970 estimate over
1969-and it is an increase, as you say, of 74,631 man-days--they are
required to support the conversion of these units to the new missions,
such as Tactial Air Support Squadrons, C-9A, and C-141.
Mr. ADDABBO. On page 22 of your justification, under the section for
special training, the number of participants in the training programs
remains relatively constant each year. However, the total number of
man-days of training increases significantly each year. Why is the
average length of time to complete a course increasing each year?
General MARCIMAwKS. The increase in average length of training is
due to retraining of our personnel in new missions.
Mr. ADDAnBO. Do those new missions suddenly come upon you?
Aren't they a day-to-day operation ?
General MARCHANYKS. No, sir. They are not really a day-to-day
operation.
General Pi-rs. General Boylan can address himself to this.
General BoYLAN. An example, Mr. Chairman, is the rather major
conversion of our Air Force Reserve C-124 units to the C-141 associate. The air crew in particular and a number of maintenance specialists must attend the formal professional schools that provide that training. As that program, or conversion program slopes upward indicating
quantity, then General Marchbank's program has to reflect those mandays of support for that training. That training in this particular case
is provided by the active force in our training schools.
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General Pirs. If I could amplify General Boylan's statement, Mr.
Chairman, it is the difference between maintaining a level of pro.
flciency for a given job, versus learning a new mission. The training

required to learn a new mission prior to reaching and maintaining a
level of proficiency is the increment here.
Mr. ADDABBO. Would this come under their normal all-year-round
training?
General MARCJIMANK8. This is additional.
General BOYLAN. It is specialized training to equip the individual
to perform a new mission.
Mr. ADDABBO. General Wilson, on page 14 of your justification, the
section entitled "School Training," you had an actual cost of $5.4 mil.
lion in fiscal year 1968. You are planning $7.4 million in fiscal year
$7.6 million in 1970. We note that this increase
1969,
from the number of people being trained, but rather from
notrequesting
resultsand
the length of duration of their training. This is shown from the fol.
lowing table:
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Number of days stbool

training

Officers
Fiscal year 1968................................................................
Fiscal
year 1969 .................................................................
Fiscal year 1970 .................................................................

74
132
121

r

Enlist
3)
8
7

Why has the number of days training per participant increased by
approximately 100 percent for fiscal years 1969 and 1970 over your
actual experience for 1968?
General WnsoN. Mr. Chairman,. as you know, it is similar to the
Air Force Reserve. We have new missions, changes in equipment, and
changes in personnel coming into the program. This is the formal
training that has to be given these people. The length of training time
depends on the course in which they have to receive this training.
These are selected people that go to these formal schools to receive
this training. Mission and equipment changes require much longer
courses of instruction than does refresher training in a pre-existing
mission.
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COST OF AIR FORCE ROTC UNIFORMS

Mr. ADD)ABO. General Marchbanks, on page 31 you cover the cost
of uniforms for AFROTC students. How much does the uniform cost
for a basic student in zone I and a basic student in zone III
General MARCHBANK . Major Maxwell.
Major MAxwELL. The rates are established by the Department of
Defense and may vary somewhat on location of school.
Mr. ADDAnBO. Do you have any basic total cost for each uniform?
Major MAXWEL.T. In zone I it is roughly $20; in zone II roughly $26.
Mr. ADVDATIO. Is this for a complete uniform, the $20?

Major MAXWEL,. That includes a shirt, trousers, boots, socks, yes; a

basic summer uniform.
General Prrrs. That is for the summer field training uniform. the
shirt, trousers, shoes, not a full uniform like I am wearing.
Mr. ADAvBBo. What would be the price of the full uniform?
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Major MAXWELL. It goes up to approximately $86.88 in zone I, and
approximately $115.14 in zone II.
Mr. ADDABiO. 'When a cadet completes Aerospace 200 he turns his
uniform back to the school. The uniform is then reissued to an Aerospace 100 student entering the program. What is the average life of a
uniformV
General Prrrs. Mr. Chairman, could we supply that information
for the record?
Mr. ADDABBO. Yes.
(The information follows:)
AvzRAoz Lim OF A UNrRM
It is estimated that the average life of the uniform Is 5 years except for the
oboes and socks which is 2 years.
Mr. ADDABBO. In the basic AFROTC, the monetary allowance system

is used by all of the educational institutions except for 10 percent of
the students who are covered by issue of uniform-in-kind. In the Army
basic ROT program these percentages are almost exactly reversed.
Why do 90 percent of the Air Force educational institutions elect to
receive the monetary allowance, rather than receive the uniforms direct
from the Air Force
Major MAXWELM. Sir, I really cannot answer that particular question. It is an election of the school. They have the prerogative to go
either way they prefer. All we do is provide whichever they request.
Mr. ADDABBO. In 1970, the Air Force will have 56,000 students entering Aerospace 100 and 200, and the total cost of uniforms for these
56,000 students will be $1,894,372. This would equate to approximately
$34 per student. However, in the Army's budget for 1970, we note that
they plan on having 113,500 students entering their basic MS-I and
MS-II program and the total cost of uniforms for those 113 500 students will be $2,008,084, or approximately $18 per student. Since the
basic Air Force and Army uniforms would cost approximately the
same, why is the yearly cost per student for the Air Force almost twice
the&Vajor
yearly cost for the Army
AXWELL.
Sir we will provide it for the record.

(The information follows:)
Dnrnhzqcz IN COST BzTWEEN ARMY AND AIm Foncz Urnoas

cos
cost

it of

The Secretary of each of the military services is authorized either to pay a
clothing allowance, or to issue uniforms-in-kind to participating ROWJ schools.
The schools have the privilege of selecting either of these methods of procuring
uniforms. Under the commutation system, the Government makes a monetary
Payment to the school and the school purchases the required clothing items. The
commutation rates used by both the Air Force and the Army are prescribed by
08D, based on an annual review of uniform requirements and cost per item.
These commutated rates, or allowances, paid to the school may vary, depending
ou the location of the school
The issue-in-kind rates do not consider such costs as custodial care, mainte$dance, and administration. The cost for these requirements have been considered
in the approved commutation rates.
Following
Is 1970
a summary
of for
the the
total estimates and average costs included In
the
fiscal year
estimates
Air Force Aerospace 100 and 200 students,
and the Army M--I and MS-I students:

DEPARTMENT OF THE AIR FORCE
Mthod a procureamnt
l e
Co

Number of
students

Estmate

kind .....................................................
n
mm
utat.....................on.......
Total ......................................................

1111,262
1,725.89
M34.1

Averag
cot

"1
3X

1,&47.158

56000

Estimate

Number of
students

Averig
cst

1,2739U2
759900

95.560
17,940

5~3

2,03.862

11,500

17.81

DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY
Method of procurement
IssueIn kind ............................................
Commutation.....................................................
Total ......................................................

Since only 10 percent of the Air Force uniforms for the Aerospace 100 and 200
students are procured by the issue-in-kind method as compared to approximately
84 percent for the Army MS-I and MS-I students, the composite average rate
for uniforms in the Air Force program exceeds the average rate for the Army.

Mr. ADDABBo. Would you please supply the following for the record
for fiscal years 1968,1969, and 1970:
(a) The number of aerospace 100 and 200 students entering the

program;

(b) The total cost of uniforms for these students;

(o) The average cost of uniforms per student.

Would you also supply for the record the comparable figures for

the Army and the Navy ?

General Prrm. Yes sir.
(The information follows:)
AmAGuz COsT or UxmOzms o ALL SnvICws-NMB£B or STUDENTS rN AzRosPAcI
PROGRAM

Average cost of uniforms of all services for students in the basic ROTC
program:
Fistal 1
Air Force program:
Aerospace students 100 ................................
Aerospace sdets 200 ........ ".........................
Trte cost of uniorm..........................
u

Fleejva
K4

28,128
17,925

35,003
10,059

4$,053
51,348,600

53,02
81, 3105,
343

52.

.t uMw
. ........ ...............................
A rt cot per student
.......................................
Avy program:
tuyer
:4t"

...

~a.............................................
ptuWert
..............................

year students

78,126
49,787
1,57913
0

...............................

Subtotal ..... .....................................
Total cot of uniforms, .............................
Avee od p studenL ....................................

3,22
$513 00

3

72,200
41,300
113.500
$2,22,39 19

1,463
3,858
$1,040 000
027~
70

'Fsalf

35,o0
21,000
56,0
$1,847,156

,

.

o-

72.20
41,300
3100
12,0V11
9

1,511
3,51
51,054.00
501
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Rates between services are not readily comparable because Navy rates are based
on the cost of a onetime issue for permanent retention by the member, whereas
Army and Air Force issues are In the nature of organizational issues for the
freshman/sophomore years. Army and Air Force personnel are issued a uniform
for retention upon entry into the advanced course.
AIR FORCE JUNIOR ROTC PROGRAM UNFORM

Mr. ADDABBO. On page 37 of your justification for the section on the

Junior ROTC program, you state that during fiscal year 1970 it. is

estimated that there will be 200 units of the Air Force"Junior ROTC
with an average student enrollment of 140 per unit. If we are interpreting the table on page 37 correctly, in fiscal 1969 you have 112 units and
during fiscal year 1970 you would be adding 84 additional units. Are
these the correct figures?
.65
Major MAXWELL. Yes, sir; they are basically correct.
M.Ar. AnnAnno. If you are adding 88 units at an enrollment of 140
students per unit. this would be a total of approximately 12,320 new
students to be added to the rolls in fiscal year 1970. If you are adding
mny. 12.320 students to the program, why are you providing'for 16,632 new
,r

uiforms?
Major MAXWELL. The estimate includes new uniforms for the stu-

he

dents enTolled in the additional 88 units, plus a sizing factor of approximately twenty percent of the total requirements.
Mr. AnDA RO. This increase of new uniforms, are you taking into
consideration the uniforms being turned back in, which we discussed
earlier?
Colonel Lorurri. Yes, sir. It is taken into consideration in the formulation of the budget.

for

NATIONAL GUARD PILOAM

AND PILOT TRAINEES

Mr. ADDABBo. General Wilson, how many pilots
do you have included in the 1970 budget and how many do you now have?#
General WILsoN. Right now, sir, we are programed for 4,000 in the
1970 budget., excluding those that are on active duty, and the exact
fig M is now at 3,600 as of today.
Mr. ADDABBO. How many pilots will the Air Force be training for
you in fiscal 1970?
General.WiLsoN. They will be training 145 pilots. They go to flying
.000
shool and return to the'units upon completion of their training.
Mr. ADDAJBO. Are they already scheduled to go into the training
S'
base?
General WiLsoN. Yes, sir. I have personnel already scheduled for
the next 3 years to fill those quotas.
41,30
Mr. ADDABBO. In the hearings last year you testified that you would
.300
have an output in fiscal year 1969 of 145 pilots. Do you still anticipate
V~j that that figure will be met?
General WLsoN. Yes, sir.
AIR NATIONAL GUARD AIRCRAFT INVENTORY

Mr. ADDABBO. During fiscal year 1969 have you lost any aircraft to
the Air ForceI
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General Wnsow. None other than those that were taken on active
duty with the units when they were.ordered to duty, sir.
Mr. Ann.lUo. Have you gained any now aircraft during 1969?
General Wrisomw Yes. sir. I think the only ones that we have gained

in new aircraft were the 24 1-10's.
Mr. MINITsALL. What is a 1-10?

General Wins. A T-10 is a Helo courier, T believe that is the cor.
rect name. It is a single-engine plane that. is used with our Special

O,*rating Groups.

Mr. MUsIA.r. Is that the thing which is made up here at
Hazerstown ?
General Wwsox. No. It is similar to that, hut it is made up in New
York,
Mr. MiNs,.t.wm. Who makes this?
General Wiyox. I will have to check. I don't. know who makes it.
I know it is a I1-0.
Mr. MrssHALTJ. Just so you don't have any 11-2's.
General WTIsow. Well, we don't have any IT-2's.
RELEASE OF AIR FORCE RESERVE UNITs FROM ACTIVE DTrY

Mr. ADDA1no. On page 4 of your statement. you say "all the Air Force
Reserve units still serving with the Active Force are scheduled to be
released from extended active duty in June of 1969." Is that schedule
being adhered to?
General M.RCIAKs. Yes, it is.
Mr. ADDAinto. Are most of the air reservists now out of the combat
area or are they still in the combat area?
General MARCIIIIANKs. No, sir. At the present, time our C-119 gun.
shij) people are still in the combat area.
General Pvrrs. They are stationed at Nha Trang in Vietnam. At
other overseas locations, he has the 34th Air Medical Battalion stationed on Yokota Air Force Base in .Japan. He has the 305th Aerial
Recovery and Rescue Snuadron, HTT-97's, on rotational duty to Europe
and in Iceland. In addition, there are the C-124 units that the General
spoke about in his statement on rotation duty to Europe.

Mr. ADDARiBO. Were all the units activated actually used?
General MATCITRANKs. Yes, sir: they were all used.

General BoI.%N. The I-10 is the Helo courier made by the Helio
Co. I do not have the location of the company.
General Wirqow. It is in New York.
Mr. ADDARBo. How many of the units were used overseas, General
Mfarchbanks?

General
Iceland?

MARCUIANKS.

Mr. ADDARRo. Yes.

In respect to our rotation to Europe and

General MARcITIANKS. We had a rotation group in Mildenhall,
England; we had an air rescue organization operating all over the
world, but particularly in Iceland; we presently have deployed our
gunship program, the '1st Squadron, from Bakalar to Vietnam.
Mr. ADDABo. Would that be the only unit sent to Vietnam?
General MARCIMANKs. The only one sent to Vietnam; Yes. sir. In
Japan we had our 34th Aeromedical Evacuation Squadron, and indi-

v
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viduals from all of our units participated in the combat zone in Korea
and Vietnam, and all over the world.
General Pirrs. A total of eight units were involved in either a permanent change of station overseas or on rotational asswignment, serving
a portion of tie time overseas.
R1OT CONTROL TRAININO

Mr. ADDAB O. General Wilson, do you have any riot control training
in the Air National GuardI
General WIsoN. Yes, sir. We have a normal program that is estabdoes not mean for everybody. Each State has a llan in
lished-this
which they use the total National Ouara, both Army and Air. For
example, at many of our Air Guard units we have what we call a riot
control section which may be composed of from 150 to 200 men who are
fully qualified and trained to be on the street. Most of the time the Air
Guard has been used for security-type missions, securin of olice
stations, waterworks, and so forth, whereas the Army uart was
actually on the street. But these people are trained and capable at each
one of those locations.
Mr. ADDABBO. The committee will now stand in adjournment until
2 o'clock. Thank you very much.
An-UNOON
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Mr. ADDABBO. The committee will come to order.
will continue the questioning relative to the Air Force Reserve
WeAir
and
National Guard.
Mr. Lipscomb.
Mr. LiPscoMB. Inasmuch as I missed part of the hearing this morning, if I repeat anything, please say we have covered it and we will go
on to the next subject.
AIR FORCE RESERVES-EQUIPMENT INVENTORY

nd
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Last year the Chief of the Air Force Reserves told the committee
of its concern with the equipment available to the Reserve forces. What
is the situation today? Has there been any improvement in the situation
from a year ago?
_io
General MACIBANS. I will respond, Mr. Lipscomb, by saying there
has been no improvement. I think we have to recognize the overall
equipment problem that we have in the Air Force, and that our priorities must go to support our Southeast Asia commitment at the present
time..

At a moment when we make an adjustment toward downphasing
that activity, we expect to realize modernization of our equipment.
As far as hoping for new equipment, we continue to do that, and we
need new equipment. We need to sophisticate the skills that we have
now. We can only maintain skills on semiobsolescent equipment We
need to update and sophisticate skills, but you cannot sophisticate
skills on the equipment we have. At a point in time when it would
have to push very hard for modernization of the Air Force
be wise, we
Reserve equipment.
29-WS 0-R--pt. I-90
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Mr. LTncomt,. Are you saying the testimony before the committee

last year in regard to a serious concern about the equipment still exists

today?

General MARCJTHIAK. Yes, I am saying that.
Mr. Lpsco.%n. You base the equipment situation upon the necessity,
which is very valid, of getting adequate equipment to Southeast Asia,
but how long can the Air Force Reserve-and I now talk to the Na.
tional Guard--continue in this fashion? Have you examined it looking
to the future Ir
General MARCHIANCKS. Yes, sir: we have examined it looking to the
future. We consider the future of the Air Force Reserve along with the
future of the Air Force. So, I do not look to this thine in a myopic
sense of only Air Force Reserve. It is a larger problem than that.
The Air Force daily looks at how it can accommodate roles and mis.
sins for the Air Force Reserve, and at the same time keep our skill
levels at an acceptable level. We get back to the basic issue that the Air
Force itself, the Active Air Force itself. has an equipment problem,
and that, we must expect in the Reserve Forces to get our equipment
from this source. Until it is made available, we cannot modernize.
I do not want to downga-de my position from last, year. I want to
reiterate we are in a serious equipment problem in'the Air Force
Reserve.
Mr. LTrsco~rn. The thing: we here must look at is that we maintain
these Reserve and Guard forces for a purpose, and if they will not be
able to respond properly in a national emergency when needed, then
we are just marking time and are just fooling ourselves.
General MARCITMANKS. I think the Air Force recognizes this.
Mr. Lmscomn. What are we doing?
General BOYLAN. I am General Boylan, Director of Programs of the
Air Force.
General Marchbanks put his finger on the key reason for the equipment status of our Reserve Forces. that is, the demands on the Active
Force to support the contingency that is underway.
As you know, the policy and practice is to achieve modernization of
our Reserve Forces by a flow of equipment from the Active Force. The
aircraft procurement programs of the Air Force of the last several
years have been quite heavy, but heavy to support the attrition that is
occurring in the Active Forces, principallv in Vietnam.
Consenuentlv, the planned modernization programs for the Reserve
Forces since about 1965, using that as a planning date, have slipped
on the order of 2 years.
Let me use an example. Back in 1965, the Air Force was scheduled
to phase out all of its F-100 aircraft by 1970. They would go to the
Air National Guard. The current program does not permit this. It.
will be 1972 before the Air Force begins to lose the last of its F-100's.
This means to General Wilson a 2-vear slip in the previous program.
Downstream. hopefullv, if the fighter procurement programs of the
Air Force are continued, General Wilson's forces can be substantially
improved ovar what they are today. I do not think under existing circumstances that modernization rate can be substantially accelerated.
In the case of the Air Force Reserve, very much the same situation
is occurring. There is one aspect of the Air Force Reserve program
which casts a different picture. It is the associate unit program which
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you commented on earlier. This is a case where units are provided the

latest equipment for training, for participation in regular day-to-day
missions. It is a case in the C-141 units associated where they do have
as modern equipment as the Air Force itself. I am speaking of the
National Guard and the Air Force Reserve units. In the case of these
units it is a conversion from other types of equipment, such as the
old d-124 and the C-97, and in some cases the C-19 to give these
units the opportunity to train and operate the most modern cargo aircraft that we have.
I might add, that the associate unit program will continue, as the
Air Force receives its C-5 aircraft. Reserve units will be associated
with the aircraft.
In the ease of fighters, in the case of other support-type missions,
such as reconnaissance and tactical air support, the modernization rate
of the Air Force is not high and, consequently, the modernization rate
of the Reserve is not high.
AIR NATIONAL GUARD AND RESERVE MISSIONS
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Mr. LIPscoxB. Is there any difference between the National Guard
and the Reserve mission, for instance, in the associate units I
General BOYLAN. I think the answer is basically yes, because of the
history of the two programs. Following World War II, in the few
intervening years, the Air Force Reserve program developed into
basically a tactical airlift program of some 45 squadlns with five
rescue units, a total of 50 squadrons. Over the years, as you know, the
Air National Guard has progressively expanded its mission equipment
from observation, principally, and Army oriented, to fighter reconnaissance, and other missions oriented for Air Force use. Today, the
program still has that basic characteristic principally transport for
the Reserves and transport and other for the Air National Guard.
Mr. LIPScomB. Is there not a big difference between the Reserve and
the National Guard missions inasmuch as the National Guard is attached to State operations and is geared to State operations, and the
Reserve is really oriented toward the overall national mission?
General BOYLAN. Being neutral between General Marchbanks and
General Wilson, who head the two programs, may I comment on that?
Mr. LiPscoMB. Yes.
General BOYLAN. From the Air Force program point of view, there
is no difference in these Reserve Forces ofthe Air Force in application
to the Air Force mission. The administrative aspects of the two programs are decidedly different but at the principal interface; that is,
man and machine with wartme mission, as far as the Air Force is
concerned there is no difference.
Would you care to elaborate, General Wilson?
General WiLrsor. Sir, as you know, in the entire program the National Guard has a dual mission, both State and Federal. In (he Army
Guard as well as in the Air Guard, the forces are there primarily for
their Federal mission, but they also assist in meeting the State mission.
r As ou know, we just went through a reorganization in the Army
Guard. This reorganization was not tied to State requirements. It was
tied to the Federal requirements. However, we satisfied the State re.
quirements as best we could where it was militarily practical.
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The Guard units, Army or Air that are allotted to the States, are for
the purpose of meeting a Federal requirement, and to the extent possi.
ble, to meet the State mission.
Mr. Lrpscwn,. I have been told that by setting up these associate
units, and putting the National Guard in an associate unit, if the time
should ever come of a State emergency, the equipment would not be
available and they could not fulfill their mission.
General Wrt.Rox. It just so happens that California has two squad.
rons of transports. There are many States that have no transports.
They use the Air Guard in their State missions the same as they do
the Army Guard. But, it, is not primarily because of 'the type of equip.
ment that they need. It is because we ha4e the trained soldier or airman
who has discipline, who is able to do the job within the State.
When we had problems in California, or when we had the April
riots last. year, C-141's from the Air Force were used in transporting
the people across the country, both active and Guard. If we got in a
situation, and California had an associate unit, and had to move troops,
I think the C-141's could be utilized. I am not onvinced that they can.
not be utilized.
Certainly, in the Federal Government, we have a responsibility for
assistance to the States in meeting the crises we have had on the streets
here lately.
General BomAN. As a matter of fact, sir, this basic problem of then
availability of trained military, uniformed personnel for State needs
has since last April tended to take on a national character, with the
formation of a specific unit within the Department of the Army to
plan for meeting such occurrences and, based on the particular circumstance, utilizing the appropriate personnel, whether they be Stateoriented at that particular time or Active Forces, and transports.
Mr. LW8comB. A difference in the concepts of the use of the National
Guard associate units has been brought to my attention. Could you,
for the record, give the position of the Air Force on this statement? It
was made to me by people who I feel are well informed and vitally
interested. They say that as a result of their analysis, they have reached
the inescapable conclusion that the associate unit as now conceived is
not compatible with the fundamental concepts and principles of the
dual State-Federal missions upon which the National Guard has been
established and organized.
You have explained it to some extent for the committee, but I
would like to have this set forth in the record so there will not be any
misunderstanding.
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Another matter that mirht be helpful is an explanation of just how
these associate units should operate, so there is no misunderstanding.
I personally believe it is a good plan to have National Guardsmen
learning the latest equipment and the use of it and having this type
of training. There seems to be great concern, at least in my State of
California. asto the use of the associate units.
Would that be possibleIsir.
General BoymAN. Yes,
(The information follows:)
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The Associate Airlift concept and proposal was first presented to Headquarters,
USAF in a formal Military Airlift Command (MAC) study of requirements for

Reserve Force units assigned to MAC in 1970-75. This study was submitted by
MAC in SWptember 1060.
The objective of the associate unit concept is to provide manpower augment.
tion to the Military Airlift Command force of C-141's and C-A's so that the
te
airlift potential inherent in higher aircraft utilization rates can be realized quickly in contingency and wartime situations.
Me
bOne
of the key elements to such high utilization is people. But Active Force
manning levels of MAC airlift units does not support the high level of flight
utilization of which the C-141 (and soon to enter the force C"A) i capable.
d.
Specifically, MAC C-141 squadron manning can support a sustained 8 flying
&.
bours per day per assigned C-141 by Imposing a 6-day workweek during emergencies. However, the aircraft has the potential for even greater utilizationbut the key need is for more aircrews, mechanics and related support Ojersonnel,
when and as needed in wartime.
n
Thus, the associate airlift concept evolved in the MAC study of September
196, as a means to provide these necessary personnel and resultant higher C-141/
- A utilization as would be required.
Other objectives of this concept were: (1) a "ready now" capability for rapid
increase of C-141/C--.5A utilization when needed for national emergencies, but
with low peacetime costs characteristic of Reserve Force organizations (ANG/
AF Reserve) ; (2) an opportunity for selected Air Guard units to support an
Air Force requirement in the latest state of the art equipment.
The basic ANG associate group will contain aircrew, maintenance, supply,
aerial port and base operating support personnel in the appropriate skills and
numbers to enable a postmobilization increase of 2 flying hours per day per C-141
(or C--IA) assigned to the MAC squadron. The MAC study pointed out that one
such associate group, augmenting one C-141 squadron of 16 aircraft with 2 additional
flying hours per day, can produce about 100 million ton-miles of airlift
annually.
is
anAPPLICATION
TO THE AIR NATIONAL GUAMD
e
The military airlift group (associate) Is organized, manned and equipped as a
0
unit of the ANG. The only equipment not in possession of this unit is aircraft and
related supporting equipment.
The ANG associate group is not organizationally merged with the MAO unit
with which it is associated. Command jurisdiction lies clearly in the classical
ANG channels from the ANG unit commander to the adjutant general to the State
Governor. The fundamental principle of dual State/Federal purpose is maintained. The Governor of a State possessing an associate group retains the same
positive ability to call these members for state duty under the code as he does
t
with any existing unit in the National Guard system. Positive ANG unit identity
and integrity is assured in peacetime.
or

CONCEPT OF OPERATION

The ANG associate group commander Is directly responsible for all unit trainIng except that directly related to the C-141 aircraft. He has full authority and
responsibility for unit training assemblies (UTA's), flying training periods
(FTP's), required collateral and/or general military training (GMT). He retains
responsibility for administration, control and discipline of personnel assigned to
his group when they are in nonmobilized status.
The commander of the active wing/squadron with which the ANG unit is assoWciWted
has operational control of the ANG personnel when working on or operating
active unit aircraft and related equipment.
Functionally, members of the ANG associate group will be trained, will work
on and operate C-141 aircraft and equipment In concert with the active force
personnel of the MAC'unit.
Master planning and scheduling will be conducted by the active unit staff with
appropriate ANG associate group representation. Schedules will be arranged to
permit maximum time to train personnel during UTA and man-day training
periods and will be consistent with associate group requirements. In all cases,
schedules will be coordinated and approved through the associate group
commander.
The ANG personnel will be qualified in accordance with U.S. Air Force and
MAC standards, the same as active force members of the C-141/C-5A unit. All
ANG pilots and flight engineers will complete the MAC C-141 Transition Training

4138
Unit (TTU) qualification course. When ANG crewmembers are used on an
individual basis, they will be assigned crew duties commensurate with their
qualifications, Including pilot-in-command of a crew containing active duty crew.
members.
The Wing Safety Council will include ANG representation In its membership
and will supervise the entire wing/squadron/ANG associate group safety
program.
Operational readiness of the C-141 squadron will depend upon both the Active
and ANG training and qualification posture, and operational readiness reporting
will be based on the combined readiness of both Active and ANG.
Upon mobilization, associate group personnel will be totally integrated into
the BIAC active wing within their functional areas and will occupy positions
commensurate with their seniority and qualifications. Upon mobilization, the Air
National Guard unit's Identification and integrity will be maintained with at least
one officer and one airman assigned to Insure that the unit is retained for demo.
bilizatlon continuity.

a

ACCOMPLISHMENTS OF AIR NATIONAL GUARD

p

Mr. LIrscOMB. Along the same line, in past years in our current rec.
ord we have always asked if we could have a summary of the accom.
plislunents of the Air National Guard during the past yea.r, of what
they have done in the national interest of our country. This always
has been very informative and shows the great worth of the Air
National Guard.
General WILSON. We shall be glad to put that in the record. We have
covered that quite a bit in the statement, as to the missions we have
accomplished, where our units havs, been on active duty, and so forth.
We shall be glad to put that in short form and submit it for the
record, sir.
General Pr's. Both General Marchbanks and General Wilson, in
their prepared statements, sir, spoke of the accomplishments of the
Guard and Reserve since their callup last year. It was thought to be

appropriate to put it in.

(The information follows:)
MOBILIZED AIR NATIONAL OUARD UNITS

A summary of the accomplishments of mobilived Air Guardsmen reveals that
four of our tactical fighter units, the first of which arrived in South Vietnam
May 3, 1968, have completed more than 20,000 combat so, ties through February
1969, an average per squadron of more than 5,000 iortles each. Each of our pilots
upon completing a full tour, will have flown over 200 combat missions before
returning home.
Each unit is averaging more than 400 combat missions per month--each has
rolled up impressive bomb damage assessment figures in all categories and eacb
has led its respective wing in several categories every month. Active Air Force
commanders In the combat zone have 'had nothing but praise for the skill and efficiency of the men, their attitude and their performance, not only In flying, but In
all the support functions such as medical, maintenance, and logistics.
They have performed on a level with the best In the Air Force.
Two Air National Guard units In Korea, coupled with more than 2,000 Individually assigned Guardsmen from other mobilized units make up the bulk of the
aerial force Which would meet any new threat across the DMZ In Korea. Our Jet
fighters based in Korea have also been bolstered by three Air Guard tactical
reconnaiance squadrons which have rotated on duty in Japan flying reconnaissance missions throughout the area.
Since last June the Air National Gualrd has provided the majority of personnel
for duty In Korea, and the Guardsmen 'have assumed their share of top leadership
posts throughout that command.
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The units have been flying some 25-30 sorties each day since their arrival in
midsummer last year. Once again, as in the Berlin crisis In 1901-62, the Air
National Guard has been used to prevent a war, Korean mobilization. At the
same time it has assisted In fighting one, Vietnam.
units have transferred pilots and personnel to man up 90 perTwo
cent
of mobilized
the personnel strength of an active Air Force lighter squadron in South
Vietnam and their cor:bat record is on a par vith our other combat units.
units spent their mobilization period instructing regular Air Force
TwoinGuard
pilots
an "instant" fighter pilot course for forward air controllers.
Two other: units have shouldered the burden of various Air Force training misslon throughout the CONUS, including combat crew training for active Air
Force pilots. The three Air Guard tactical reconnaissance units have shared the
task of performing full-time reconnaissance duty from a ase in Japan and each
has in addition, performed many stateside reconnaissance missions for various
Federal agencies. One unit, a reconnaissance technical squadron, remained at its
home base and has processed thousands of feet of film taken by reconnaissance
units.
Overall, the performance of our mobilized units this time has surpassed any
previous mobilization and I think you will find a number of Air Force and Army
officials that agree-the Air Guard is composed of a group of truly responsive,
combat-ready professional airmen.
AIRLIFT SUPPORT

During calendar year 1968, the Air National Guard airlift fleet operating in
support of the Military Airlift Command was composed of approximately:
100
----------------------------------------0.-7 Stratocrulsers
25
-----------------------------------0-121 Super Constellations
70
----------------------------------------0-124 Globemasters
Air
is
also
the
144th
there
transport
squadrons,
In addition to the 23 heavy
Transport Squadron, Medium, based at Anchorage, Alaska, which is equipped
with eight C-123J aircraft. Although part of the MAC fleet, the 144th is assigned
to the Alaskan Air Command.
In calendar year 1968 the Air National Guard airlift fleet flew a total of 2,509
missions as a functional part of MAC of which approximately 300 were in support
of Vietnam. During this period, 63,751 flying hours were logged while airlifting
17,798 tons of cargo and 22,864 passengers. The Air National Guard aeromedical
evacuation missions were not only conducted in CONUS, but also in Alaska,
Puerto Rico, Cuba, Bermuda, Labrador, Newfoundland, and the Canal Zone.
Serving these areas, 538 patients were airlifted in C-97 aircraft, and 2,280 by
C-121's.
Additionally, airlift in support of the National Guard's annual summer field
training exercises produced the following statistics during a highlighted 6 month
period :
7,736
-------------------------------------------Hours flown
Passengers airlifted
-------------------------------------27,894
Tons airlifted
------------------------------------------3,035
651
------------------------------------------Aircraft utilized
With the increase in civil disturbance facing the Nation the ANG airlift fleet
has assumed additional responsibility. During the April crisis following the
King assassination, the airlift fleet transported 6,000 personnel and flew 507,000
cargo ton miles. Seventy aircraft flew 389 sorties during a 5 day period.
Airlift in support of JCS directed exercises was a highlight of the year. Cargo
and personnel of ANG Tactical Forces were deployed and redeployed from
various operations, among them "Deep Furrow" (NATO sponsored), "Guard
Strike II," and "Creek Party."
AIR DEFENSE SUPPORT

Twenty-one ANG/ADC Fighter Groups, while assuming a larger share of the
NORAD alert requirement, flew almost 100.000 sorties in all types of weather, day
and night, while attaining an excellent flying safety record.
In direct support of the alert effort. Air National Guard Fighter Groups flew
over 41,000 hours, made approximately 23,000 scrambles and accomplished over
55,000 successful intercepts.
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During the year some ANG units were called upon to stand alert for regular
ADC squadrons who were converting to new aircraft.
Even though no ANG/ADC units were called to active duty, the ANG/ADC
units under the palace alert program provided the Air Force with 82 combat
ready pilots since July 1, 1068. These pilots, serving on active duty tours of from
90 to 179 days throughout Europe and PACAF, have accomplished a much needed
task for the Air Force while bringing a new wealth of experience to the ANO
units.
In 1968, for the first time, ANG/ADC units were deployed to bases outside the
Continental United States when a detachment of the 125th Fighter Group, Jack.
sonville, Fla., deployed to Puerto Rico, and the 163d Fighter Group of Ontario,
Calif., made a highly successful deployment to Anchorage, Alaska, for field
training.
ANG/ADC pilots also particirated in ferrying several F-102's to Turkey at the
request of the Air Force.
In Hawaii, the ANG's Fighter Group (F-102) and two ANG ground radar
squadrons provide a full-time Air Defense System for the Islands. In addition,
they are supporting SEA by providing requalitication/proficlency training for
weapons controllers assigned to PACAF.
The Puerto Rico ANG supports the Antilles Defentse Command with an F-104
fighter group and two radar sites which provide a daylight alert force, 1 days a
week. During the past year the island radar coverage was Improved by the
replacement of an obsolescent radar with a modern, more powerful set which
was obtained from a deactivated ADC site in the CONUS. The dismantling, airlift
from California to Puerto Rico. and installation of this radar were all accom.
plished as an in-house effort by ANG forces.
CREEK PARTY OPERATION

A requirement for emergency aerial refueling was established by headquarters
USAFE in December 1966, when the USAFE assigned fighter/recce units were denied use of previously assigned French bases. Aircraft returning from Wheelus
Air Base, Africa, to home bases In Germany and England could not return to
Africa If weather conditions prevented landing.
Headquarters USAF and headquarters SAC responded to headquarters
USAFE's request by suggesting use of ANG KC-97L tanker aircraft since KC-185
tankers were not available for assignment to Europe.
The National Guard Bureau agreed to provide two KC-97L tankers, In Europe,
to conduct a refueling compatibility test between the F-4 and KC-97L. The test
was conducted in February 1967, and proved successful. The National Guard Bureau agreed that daily continuation training would be required by USAFFI pilots
to insure a successful refueling operation during emergency condition.
The National Guard Bureau agreed to provide three sorties per day based on a
5-day week, for a total of 15 sorties per week. Additionally, one tanker would be
placed on a 30-minute alert whenever weather was determined to be marginal and
fighter/recve aircraft were flying.
Five KC-97L tanker aircraft were deployed to Rhein Main Air Base, Frankfurt, Germany, April 28, 1967, and the Creek Party Operation started May 1, 1967.
From May 1, 1967 through December 31, 1968, the tankers flew 915 sorties, provided 10,634 receiver hookups and off-loaded 20,539,930 pounds of fuel (approximately 3,000,000 gallons).
TOW TARGET SUPPORT

The dart tow target system that was perfected for the F-4 aircraft proved unacceptable thereby rendering the F-4 Incapable of towing the air-to-air dart. Air
Force asked that the ANG F-105, F-84, and F-86 units provide 1,209 sorties to
support the dart aerial gunnery training requirements of the F-4 units located
at MacDill, Eglin., Homestead, and George Air Force Bases. The Air National
Guard had 13 units capable of providing this support, however, with the activation of our two F-SO units In May 1968 the task of providing the 1,209 sorties fell
to and was supported by the remaining 11 ANG Tactical Fighter Units.
AcooMPLIsnMENTS OF THE Ami FORCE RESERVE

The Air Force Reserve, during the past year, has continued to respond pro-
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fessionally to Air Force requirements identified by the Air Force. Among the
important achievements are the following:
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The January and May 1968 mobilization brought 14 Air Force Reserve units
to active duty. These units included two wing headquarters with five airlift
groups of C-124's, one HC-97 aerospace rescue and recovery squadron, one C-11
tactical airlift group, three aerial port squadrons, one aeromedical evacuation
squadron, and one medical service squadron.
Within 4 hours after mobilization, one military airlift group was flying a C-124
carrying supplies to Southeast Asia. Sixteen C-124's with crews and support
personnel are on rotational temporary duty at Mildenhall, England, supporting
units in Europe. Other C-124's are operating in the United States, the Pacific
and Southeast Asia.
During 1968 these mobilized units flew 1,148 missions, 828 of them to Southeast Asia. They flew 33,668 hours airlifting 15,187 tons of cargo, approximately
2,000 tons were to Southeast Asia.
A part of the C-119 tactical airlift group at Bakalar Air Force Base, Ind., was
trained in AC-119 Special Operations Mission (gunship) and is now in Vietnam
flying combat missions.
The mobilized IIC-97 aerospace rescue and recovery squadron has had two
aircraft stationed in Iceland since shortly after mobilization. Other HC-97's have
covered such locations as Spain, Okinawa, Libya, and the Philippines. The aeromedical evacuation unit from Kelly Air Force Base, Tex., was deployed to Yokota,
Japan. Three aerial port squadrons augmented Military Airlift Command port
operations at their home stations until demobilization in December 1968. Personnel from other aerial port units were moved to Korea to augment aerial port
forces there.
OMOBILEn U-rr
The nonmobilized Air Force Reserve units continued to respond to Air Force
requirements performing productive missions as a byproduct of training. Last
year the C-124, C-119, HC-97 and HI'-16 units flew 74,353 hours in support of
the Military Airlift Command and other agencies. They carried 23,741 tons of
cargo and 59,621 passengers on these missions. Reserve rescue crews flew 1,523
hours on 251 rescue and orbit missions. Most of these missions released active
duty aircraft for more important missions.
TRAINING SUPPORT

In 1968 the Air Force Reserve formed a C-130 combat crew training squadron
at Ellington Air Force Base to train aircrew members, active as well as Reserve
crews. They graduated 142 qualified pilots and 35 flight engineers.
We are also operating a C-119 combat crew training squadron. This school
graduated 61 pilots, 82 navigators and 53 flight engineers.
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JOINT EXERCISES AND ARMY SUPPORT

Air Force Reserve units participated in three Joint exercises. One was at Fort
Bragg, N.C. We airdropped 1,897 troops for the 82d Airborne Division. This was
followed by exercises "Run-Awake" and "Combat Fox". Sixty C-119's and C0-24's
flew 175 missions. We also furnished C-119 aircraft and crews to support the
Army Jump School, Fort Benning and Army airborne divisions at Fort Campbell
by airdropping 120,000 paratroopers.
SUPPORT OF AERIAL PORTS

Eight of the nine aerial port squadrons performed their annual active duty
tours away from home station, two were at Hickam Air Force Base, Hawaii.
These personnel were integrated with the active duty units and worked as Reserve crews under active duty supervision. This contributed greatly to the Active
Forces.
MOVEMENT OF TROOPS AND SUPPLIES DURING CIVIL DISTURBANCE

ACTIONS

The Reserve airlift units participated in Operation Garden Plot and provided
85 percent of the airlift necessary to move troops and supplies to major cities
affected .

472
0-141 ASSOCIATE UNrrs

We implemented the new concept In total force utilization when we estab.
lashed the first C-141 associate unit. Under this program reservists fly and
perform maintenance In the modern MAC C-141 aircraft. The first C-141 airlift
mission to Southeast Asia flown by an all-Reserve crew took place In August 1908,
less than 5 months after the first unit was formed.
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MEDICAL UNITS

Air Force Reserve medical units contributed immeasurably to support training
of the flying units and the aeromedical evacuation mission. Aeromedical units
with 295 nurses and 962 technicians trained at home and on Military Airlift
Command routes. They handled 5,574 patients of which 3.781 were combat
casualties. Medical service units at 100 locations train In Air Force hospitals.
Officers and airmen contributed approximately 18,000 man-days to active Air
Force hospital mission.
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GUARD C-97 AIRCRAFT FOR BIAFRAN RELIEF
PROJECT

the

TRANSFER OF AIR NATIONAL

Mr. LiPscoMB. There apparently were eight C-97 transport aircraft
made available to various relief agencies operating in Nigeria and
Biafra. Do you know where these C-97 aircraft came from?
General WILsoN. Yes, sir. They came from the Air National Guard
units that were scheduled for conversion to the C-124. Four of them
came from Salt Lake City. The others came from other Air Guard
units, making a total of ei ht. These were sold to the agencies at a
very reasonable price, $3,6 apiece, with the understanding that we
would furnish those airplanes with a minimum of 50 hours remaining
before major inspection.
61 line items
We were also told by Air Force to furnish nt of some
that we
support
total
the
end
to
was
to go along with this buy. That
were to furnish. The balance of it would be furnished from off-the-shelf
buy from civilian suppliers.
I know there has been quite a bit of discussion that the Guard atis not
all. .
supporting this. We were not in this to support this program
There have been Guard pilots who have been hired by the agency in
California that has contracted to do this job.
The organization is having a problem with maintenance, which we
expected they would have unless they put in the necessary civilian support to maintain the aircraft.
This is a program where they wanted airplanes. They originally
wanted them out of storage at Davis-Monthan AFB. We had airplanes
to
that were flyable due to the phaseout of the C-97's and conversion
C-124's so we were able to furnish them rather than from DavisMonthan.
Mr. LipscoxB. Did the transfer of the C-97 aircraft entail any cost
to the Air Force?
General WUSON. None other than those items that were directed to
go along with the airplane, which is some 61 line items of equipment,
which included a total, I believe, of eight built-up engines and certain
other spare parts, which gave them a flyaway kit, sir. That was all included in the deal that we were directed from OSD to furnish.
Mr. Lnscoxia. You said we sold them at a very nominal cost.
General WILsoN. That is correct sir.
Mr. L, scoim. Can you set forth for the record the cost and all the
facts?
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General Wrisox. Yes, sir. I have a complete almost day-to-day program on this whole thing that I will be glad to put in the record, which
I think would clarify what our responsibilities were and what we were
directed to do.
(The information follows:)
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In addressing your question, it is appropriate to bring to fore the relationship
of the National Guard Bureau in this relief project. The Air Force is the action
agency within the Department of Defense and the Guard Bureau involvement has
been limited in scope and responsive only to specific requests from the Air Force
project monitor, the Director of Supply and Services. Generally speaking, the aircraft, the initial selected spares and repair parts, spare engines and peculiar
aerospace ground equipment were made available from Guard units which were
phasing out of C-97 operations. These surplus aircraft would have been processed
to the Air Force Military Aircraft Storage and Distribution Center for disposition.
Although the Guard Bureau per so has not been the overall monitor, we have
been kept up to date on the support of the Biaf ran relief project as it pertains to
the Joint Church Aid-USA, Inc., and International Committee of the Red Cross.
In December 1968, a decision was made to make available four 0-97 aircraft
to the International Committee of the Red Cross and four to the Joint Church
Aid-USA, Inc. The Department of the Air Force was authorized to conclude
these sale agreements pursuant to section 607 of the Foreign Assistance Act of
1961 (22 U.S.C. sec. 2357). Each aircraft was made available to the designated
recipient at a sale price of $3,670. Under terms of the Department of the Air
Force sale agreements:
(a) Aircraft made available were on an as-is, where-is basis, without any
express or implied, other than warranty of title;
warranty,
(b) The Air Force would provide with the aircraft specialized ground equip.
ment and tools, supply and maintenance spares and spare engines normally
associated with the operation of these aircraft for a 90-day period away from
their home base. The contract further stated that beyond this initial supply kit,
the buyers would obtain all required supply and maintenance support from commercial sources. In consideration of this sale the purchasers further warrant
that they will reoffer the aircraft and all support spares, equipment and manuals
to the USAF at such time as they are no longer required for support of relief
activities in West Africa or elsewhere. Items returned In approximately the same
condition as when delivered will be at no charge to the purchaser. Items con.
med will be paid for by the purchaser at the standard stock list price, including
standard prices for overhaul of Items returned in reparable condition.
However,
all items used will be screened against Air Force supply records and those items
identified as excess to the requirement of the USAF will be priced at scrap value

Only.

To date, the Air Force has been responsive to the additional requirements re.
quested beyond the Initial supply and maintenance kits provided. The Air Force
realizes that the several additional lists for support requirements from the
recipients of these aircraft are over and above the contractual agreements, but
they have continued to assist these groups on a case-by-case basis in identifying
commercial sources and providing limited quantities of military peculiar or long
leadtime Items, where possible, without Jeopardizing USAF (including ANG)
internal support.
The efforts of the Air Force to support the Bifran relief have been responsive
and timely and the support to the Joint Church Aid-USA, Inc., for spares, engines
and tools has resulted in total issues on the above basis of $761,788 and to the
International Committee of the Red Cross of $721,199.

Mr. LaPscoxB. Thank you very much.
Mr. SLAcK. Mr. Minshallf
Mr, MINSHALL. No questions.
i- Mr. SLACK. If there are no further questions, we thank you, General
Wilson, General Marchbanks, and gentlemen.
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RETIRED PAY, DEFENSE
WITNESSES
LeROY T. SPENCE, OFFICE OF THE DEPUTY SECRETARY OF DEFENB2
(MILITARY PERSONNEL POLICY)
COL. M P. DiFUSCO, U.S. ARMY, OFFICE OF THE DEPUTY ASSISTANT
SECRETARY OF DEFENSE (MILITARY PERSONNEL POLICY)
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Program and Financing (in thousands of dollars)
Identification code 07-05-0030-0-1-051
Program by activities:
1.

Nondisability ..........................................

2.

Tenorary disability ..... t .............................

3.
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4.

Fleet reserve

i
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5. Survivors' benefits.

....................................
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Identl fiction code O7-05-0030-0-1-051
Relation of obligations to outlays:

a 68 saw

71 Obligations incurred, net .............

2,093,478

2,2B8,000

2735s,000

7,622

6,880

15,680

72 Obligated balance, start of year ......
74

-6,880

Obligated balance, end of year .............................

77 Adustents in expired accounts ..............
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.

increase suplemental............

90

Outlay

91.30

Outlays from military paw act supplemental ..............

91.40 Outlays from increased retired pay costs ................
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For retired pay an retirement pr, as autborized by la, of militar7 personnel on the retired lists of the A , Navy, ibTri
~psy for personal of the inactive Fleet Reserve and paythereof, r
m
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Corps, mad Air Force, ic
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Act, 1969.)
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to $2,735,000,000 fr

2,25,000,000.

AppIaton Introduction1

Appropriation or Estimate
proposed spplntal

Fr 19b

(In T1boands of Dollars)
Fl 1969

Fr 191O

$2,09500

$2,279,000

$2,T35,000

13,000

--

162,000

-

for military pay increases,P. L. 90-WT

Proposed supplmental for increased costs, Including Conmr Price Madez

1,5M

Ubobligated baance of appropriation
Total Obligations

$2,093.i78

,
t2.~450,000

Tois aproprition provides for the pay, as autbhorize ad at rates prescribe& by 1sw, of military
lists of Army, Navy, Marlne Corps, and Air Force wd provIdes for payments to survivors pursmnt to the
enlisted
Family protection plan. Mass egpensea Include the Ma of retired officers, warrant Officers,
authoriwd peronel of the
and members of the vwn's medical specialist corps, Philippie Scouts, and
dining retain p of the Inactive Fleet Reserve.

o
*2.735-.000

personnel on the retired
Retired ervcim's
nuaest
personnel, file
reserve coapNets, in-

the Veterans
yical disability
The estimate ecndes payments to jdivudls vuo elect to receive cmpenation for
he estimate provides for military pM
e mnt requested is also exclusive of an administrative expense.
Adminstraton.
retired pay costs, including sunts reincreases effective July 1, 16 =der the provisions of P. L. 9D-27, and increased
IndexPrice
Consmer
the
in
increases
lated to

.

a U

SumW4

OF OBL

U Br MAJOR CAM

(Dollars In Mm~sands)
Dollars
ona&isability ...............
t
Temporary Disablit ........
Permanent Disability

Fleet Reserve

(Actual)
Percent

Dollars

(Estlmate)
Percent

1970 (Estimte)
Percent
Dollars
$1,923,174

70.32

1.83

52,987

1.94

383,266

15.64

415,084

15.18

291,2D2

1.1.89

333,491

12.19

$1,459,195

69.70

$1,721,772

70.28

37,757

1.80

44,830

34.2,169

16.34

246,9488

12.77

$2,093,p478

.38
I00.0

1o,264

Survivors' Benefits
Total

8,93 D

$2,450,000

i00.00

t2.745.000

100.00
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Mr. ADDABBO. The committee will come to order.
We will now turn to retired pay for the Department of Defense.
We have with us today Mr. Lelloy J. Spence, of the Office of the
Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense for Military Personnel Policy.
It is noted that in fiscal year 1969 $2,275 million was appropriated for
retired pay. A proposed supplemental would increased the 1969 estimate by $175 million in order to take care of Military Pay Act increases. In fiscal year 1970 you are requesting $2,735 million for retired
pay, an increase of $330 million over funds expected to be available
]or fiscal year 1969.
GENERAL STATEMENT
Mr. Spence, you may now proceed with your prepared statement.
Mr. Spence.

29-408 0-69---t- 1---1
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Mr. Chaim

and Hmbers of the Committee:

I appreciate the opportunity to appear before this Committee in behalf of the
Department of Defense to discuss the appropriation for Retired Pay for fiscal year

1970.
miiiThe appropriation requested is a consolidation of the estimates of the
tary department for retired pay of military personnel on the retired lists of the
of the Fleet
Armys Navy, Marine Corps and Air Forcej retainer pay for membrs
retired military
of
survivors
to
payments
and
Corps
Wrine
and
Navy
the
of
Reserve
personnel under the Retired Serviceman'a Fami1y Protection Plan.

15.
of

The appropriation request for FY 1970 is $J735 million compared vith $2,275
million appropriated for FY 1969 plus a supplemental request for $175 million, for
million. The amunt requested for FY 1970 will provide for pay.
a total of $2,,O4
ments to an average of 759,617, an increase of 65,061 over our current estimate for

r 1969.

a

The supplemental request for FY 1969 villa provide for the additional costs
pay of
resulting frma two cost of living increases, an increase In the military
in the
military personnel retiring during the year, and an expected increase
when the
average numbers of military personnel on the retired rolls. Under law
Consumer Price Index (CPI) increases by 3% over the last adjustment to retired
pay and sustains that level for three consecutive months, retired pay is adjusted
to the highest percent of increase in that three month period, to be effective
on the first
day of the third month following that period. Two increases have oc.
curred since the Fr 1969 budget estimate vas submitted to the Congressj an increase,
of 3.9% effective April l, 1968, and an increase of 4.0% effective February 1,
1969. The increase in military pay was authorized by Public lav 5 i-0 7 and became
effective July 1, 1968.

MAJOR CATWJORIEB OF PMWNNEL
Wondisbility

i
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This category includes personnel who vere retired for age or length of service.
appropriation reIt is estimated that $1,923.2 million or 70.3%of the total
be required to provide for an average of 492,541 annuitants in the
quest vill
nondisability category in FY 1970. This compares with an average of 449,837
annuitants now estimated for FY 1969.
Temorry Disability
The temporary disability category is an interim classification for disabled
dispersonnel here there is some doubt as to the degree or permanence of their
for a period not
ability. Personnel are placed on the temporary disability list
to exceed five years In accordance with Title IV of the Career Compensation Act
of 19149, which has now been codified as Chapter 61 of Title 10, United States Code.
During this five year period, phpical examinations are required at least once
every eighteen months to determine whether such individuals (a) have recovered
and can be returned to active duty; (b) should be discharged;
frow their disbility
rolls.
or (c) should be transferred to the permanent disability
It is estimated that $53.0 million or 1.9% of this appropriation vill be required to provide for an average of 18,763 annuitants as compared with 16,794 in

Fr 1969.

of
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Permanent Disability
This category is composed of personnel whose disability has been definitely
e..,Ab) ished as "permanent." Persons may be placed on the permanent disability
.ols izuediately following the termination of their active duty or by transfer
from the temporary disability rolls. It is estimated that $415.1 million or
15.2% of the appropriation will be required in FY 1970 for an average of 120,597
permanently disabled retired military personnel. This compares with an average
of 112,275 for FY 1969.

Fleet Reserve
The Fleet Reserve category is composed of Navy and Marine Corps enlisted personnel with 20 but less than 3D years of service who elect to transfer from active
duty to the Fleet Reserve. Upon completion of 3D years of combined active service
ad service in the Fleet Reserve or upon being found physically unfit for further
military services such personnel are transferred to the regular retired rolls. It
l estimated that $333.5 million or 12.2% of the appropriation will be required in
FY 1970 to provide for an average of 119,844 Fleet Reservists. This compares with
an average of 108,731 for FY 1969.
Survivors' Benefits
The Survivors$ Benefits category includes the amounts estimated to be required
to make payments to survivors of retired personnel pursuant to the Retired Serviceman's Family Protection Plan. This is a self-supporting Plan which permits members
of the uniformed services to receive a reduced amount of retired pay in order to
provide one or more annuities specified in the Plan for his survivors. The amount
of the reduction in each member's case is computed by the actuarial equivalent
mthod; that is# the total amount of reduced retired pay received by the member
sad the benefit payments made to his survivors vl, on the average, not exceed
the total amount of retired pay the member would have received had he not participated in the program.
It is estimated that $10.3 million or .4% of the total appropriation request
vill be required to provide for an average of 7,872 in F! 1970. This compares
with an average of 6,919 in F! 1969.

The amounts included for each of the categories are mathematical computations
of averages of the rates presently prescribed by law applied to the best available
projections of the number of personnel to be carried on the rolls in fiscal years

1969 said 1970.
Payments under this appropriation are required by law and any funds not required revert to the Treasury at the end of the fiscal year.
Mr. Chairman, Colonel 1. P. DiFusco, WSA, the Director of Compensation Affairs
of the Office of the Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense for Military Personnel
Policy is with me today. We vl
attempt to answer any questions the Chairman or
0Qmittee Members may have.
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X
IMW OBLIGATIONL AVMJORITfq O.I0ATIONS, A.

IKBLIOATC

BAlANCZ

Fiscal Years 195-1968
(In Thousands of Dollars)
11ev
Obli4ational
Authority

1951
1952
1953
19514

1955

1956

715,000
789,500
92,000
1,029,0001/
1,228,000
1,399,000
i,600,000
1,839,000
2,095,000

1961

1962

1963

196
1965

1966

1967

1968

$3.3 million transferred to

UMT IMcMAE

WalimU,

615
702
1,398
l6,O68
4;216
6oo9b
22,078
1,6
10,925
16,785
13,422
7,648
7,8a0
1,522

IsOI4,775
1,j211,215
1,385,578

2,093,1478
Dfense"

BY CA5ORr IN YEAR-NEWVM

M01FW4
=PftEVI0S FISCAL YEAR

oR m FIScAL YAw 1968, 1969 AW 1970

1968
Fiscal Year
Percent
Actua
Nondisbility
Tempory Disability
Peruuent Disability
Fleet Reserve
Survivors' Benefits

17,

422,102
478p932
510,734
560,962
634,5042
692p922
787, 806

567,000
61.o,ooo

1959
1w

41,64o0

386,298

515,000

1957
1958

Unobligated
Balance

43D14,376
3214089
330,598
35,385

43D6,016
342,ooo
345,000
357,000
387,00O
423,500
495000

1950

1/

Obliastippe

1,878

5#391

10,512

CLOIW7

69.7%

1969
Fiscal YearPercent
Betimte
52,301
2,831

17.

3.8
11.9
13.8
1.2-

1.2

1oo.0

69.3

6119
M,4145
10.%

100.0%

Year10
Fisl
lfotimte
Percent
38,319
1,193
8,371
1,0366

63.6%
2.0
13.9
18.8

.005
60,254

100.0%
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ACIUAL AU) ETMTWE) OBLIGATION FOR MILITARY
R=Rw PAY, FISCAL Em 1950-197l4
(In Thousands of Dollars)

Fiscal Years

Under Existing TAv

Actual

1950
1951
1952
1953
195
1955
1956
1957

430A ,376
32jo89
330,598
356,387
386,29
410,902
510 784
560',962

1958

1959
1960
1961
196W
1963
1964
1965
1966
1967
1968
Bstimae

787,0o
10014,T752

/
,

/

kj

"4

I

1,0l,775 .
1,211,215
1,385,578
1,5920,352
1,831 ,60
2,093,478

I,

2,1450,0Q~

1969

1970

2,735,O9
2,952j,000

\

19r71
19r72

V

1973
1974

3,3,000
3,600,000

ACTUAL MI 8bu0ms,ONI0U1N AMD
(D

iimmo,o

BId Strength!
657,365
666,858
675,814
682,173
687,515

July
August
September
October
November
December

693,po5
TOM

Obnlg tions

188,424
193,378
195 ,419

197,876

199,080
201,,312

~TAL
*1175,1.89

Mnditures

186,378

192s9&1
195,111
197,624
198,0
$1,171743
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)ILIMTA

ACTUAL ANID P

RETR

MMETR
PAY DIBEM

AM

PAY 008

AJECNU40EROFISA 1EITU
MM

Averaao luber

Fiscal
Xctu&Year
....

1958
1959
1960
1961

Actual and Estimated Obligation

192,p29
208,570

510,784,009
560,961,693

222,545

63;,542,051

242,904

692,922,172
787,806,000
895,85),000
1,01.,775,00

31.3., 36
358,83D
410,853
4,62,463
5^8566
564.280
624o,496

1962
1963
1964

1965
1966
1967
1968
Estimated

1,2U,200,000

1,385,577,000
1,592,352,000

1,831,160,000

2,093,500,000

69 ,556

2,450,000,000
2,735,000,000
2,952,000,000
3,168,000,000

759,617

1970

1971
1972
1973
1974

820,000
880,000
900,000

Fiscal Year

)EC

NIJER OF-MmUMMS AMDNO HIL ITAR
ON ACTIVE DUrIY, JY 1957-1974

Total

1970
1971
1972
1973
19714

By Category
Officer
Enlisted
32,611

69,086

5,818
6,563
5,778
6,823
12,886
10,153
14,319
13,609
13,872
11,852
2,880
11,927

62,507
54,951
60,779
6p,843
63,117
61,89

14,588
12,996
12,801
2,848
2,s54
11,598

147,919

181429
1958
1959
196D
1961
1962
1963
1964
1965
1966
1967
1968

3,
381,000,000
3,600,000,000

1,000,000

ACTUAL AND P

PMNNEL

FISCAL Y7EA1 1957-1974

21,180
21,290
29,353
42,034
40,929

si,629
57,384
5ZP,772
5 P032

67,003

14,617
15,512
22,53D
29,148
30,776
43,310
43,775
41,900
42j,180
54,,123
57,159
41,955
47,978
51,995

51,063
50,;281

PEM0NO

EL

By Type or Retirement
Nondisability
Disabilit-y

11,904
13,674
14,O29
22,626
, 198

49,166
48,900
46,635
43,334

6,525
7,506
7,261
6,727

6,836
6,819
8,1463
8,484
9,137

10,696
12,599

53,066

16,020

52,492
45,111
50,904
514,566
52,762
51,667

10,015

9,840
9,875
10,277

10,355
10,212

"Normal" for an active force of present size vith current retention rates:

59,209
The substantial increase
attributed to the faot that a
Forces during the World War II
after twenty or more years of

8,676

50,533

9,563

in the number on the retired rolls can be directly
large number of the personnel vho entered the Armed
period have attained eligibility for retirement
active military service.
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TITLE III, NBLIC LAW 810,

TIwn

-- FISCAL YEARs 1968, 1969 Aw 1970

(1o U.S.C. 1331)
(Dollars in Thousands)
FY1968 Actuagl
-ear
End
Avg.
Number Number Amount
Officers

31,056

29,718

Enlisted

2,898

2,656

T)TAL

33,954

FY 196 Estimate
Y'ear....
Avg.
End
Number Number

$77,902 3,153
3,LO9

3

Amount

FY 197 Estimate
Year
&An
Avg.
Number Number Amount

32,676 $90,150 37.410
3,212

4,227

3

35,846 $102,591
3,729

2,133

32,374 $81,311 37,646 35,888 $940,377 41,350 39,575 $107,72M4

COMPARISON OF RETIRED PAY EXPENDIRS WITHIEPARTKEW OF DEFSE EXENDIUR

(Dollars in Millions)
Fiscal Year

All Military Functions

1937
1938
1939
1940
1941
1942

$934
1,033
1,075
1,492
5,998
23,570
62,664
75,797
8o,048

1943
1944
1945
1946
1947
1948
1949

1950
1951
1952
1953
1954
1955
1956
1957
1958
1959
1960

42,044

13,838
10,937
11,573
11,891
19,764
38,897
43,60o4
40,326
35,531
35,792
38,436
39,071

41 223
41,215

1961
1962
1963
1964

43o227

1965

46,173

1967

54,409
67,466
77,373
77 790
78,471

1909 (Estimated)
19T0 (Estimated)

46p815
48,252
49,760

Retired Pay

$55
59
61
66
73
84
49
57
57
85
140
175
193
193
329
357

386

419
477
511
562
641
694
786
894
1,015

Percent

5.89
5.71
5.67
4.42
1.22

.36

.08
.08
.07

.20
1.01

1.60

1,67
1.62
1.62
.85
.82
.96

1.18
1.33
1.33
1.44
1.55
1.68
1.82
1.91

1, 91

2.10
2.43
3.00
2.92

1,830

2.71
2.71

2p720

3.14
3.47
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Retired Serviceman's Family Protection Plan

(Dollars in Thousands)
No. of Retirees
Electing to
Participated/

Reduction
in
Retired Pay

Actual
195TT:Mst 8 months)

11,243

$1,597

149

1955

11,401

1,3)8

1499

462

1956
1957
1958
1959

12,580
14,859
17,890
19,846

4,692
5,1424
6,251
7,204

814
1,128
1,469
1,881

797
1,136
I,479
1,880

1960
1961
1962
1963
1964
1965
1966
1967
1968

22,967
27,997
33,659
43,254
52,1143
60,996
69,0445
80,102
91,371

7,786
8,933
10,806
13,141
14,906
18,447
21,338
24,762
28,446

2,312
2,807
3,271
3,713
4,187
4,643
5,149
5,746
6,476

2,422
3,003
3,495
3,992
4,595
5,295
6,o46
6,850
7,869

1969

103,376

32,356

7,364

1970

114,497

35,841

8,369

8,93D
1o.264

Fiscal Years

Survivore
Receiving
Benefitsl/

Payment
to
Survivors
$67

Estimated

TOM

1/
g/

$246,2353/

umber at end of fiscal year.
Annual amounts will not add to total due to rounding.

6,582

Fz1

X

ELECTI
NMI

AND ADUNT OF EEDUC=ON FROM T

SLMVIVM7-0' 5
(Dollar

lesorary DLsabil1t
Offcers
Relr
Regular Enlisted
Nonrgular Officers
Nouregula YafIs4ted
Subtotal

18,307

22,434
22,p938
406

436

581

$9,0459
3,121

9,414

$255

72

Year
on Rolls
No.Current
EoI of Fr

Amunmt of
Deduction

20,352
26,681
25,625

$10,617
3,831
10,710

$11.,720
4,.405
11,798

69

456
553

64

331

2
$393

1,372

$259
65
66
1
$391

72
447
567
303

$258

59

Pemannt Disability
Regular Officezs
listed
sky
Regular
Nonregular Officr
.Enlisted
eulr
Subtotal

2,983
2,967
4,589

$2,008
521
1,821

3,370
3,579
4,718

Fleet Reserve
Regula Enlisted
NonrgulrmElisted
Subtotal

13,683

$1,343
62

15,266
641
15I907

90,288

$28,209

102,212

$32,098

1,083

$237

1,164

$261

103,376

$32,359

Reei-

eauced Retired Pay

Cash Contributions

91,371

1970 of
ls FYAmount
on Bo Year
go. Budget
Deduction
Ead of FY
22,390
30,11 4
28,139

275

tl

Y CATBGOK

in Thousaznds)

Past Year F! 1968
Amouit of
No. on olls
Deduction
End of 1!
Nondisallty
Regular Officers
Regular -RnIsted
I ar Officers
N
Nonre~r Rlisted
Subtotal

PAX

8

$2,308

664

1,922
10

3,745
4,955
221
13,125

$2,584
788
2,031

16,871

$1,656

113,256

$35,551

1,241

$279

114,497

$35,830

$,0498

T , OR Rmnw PAY AS 0W 3D J=E 1968
I ItIV

DMRL ILMITAM

All Reieet
PaY

Po.on
Persons

Mntbly AMoamt
$165,313

218
271
1,524
1,572

00000000-

00W- 4
W- 3
w- 2
W- 1

Officers

330,796

1,560,-10
1,321,551

1,221
1,024

31,568,341

495

6,6h4
8,315
32,876
4,383

2,874p,267
2,69 ,447

232,89

21,077,339

8,599,:408
3,778,s456
1,131,006

Nozn&Iability Retirements Av9. Ml.
No.of
Ret.Pay
Persons
Monthly Amt

$1.,01

63,718
51..652
26,577
•15,372
5,w10

408
324
246

2D9

68

166

1,025
.134
28,6M
55,:405
42,34

13,736
3,262
568

6,855

Includes Fleet Reserve

$186,326,584
B/

289

Includes 22 NAVCADW

1,108
931
729
538
399

300

237
205

435,08
'406 887

284
224

$79,09,.128

$454

58,638

$22,634.,677

$386

11,2)8
27,515
156,929
93,982
47,150
9,222
1,529
342
914

$3,693,903
7,484,477
35,43998.
18,071,693
7,708,527
1,169,329
145,221
29,679
10,898

$330
272
226
192
163
127
95
87
3u6

1,083
2,410
15,308
32,483
12.07

$402,902
738,988
3,641,980
2,361,80
1,968,590

$372
307
238
189
151

592

173,428
34,61

347,971

$73,756,511

$212

63,992

$10,845,268

122,630

$33,1479,945

$333

$205

479
354

1,227

278
243

1711,254

$84,601,779

$1,2417

331,197

$437

43.1,963

4,842

$70,835
128,855
552,745
407,986
4j,253,,477
4,474,994
3,718,289
3,846,000
2,865,518
994,236
248,590

$101,724,805
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280
2141

50
105
1499
1438
5,838
8,313
9,3D8
12,841
12,110

702
1,531
1 A70

3,589,990
1,040,530

227
192
161
118
79
60
66

$1,389
1,217
983
806
62D
489
410
346

Ret.Pay

691

5,953
7,613
11,345

$14,o96,805
8,223,465
39,081,964
2 ,.36,533
9,677,117
2,18&4,82pW
652,378
2D3,107
45,589

$914,1478
a)1,94L
1,007,365
913,565
17,739,774
27,093,347
17,359,050
4,753,408
912,938
136,770
2,543,070
2,445,857
3,154,9=
713.64,3

Disability Retirmnts
No* or
Persons

427
321

433
324
279
237

3,95
686

2./

Ret.Pay

841
638

8,255

GRIM~ TM

AVg. o.

21,993,251

12,291
29,925
172,237
106,465
6D1147
185&6~/

Total
RNliSted

II

.q0114

522,225

$152,846,639

$293

954W

6,726
3,053

109
75

1,015,69 /
507,157

.

57
59
$169
$273

and Cost for the Detsrten of Defense
Analysis by Fiscal Years of the Number of Retired Personnel
of Dollars)
(Cost in Tbou sas
Estimate Fr 1970
etimte 7! 1969
Actual Fr 1968
Av.LNo.
Year En
Cost
Avg. No.
Year End

Year End

Av.

No.

Cost

Non&sability
Aegular Officers
Regular Balsted.
ficer
NOf
Norgular enlisted

Subtotal

69,236
241,529
105,018
3,385

67,552
228,324
101,697
3,14o

1419,888
561,807
472,976
4,524

Subtotal

Nonregu~r bnlsted
Subtotal
Fleet Reserve
Survivors' Benefits

TOTAL

$487,585

690,1436

113,615
4,016

109,976
3,719

538,323
5,428

449,837

$1,721,772

81,704
3D2,510

79,297
291,3D6

$54,83
784,105

1,531
13,1-400
1,396

$12,319
29,210
7,9"

587,827
117,679
4,259 - 6,1433
492,5 1 $1,923,17T4

121,099
14,475
509,788

400,713 $1,4592195

71,3469

1,261
11,759
1,012
1,299

1,246
11,14
953
1,037

$8,912
22,354
5,o64
1,426

1,467

1,372

$10,611

13,1454
1,288
2,253

12,.505
1,139
1,-8

25,577
6,263
2,379

18,162

16,794

$44,830

18,763

152,987

14,380

$37,756

19,355

15,331

$106,234

$3114,935

$94,428
92,879
151,659
3,202

16,509

17,313

15,714
45,646
40,367
2,806

16,884

17,682

15,992
177,933
40,373
3,001

5s,559
41,102
3,748

51,564
40,785
3,417

110,8142
162,129
4,061

107,299

1014,533

$31,168

n6,293 _112275

103,057

98,75-4

$246,488

113,488

108,731

6,116

$7,870

7,364

6,919

$8,930

8,369

6,476

624,496

2093,j477

7g,776

694,556

2,450000

787,030

651,331

Permanent Disability
Regular Officers
FRg3Ar MUsted.
o glar Officers

73,245

262,897

419,168

Temporary DisabiLt
Regular Officers
Regular Enlisted
Noregular Officers
onregular Znlste

75,721

278,117

cost

1,576
13,642
1,517

2,436

2,620

3,514

60,974
41,449
4,559

57,838
41,291
4,155

326,902
168,131
5,116

$383,266

124,664 -

120,597

415,084

$91,202

124,85

.

119,844

$333,1491

7,872

$10,264

759,617 $2,735.,000

and Cost for the Departent of the Arn
Personnel
Years of the Number ofin Retired
Ansayss by Fisl
of Dollars)
Tbousands
Analyis
b Fiscl Yersst
Actual 7! 1968
Avg. No.
Year ftd

Ragaler Officers
Pegular ft1Isted
hbiated.
Da

NomSubtotal

Estimate IT 1969

cost

14,045
108,382
63,747
1,206

13,654 $109,324
253,036
103,725
278,803
62,030
1,',.
sn8

187.380

180,527

$64i2,434

202

2,570

189

2,298

$1,551

472
8814

432
6&5

4,228

Year End

Avg. So.

cost

Eat1nte Pr 197o
NAv. No.
Year End

Cost

125,780
68,700
1.490

118,375
66,483
1.349

15,.16o

$12,985

17,230
135,040
72,840
1,685

16,627
130,410
70,770
15-8

$143,800
353,988
340,446
2,067

211., 995

201.367

$750,911

226,7

21.9,395

$840,301

16,0o25

309,319
312,016
1,591

- -817 Disaility
Regula OffiLcers
PAVII= ftusted
3,
uar Officers

-

Enlisted

Subtotal
PerInn

256

2,388
780

3,800
675
1,86o

3,,243
560
1,378

$2..27
7,348
3,260
1,742

345
14,410
860
2,260

320
4,105
767
2,060

$2,932
9,852
4,608
2841

3,564

$9,715

6,630

5,437

$14,637

7,875

7,252

$20,233

5,565
14,168

5,576
13,930

$33,192
27,810

5,695

1,597

1.423

15,700
25,265
2,285

5,627
15,177
25,86
1,93

$35,513
32,151
94,596
2,o26

5,730
16,965
25,115
3,065

5,712
16,333
25,19o
2,675

$37,050
35,908
96,994
2,959

46,379

46,167

$152,611

48,945

47,973

$164,286

50,875

49,910

$172,911

3021

2,1882

$3,26

3,425

3,225

$3.692

3,910

3,667

$4,284

240,908

233,14o

*0.026

270,995

258,002

$933,526

289,455

280.224

$1,037,729

,996

2M

Disbility

Regular Officers
Elisted
Beul
NueuW Officers
Nonr~En listed
Subtotal

25,049

25,238

90,302

1,307

Fleet Reserve
Survivors' Benfits
TOTAL

of the Navy
of Retired Pezsoel and Cost for the DePart-neut
Analysis by Fiscal Years of the madm
(Cost in Musamds of Dollars)

Actual, FY 1968
Avg. No.
Year End

Regular Officers
Regular N1isted
Noureglar Officers
No regular I ted

Cost

36,5141

36,1149

$195.,794

1,963

1,836

2.996

33,529
8,496
80,529

Subtotal

Estimte
1969
Avg.FY SO.
Year Ed

31,903
8,039
77,927

80,431
25,172

$304,373

Tenporary Disability
Regular Officers
Regular Enlisted
Notregalar Officers
Noreularlisted
Subtotsl

Subtotal
Fleet Reserve
Survivors'

Benfits

38,38o
35,911
9,392
2,250

37,752
34,850
9,028
2,122

$216,719
91,475
30,016
3,49-8

85,933

83,752

$341,708

730
4,106
222
-292

$5,410
8,848
1,159
510

FY 1970
Avg.ANo.
year EnEstimate

cost

40,327
38,181
10,310
2.446

39,650
37,1o4
9,936
2,356

$235,999
99,148
34,062
3,933

91,264

89,046

$373,142

749
3,588
241
255

747
3,742
233
266

$5,894
8,964
1,265
52

716
4,371
213
315

737
4,296
208
3114

$5,215
8,923
557

740
3,924
232
279

$15,756

5,175

5,350

$15,W27

4,968

$16,665

51555

4,833

5,615

5,698
11,722
3,278
1,060_

5,71
11,234
3,286
1028

$32,1l97
21,340
12,070
1,658

5,732
12,586
3,279
1,090

5,745
12,190
3,288
1,o77

$33,291
23,311
12,410
1,771

22,687

22,300

$70,783

no,161

105,745

2,202

2,110

231,147

22,189

1,o61

permanent Diability
Regular Officers
Regular Mnlisted
Nonregular Officers
Nonregular En~listed

Cost

5,665
10,669
3,275

10,461
3,290

5,659

$30,254
18,901
21,516

997

977

1,520

2o,6o6

20,387

$62,191

21,758

2,259

$28,419

100,223

96,o16

_$67,265
$254,16
-$2,44&8
W61,512

91,393

87,989

1,16

1,720

$2,193

2,009

1,917

199,959

193,578

$602.932

M,5098

20,2914

$291,950
$2,695

$755-13

of Retired Personnel and Cost for the IFine 2CM
(Cost lin Tbusads; of Dollars)
Estimate
Avg.F!15.1970
Estimate F! 1969
Year En
Cost
Avg. No
Year En

Anaysis by Fiscal Years of the *a e
Actual 7 196B.

Year mad

Avg. No.

NondisabilitY
as
Regular Offi f%
Regular Enlisted
Iowregua Officers
.liste
No&'eular
Subtotal

727
52

$33,077
7,660
3,036
87

6,517
3,641
892
60

6,364
3,147
833

lo,o1.4

9,677

$143,860

11,10

10,683

$54,167

165
2,1413

172
2,238

$i,154
3,787

206
2,824
71
Q6

189
2,673
68
914

$,550
4,759
329
109

6,116
3,32o
752

5,978
2,920

5.9

$37,967
10,798
5:,304

98

Tnorery Disability
Regu1 LI* Officers
Reelr, Enlisted
Nouregular Officers
JoneguarEnlisted
Subtotal

67

65295

Subtotal
Fleet Reserwe
Survivors'

Benefits
TOTAL

6,891
4,339

6,71

$40,877

1,020
63

4,001
963
62

12,832
6,221
10

12,313

11,767

$60,035

220
2,878
73

220
2,868

$1,806
5,331

814

71
92

1014

5

3 251

$7,5V9

1,383
5,009
853
321

1,356

14,563

846
323

*7,767
7,670
2,783
267

7,566

7,088

$18,487

338

88

67

83

2,763

2,542

$5,319

3,197

3,024

6,747

1,v296
3,363

1,266
3,038

*6,626
4,692

809

811

2,456

1,329
4,048
831

1,315
3,709
823

$7m375
6,109
2,67

331

330

271

323

329

265

5,799

5,445

$14,o45

6,531

6,176

16,o6
$37,038

$41,541

W,o69

2,T5

14,099

10,765

13,265

14,693

.u,664

193

166

$303

209

202

$327

38,o36

36,1o7

Permnt Disbility
Re4gima Officers
Regular Elisted,
NoneguarOfficers
Nozregular Enlisted

Cost

cost

176
3o,416

16,4
2B,593--

$2W4
$91,5141

314,296

3,Z81

$14,661

.

-J27,969

and Cost for the Deputmn
Analyvsis by Fiscal Years of the Nuber of Retired Personnel
(Cost in Thousands of Dollars)
Actual F! 1968

Estimate FY 1969

Cost

Year En

Year End

Avg. No.

12,534
96,498
32,023
1.60

11,771
89,776
3o,901
1314

$81,693
220,700
165,965
170

141,215

132,582-

$468,628

178
2,375

148
2,3.12

$992
4,648

260

248

12

11

2,825

3,9466
19,733

NondisabilitY
Regular Officers
Regular Enlisted
Nonreguar Officers
Nonreg l nlisted
Subtotal

vx.N

Regular Enlisted
Officers
n
Noreglar El Isted
Subtotal

Subtotal

17,256
124,950
36,929

16,279
119,791
36,o10

$124,135
318,137
207,098

281

253

326

162,431

15,035

179,416

172,333

$649,696

262
2,766
343
21

244
2,685
325
18

$1,687
5,o63
1,733
27

3,392

3,272

$8,510

4,837
26,414

4,500
24,752

12,202

11,.967

$36,827
60,013
55.944
119

$574,986

226

197

$1,364

1,320

6

2,606
310
18

2,1483
289
14

4,622
1,515
18

2,719

$6,966

3,16o

2,983

$7,519-

3,213
18,217

$24,356
41,476

31,240
76

n,o28
76

47,385
104

4,162
23,089
11,728

3,856
21,444
1,1,490

$31,149
51,242
52,806

80

77

112

34,215

-2,534

$113,321

39,059

36,867

$135,309

Fleet Reserve
Survivors' Benefits
TOTAL

Cost

Av.

$1014,914
13,969
278,844
106,245
190,987
33,632
241
1 ,89

Permanent Disability
Regular Officers
Regular Enlisted
Nonregular Officers
NonregulVEIted

En

14,799
112,785
34,631
216

Temporary Disability
Regular Officers

Ye

Cost

of the Air Force

1,463

1,350

$2,163

1,737

1,591

18,018

169,185

$590,971

206,387

195,476

$2,487
$20,301

83

43,536

80

41,299_

$152,903

2,048

1,893

- $2,958

228,392

218,797

$8.,067

494
STUDY OF THE MILITARY RETIREMENT SYSTEM

Mr. ADDABBO. Mr.Spence, at this time last year, in the 1969 appropriation hearings, you referred to a study underway in the Office
of the Assistant Secretary of Defense for Manpower regarding military retirement and survivorship system to determine Nhether or not
the system as it now exists, is performing the function which the retirement system is supposed to perform, and whether it is performing
it in the most efficient way possible. Has this study been completed,

apf
ber
thr

and what are its findingsI
Mr. SPENcE. The work of the staff who were involved in this study

has been substantially completed. However, the study is in the process
of review at the present time and there is no firm conclusions as to
what recommendations should be made as an outgrowth of that study.
Mr. ADDABBO.How soon do you expect the study to be completed?
Mr. SPENCE. As I say, the actual assembly of material and data has
been completed. It is a question now of trying to determine which way
we should go. Now, as far as the time is concerned, I would suspect
that within the next few months we should have conclusions as to what
we should do as a result of the facts found in that study.
Mr. ADDABBO. Will you supply the committee with a copy of those
findings?
Mr.

SPENCE.

197!

Sir, we would be happy to furnish you with a copy of

the findings when they have been finally approved, but at the present
time they are in a state of flux.
Mr. ADDABBO. In the testimony at page 567 of part 5 of the "Military
personnel" appropriations hearings for 1969 you stated there that. a
study was underway and your concluding sentence was, "What will be
the outcome of that study we do not know at this time." How much
further advanced are we today from when this testimony was given
back in 1968?
Mr. SPENCE. Certainly, sir, we are much farther down the road.

There have been a number of recommendations as to what should be
done. For example, one of the committee's recommendations was the
development of a two-step retirement system. Whether or not this is
the direction that we should go we don't know. In fact, about all that
I can say at this time is that the study is still undergoing review and
we are not prepared to submit any final statement as to what the outcome of that study will be.
19
CONSUMER PRICE INDEX INCREASE

Mr. ADDABBO. Have there been any other changes in the retired pay
situation since last year?
Mr. SPENCE. There were a number of facts which occurred. For example, the continuing increase in the cost of living which causes automatic increases in the requirements for retired pay. There have been
two increases growing out of the Consumer Price Index increases.
Other than that, I would say the situation is approximately what
we had as of this time last year.

495
RETIREMENT PROJECTIONS

Mr. ADDABBO. For the record, would you please update the table apappearing on page 570 of last year's hearings, giving the projected number of military personnel receiving retired or retainer pay from now
through the year 2000?
Mr. SPENcE. Yes, sir. I believe we have that, and, in any event, we
will supply it for the record.
(The information follows:)
PROJECTED NUMBER OF MILITARY PERSONNEL RECEIVING RETIRED OR RETAINER PAY AND ANNUAL DISBURSEMENTS, DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE
INumber of persons In thousands; dollar amounts in millions]
Constant Active Force I
Fiscal fear
1975 ...........................................................................
1980 ...........................................................................
1985 ...........................................................................
1990 ...........................................................................
199 ...........................................................................
2000 ...........................................................................

Number
receiving
retired pay

No pay
or price
Increases

,029
.255
1,426
1,568
1,671
,738

$4,033
5,0
5,876
6 505
6,980
7,318

1Assumes that the Active Force remains unchanged at the June 30, 1966, level.
Note: The figures assume a 12.6-percent increase in basic pay effective July 1. 1969.

Mr. ADDABBO. Would you also update the table appearing on page

573 of last year's hearings showing the projected number of military
personnel receiving retired or retainer pay with an assumed pay or
Price Index increase ?
Mr. SPENCE. We will submit that for the record.
(The information follows:)
PROJECTED NUMBER OF MILITARY PERSONNEL RECEIVING RETIRED OR RETAINER PAY AHD ANNUAL DISBURSEMENTS, WITH ASSUMED PAY OR PRICE INDEX INCREASES, DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE
(Number of persons In thousands; dollar amounts in millions)
Constant Active Force
Number
Pay and
receiving
ipce
retired pay
incre
3

Fiscal year

1975 ...........................................................................
1980 ...........................................................................
1985 ...........................................................................
1990 ...........................................................................
1995 ...........................................................................
2000...........................................................................

0

1,255
1,426
1,568
,671
11738

422

260
6,636
8,173
10,328
12,766

I Assumes that the Active Force remains unchanged at the June 30, 1966 level.
I Pay rates are assumed to increase by 3.5 percent annually from fiscal year 1971 to the year 2000 and then to Increase
at a rate declining to 234 percent in 2040. The price Index is assumed to Increase by 1o percent annually to the year
2000 and then to Increase ate rate declining to zero In 2040.
Note: The figures assume a 12.6-percent Increase In basic pay effective July 1, 1969.

Mr. ADDABBO. Thank you.

Mr. Lipscomb I
Mr.

LIPScoMB.

No questions, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. ADDABBO. Mr. Spence, we appreciate your appearance and thank
you for your testimony.
Mr. SnrzcE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
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